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HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE.

CHAPTER XXVII.. .

•

I
T has been seen in tlio preceding chapter that the King of

Spain was at this period directing his whole attention to the

• affairs of France; an infatuated policy which, -by diverting hte

money and resources from the Netherlands, fortunately enabled

the Seven United Provinces" to become an independent Power.

The Austrian Archduke Ernest, who had been appointed Governor

of the Netherlands after the death of the Duke of PaJhna,
1 did

not take possession of his office till the beginning of 1594 ;
and in

the interval the government was conducted by Count Peter Ernest

of Mansfeld. Philip, however, allowed the Count but little real

power. He sent some Spaniards to watch over him; and ap-

pointed a council of war, in which were several of that nation,

having for its president Pedro Henriquez, Count of Fuentes, who
published some cruel decrees. In 1593 Count Mansfeld senl

into France a small army upder.the command of his son Charles,

which hfilped the Duke of Mayenne to take No-yon*and a few

other places in Picardy, and then returned into the Netherlands.

During this period Prince Maurice sucfledSed in taking the im-

portant town of Gertruidenberg. In the following year (1594)

Philip prderod the* Archduke Ernest to despatch Mansfeld with

a ’considerable bodypf troops to assist Mayenne ifl relieving

Laon ; the ill success of which attempt has been already related.
2
.

Maurice availed himself of Mansfeld*s absence to reduce Gro-

ningen^ a place* not only important as. a fortress, but also as

an indispensable member of *tfre J>utch Republic. Groningen

now obtained its place among tlfe Seten United Provinces^ of

•which Maurice was elected Stadholder. Maurice also crippled

the power of Spain by supporting the Spanish mutineers in

See vol» ii. p. 452. * Ibid p. 483.
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Brabant, whose pay was in arrear. The Archduke Ernest, the

tameness of whose character made him almost useless in im-

portant affairs, having died in February, 1595, at the age of

forty-two, .Philip appointed in his place Ernest's brother, the

Archduke Albert; formerly Viceroy of Portugal, and also substi-

tuted him for Ernest as the future husband of the Infanta Isabella

Clara Eugenia. Although Albert had been made Archbishop of

Toledo and a Cardinal, he had not taken priest's orders, and a

dispensation for his marriage might easily be procured. With
Albert returned Philip William, the eldest son of William the

Silent, after a captivity of twenty-eight ryears in Spain. B^y so'

long an exilo hjs spirit had been completely broken ; by the arts

of the Jesuits ho had been converted into a bigoted papist ; and

Philip now thought that he might bo made an instrument for the

recovery of the Netherlands. Yet Philip William had always

cherished a respect for his father's memory, and during his

imprisonment he had< thrown from the window a Spanish officer

who ventured to speak lightly of his father, and killed him on

the spot.-
1

It was in January of this year, as we have mentioned in the

preceding chapter, that Henry IV. declared war against the

King of Spain. Besides the expedition of Velasco in the south,

Philip II. ordered the Spaniard Fucntes, who, till the arrival of

Albert, conducted $he government of the Netherlands, to invade

the north of France ;
and Fuentes, having quelled the mutiny of

the Spanish troops, and having left Modragon with sufficient

forces to keep Prince Maurice in check, set off with 15,000 men,

, with the design of recovering Cqmbray. Le Catelet and Dour-

lens yielded to his arms; Ham was betrayed to him by the

treachery o£ the governor, and in August Fuentes sat down before

Cambray. It will be Recollected * that the Du]*e of Anjou had

made over that place* to his mother, Catharinp de' Medici, whe
had appointed Balagny to be governor of it/ During tjie civil

wars of Ftance^ Bedagny had established • himself there as
#
a

Jittle independent Sovereign, and called himself Prince of Cam-
bray; but after the ^discomfiture of the League he had been

compelled to declare Jiimself, and had acknowledged his

allegiance to the King of France* His extortion and tyranny

having rendered him detested? by the inhabitants, they sent a
zpessage, to Henry IV. requesting him to disulfss Balagny, and*’

receive them under his immediate authority. Unfortunately,

^ Motley, United Netherlands, vol. iii. ch. <xxxii.
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however, Balagny and his wife had gained over Grabnelle d,
Es-

tr^es; at her instance Henry declined the request of the citizens,

who, to avenge themselves, delivered Cambray to the Spaniards,

October 2nd. After the surrender of the citadel, Balagny's wife,

a sister of Bussy d*Amboise, starved herself to death for
t
vexa*

tion. Fuentes now returned into the Netherlands, Vhere thb

campaign had not been marked by any memqpable event. •

I The Cardinal Archduke Albert arrived at Brussels in February,

1596, when Fuentes resigned his command, and
#
retumed to

Spain. Albert also directed his principal attention to the war

/against France, and sent a peaceful message to Prince Maurice

and the United Provinces, which, however, met with no attention.

Henry IV. had been engaged since the winter »in the siege of

La Fere, a little town at the junction of the Serre and Oise.

He had received reinforcements from England as well as from

Germany and Holland. Hq had endeavoured to excuse his

apostasy to Queen Elizabeth, as au
#
act of jfolitical necessity

;

and although she viewed jt with alarnT and indignation, her

hatred and fear of Spain induced her still to assist the French

King, though her succours were no longer bestowed so liberally

and so cordially as before. Albert marched to Valenoiennes with
.

#
20,000 mep, with, the avowed intention of relieving La F£re;

but instead of attempting that enterprise, he despatched De

Rosne, a French renegade who had entered the service of Spain,

with the greater part of the forces, to surprise Calais
;
and that

important place was taken by assault, April 17th, before Henry

could arrive for its defence. La Fere surrendered May 22nd

;

and Henry then marched with ilia army towards the coast of

Picardy, where he endeavoured, but in vain, to provoke the

Spaniards to give him battle. After fortifying Calais" and Ardres,

Albert withdrew* again into the Netherlands. •

In the negotiations between Elizabeth and Henry in the

preceding year, IJie English Queen had demanded to be put in

f)osse£sion of Calais or Boulogne, as a security for the charges

of the war; a demand which Henry hafl sQomfully rejected.

During the investment of Calais by the Spaniards, Elizabeth

had renewed her proposal, in case she should be the means of

saving it, when Henry again indignantly refused, qbservmg that

he would rather receive a box of tne ear freftn the King*of Spain

than a fillip from her.
1 Nevertheless, Elizabeth, alarmed at the

occupation by the Spaniards of a port which afiprded siech

.» Du Vair, in Life of Lord Chancellor Egerton, p. 40J.
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facilities for the invasion of England, soon afterwards concluded

another offensive and defensive alliahce with Henry IV. (May
24th), in which the contractorg parties pledged themselves to

make no separate peace or truce with Philip II. ; and they invited

all those States and Princes, who had reason to dread the machi-

nations of that ambitious monarch, to join the alliance.
1 The

treaty was acceded
t
to by the Dutch ; but the German Protestant

Princes, offended by HenryV apostasy, and alarmed by the wdr
then ragingJbetween the Austrians and the Turks, refused to entqr

into it. The treaty, however, had little effect. Elizabeth could

not be induced to lend the French King more than 2,000 men,
and that on condition of his maintaining them ; nor would vshe

allow the armament' under Essex, which Henry had in vain

solicited for the relief of Calais, to co-operate with him in tho

Netherlands, but despatched it to the coasts of Spain.

The hostile preparations in the Spanish ports had for some

tihie back excited great alarm in England. Another attempt at

invasion was apprehended, and a large armament was fitted out

under Lord Howard of Effingham as admiral, and the Earl of

Essex as commander of the land forces. Tho expedition was also

accompanied by Sir Walter Raleigh, and other persons of naval

and military renown. The fleet, which after tho junction of

twenty-two Dutch ships, consisted of 150 sail, with about 14,000

men on board,
2
cast anchor in the Bay of Cadiz, June 20th. On

the following day, after an obstinate contest of some hours' dura-

tion, two of the four great Spanish galleons were captured, and

two burnt. The rest of the Spanish fleet were driven into the

harbour, and rather than pay the ransom demanded the Duke of

Medina Sidonia caused them to be burnt—a third of the Spanish

navy. Esso's, then landing with 3,000 soldiers, succeeded in

penetrating into the town ; and in the market-place he was joined

by the admiral and another party, who had entefed at a different

quarter. The inhabitants now surrendered, cpurchasing their

lives with 120,000 crowns, and abandoning the city with its ^jooda

and merchandise jbo the conquerors.* The ^>old, but perhaps not

impracticable, plans of Essex, to penetrate into the heart of

Andalusia, or, at all events, to hold possession of the Isle of

Cadiz with 3*000 or 4,000flnen, having*been rejected by a majo-

rity of the commanders, the fleet set* sail for England ; and after

making two descents of no great importance .gn the Spanish
t>

Th# treaty is in Dumont, t. v. pt. i. p. 525.

6,360 soldiers, about l,000^ptlemen volunteers, and 6,672 sailors.
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coast, arrived at Plymouth after an absence of about ten weeks.

The loss suffered by the "Spaniards was estimated at 20,000,000

ducats.

• Thus, while Philip II. was affecting the conqueror, a severe

blow was struck in his own dominions. The secret of his%weak-

ness was revealed ; and if the head of the colossus was of gold, ifs

feet were shown to be of clay. IJhe English, on the other hand*

Acquired, even from the Spaniards* themselves, the praise not

*)£ly of bravery, but also* of humanity and moderation, for the

#
manner in which they had used their victory. The coolness of

Essex's reception by the Queen and the intrigues which followed

ar6 well known to the reader of English history. Infuriated by
the insults received at Cadiz, Philip II. preparod’at Lisbon a new
armada for the invasion of England, or rftther Ireland, and was

amusing himself with the dream of establishing his daughter, the

Infanta, on the English throne, as the lineal descendant of John
of Gaunt. Essex, with Lord Thomas Howard and Raleigh, fiad

been intrusted with a counier-expeditiqj* against Spain; but the

fleets of both nations were defeated by the elements. The Ade-

lantado of Castile, on sailing from Ferrol, was caught in a terrible

storm, which dispersed and damaged his fleet. On again collect-.

# ing his ships, instead of attempting to land in England, ho made
the best of his way back to the Spanish coast, but lost by another

storm sixteen sail in the Bay of Biscay.1 The enterprise was

then abandoned. On the other hand Essex had also been driven

back to the port by stress of weather, and his ships were so much
damaged that most of the gentlemen volunteers refused agaii\ to

put tef sea. Essex himself, however, with a small squadron,

sailed .to the Azores, and captured Fayal, Graciosa^ and Floreef,

but missed falling in with the Spanish fleet from the Indies,

which was the chief object of the expedition. Oil their return

with g, few prizes, the English were enveloped, near the Scilly

Isles, in the same storm which dispersed the Spanish fleet, but

•contrived to get safqjy into their own harbours. Jut. to return

to the affairs of the*Netherfands. . • •

Dufing Albert's absence in France in 1596 nothing of im-

portance was undertaken by Prince Maurice, who had no great

force at his disposal ; and the Ar^hdtke on his return laid siege

to Hulst, which at last surfer^Jereci to tfie Spaniards (Afigust^

18th). This disaster, however, was compensated early in 1597

1 According to Philip himself, 40 ships bjrt, ap. Motley, Vnitc N̂etherlands
^
voL B

with 5,000 men. Letter of Philip to Al- ;S. ch. xxii. sub. fin.
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by a splendid victory gained by Prince Maurice at Tumhout,

where he defeated and destroyed a large body of Spanish troops.

His success on this occasion is%scribdd to his having furnished

his cavalry with carabines ; an invention which afterwards camb

into general use,, and gave rise to that description of troops

called “ dragoons.” Archduke Albert, however, soon afterwards

Consoled himself for this blojv by taking Amiens. Its capture

was effected by an ingenious stratagem of the Spanish general

Puertocarreso. Setting out from Dourlens with 3,000 meny

Puertocarrero halted them before dawn at'*an hermitage about a
,

quarter of a mile from Amiens. He then sent forward three

officers and a dozen pf his most resolute soldiers, disguised like

peasants in smdck-frocks, under which wore hidden swords and

pistols. Arrived at the gate of the town, one of the pretended

peasants let fall, as if by accident, a bag which he carried on his

shoulders, filled with nuts and apples. This incident excited the

merriment of the guafd, who began scrambling for the fruit.

While they were thus* employed another peasant approached

driving a ^waggon loaded with large beams of timber. As soon

as tho waggon wrfs directly under the gateway the horses were

, disengaged
'J

an officer then discharged his pistol, at which

concerted signal the men fell upon and killed most of the,

guard. In vain the sentinel on the top of the gate attempted

to lower the portcullis; its descent was arrested by the load

of timber, and meanwhile Puertocarrero, rushing forward with

his men, entered the town and captured it with but little

resistance.

Henry IV., after holding ait Assembly of Notables at Ittouen,

Was amusing himself at Paris when he received the news of this

terrible blow. For some moments he seemed thunderstruck, but

after a little Veflection exclaimed, <‘I have played the King of

France long enough : itris now time to be the King of Navarre! ”

and turning to Gabrielle, who was weeping bj*1iis side, added,
“A truce tq our loves, my mistress; I mjist mount my horse*

and go again to the.wars.” It was ’indeed*time. The loss of

A*miens, following so rapiSly on that of Dourlens, Cajnbray, and

Calais, had begun to shake all confidence in henry’s good
fortune. A great deal of* difi^onteqt existed in France, occa-

sioned bjf the taxes which .the*King had found it necessary to

impose ; the Hugonots also were in motion ; whilst the Duke of

Safoy and tko Duke of Mercoeur allied themselves with Spain, as
* we have mentioned in the preceding chapter. , In the extremity
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of his distress Henry applied to Elizabeth to make a diver**

sion by laying siege to Calais, offering now to pledge that town

to her if she took it ;
l bat this tinfe it was Elizabeth who refused.

Henry, however, met his difficulties with vigour and resolution.

He sent Biron with 4,000 or 5,000 men to blockade Amiens* and

that body was soon converted into a regular army by recruits

from all parts of the kingdom. .Henry's success against the*

Duke of Savoy and in Brittany has bfien already related. After

siege of several months Amiens submitted (September 19th,

.1597). Albert made ah ineffectual attempt to relieve it: he was

» but ill supported by Philip II., who towards the end of 1596 had

made another bankruptcy, which had shaken credit and com-

merce throughout Europe. During the siege Prince Maurice

had also gainod several advantages in the Netherlands.

The fall of Amiens and the ill success of his attempts upon

France turned the thoughts of the Spanish King to peace. Pope

Clement VIII. had long been desirous of putting an end to the

war between France and Spain, which, besides preventing Philip

from succouring Austria against the Turks, promoted ^he cause

of heresy in tho Netherlands and elsewhere. In 159(i, Cardinal

Alexander de’ Medici, the Papal Legato in France, made advances <

to the French King which Henry did not repulse; and Fra

Buonaventura Calatagirona, the General of the Franciscans, was

despatched to Madrid to try tho ground. The negotiations were

long protracted
; but the reverses just mentioned caused Philip

to reflect that he was now old and infirm, and that his son would

be incompetent to pursue the vast designs which his ambition

had chalked out. Philip made indirect offers of peace to Eng-

land, and even to the UditecP Provinces, but Henry IV. alone
*

showed any inclination to treat. He sent an envoy extraordinary

to London to represent to Elizabeth th(* necessity "of peace for

France, and he tried to persuade the Dutch to enter into the

negotiations
; while on the other hand, Cecil, the English ambas-

sador/and Justin of I^tssau and Barneveldt^ the Dut<j)i envoys at

Pyis, did all they cfould to
#
divert Henry froUl his design, but

without? effect. In February, 1598, the. French and Spanish

plenipotentiaries met at Vervins, and on the 2nd of May a treaty

was signed. By the Peace, of Vjjrvi&s the Spaniards restored

to France Calais, Ardres, Dourleijs*, La^ Capcllc, and Le C&telet in
,

Picardy, and Bfovet (Port- Louis) in Brittany, of all tlieir con-

quests retaining only the citadel of Cambray. The rest of tBe

1 Matfchieu, ap. Martin, t. x. p. 41

1

.
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conditions were referred to the treaty of Cfiteau-Cambresis, which

Henry had stipulated should form the basis of the negotiations.
1

The Duke of Savoy was inducted in tfh© peace. Thus Philip at

length acknowledged the heretic Sovereign, against whom his ants

had i>een so long employed and such vast resources squandered.

*By the treaty concluded with England and the Dutch in 1596
• Henry had bound himself to jnake no separate peace without the

consent of those Powers; but he seems to have availed himself of

a technical jlaw in that treaty, purposely contrived by Du Vair,

one of the negotiators on the part of France. One of the article^

stipulated that the ratifications should be exchanged within six<r-

months, and Henry had delayed his signature till December 31st,

more than sev6n months. Such a subterfuge could hardly have

been allowed had tlife contracting parties found it expedient to

contest the treaty of Vervins ; but Henry succeeded in con-

vincing Elizabeth and the Dutch that the peaco was indis-

pensable to him, and ^lie good understanding with those Powers

was not interrupted.
2

• , •

The groat political drama of which Philip II. had so long been

the protagonist was now drawing to a close. Philip, who felt his

end approaching, determined to abdicate, before he died, the

sovereignty of the Netherlands .in favour of his daughter, thu*

destroying with his own hands the unity of those provinces for

which he had so long been contending. On the 14th of August,

1598, tho States-General of the southern or Catholic provinces

took the oath of allegiance to the Infanta Isabella Clara Eugenia,

apd to her destined husband, tho Archduke Albert, who had now
resigned the cardinalate. Thfc Infanta was also proclaim6d in the

•County of Burgundy (Tranche-C&nte). Isabella and hflr heirs

were to recognize the King of Spain as lord paramount ; any

future Princb of the Netherlands was forbidden to marry without

the consent of that monarch ; and should he fall from the ortho-;

dox faith he was, ipso facto, to lose all his rights. The Nether-

lands were Jo have the same friends an<^ the same enemies as

. Spain;, to abstain from all commerce witl! the East and West
indies; and to admit Spanish garrisons into Antwerp/ Ghent,

and Cambray.3 Albert wrote to the several States of the United

'Provinces requiring them to acknowledge their lawful Prince, and

offering'to guarantee them in tl^e Inaintenance of their religion,

1 Dumont, t. v. pt. i. p. 561.

* Life ot‘ Egerton, p. 292 ; Camden, Elisabeth
,
vol. ii. p. 169.

9 Dumont, t. v. pt. i. p. 573.
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1

and the order of things established among them. But to this

communication the States* did n<*t even vouchsafe an answer.

Philip did not live to see his daughter's marriage. He expired

at his palace of the Escorial, September 13th, 1598, aged seventy -

onejreprs, of which he had reigned forty-two. Death was ^relief

to him. Consumed with ulcers and devoured by vermin, his body

had become loathsome to himself and offensive to others
;
yet hep

lore his tortures with that sombro resignation which had charac-

terized him through life, and it may be added, w\th the same

gloomy devotion. During his last illness, taking from a cotter a
#

whip stained with blood and shaking it on high, he observed that

hispown blood and that" of his father was upon it, and that ho be-

queathed it to his children for the same purpose t>f holy mortifi-

cation.
1 After his return to Spain in 1559*, Philip had chiefly re-

sided at Madrid
;
making rare excursions to Aranjuez or the wood

of Segovia, and visiting more frequently the gloomy pile of tho

Escorial in a dreary, stony valley, thq abode of the monks of St.

Jerome. Even here he w$s mostly shijt up in his apartments ;

and in these dismal solitudes he contracted an air of importurbablo

tranquillity which froze all who approached hi nr. His
#
character,

indeed, is one which makes the blood creep. Even practised ,

^diplomatists were disconcerted in his presence. He seemed to

enjoy their confusion
;
would survey them leisurely from head to

foot, and then condescendingly bid them to compose themselves.

“No one living," says Do Cheverny, who knew him in Spain, “ ever

spoke to him but on his knees, which he excused on the ground

of his short stature and tho haughtiness of the Spanish nobility,."

None dared to speak to him beforeahe was ordered. He gave his

commands with only half a phfasq; it was necessary to guess the*

rest. He very rarely showed himself to the people, or even to

the grandees, except on fetes and holid
#
ajjp. His smile, however,

is said to have Been engaging, perhaps fraun its rarity
;
yet it was

a saying at Court* that there was no great distance between his

£mile*and his dagger.^ He could long dissemble his^resentments

till the proper opportunity Arrived for gratifying them, yet with

all his •gloominess and reserve, Philip was addicted to amorous

pleasures, and, besides marrying four wives, often indulged in

low and disreputable amours.2

1 Mem,' de Cheverny, t. ii. p. 48 (ed. * zione ogni di, e vunle ess<»r net to di con-
*

1664). •• scienza. Stimandosi rho il suojbwtggior

a “ E molto divoto e si confessa e com- peccato sift quello della aearne. - ft&at.

nmnica pill volte all’ anno, e sta in ora- Vents, apu Jlignet, Ant . Perns, p. 76. «
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The reign of Philip II. was disastrous to his subjects. The
lord of both Indies died a bankmpt

; Portugal was ruined under
his sway ; a great part of the* Netherlands was lost, while the

provinces retained were almost wholly deprived of their commerce
and manufactures; Spain itself was impoverished and enslaved.

Such wero the results of near half a century ofbusy and ambitious,

*but misdirected policy. Philip left three children ; namely, by
his third wife, Elizabeth of Prance, two daughters, Isabella Clark

Eugenia, now sovereign of Flanders, and Catherine, married .to

the Duke of Savoy ; and by his fourth wife, Anne of Austria, a
son, who succeeded him with the title of Philip III. He had
also had by Anne two sons and a daughter, who died in infancy.

With these revolutions of Western Europe the affairs of its

eastern rogions have afforded but few points of contact and con-

nection, nor do theso eastern affairs offer in themselves anything
of very striking interest or importance. Wo shall therefore con-

tent ourselves with giying xonly a brief sketch of them down to

the end of the sixteenth century.

The death of Maximilian II. in 1576, and the accession of his

eldest son
r
Rodolph II. to the Empire, have been already recorded.

Born in 1552, Rodolph had been educated by his bigoted mother
during the first twelve years of his life in that mechanical devotion
which passed for religion among the Roman Catholics of those

days. He was then sent to Spain, and under the auspices of his

kinsman Philip II. received during the six years that he remained
in that country a strictly Spanish education, superintended by the

Jesuits. After the death of Don Carlos, Philip had, indeed, for a
poriod designed to make Rodolph his successor on the Spanish
thrones, and to give him the hand of his then only daughter in

marriage. But these plans came to nothing; Rodolph returned
into Germany, and was invested successively, as already recorded,
with the Crowns of Hungary and Bohemia, as well as elected

Ring of the Romans. At his fathers death, besides the Imperial
Crown, he aj^o succeeded to the sole possession of the Austrian
lands

;
fjpr Maximilian established the right of primogeniture in

bis hereditary dominions. Rodolph, however, intrusted the
Austrian administration to his brother, the Archduke Ernest,
and took up his own residence for the most part at ^Prague. His
pursuits 'indisposed him to takg any active share in af&irs of
state. Although of an indolent and phlegmatio temperament,
and of a feeble will, which rendered him often the tool of others,

Rodolph possessed con4\derable^abilities and acquirements, which,
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however, were chiefly applied to the idle studies of alchemy and

astrology. The latter, which Was dignified with the name of

astronomy, incidentally proved ®of some advantage, by leading

film to patronize the eminent astronomers Kepler and Tycho
Brahe: * •

• • •

The bigotry of Rodolph II., and still more of his brother

jEmest, formed a striking contrast to the tolerant spirit of thoir

father Maximilian, and may be said
#
to have laid the foundation

t>f the war which in the next century desolated Germany during

, thirty years.# The effects of the new reign were soon visible in

Austria, then for the ipost part Lutheran. Rodolph was zealous

in performing all the ceremonies of the Romish Church
; especially

he was a constant attendant in the religious processions, in which

he might bo seen in the hardest weather bare-headed and with

torch in hand. In 1578 he determined to celebrate Corpus

Christi Day at Vienna with more than usual solemnity. As
long-drawn procession was passing over the Peasants' Market it

was found necessary to remove a few stalls, when a tumult imme-

diately arose, with cries of “ To arms ! .wo are betrayed ! " At
these menacing symptoms, the clergy and chcfcisters.abandoned

the Host and fled ;
they were followed by the guards and halbor-*

• diers, and Rodolph found himself in the midst of an infuriated

mob, from which he was protected only by the princes and nobles,

who drew their swords and closed around him. This incident

made a deep impression on the Emperor, whose education had

imbued him with a Spanish dignity and stateliness. The sup-

pression of Protestantism at Vienna was immediately resolved

on. Joshua Opitz, a Lutheran <Jf the Flaccian schism, the most

popular preacher in tha£ capital, distinguished by.his eloquent,

but violent, serjnons against the Papists, was ordered, together

with his assistants in church fcnd school* to leave Vienna that day,

and the Austrian dominions within a fortnight. This measure

was followed up #by restraints on Protestant worship throughout
* Austria; and in the following year (157^) it was ordained that

none but Roman Catholic teachers and books should be allowed in

Austrian schools. •
*

A rapid inaction in favour of the Roman Church also took

place in Bavaria after the. accession of Djike William II., who

succeeded his father Albert III.' in 1579. William was a warn* *

supporter of tto Jesuits, and erected for them at Munich a college

more* splendid than his own palace. He employed tot the further-
^

ance of the Roman faith all that pomp "and that love of art by
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which he was characterized; and in ord^r'to draw the public mind

back to the ancient creed, those® religious spectacles and proces-

sions were instituted which still lubsist in Bavaria. At the dedica-

tion of the Jesuits* College a grand dramatic and musical enter-

tainment was exhibited,<representing the combat of the Archangel

Michael. Nothing could exceed the magnificence of the scenery

knd costumes ; a cheir of 900 voices chanted the progress of the

action; and the multitude*shuddered with affright when they

beheld the rebel angels hurled into the deep and undulating'

abyss of liell.
1 Duke William also instituted tfye procession

which still takes place at Munich on Corpus Christi Day, but

with diminished splendour and less characteristic appliances.

The original procession consisted of all the saints and heroes of

the Old and the New Testament. Adam and Eve led the train,

in that state of nakedness, if not innocence, proper to them before

thg fall; St. Augustine appeared witli*a large beard ; and there

wero sixteen Maries, of whom the last and most beautiful was

borne on a cloud and significantly supported her foot upon moon-
shine. Ayiid a strange gnd miscellaneous crowd of Apostles and

Pharisees, sliephefids and hangmen, Pharaohs and giants, angels,

-devils, and heathen gods, the pious profaneness of the Jesuits did

not scruple to introduce the Almighty himself and his Son Jesus

Christ. To represent God the Father, it was directed that a tall,

straight man should bo chosen, strong and well-formed, with a

long and thick grey beard and a fine red complexion. He was
to assume a stately and majestic walk and demeanour and a com-

posed and steady aspect, so as to appear neither sour nor ridi-

culous.* By such devices were the multitude lured back to a

fTilse religion. n

On the other hand, an attempt to extend Protestantism in

Germany proved a failure ;.and its Origin merited.no better fate.

Gebhard Truchsess of Waldburg, who at the age of thirty had
become Archbishop and Elector of Cologne, while walking in a

procession dqying the congress in that city,®beheld at a window
‘

the Countess Agntfs of Mansfield, a daughter of that noble house

.at* Eisleben which had befriended Luther. Agnes was of extra-

ordinary beauty, but her family had fallen into poverty: Truchsess,

a practised seducer, sought her acquaintance, and prevailed on

Jier to live with him as his mistBess. The brothers of Agnes,

having learnt their sister's shame, accompanied by some armed

1 Zschokke, BaierUchc Gesch. B. iii. S. 150 (ed. 1816).
* fbvi. S. 159. .
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followers, surprised the Elector in his palace at Bonn, and com-

pelled him, by threats of death ifthe refused, to promise that ho

would marry Agnes. The* first tfiouglit of Truchsoss after this

occurrence was to resign his archbishopric ; but from this ho was

diverted by Counts Nuenar and Solms, an<i others of tlm nobility,

as well as by the exhortations of Agnes. In the autumn of 1582

hg openly professed liis adherence teethe Confession of Augsburg,
*

and in the following February, in spSte of an admonition from

the. Pope, he was married to Agnes by a Protestant minister.

Gregory XIII. now fulminated against him a bull of excommuni-

cation, depriving him of all his offices and dignities ; and tho

Chapter of Cologne, who had viewed with dispjeasuro the secession

of their Archbishop from the orthodox Church, although ho had

promised not to interfere with the exercise of their religion or to

restrict them 1 in the choice of his successor, proceeded to elect in

place of Truchsoss Prince Ernest of Bavaria, Bishop of Froising,

who had formerly competed with him for tlye see. Tho troops of

Ernest, assisted by some Spaniards lent fop him by tho Princo of

Parma after the conquest of Zutplion, droyo Truchsoss fyom Co-

logne. Of tho Protestant Princes of Germany whoso hejp he had

sought, John Casimir of tho Palatinato alone lent him some foeblo

qjd. The deposed Elector retired into Westphalia 'and sent his wife

to England to implore tho interference ofQueen Elizabeth. Agnes,

however, incurred the jealousy and anger of tho Quoon by her

supposed familiarity with Leicester, and was dismissed from

Court. Truchsess then sought the protection of the Prince of

Orange, and finally retired to Strasburg, where he lived sixteen

yeara*as flean, till his death in 1G0P, without renouncing his title

of Elector. 1 For nearly two*centuries after this event, the Chapter
*

of Cologne continued to elect its Archbishops from the Bavarian

family. • . •

Germany, almost isolated at this period from tho rest of Europe,

was the scene of few political events of any importance. Tho

Die.t£o? thp Empire weje chiefly occupied with matters* of internal

police. That held at Franklort in 1577 published some regula-

tions ^hSch exhibit in a curious light the manners of 4he higher*

classes of the Germans. The oaths and blasphemies of tho nobles

* are, denounced ; the Electors and Pj^nces of tho Empire, ecclesi-

astical as well as secular, are alorgs* authorized to keep buffoons,

rand at the same*time forbidden to get drunk themselves 'op to

intoxicate others. These regulations are accompifciicd witfi.

1 Menzel, B. lirt cap. ii.
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many more, respecting dress, the table, the rate of interest,

monopolies, &c.

The death of Stephen Bathoi*y in December, 1586, having again

rendered vacant the throne of Poland, Rodolph's brother, the

Archduke Maximilian, proposed himself as a candidate. Bitt the

choico of the majority of the Electors fell upon the son of John,
a King of Sweden, by Catharjpe, a sister of the last Jagellon

; aijd

that young Prince ascended the throne with the title of Sigisinund

111. Maximilian, however, prepared to contest it with him,

and entering Poland with a small body of troops, penetrated to

Cracow, at that time the capital, to which he laid siego. But-'

Zamoisky, Grand Chancellor of the Crown, illustrious by his

learning and I'escarclics, as well as by his military exploits, who
had embraced the party of Sigisinund, compelled Maximilian to

raise the siege
;
and in the following year (January 24th, 1588)

defeated him in a battle near Bitschin in Silesia. Maximilian was

soon afterwards captprcdrin that town, and was detained more

than a twelvemonth prisoner in a castle near Lublin, till at length

the Emperor Rodolph was obliged to obtain his liberation by pay-

ing a large ransOm, and ceding to the Poles the Hungarian county

of Zips, which had been formerly pledged to them by the Emperor

Sigisinund.

Tho Hungarians were at this time almost independent, though

ostensibly Rudolph II. was represented in that country by his

brother the Archduke Ernest. When, in 1592, Ernest was called

by Philip II. to the government of the Netherlands, and Rodolph

could not prevail upon himself to quit his retirement at Prague,

the incompetent Matthias was1 sent into Hungary; as, of the other
‘ two brothers of the Emperor, Maximilian was employed in ad-

ministering Inner Austria and Tyrol, while Albert was in Spain.

The proceedings of the Jesuits and reactionary party, both in

Hungary and Transyll ania, occasioned the greatest discontent.

After the election of Stephen Bathory to the*Polish Crown, the

government of Transylvania had been conducted by his Brother

Christopher, wh<t, on Stephen's death was succeeded by his youth-

Tul son Sigismund Bathory, a person of weak character, and the

mere tool of the Jesuits, by whom he had been educated. Soon
afterwards, however, the Protestant party gained the ascendancy,

and in 1588 the Jesuits were banished by the States of Transyl-

vania, much against the will of Sigismund. Qn account of the 4

Constant border warfare with the Turks, the Emperor, the Pope,

and tfce King of Spain naturally had much influence with Sigis-
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mund, as the only allied t*> whom he could look for assistance %

against the Osmanlis, whom he ^pgardod with aversion, though

he owed to them his throne. But theso circumstances had not

much effect on the state of parties ifr Transylvania till the break- .

ing out of a regular war between tlio Turks and H^ngariafls in.

< 1593, to which wo must now advert; taking previously a retro-

spect of Turkish history. • •

The affairs of Turkey have been brought down in a former

chapter to tho death of Sultan Selim II. in 157 1.
1 The Grand-

yizier, Mahomet Sokollf, concealed tho death of the Sultan, as ho

*had greviously d<jne that; of Solyman II., till Selim’s son and suc-

cessor, Amuratli III., arrived at Constantinople from his govern-

ment of Magnesia*, to take possession of tho throne (Docembor

22nd, 1574). Amurath’s first act was to cause five brothers, all

mere children, to be strangled. The Janissaries had then to be

conciliated by an augmented donative of fifty ducats a man, and

costly gifts were distributed among tho groat officers of stato.

Amuratli III. was now about twenty-eight years of ago. His

person was small but agreeable, his foaturos good, his complexion

pale and yellow from the baneful effects of opium*. In his youth

a favourable estimate was taken of liis character ; for though of a

studious and somewhat melancholy disposition, ho had not shown
himself aver.se from, or incapable of, military achievements. But
from these good qualities lie rapidly degenerated after his acces-

sion, becoming avaricious, addicted to women, fickle, mistrustful,

cowardly ; and at length he wholly secluded himself in tho

seraglio.

The religious troubles in France tended to diminish the in-
,

fluenco <rf that country with tho Porte. Tho help of* the Turks

against the House. of Austria was no longer noccssary^to France,

while the Guises, and the League wore *iu close alliance with

Philip II. On th<j other hand the Ilugonols bad secret dealings

with the Porte, and Coligni sent soveral nobles of his party to

Constantinople; 9 but it doe.^not appear tb?^b these negotiations

hkd any result. It may be remarked, hgwever, that the Protes-

tants were much more acceptable to the Turks than the Papists,

as approaching^more nearly to their own faith, which rejected

with abhorrence any semblance of idolatry;
3
snd ft perhaps,

•
1 See vol. ii. p. 315.^ fie Deo sentire videnturct nnbiHrwn pujrum
9 Brantome, t. ix. p. 218. dissenfciunt

;
multum auburn disscPi^u*

9 Thus the cadi'oi Chios remarked to PapisUe, <|iii figuras ot imagine* fariniit

J»me» Patoologns in 1573 :
“ Nos Luther- Deo et illas * colunt.”— Riyi#ner,# E/Ant.

anos defendcro solcmus, quoniam melius Titrc. t. iii. lib. xi. p. 143. •

III.
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partly from this cause that English influence made at this period

so surprising an advance at Constantinople.

Towards the end of 1578 'Vfilliam 'Harebone, or Harburn, an

English merchant, presented himself before Sultan Amurath III.

jvith^a letter from Queen Elizabeth, in which she besought the

friendship of tho Porte, and requested permission for her subjects

to trade undor thoir own flqg; for although the English had

oponod a commerce in tho *Levanfc before the capture of Cyprus

by Selim II., they had hitherto been obliged to sail in those

waters under French colours. tfhe Sultan did not vouchsafe an

answer to this application ; but Harburn, nothing daunted,

opened private communications with the Grand Vizier, MaliCunct

Sokolli ; and as the merchandize of England, and- especially its

metals, was much prized in Turkey, Harburn soon made great

progress, in spite of tho efforts of Gcrmigny, the French am-

bassador to the Porte, to counteract him. Germigny, indeed,

succeeded at first in getting a treaty cancelled which Harburn had

effected in 1580, and which allowed tlic English to trade under

their own flag ;

l but in May, 158-3, Elizabeth's indefatigable am-

bassador obtained a rescript from tho Sultan, granting English

commerce in tho Levant tho same privileges as the French. A
Turkey company had already been incorporated in London by
royal chartor in 1581. Sir William Monson 2

assigns the fol-

lowing reasons for England having embarked so late in the

Levant trade : the want of ships, the danger from the Moorish

pirates on the coast of Earbary, and the monopoly of the trade by
the Venetians, whose argosies brought the merchandize of the

#
East to Southampton. The last argosy which visited our shores

was unfortpnately wrecked near* tlic Wight in 1587,
t

,and her

valuable cargo lost.

In lior negotiationscwjth the Porte Elizabeth used the plea of

religion, styling herself in her letter tho protefctrix of the true

faith against idolaters (verve fidei contra idola7atras falso Christ

i

nomen profitentes inmeta et potentlssima propugnatrix) . Indeed

the English agfents soem to have assumed" an attitude of slavish
‘ submission towards tjie Porte which somewhat moved <the con-

tempt of the Turks ; and the Grand Vizier Sinan Pasha derisively

observed to #the Emperor’s ambassador, " that the English wanted
nothing of being true Moslems, except to raise the finger on high

and cry Esched }>
(the formulary of faith) .

3
This was contrary to-

^

1 Zinkeiscn, B. iii. S. 424. 3 Hammer, Osman . Gcsch.B. iv. S.208.
9 Na$al DractSy written -in 1635. ap. Anm.

Maophersoi* vol. ii. p. 169. •
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the practice of the Venetians, who in treating with the Porte had

learned from experience that it was necessary to assume an air of

dignity. Nevertheless, tliS advantages of trade, the interests of

policy, and above all a common hatred of the Pope and tho King

of Spiiin, soon cemented tho alliance between England and the.

,
Turks ;

though Harburn in vain tried to persuade them to attack

the Spanish coasts at the timo of th< Armada. •

Edward Burton was an able successor of Harburn as English

ambassador to the Porte, and till his death, in 1598, wery much
increased the influence cff England in Turkey. He found a power-

ful friend in Seadeddin, the celebrated Turkish historian, minister,

and general, whom during the Hungarian wav he accompanied on

the expedition against Erlau in 1590. The counsels of England

no\y began to have weight even in tho Divan. After the accession

of Henry IV. to the throne of France, a rivalry had ensuedbetween

him and Elizabeth for the precedence of their flags in tho Levant*

in which Burton gradually prevailed
; and at length the English

flag instead of the French beearne the covering ensign of foreign

vessels in that quarter. Henry IV. resume^ the traditional policy

of France to break the power of Spain with tho assistance of the

Osmanlis ; but he could never obtain from thorn any effectual help.

Hjs abjuration of Protestantism filled tho Porte with suspicion;

and after the peace of Vcrvins ho no longer wanted its aid. Henry,

however, always maintained an honourable and dignified attitude

towards tho Sultan ; ho became the special guardian of tho rights

and liberties of the Christians in tho East, as Francis I. had been

before him; and he procured the restoration of the privileges of

the monks of the Holy Sepulchre at*Jerusalem.

Of thevTurkish relations at tliis *pqriod, however, thg most im-

portant were those with Austria and Hungary. The truce

concluded between Austria and Selim 11* had been frequently

renowed
;
yet the* border warfare grew eveVy year more bloody,

and the relations with the Porte daily more precarious. In 1592,

the Grahd-Vizier Sinan*Pasha was highly ofljjpnded by an inter-

cepted letter of Kreckfatz the Imperial ambassador, in which the

Vizier wits denounced as the cause of the misunderstanding which

had so long prevailed. While he was in this temper an event

occurred which afforded a pretence t*> declare ppen witr. Hassan,

the Turkish Governor of Bosnia, having, in June, 1593, crossed

•the Culpa with 30*000 men, was defeated near Sissek with joprea^

slaughter and the loss of all his baggage and guns bf <Jnly 5,000

Gormans and Hungarians. Amurath could now no longer tesist
^
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the counsels of his Vizier and the importunities ofHassan, and of

two Sultanas who had lost tliep sons at Sissek, to wipe out this

disgrace to his arms. War was declared against the Emperor at

Constantinople, and Kreckwitz and his suite were thrown into

-prison. Sinan Pasha left Constantinople with an army in August,

r 1503, amid tho tricks and howlings of dervishes, carrying with him

Kreckwitz in chaifts, who dfed upon the march. Crossing tho

Drove at Essok and passing Stuhlweissenburg, Sinan appeared

before Vessfprem, which surrendered October 13th. On the other

hand, after the Turkish army had retirod Into winter quarters, the

Imperialists gained a signal victory oyer tho Pasha of Buda,

November 23rd, which struck the Turks with consternation.

During the winter the Archduke Matthias, who commanded the

Imperial troops in tho northern part of Hungary, received con-

siderable reinforcements, and laid siege in the spring of 159*4? to

Gran, which, however, ho was obliged to abandon. Tlio Archduke

Maximilian was not more successful in the south, while Sinan, after

taking Tata and llaalT,°was repulsod at Komorn.

The ensuing campaign seemed to open under better auspices for

the Emperor. Tho Diet, assembled at ltatisbon in 1594, had

voted liodolph large succours of men and money. His hereditary

dominions, as well as Bohemia and Hungary, came forward with

assistance ; from other pajts of Europe he received promises which

were not fulfilled. But what principally alarmed the Sultan was

tho revolt from him of tho three tributary provinces of Moldavia,

Wallachia, and Transylvania, the Voyvodcs of which, after either

Slaying or driving out tho Turks, entered into an alliance with the

Emperor. In Transylvania Uio young Prince Sigismund himself,

influenccdrby the Jesuits and the Catholic party, was for Austria,

while tho greater part of the Protestants preferred the Turks for

their masters ; and, as since the breaking out of open war it be-

came necessary that the province should declare for one side or

the other, a coup d’etat was resolved on. At*ti Diet held at Klau-

senburg, i& August 1594, some of the principal leaders of the

Protestant party Were seized and put to death, and a treaty was
entered into with Rodolph, which was ratified at Prague*, January

28th, 1595, and confirmed by the Hungarian l?iet. The chief

conditions were, mutual aid against the Turks, and the reversion

of Transylvania to Austria in “case Sigismund died without male

choirs. The Jesuits now returned into the lflhd, and juled the

weak-minded Sigismund more absolutely than ever.**He even

thoughtedf entering a convent, and proceeded
t
to Prague to entreat
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the Emperor to procure hiiji a cardinal's hat. Itodolph, however,

dissuaded him from these projects^ and prevailed on him to return

into Transylvania. The indifferent success of the campaign of

1394, andabove all the revolt of the three provinces, fillod Amurath
with consternation, and, for the first time, he sent for

#
the«holy

#

standard from Damascus, the palladium of the faithful in tlieir con-

tests with the infidels. Death, however, released him from his
"

anxieties. Amurath III. died January 16th, 1595, and was suc-

ceeded by his son, Mahomet III. Tlio deaths of the* Sultan was

concealed, as usual, till Mahomet could arrive from his government
1 of Magnesia. He was the last heir of the Turkish throne who
enjoyed before his accession an independent government; in future

all the Sultan's children were educated exclusively in tlio Seraglio.

The funeral of Amurath was immediately followed by the murder of

nineteen of his still living sons, and of seven pregnant fomale slaves.

The Janissaries had to be conciliated with a donativo of 000,009

ducats, and it was also necessary to pacify 9, revolt of the discon-

tented sipaliis. • •

In spite of the -holy standard, the campaign of 1595 was highly

unfavourable to the Turks. Sinan, in attempting to gain posses-

sion of Wallachia, was driven back with great slaughter by Prince

Michael the Voyvode. Tho Turkish arms were not more fortunate

in Hungary. The Imperialists had now received some of tho

German contingents, the Pope and other Italian Princes had

forwarded contributions in money, and a more able general. Count

Mansfeld, who had been despatched from tho Netherlands by

Philip II., commanded the forces of llodolph. In September*

MansfckTtook the important town of Gran. Shortly after Visse-

grad and* Waitzen also yiefded to 'the imperialists, amj the Turks

lost several places on the Danube. So great was the alarm at

Constantinople that prayers were offered# up in the mosques for

the success of the
#
arms of the faithful, a step never resorted to

except in cases of tlte utmost danger ; and tho unwarlike Mahomet
III. felt himself compelled to

#
revive the spjrits of hk troops by

heading them in person. His departuro was delayed by the death

of his Grand-yizier Sinan; but in April, 1596, he commenced*

with great pomp his expedition against Erlau, accompanied by his

newly-appointed Grand-Vizier Ibrahim tasha# and by Soadcddin,

who occupied a conspicuous place in tho council of war. Tho

klmperiajists did*not attempt to arrest his march, which *was

directed oy Belgrade, Peterwardein, and Szegcdin oil Erlau. A
week sufficed for the capture of Krlau, when, in spite eff tjjpo
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capitulation, the garrison of 5,000 men,whs cut down by the Janis-

saries. The Archduke Maximilian, and Sigismund, Prince ofTran-

sylvania, now hastened with their forces to recover Erlau, and in

October they met the Turks on the plain of Keresztes, whore a

Jbloo'dy bfittjo was fought which lasted throe days. Victory s6emed

at first to favour the Christians. Emboldened by their success,

they ventured, on 1 the third *day (October 26th), to attack the

Turkish camp
j
but they were repulsed with great loss, and, being

seized withr a panic, took to a disorderly flight, in which 5OyO0O

men are said to have |)ecn killed, and 100 guns and the military

chest were captured by the Turks. SJaximilian, who was one

of tho first to fly, escaped to Kaschau, and Sigismund with his

forces retreated through Tokay into Transylvania. Mahomet then

inarched back to Constantinople, which he entered in triumph.

This signal defeat occasioned the greatest alarm and anxiety at

Vienna, and, indeed, throughout Europe. 1

The Sultan, liowewer, did not derive that advantage from his

success which might havo been expected. In tho campaign of

1507 nothing decisive was achieved, while that of 1508 was highly

adverse to the Turkish arms : Itaab, Tata, Veszprem, Tschambock,

besides several fortresses, wore taken by the Imperialists, and tho

operations of tho Turkish Scraskier Saturdschi were so unfortu-

nate as to cost him his dismissal and his life. Both sides were now
exhausted, and eager to conclude a peace if satisfactory terms could

be obtained. In 1599 tho Grand-Vizier, Ibrahim Pasha, who
commanded the Turkish forces in Hungary, made proposals to the

Imperial general, Nicholas Palfy
;
but nothing was effected : the

t

demands on both sides were too high, and tho war was continued

six years longer. \Ve shall not, however, enter into the details

of a struggle which was feebly carried on with varying success,

and which gave birth to no events of decisive importance. Even
the death of MahometllL, December 22nd, 1603, had little effect

on the war, oxcept that it served still further to exhaust the

resources of the Porte by the payment of the accustomed donative

to the Janissaries. * Majiomet was quietly succeeded by his son
4

Achmet I., then hardly fourteen years of age. The renewal of

the war between the Sultan and the Shah of Persia in 1603 tended

still further to dispose the Porte to close the struggle in Hungary

;

and the negotiations were facilitated*by a revolution in Tran-

sylvania. ^

•The weak and simple-minded Sigismund Bathory was per-

1 Katonn, t*. xxvii. p. 324 sqq.
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suaded in 1597 by the «Tesuits, as well as by his wifo—Maria

Christina, daughter of Charles, Duke of Styria—who wanted to

get rid of him, to cede Transylvania tb Rodolph II., in excliango

for the Silesian principalities of Oppeln and Ratibor, and a largo

pension. In the spring of 1598 Sigismund proceeded into Silesia,

where he soon found that he had been deceived in tho bargain

which he had made; and before thg end of August ho returned to*

Klausenburg at the invitation of Stephen Bocskai, a Hungarian

noble, and one of the leaders of the liberal and Protestant party

#
in that country. A counter-revolution now took place. The
Austrian ^ommissaries^who had been sent to take possossion of

Transylvania were seized and imprisoned ; Sigismund took a new
oath to the States that he would make no innovations in religion,

and the Jesuits were again sent into banishment. But they soon

recovered their influence. Sigismund was induced to relinquish

his authority to his fanatical kinsman. Cardinal Andrew Batho^y,

and retired into Poland to live in a private station. At tho same

time his wife entered a convent at Hall in«T*yrol, whoro she passed

twenty-two years, the remainder of her existence. . Cardinal

Andrew Bathory having been recognized by the States as Prince

of Transylvania, in 1599, the Emperor Rodolph commissioned his

general, Basta, as well as Michael, Voyvode of Wallachia, to over-

throw him, and the Cardinal was soon after killed by Michael's

troops. Sigismund now regained for a short time possession of

Transylvania, but in 1G02 was once more compelled to abdicate,

and never again appeared on the political scene. About eight

years afterwards, having incurred the'suspicion of the Emperor,

he was summoned to Prague, where? he soon after died in his forty-

first year.
*

•
#

Stephen Bocskai now set up pretensions of his own, not only

to the Principality of Transylvania, but* even to the Crown of

Hungary. In June, 1605, he entered into an alliance with the

Grand-Vizier Lal& Mohammed, commander of the Turkish army

fti Hungary, and assisted hjm in the campaign of that yeafr, in

which Gran, Vissegrad, Veszprem, and other plates were taken by

their united, forces. Bocskai had already been invested with

Transylvania, $nd on November 11th, Lala Mohammed solemnly

crowned him King of Hungary oiuthe* field j>{ Rakoscli, present-

ing him at the same time with a Turkish sword and colours, in •

token that he w<ls the Sultan’s vassal. It would seem, however,

that Bocskai had only been set up as a man of straw tho Turks,

in order to obtain better conditions in the treaty of peaces which
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was still negotiating between them and Rodolph II. The Arch-

duke Matthias was first of all commissioned to treat with Bocskai,

who was easily persuaded to denounce the Crown of Hungary

;

and by a treaty signed at Vienna (July 23rd, 1G0G), he was allowed

to retain Transylvania, besides several places in Hungary. ^This

was the prelude to another treaty with the Turks, concluded at
f Sitvatorok November 11th.

The Peace or Sitvatorok, which was to last twenty years from

January 1st, 1G07, made but slight alterations in the territorial

possessions of the contracting parties
;
bnt it is remarkablo for

what may be called thb moral and diplomatic concessions on the

part of the Porte. It was arranged in tlie preliminaries tha^ the

Emperor should no longer be insulted with the title of u King of

Vienna,” but that both lie and the Sultan should be treated with

the Imperial title; and the diplomatic intercourse between the

two nations was henceforth to be conducted on an equal footing.

But a still more important concession was the abandonment by
the Porte of the tributq hitherto pa^cl by Austria

; in considera-

tion of which, however, the Emperor was to pay down, once for all

(8cmd pro scmjwr)
,
a surn of 20(J,000 florins, besides making

valuable presents. 1 Such an abatement of the haughty tone in

which the Turkish Sultans had hitherto spoken betrays a con-

sciousness of inward weakness. The Osmanlis had, indeed, now
passed tho zenith of their power, and liad arrived at the limits of

their conquests
;
yet their Empire still embraced an ^extent un-

paralleled since that of ancient Pome. In Asia, the Tigris and
JJount Ararat separated tho dominions of the Ottoman Sultan and
tho Shah of Persia; Bagdad, «Van, and Erzeroum were* Turkish
'governments; between the Blal*k Sea and the Caspian, the
Georgians, Mingrelians, and Circassians, though free, were tribu-

tary
;
the south and wqst^ coasts of the Black Sea, from the Cau-

casus to the Dnieper,^Anatolia, Caramania, Ari'nenia, Kurdistan,
Mesopotamia, Syria, Palestine and Arabia obeyed the Sultan. In
Africa he p9ssessed Egypt, and was lord of the whole coast from
tho delta of the DTile to the Straits <ft Gibraltar, with exception of
n few places held by the 'Spaniards. In Europe, as the reader will

have already learnt, he ruled, besides Greece and its archipelago
and the islands of Cyprus} Rhodes, and Chios, Thrace, Macedonia,
Bulgaria, Wallachia, Moldavia, Transylvania, the greater part of
Hungary, Bosnia, Servia, and Albania. %

1 The articles are in Katona, t* xxviii. p. 612 sqq.; Cf. Zinkeisen, B. iii. S. 618.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.
• •

X
•

AT the peace of Vervins a century had elapsed since the

French, by their incursions into Italy, had inaugurated the

modern European system, and the result up to this timo had

been entirely in favour of their Spanish rivals. Spain had suc-

ceeded in seizing and retaining the two Sicilies and the Duchy
of' Milan, and, in spite of a wretched system of administration

and the revolt of her provinces in the Netherlands, was still in-

contestably the leading Power of Europe. The Spanish infant^

continued to retain their prestige ; -the conquest of Portugal

helped to support the declining power and reputation of Spain

;

and we have beheld Philip II., towards the closo of his long reign,

aspiring, with perhaps even a better chance oPsuccesys than his

father, Charles V., to universal monarchy, by the conquest of

England, and the reduction of France under his dominion by

placing his daughter on the throne. Those successes, however,

were due, not to the strength of Spain, but to the weakness of

her adversary. Torn by her religious wars and the anarchy of

the League, France was unable to compete with a rival in which

those disturbing causes were absent
;
and as soon as they ceasod

to openfto she rapidly rose to her* true position. The question^

of religion was also the mainspring of action in England and the

Netherlands. Thus the Deformation forms the key to tho

political state of Europe at this period f and as its effects were to

continue another half century, namely, *down to tho peace of

Westphalia, it wii> be proper here to take a view of its progress,

tfnd the changes wliieh it had effected; fjjfter which we shall

briefly consider the* internal condition of the* chief European

nations* , •

About the qjiddle of the 16th century Protestantism had esta-

blished itself in the greater part ef Europe^ The •doctrines of

Luther had become the national religion of the Scandinavian •

kingdoms of Etst Prussia, Livonia, and the northern parti of

Germany, In Bavaria a large majority of the *ifo hies had

embraced them, and the same creed had made still greater pro-
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gress in Austria, where it was computed* that only one-thirtieth

part of the population rcmain<|d faithful to the Roman Church.

In 1558 a Venetian ambassador reckoned that only one-tenth

part of the whole German people were Roman Catholics. 1 In

Polaftd, although the King himself was a Roman Catholic, many
of his subjects had adopted tho reformed doctrines. These also

provailed very extensively in Hungary, whore, in 1554, a Lutheran

had been elected Palatine. In Bohemia the large Hussite party

already established could not but derive additional strength from

the religious movement in Germany. • Calvinism, still more
inimical to Rome than were the doctrines of Luther, had from

Geneva, its centre and stronghold, spread itself in all directions

in Western Europe. In the neighbouring parts of Germany it

had in a great degree supplanted Lutheranism, and had even

penetrated into Hungary and Poland ; it was predominant in

Scotland, and had leavened tho doctrines of the English Church.

In France it had divided the population into two hostile camps.

The Venetian ambassador Micheli relates that, immediately after

the death of Francis II. in 1560, fifty preachers had issued from

Geneva and settled themselves in various French towns. When
Micheli paid a visit to that metropolis of Calvinism he was struck

with astonishment at tho veneration in which the great French

reformer was held, and at the vast sums of money which he

received in aid of the thousands who had taken refuge at Geneva.2

In the Netherlands the doctrines of Calvin supplanted those of

Luther. Tiepolo, another Venetian ambassador, says that all

the Pope could reckon upon as sound and secure was Spain and

(
Italy, with a few islands and t*lie Venetian possessions in ^Dalmatia

and Greece^
3

*

The proceedings of the Council of Trent drew an insuperable

line of demarcation between Catholics and Protestants : all idea

of conciliation was abandoned, and the hostility of the two parties

stood out in bolder relief. The violent and impolitic conduct of

Pope Paul o IV. also tended to widen the breach. From his

antipathy to the House of Austria, Paul broke with the Imperial

party and drove the Emperor Ferdinand to cultivate the friend-

ship of the Protestants. He acted in the sam£ inconsiderate

manner towards England. Instead of endeavouring to conciliate

Queen Elizabeth and tho English nation, Paul repulsed her

.

1 Ranke, Pop, vol. ii. p. 12. themselves at Geneva. Gaberel, Hist, de
8 Eclat, dclle cose di Francia

, 1561
5

VEglise dc Geneve, t. i. p. 346 .

ibid. p.(17 . ^Hiring the reign of Henry 9 Eclat, di Pio IV. e V. t ap. Ranke,
II., 1,400 French families had established ibid. p. 19 . ,
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ambassadors by bis bailgfcty demands, deprived Cardinal Polo of

bis legateship, endeavoured to^re- establish Peter's pence, and

annulled every alienation that had been made of Church pro-

perty ; nay, so blind was he t<*his own interests that he was even

hosfile to Philip II., the great prop of the Rqrnap C^thol^c

cause. But soon after his pontificate a reaction began in favour

of the Roman Church. ^Shaken to her very centre by the Re-

formation,Rome found means to reclaim vast numbers of apostates,

&nd to recover a large share of her former influenoo and power.

•As this anti-ReformatiBn is the most striking feature in the history

of tjje latter half of th^ sixteenth century, and lay at the root of

the Thirty Years' War, it may be worth while to inquire into the

causes of so remarkable a reaction.

Among these causes we may note the reform offected in the

Roman Curia itself. The first part of the sixteenth century had

been characterized by a general relaxation of the discipline and

authority of the Church
;
profane studies* literature and art, had

usurped the place of religion ;
and Rome herself scorned to have

forgotten her hierarchical character. But the conduct of Pius V.,

and of several exemplary Pontiffs who succeeded him, had a great

influence in amending the lives of the Roman prelates. At tho 1

beginning of the century the Cardinals levied war on tho Pope,

or hatched conspiracies against him ; while tho Popo himself did

not scruple to gird on the sword and to lead his armies to battle

like any temporal Prince. But towards the close of the same era

everything was dono in tho name of religion; a ceremonious

behaviour began to prevail*in the Roman Court, and tho outward

forms at least of piety and virtue were strictly observed. A simij

lar reformation took place in other Roman Catholic countries.

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, the ancient monastic

orders, the Benedictines, Dominicans, and Franciscans were vigo-

rously reformed in France ; and to such a degree were austerities

carried among softie of the religious communities of women, that

fourteen Feuillantine? are qjtid to have di$d in one*week. The

celebrated Cistercian nunnery of Port-Royal was distinguished

by its nocturnal vigils, its unbroken silenoe, and perpetual adora-

tion of the Eucharist .

1 This was also the period of the reforms

and labours of St. Francois de Sales in SavQy and Gf St
;
Theresa

in Spain. At the same time* were revived certain practices •

which answered their purpose among the vulgar. Mwacljs,

which had long ceased, began again to be workedf. At San .

.» Ftfibien, Hist, de Pdris ,
t. ii. p. 1339.
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Silvestro an image of the Virgin spok£, and the desolate region

M^iich surrounded her shrine, juch was the attraction of the

miracle, was soon occupied with houses. Similar portents be-

came frequent, and spread from &aly into other countries. By
these* and

^
the like acts did the clergy recover their reputation,

and with it a large share of their former power.

But the chief instrument of Catholic* reaction was the Society

of Jesuits, to whose foundation we have already adverted.
1 The

uso that might be made of that body in retrieving the fortunes .of

the Church was quickly perceived ;
and Pope Julius III., soon

after his accession, in 1550, conferred upop them vast privileges

which roused the jealousy of the regular orders. They were em-

powered to grant degrees to competent persons whose poverty

debarred them from studying at a University : a privilege which,

by drawing to them the youths of talent among the lower classes,

gave them tho command of education, and enabled them to mould
at an early age the pjiant consciences of their pupils. Their

method of instruction was most artful. They reduced study to

a sort of mechanical process, whose results were quick but super-

ficial ; and*, even Protestant parents, dazzled by their success as

teachers, confided to them their children.
2 As they thus formed

the principles of tho younger portion of the community by means,

of education, so likewise the unreserved power conferred on them
of granting absolution, enabled them to obtain the direction of

the consciences of older persons, by assuming the functions of

confessors. The absurd quarrels of the Protestants among them-

selves, and particularly that concerning original sin, did not a

littlo contribute to the success of the Jesuits.
3

It was abput the middle of the sixteenth century that the So-

ciety of Jesus began to spread themselves throughout Europe.

In 1548 the Duke of Bavaria, William I., appointed to the chairs

of theology, at lngolstadt, tho Jesuits Le Jay, a Savoyard, Sal-

meron, a Spaniard, and the celebrated Peter Canisius,ofNymegen.
Hence Ingolotadt soop became of a ljke importance as a Catholid

seminary, as Wittenberg^ for Lutheranism, or Geneva for Cal-

vinism. Favoured by William I. and his son and successor

Duke Albert III., the Jesuits gradually acquired tjie direction of

all the Bavarian schqols. They were likewise encouraged by the

Emperor Ferdinand in Bohemia* and Austria ; and it was at the

*

0 See vol. ii. ciiap. xvii. The prin- Kirchcngeschichte scit der Reformation ,

cipal histories df the Jesuits are those of B. iii.

Orlandin^MaJFei,and Ribadnneira. There 3 See Michdlet, Ltgne, p, 116.
is a good sket^li iij Schroekh, Chrutlichb 3 Menzel, B. iii, S. 43.
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request of that Sovereign that Canisius, who did more than any

man for his Society in (?ermai^, drew up his Summa Doctrinhs

Christiance,
from which he afterwards extracted his celebrated

(Jhtechism. In 1551 Ferdinand established a Jesuit’s college at

Vienna, which ho soon after incorporated with the University ; in

1556 he removed some of them to Prague : and by fliat year thoir

influence may be said to have qxtended c^ver Bavaria, Tyrol*

Franconia, Suabia, Austria, and tlieTRhpnish lands, and also to

hay© been felt in Hungary, Poland, Bohemia, and Moravia. In

1578, as related in tho preceding chapter, Protestantism was

utterly proscribed in the Austrian dominions. In Poland, Car-

dinal Ilosias, Bishop oftjrmeland, founded a.college for the Jesuits

at Braunsbcrg, in 1509. At the beginning of the seventeenth cen-

tury, the Polish Jesuits nearly succeeded in effecting a revolution

in Russia, and bringing that country within tho pale of tho

Roman Church. After the murder of the legitimate heir, De-
metrius Ivanowitch, and the usurpation of tho throne by Boris

Godenuff, a Muscovite Boyard, a false, Demetrius appeared in

Poland, tho Jesuits took up his cause, procured Iris recognition in

Poland and the help of an army, with which they entered Moscow
after the death of Boris, who had died during the struggle. But

Jhe Muscovite nation soon recovered from its surprise; Deme-

trius was massacred, the Poles were expcllod from Moscow, and

the hopes of the Church of Romo entirely frustrated.

It was not till a rather later period that tho Jesuits obtained a

footing in France, and at first in places remote from the capital.

At Paris, as we have already related,
1 they met with great oppo-

sition ; *the University, tho Sorbotmo, and tho Parliament, who

thought their privileges • invaded, united in bitterly opposing

them. By perseverance, however, they gradually succeeded in

establishing themselves: and, in 1504, jyere allowc/fl to become

teachers. Three years later a magnificent college was erected

for them at Lyon j in 1574 the Cardinal of Guise founded a Jesuit

College at Pont-a-Moysson ;
and they also establish^ themselves

in other important*towns/ Their ranks at this time included

many Inen
#
of distinguished talent, and \yherever they appeared

the numbers c$ the Roman Catholics were observed to increase. In

1574 a Jesuit college was foundqjl at Lucerne, ii> Switzerland,

to which the Pope, the Catholic#King, and tho Guises arc said to#

have contributed. * #

But although the religious struggle in France •eftded, as we

1 See vol. ii» p. 29‘J.
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have seen, in favour of the Roman Catholic Church, the authority

ofthe Pope and of the Jesuits never attained to any extraordi-

nary height in that country. The Jesuits succeeded, indeed, in

procuring the revocation of the banishment inflicted on them

after Chatel's attempt on the life of Henry IV. ; that King qven

gave them tlie site for their College at La Fl£che, whither his

heart was carried aft^er his murder
;
yet in general they continued

to bo unpopular among the French, In 1611 the inhabitants of

Troyes opposed their establishment in that city, on the ground

that they were foraenters of discord and .division; in the same

year, the University of Paris frustrated their attempt to teach

publicly in their renewed college, and compelled them to concent

themselves with privatelyinstructing, by means of salaried masters,

the boarders whom they were permitted to keep in their house.

In 1614 tho Parliament of Paris ordered to be burnt a book of

the Jesuit Suarez, entitled Defense dc la Foi Catholiqjie Aposio-

lique contra las erreurs tie lajsccte d*Anglvterrc, on the ground of

its advocating tho assassination of Sovereigns. 1
It was remarked

that, though other religious societies had produced assassins, the

Jesuits wc,re the" only one which supported assassination syste-

* matically and on principle. Tho deed had a law of its own. It

was not to be perpetrated at the arbitrament of a private indi-

vidual, but it might be lawfully carried out by the decree of an

ecclesiastical tribunal; and this view the Jesuits founded on the

15th decree of tho Council of Constance, which anathematized

those only who attempted such an act without having first pro-

cured a mandate for it.'
2

Altogether, therefore, the movement against the Reformation

was not so successful in France atf in Austria and Bavarip. The
Edict of Nantes was, in fact, a compromise which still left tho

Hugonots a powerful party—a sort of imperium in imperio . They
had their cautionary towns, an organized army, their representa-

tive charter, their assemblies ; they had even their great seal, of

which the device was Religion leaning on
c
the cross, holding the

sacred volume in hpr hand, and treading under foot an aged

skeleton intended to represent the Romish Church. Thus they

possessed an organization which enabled them, in times of dis-

turbance, to break through all the checks and restraints which it

t had been endeavoured to plac'e upon them. But the zeal and

energy of their leaders had died out. Sully, J&orpay, Lesdi-
^ See Richelteu, Memoires

,
t. i. p. 113 datojudicis ctyuBcunque.”—Ap.Sianlondi,

aqq. «p. 149 and note, and p. 202. Hist, des Frangai^ t. xr. p. 333.
9 “ Noli exydetatm sentent ia vel man
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guieres, were either lukewarm or self-interested; nor did Pro-

testantism find in France that pabulum in the popular temperament

which had nourished it in German^ and England . Rohan, indeed,

was animatod with enthusiasm ; but alone he could do nothing.

Tfye Gallican Church, however, without regard to Rome ajid in

spite of the great Hugonot party, made France grortn, like othei*

Roman Catholic countries, utfder the burden of an enormous eccle- •

siastical establishment. Early in tlto seventeenth century the

\^hole number of secular and regular ecclesiastics considerably ex-

ceeded a quarter of a million,
1
of which more than three-fifths wero

monks or nuns : viz. 35,600 relifjieux rentes
,
or monks belonging

to foundations ; 80,000 huns of various orders
; 46,500 mendicant

friars, ancient and reformed ;
and 500 hermits. But while tlio

cures or parochial clergy, had scarcely sufficient for the necessaries

of lifo, dwelt in houses which did not defend them from the weather,

and sometimes subsisted on bread which they squeezed with

difficulty from their parishioners, the mendicant orders, by virtue

of their vow of poverty, dwejt in magnificent buildings, and con-

sumed each a pound of meat and three pints of wine a day. Their

repas mairjres, or fast-day meals, wero still more •expensive
;
and

it was reckoned that the subsistence of ehcli monk cost daily

twenty sous.

It was not till 1580 that the Jesuits appeared in England. Dr.

William Allen, as we have said (vol. ii. p. 410), had founded an

English Catholic seminary at Douai, and others were subsequently

established at St. Omer, Rhcims, and Rome. The pupils of these

colleges were animated with the same savage spirit of murder.

Against Queen Elizabeth their ra^o was inexhaustible, since,

under h^r auspices, Protestantism Jiad not only been firmly estab-
*

lished in England, but also found her its chief protectress in other

countries. The work of Saunders, De monarchia visibili Ecclesice
,

published at Lotlvain in 1571, was the btble of these ferocious

fanatics. Saunders had been secretary to bloody Mary, and his

hook was written under the patronage of the Duke of Alva. It •

was in the year mentioned thht the Jesuits Parsons and Campion

returned to England, after which a grekt
#
many penal laws were®

promulgated* against that Society. Queen Elizabeth, in self-

defence, was compelled to take a leaf out ofher enemies’ book, and

England witnessed to some extents persecuflon of the Catholics, ,

of whom about tyo hundred were executed during her reign.
%

It

* 266,936: an enormous proportion, See he nombre de$ EccUsiasiiques de France

considering the population at that time. in the Archives Carieuscs, *tr. l,tf. xiv.
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| *

should, however, be recollected that they were Elizabeth*# political

enemies, that they were constantly endeavouring to deprive her

of her kingdom, and even pf her life, amd that most of tho&e who
suffered in England were convicted of conspiracy.

1

It may appear surprising that in a bigoted country like Spaip the

Jesuits should have obtained little or no influence
; but, in fact,

"that very bigotry afforded small scope fo^ their activity in that

country
;
and we have befofe had occasion to remark that Spain,

with all her superstitious devotion^ was inimical to the encroach-

ments of Romo- Yet Spain had given birth to the founder of

the Society, and produced an eminent patron of it in Francis

Borgia, Duke of Gapdia, great-grandson of the infamous Pope
Alexander VI., who displayed as much bigotry and superstition

. aphis greatrgrandsire did vice and atheism, at last tijfrnod Jesuit

Himself, and eventually became third general of the Society. As
a, rule, however, the Jesuits in Spain were not native Spaniards,

but converted Jews, and even became objects of suspicion to the

government. St. Francis Borgia hpnself was prosecuted by the

Inquisition as one of the mystics or illumimti, a sect whioh.soems

to have borne some resemblance to tho English JJuakersi
8

In

Portugal, on the other hand, during the minority of* Sebastian

and the tutorship of his ecclesiastical guardians, the Jeauits, as we
have already said, obtained a complete control. John III. had
founded for thorn a college at the University of Coimbra, whence
issued the greater pprt of those missionaries who spread them-

1

selves over Asia' and Africa. *

. Neither Spain nor Italy,
1

however, was altogether exempt
from the invasion of heretic&rl doctrines. As early as 151&,

'Frobcn, tho celebrated printer "of Basle, forwarded some of

Luther's tracts into Spain; and in lS
5^ several works of Erastams

were condemned, and prosecutions instituted against some of the

most learned men in 4tho country. By lojJO.'the* doctrines of
’ Luther had made such progress that the Council of the Supreme4,

instructed £he inquisitors throughout Spain to exercise the

greatest vigilance : an injunction whSch led* to domiciliary visits

ty the familiars of tl?e Inquisition. The Spaniards themselves

attributed the propagation of Lutheran opinions in $jmin to ifyfeir,

' On this subject Bee T^alkm's Cons#- gress in that country is not important
tutiondl fti&t. eh. Hi. and iv. • enough to be detailed.

* Llorente, t. vi. p. 29. * 4 The chief tribunal of the Spanish
3 The Reformation found for a time a Inquisition, consisting of the Inquisito*-

footing in Italy , and especially at Ferrara, General as president, and three coun-
under the auspices of Rene§ of Franee, sellors, two of whom were Dootors of
who had mayted the Duke

;
but its prp Laws.
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own learned men who bad
#
been sent abroad to confute them ; an

admission than which any mor^ complimentary to Luther can

scarcely be imagined, although', according to the testimony of

Valdes, that reformer was regarded in Spain as a reprobate

atheist, and it was deemed as meritorious to stranglg a.Lutheran

as to shoot a Turk .

1

The Spanish converts, like Valdes himself,
#

were mostly persons of rank and. education -5 for in Spain the

reformed doctrines were chiefly imbibed from books, procured

and read with danger* The Protestants of Bearn, indeed, who
crossed the Pyrenees, spread ;their faith in Aragon, whore it made
most progress, though it also penetrated into the neighbouring

kingdoms. 'It was reserved for Philip II. to crush the nascent

heresy, almost the only instance in which his policy can boast of

entire success. This triumph of bigotry shows that tho power

of opinion is not always a match for despotism and physical force,

when wielded with adequate moans and a relentless will. Philip,

who was supported by that savage Pope, fiaul IV., published in

1558 a bloody law by which»dcath and confiscation of property

were inflicted on anybody who sold, bought, read, or possessed a

book' prohibited by the Holy Office. In January, 1559, Paul

authorized the Spanish Inquisition to hold inquests on archbishops,

bjshops, and other prelates suspected of heresy, and to send them

to Borne ; and in the following February, at tho requost of Philip,

he published a brief authorizing tho Council of the Supreme to

deliver over to the secular arm—that is, to put to death—persons

convicted of Lutheran opinions, even though they were not re-

lapsed and werp willing to recant, a proceeding contrary to all

former practice, and against the standing laws of tho Inquisition

itself.

3
’ Jt was in the same* year that the first auto-de*fe of Pro-

testants was celebrated at Valladolid, which was soon followed by

another in the Same city, and two more «at Seville. In these

human sacrifices two hundred and eight Victims appeared, of

whom sixty-two w^e burnt and the rest condemned to minor

punishments. About the same time Carranza, the Primate of

Spain, was pursued by the Inquisition, a^prosecution followed by
that of eight Jbishops and twenty-five doctors of theology, most

of whom weye ^ien of distinguished learning, and had assisted

at the Council of Trent. The fou» autos-derfe just* mentioned

were followed by ^ptliers down to tho year 1570, when the Kefor-

mation in Spain was pretty well suppressed ; for though a few.

1 Ap. McCrie, Refar. it. in Spain
, p '132,

2 Ibid. p. 256.

III. D
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Protestants were subsequently burnt, the gleaning was scanty.
1 In

the hands of the Spanish Government, the Inquisition, as we have

said, became an instrument of Siftate policy, and even of fiscal law

;

and thus, in 1569, the exportation of horses to France was brought

pnddV cognizanco of the Council of the Supreme.'
2

ft
.

A statistical account3
of the year 1616 shows the wonderful

progress of the Jesuits in about three-quarters of a contury since

tlioir foundation. At that time they had thirty-two provinces

—

viz., Rome, fticily, Naples, Milan, Venice, Portugal, Goa, Malabar,

Japan, Brazil, Toledo, Castile, Aragon, •Bmtica (South Spain),

Sardinia, Peru, Paraguay, New Granada, Mexico, Philippine Isles,

Franco, Aquitania, Lyon, Toulouse, Champagne, Upper Gerftiany,

the Rhenish province, Austria, Flanders, Walloon Netherlands,

Poland, and Lithuania. The order numbered 13,112 members,

and possessed 23 professed houses, 372 colleges, 41 novitiates,

and 123 residences. At this period the Jesuits could boast of

many distinguished writers, amongst whom it may suffico to

mention Petau, Sirmond, Schott, Tursellinus, Bellarmine, Suarez,

Sanchez, and Mariana. The Jesuits had even penetrated to

Constantinople "early in the seventeenth century, whither they

had gone with the design of overthrowing the Greek Patriarch,

and bringing liis flock under the dominion of Rome. A struggle

ensued which lasted many years, and in which the ambassadors

of tho different Christian Powers to the Porte took part, the

Jesuits being supported by the French and Austrian envoys, while

those of England and Holland came to the aid of the Patriarch.

In 1662, by a skilful application of '10,000 dollars, the Jesuits

effected the deposition and banishment by the Porte of the

Patriarch Cyrill, who was supposed fo be a Calvinist
; cbut on a

change in tho Ministry his restoration was soon after effected,

principally through tke intervention of the English envoy, Sir

Thomas Roc. In 1628 the same minister, supported by the

Mufti and the Ulemas, gained a complete* triumph over the

Jesuits, and effected their banishment from Constantinople; but

Roe went back* to -England in that year," and the Jesuits soon

after managed to return.
1

It is not encouraging to the friend of

1 The tiros of tho Inquisition Wore not, started up an orifer 8f Jesuitixsep, or
however* completelyextinguished till lVfl. female Jesuits, who imitated as nearly as

when a bcat<i
:
or nun, accused of heresy. possible the constitutions of their brethren,

was burnt at Seville, Nov. 7th. Llorcnte, by whom, howeve^ thev were never recog-

£. iX. p. 231. nized. They wAe abolished by Pope
8 McCrie, p*. 333. Urban VIII. in 1631. Ibid. p. 536.
9 la Jouymcy, Ifct. Soc. Jt s ap. 4 On this subject, see Sir Thomas Roe's

Schrockh, i*i. S. 362. About 1323 Xtgociatious, p. 75$ sqq. and 779.
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human progress to refloct
#
that the men who succeeded in sub-

jugating the understandings of sojnany millions were tho disciples

of one whose wild hallucinations might have qualified him for an

iflmate of a lunatic asylum. The principles of Loyola, however,

were.rcduced to a practical and methodical system b^y qpolef and

more designing heads than his own,- and the designs of the
9

Jesuits wore at onco concealed and aided by» the assumption of

manners which in appearance rendered them more secular and

less fanatical than any other religious order. • *

The world-wide influence of the Jesuits appears from the pre-

ceding list of their provinces. It is their missionary labours

beyond the bounds of Europe which show the brightest side of

their character; for though some may question the practical

utility or permanent success of their efforts, nobody can deny

them tho praise of courage and self-devotion. To detail their

missions lies not within our plan, and it may suffice to indicate

generally some of tho leading events. • Xavier, tho companion of

Loyola, was the first and greatest Jesuit* missionary. He pro-

ceeded to the East Indies, and founded in 1542 a college at Goa,

which before tho close of tho century numjbereef 120 members.

Tho natives educated at this institution served as interpreters to

t]}Q Jesuits in tho East Indies and in Japan, where, in spite of tho

ingenious objections of the Bonzes, they succeeded in making many
converts. No permanent good was, however, effected

; formless

than a century after, tho Dutch, in the interests of their com-

merce, helped in driving all the Christians from Japan. Xavier

died on his voyage to China in 1552. Towards tho end of the

century, the Jesuit Iiicci established I mission in that country which •

met withtsomo partial success. King John III. of Portugal de-

spatched Jesuit missionaries into Brazil in 1549, some of whom
found their way into Paraguay. The conquest of this country by

the Spanish Jesuits at the beginning of tho seventeenth century

is a singular event in tho history of mankind. Aided by tho chil-

dren of some of the natives, whom they had taught Spanish, they

penetrated by degrees into that savage country; introducing flocks

and herds, teaching tho Indians to sow and reap, to make bricks,

to build houges^in short, all the essential arts of civilized life.

The people of Paraguay bacame the devoted sqpvants, nay, jdmost

the slaves of the Jesuits ; who, although *they acknowledged the

authority of the King of Spain, and paid as a sort of^tribufc a*

piastre a head for their subjects, ruled quite independently of the

Spanish government. As the masters as well as the rulers oT the
#
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Paraguayans, the Jesuits distributed to
#
tlaem the hemp, the cotton,

the wool and other raw materials which they were to manufac-*

turo
;
they were allowed to possess ‘neither money nor arms,

although the priests exercised them in the use of the latter, aifd

concerted them into excellent soldiers. Thus the Jesuits.were

*
at once tho founders, lawgivers, pontiffs, and sovereigns of this

singular state. As thoRoman Catholic religion thusbegan to spread

abroad into distant countries, Pope Gregory XV. established in

lf522fj to superintend its diffusion, the Congregatio de propaga\ul«r

Fide ; and a few years afterwards Urban VIII. bestowed on it the

building, or college, of the Propaganda ^1627)

.

Tho bigotry and •intolerance of Charles V. and Philip if. and
of friars like Ximenes and Torquemada, were one cause of the

subsequent decline of Spain ; in tho general policy and especially

the wretched commercial system of those Sovereigns we must look

for others. Towards the end of Charles V/s reign, Spain seemed

to have reached the ^nitb of her prosperity, and in the year 154;j

we find that Emperor congratulating himself on the flourishing

stato of the Indian trade whoso operations were conducted at

Seville. v Thanks be to God,” he exclaimed," it has ever increased

and still increases daily.”
1 But the possession of the Xew World

was regarded as supplying the means for subjugating tho Old;

and the command of an apparently inexhaustible source of wealth

only prompted Charles and his son to gratify their ambition or

their bigotry by plunging into those expensive and ruinous wars

which at length exhausted even the Spanish treasures : a result

which a wretched fiscal policy contributed to hasten.

It was an evil hour when governments bethought themselves of

increasing.tho wealth and prosperity of their subjects#by fiscal

regulations
;
yet the idea seems to have been coeval with the ex-

tension of commerce, and the Venetians, the first nation of modern
Europe which enjoyed any considerable trade, were also among
the first to invent restrictions, prohibitions, and monopolies.

Nothing ciuld be narrower and moje selfish than the spirit of thfeir

commercial laws. • Foreigners were subjected to double customs'

duties; they could neither build nor purchase ships in Venetian

ports ; they were forbidden to be received on lyarj} a vessel of

the Sfcte, or to contract a partnership with any subject of the

Republic. Ingenious foreign^rtizans were encouraged to settle

Jn the Venetian dominions, while native artizans and mechanics *

Jhteva Itrcojrilaeion , ap. Rjinke, Furstni md Vvlkir, B. i. S. 401.
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were forbidden under the severest penalties to emigrate. The
"nearest kinsfolk of such as attempted to do so and did not return

when ordered, were thrown into prison
;
if the emigrant persisted

in his disobedience, emissaries were employed to kill him !

1
It

is impossible to carry further the selfish and crueljeahjusy of trade.

This system of prohibition and exclusion was imitated by other
9

countries. Among these, Spain -wjjs remarkable. We have

briefly referred in a former chapter to the ignorafhee of the

Spaniards of the first rudiments of political economy f and w8 will

fcere add a few particulars. The ruin of Spanish trade and com-

merce was initiated ui^der Charles V. In 1552 the export of

cloth as well as of spun and combed wool was forbidden. In the

same year the Cortes proposed that the importation of foreign

silk should be allowed, and the exportation of home manufactured

prohibited. It was also forbidden to export corn, cattle, and

leather. Reversing the very rudiments of economical policy,

exorbitant duties were laid on the exportation of manufactured *

articles, and upon the importation of raw*materials. We see in

these regulations the germs of inevitable ruin, and one of the

causes which drained the country of the specio*acquired by so

much cruelty and bloodshed. At the end of tho sixteenth cen-

tury Spanish pistoles were much more common in Franco than in

Spain, because the French exported freely their corn and wine,

while the Spaniards would suffer nothing to quit the country.
2

The consequences soon became apparent in the shutting up of tho

manufactories, so that in 1558 it was found necessary to relax tho

prohibition, at least on the Portuguese frontier.
3 But the blow

was irremediable, and fashion soon put the seal to a ruinous system •

that had been initiated by ignorance. In 1560 wa find com-

plaints that silk and woollen stuffs, brocades, tapestry, arms, all

came from abroad although the material? for their manufacture

were abundant in Spain ; nay, that the foreigner actually made
them of Spanish products and then set his own price on them.

The use of foreign articles begat a liking for«them, which became

a fashion. No better silk could bo produced than in Granada and^

Murcia, yet «that of Italy and China wafi preferred. English

jackets, Lombard caps, German shoes, Djitch linen, Antwerp table-

cloths, Brussels tapestry, Flemish.cabinet ware, became.all tho

•

1 Statutes of the •State Inquisition, nances de France, op. Twiss, Progress of
Art. 26, ap. Blanqui, Hist, de VEconomic Political Economy in Ear*}*, p. 41.

Polit. t. i. p. 26S. 3 See Ranjce, FursUn vnd Vulkir, B. i.

2 Forbonnais, Beckerches sitr les Fi- 401 ff.
;
Twiss. Hid. p. 6.

*
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vogue. People appeared by day in Florentine brocade, and slept

at night under outlandish be$-hangings. France supplied the

children of Spain with their toys, her monks and nuns with their

rosaries. She was dependent on foreigners even for the materials

of war:.it jvas necessary to fetch wood and gunpowder •from

# Flanders, metal and men to cast it from Italy; for Spain had no

cannon foundries of her ovjn.*

Other circumstances which militated against commerce in

Spain were? the idleness, pride, and bigotry of the Spaniards.

The nation was divided into two classes, between which there

was a continual jealousy: the Hidalgos, or nobles, an(l the

Pechcros
,
or persons employed in trado and agriculture. The

Hidalgos enjoyed peculiar privileges, and are expressly named
as entitled to favour by Ferdinand and Isabella, “ because

through them wo achieved our conquests.” 1 This class would

have deemed itself disgraced by any other profession than that

of arms. They were regarded as the pith and marrow of the

nation
;

they filled alT tlio offices bf state
; a municipal town

would have been affronted by the appointment of a trader to

bo its cotfregidor; the Cortes of Aragon \yould admit no member
who had been engaged in commerce. As neither the house,

tho horse, the mule, nor the arms of a Hidalgo could be seized for

debt, nor his personal liberty be infringed, nor taxes be imposed

upon him, everybody naturally wished to belong to an order

which enjoyed so large a sharo of favour; and so many claims

were consequently made to the privileges of the Ilidahjuia
,

that, although the tribunals set apart every Saturday for the

. examination of them, it was pften found insufficient. The
interest of money being high in Spain, if a rotvrier could

scrape together some 7,000 ducats, which would yield an income

of about 500, he settled it on his eldest son as q, majorat, or patri-

mony. The son of a \i-dcvant farmer or shopkeeper now con-

sidered himself a noble, and dubbed himself Don ; while his

younger brothers Vegan to be aahamed of their callings, and

wanted the same title. , Those who had no chance of attaining

to such a rank, often turned their views towards a con-

vent ; where, if they co;uld not gratify their pride$ they might

at least indulge their idleness. Hence the number of convents

increased enormously in Spafn. As the tradesman aped the

noble, soothe noble aped the King ; and becatfso Philip II. had

founded the Escorial, so the grandees thought it a fine thing to

t * 1 Siteva Rfcopilacion, ap. 'Ranke, Fiirstrn trnd Valhr S. 399.
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have a monastery on tboir estates ; convents rose on every side

and candidates to fill them wejje always forthcoming. These

institutions not only offer&d an easy, idle life, but also secured

ascertain degree of respect and importance. Philip III. and his

consort founded even more convents than Philip II. ; and in tho

reign of the former it was computed that Spain contained 988

nunneries, all numerously filled ; that thcro were 32,000 friars of tho
*

Dominican and Franciscan orders alone
;
and that tho clergy in

the two dioceses of Pamplona and Calahorra amounted to 20,000.
1

^ consequence of this state of society was that even tho little

commerce that remained in Spain fell mostly into the hands of

foreigners. The financial embarrassments ctf Charles V. led him

not only to give to Germans and Italians a monopoly of tho

Indian trado as security for their advances, but even to allow

them to encroach upon tho birthright of his Spanish subjects by

engrossing the trade and commerco of tho interior. Tho Fuggeys

and other great foreign houses to whom CJiarles was under obli-

gation, obtained commercial# privileges that were deniod to born

Spaniards, such as that of exporting prohibited articles, and others

of a similar kind. By degrees, these intruders, favoured by such

a state of manners as
#

wo have described, monopolized not only

tiio higher branches of commerce, but even the smaller handi-

craft trades; and in 1610 it was computed that there were

160,000 foreigners settled in Castile alone, of whom 10,000 were

Genoese.
2

In the absence of an adequate revenue from trade, tho Spanish

government was compelled to lay on very burdensome taxes. In

1594 the Cortes complain that a
#
capital of 1,000 ducats paid

annually 300 to the King/ so that in the course of three or four

years the whole of it would be swallowed up. Yet people, they

said, instead of engaging in commercial enterprises, lived off their

capital as long as it would last. Rents more low, yet no farmers

could be had ; tbtey were either emigrating or elso shut up in

prison. Scarcely a fifth pa^t of the wool formerly u*ed was now
manufactured ; whence, as well as through the heavy tax on that

commodity, the flocks also began to be greatly diminished. Agri*

culture and pasturage, manufactures and commerce, drooped

together; every -town in the land was beginning to bo depo-

pulated
; the country was going to min ! Such is a picture of •

Spain at the close of the sixteenth century, after a hundred years'

1 Davila, Felipe III. an. Ranke, ibid. p. 415.

* Jtanke and Twiss, ubi itijtra.
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possession of the treasures of the New World, not drawn from

the deductions or descriptions, of historical writers, but taken

from an official document of the Corteg. 1

But although the taxes were enormous they brought compara-

tively little into the royal treasury, tho greater part of the. pro-

duce being swallowed up by the expenses of collection. This

"abuse was one of the consequences of the sale of offices. As every

place was venal, it followed* that Philip II. was most unfaithfully

served
;
and his officers indemnified themselves for their outlay

by impounding what passed through their hands. Another evil

was, that while the taxes were so high and so badly collected,

they were spent out of the country* T^he government had to

procure its necessaries abroad ; its principal creditors were

foreigners; the money once withdrawn from Spain never re-

turned, owing to its absurd fiscal systom, and thus the country

bpcaino every year more and more exhausted. Already in 1540,

Charles V., the master of tjie treasures of the New World, had

coined a large quantity* of base gold*crowns to supply his neces-

sities. So great continued to be the drain of specie in order to

purchase foreign manufactures that, in IGOo, Philip III. was

advised by Lerma to issuo a royal edict raising the nominal

value of copper money almost to an equality with that of

silver.’
2

All these evils were aggravated by the impolitic nature

of tho wars entered into by Philip II. By his quarrel with the

Netherlands, besides the expense it entailed, he had deprived

himself of one of his most productive sources of revenue

;

J
yet

he did not even pursue that war in a manner which might have

insured its success, but frittered away his means in chimerical

projects in Prance.
*

‘ Q

Spain, howover, may perhaps be said not so much to have de-

clined as*to have returned to the normal condition from which it

had been forced by a series of extraordinary events ; the union of

the Crowns of Castile and Aragon ; the reduction of the Motrs;

the wonderful discoveries in America ; and the enormous accu*

mulation of pow6r in the hands of the House of Austria. All

these advantages, which by able rulers might have been developed

into a permanent system of power, were thrown^a^ay by the

, » \
1 Memorial de las Cortes aV 1594 * ap. r 1 1 ,000.000 ducats (Humboldt, Essai sur

\anke, ibid. S. 412. la X/Espagne, t. iii. p. 428), and the war
* Blanqui, t. i. p. 282; Gonsalez Davila, in the Netherlands* cost him 7,000,000

ap. watson, JPXiltp IIL vol. i. p. 1 9 1 . ducats annually (Motley, Rise ofths Dutch
* The average produce of the American Rep. ii. 518).

mines during reign of Philip II. was
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absurd and reckless mcfde, of government which wo have just

described, and Spain returned ta the condition depicted by tho

Venetian Navagero in his Viaggio in 1520. 1 Even Catalonia is

described by that writer as then jU-peopled and. little cultivated ;

Aragon was for the most part desolate ; in Castile $ie .traveller

found extensive tracts of desert, with now and then a Venta,
f

commonly uninhabited, and resembling rather a caravansary than

an hotel.

• Towards the. end of the sixteenth contury, a little band of

original thinkers arose in Calabria, who were the first to promul-

gate any just notions oq the subject of political economy. Tho

chief among these were Thomas Campanclla and Antonio Serra,

who had both been engaged in an attempt to rescue Calabria from

tho Spanish yoke in 1508. From the depths of a Neapolitan

dungeon the friar Campanella addressed to Philip 111. of Spain a

remarkable prediction of that country's decline, founded on tho

actual appearances whieh it presented*. The Spaniards, he ob-

served, who so haughtily lct?cp aloof from other people, who
neglect agriculture and commerce, and esteem only the profession

of arms, will soon exhaust themselves ; they will never be able to

recover their losses, and their wealth will pass away into tho

haiids of the foreigner. Already the most useful arts of life

languish in neglect; and, without manufactures, agriculture, or

trade, how can any people hope to prosper ? So indolent are the

Spaniards that they do not even deign to record the great actions

which they achieve. Campanella reviews and condemns the

system of taxation
;
advises the encouragement of navigation/

because the key of the ocean is the key of the world ; recommends «

the equality of civil laws ; the accession of Sill classes to power

;

the encouragement of art and manufacture, as things of more

real value than miptos of gold and silver. And whife he thus

proclaims the approaching ruin of Spaing the prophetic monk
annoiAces in glowing terms the renovation of the world

thrbugh the wonderful discoveries of science, r&d the irresistible

progress of human liberty and knowledge.
2

In 1013, Antonio
^

Serra, then also in a Neapolitan dungeon, addressed to the Spanish

Viceroy Lemos a*work on the methods of procuring the precious

1 Apud Ranke, Furstm und Volker
,

traot*is untitled TthtM trattato delk cause

B. i. S. 397 f. eke pos*ono far abbondare li regni d'oro

»
8 The treatise of Campanella, De Mo- e d’argento, dove non sono minure. The

narchia Hispanica, has gone through many writers of this sehool are dumbed by •

editions, and was translated into English Bottu, Storia d'Jtalia ,
lib. xv. Cf. Twiss,

by Chilmead, with a preface by the cele- Progress ofPolitical Economyfleet. 1.

brated William Prynne, J659. Serra’s
*

• p
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metals in countries which do not possess mines, in which true

principles of trade are first laid down.
#
Ruin stole on Spain with

a moro rapid stride than even Cainpanella might have anticipated.

Between the years 1000 and 1610 the peasantry in the diocese of

Salamanea bad decreased from 8,384 to 4,135, or more than one-

i half, and depopulation was going on at the same rate in other

parts of Spain.
1 The most fertile fields were left unploughed,

the houses were everywhere dilapidated and decayed. The first

Cortes of Philip IV., who ascended the throne in* 1621, complain

that if things went on in their present course there would soon bp

no labourers for the field, no pilots for the sea
;
people woyld no

longer marry, the ifation would become extinct, the clergy alone

surviving without a flock ! The chief cities, they remark, aro

filled with beggars; wholo families abandon house and home and

adopt mendicity as affording the only chance of support. Yet,

though they saw and felt those evils, so blinded were the Spaniards

with bigotry, so utterly unconscious that it was one of tho chief

sources of their misery, that these -fery Cortes could suggest no

better remedy^than to change the patron saint ! Their propo-

sition to*hand over Spain to the protection of St. Teresa dc J esus

was, however, opposed on tho ground that their former patron

St. Iago might take offence, “ under whose protection they hud

seen the wholo w'orld at their feet, and the nation enlightened by
scienco and virtue !

”

2

The ancient maritime commerce which the Catalans had shared

with Genoa and Venice partook in the general decay. At tho

‘beginning of tho sixteenth
#
century the trade of Barcelona was

still flourishing, and does not fchen
#
appear to have been much

injured by tho Portuguese discoveries. That city prid&l itself on

a saying qf Charles V., that he deemed it more honourable and

important to be Count of Barcelona than to. have received the

Poman Crowm. In 1529, however, Charles fitted out his last

fleet from the remnant of the Catalan marine. Ten yearf moro
and Barcelona* liai a consul neither at Tunis nor Alexandria

;

commerce with Constantinople and the Levant was a thing to be

no longer contemplated. The new route of ocean commerce was

one of the causes of thia decline ;
a still more difec* one was the

predominance of the Turkish navy in the Mediterranean after the

victories of Hayraddin Barbafossa over the Spanish and Venetian

•fleets iib the Ionian Sea in 1538, the allianfce between Sultan

1 Davila,* Felipe III. an. 1619,, ap. * Cortes primeras de Felipe IV., ap.

Ranke, ihm. S. 417. Ranke, ibid. & 417 f.
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Solyman and Francis I.,
#

and tho settlements of the Mahometans

on the coast of Africa. .
•

#
France, like Spain, was also suffering from an erroneous system

of political economy introduced by Birago, tho Garde des Sceaux

and Chancellor of Catharine de* Medici, before whoso timodhe trade

of Franc^seems to have been unfettered. By birth a Milanoso, .

Birago had adopted the prohibitive And protective theories of

Venice and other Italian cities, though his regulations were somo-

vfhat better than those observed in Spain, and were ‘intended to

promote the manufactures of France. He discountenanced only

the exportation of raw* materials (mattercs premieres) and tho

importation of manufactured articles ; a systfem which from this

timo forward plays a great part in tho laws and policy of Franco, 1

Thus the export of wool, flax, hemp, &c. was forbidden, and on

the other hand the importation of woollen and linen cloths, gold

and silver lacc, velvet, satin, arms, tapestry, &c. Drugs and spiced

could enter only at certain ports, as Marseilles, Rouen, Bordeaux,

and La Rochelle. Theso laws were accompanied with others

regulating tho prices of articles. Special coimnissjons of notables

were appointed in every town to assess tho price of* victuals,

cloths, and other goods, as well as to settle tho rate of labourers*

wtiges. This injudicious meddling had the same operation as in

Spain, though not to the same extent, of depressing the trade and

industry of the nation. At the beginning of tho seventeenth

century French manufactures had much deteriorated. Franco

had at one timo the reputation of making the best cloth in the

world, both for dye and texture, tut it had now entirely losf

its character. The trade ip scarlet cloth exported to Turkey, •

which in•the timo of Francis I. had been Very large; had boon

entirely lost. The Turkey trade was now carried #on by tho

French with ready money only. The Authoj oftheAdvis au Roi,

2

published in 1614, complains that Marseilles alone sent annually

to^Tfrkey seven million crowns of silver, and attributes to this

cause the scarcity of that metal in France ;
vrtiat JLittle there was

being mostly foreign coin, and of baser* alloy than the French. ..

The chief cause of the great drain of money
#

in that direction was

that France^Still imported her spices, drugs, and cottons from

Turkey instead of procuring them Aopa the East Indies,* either

through the Amsterdam Company^, or by establishing a company

1 See Isambert, Recucil d'ancicnnes Lois t. i. On the trade of France at th»s

Francoises, t. xiv. p. 241. period, see also Lafferoas, Jftit. du L<m-
* In the Archives Curwuacs

t
2"* se'r. merce de France,

ibid. l
rr* ser. t. xiv. •
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of her own. Other manufactures, that of leather, had also

deteriorated ; and although glass had long been used in France,
it was only recently that it had begun* to be made there. As in

Spain, the caprice of fashion had also proved injurious to trade.

Tho French gentry disdained to wear articles of home manufac-

t
ture, and procured instead, at an extravagant price, the j?ich cloths

and silks of Venice and Genoa; while the inhabitants of those
towns themselves went very simply clad. Tho Parisians, how-
ever, were already distinguished for their taste in manufacturing
articles ot domestic luxury, and the silver plate made in tliojb

capital was in great demand throughout.the world. . But, on the

whole, commerce drooped, and what little existed was mostly in

tho hands of aliens. Commercial pursuits were not regarded
with favour by the higher classes, and tho French gentleman, like

the Spanish hidalgo, considered arms to be the only honourable
profession. The decay of trade was aggravated by the want of
good internal commvnications. In consequence of the badness
of the roads, merchants were in many places compelled to send
their goods thirty or forty leagues round, a circumstance which
had causud the ruin of many towns. The rates levied for the

maintenance of such roads as existed were often diverted to other
purposes; and fraudulent bankrupts and other dishonest persons
sometimes took advantage of the neglected and unguarded state

of the highways to protend a robbery or an accident, and thus to

defraud their creditors. When Henry IV. was firmly established

on the throne, Sully turned his attention to the state of the roads,

made them more direct, and planted their sides with elms ; which,
* however, were uprooted by the ignorant populace. The scheme
ofjoining«the Mediterranean and the ocean by means ofa canal

was also agitated in Henry’s reign, and appears to have been
suggested in a letter of Cardinal Joyeuse to the King .

1 The plan
was subsequently discussed in the council of Mary de* Medici,
“but,” says Richelieu, “ the .enterprise was too great f$t the
times, nor*was the^e anybody who jeared enough for the commence
and riches of ^France Jo support it."

4 The execution of that

useful and magnificent work was reserved for, the reign of
Louis XVI. Sully, however, commenced the* espial of Briare

to joip the Seine and Loire f a work not completed till the reign

of Louis XIII. •

• France was saved by its agricultural wealth and by the cares of
1 Archives Curieusea

, 2"J
e s£r. t. i. p. 12, ed. note. On the state of trade, finance,

&c. under Henry IV., tho work ofM
#
. Poisson is of great authority.

3 Mc'molhcs, t. i. p. 179. t
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Sully, who, though ho'paid little attention to commerce, and

indeed strangely regarded foreign trade and home manufactures

as sources of impoverishment
,

1 was careful to develop the natural

resources of France, and to restoro its financial system to a sound

and vigorous condition. Giovanni Botero, a Piedmontese, who
wrote towards the end of the sixteenth century, remarks that

France possessed four magnets which served to attract the wealth

of other countries : its corn, which helped to supply Spain and

Portugal; its wine exported to England, Flanders, and tho

Baltic ;
its salt, manufactured on the shores of tho Mediterranean

and the ocean ; and its hemp and cloth, in demand at Lisbon and

Seville, for the sails and cordage of the Portuguese and Spanish

shipping .

2 The breeding of cattle, however, does not seem to

have kept pace with the progress of agriculture ; horses, in par-

ticular, it was found necessary to import from Turkey, Italy,

Spain, England, Germany, and other places. Henco, although

Franco had gono through nearly half a uentury of civil wars,

carried on in the namo of celigion, whiek to a groat oxtent

brought back the middle ages, she was nevertheless, from her

natural resources, in a much more flourishing condition,• and en-

joyed better future prospects at the beginning of the seventeenth

cqntury than Spain, in spito of the vast colonial possessions of the

latter country, the internal peace which had reigned in it, and the

absolute authority acquired by its Sovereigns. This last advan-

tage, so far as foreign affairs are concerned, was tho only thing yet

wanting to render France more than a match for Spain in that

rivalry between the two nations which will hereafter occupy so

much of our attention. After the peace of Yervins and tho Edict*

of Nantes, the old struggle* between the IVench Crown and the

French nobles still remained to be renewed. It was necessary

that France should become a powerful monarchy before it could

be a great nation, and from this period it was tho constant aim of

the government to centralize the power of the King
; an object

nofb thoroughly attained till tfye reign of Lou^s XIV. •

The very conditions on which Henry
#
IV. had made his peace

with the head^ of the League presented an§ obstacle to this cen-

tralization. -Ha had been forced to purchase their submission

with governments, fortresses, and money, tlyis creating p new

class of powerful vassals, almost* as formidable as those feudal

ones which it Jhackbeen the constant aim of Louis XI. to control

and humiliate. Although the twelve great governments were of

1 Blanqui, Econ. Polit. t. i. p. 357. *
2 B&tero, ap. Macphcr-on, voltfi. p. 197.
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royal delegation, yet the holders of them were often obeyed by

the inhabitants of these provinces in preference to the King. In

1599, when Henry IV. was troublpd By the machinations of the

Spanish Court, the Duke of Montpensier insulted him with the

propositipn that Governors should be allowed to hold their pro-

r
vinces as proprietors, doing only liege homage to the Crown ; and

ho assured the King that he yrould thus always be provided with

the' moans of raising an army. 1 To check the power of the

Governors, Henry sometimes appointed lieutenant-generals in tlje

provinces ; but these officers became sometimes as formidable as

the Governors themselves. The Court had also begun to oppose

the old hereditary aristocracy by another kind of nobles more

dependent on the Crown, that of tho “Dukes and Peers” (la

duchc-pairic) created by letters-patent : an order which pretended

to the first rank of nobility. At tho accession of Henry 111. there

had been only eight such duel pairic

s

; when Henry IV.

ascended the throne cthere were eighteen, and the Bourbons in

every reign created new ones.
2

•

Hut there was also a class of lower nobles, having the com-

mand of <a fortress or two, who could set the royal authority at

defiance. As tho theory and practice of engineering and fortifi-

cation were then in their infancy, tho King might be bearded
J>y

tho commandant of a single fortress, provided he had a devoted

garrison
;
while a confederation of three or four such commanders

might make the Sovereign tremble on liiS throne. France was

covered with such places. The fortress called Le Castellet, which

commanded the town* of Chateau-Itcnard, affords a specimen of

* one. Tho walls were four arfd a half toises thick, with many case-

mated chambers, and a subterranean passago running through

tho whole building. It contained dungeons, magazines, a well,

windmills Vor grinding corn, and an oven to convert it into bread

;

while for its dcfcnco it was stored with battering cannon and fal-

conets, gunpowder and ammunition of all descriptions.
3
* Riqfcclieu

eausod moot of thip kind of castles to be dismantled after tho

taking of La Ifochclle.
^
The holders of such places, and indeed

the nobility of Franco in general, were for tho most part grossly

illiterate, priding themselves only on their pro^$q^ and feats of

arms, which were frequently* exhibited in sanguinary duels. The
Constable, Henry de Montmorenci, who died in 1614, and was

^reputed one of the most perfect cavaliers of hi^time, was so illite-

1 A liquet ij, Intrigue du Cabinet, t. i. * Sismondi, Hist.desFranf.t. xv. p.142.

p. 18 s*]. • ' \ Ampietil. ibid. t. ii. p. 174 note.
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rate that he could scarcely write his name. There were of course

occasional exceptions; as, for instance, Marshal Biron. One day

Biron showed himself better informed respecting sorno of the an-

tiquities preserved at Fontainebleau than a professed scholar who

was present ;
but he was half ashamed of his knowledge, and only

communicated it over his shoulder as he was going away. 1 The

ferocityofthe nobles and the fashion of duelling had been nourished
*

by the frivolojas, and at the same time sanguinary, reign of Ilenry

IJI., who, with an effeminate lovo of febrilo emotions, accorded

his favour to none but duellists. The more manly heart of

Henry IV. was bent on repressing the practice, and in 1(502 he

published an edict deefaring guilty of high
#troason, and conse-

quently amenable to capital punishment, whosoever should bo

engaged in a duel either as principal or second. But this law

proved too severe to be executed
;
and between 1001 and 1000

no fewer than 2,000 gentlemen were killed in duels !

2 In tliQ

latter year Henry published a milder Qjdict,Referring all persons

who had been affronted to hiipsclf to decide whether a duel could

bo permitted. Whoever sont or accepted a challenge without

such authority was to lose his right of reparation*, and Jbo be de-

prived of all his offices and employments
;
and lie who killed his

adversary in such an unlicensed duel was to be punished with

death without sepulture, and his children were to be disgraced

for a term of ten years.’
1

In the state of disorganization in which France was left by the

civil wars, and in the midst of that rude and insolent nobility, she

was fortunate in possessing such a King as Henry IV. and such

an administrator as Sully. With fill his faults, Ilenry did not

suffer even the greatest of thenf, his unconquerable addiction to

women, to make hirnf forget his kingly office, and even tho spell

of the charming Gabriel le was powerless to resist tho calls of

duty and the stern
#
admonitions of Sully. Nothing could present

a greater contrast than did his Court with that of his voluptuous,

offeminate, and extravagant predecessor. To repress tl*? disorders

of the nobility, which had been encouraged
#
by Henry III., he

told his nobles that they must accustom themselves to live off their

1 Ranke, Frai&B&Gesch. B. ii. S, 84. accountsaof duels. The celebrated one
Perefixe in his Hist, da Hoy Henri le between Jamac §nrl La Chutaigijpniie in

Grand

,

represents Biron as very ignorant, 1347, terminated by the coup de, Jarnur ,

like his brother nobles (p. 393, Elze\ ir ed. lias become classical in Frew h. history.

1661). • M. Michelet has devoted two chapters to#

Fontenai-Mareuil, ap. Martin, t. x. a most graphic description of fl. Guerre*

p. 469. The Memoirs of the period and de Religion, dr. i. and ii.

the works of Brantdme abound with 3 *Isambert, t. xv. p. 331.
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own proporty, without recourse to the royal coffef3, or oppressing

their Own vassals with a thousand robberies *md extortions ; and

he advised ^them, as peace was npw Restored, to r&tan to their

homes and look after the cultivation of their lands. Knowing,

Inoreover/how apt the Frepch nobility was to follow the example

of their King, he taught them by his own mode of dress to re*^

trench their superfluous finery. He commonly wore a grey cloth

and a ddhblot of satin or taffoty, without pinking, lace, or em-

broidery, and he ridiculed those who went too finely clad, and

carried, as he said, their windmills and their forests on their

backs. 1
.

*

Henry's counsellor Maximilian do B6thune, Baron Rosni and

afterwards Duke of Sully, on whom he had early cast his eye,

was precisely the man capable of helping him in the reorganiza-

tion of Franco. The stoical, nay somewhat cynical, manners of

Sully were little calculated to gain friends. He was rude, obsti-

nate, proud, self-interested, but he had displayed great financial

ability, and Henry saw that oven hiVrtepulsivo qualities, his avarice

included, rendered him the very man for the conjuncture. All

the King required of him was that he would bestow as much care

on the royal revenue as ho had done on his own ; nor cared to in-

quire whether his minister made his own fortune at the same tiijie

with that of the State. Rosni did not indeed belong to that order

of statesmen who .forget themselves. His income was 200,000

livres, and he possessed a couple of million in trinkets.* His

rough and somewhat brutal manners served to stem tho opposi-

tion ho encountered. At the command of the King he had under-

taken in the summer of 1590 a sort of financial voyage of ^iscovery

throughout France ; when, armed with unlimited powers, he sus-

pended the greater part of the officers of finance, examined their

accounts f&r the last four years, and brought to the King seventy

cart-loads of silver, amounting to half a million crowns, the fruits

of his researches. Such was the rapacity of the traitants
, or

farmers ofttlic revenue, that of 150 millions levied in taxes, scarce

thirty found their .way into tho royal treasury.
3

Besides putting
1

an end to the thefts of the financiers, Sully also repressed the ex-

tortions of tho Governors of provinces. He ha^fgund the State

charged with a dgbt of* nearly 300 million francs, and having a

disposable revenue of only frqjn seven to nine millions
; in 1610*

1 Prefix*, dc Henri le Grand ,
* Blanijui, Hist, dc VEcon . Pofit. t. i.

p. 260. .
* p. 352.

• Rank**>flit*. Gesch. B. ii. S. 8(K
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after a lapse of twelveyearj, one**third of this debt had been paid

off, the net *ferenue*fiad been doubled, and now yielded sixteen

millions, exclusive of four millions arising from a bettef; difiinage-

mfent of the royal domains, and other sources ; and the,King had^

.at his .disposal a reserve of more than twenty million^, three-

fourths of which were deposited in specie at the Bastille.
1

*
t

By the yrise and energetic measures of Sully, France Was saved

from that ruin which menaced Spain, and began rapidly to im-

psoye. Giovanni Botero, the Piedmontese writer before referred

to, says that France was in his time the greatest, richest, and

most populous of ^atl Europeto Kingdoms, and contained fifteen

million inhabitants. Paris, with a population of 450,000 souls,

was, with the exception, perhaps, of Moscow, the largest capital

in Europe. The weak and profligate Henry III., by making that

city his constant residence, had contributed much to enlarge and

improve it. The earlier Kings had preferred their castles on the

Loire ; Francis I. had commonly resided iu the neighbourhood

of Paris
; Henry II. had held his Court somewhat more frequently

in the capital ; but Charlos IX. had been mostly banished from it

by the religious wars.
2 According to the ItaliarT writer whom

we havejust cited, the three European cities of the first rank and

magnitude were, at that time, Moscow, Constantinople, and Paris.

London coulct only claim a second rank, with Naplos, Lisbon,

Prague, Milan, and Ghent ; each containing some 160,000 in-

habitants
; whence Botero too hastily infers that England, Naples,

Portugal/ Bohemia, Milan, and Flanders were States of equal

magnitude and power. The size of the capital is not always a

criterion of the strength of a Kingdom ; but Botero's inference

will show, the estimation iif which England, was ther^ held by
foreigners. Spain certainly was, or had been, the leading nation

of Europe
;
yet that country did not contain any city even of

such magnitude as these last ;
a circumstance owing partly to its

being made up of several small realms. The chief cities were

those in which ancient Kings and Princes hajl held their seats ;

as Barcelona, Saragossa, Valencia, Cordova, • Toledo, Burgos,

Leon. Madrid was increasing through the residence of Philip II.

;

but the cities which a Spaniard could point with most pride

were Granada, the ancient capital ifoorisfc Kings; Seville,

enriched by being the’ seat of the#American trade; and Valla-

dolid, which had long been the residence of the Castilian Kings. #

In Italy, Borne owed its splendour to the residence of the Pope

;

1 Martin, t. x. p. 446 sq. 9 Ranfte, Franz. Gesch, B. i. S. 6.
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Milan and Venice were stationary, if jiot declining, and were no

larger than they had been ; Cracow and Wilna were the two chief

cities of Poland ; in Russia, besides Moscow, Vladimir and Great

Novgorod. 1 *

England, under the rule of Elizabeth and her able ministers,

f
was, at the period we are surveying, fast rising in the scale of

nations, though the population was then perhaps hardly more

numerous than that now contained in the capital. Meteren, the

Flemish historian,
2 who long resided in London, describes th©

English as being indolent, like the Spaniards, instead of laborious

like the French and Hollanders^fond of dress, field sports, and

good living. The more ingenious handicrafts were exercised by

foreigners, nor did the natives even cultivate the soil to the ex-

tent which they might ; though England at that time exported,

instead of importing grain. The true principles of commerce

were at first ill-understood in England as in other countries,

though perhaps not to so great an extent
;
and she was the first

to improve upon them in practice. • While statesmen, like Sully,

harboured the popular prejudice against the exportation of gold

and silver, the* English East India Company, at its first establish-

ment in lG00,had obtained permission to export annually 30,000/.

It was still held, indeed, that the precious metals wore the s^e

true elements of wealth, and that the employment of them abroad

was wholesome and legitimate only when the commodities pro-

cured with them should realize in foreign markets a still larger

amount, and thus raise a balance -to be paid in specie. By de-

grees, however, juster notions began to prevail; it was at length

• discovered that gold and siltfer are nothing but commodities, and

that the circulation of them, like that of any other article, should

be unrestricted. These ideas at length made their way into the

House of TCommons, and in 1663 the statutes prohibiting the ex-

portation of coin ancf bullion were repealed.
3
*The publications of

Mr, Thomas Munn were very useful in establishing better notions

of commerce
;

but^ that author was also the first who rendered

popular the celebrated theory of &e balance ^of trade ; a system

whose errors were pernicious, not only by inducing governments

to tamper with trade instead of leaving it frefy^o find its own
channels, but also* what wap still worse, by leading nations to re-

gard the prosperity of their neighbours as incompatible with their

• own. Hence arose among them a desire to hjirt and impoverish

•
1 Botero, ap. Macpherson, ii. p. 194 sq.

• Ap. Motley, United Kctherttinds
,
vol. i. p. 307. 9 Twigs, p. 49.

"
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one another : commerce; tfyrt should naturally be a bond of union,

became an occasion of discord, anil the jealousy of trade not only

impelled them to contend with hostile tariffs, but even gave rise

t(? frequent and bloody wars.

Some years before the close of Elizabeth's reign, Raleigh had

made two unsuccessful attempts to found an English colony in

Virginia; and it was reserved for hqr successor, Janies I., to

initiate that colonial system by which England has been distin-

guished among modern nations. We pass over thifr subject, as

well as the first attempts of the English to trade with India and

America, as foreign to our purpose, except in so far as they wore

occasions of quarrel with the Spanish Government. The voyages

of Drake, Cavendish, and others, to the New World, were really

no better than piratical, though in some measure excused by the

absurd and exclusive pretensions of Spain, as well as by that

underhand system of hostility and annoyance, without an open

breach, which had during many years prevailed between the two

countries. If Drake plundered Spanish settlements on the

American coast, and returned with untold treasure, Philip was

aiding and abetting a rebellion in Ireland, or scheming the assassi-

nation of the heretic English Queen. It must, however, bo

acknowledged that the piracies of the English had often no such

excuse, being in many cases exercised on friendly nations, as the

French, Dutch, and Danes. After the peace of Vervins, the

French maritime commerce with Spain and the Netherlands was

terribly annoyed by English privateers : we find the Danes also

complaining, and, in 1599, Elizabeth issued a proclamation enjoin-

ing all masters of vessels having letters of marque to give security

before they sailed, that theyVould commit no injury on the sub-

jects of friendly Powers. 1 Thus the hardy mariners of England,

like those of ancient Greecp, were nursed in piracy, and seem, like

them, to have felt glory rather than shame in the exercise of a pro-

fession to which the boundless sea opens so many temptations and
facilities.* The disputes which |ience arose neajly prodifted a war
between England and France, till, in 1606^ they were put an end

to by a treaty of commerce ; by which all letters of reprisal were

annulled on sides, and many salutary regulation* adopted

respecting trade.
3

The opening of a more extensive«commerce with Russia, which

1 Rrmer, yoI. xvi. p. 3lU. paWov.—Thucyd. i. 5. •
* Oi ydp"EWtjvtc to irdXat- 4rpdirovro * Rymer, voK xvi. p.645. Cf. Poiraon,

irpbc \y<rrilav—ovk egovrof aitrvvtjv Hist. au Bigne de Henri IV

\

f. ii. p. 115

tovtov rov tpyev9 fipovrog ji n koi do£w sqq.
*
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bad hitherto been confined to Narva, was of a more legitimate

nature. In the year 1553, a Joipt-Stock Company was established

in London, under the direction of the celebrated Sebastian Cabot,

for the prosecution of maritime discovery, and a squadron of thxfee

ships, under the command of Sir Hugh Willoughby, doubled the

North Capo in search of a north-eastern passage. Sir Hugh, with

two of his ships, was compelled by the approach of winter to seek

shelter in a harbour of Russian Lapland, where he and his crews

were all frozen to death. In the following summer they wetre

discovered by some Russian fishermen in the same attitudes in

which death had surprised them ; the commander still sitting at

his cabin table with his diary and other papers open before him.

The third vessel, under Richard Chancellor, was fortunate enough

to run into the White Sea, or Bay of St. Nicholas; and the crews

landing at the Abbey of St. Nicholas near Archangel, were

enabled to weather the rigour of the season. 1 Chancellor em-

ployed the opportunity to seek an interview with the Czar, Ivan

Basilovitch, at Moscow, and to obtain for English commerce im-

portant privileges at Archangel, and other ports in those seas,

which had been hitherto unvisited by any ships of burden. The
Russians were the more inclined to enter into this connection, as

Livonia, whence their products were shipped to the rest, of

Europe, was at this time in the hands of the Teutonic Order.

Another fruit of this voyage was the discovery of the whale fishery

at Spitzbergen. In the following year (1554) a charter of incor-

poration was granted by Queen Mary to the merchant adventurers

engaged in this trade, who were subsequently called the Russia

Company. In 1555, Chancellor and his companions again visited

Moscow, and were hospitably entertained by the Czar, who granted

them further important privileges. In the same year a Muscovite

ambassador visited the Court of London. A .few years after,

Anthony Jenkinson, the energetic agent of tfie Russia Company,
sailed down the Wolga to Astrakan, crossed the Caspian Sea into

Persia, and established at Bokhara a trade* with the merchants of

India, Persia, ^Russia, and Cathay, or China ; and the silks and
other products of tlxe East were conveyed by the route thus

opened to Kholmogory^ on the Lower Dwina, ajjd shipped thence

to England.2 In 1566, tha Russia Company was sanctioned and
confirmed by an express statute, the first of the kind passed by the

« * 4

i See Clement Adam, Anglorum Ravi- (ed. 1747). Cf. Macpherson, Annals of
gatio ad Nstcovita*. * Commerce

, vol. ii. p. H4 sqq.
8 See Hakluyt's Voyages, rol. iv. jf. 632
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English Parliament. Inlhe year 1581 was incorporated a trading

company of the same kind^the English Turkey
,
or Levant Com-

pany. But the most important of all the commercial associations

formed during the reign of Elizabeth was the East India Com-
pany, established by charter, 31st December, 1600, fo(the purpose

of carrying on a direct trade with the East Indies. In this enter-

prise, however, we had been anticipated by the Dutch.
,

The history of Holland at this period affords a striking example

how the spirit of liberty not only serves to secure the domestic

happiness of a people, but also to promote their wealth and power.

The war of independenc^became a source of prosperity to the new
Republic. Although engaged in a long life*and-death struggle

with the Spaniards, the commerce of the Dutch had gone on in-

creasing every year, and their navy had attained to such a force

as made them without a rival on the seas.
1 So Athens reached

her highest pitch of power and glory during her strugglo with

Persia
;
and though the Dutch will not Afford* many points of com-

parison with the Athenians, ftxcept their haval strength, yet the

insolence, vain glory, and radical weakness of the Spaniards may
find no unapt counterparts in the Persians. From the fhiddle of

the sixteenth century the maritime commerce of the Dutch had

been gradually superseding that of the Hanse Towns; against

which trading confederacy a terrible blow had also been struck by

Queen Elizabeth, who, after many disputes and some deeds of

violence, caused the Steelyard, or house of the Hanse merchants

in London, to be shut up in 15U7.
2 Before the close of the century

the Dutch had become the chief carriers between the southern and

northern parts of Europe. Durjng the years' 1586 and 1587* the

most miserable years of their struggle, more than .800 ships

entered the Dutch ports. The merchants and manufacturers of

Brabant and Flankers flocked into Holland gmd Zealand, and con-

tributed so much to the wealth and population of those provinces

that it became neces^try ta build new towns, and enlarge the old

ones. This prosperity was accompanied with % corresponding de-

cline in the southern, or obedient, provides of the Netherlands.

In these, large districts once fertile were become waste ;
innumer-

able villages/**! even some small towjis, were wholly depopu-

lated ; the fox, the wolf, and the Vild boar prowled around even

the larger cities, and in the winter ef 1586-7, two hundred persons

1 It was for superior to that of England towards the clos$ of the sixteenth century.

Beptrt of the magistrates of Amsterdam, Hague Archives ,
ap. Motley, United Aether-

lands, vol. ii. p. 19J. ,
* Macpherson/^KHa of Commerce,

voL ft. p. 212.
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were killed by dogs and wolves in the neighbourhood of Ghent.

Nobles and wealthy citizens had been reduced to beggary, and

peasants and artizans were forced to turn soldiers or brigands.
1

Antwerp had been completely ruined by the closing of the Scheld.

Meanwhile .the Dutch, being no longer able, on account of the

Spanish conquest of Portugal in 1580, to convey the commodities

of the East from the Portuguese ports to those of northern

Europe, resolved to trade on their own account with the East

Indies, and with this view secured the services of one Cornelis

Houtman, a Fleming, who, having made several voyages to India

with the Portuguese, was well acquainted not only with the navi-

gation, but also with the ports best adapted for trade. The mer-

chants of Amsterdam now entered into an association called the

Company of Distant Countries, and despatched, under Houtman’s

command, four ships of small burden, carrying 250 men, with 100

guns, and laden with commodities suitable for the Indiamnarket.

After an absence of 1 about two and a half years, -Houtman, with

three of his ships, returned to the Texel in August, 1597, having

penetrated as far as Bantam, in Java; but the Portuguese

merchants settled there set the natives against the Dutch,

and the profits of the voyage scarcely repaid the expenses of

the outfit. It was found, however, that the influence of the Por-

tuguese in the Indies had very much declined since the con-

quest of Portugal by Philip II. ; the rapacity, tyranny, and bad

faith of their governors and merchants had disgusted the natives

—circumstances which encouraged the Dutch to persevere, espe-

cially as they had acquired a good knowledge of those seas, and

had brought home with them some native Indians who might be

useful in-another expedition. Various trading companies were

formed, and, in 1598, eighty vessels were despatched to the East

and West Indies, to, the coast of Africa, and
c
even to the Pacific

Ocean, in squadrons of from four to eight vessels, completely

armed, and some provided with troops
; qp

that they were alike

ready to fight or trade. But as these divided associations Were

not found to yield' much profit, they were, in the year 1602, amal-

gamated into one, under the name of the East India Company,

with a joint-stock capitaj of between six and sevenanllion guilders,

or about six hundred thousand! pounds sterling
; and power was

conferred upon this society to trade beyond the Cape of Good
Hope a^d Straits of Magellan, to appoint governors, administer

1 Set die authorities collected by Mr. Motley, Un. Nitherl. vol. iL p. 129.
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justice, build forts, raise* troops, &c. Their trade was secure from

molestation through the maritime superiority which the Dutch

navy had begun to assert.* We shall not pursue in detail the

history of their settlements in the East, contenting ourselves with

•remarking that in time they planted factories and settlements

along the coasts of Asia and Bussorah on the Persian Gulf as far

,

as Japan, and in particular they established themselves in the

island of Java, where they made Batavia the control emporium of

all their eastern trade. They also appropriated the Molucca and

qther spice islands, and became at length so powerful in the East

as to send out fleets of,forty or fifty large ships, and an army of

thirty thousand men. In short, the foreign commerce of Holland

grew so large as quite to overshadow that of England, and to ex-

cite the jealousy of our merchants and adventurers, as may bo

seen in the Observations
1
addressed to James I. by Sir Walter

Raleigh shortly before his execution.

France also appeared as (t competitor in.the race of coloniza-

tion
; but that nation does n<5t seem to boVell fitted for such en-

terprises, which, instead of giving birth at once to brilliant and

striking results, must be fostered and brought *to maturity by

long years of patient care and industry. It is, at all events,

certain, that the attempts of the French in this way were not

crowned with any remarkable success. Sully, observing this

characteristic in the national genius, dissuaded Henry from re-

newing the attempts to form plantations in New France.'
1 But

Henry was not to be discouraged. He resolved to compete with

Spain and England in the foundation of trans-atlantic colonies
;

but in order to avoid disputes with those Powers, he confined the •

researches of his navigators to the regions beyond the .fortieth

degree N. latitude. These efforts resulted in the foundation by

Champlain of the. colonies of Port-Royal
(
in Acadia (1607) and

Quebec in Canada (1608) . The Gallic race obtained a permanent

footing in the New World, though destined at length to fall

uifder the dominion of their JEnglish rivals in that hemisphere.

Henry also attempted in 1604 to establish a-French East India

Company;. but there was not commercial 'enterprise enough in

the country taacarry out his views. Tjie company r& lained in

abeyance
. till 1615, when Louis XIH. gave them a ntv charter,

•

1 See Watson’s Philip III. bk. iv.
j
Macpherson, vol. i

:

. p. 226.
3 See abstract in Macpberson, ibid. p. 23a.
3 Letter of Sully to the President Jeannin (1608), ap. Martig, t. x.

#
p. 464.
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and the£ .took possession of the vast island of Madagascar. But

ifc^wts soon foupd not to answer their expectations, and the
4
com-

pany sank into oblivion*1

Th$ Ottoman Empire, as already hinted, was beginning, to-

wards the clpse of the sixteenth century, to feel the approaches of

,
decay. The wars of Selim II. had so exhausted the treasure

which had previously been, kept in the ancient Byzantine castle,

. called the “ Seven Towers," that he caused it to be removed to

his private treasury. In the palmy days of the Empire, each of

these seven towers had its appropriate use : one contained tho

gold, another the silver money ; a thjrd tho gold and silver

plate and jewels ; valuable remains of antiquity were deposited

in the fourth
;
in the fifth were preserved ancient coins and other

objects, chiefly collected by Selim I. during his expeditions

into Persia and Egypt ; the sixth was a sort of arsenal, and the

seventh was appropriated to tho archives. After the time of

Selim II. the Seven Towers were used as a prison for distinguished

persons and as an arsenal. Amurath III., whose avarice was pro-

digious, retained and improved upon the custom of his prede-

cessor. He caused, it is said, a vault to be built, with treble locks,

in which his treasure was deposited, and over which he slept

every night ; it was opened only four times a year to receive

fresh heaps ofwealth, which have been estimated at twelve million

ducats annually
; but two millions are perhaps nearer the truth.

4

More than a century of Turkish despotism had at length done

its work. Bagazzoni describes3 the Christians in the Ottoman
Empire in 1571 as so depressed and degraded that they dared

hardly look a Turk in the face^: the only care of their listless

existence uwas to raise enough for their maintenance, and to pay
their karatsh, or poll-tax—all beyond would be seized by the

Turks. Constantinople, however, still afforded a secure place of

residence, whither tho Greeks flocked in great numbers ; so that

towards the end of the sixteenth century it was reckoned that

there were 100,000 of them in £hat capital. Many of these

acquired great wealth, either by trade or by farming certain

branches of the Grand-Signor's revenue. Among them one
Michael Kantakuzenus

c
was conspicuous both fiMfahis enormous

wealth and his intrigues, which procured him the name of the
“ Devil's Son " (Seitcm Ogliey, although it was thought that he

C
€•

*

1 Letter of Sully to .the* President * Inform . Pol. ap. Zinkeiaen, B. iii.

Jeannin (1608). ap. Martin, t. x. p. 4(55 ;
S. 353.

Mocphersou, ibid. p. 28fc. * Relatione, \n Alberi, ii. p. 100 (ser. iii.).
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was, no trjie Greek, but cCn Englishman by birth, and belonging to

the family of an English ambassador. The fate^ of whole pro-

vinces lay in his hands ; he could fit out twenty or thirty galleys

af his own expense, and the splendour of his palaoe at A^chioli

rivalled the seraglio of the Grand- Signor. Kantakuzenus had

gained his influence through the favour and friendship of

,

Mohammed Sokolli ; but even that powerful Vizier could not at

last save him -from the wrath of Amurath III.; and hf was-

hanged before the gate of his own palace (March, 1678) . The
Jjews also oocupied an important position in the Ottoman Empire.

From the earliest period the physicians of the Sultan were of the

Hebrew race ; they monopolized most branches o% commerce,

they were the chief musical performers, and acted obscene come-

dies for the entertainment of the Grand Signor. 1

1 Gerlach’s Tayebneh contains much information on the state of Constantinople.
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CHATTER XXIX. ,

THE peace of Vervins, recorded in Chapter XXVII., was not

very well observed on the part of franco. The ruling idea

which guic|fd the foreign policy of Henry IV. was, to curb the

power of the House of Austria : a plan incompatible with the

letter of the treaty. ' In pursuance of this policy Henry became

the supporter of Protestantism
; not, perhaps, from any lingering

affection for his ancient faith—his indifference in such matters

has beon already seen—but because the Protestants were the

natural enemies of thb Austrian House. Hence he was deter-

mined to support the independence of Holland. He annually

paid the *Dutell large sums of money ; he connived at the recruit-

ing for them in France ; and in spite of a royal prohibition,

granted at the instance of the Spanish ambassador in 1599, whole

regiments passed into the service of the United Provinces. In

aid of these plans Henry fortified himself with alliances. He
courted the Protestant Princes of Germany, and incited them to

make a diversion in favour of the Dutch; he cultivated the

friendship of Venice, reconciled himself with the Grand Duke of

Tuscany, and attached the itouse of Lorraine to his interests by
giving h^ sister, Catharine, in marriage to the Duke of Bar

(January 31st, 1599) ; who, formerly, when Marquis of Pont-a-

Mousson, had been his rival for the French Crown, and who in

1608 succeeded his father as Duke of Lorraine. The Porte was
propitiated by Savary de Breves, an able diplomatist; and the

vanity of ^France Yas gratified by# obtaining the protectorate of

tho Christians in -the I£ast. The Pope was gained through his

temporal interests ad an Italian Prince. Henry had promised, on
his absolution, to publisji in France the decrees oUTrent ; and, as

he hgd refrained, from doing so out of consideration for the

Hugonots, he had, by way of compensation, offered to support

» Clemen^ VIII. in his design of uniting Ferram to the immediate

dominions of the Chuffeh ; although the House of Este had often

been thf’faithful ally of France. The direct line of the reigning
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branch of that family becoming extinct on the death of Duhe
Alfonso II., Clement VIII. seized the duchy ; and Caesar d’Este,

first cousin and heir of AlTonso, obtained only the Imperial fiefs

oT Modena and Reggio (1597) . The connivance of Henry grati-

fied the Pope and caused him to overlook the Edict of Nantes.

The friendship of the Pope was also necessary to Henry for his

private affairs, as he was meditating a divorce from his consort,

Margaret of Valois, from whom he 'had long been estranged.

She had borne him no children, and she was now hiding her de-

baucheries in an old cMteau in Auvergne ; but noither sterility

nor adultery was, with the Court of Rome, a sufficient plea for a

divorce a vinculo, and it was therefore necessary tj) find some
cause of nullity in the Carriage itself ; a task in general ren-

dered easy by the numerous formalities of the canon law. Be-

sides the extraordinary circumstances of the marriage before

related, flaws were discovered in Gregory XIII.'s dispensation for

kinship
; and as Margaret herself, in consideration of a large pen-

sion from the King, and with the prospsct of more unbounded

licence to gratify her inclinations, agreed to the suit (July, 1599),

a divorce was easily obtained. The choice of hef successor was

more difficult. Love pointed one way, policy another. The
charming Gabrielle still possessed Henry's heart

;
the rival pro-

posed was Mary de' Medici, the offspring of Francis, Grand-Duko

of Tuscany, by a daughter of the Emperor, Ferdinand I. A
marriage with Gabrielle, now Duchess of Beaufort, would have

caused bitter discontent and opposition, as, by legitimating her

children they might thus have claimed the Crown to the detri-

ment of the Princes of the blood? Gabrielle was opposed by
#

Sully, thpugh he owed hitf elevation to the fair favourite, and

some violent scenes ensued between them, in whifch Henry sup-

ported the minister against the mistress )

l
for with all his love

and admiration of women, he never suffered himself to be governed

by them. The difficulty was solved by the sudden death of Ga-

brielle, April 10th, 1599. She was seized with an apaplexy, and,

being then pregnant, brought forth a dead cijild*; expiring her-

self thirty-six hours after, in such dreadful convulsions, that her
*

lovely face cQjjJd be no longer recognized. Sinister suspicions

arose. The Tuscan Grand-Duke was
#
not ryifamiliar with tho

arts of poison, and on the day before her accouchement, Gabrielle

had dined with Zamfet, a celebrated Lucchese financier.
2

^
Henry,

^ Henry told her bluntly : “ Rardieu, madame, ft me paaserois mieux do dix

mattresses comme vous, que d*un serviteur coniine lui.”

—

(Econom. Royaim, t. iii. p. 241

(Petitot).
m

2 Sismondi, Hist, dea Francois, t. xxii. p.C2. •
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who was absent from Paris, though he felt and displayed an un-

feigned sorrow for the death of his mistress, harboured no sus-

picions, and the negotiations for the Florentine marriage went

on. Mary de' Medici, however, was nearly supplanted by another

rival. Beforp the end of the summer, Henry had been captivated

, by a new mistress, Mademoiselle d'Entragues, whom he created

Marquise de Yemeuil. The new favourite and her father had

extorted from Henry a written promise of marriage in case she

should bear'a child; and though the document was torn by Sully,

it was renewed by the love-sick King. Luckily, perhaps, for

Henry, the fright occasioned by a thunderstorm brought Hen-

riette d'Entragues to bed of a still-born child, and released him

from his engagement, though his new passion still continued.

The Papal commissaries had, in December, 1599, pronounced his

marriage with Margaret null ; and on the 25tli of April following

the King signed his marriage contract with the Tuscan Princess ;

the second descendant of the Florentine bankers, who was des-

tined to give heirs to the Crown of Trance.

A domestic rebellion, fomented by Spain and Savoy, diverted

awhile the attention of Henry from his plans of foreign policy.

Sully's economy and love of order had excited much discontent

among the powerful nobles of France ; the materials of sedition

were accumulated and ready to burst into a flame
;
and a point

that had been left undecided in the treaty of Yervins afforded the

means of applying the torch. By that treaty tho question be-

tween France and Savoy respecting the Marquisate of Saluzzo

had boen referred to the decision of the Pope ; but Clement YIII.,

unwilling to offend either party, had declined to interfere. In

order, if possible, to settle this question, and also to engage

Henry to support his pretensions to Geneva, Charles Emmanuel,

who then reigned in
fi
Savoy, paid a visit to the French King at

Fontainobleau; where, alarmed apparently at the idea of being

seized and detained, he agreed to decide whether he would give

up Bresse'in exchange for Henry's, claims on Saluzzo. He had,

however, no intention *of surrendering either the one or the

other ; and he employed his visit to France in ingratiating him-

self with the French nQbles, many of whom he gained by large

gifts and still larger promises. It had been predicted by an as-

trologer that in the year 1600 there should b^ no King in France;

<and Charles Emmanuel made use of a prediction which, in that

age, carried no slight weight, not only to rouse the ambition of

the French nobility, but alsd, it is said, to stimulate a renewal of
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the odious enterprises against Henry's life. A plan was formed

to convert France into an elective monarchy, like the Empire,

and to establish each great lord as an hereditary Prince in his

government. 1 It was thought that many towns as well as nobles

might be drawn into the plot, nay, even that some princes of the

blood might be induced to engage in it. Among* the leading

conspirators were the Dukes of Epernon and Bouillon (Turenne),

and the Count of Auvergne, a natural son of Charles IX. and

uterine brother of the King's mistress, Henriette d'Enfcragues.

But Marshal Biron was the soul of the plot : whose chief motive

was wounded pride, the source of so many rash actions in men of

his egregious vanity, feiron pretended that the King owed to

him the Crown, and complained of his ingratitude, although Henry
had made him a Duke and Peer, as well as a Marshal of France

and Governor of Burgundy. Henry had mortified him by re-

marking that the Birons had served him well, but that he had

had a great deal of trouble with the drunkeiyiess of the father and

the freaks and pranks of the son. Birom's complaints wero so

loud that the Court of Spain mado him secret advances
;
whilo

an intriguer named La Fin proposed to him, on*the part of the

Duke of Savoy, one of the Duke's daughters in marriage, and

h$ld out the hope that Spain would guarantee to him the sove-

reignty of both Burgundies. After many pretexts and delays,

Charles Emmanuel having refused to give up Bresse for Saluzzo,

or Saluzzo for Bresse, Henry IV. declared war against hinr in

August, 1600, and promptly followod up the declaration by in-

vading Savoy. Biron carefully concealed his designs, nor does

the King appear to have boen awitro of them ; for he gave the ,

Marshal a command, who conquered for him the little county of

Bresse,
2 though still secretly corresponding with* the Duke of

Savoy. Henry's refusal to give Biron the command of Bourg,

the capital of Bresse, still further exasperated him.

One of the most interesting incidents of this little war is the

care displayed by Henry for the safety of Geneva. Bhe Duke of

Savoy had long hankered after tho possession of that city, §pd

had erected, at the distance of two leagues from it, the fort of
*

St. Catherine,jyhich proved a great annoyance to the Genevese.

The fort was captured by the royal forces
;
^nd the now aged

Beza, at the head of a deputation of* the citizens, went out to meet

the King, who, in spite of the displeasure of the Papal Legate,

1 Evidence of La Fin in the process against Biron, ap. Tjtanke, Framwuefc Ge*ch.

B. ii. S. 150. * Now in the Department of the Ain. •
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gave him a friendly reception, presanted him with a sum of

money, and granted his request for^ the demolition of the for-

tress.
1 This war presents little else of interest except its results,

embodied in the treaty of peace signed January 17th, 1*601. Tfee

rapidity of Henry's conquests had quite dispirited Charles Em-

#
manuel; and although Fuentes, the Spanish Governor of the

Milanese, ardently desired the prolongation of the war, the Duke
of Lerma, the all-powerful minister of Philip III., was against

it ; for the 'anxiety of the Spanish cabinet had been excited by
the appearance of a Turkish fleet in the western waters of tbfi

Mediterranean, effected through the influence of the French am-

bassador at Constantinople. Under these circumstances nego-

tiations were jbegun. In order to retain the Marquisate of Sa-

luzzo, which would have given the French too firm a footing in

Piedmont, the Duke was compelled to make large territorial con-

cessions on the other side of the Alps. Bresse, Bugei, Valromei,

the Pays de Gex, i» short, all the country between the Saone,

the Rhone, and the southern extremity of the Jura mountains,

except the little principality of Dombes and its capital Tr^voux,

belonging* to the Duke of Montpensier, were now ceded to the

French in exchange for their claims of the territories of Saluzzo,

Perosa, Pinerolo, and the Yal di Stura. The Duke also ceded

Chateaux-Dauphin, reserving a right of passage into Franche-

Comte, for which he had to pay 100,000 crowns. This hasty

peace ruined all Biron's hopes, and struck him with such alarm,

that he came to Henry and confessed his treasonable plans.

Henry not only pardoned him, but even employed him in em-

bqpsies to England and Switzerland ; but Biron was incorrigible.

He soon afterwards renewed his intrigues with the French mal-

content nobles, and being apprehended and condemned for high

treason by the Parliament of Paris, was beheaded in the Court of

the Bastille, July 29th, 1602. The execution of so powerful a

nobleman created both at home and abroad a strong impression

of the powfer of the*French King. t

<#VTiile the war -with. Savoy was going on, Mary de' Medici

arrived in France, and Henry solemnized his marriage with her

at Lyon, December 9th,
#
1600. The union was jetot destined to

be a happy one. Mary, thoqgh not destitute of a certain vulgar

beauty, was neither amiable note, attractive ; she possessed but

iittle of«the grace or intellect of her family ; and was withal ill-

tempered! bigoted, obstinate, and jealous. For this last quality,

1 Thuanus, lib.,cut. %, vi. p. 42 sqq.
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indeed, she had sufficient? excuse. The Marquise de Vemeuil was

installed in an apartment of the Louvre, and the jealousies of the

wife and the mistress converted that palace into a little Pande-

m&niuin. Both ladies promised to give birth to what each con-

tended would be the rightful heir to the French throne; and

Mademoiselle de Vemeuil was constantly asserting fier right to

be Queen instead of the “ great banker.” Henry was not con-

tent even with these two ladies
;
he had other mistresses, and

the Queen repaid Jris infidelities in kind. It was whispered that

she had intrigues with Virginio Orsini, her cousin, with the

Duke of Bellegarde, Henry's ambassador at Florence ; above all,

with Concini, a young and brilliant Florentine gentleman, whom
she had brought to France in her suite, and whom she afterwards

married to her foster-sister, Leonora Dori, better known by the

name of La Galigai. The quarrels between the King and his

consort sometimes ended in personal violence
; and Henry would

probably have sent Mary back to Italy had sjie not presented him
with a Dauphin (September 27th, 1(301), who afterwards became

Loui§ XIII. 1

Although the aims of Henry IV. were always noble and worthy

of his character, the means which he employed to attain them

wtfl not always admit of the same praise. His excuse must be

sought in the necessities and difficulties of his political situation.

At home, where ho was suspected both by Catholics and Hugonots,

he was frequently obliged to resort to finesse, nor did he hesitate

himself to acknowledge that his word was not always to be de-

pended on.
2

Abroad, where his policy led him to contend with

both branches of the House of Austfia, he was compelled, in that

unequal struggle, to supply with*artifice the deficiencies of force

;

and he did not scruple to assist underhand the malcontent vassals

and subjects of the Emperor and the King of Spain. France is

the land of political “ ideas," and Henry, or rather his Minister,

Sully, had formed a magnificent scheme for the reconstruction of

Europe, which ’for the liberality, as well as foj* the boldness and

originality of its principles, may bear away the palm from tho

visionary projects often agitated in our own days. Against the

plan of Charlgg V. and Philip II., of a universal Theocratic

Monarchy, Sully formed the antagonistic oqp of a Christian

Republic, in which, for the bigotry and intolerance, supported by

• •
1 Richelieu’s Mtmoires> L’Histoire de la me fait ores dire une chose, ores 1’autre.”

Mire H du Fils. —Ranke, Gesc\ Frankr. B. ii. S. 102.
* M I* n$cessit£, qui est la loi du temps, • •
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physical force, that formed the foundation of the Spanish scheme,

were to be substituted a mutual toleration between Papists and

*

Protestants and the suppression of all persecution. Foreign wars

and domestic revolutions, as well as all religious disputes, were

be settled by European congresses, and a system of free trade was

to prevail throughout Ei&ope. This confederated Christian State
c

was to consist offifteen powers, or dominations, divided according

to their constitutions into three different groups. TlJe first group

.

was to consist of States having an elective Sovereign, which

would include the Papacy, the Empire, Venice, and the three

elective Kingdoms of Hungary, Poland, and Bohemia. The

second group would comprehend the hereditary Kingdoms of

France, Spain, Great Britain, Denmark, Sweden, and the new
Kingdom of Lombardy which was to be founded ; while the

Republics or federate States, as the Swiss League, the contem-

plated Belgian commonwealth, and the confederacy of the Italian

States would form the third .

1 The Czar of Muscovy, or as Henry

used to call him, the*“ Scythian Knes,” was at present to be

excluded from the Christian Republic, as being an Asiatic rather

than a European potentate, as well as on account of the savage

and half barbarous nature of his subjects, and the doubtful

character of their religious faith
;
though he might one day be

admitted into this community of nations, when he should think

proper himself to make the application. But as a principal aim,

and, indeed, essential condition, of the scheme, was the abasement

of the House of Austria, many political changes were to be effected

with a view to attain this end. Naples was to be withdrawn

from Spain and annexed to tHte Papal dominions, while the Duchy
of Milan, united with that of Stfvoy,* was to form a Kingdom of

Lombardy ; Spain was to be still further crippled by the loss of

her Belgian provinces j the Empire, now become almost hereditary,

was to be rendered truly elective ; the remains of the Hungarian

Kingdom were to be strengthened, at the expense of Austria, by

the addition to it of that Archduchy, as well as of the Duchies of

Styria, CarintHia, and Carniola, besides such districts as could be
4 recovered from the Turks, though the Austrian House was to

receive a sort of nominal compensation by the suzerainty of the

Helvetian and Belgian" Republics. We forbear to go further

into the details of a scheme‘which it was never attempted to put

# in execution. That Henry IV. himself entertained any serious

idea* of Its feasibility may well be doubted, though a plan so well

/ Seo Sully, (Economies Royalts, t. viil p. 253 sqq. (Petitot.)
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calcufcted. by itsgrandehr to dazzle the French nation has been

regarded fyy some of the Historian of France as the main-spring

of all His policy. But it sometimes served Henry as a basis for

negotiationi and the mere conception of it is worthy of note, as

showing a wonderful advance in political^and BociaFvie^s.

, Thb Spanish branch of the^Austrian House was naturally a more
4

immediate object of Henryks solicitude than the Austrian. Philip

III. had succeeded, in his twenty-first year, to the Spanish throne

on the death of his father, Philip II., to whom, in character^ ho

offered a striking contrast. Soft, gentle, indolent, the conduct of'

Philip III., as a son, h^d been marked by extreme obsequious-*

ness; of which a singular anecdote is related. His father had*

resolved that hq should marry one of the daughters of the Austrian

Archduke Charles; 1 and sending for the portraits of those

Princesses, bade his son select his bride. But such was tho awe
with which the dread impersonation of paternal and kingly

authority had inspired the heir of Spain, 4hat with an apathy

which seems to have excited Something like contempt and indig-

nation even in the cold-blooded Philip II., his dutiful son

persisted in submitting to him tho decision of the very limited

choice with which he was indulged !

2 Such a Prince was naturally

foamed not to rule but to be governed. Immediately after

his accession Philip III. committed the entire direction of affairs

to his favourite the Marquis of Denia, whom, to the great indig-

nation of the Spanish grandees, he created Duke of Lerma. That

powerful minister possessed but limited abilities, and was utterly

unversed in the art of government; but his manners were courteous

and fcffable, and he had gained the Tavour of the ecclesiastics by -

his devotion to the Church. *
#

One of the first acts of Philip III. was to solemnize at Valencia

his marriage with Margaret of Austria.
9
About the same time

(April, 1599) was celebrated tho previously arranged marriage of

'the Archduke Albert and Philip II. 'a daughter, the infanta Isabella

Clara Eugenia ; and in September they retuigied
#
to the Nether-

lands, where they assumed the title of the " Archdukes." Albort

now adopted all the formalities of the Court of the Escorial
;
as-

sumed the Spanish dress and manners, ajid required to bo served

on the knee ; a proceeding which gqt

e

great cjfcnce to the. plain

and unceremonious Netherlanders. As Philip II. had reserved

the liberty of gamsoning Antwerp, Ghent and Cambjay with-

Sjjanish soldiers, the money and troops of Spain, notwithstanding

1 A son of Ferdinand J.
* Watson, Philip 111, vol. i. p. 9, note.

III. $ F
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the nominally independent sovereignty of the Archdukes, con-

tinned to be employed in Belgium jas in the preceding reign,

Albert, daring his absence in Spain, had left Mendoza, Marquis

of Guadalete, commander in the Netherlands, who undertook some

plunderiBg ^operations qji the Rhine ; but the campaign of 1599

presents little of importance. Prince Maurice of Nassau, Stad-

liolder of Holland, the leader of the Dutch, was reckoned the

ablest captain of the day ; but he was was suspected by the leaders

of the republican party in Holland of a design to seize the

sovereignty, and, with a view to that object, of endeavouring -to

prolong the war
;
and they therefore appointed commissioners to

watch his movements ; among whom Olden Bameveldt, Advocate

of Holland, was the foremost. The Seven United Provinces had

now reached a great height of prosperity. Their navy was the

best in Europe ; they were aided by Scotch and English troops

;

and though the peace of Vervins had deprived them of the open

support of France, yet Iienry IV. continued secretly to assist

them.

A mutiny in 1600 among the Spanish and Italian troops of the

Archdukes, occasioned by their pay being in arrear, seemed to

Olden Barneveldt and the States to present a favourable oppor-

tunity for striking a blow in Flanders. Maurice, against his

bettor judgment, was reluctantly persuaded to undertake the ex-

pedition, and after capturing some towns and fortresses, he laid

Biege to Nieuport. The Archduke Albert, accompanied by his

consort, hastened to the relief of that important place, when Clara

Eugenia appeared on horseback before the Spanish troops near

Ghent, soothed them by her condescension, and animated %hem
by her courage; and pointing to her costly earrings, she declared

that sh© would part with them sooner than the men should lose

their pay. Maurice, had scarcely arrived before Nieuport when he

was surprised by the intelligence of the approach of the Arch-
dukes. Against the earnest advice of Sir Francis Vere, who
commanded thp English contingent sent to the aid of the States,

he despatched to certain destruction nearly a third of his army
which had npt yet crossed to the western side of the creek forming

the harbour ofJN’ieuport, in the vain hope that they might arrest

for some time the advance 6f the Spaniards ; but they were dis-

persed and almost entirely destroyed in an hour. 1 A battle was
* f

1 This division, undfcr Count Ernest of Zm. Netherlands, rol. iv. ch. xxxviii. note
Nassau, had encountered the enemy at Lef- 36, end. This author, in his account* of
fingon at eight o’dockan the morningttand the battle, has maligned Vere in a maimer
they were dfatroved before nine. Motley, betraying national antipathy rather than

* .
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now inevitable, and all the Arrangements for it were intrusted to

Yere. Maurice seems to have lost all confidence in himself and

iris,troop&, and in the hope of gaining some courage from despair

sent away his numerous fleet, the only
4
hope, in case of reverse, of

salvation for his army : a resolution which by some authors has

been styled heroical, but whid\ rather shows that be had lost his

head. The army of the States was saved chiefly through the

bravery of Vere and his Englishmen; Sir Francis, ever in the

thickest of the fight, was severely wounded. The Spaniards were

defeated with great loss. Maurice, however, apparently for no

adequate reasons, did nob pursue the siege of Nieuport ; he soon

afterwards returned into Holland, and no othef memorable action ,

took place during this campaign.

The Northern Netherlanders still occupied Ostend, and as their

sallies from that place occasioned much annoyance to the Flemings,

they requested the Archduke Albert to attempt the reduction of

it; a ta& which had baffled the skill" of the Duke of Parma".

Nevertheless, Albert, early in
#
1601, consented to begin a siege

which is among the longest and most memorable in the annals of

warfare. Ostend was defended by Sir Fradcis V6re, who, having

lost the greater part of his garrison, amused the enemy with a

pretended capitulation till he had received reinforcements ; and

ho frustrated a rash and desperate assault , of the Spaniards, by

causing the sluices to be opened, and drowning largo numbers of

the assailants. In 1001 Henry IV., who, in consequence of an

affront offered to the French ambassador at Madrid, was at this

time meditating open war against £pain, repaired to Calais, in

order1^ encourage the Dutch byjlis neighbourhood
;
and at the

same timo^Queen Elizabeth went to" Dover, in tha hops that tho

French King might be induced to pay her a visit at that place.

Fear of giving umbrage to the Catholics deferred Henry from

crossing the Channel, but he sent his minister Sully,
2 who was

surprised to find that the English Queen had anticipated in many
points his plans for the abasement of the House of Auttria. The

iziterview, however, had no practical result
;
the Pope hastened

to make up the quarrel between France and Spain
;
but Henry

gave Elizabeth to understand that if theysdid not unite their arms

they might at leastjoin their diplomacy ;
and h^continued to send

the calm and impartial Judgment of an
historian. Luckily, however, the glaring

contradictions and unfair conclusions of

his own narrative snfiicd to refute it, with-

out seeking farther proof, •

1 The States relieved Vere at the end’

of five months by another govefhor.

* We use this name, as best known,

but Hosni was not created Duke of Sully

till 1606.
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money secretly to the Dutch, and to yAnlt at the succours forwarded

by the Hugonot party to Ostqpd. Albert did not make much
progress in the siege of that place ; he was hindered sometimes

by the operations of Maurice, sometimes by the mutinies of
c

his

own troops, as well as the difficulties naturally belonging to the

undertaking. In 1602 the Spaniards were reinforced]pj the arrival

from Italy of 8,000 men under Ambrose Spinola, a Genoese noble-

man of large fortune and sort of amateur soldier, who was devoted

to the Spanish cause. Spinola mortgaged his large possessions

in Italy in order to raise the succours just mentioned ; while his

brother Frederick appeared on the Flemish coast with a fleet

fitted out at his own expense, and inflicted much loss on the Dutch

commerce; in which enterprises he met a speedy death.

Queen Elizabeth, who had succoured the Dutch with 6,000

mdh, died before the siege of Ostend was brought to a conclusion.

The Spaniards had retaliated by aiding O’Neill's rebellion in

Ireland ; but she lived just long enough to see its extinction. Her
death (March 24th, 1003) was a grfeatloss, not only for the Dutch
and the Protestant cause, but also for Henry IV., who, besides

counting on fier help in his struggle with the House of Austria,

was loath to see the Crowns of England and Scotland united on
the same head. Henry, however, despatched Sully into England
to endeavour, if possible, to persuade Elizabeth's successor,

James I., to act in concert with France with regard to the affairs

of the Netherlands. It was a difficult task. Prejudiced by his

maxims respecting the divine right of Kings, James looked upon
the Dutch as rebels and traitors, and seemed inclined to listen to

the advances of the Spanish Court, though he rejected those of

the Pope* with signs of the most bitter aversion. The-Dutch had
also sent Barneveldt, together with the young Prince Frederick

Hemry of Nassau, tg congratulate James on his accession, and to

solicit a renewal of the English alliance. James at length agreed

to despatch some troops into the Low Countriesj whose pay was
to be furnished by France, though a third of it was to go in reduc-

tion of the debt* due from Henry IV. to England (June 25th,

1603) . Sully also sounded the English King on his grand scheme
for the reorganization

t
of Europe, and James, who was fond of

speculation, seemed to entey wonderfully into the spirit of it; yet

in the very next year he concluded a formal peace with Spain

(August 18th, 1604). James, however, refused to deliver up to

the Netherland Archdukes Flushing, Brielle, and Bammeke&s,
,
_ i *

• 1 Rj mer, t. xvi. p. 585 sq.j Dumont, t. v. pt ii. p. 32 sq.
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places which the United Provinces had assigned to Elizabeth as

security for their debt
;
and though he offered his mediation to

make the States accept a fair and reasonable peace, yet he appears

to kave reserved to himself, by a secret agreement, the right of

assisting them. 1 The treaty was limited to Europe, and James

could not prevail upon the Spanish Court to open the Indies to

British commerce. The discovery of the Gunpowder Plot in the

following year inclined James more towards the French alliance,

and in February, 1606, a treaty of commerce was concluded with

Fiance.

Meanwhile the siege o£ Ostend still continued. Albert, weary

-of the enterprise, had devolved the conduct of«it on Spinola, who
at length succeeded in lodging his troops in the outworks ; and

the Dutch, despairing of the defence of the town, resolved to

compensate themselves for its loss by the capture of Sluys, wWch
surrendered on capitulation to Prince Maurice. Soon afterwards,

as Ostend seemed no longer tenable, they instructed the com-

mandant to capitulate (Septenfber 20th, 10(M>) . The contending

parties are said to have lost 100,000 men during this siege, which

was now in its fourth year. Spinola, qp entering tfie town, gave

the commandant and his officers a magnificent entertainment, by

way of marking his estimation of their conduct.* The fall of

Ostend had but little influence on the general progress of the war,

which we shall here pursue to its conclusion. The brunt of the

struggle was next year transferred to the borders of Overyssel

and Gelderland; but the campaign of 1605 offers little of im-

portance. At the close of it, Spinola, ill supported by the Spanish

Court, found it necessary to proceed to Madrid to hasten the

supplies oft troops and money which Philip III. and Le^ma were

very slow in furnishing. On his way back he was seized with a

fever, which prevented him from reaching J^he Netherlands till

July, 1606, and the only event of much importance that year was

the capture by hirn of Rheinberg. At the conclusion of this cam-

paign negotiations were opened for a peaco, of#which Spain, and

even Spinola himself, was now very desirous. • The same result

was ardently* wished for by a large party in the United Provinces,

at the head of which was John of Olden parneveldt, Grand Pen-

sionary of Holland, the first statesmap*and patriot of his age; and

he at length prevailed upon Prince Maurice, who wished to

• •
1 Winwood's Memorials, vol. ii. pp. 3tf0, tors to the aicg<j of Ostend. Un. Nether—

Sic* lands,
vol. iv.

* Motley bas given two pr three chap-
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continue the war, to enter into his views. The States, however,

resolved not to treat unless their independence was acknowledged,,

a condition very unpalatable to the pride of Spain and the Arch-

dukes. A subterfuge was at last hit upon. John Neyen,*an

Antwerp Franciscan, who had studied in Spain, and was now
Commissary-General of his order in the Netherlands^ was sent to

Ryswyck (February, 1607), whence he was several times intro-

duced secretly of an evening to Prince Maurice and Bameveldt

at the Hague. The friar slily evaded a direct recognition of

Dutch independence, by declaring that he was empowered to trqat

with the States “as if they were free/
1 A truce of eight months,

to begin on the 4th of May, was agreed upon, in order to conduct

the negotiations ; though not for a permanent peace, which would

have been insufferable to Spanish pride, but only for a prolonged

truce. The Hollanders, however, refused to suspend hostilities

. by sea, and while the negotiations were pending, Admiral Heem-
skerk was despatched froan the Texel to the coasts of Spain and

Portugal with a formidable fleet, and instructed not only to watch

<5ver the Dutch ships returning from the Indies, but also to inflict

on the Spaniards all the damage he could. Heemskerk sailed to

Gibraltar Bay, where the Spanish fleet, consisting of twenty-one

large ships under the command of Admiral Davila, was drawn.up

in order of battle under the guns of the fortress. Upon this for-

midable array the Dutch commander bore down in full sail ; the

Spanish admiral at his approach retired behind his other galleons,,

pursued by Heemskerk, who, as he neared the Spaniards, was

killed by a cannon ball ; but Davila also soon shared the same fate.

The officer who succeeded him in command, seeing that the fleet

had sustained considerable loss, hoisted a white flag; but the

Dutch, animated with an uncontrollable fury against the

Spaniards, would not recognize it, and continued the fight till

they had half destroyed the Spanish fleet, and 2,000 or 3,000 of

the crews. Then, after repairing at Tetuan the damage they had

sustained*, which was comparatively trifling, they again put 16 sea

in small squadrons in order to intercept and capture the Spanish

merchantmen (April, 1607). This bloody and decisive victory

had a great effect in lowering the pride of the Spaniards, and
rendering them jnore practicable; they found their commerce
rained, and were fain to ask quarter of the “Beggars of the Sea.”

Yet when the ratification of the truce arrived from Spain it was

not satisfactory. .The independence of the United Provinces

w^nof^recognized ; the instrument was signed Yo el Rey (I, the
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King), a form used only*towards subjects, and it was not sealed

with the Great Seal. At the entreaty of the Archdukes, how-

ever, the Dutch consented to recall their fleet till a satisfactory

ratification should be obtained within a given period.

* King James felt at first some alarm at the negotiations between

the Archdukes and the States ; but he was at length Satisfied with

the explanations of Caron, the Dutch ambassador, and he sent

Sir Ralph Winwood and Sir Richard Spencer to assist at the

deliberations. It was now necessary for France to take a decided

part. Henry deemed it prudent to join England in mediating a

peace between Spain and her revolted subjects, and in August,

1607, the President, Jeannin, was sent intj Holland with in-

structions for that purpose. 1 The discussions, chiefly conducted

by Jeannin And Barneveldt, were long and stormy, and the pro-

visional truce had often to be prolonged. Neyen endeavoured

to corrupt Aersens, the Dutch secretary, by offering him a splendid

diamond for his wife, and for himself a bpnd o£ Spinola's for 50,000

crowns. Aersens communicated the offer to Prince Maurice, who
advised him to accept it, and then to give up the bribes to the

Council of State, and at a latef stage of the proceedings Olden

Barneveldt produced these bribes to* Verreiken, the minister of

thp Archdukes, and covered him with confusion. The leaders of

the Republican, or anti-Orange party, among whom we may dis-

tinguish, besides Barneveldt, Ladenburg, Hogerbeots, and Hugo
Grotius, Pensionary of Rotterdam, were willing not to haggle too

closely about the terms ; „but the war party, which adhered to

Maurice of Nassau, and which included the army and navy, the

East India Company, the populace of the larger towns, and a

considerable proportion of •the ^clergy, appeared to recover its

influence, and towards the end of 1608 the negotiations were on

the point of being broken off. Holland especially, where Maurice

was all-powerful, and Zealand, where his estates lay, and where

he almost ruled as a Prince, were loud against a peace ;
and

Zealand even threatened to g£ve herself to England, jinless the

French would declare against Spain. Philip
#
III., through his

ambassador, Don Pedro de Toledo, had endeavoured to detach

Henry IV. from the Dutch cause by renewing his proposals for

a matrimonial treaty between the families. Soon after the con-

clusion of the peace between Spain and England, Philip had tried

to impress upon H§nry that France and Spain, instead of opposing

each other, should combine to dictate the law to Europe, and had

1 See on this subject the Nigoc. du President Jeannin (Petitot, t. xy.).
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suggested that they should cement their alliance by a double

union between their children for Henry had now a sCh and

daughter. There was a large party in France in favour of this

alliance, and Henry himself appeared to listen to the proposal, but

he was dissuaded from it by Sully, the constant opponent Of the

House of Au'stria. The project when now renewed met with no
* better success. Early in 1609 Jeannin, seconded by*the English

ambassadors, succeeded iu extorting some important, concessions

from the Spaniards, and he prevailed on the Dutch States to

appoint a large deputation to accept the proffered terms. Ac-
cordingly a body of 800 deputies assembled at Bergen-op-Zoom

to treat with the Spanish plenipotentiaries ; and at last, on the

9th of April, 1609, a truce was signed for a term of twelve years.

In the preamble to the treaty, the Archdukes acknowledged that,

both in their own name and in that of the Catholic King, they

treated with the Dutch States as with free and independent

peoples. The treaty was founded on the basis of uti possidetis .

Spain now yielded on the question of the Indian trade, which

had been onoof the chief subjects of dispute, as well as respecting

the navigation of the Scheld, and the ruin of Antwerp was

consummated for the benefit of the ports of Holland and Zealand.

The Spanish envoys, though they struggled hard, could obtain

no toleration of Catholic worship in the United Provinces.

Great regard was shown in this treaty for the interests of the

family of Nassau. It was provided that none of the descendants

of William, ^Prince of Orange, should be liable for any debts he

had contracted between the year 1567 and his death, and that

t
such of his estates within the territories of the Archdukes as had

been confiscated should be restored. • The States took care that

Maurice should suffer no diminution of income by th£ conclusion

of the war, and they also’augrnented the appointments of Prince

Frederick Henry and of Count William Louis of Nassau. 1 These

sums had been voted chiefly through the influence of Barneveldt

;

but they 4id not appease Maurices jealousy and resentment

against him, though for some few years longer an apparent

•friendship subsisted between them.
2 By this treaty was, ter-

minated, after a war of forty years, the struggle of the Dutch
for independence, though* a like period was still to elapse before

it was formally recognized by Spain. Up to this time the Dutch
c **

1 Dumonf, t. v. pt ii. p. 99 sqq. There treaty in Watson’s Philip III. roL i.

is a summary #uf the chief articles of the p. 384 sqq.

# • Motley, Life of Barneveldt, ch. rii.
_
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h$d $tdferged their Union by the addition of tbe two important

provinces of Overyssel and Groningen
;
they

,
bad extended their

boundary on the Flemish side by* the conquest of Sluys, Hulst,

and several other places, constituting what was afterwards called

DutchFlanders ; in Northern Brabant they had conquered several

strtrag towns, ' including Bergen-op-Zoom, Breda/ and Her-

togenbosch ; by means of Lillo and other forts they had obtained

the command of the Scheld ; they had attacked, and vanquished

in their own harbours, the powerful navies of Spain, and had

interrupted and shared her commerce at the furthest extremities

of the globe.

Meanwhile Henry IV *s policy of weakening and annoying the

House of Austria seemed to involve him in the grossest contra-

dictions ; for, while he courted the German Protestants, he en-

deavoured at the same time to stand well with the Pope,and at home
he showed more favour to theRoman Catholics than to the Hugonots,

as boing both more able and more willingfcto expend and confirm the

royal authority. Hence in 14303 he had recalled the Jesuits to

Paris, had endowed several Jesuit colleges, and had intrusted to

a celebrated member of the Society, the Pere Cottob, the difficult

and delicate task of directing his conscience. Henry’s former

friqnds, the Hugonots, had indeed become his chief domestic

enemies. The Duke of Bouillon, their principal leader, had long

been intriguing with the malcontent French nobles, and with

Spain ; and in 160G Henry had appeared before Sedan with an

army, and compelled the Duke to surrender that place for a term

of four years. But Henry’s policy compelled him to incon-

sistencies even in the treatment of his rebellious vassals ; and,

for fear qf offending the Protestant Princes of Germany, he

granted Bouillon a complete pardon, allowed him to retain his

offices and honours, and suffered him to instal himself at Court.

At the same time Henry endeavoured to ingratiate himself

with the Pope. On the death of Clement VIII., March 5th,

1606, the influence of France
#
had been exerted in thq Conclave

to procure the election of Cardinal Alexander de’ Medici, a kins-

man of the
#
French Queen ; 300,000 crowns were expended in

the purchase of votes, and Alexander assumed, with the tiara, the

title of Leo XI. But jn less than a month Jbe death of Leo

occasioned another vacancy. It was supplied by the election

of Cardinal Camille Borghese, who took the name of Paul V.

(May 16th, 1605). Cardinal Bellarmine, thq great Jesuit theo-

logian, had nearly obtained the tiara; but his profession was
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against him; the Sacred College feared that, if the Society of

Jesus once succeeded in seizing the throne of St. Peter, they would

never relinquish it.
1
. Originally a Consistorial advocate, Borghese

had risen through every grade of the clerical profession ; but fie

had lived in seclusion, buried in his studies* and his character

was but little known. After his accession a great change was

observed in him. He had conceived the most extravagant ideas

of the greatness of his office, and began his administration with,

acts of extreme rigour. He endeavoured to break down all the

restraints which the Italian governments had placed on the Pon-

tifical authority in the relations of Church and State, and in most

instances he succeeded in extorting concessions ; but Venice

opposed a formidable resistance.

In that Republic a little knot of liberal thinkers had been

formed, at the head of whom was Fra Paolo Sarpi, the celebrated

historian of the Council of Trent. Endowed with great originality

of mind, Sarpi appears to .have anticipated some of the doctrines

of Locke ; but it is difficult to describe the exact nature of his

religious tenets ;
they soem to have approximated to those of the

Reformation, and by some he was considered a #
Protestant in

disguise. It is at all events certain, that he was a most deter-

mined enemy of the secular influence of the Pope
;
and Cardipal

Borghese a nephew of Paul V. is said to have hired some assassins

who attempted to poignard him. The contumacy of Venice soon

occasioned open striifc. The government having instituted before

a secular tribunal a prosecution against two ecclesiastics, the

Pope launched against the Republic an interdict in all its ancient

forms (April 17th, 1606) . The Signory replied by a proclama-

tion, in which they expressed Uieir resolution to uphold their

sovereign* authority, and ordered the clergy to continue divine

service, without regard" to the Papal interdict; a command which

was universally obeyed, except by the three orders of the Jesuits,

Capuchins, and Theatines, who, persisting in their fidelity to the

Pope, werg banished from the Venetian territories. Paul V. now
meditated opeil force against the refractory Republic, when Henry
IV., to whose designs the friendship both of Venice and the

Pope was needful, interppsed his mediation. At his instance

the Venetians made sevei^l concessions ; but, supported by
Spaing they resolutely refused to receive back the Jesuits, and

Paul was compelled to concede the point ; a mprtifying lesson for

that haughty and violent Pontiff.

^ 1 See Bayle, art. BtUarmin .
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Shortly after this affair, Henry, in pursuance of his plans

against the House of Austria, began to sound the Pope con-

cerning the liberation of Italy from Spanish domination, and the

'Cresting of the" Imperial Crown from the Habsburgs. Agreeably

to his grand European scheme he held out to Paul the bait of

Naples ; and though the Pontiff did not venture to give his direct

consent, Henry trusted that the first victory would secure .it/

With the same views he also made advances to Venice and the

Duke of Savoy. Venice promised her aid in consideration of

receiving a portion of the Milanese ; and she was also to have

Sicily, if the Allies succeeded in wresting that island from the

Spaniards. The Duke of Savoy was attracted with the prospect

of Milan and the Crown of Lombardy. Charles Emmanuers
eldest son was to marry Elizabeth of France, Henry's eldest

daughter ; and the Duke was to claim Milan in right of his wife,

a daughter of Philip II. of Spain, and by way of compensation

for Belgium and Franche-Compte, bestowal upon his sister-in-

law, Clara Eugenia. France, or at all events Sully, affected to

renounce all her pretensions in Italy, and to seek nothing but

the honour and glory of rescuing that peninsula from foreign

domination ; only Gaston, Duke of Anjou, Henry's third son, an

iqfant two years old, was to be affianced to the heiress of Mantua

and Montferrat. Henry, however, had not quite the disinterested

views of his minister. His policy may be said to have survived

by tradition to the present day, for it embraced a plan which in

1860 we saw realized by one of the supplanters of his dynasty

:

namely, to round off the French territory by the cession of Savoy,

and perhaps also of Nice, by the Dlike of Savoy, in return for the.

help of France in conquering *Milan. In 'fact, Henry's scheme

anticipated that union of nationalities—to adopt the term in

vogue—by which ambition now covers her views of aggrandize-

ment under the cloak of natural equity. *Henry aimed to unite

under the sceptre of France all who spoke a Romance tongue

on this side the Alps and Pyrenees, a design which^would ulti-

mately include Lorraine, Walloon Belgium, apd Prancho-Comt^

:

and he haji already begun to stir in this matter with regard to
*

Lorraine, by demanding for the Dauphin the hand of the Duke

of Bar's only daughter by his deceased wife^ Henry's sister ; a

demand which the Duke had not ventured to refuse.
1

These plans w$re connected with another for striking a blow

* For thrse negotiations6 see Sully, (Economies Royalee,
and tbJi Mtmoire* ol

Baasompierre and #ontenai-Mareuil. * •
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in the heart of Spain itself, which, hctoeVer, was defeated by an
unforeseen and surprising occurrence. Spain still contained many
thousand families of Moriscoes, not only in Granada, but also in

Valencia and Aragon,andeven in Castile and Catalonia. HenryiV.
had early in his reign opened secret communications with these

^discontented subjects of the Spanish Crown ; and in a memorial
addressed to the French King, the Moriscoes affirmed that they

could raise an army of 80,000 men.1 In 1605 a French agent
employed im these intrigues had been detected and hanged in

Valencia
; a circumstance which served still further to inflame the

bigoted hatred with which the unfortunate Moriscoes were re--

garded by the Spanish Court. The distorted Christianity which
it had been attempted to inculcate upon that people during the

last century had made no real progress, though forced conversions

were accomplished
; for the monks despatched to preach the

Gospel to them, by way of supporting their arguments, were
accompanied by the hangman. The Archbishop of Valencia had
long endeavoured to persuade Philip III. to expel all the Moris-
coes from Spain, or send thorn to the galleys, and educate their

children in the ^Christian faith
; the Archbishop of Toledo, who

was brother to the Duke of Lerma, and Grand-Inquisitor, went
still further, and demanded the death of all the infidel race, with-

out distinction of age or sex. The humanity, or the self-interest

of the lay nobility, the estates of many of whom would be ruined

by the massacre or banishment of the Moors, opposed for a while

the execution of these barbarous measures, nor did the Court of

Spain deem it prudent to resort to them, while engaged in war
#with the revolted Netherlands

;
but scarcely had a long truce

been concluded with the United Provinces, when an edict was
published for the expulsion of the Moors from Valencia. An in-

surrection which the lytoriscoes had attempted in the mountains
was suppressed, and more than 130,000 of them were compelled
to embark, and. thrown upon the coast of Africa, where three*

fourths of them pei^shed of hungercand fatigue. The remainder
succeeded in reaching Oran and Algiers.

On the 9th of December appeared another edict directing the
embarkation of the Moo^s of Granada, Murcia, and Andalusia

;

and on the 10th of January,, 1610, a third for the expulsion of

those of Aragon, Catalonia, and Castile. These last were driven

towards jfche Pyrenees, and were forbidden to carry with them

SeaMimoire* ofLa Force, %. i. p. 219 sqq. (ed/La Grange, 1843).
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either money or bills. Sonfe 100,000 of them1
passed into France,

either by crossing the mounters, or taking their passage to

Marseille ; but,
1

in spite of the former tamperings of the French

government with them, they did not fare much better than those

expelled direct from the Spanish ports. Henry IV. published,

indeed, an ordinance (February 22nd, 1610) which, however, was,

soon recalled, directing that they should be received and suffered

to remain, but, after making professions of Catholicism, an alter-

native which they had already rejected in their native*homes ; and

that vessels should be provided for such of them as wished to de-

part. It was thought .that large numbers of them would have

been willing to embrace Protestantism, which did not so much
shock their horror of idolatry ; but Henry was afraid to take a

step which would have excited the religious prejudices of the

mass of the nation. Many of the Moriscoes became the victims

of the fanatics through whose districts they passed ; the greater

part ofthem were detained for months*on the Proven9al coast for

want of transport, and were reduced bo rf state of indescribable

distress by the inhumanity and extortions of the officers appointed

to superintend their embarkation ; and when at last they contrived

to get on board thoir vessels, numbers of them were robbed and

even thrown into the sea by the sailors, while many more died

of misery and privation. So numerous, it is said, were the corpses

cast into the sea, that the inhabitants of Marseille abstained from

eating fish, and gave the name of grenadines to the sardines, as

having banqueted on the flesh of the unhappy Moors.2 Thus was

consummated at vast expense,
3 and at the price of inflicting an

incurable wound on the future grosperity of Spain, that inhuman*

system ef persecution which had been carried on since the ad-

ministration of Ximenes. At the time of the expulsion of the

tMoors Henry IV. was meditating open war against the House of

Austria, both in Germany and Spain ; and he was in hopes that

* he should be able to attack Philip III. soon enough to obtain the

services of some of the Moriseoes. He was qrgapizing two large

armies destined to enter Spain at the opposite- sides of San Sebas-
#

tian and Perpignan j 14,000 men under Lesdiguieres were ordered

to jointhe Duke of Savoy in the operations contemplated in Italy

;

* • •
1 It must be observed that the accounts Mores d'Espagne

,
t. i. cb. vii.

of the number of Moriscoes expelled from * Sir F. Qottington’B letters to Trum-

Spain are very discrepant, and range from bull (in Winwood’s Memories, vol. iii.)

160,000 to a million. contain many details respecting this per-

* Boucbe, Hist, de Browner, t. ii. liv. x. secution. •

p. 850; Viardot, Hut des Arabes et des . 0
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while Henry himself was preparing' to lead another army to the

assistance of the German Princes in the affair of the Duchy of

Jiilich. But in order to explain this last transaction it will

be necessary to resume from an earlier period the history of

Germany.

< Brought up in Spain, gloomy, fanatical, given to abstruse

studies, fonder of observing the stars
1
in his retirement at Prague

than of attending to the affairs of his dominions, the Emperor
Rodolph II!, though himself unfit to govern, was yet loath to

resign any share of his power to his eldest surviving brother,

Matthias, the heir presumptive of his hereditary lands ; who,

though himself not *the model of a ruler, was better fitted than

Rodolph by his manners and his German education to conduct

the affairs of the Austrian dominions. It was with reluctance

that Rodolph was at length compelled to intrust the administra-

tion of Hungary and Austria to Matthias, who, in the discharge

of these functions, afid without the approbation of the Emperor,

made concessions to the Hungarian Protestants, and concluded

with the Turks^the peace of Sitvatorok already mentioned. In

order to carry out those measures, Matthias had, indeed, by a

family compact, virtually deprived Rodolph of his power. In

April, 1606, he summoned to Vienna his younger brother, Maxi-

milian, who had some years governed Tyrol, and his two cousins,

the Archdukes Ferdinand and Leopold of Styria;
2 who, by a

formal act declared Matthias head of the House of Habsburg, on

account of the mental unsoundness betrayed from time to time by
Rodolph.

3 To this act, which was kept secret, the Archduke
•Albert, Sovereign of the Netheriands, the only other surviving

brother of «the Emperor, also acceded* Matthias was already con-

templating the deposition of Rodolph, and a year or two after-

wards he openly manifested his hostility by convening at Pres-

burg the Austrian, as well as the Hungarian, States (February 1st,

1608), which by an Act of Confederation agreed to support'

Matthias. • Thi$ was, unquestionably1

,
a revolutionary movement,

,
and Rodolph ordered the Austrian and Hungarian States, thus

unconstitutionally united, to separate ; but he was not obeyed.

1 ,Rodolph*s observatorc at Prague #vas - death, in October, 1601, Kepler was ap-
successively^superintended by two famcflis pointed his successor,

astronomers, Tycho Brahe and Kepler. * Sons of the Archduke Charles, a
The latter passed a year as Tycho Brahe’s younger brother.of the Emperor Maxi-
assistant 5 But the two philosophers did milian II., and founder of the Styriaa
not lire 09 {he best terms, as Kepler’s branch of the Austrian family,

observation* were often at variance with * Menzel, Nmere Gesch. der Deuttehm,
the theories of his principal. Oh Tycho’s B. iii. S. 169. •
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Long negotiations ensued between the Emperor and Matthias,

which, however, led to no result. It was evident that the

deferences between the brotheis must be decided by arms. The
bigoted government of Rodolph had caused the greatest discon-

tent in Bohemia and Moravia ; the latter province was in a state

of open revolt. Matthias, by the advice of his minister, Cardinal

Klesel, entered it with an army, and advanced to Czaslau in

Bohemia, where, after convoking the combined States of Austria

and Moravia, he invited those of Bohemia also to a 'general as-

sembly on the 4th of May. Rodolph parried this blow by sum-

moning the Bohemian States to Prague, though, as the majority

of them were Protestants, he could expect n6 favourable result

;

and meanwhile Matthias advanced with his army to the neigh-

bourhood of that capital. Here he permitted the States to con-

duct the negotiations with the Emperor, or rather to name their

terms; and on the 29fch of June, 1608, a treaty 1 was concluded,

by which Rodolph ceded Hungary to Matthfis, with the title of

King, as well as the Archduchy of Austria above and below the

Enns. Matthias also received the title of King-Elegt of Bohemia,

with the consent of the Bohemian States
;
who expressed their

wish that he should immediately undertake the government of

MCravia. On the other hand, ^Matthias took upon himself

Rodolph’s debts in Hungary and Austria, and abandoned to

him his own share of Upper Austria.*

2

Neithor the Bohemians, however, nor the States of Hungary
and Austria were content with these capitulations. The latter

insisted upon the confirmation, na^r, even the extension of the

religious liberties granted to them by the Emperor Maximi-

lian II., tfor would they do homage to Matthias as their new

lord till he had complied with their demands. After long nego-

tiations Matthias found himself compelled to yield, apd on the

19th of March, 1609, he signed a capitulation conceding complete

religious toleration. The Bohemian Diet, whioh had been as-

sembled to declare Matthias sifccessor
#
to the Grown oi*Bohemia,

had also demanded the re-establishment of all their ancient

privileges in matters of religion, which, through the influence of

Spain and the Jesuits, had been much curtailed during Rodolph's

reign, and Rodolph had referred the'settlemeflt of the question

1 In Glafey, Pragmatiwhe Geach. Boh- 4 prised Styria, Carmthia, Carnjpla, Aus-

totens, S. 565 ff. trian Istria, Austrian Friuli* and the

* Tyrolwascalled Upper Austria, Lower Litoral, further Austria ws^ the Vorarl-

Austria comprehended the district above berg* the fyeisgan, and the various pieces

and below the Enns. Inner Austria pom- of Austrian territory in Swabty.
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to a future assembly. ^iert this ‘met, Rodolph’e coabselkirs

refused to recognize any other <jPretestant sect than that of the

Utraquists, although many of the leading men in Bohemia, as

Count Schlick, Count Thtirn, and the eloquent Wenzel Von

Budowa, w^re either Lutherans or belonged to the freethinking

fanatics called Picards . The Diet, finding that they could obtain

no concessions, appointed a provisional government of thirty

directors to sit at Prague; they raided an army, and named
Count ThuVn, Leonard von Fels, afid John von Bubna to the

command of it ; and they published the articles for the mainten-

ance of which they had resorted to these violent and extraor-

dinary measures. ‘•Rodolph, who had neither troops nor mofcoy,

by the advice of tho Spanish and Saxon ambassadors, agreed to

a capitulation, with tho secret determination of evading it ; and

on the 12th of July, 1(>09, he signed the celebrated Royal

Charter (Majesiats- brief) which was the immediate occasion of

the Thirty Years' War. By this instrument liberty of conscience

was allowed to all BoKcmians who belonged to certain recognized

religions ; they wore admittod to the University of Prague ; they

received permission to build churches on all Crown lands, to

appoint consistories, and even to choose protectors, a thing at

variance with all good government; and all ordinances which

the Emperor or his successors might hereafter issuem contraven-

tion of the charter were declared beforehand null and void.
1

There was a Prince, afterwards destined to obtain the Imporial

sceptre, who regarded all these concessions to the Protestants

with, the most lively abhorrence. The Archduke Ferdinand of

Styria possessed energy and Indents, and an autocratic, if not

pxactly a* noble, disposition ; he had been bred up itf the prin-

ciples of Spain and the Jesuits, and looked upon the uprooting

of Protestantism as 4he special and solemn vocation of his life.

In this respect he trod in the footsteps of his father Charles,

who, at the beginning of the Catholic reaction, had committed to

the fijtmlb 12f00(i Lutheran Bibles and other books. In like

manner Ferdinand, at the
%
beginning of the seventeenth century,

had effected holocausts of heretic works, at Gratz and Laibach,

and in the former plac^ founded a convent of Capuchins on the

spot where they«had been* coqaumed. He resorted to dragon-

nadps against his refractory Protestant subjects; and even in

shine t^wns erected, in terrorem
,
gibbets in The markets-places,

% * r

1 -Dumont, t. y. pt. ii. 115. An abstract in Menzel, Neittre, Getrk. der Deuttchen,
'B. ui.* & &1 '
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though ho seemi not aotu&Il^ho havetfsed.them^ In his cousin1

and. schoolfellow Cuke Maxiprilj^n
1

of Bavaria, ^afterw
p
ards the

first Bavarian Bleptor, Ferdinand ;found a strenuous coadjutor of

kindred principled and both were dostjipgd to become leadings

figures in that great war of bigotry and intolerance which dis-

figured the firht half of the seventeenth century. In other

respects Maximilian possessed good talents, and was one of the

best rulers Bavaria ever had. An act of aggression, which at

once gratified Maximilian's religious prejudices and augmented
his, dominions,. had* no little influence in producing that state of

things in Germanywhich rendered possible the Thirty Years' War.
Donauworth, a free Imperial city in the Circle of Suabia, but

to Which the Dukes of Bavaria asserted some ancient pretensions,

had ad°pt©d the Protestant confession; but it held within its

walls a small minority of Catholics, through whom the Jesuits

were endeavouring to foment a reaction. In 1606 tho abbot of

the Benedictine abbey of Holy Cross thought fiWto marshal in the

streets a procession conducted with all that*gorgeous pageantry

in which the Romish Church delights, though such things had

before been tolerated only in a quiet way. Disturbances fol-

lowed ; the procession was hooted and assaulted by the mob;.
* and .Maximilian, by perseverance, at length procured from the /

Aulic Council a decree by which Donauworth was placed under

the ban of the Empire, and the execution of the sentence in-

trusted to himself (August, 1607 ) . As the inhabitants showed

no signs of submission, Maximilian, in November, after publish-

ing the bad with the customary solemnity, despatched some ^

troops to take possession of the town; together with four Jesuits
,

and two barefooted friars to brlhg the inhabitants to a proper sense,

of religion. A demand was then made for the expenses of execute

ing the ban, which were estimated so high as.to render payment

impossible ;
and thus Donauworth, from a free Imperial Protestant

city, was converted into a Catholic provincial town of Bavaria.
*

The “ Troubles of Donauworth " are importaitf in
#
general^his-

tory only by their consequences. The German Protestant Princes

had,' in 1603, .entered into an alliance at Heidelberg to protect

themselves from the innovations daily lpade by Austria and

Bavaria, and being alarmed by the proceedings^ Donauworth,
19

convened an assembly at Ahausen, ah ancient convent ih the
*

territory of Anspach# Here the Elector Palatine, Frederick IV.,

1 Maximilian was the son of Duke William II. gf Bavaria, brother of If&diiiand’s

mother, Mary. f #

III. G
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and Prince Christian of Anhalt, who* had summoned the meeting,

were met by Joachim Ernest
c
and Christian, the two Margraves

of Brandenburg-Anspach and Brandenburg-Culmbach, together

with the Count IJalatipe, Philip Louis of Neuburg, and the Duke

John Frederick of Wurtemberg ; and they formed, for a period

of ten years, a defensive alliance, called The Protestant Union

(May 14th, 1608) .

A The objections which they took against the

proceedings at Donauworth were, that it was not competent to

the Aulic 'Council
2
to pronounce sentence against a free Imperial

city, such power residing only in the Diets and the Imperial

Chamber ; and further, that the execution of the ban had been

intrusted to a Prince of the Circle of Bavaria, whilst thd decree

was against a State of the Circle of Suabia. By the Act of

Union, tho allies agreed to provide an army and a common chest,

and they named the Elector Palatine to be their director in

time of peace; but in case of war, any Prince whose territory

should be attacked, when tho general affairs of the Union were

to be directed by a council of war. At subsequent meetings

held at Rotlicnburg on tho Tauber and Hall in Suabia, the Mar-

grave Joachim Ernest was appointed general of the Union out of

the territories of the allied Princes, with Christian of Anhalt for

his lieutenant. The Union was eventually joined by fifteenrlm-

porial cities, including Strasburg, Ulm, and Nuremberg, by the

Landgrave Maurice of Hesse, and by John Sigismund, the new
Elector of Brandenburg.

This alliance on the part of the Protestants provoked a counter

one of tho Catholics, organized by Maximilian of Bavaria. At his

invitation the plenipotentiaries of the Bishops of Wurzburg, Con-

stance, Augsburg, Passau, Ratisborf, and other prelates assembled

at Munich in July, 1609 ;
and the Catholic States of the Circles of

Suabia and Bavaria t agreed to enter into an alliance which after-

wards obtained the name of the Holy League. The alliance

purported to be only a defensive one
;
but in case of need great

powers (were
#
entrusted to Maximilian as its director, who had

raised a little standing army under the command of Count Tilly,

already notorious by the cruelties which, in the sendee of the

1 The Act is in Settler's Wur-

ttmbiYgs. B. vi. Bcift 4. There is an
absnacf of it in Menzel, B. iii. S. 173.

a The Aulic Council (
Reichskofrath)

was established in its newer form by Fer-

dinand I. in 1559. As .the members of

it were jUl*Q&med by the Emperor, it was
of course Saubeesvient to his will; and he

endeavoured to draw under its jurisdiction

cases which should have been decided by
the Imperial Chamber. But its authority
was constantly disputed by the German
States, and dia not obtain entire recog-
nition till the peace of Westphalia. See
Pftffcl, sub anno 1512 (t. ii. p. 98 sq.).
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Emperor, lie had committed
9
against the Protestants. In August

the League was joined by the three spiritual Electors ; and sub-

sequently an alliance was made with the Pope, and subsidies

demanded from Spain. Thus the great religious parties of Ger-

many were formally arrayed against each other : for open violence

nothing was wanting but the occasion, and this was afforded by a

dispute which arose respecting succession to the Duchy of Julich.

On the 25th of March, 1609, had died, without, issue, John
William, Duke of Cleves, Julich and Berg, Count of the Mark
and Ravensberg, and Lord of Ravenstein, Numerous claimants

to the Cleves succession arose, of whom the most important were

the following four : 1. The Albertine, or then Electoral, House of

Saxony, which founded its pretensions on a promise of the rever-

sion of the Duchies of Julich and Berg given by the Emperor
Frederick III. in 1483. 2. The Ernestine, or Ducal, House of

Saxony alleged, besides this promise common to both branches

of the family, the marriage contract bhtwee#the Elector John
Frederick and Sybille of Cleves, Julich and Berg (1526); which

had been confirmed by the Emperor Charles V., thg Diet of the

Empire, and the States of the three Duchies. 3. John Sigismund,

Elector of Brandenburg, claimed by right of his wife, Anne of

Prifssia, daughter of Mary Eleanor of Cleves-Jiilich-Berg, eldest

sister of the last Duke, as well as by the letters patent of Charles

V., 1546, confirmed by his successor in 1566 and 1580, which

appointed the Duke's sisters to the succession. 4. Philip Louis,

Palsgrave of Neuburg, who also pleaded the claim ofhis wife, Anne
of Cleves-Jiilich-Berg, younger siste^ of the deceased Duke, by

whom he had a son, Wolfgang ^illiam. The whole question,

therefore, turned on the following points : Whether the con-

tested duchies were solely male fiefs, or female as well ? Whether

the reversion of the Hbuse of Saxony, founded on the assumption

of their being male fiefs, was to be preferred to a subsequent

privilege in favour of the sisters of the last Duke ? Whether

such a privilege, first granted in 1526, could he opposed to the

marriage contract of 1546 ? and lastly. Whether the daughter of

the eldest sister could contest the claim of the son of the youngest

sister ?
1 *

#

In the present posture of affairs the question ef this succession

•derived its chief importance from the circumstance that, though

Protestantism had Spread around them, the Dukes of Gleves-

Jiilich-Berg had remained firmly attached *to the orthodox

1 Pfef&I, Hist. d'Allemagne, t. ii.
#
p. 238 sq.
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Church, thus constituting one of the Vew large Catholic lay Powers

among the temporal Princes of Germany. As the various claims

had arisen from the awards of his predecessors, the Emperor

Rodolph II. evoked the cause before the Aulic Council, as the

proper tribunal in all feudal disputes; and to this course the

Elector of Saxony, always the subservient friend of the House of

Austria, readily consented. But as the policy of Saxony was of

great moment in the wars and quarrels that were about to deso-

late Germany, it will here be proper to give a brief account of

that Electorate, and of the religious and political views by wh?ch

it was governed. #

That unfortunaio strife between the Lutheran and Calvinist

divines, which divided the German Protestants into two hostile

camps, had nowhere been attended with more disastrous effects

than in Saxony. During the lattor portion of the sixteenth cen-

tury the Elector Augustus, brother and successor of Maurice, had

introduced a sort of Inquisition into his dominions ; and by the

Confession of Faith s'tyled the Concordien-Formelj or Formula of

Concord, published in 1580, had, as it were, erected Lutheranism

into a Protestant Papacy. The confession was forced upon

clergymen and schoolmasters ; those who refused it were turned

out by hundreds from office and bread; Melanchthon himself was
abused in his grave, and the adherents of his principles were

designated by the names of Philipists or Crypto- Calvinists. So
absurdly intolerant was Augustus that he actually caused a medal

to be struck in commemoration of his victory over four theo-

logians, whom he had reduced to silence by persecution ! Cal-

vinists were regarded as children of perdition, to be extermi-

nated from the earth ; and from this* period Saxony approximated

much more nearly to the doctrines of Rome than to those of

the Reformed Church. Christian I., the "son and successor of

Augustus, was rather more moderate. He died in 1591, leaving

a minor son, Christian II.; but before he was buried the Saxon
nobles rcse against his Chancellor Krell and his party, who from

their moderation* were suspected of Calvinism. Many of them
were persecuted and banished; Krell himself was. thrown into

prison, where he was kept ten years ; and after repeated tortures,

was <at length beheaded. ‘ .Christian II. was distinguished only

by his sottishness ; he is said to have drunk two large pitchers of

wine daily,
1
till he was suddenly carried off in July, 1611. He

was suQceeded by* his brother, John George, whose conduct, as
• i Joh. Eremite, Itinerdrium Germ. ftp. Menzgl, B. iii. S. 218.
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we shall have occasion to relate, contributed greatly to enhance

the sufferings of Germany during the Thirty Years1 War. As
the Emperor naturally preferred such good friends and semi-

Catholic Princes as the Saxon Electors to the other claimants of

the Cleves inheritance, he made no difficulty in granting, to

Christian II. the eventual investiture of the litigated fiefs; but,

till a definitive judgment should be pronounced, he soquestered

them into the hands of his cousin Leopold, Bishop of Passau, the

brother of Ferdinand of Styria. This step, however, proved fatal

to*the Saxon cause. The Elector of Brandenburg and the Pals-

grave of Neuburg, reckoning on the support of France and the

United Provinces, resolved to make common cause ; and regard-

less of the Emperor's prohibition to tlio subjects of the duchies

to acknowledge any lord till the Imperial decision was awarded,

they jointly occupied those territories, and assumed the title of
“ Princes in possession."

The reliance which the Protestant Pifnces pieced on Henry IV.

was not unfounded. In the autumn of 160ST, Maurice, Landgrave

of Hesse, surnamed “ tho Learned," had visitod his court incog-

nito with the view of effecting a German Protestant League under

the protectorate of France. Schemes wero agitated of procuring

tkc> Imperial Crown for Henry, or else for the Duke of Bavaria,

who, with all his fellow-feeling for the House of Austria in matters

of religion, harboured a secret jealousy of their greatness. The

support of Bavaria would have brought with it that of all Catholic

Germany '; but the times wero not yet ripe for action. Maurice

and Henry, however, parted on tho Ijest terms ; the latter assured

the Landgrave that, in his inmost soul, he was still devoted to
“ the religion,’

1 and that he should make a fresh public confession

of it before he died,
1 assurances which contrast strongly with

those which he was always giving to the clergy, the French par-

liaments, and the Court of Rome, and forcibly illustrate Henry's

•own admission that the law of necessity made him say one thing

while he meant another. He was easily induced tp listen to tho

applications of the Elector ofBrandenburg and*the Palsgrave for

assistance, and on his representations the States of Berg, Cleves,

the Mark, and Ravenstein consented to put their fortresses into

the hands of those Princes, but on. condition* that the Roman

Catholic worship should be maintained. The city of Julich, on

the other hand, whibh was under the influence of the Margravine

1 It is the Landgrave himself who re- dr ffrnri IV. awe Manrice'le Savant

lates this anecdote. See G&rrespondance edited by
#
Rommel, ap. Martin, t x. p. 621.
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of Burgau, fourth sister of the late Duke, declared for the oppo-

site party, and admitted the captain of the Archduke Leopold,

who had already assembled an army, and who was supported by

the Belgian Archdukes (December, 1609).

It has been attempted, by means of Henry's amorous foibles,

to throw a false air of romance over the last great political act of

his life ; and the most recent historian of France has, in his elo-

quent pages, gravely ascribed Henry's projected expedition to-

Julich to his new love for Charlotte de Montmorenci.
1

It is true

that, at the age of fifty-five, Henry had conceived a passion—*if

such a term can fitly be applied to the
f
numerous amours of the

volatile King—for Charlotte, then in the bloom of seventeen : and

with the view at once of gratifying and concealing his inclinations,

had given her in inarriagfe to his cousin, the Prince of Conde,

whom he called his nephew ; a young man of sullen, Unsocial

temper, suspected ofshameful vices, and supposed to be no genuine

scion of the illustrious house whose name he boro. Cond6, how-

ever, proved not so compliant as his " uncle " had hoped and

imagined
; he carried off his young wife into Picardy

;
and Henry,

to obtain a sight of the object of his adoration, committed many
follies ill becoming a grey-haired lover; travelling the country

in disguise, and moving the pity, or contempt, of Charlotte,*by

handing her into her coach in the garb of a servant. The jealous

husband, in a gloomy November night, compelled his young
spouse to enter his carriage, conducted her into Belgium, and

placed her under the protection of the Archdukes Albert and

Clara Eugenia ; whilst he himself took shelter at Cologne, and
afterwards set off for the Court of Philip III. On his way thither he
published inLombardy an absurd manifesto,denouncing^the griev-

ances of the French people, which he affirmed he had studied in

their cottages; and ho accused Sully ofa design to usurptheCrown

!

Inflamed at once by disappointed love, the ingratitude of a

kinsman, and the treason of a. subject, Henry had warned the

Archdukes no$ tcwshelter his “ nephew,” under pain of incurring

his hostility. Albert aritf Clara Eugenia, according to their

custom, beat about till they had received instructions from the

Court of Spain
;
which* while it affected to interpose between

Hensy and Cond* only for the good of both parties, recommended
the Archdukes to give the fugitives an asylum. But that this

was the real cause of war cannot for a moment be supposed. We
1 Corretpondance dc Henri IV. qvee Maurice \le Savant, edited by Rommel, ap.

Martin, t. £. p. 555.
^

«
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have already seen that, howhver addicted to women, Henry was

not weak enough to sacrifice to them his policy and the interests

of France. His conduct on thiB occasion, instead of being the

inspiration of love, was guided by the advice of the cold and

politic Sully; who pointed out that now, when the House of

Habsburg was hampered by its domestic quarrels, was the moment
to strike a blow ; and he contrasted the disorder of the Empire
with the unity of France, and the prosperous state of her finances.

Long, indeed, before the flight of Conde the French arsenals had

resounded with the din of preparation, and negotiations had been

opened which embraced .the greater part of Europe. Early in

1610 Henry had concluded at Hall, in Suabiaj a treaty with the

German Protestant Union to uphold the rights of the inheritors

of Cleves, and to drive from Jiilicl# the Archduke Leopold.

France promised to raise 10,000 men; the confederated Princes

as many more ; the Dutch, who entered warmly into the affair,

in the hope of seizing the Spanish Netherlands, engaged to pro-

vide 17,000 or 18,000 men; the King of Denmark favoured the

cause, and even the unwarlike English King, James I., embarked

in the quarrel and promised a contingent of 4,000 m*en.

The views of Henry IV. and Sully embraced the wresting of

the»Imperial sceptre from the House of Austria ; a scheme which

appeared to be feasible only by enticing the Duke of Bavaria

with the hope of obtaining it. The Elector of Brandenburg and

the Elector Palatine had consented to accept a Catholic Emperor,

but with guarantees for religion ; the vote of Ernest of Bavaria,

Elector of Cologne, uncle of the candidate, might be reckoned

on
; but a fourth vote was still necessary to secure a majority.

The only other Protestant Elector was Christian of Saxony, a

Lutheran, but, as we have said, devoted to the Imperial House.

It was resolved, therefore, that if he obstinately adhered to that

alliance, and continued to betray the common cause of Protes-

tantism, the act by which Charles V. had deprived John Frederick

of the Saxon Electorate should be declared itfjl and void, and

that dignity be restored to the Ernestlhe branch of the House of

Saxony. It was hoped that the resistance of the Imperial family

would be paralyzed by the distracted condition of their dominions,

and that anti-dynastic revolutions mjght be excited in Hungary

and Bohemia, and national Princes substituted there for the ruling

house. French and German envoys were employed to propa-

gate these schemes even in Transylvania and Wallachia; while

from the north the
#
King of Swedefl and his son had -assured
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,

* * ' i *

Henry of their good wishes. It do£s hot appear how far Maxi-

milian of Bavaria himself had entered* into this plaii'for transfer-

ring to him the Empire, although Sully positively asserts that he

gave his cousent to it;
1

yet it is certain that he remained per-

fectly quiet at the time of the French Icing's projected invasion,

notwithstanding that the members of the Protestant Union had

taken up arm 6.

The preparations of Henry IV. were on the grandest scale.

Besides the armies destined for Italy and Spain, as already men-

tioned, he had prepared, instead of the 10,000 men promised* to

the German Princes, an army of more tjian 30,000, which he in-

tended to lead in person to Jiilich. The plan of the campaign

was to seizo all the passages of the Mcuso, and to surprise Char-

leroi, Maestricht, and Namur, while at the same time the Dutch

were to blockade the Flemish harbours ;
the Belgian democracy

was to bo invited to rebellion; the nobles who possessed any

jurisdiction wore is be expelled ; and a Republic was to be pro-

claimed. A junction was to be formed at Diiren or Stablo with

the German Princes and Maurice of Nassau ; in case of prompt

success in the' north, Franche-Comte was next to be attacked ; and

then, according to circumstances, the King was either to march
into Italy or Bohemia, and to call upon the Germans to decide the

great question about the Empire. The Pope, alarmed at these

mighty preparations, endeavoured to effect an accommodation.

The Emperor and tho Catholic King were disposod to make large

concessions
; the Belgian Archdukes granted a passage to the

French army, and agreed to send back the Princess of Conde

;

and even Henry himself felt some natural hesitation on the brink

of so momentous an enterprise. Hifc plans had been differently

received in France, according to the tempers and views of men.
Thoy were of course crogarded with an evil eye by the old fanatical

Catholic party, whose resentment he dreaded. The Jesuits were

at work spreading sinister rumours ; it was said that the King
meant to^destroyJihe Catholic religion in Germany

;
the cries of

the soldiers were .commented on, who declared that they would
follow the King anywhere, even against the Pope ; and sermons
were daily delivered containing invectives against the Edict of

Nantps, and the government* and person of the King. Nay, even

the Queen herself, and her favourite Concini, were in secret

corresjjpndence with Madrid. •

1 Mimoinu, t. viii. p. 229 (Petitot). Cf. Menzel, Xaiere Gesch. dcr fieutseken, B. iii.

SS. 130, 174.
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‘ The cares of Henry' wire 'aggravated by a presentiment of his J

own approaching fate. Unacquainted with fear on the battle-

field. he dreaded the knife of the assassin ; dark rumours of con-

spiracies were floating about, and he communicated to Sully his

conviction that he should*!)© murdered on the occasion of the first

great public solemnity. Such an occasion was approaching. On
the 20th of March, 1610, Henry had issued a decteo conferring

the regency on his consort, Mary de' Medici, during his absence

from the kingdom, but subject to a council of fifteen persons, with

whom all the effective authority would lie. As the Queen, like

any other member of it
%
had only a single vote, Mary's self-love

was sorely wounded by this step ; but she used the conjuncture

to persuade Henry to complete the long-deferred ceremony of her

coronation, although he grudged both the expense of that pageant

and the delay which it would cause in his departure.

And now everything was arranged for carrying out that grand

.scheme of policy which Henry had so lcftig been meditating. Tho
troops had begun to move; the Queen Md^been crowned with

great pomp at St. Denis by the Cardinal de Joyeuse, May 13th ;

her solemn entry into Paris was fixed for tho l()th; and three

days afterwards tho King was to set off for the army. But on

thu 14th, while passing in his carriage from the Rue St. Honore

into tho Rue de la Ferronerie, its progress was arrested by two

carts; and at this moment a man mounted on tho wheel and

stabbed the King with a knife between the ribs. Henry threw

up liis arms, exclaiming “ I am wounded ; " and the assassin

seized tho opportunity to repeat the blow more fatally, by stabbing

him to the heart. He ‘never spoke more.. The murderer was

seized by* the King's suite,
#and turned out to be one. Francois

Ravaillac, who had begun a noviciate in tho convent of the Feuil-

lants at Paris, and had afterwards been a# schoolmaster in his

native town of Angouleme. In his examination he assigned as

his motives for the deed, the Kind's having neglected to convert

the Hugonots, and his design of making wa$ upon tho Pope

;

that is, in Ravaillac's notion, on God himself. . In this view his

crime was tb© result of fanaticism, inflamed by the discourses and

sermons which he heard; but the Spanish
#
Court, Mary de' Medici,

and Concini, gained so much by the apt, that there were not want-

ing some who suspected them to be privy to it ;
together with

the Duke of Epemon, who was in the coach with Henr>at the

time, and to whom the town of AngoulSme belonged. -Nay, it is

even said that Ravaillac, during the hist dreadful tortures of his
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execution, denounced their names ; btt the papers containing his

depositions were suppressed .

1

#
These charges, however, rest on

no certain foundation.

Thus perished Henry IV., and with him his extensive projects,

at a time when his robust constitution, at the age of nearly fifty-

seven, still promised many years of life. The main features of

his character will have been gathered from his history, for his

virtues and defects were alike without concealment. In the more
private inteVcourse of life his tastes and habits were of the simplest

kind. He preferred the bagpipe and hautboy to more refined

and artificial music ; he loved to mix %nd talk with the people

in the taverns or ferry-boats whither his hunting-parties led him

;

and when camptaigning he would sit with the soldiers and partake

of their black bread. He frequented the fairs and markets, and

often made purchases, but ho always offered the lowest price, and

it was observed to be of no advantage to deal with the King .*2

Some parts of his conduct it would be difficult to defend ; but it

may be easier to rail at his faults and weaknesses than to imitate

his virtues.

1 Sec* Michelet, Hntri IV. vt Rich lint .
2 Ranke, Francos. Grach. B. ii. S. 100.
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CHAPTER XXX.

N O sooner had the murder of Henry IV. been perpetrated,

than the Duke of Epernon, who had been an eye-witness

of it, hastened, in his capacity of colonel-general of the French

infantry, to appoint the guard at the Louvre, and to occupy with

troops the principal places of the capital. The ministers of the

late King, Sillery, Villeroi, and Jeannin, with whom Epernon and

Guise agreed, advised Mary to seize the regency before the

Princes of the blood should have time to dispute it with her ; and

Epernon proceeded to the convent of the Auguetiilians, where the

Parliament had been assembled, and overavfed#it by his language.

That body, however, was of itself sufficiently inclined to exert a

privilege which did not constitutionally belong to it. Henry had

been murdered at four o'clock in the afternoon ; before seven,

the* Parliament brought to Mary de' Medici an arret conferring

upon her the regency ; to which, indeed, she had already been

appointed by Henry, though for a different purpose, and with less

extensive powers.

In these proceedings, Sully, the prime minister of Henry, was

conspicuous by his absence. At the time of the King's murder,

Sully was waiting for him at the arsenal: instead of Henry came

a gentleman of his suite, bringing the knife, which sti}i reeked

with his blood. Sully's first impulse was to mount his horse and

ride towards the Louvre ;
in the Rue St. Honors he was met by

Vitry, the captain of. the guards, who, with tears in his eyes, im-

plored him to go no further
;

it was rumoured, he said, that the

plot had been hatched in high places, had rngny, ramifications.

Sully turned his horse's head* and shut himself up in the Bastille;

whence he sent a message to his son-in-law, the Duke of Rohan,

then in Champagne, to hasten to Paris yrith the 6,000 Swiss of

whom he was colonel-general. But the Queen sent to assure

Sully of her confidence ;
and on the folldwing morning he

appeared at the Louvre
;
Mary brought to him the infant Louis

XIII., and while Sully embraced the heir of his late friend and

master, the Queen besought him to sefrve the son as he had served
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the father. Deceitful words ! Concini was already director of

Mary and the State. On the same morning, the regency of the

Queen was solemnly confirmed in a Lit de Justice, at which the

youthful King presided, and in infantine tones appointed his

mother to be his tutor. Not many weeks after we find him im-

ploring the guardian he had himself appointed not to apply the

horsewhip too severely ;

1
for personal chastisement was among

the means of his education.

The Regoncy of Mary de* Medici was not unpopular. She was

now in the meridian of womanly beauty; a well-developed person

and a majestic air procured for her the admiration of the Parisians,

and in her progresses through the capital she was received with

the acclamations of the people. But they also lamented the loss

of Henry, whose merits were not appreciated till he was dead.

It was difficult to save Ravaillac, when proceeding to execution,

from the fury of the populace
;

his remains, instead of being

burnt pursuant" to" his sentence, were seized by the crowd and

torn to pieces; even the peasants of the neighbourhood earned

off portions of thorn to burn in their villages. The Sorbonne,

at tho instance of the Parliament of Paris, issued a decree con-

demning the principles from which the assassination had pro-

ceeded, and the Parliament itself ordered tho book of Mariana,

in wliich that Jesuit sanctions regicide, to be burnt. Yet Henry
had courted that Society, apparently to propitiato their power of

doing him mischief. To gratify his confessor, Pere Cotton, he

had appointed by his will that his heart should be entombed in

their church at La Flecho, apd one morning early, beforo Paris

was awake, several of the fraternity carried it off secretly in a

coach, escorted by many of tho nobility on horseback. ' It was a

prize, as L'Estoile maliciously observes, for which they had long

been waiting.
2

*

Mary de* Medici had stolen a march upon the Princes of the

blood, whose characters did not render them very formidable.

Conde, as* we have seen, was absent in Italy
; of his two uncles,

one, tho Prince of Conti, was almost imbecile, the other, the

Count of Soissons, who had absented himself from Court, was
entirely venal. He arrived in Paris on the 17th of May, but

abandoned all liis pretensions for a sum of 200,000 crowns and
an annual pension of 50,000. Henry of Conde, first Prince of

the blood, was, as already related, in a state bf rebellion against

1 Michelet, Henri IF. p. 203. .

* Journal de I^uis XIlL t. p. 8 (Petitot). Cf. Michelet, Henri IF. p. 206.
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Henry IV. ; but he protested hia devotion to the young King,

and finding that he should be well received, roturned to Paris in

the middle of July, when most of £he nobility, who were disgusted

with the conduct of Concini, and other rapacious favourites by

whom the Queen was surrounded, went out to meet and welcome

him ; and he entered the capital at the head of 1,500“gentlemen. 1

But Cond6 was as meanly venal as his uncle. At his first inter-

view with the Queen, Mary was all grace, the Prince all sub-

mission. The treasure amassed by Henry IV. in the •Bastille for

hi$ projected war supplied Mary with unlimited means of

seduction, and the County of Clermont, a pension of 200,000

livres, the Hotel Gondi, with 30,000 crowns to.furnish it, together

with a seat in the Council, converted Conde from a rival into a

subject. The Queen also gained the leading nobles by giving

them pensions and governments ;

2
the people by remitting several

unpopular ordinances and taxes
; the Hugonots by confirming the

Edict of Nantes. Her new situation •seemed to have roused a

fresh spirit in her. She was up at sunrise to receive her privy

council; she devoted the whole morning to business; after

dinner she admitted to an audience all who demanded it ; and in

the evening she discussed her affairs with confidential friends.

J3ut there was one man who was not to be gained. Sully

viewed with aversion both the domestic and foreign policy of

Mary, so contrary to all his former projects. He resolved to

retire, and irf October, during the mere of Louis XIII. at Rheims,

he obtained leave to visit hia estates, and sot off with a determi-

nation never to return. His administrative talents were soon

missed; nothing went right in his absence ;*and, at the pressing

solicitation of Mary and her ministers, he again returned to the

helm. He was now about fifty years of age, in the full maturity

of his powers, and ambitious to employ Jbis talents in those

schemes for the benefit of France which had so long engrossed

his attention; but he met with a furious opposition from the

rapacious courtiers and nobles ;
his life was ev^n threatened, and

in January, 1611, he found himself compelled dually to relinquish

office. Fro/n this time till his death in 1641, at the age of

eighty-one, his life was passed in retirement on his estates of

1 Mhn. d’Estrles (m Petitot, 2* sir. ral.in 1614 that’pensions, which under

t. xvi. p. 189). If die Queen had not Henry IV. had been less than two mil*

persuaded some gentlemen to remain with lions per annum, then figured for a sum
the King, says rontchar&ain (Mem. U i. of 5,650,000 livres ! Relation 4es Etatx-

p. 418), not one would have stayed in Gin. in the Arch. Curituxex, «2
de sir. t. i.

$

Paris. Fontenai-Mareuil, t. i. p. 134.*

9 Jeannin admitted to thp States-Gene-
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Rosni, Boisbelle, Sully, and Villebon ;’and it was reserved for

him, at length, to see his plans realized in part by Richelieu.
1

Except in one point the policy of Henry IV. and his great

minister was entirely abandoned. The Queen had always favoured

a Spanish alliance, and particularly desired the Spanish match

proposed during the lifetime of her husband, in which views she

was supported by Concini, his wife La Galigai, and the Duke of

Epemon. Even the ministers Sillery, Villeroi, and Jeannin were

for conciliating Spain
;
but at the same time they recommended

that the alliances with Great Britain, the United Provinces, the

German Protestant Princes, and the Tuyks should be confirmed

;

and though three-fourths of the array of Champagne were dis-

banded, they persuaded the Council, in spite of the opposition of

the Jesuits, that the treaty of Hall should be carried out. It was

a sort of compromise between the parties, and the last concession

to the policy of Henry IV.

The Bishop and Archduke Leopold had already begun to

think of treating for* the surrender of Jiilich, when the news of

Henry IWs assassination determined him to a vigorous resis-

tance
;
and ifauschenberger, his commandant in that city, had

succeeded in defending it not only against the two German
Princes, but also against Maurice of Nassau, who had appeared

before it in the last week in July. In August, however, the be-

sieging forces were joined by some 14,000 French, under the

Marshal de la Chatre, with the Duke of Bohan for hfs lieutenant,

and on the first of September Rauschenberger found it necessary

to capitulate. A Prince of the House of Brandenburg now ob-

tained tjie government of Julich and its territory, although the

Emperor Jlodolph had, in June, formally invested with it Chris-

tian II., Elector of Saxony.
2 The Archduke Leopold continued

to maintain some troops in Alsace, which committed terrible dis-

orders, till the Union sent an army against him, compelled him to

dismiss his troops and enter into the treaty of Willstatt. The
Elector Palatine, ^Frederick IV., ceie of the chief leaders of the

Protestant Union,, died in September, 1610, leaving by his will

the Duke of Zweibriicken (Deux-Ponts), a Calvinist, the guardian

of his minor son, Frederick V. ; although the Palsgrave of Neu-
burg,.a Lutheran,.was his nearest kinsman.3 The Duke of Zwei-
brucken now became a director of the Union.

1 For Sully and his fall. Bee, besides * Menzel, B. ui. S. 210.

the (Economies Royalcs , the Mimoires of * Frederick V/s mother was the cele-
Fontenai-M&reuil, of*Fontchartrain, #and brated Louisa Juliana, whose life has
of the Duke of Rohan. been written by Spanheim (Mfmoires de
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The politics of the Ftfenih Court now underwent a complete

change. The idea began to spread that the union of France and

Spain, the two greatest monarchies of Europe, was necessary to

the peace and happiness of Christendom ; though Mary de’ Me-
dici, in adopting it, was guided principally by considerations of

domestic policy. She was alarmed at the conduct of the Prince

of Cond£, who held several governments in France, and who had

strengthened himself by connections with some of the chief

nobles ;
as his uncle Soissons, the Duke of Nevers, Lesdiguieres,

Count Bucquoy, and others, and especially the Duke of Bouillon

and his party.
1 Cond^ wanted to obtain the chief voice in the

executive as well as in the Council, and the promise of the con-

stableship on the next vacancy ; but he cloaked his personal am-

bition by making demands for what seemed the public good.

The Queen preserved awhile the peace of France by conciliating

Conde and the disaffected nobles by largo gifts, governments, and

pensions. The Hugonots had also begun to* stir, whom it was

not possible thus to conciliate. They stfll formed a very for-

midable power in the State. At the beginning of the century

they possessed 760 parish churches, and about* 200 fortified

towns; they counted in their ranks 4,000 of the nobility, and

could easily bring into the field an army of 25,000 men.2 They

demanded to hold their assemblies, as in the time of Henry IV.,

threatening to do so without leave if permission were not granted;

and in the slimmer of 1611 they had a stormy meeting at Saumur.

All these things were motives with tho Queen for pressing the

alliance with Spain. The Spanish Court was also anxious for it

;

and the Duke of Feria had been despatched to Paris with the

friendly message that all gnountJs for hostility had vanished on

the death of Henry IV. The negotiations for the marriages be-

tween Louis XIII. and Doha Anne, the eldest Infanta of Spain,

and between Louis’s eldest sister, Elizabeth of France, and Don
Philip, Prince of the Asturias, were not, however, brought to a

conclusion till August, 1612. # In these contjacts, Don Philip

renounced all future pretensions to the French Crown, and Dona

Anne gave #up all claim to the Spanish inheritance.
3 With the

marriage treaties another was also arranged by which each govern-

Louise Juliane Elcctrice Palatine. Ley- a Rclazione of Badoer, ap. Ranke,

den, 1645). Popes, vol. ii. p. 440.
1 Henry de la Touf, Viscount of * The definitive treaties, signed August

Ttirenna, had obtained the Duchy of 25th, 1612, are in Dumont, t. v. pt. ii.

Bouillon by bis marriage with Charlotte p. 215 : cf. Arch, da Simaneas, ap. Cape-

de la Marck. ague, Richelieu et Mazarin ,
t. ii. p. 1 1 2 sqq.
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ment engaged not to support, -either directly cfr indirectly, flie

rebellious subjects of the other : a point of great importance to

France, but of very little moment to Spain since the conclusion of

the truce with Holland. The alliance of the two leading Catholic

Powers was welcome to the clergy, and especially to the Pope, who
did all he could to promote it. He hoped to derive advantage from

it not only with regard to the Protestants, put also the Gallican

Church : for the peace of Christendom, as it was called by the

contracting* Powers, concerned only that of .the Catholic world.

The Spanish marriages furnished materials for complaint and

sedition to the malcontent French Princes. In 1614, Cohd£,

Mayenne, Nevers, Bouillon, and other nobles attempted an absurd

revolt, which was soon put down, and terminated by the peace

of Ste. Menehould, May 15th. In one of the articles, Conde in-

sisted upon the convocation of the Etats-Gvneraux ; which the

Qucon accordingly assembled at Paris in the following October,

although the Prince secretly let her know that he was not in

earnest in the matter? This assembly of the States-General is

chiefly remarkable as being the last under the French monarchy

before 1789. Tt ended in the dismissal of the Tiers Etat (March,

1615) ; their chamber was locked up, and they were forbidden

again to meet. Their next assembly, in 1789, was the beginning

of the downfall of the French monarchy. The Etats of 1614 are

also memorable as being the first occasion on which Richelieu

appeared in public life. Although not yet thirty years of age,

he was already so distinguished by his talents that he was elected

spokesman of the clergy ; and ho displayed in that capacity, by
his masculine eloquence, the genius which was to wield for a

period the destinies of Franco. u
•

Armand Jean du Plessis, the third son of a gentleman of

Poitou, who, besides rthe estate of Plessis, in that province, also

inherited the lordships of Richelieu, Be9ay and Chillou, was bom
at Paris, September 5th, 1585, His father had been a captain in

Henry IY/s guar^, and Armand also chose the military profes-

sion ; with which view he acquired all the accomplishments of a

cavalier, and especially a skill in horsemanship, on which he
piqued himself through life. But the family was in straitened

circumstances. Henry IV.,
#
who loved to reward his old ser-

vants, had indeed bestowed on the eldest brother a pension of

1,200 cyowns, and on Alphonse the second^ the bishopric of

Lu9on, besides other preferments. But Alphonse, a prey to re-

ligious fanaticisnl, soon resolved to resign his ^bishopric, and turn
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Carthusian ; and the family'unwilling to see that valuable prefer-

ment pass from their hands, procured from the Court the nomi-

nation of Armand to the see in place of his brother. Armand,
with the energy natural to his character, resolved to qualify him-

self for his nefa career; and, shutting himself up in a country

house, near Paris, with a doctor of Louvain, he devoted himself

for a year or two* to the study of theology with an application

which is said to have injured his health. The depths of learning

are not, however, so easily fathomed, "nor does Richolteu's genius

seem to have been adapted to the patient toils of the closet
; it is

at afl events certain that, some specimens he has left do not con-

vey any high notion of the profundity of his acquirements,1 and
he was dissuaded by his friends from studies that seemed aliko

injurious to his hoalth and to his fortunes.

Nevertheless Richelieu entered on his episcopal functions at

the early age of twenty-one, after making a journoy to Rome for

his consecration (April, 1607), where he is said to have charmed
Pope Paul Y. by an elegant Latin oration? After his return to

France he appears to have applied himself with some diligence to

his episcopal duties, though he paid occasional Visits to the

Court. His election to represent the clergy of Poitou, Fontenai,

and Niort, in the States-General, must have affordod no little

gratification to a man of his ambitious temper ; and tho speech

which he delivered as the organ of the priesthood laid tho foun-

dation of his political fortune.'
2 To a modem reader, indeed, it

may appear somewhat prolix and old-fashioned
; but on the whole

it marks an era in the progress of French eloquence, especially by
the absence of the tedious and impertinens display of erudition

then in vogue. In an eloqueht passage he vehemently Renounced

the exclusion of the clergy from all share in the government

;

and complained that so debased was the Galilean Church that it

seemed as if the honour of serving God rendered its priests unfit

to serve the King, His image upon earth. He was to see this

grievance remedied in his owmperson, as he pejjiaps anticipated

;

but though he proved well enough that a prelate may be a poli-

tician, he overlooked the other side of the question, and neglected

to inquire whether the occupations of a statesman are compatible

with the duties of a bishop. He concluded his#speech with, some

compliments to the Queen, and by expressing a wish to see tho

• •
1 On this subject see Dreux dn Radier, Bibliotheque Hist du Voitovy

.t. iii. p. 374;
Le Clerc, Vie du Card, de Richelieu, t. i. p. 5. .

* In Petitot, ‘2* sdr. t. wj. p. 201 sqq.

III. H
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Spanish marriages accomplished. Aft&r the close of the assembly

he did not return to his diocese, but remained at Patis, in the

hope, apparently, of obtaining such employment as he had hinted

at; but he had yet to wait a year or two for the attainment of

his object.

Just before the meeting of the States-Gcneral, Louis XIII.,

who had entered liis fourteenth year, September 27th, had been

doclarod major
;
a step by which Mary de* Medici, in losing the

title of Kegent, only fixed her powor on a firmer basis, so long as

the King, still by nature a minor, continued to bo obedient to hpr

counsels. In order to effect the Spanish marriages as speedily as

possible, she arranged a journey into Guienne, when the French

and Spanish princesses were to be exchanged. On the 9th of

August, 1G15, Conde published a hostile manifesto, demanding

the postponement of the marriages till the King was really of

marriageable years ; and being supported by several of the nobles,

as well as by the Hugonote, then holding their triennial assembly

at Grenoble, ho began*to levy soldiers. The Parliament of Paris,

awaro of the support which they might expect from Conde's

faction, had also displayed the most refractory symptoms; they

had addressed the Queen in a violent remonstrance, and in par-

ticular they had complained of the employment in high offices, of

certain persons, whom they did not name, some of whom were

foreigners ;
but Conde supplied the omission by naming the

Marshal d’Ancre, the Chancellor, and two or three others. Con-

cini, Mary's brilliant favourite, although he had never borne

arms, had been dignified in November, 1013, with the baton, and

the title of Marshal d'Ancrc. Yain, prosumptuous, devoid of

ability, Concini had by his insolence incurred tho hatred of all,

and especially of tho lawyers of the Parliament. He had insulted

that assembly by keeping on his hat ; and he had incurred the

robuke of the venerable President Harlai, in the Lit de Justice

held after tho assassination of Henry IV., by directing in a loud

voice the proceedjpgs of the Queep. Alarmed by the denuncia-

tions of the Parliament, backed as they wqre by Conde, Marshal

d'Ancre and his wife implored the Queen to postpone her in-

tended journey ; but Mary on this occasion, contrary to her usuap
custojn, displayed considerable ill-humour towards her favourite

*'

bade him repair to his government of Picardy, to maintain there

the rojal authority; and ordered various measures to be adopted
against the attempts of Cond£ and his confederates. She thei5!

took the road to Bordeaux with the King and Court, escorted by
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a military force under the dukes* of Guise and Epernon. Conde
and his confederates set off with some 5,000 or 6,000 men ; and
the Duke of Rohan, with the same view, took the command of

th& Hugonot forces in Guienne. But Rohan had been deceived

as to their real strength ;
he was not able to obstruct the Queen's

passage ; the road to Spain was open, and the double marriage

was celebrated by proxy at Bordeaux and Burgos, October 18th.

The two princesses were exchanged at Hendaye, on the Bidasoa,

November 9th. Guise, at the head of 5,000 men/conducted
the new Queen of France to Bordeaux, and on the 25th of Novem-
ber, the union of Loui^ XIII. and Anne of Austria—strange

mixttii*e of the blood of Henry IV. and Philip 15.—was solemnized

in the cathedral of that city by the Bishop of Saintes. The prin-

cipal subject of contention being thus at an end, an accommoda-
tion was soon afterwards effected with the malcontents, by the

treaty of Loudun, May 3rd, 1616. By a supplementary article,

one and a half million livres wero a&ignod *fco Conde for the

jflHases of the war, and the other Prince^ received in propor-

9pP. The rights and privileges of the Hugonots were confirmed.

After this peace Richelieu was employed by the Queen-Mother

in conducting some negotiations with Conde, whom the Court

wiskod to gain ovor, and <to convert into a mediator with the

great nobles. Richelieu had now obtained through tho interest

of Leonora Galigai, the wife of Marshal d’Ancrc, tho place of

first-almoner to the Queen-regnant, Anne of Austria, 1 an office of

no political importance, but which ho afterwards sold for a con-

siderable sum. Soon aftorwards ho was also .made a Consciller

d’Et&t. He discharged his mission to Condo with success, and

persuaded 4hat Prince, who tfas residing in jealous retirement in

Bern, to come to Paris. In November, 1616, the Bishop of

Lu9on was named ambassador-extraordinary to Spain, on the

subject of some differences which had arisen between Spain and

the Duke of Savoy. His effects were already packed up, when
a change having occurred in the* French ministr^bjr the dismissal

of Du Vair, the Keeper of the Seals, Richelieu .was appointed a

Secretary of state in the place of Mangot, promoted to the seals.

He marked his entrance upon office by asserting the pre-eminence

of the Church, and demanded a special brevet
,
giving him, though

a younger man, precedence over the other members of the council.

Villeroi, compelled to cede to him the post of first secietary,

retired, though still retaining the emoluments belonging to that

* 1 Aubery, M4m. de Richelieu, t. L p. 1 1.
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dignity .

1 Richelieu obtained his promotion through the favour

of Marshal d'Ancre and his wife. Long before the bishop's

entrance into office, the marshal had been in the habit of telling

his friends that he had in hand a young man capable of reading

a lesson a tutti barboni, to all the old long beards, or dotards, as

he called them, the former ministers of Henry IV .

2 Thus
Iticholiou began his political career as the devoted servant of the

Queon-Mother, and the instrument of her Spanish policy ; a
course directly opposed to his subsequent views after he had ob-

tained the entire management of the affairs of France. By one

class of French historians this has been
#
viewed as a blot on the

judgment and consistency as well as on the patriotism of the

great statesman ;

3
whilst others have acquitted him of these

charges, but at the expense of his honour and humanity. Accord-

ing to those writers, the Bishop of Lufon accepted place only

with tlio view of cheating Spain, and deceiving and supplanting

his patron Conc-inr ;

4 and bf this assertion it must at least be said

that some parts of Richelieu's conduct show him not incapable of

such motives. These, however, must remain in obscurity, if

according to the dictum of Michelet, even the Cardinal's own
memoirs are not to bo trusted .

5 That self-advancement was his

object can hardly bo doubted, yet ho was not like the Brifonnets,

the D'Amboises, and others, of that vulgar class of politicians

who sook their own interest only ; he had a soul for those of his

country also, and in the view of his more capacious genius, the

glory of France, the result of his administrative talents, was
reflected back upon himself.

Richolieu's patron already stood on the brink of a precipice.

Several of the great nobles, at the head of whom were Mayenne
and Bouillon, had conspired to take Concini's life, and they had
induced Conde to join them. The French nobility, it must be
confessed, had much degenerated. The leagues and revolts of

the preceding century had, by profession at least, been for great

principles, contended for in the open field ; they were now miser-

able intrigues for the sole object of personal aggrandizement.

The first princes of the land were ready to sacrifice their prin-
1 Richelieu’s commission, dated Nov. of his life anti-Spanish.

30th, 1616, expressly % provides that his 4 Martin, Hist, de France
, t. xi. p.

right of prtstance is not to form a*pre- 107.

cedent. Aub6ry, M6>n. t. i. p. 15.
4 “ Si Ton veut ignorer solidement et h

9 Richelieu, Mem. liv. vii.
;
Capefigue, fond Richelieujl faut lire ses Mtmoires.”

Richeliet, &c. t. ii. p. 275. —Henry IV. et Richelieu
, p. 363. The

9 See Michelet, Henri IV. et Richelieu, author proceeds to compare them with

ch. xxi., who asserts that Richelieu was those of Sulla, Tiberius, and others

Spanish to the age of forty, and the rest written, “ poiy rendre Thistoire difficile.”
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ciples, and even thoir ambition, for a sum of money or a govern-

ment; and now they were leagued together to murder a

foreigner who offended them indeed by his insolence, but whose

greatest crime was that he intercepted some of those emoluments

and honours which they coveted for themselves. jDonde, how-

ever, had neither the firmness nor the discretion necessary for a

conspirator ; he secretly let Concini know that he could protect

him no longer, and both the Marshal and his wife set off for

Caen. But though Conde spared tho favourite, he only pushed

with moro vigour tho plans which he had formed against the

Queen and government. His return had been hailed by the

Parisians with a loudness of acclamation whfch had excited the

jealousy of the Court. He seemed to partake, and even to

eclipse*, the authority of the Queen. He was assiduous at the

Council, of which, by tho treaty of Loudun, ho was the head ; the

finances were abandoned to his direction; no ordinance was

issued without his signature ; and while tho Lo\ivre was deserted,

such were the crowds that resorted to Lis hotel that it wa#
difficult to approach the gates. Ho treated the Queen-Mother

with an insolence which completely alienated hor. He attempted

to debauch the
#
populace, to gain over the guilds, as Well as tho

colbnels and captains of quarters, and to animate the pulpits

against the government; and as all his conduct seemed to indi-

cate that he aimed at nothing less than seizing the supreme

power, and perhaps even the throne itself, Mary, by the advice

of her ministers, resolved on arresting him
;
which was accord-

ingly effected. Being sent to the BaBtille, he betrayed the

meanest pusillanimity, and offered to Reveal all the plots of his

accomplices ; who, on the first notice of the Prince’s capture, had

fled from Paris. Condos mother, proceeding on foot to the

Pont Notre-Dame, exclaimed that Marshal ’d'Ancre had mur-

dered her son, and called on the populace to avenge her. The

mob gazed with astonishment and pity on so strange a sight;

and Picard, a little red-haired; grey-eyed shoemaker, the dema-

gogue of Paris, who had had a mortal quarrel with Concini,

seized the moment to lead them to the hotels of the marshal and

his secretary, Corbinelli, which were plundered and destroyed.
1

Meanwhile the Duke of Nevers wa» meditating open force, and

Mayenne and* Bouillon were preparing to join him. Concini &

trembled in the midst of his enormous wealth, and thofight of

securing it by retiring to Italy ; but from this project he was

* Mercure Franfaia, t. ir. jv SOI.
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diverted by bis wife
;
and when the confusion and astonishment

created by the arrest of Cond4#had somewhat subsided, he took

heart and returned to Paris. After all it was not by the dis-

affected nobles that he was to bo overthrown, but by a domestic

revolution iji tho palace.

Louis XIII., now in his sixteenth year, was beginning to act

for himself. As a child ho had been sullen and refractory ; as a

youth he grew up dissembling, distrustful, and melancholy. His

features were handsome, but tho expression of his countenance

was at once harsh and irresolute
;
his eyes and hair were blaek,

his countenance tawny as a Spaniard's,cbut without the vivacity

of the south. II$ neither loved literature, nor play, nor wine,

nor the society of ladies
; art touched him somewhat more, espe-

cially music, his chief solace. Ifo had shown some ability in the

mathematical and mechanical sciences, and had early become a

good artilleryman and engineer. Although of an unsound con-

stitution, lie was ifot deficient in bodily strength and activity, and
* hunting and hawking wero his favourito diversions. Ho blew the

horn himself; he knew the names of all his hounds ; it was his

supreme delight to seo the pack assemble before him, or to watch

his falcons soar into tho air and swoop on the scared and flutter-

ing birds which sought refuge in tho trees or under the battle-

ments. Observing his passion for fowling, M. do Souvre, his

governor, had placed about him a person particularly skilled in

that pastime
;
a gentleman about thirty years of age, of equivocal

descent, the natural son or grandson of a canon of Marseilles and

an Italian woman who claimqd to belong to the Florentine family

of the Alberti. Hence the King's falconer called himself Charles

d'Albert^andfrom a small property on the Rhone, Sieur dc Luynes.

Two younger brothers boro tho names of Brantcs and Cadenet,

from two lordships of such slender dimensions that a liaro, says

Bassompierre, could leap over them
;
nor was the nobility of these

three Provencal brothers very magnificently supported by a pen-

sion of 1,200 crotvns which Henry IV. had settled on the oldest,

who religiously shared it with his juniors.

Luynes seemed dull and harmless enough, with noideas beyond
his birds ; and Concini had not only tolerated him, but even pro-

cured for him tho government of Amboise. Louis, however,

having on the occasion of his marriage employed Luynes to com-
plimerrt his young Queen Anne at Bayonne, tlfe marshal conceived

a jealousy of the falconer; and on the return of the Court to Paris

in May, 1616, he took no pains to conceal his enmity. From this
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time Luynes used every endeavour to incite the King both against

his mother and the Concini ; hp sought friends on every side

;

he made an offer to the Spanish ambassador to soli himself for a

pension; he entered into correspondence with the malcontent

princes, and courted the friendship of Richelieu. This minister

had not answered the* marshal's expectations. In placing the

bishop in office, Concini had expected to find him a sort of humble

clerk, the subservient tool of all his wishes. But Richelieu was
made of other materials, and was resolved to act for Himself. " lb

is wretched for a man of spirit," observes Richelieu in .his Me-
moirs,

1 " to be bound tjp persons who wish for flatterers and not

friends, whom wo must deceive in order to serve, and who prefer

what is agreeable to what is useful ; but if this evil is great, it is

also common. Under the sway of favourites, there is none whoso

head does not turn by mounting so high ; none who does not wish

to convert a servant into a slave, and a councillor of state into a

tool of his passions ; thus attempting to dispemo of the honour, as

well as the hearts, of those whom fortune has made his inferiors."

It is probable that the sagacious bishop perceived Concini to be

tottering to his fall ; it is certain that a violent quarrel took place

between them, and the marshal addressed to Richelieu a letter,

dkplaying all the rage of a madman .

2 The bishop, however, had

no concern in Concini's death ;
the blow came from Luynes alono.

That favourite even suspected that Richeliou and his fellow-secre-

tary Barbin, were in a plot against him with Concini ;
and to

avert the apprehended storm, Luynes had proposed to marry one of

the marshal's nieces at Florence
;
^ut Leonora would not give her

consent. This refusal cost her and Concini their lives.” Luynes

now redoubled his machination^ against the marshal
;
gnd he had

recourse to a thousand little stratagems and insinuations to ruin

him with the King. He set Concini's frequent journeys, arising

from the agitation of his mind, in a suspicions light ;
ho repre-

sented him as meditating rebellion, and with that view raising an

army in Normandy and Flanders ;
he denounced Jiim as consult-

ing astrologers respecting the King's life. Hje also poisoned the
,

mind of Louis against his mother, by painting in vivid colours the

insupportable dominion she would obtain over him after she had

reduced the rebel nobles
;
nay, he even revived the old Hagonot

tales about Catharine de' Medici having killed her children in

order to prolong Hbr power ;
and he pointed out that Mary, like

Catharine, was surrounded by Italians, poisoners, and magicians*

1 Lir. viii. , * Ibid, t. ii. p. 290.
#

* Ibid. li>. viii.
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The impression made by these stories on the young King's mind

is 'evident from a story told by Bassoinpierre. Louis one day

said to him, “ I must practise the horn, which I play very well,

and |}hall continue at it all day." Bassompierro remarking that

it was bad for the lungs, and had caused the death of Charles IX.,
1

tho King replied, “You are mistaken; it was not playing the

horn that killed him, but his offonding his mother Queen Catha-

rine at Monfcaux, and quitting her to go to Meaux. And if

Marshal dd Rota had not persuaded Charles to return to her, ho

would not have died so speedily."
1

«•

Luynes succeeded by his artifices inr
persuading the King to

consent to Marshal d'Ancre's arrest ; his assassination, which

Luynes had also proposed, Louis would not sanction, except in

case he should resist ; under tho circumstances a mere salvo for

the King's conscience. The execution of this enterprise Luynes

intrusted to the Marquis of Yitry, captain of the guards, a resolute

man, and an enemy of thd marshal's. Vitry was directed to pro-

ceed at night to a certain spot, where he would meet some per-

sons who would communicate to him the wishes of the King.

Great was Vitry's surprise to find at the appointed rendezvous,

Tronron and Marsillac, men of infamous reputation, creatures of

Luynes, together with Deageant, a fraudulent clerk of the secre-

tary Barbin, and a gardener employed at the Tuileries. But

Vitry had gone too far to recede, and was induced by the pros-

pect of a great reward to undertake an act which he must have

been conscious would result in murder.

Concini occupied a small
f
hotel at the corner of the Louvre

towards the Seine, near the Queen's apartments, to which there

was a bridge, called by the people “Le Pont d'Amour/' On the

morning of April 24th, 1G17, the marshal, accompanied by some

fifty of his friends find servants, was proceeding to his wife's

apartments in the palace, to wait as usual for the Queen's rising.

He had reached the middle of the drawbridge over the fosse of

the Louvre, w^en Vitry, who was. accompanied by some twenty

gentlemen, seized. him by the arm, exclaiming that he arrested

him in the King's name. Concini laid his hand on his sword,

but immediately fell, pierced by three pistol bullets. His nosegay

and one of his clogs fell into the fosse. His followers made a

show of resistance, but, as the swords of Vitry's band gleamed in

the morning sun, suddenly disappeared, and the cry of “ Vive le

Roi " resounded through the precinct of the Louvre. Twenty or

1 Bnssompierre. Mt moires, & ii. p. 154 (Betitot).
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thirty horses stood ready saddled in the court of the Tuileries, to

insure the escape of the King and his followers in cash the.

enterprise should fail ; Louis, trembling and anxiotfsj was awaiting

its result, when Colonel d'Ornano, in breathless haste, Informed

him of Concini's death t Then Louis, seizing a sword and

carbine, presented himself at a window, exclaiming, u Thank
you, my friends ;

I am now a King !
” The tumult liad roused

liis mother from her morning slumber, and she inquired the cause

of it. One of her ladies, thrusting her head out of window,

asked Vitry, who was at the head of the guards in battle array,

what was the matter. Madame,” replied Vitry, u Marshal

D'Ancro is dead.” “ And who has done this* fine deed?” con-

tinued the lady. “ I,” replied Vitry, drily, “ and by the King's

command.” “ Poveretta di me !
” exclaimed Mary do' Medici,

on hearing the news. “ I have reigned seven years, and now the

crosses and the crowns of Heaven are all that remain to mo !

”

Thus was consummated this palace 'revolution. The King
declined to hold any conversation with his* mother; her guards

were withdrawn from the Louvre and replaced by his own, and

several of the doors leading to her apartments wero walled up.

The Marshal's wife, Leonora, was arrested as she lay in bed,

endeavouring to conceal some of the crown jewels, and the plate

and furniture of her apartments were seized. The marshal's body

was carried into the little tennis-court of the Louvre, where,

covered with an old cloak, the face exposed, and on the breast a

paper inscribed Traitre au Roi, it lay till nine o'clock in the

evening, when it was buried, without any funeral rights, under

the organ-loft in the church of St. Germain l'Auxerrois .

1 Concini's

death was celebrated by the *mob with bonfires. On the next

day his Jpody was dug up and dragged through the streets ; a

monster roasted and devoured his heart. The conduct of the

young Queen, Anne of Austria, was no better than that of the

mob. Concini's house was searched and stripped ; the very bed

was taken from under his son, the Count della Renpa, a youth of

twelve. He was thought to daftce a sarahand well, and Anno of

Austria had the inhumanity to make him perform one before her

a few hours after hiB father's murder! 2 The Parliament and all

the municipal bodies went to congratulate the King, whom Luyncs

had mounted on a billiard table, in order that he might be the

1 Hist, tragique du M, (TAncre (Arch, 9 Manuel de Dvpity, in Arch, CMr.t, ii.

Out, 2* B^r. t. ii.); Mtm. de Pontchar* p. 20, eer.
;
Richelieu, liv.rjii.

;
Font-

train, t. ii. p. 221 sqq.: Mim, de Richelieu, ebartsain, t. ii. p. 223.

liv. viii.
;
Capefigue, liiehdku

,
t. ii. p. 308. m
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better seen, an act afterwards compared to tho ancient custom of

the Franks in lifting their monarchs on their shields to receive

the congratulations of the army on their election. Flattery

perverted tho simplest principles of right, and the surname of

the “Just” was bestowed upon Louis,, for having killed a man
without a trial.

One of the first acts of the King was to recall his father’s old

ministers, except the greatest of them all, the Duke of Sully.

Richelieu* heard of Concini’s murder while at tho house of one of

the rectors of the Sorbonnc ; and on consulting his colleagues,

Mangot and Barbin, it was resolved th^t, as Richelieu stood best

at Court, ho should go first to receive tho King’s commands.

Accounts vary respecting his reception : Luynes at least showed

much apparent kindness, and pressed him to enter tho council

then sitting. But Richelieu’s office was now occupied by Villcroi;

and of his two colleagues, Mangot was dismissed and Barbin*

arrested. Thus ended Richelieu’s first ministry, after it had lasted

about seven months.* On the day of Concini’s assassination ho

had sent a message to tho Queen- Mother to assure her of his de-

votion, and during the next few years he attached himself to her

fortunes. The revolt of the princes and nobles was terminated

by tho deatli of Marshal d’Ancre, and they were pardoned a

rebellion which was ascribed to his tyranny. Condo, however,

was not* released, but was transferred from tho Bastille to Vin-

cennes. Louis XIII. bore a great antipathy to his cousin ; it

would not have been convenient for a third to share the govern-

ment with the King and hjs falconer ; and the Prince’s former

friends troubled not themselves about his fate. Mary do’ Medici

was banished to Blois. Before heV departure a forirml interview

was arranged with her son, in which, while she endeayoured to

hide her tears with her handkerchief and fan, she reminded the

King, with audible sobs, of her disinterestedness, and the caro

she had taken of his interests. Louis replied coldly, but with

more than h\s vsual stammer, that it was time for him to govern,

and that he should always show himself a dutiful son. Then he
called his favourite away to a window of the palace, where they

feasted their eyes with the spectacle of the departing Queen’s

cortege
,
as it defiled through the streets and over tho Pont Neuf. 1

The Parliament of Paris gave their formal sanction to the

murder of Con#ni, which, indeed, was acceptable to all parties

;

his possessions were confiscated in favour of Luynes; and a
1 Jfcrenre Fran fate. t. iv.

;
Bnssompierre, t. ti. p. 150 (Petitot).
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criminal prosecution was instituted against the marshal’s wife, La
Galigai ; the principal charge against her being the wealth which

she had accumulated by selling the royal favour. But as a convic-

tion on such grounds would not have been capital, she and her

dead husband were arraigned on fantastic crimes. They woro

accused of Judaism and sorcery ; of consulting astrologers and

soothsayers; of sacrificing a cock and pigeons; of possessing

waxen images, talismans and amulets ; of drawing the horoscope

of the Queen-Mother and her children. In the presence of mis-

fortune, Leonora Galigai had thrown off the melancholy vapours

which had haunted her iq prosperity ; and to tho charge of having

used witchcraft with tho Queen, slio replied that her sorcery was

but tho charm which a strong mind necessarily exercises over a

weak one ..

1 ' She was condemned to bo burned on tho Place do

Greve, but had tho favour of being previously beheaded, and met

her fate with tho greatest fortitude. On seeing tho multitude

assembled to behold her execution, she exclaimed, “ What a crowd

to look at a poor afflicted woman !
” and added, striking her teeth

with her thumb, “I care no more for death than that.”

Tho first acts of Louis XIII.’s government were sufficiently

popular. Franco intervened between Spain and Savoy ; a French

army under Lesdiguiercs appeared in Piedmont; tho Spanish

Court, occupied with the affairs of Germany, hastened to renew a

peace ; a disarmament was agreod on between Milan and Savoy,

and tho places taken were restored on both sides. Christina

of France, tho King’s second sister, was given in marriage to

tho Prince of Piedmont. This policy had been chalked out by

Richelieu, but Luynes obtained the credit of it. Tho first care of

this favourite was to push His own fortune. Ho liad.recontly

married ^Mary de Rohan, daughter of the Duke of Montbazon,

afterwards known by her genius for intrigue.* Her artful graces,

and the well-directed artillery of her eyes, obtained for her some

influence over the cold and melancholy Louis, and helped to

advance tho fortunes of her husband, who obta^pojl tho govern-

ment of the Isle of France. Luynes put the Qu^en-Mother under

military surveillance at Blois, and surrounded her with spies, who
reported all her words and actions. It must be confessed that

Richelieu seems to have been little better than one of these. . Ho
had procured a written leave to accompany tho Queen ;

he would

% •
1 La Galigai had a supreme contempt idiot. Pentchertrain, t. ii. p. *28; Rfc*h«-

both for mother and Both Her usual lieu, liv. viii.

epithet for Mary was balourdt

;

for Louis
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not accept the post of chief of her council till he had obtained

permission from Paris ;
and during the month which he passed

with Mary at Blois, he rendered to Luynes from time to tinm an

exact account of her proceedings.
1 But all this circumspection

did not save him from suspicion. He received a hint from the

King that’ ho would do well to retire to his diocese, where he

seems to have employed himself in theological studies. Even

there, however, suspicion still pursued him, and in April, 1618,

ho was difectod to take up his residence at Avignon. The Queen-

Mother was treated with the greatest indignity. Blois was sur-

rounded with troops ; her rides and w
t
alks were circumscribed,

and sho could receive no visitors without express permission.

The marriage of her second daughter had been arranged without

asking her consent or even informing her of it. Luynes and the

King talked of shutting her up in the Castle of Amboise, or even

forcing her into a convent. Mary resolved on making her escape

;

and by means oLtho Altbe liucollai, an intriguing Italian and a

priest of the Oratory, she persuaded the Duko of Epernon to help

her in her design. On the night of the 22nd of February, 1619,

the Queen descended a rope-ladder from a window of the castle,

and crossing the bridge over the Loire, found an escort of cavalry

and a carriage and four mules waiting for her, which conveyed her

to Lochos, a town of which Epernon was commandant. Here she

wrote a letter to the King to justify the step which she had taken,

and on the following day she proceeded to AngoulGme. The Court

was filled with consternation. The Queen, it was thought, would

not have ventured to fly unless she could count on the support of

a large party of the nobles ; which, however, was far from being

the case,. In their alarm, the King and Luynes lent a ready ear

to the counsels of Father Joseph, a Capuchin friar, the devoted

friend of the Bishop of Lupon
;
who advised them that the best

way to appease the Queen and prevent her from adopting violent

courses, would be to despatch Richelieu to treat with and pacify

her. Du Trembjai, Father Joseph's brother, was accordingly sent

to Avignon, with the King's autograph letter to Richelieu, in-

treating him to repair to Angoulfime ; and he immediately set off

for that place. Richelieu exhorted the Queen to moderation ;
in

April an accommodation was effected which placed Mary in a much
more favourable position, and in the following August the King

met Iris mother %t Tours, when a cordial recflnciliation seemed to

be established.

Riohelipu. lir. riii.
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The government of Luynes was as favourable to both branches

of the House of Austria, and consequently to political and reli-

giqps despotism, as that of the Queen-Mother could have been.

In Spain, the fall of the Duke of Lerma had astonished all Europe

(1618) . To defend himself against the jealousy and hatred of

the nobles, Lerma had procured from the Pope a Cardinal's hat,

which in case of extremity would insure him a retreat at Rome

;

and as another resource he had surrounded the King with per-

sons whose fortunes depended on his own ; as Don Rodrigo de

Calderona, and the Duke of Osuna, and especially his own son,

the Duke of Uzeda, wheyn he had instructed in the arts with

which he might enchain Philip. But Uzeda “repaid his father

with the basest ingratitude. It was observod that Philip was no

longer so familiar with Lerma after that minister had become a

Cardinal ; and Uzeda at the head of a party of the nobles began
to conspire his father's ruin. Complaints wore made against

Lerma's government
;
the King's confidence in him was alienated,

and his friends and partisans were dismissed* from Court. Lerma,

however, still clung to office till Philip sent him an autograph

letter of dismissal. Uzeda succeeded to most of his father's

places, and conducted the government during the last years of

Philip IIL's roign ; to whom he rendered himself agrooablo by

diverting his melancholy with fetes, processions, tournaments,

and bull-fights.

Luynes courted the favour of the Spanish Court by denouncing

to it the plot of the Duke of Osuna, Viceroy of Naples, to seize

tho Two Sicilies, and thus lost the opportunity of delivering Italy

from the Spanish yoke. After the overthrow of the Duke of

Lerma's ministry in Spain, Osuna, fearihg that ho should be

recalled by the new government, formed the design of making

himself King of Naples and Sicily, and with that view entered

into negotiations with the French Court and with the Duko of

Savoy. Luynes at first entertained the project, but changed his

mind and acquainted the Spanish cabinet with* if*; Osuna was

recalled and arrested, and languished in prison .the remainder of

his life. A little before, Osuna, together with Don Pedro do

Toledo, Governor of Milan, and the Marquis of Bedmar, had been

engaged in a conspiracy to bring Venice into the power of tho

Spanish Crown; for which purpose Osuna hired, as his principal

agent, Jacques Pierrh, a celebrated French pirate. In August,

1617, Pierre proceeded to Venice, and pretending to have had

a quarrel with Osuna, induced the Venetians, by the vehement
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hatred which ho displayed against the Viceroy, to give him a

command in their navy. Another Frenchman, Renault de Nevers,

also took an active part in the plot
;
and in nocturnal interviews

with Bodraar, the Spanish Ambassador at Venice, they arranged

all their proceedings. Osuna was to despatch a fleet from Naples,

commanded by one Elliott, an Englishman, while the Governor

of Milan was to assemble his forces on the Venetian frontier.

But the execution of the plot was delayed by a violent storm,

which dispersed the Spanish fleet ; and, meanwhile, some of the

conspirators, and especially one Jaffier, warned the Signory of

their danger. Many persons were in consequence apprehended,

and more than fifty quietly put to death.
1

The period was now arrived which was to desolate Germany
thirty years by a war carried on in the namo of religion. The

policy of tho French Court assisted the initiation of that tremen-

dous effort of bigotry and despotism. Characters like "William

tho Silent and Henry IV? still formed rare exceptions amidst tho

general reign of intolerance ; nor must the reproach be confined

exclusively to the Catholics. Wo have already adverted to the

bigotry displayed by the Saxon Lutherans ; it found its counter-

part among the Calvinists of Holland; where, stimulated by
political rancour, it gave rise to the worst excesses. Among the

divines of that country had arisen Arminius (Jacob Harmensen),

who had dared to question the terrible doctrine of predestination

and absolute docrces. A storm of reprobation arose against the

innovator, who, however, died quietly in his bed in 1609, though

his doctrines were destined to prove fatal to others. His tenets

had prevailed in tho University of Leyden, and had been adopted

by most ,of the higher and educated class, and among them by
Olden-Barnoveldt, tho illustrious Advocate of Holland, and Hugo
Grotius

;
but by tho populace they wore viewed with a fanatical

abhorrence, fanned and excited by the rigid Calvinist clergy.

The latter party, from one of their chief divines named Gomarus,

obtained tho qaipe of Gomarists
, white their opponents were called

Arminians ; and subsequently, from a paper which they addressed

to the States of Holland in 1610, Remonstrants,2
TJxe storm first

broke upon the head of Vorstius, the successor at Leyden to the
«

1 TBe reality of this plot has been La Conjuration contre VZnise.

questioned by l)aru, Hist, de Ionise, liv. 1 The ‘Five Points” of the Hereon

-

xxxi., but without adequate reason. See strance, drawn up by Uytenbogaert, and
Botfa, Storia d?Italia, lib. xviii. *uKanke, the “Seven Points

r
* of the Gomarite

Ueber die Vtrschworung gegen Vmtdig im Counter-remonstrance, are in Motley’s
Jahre, 16lS. The story has been related Life ofBarneveldt, vol. i. ch. viii.

and embrUhhfd by the Abbe de St. Heal,
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chair of Arminius, who, at tne instigation of our James I., was
driven from Holland, but escaped with his life ; though the royal

theologian had charitably hinted to the States, that never heretic

better deserved the flames .

1 Barncveldt was not so fortunate, to

whose fate political rancour likewise contributed. For it was
not only a theological question, but also a political "one, as it

involved tho point whether the State should govorn the Church,
or tho Church the State. In accordance with the doctrine of

Erastianism, or the supremacy of the civil magistrate in matters
of roligion, tho Arminian magistrates of Holland, Overysscl, and
Utrecht proceeded to control tho oxcosses of the Gomarists and
to make some changes in the mode of nominating tho pastors.

This excited the anger of the Stadholder, Maurice of Nassau
;

who had long entertained a secret hatred of Barncveldt for having
thwarted him in his ambitious designs to seize tho sovereignty.

They had continued to be? opposed to each other even after tho con-

clusion of the Spanish truce, and especially on tho subject of an
alteration which Prince Maurice wished to make in the constitution.

The government of the United Provinces was vested in tho Statcs-

Genoral, which consisted of deputies from all the provinces

assembled at the Hague, under the presidency of the Stadholder.

The jiumber of doputies which each province sent to tho Statos-

General was undefined, and indeed immaterial, as every provinco

had only a single vote. The States-General had no power to

make laws for the separate provinces, which were governed by
their own

;
but they determined all those questions which con-

cerned the general interests of the confederacy. In this assembly

Olden-Barneveldt had great influence. By virtue of his office of

Advocate of*Holland he was a* constant mejnber of it ; lie had a

right to proposo subjects for deliberation; and, as Holland paid

more than half the taxes raised for the Republic, his voice had of

course groat weight. In order to obtain a more unrestricted

power, Maurice had proposed that tho States-General should

only have a voice respecting peace and war, anc^ that all other

affairs should be conducted by a Council of State, of which he him-
self should be

#
the president

; but Barneveldt had frustrated this

design. These and other things of the like kind had embittered

Maurice against the Advocate, and the religious disputes seemed to

offer an opportunity of revenge. Barneveldt was the head of the

Remonstrants, Maurice of the Counter-remonstrants, and there

was a struggle between the two parties fbr the possession of the

^King James’s Work*,p. 355.
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churches. In an assembly of the States of Holland, Maurice

clapped his hand on his sword, and vowed that he would uphold

the religion of his father.
1

It* was evident that the dispute must

be decided by force. The Gomarists had proposed a national

synod to settlo the religious question ; but Barneveldt persuaded

tho States of Holland to reject it, and to authorize the governors

of citios to enrol soldiers for tho preservation of the peace. In

case of complaints arising therefrom, the States of Holland alone

were to be appoaled to. Prince Maurice and his family were to

be requested to support this decision, which obtained tho name of

the u Sharp Resolve.” Tho dispute was now evidently reduced

to the question whether, in the last resort, the authority lay with

the States or tho Stadlioldcr—a point which the constitution

does not appear to have determined.

Maurice had gained soveral of the Provinces, and had also

^ith hitn the clergy, the army, and the mob ; and, in spite of the

opposition of the Arminian provinces (Holland, Utrecht, and

Overyssol), a synod was summoned at Dort. Before it met,

Barneveldt, Grotius, and a few more Arminians, were illegally

arrested at the Hague on the sole authority of tho Stadholder,

and all the Arminian magistrates were arbitrarily deposed

(August, 1G18). All the reformed Churches in Europe. had

been invited to send deputies to tho synod of Dort, which was

attended by English, German, and Swiss ministers. By this

assembly tho Arminians were condemned without a hearing
;

200 of their pastors were deposed and 80 of them banished

(May, 1G19) ; but such a victory was not enough for Maurice,

who thirsted after Bnrneveldt's blood. He and Grotius were

arraigned before a tribunal composed of their personal enemies

or the most virulent of the Gomarists. There was no categorical

indictment against Barneveldt ; no counsel was employed on
either side, nor were any witnesses called. One of the most
serious charges against him was that hfe had received bribes from

Spain.'
2 The civil dissensions in the Netherlands had inspired

that Power with the hope of recovering those provinces, but

thero was not a shadow of proof that he was implicated in the

scheme. He was also Gorged with damaging tho Prince's

character by declaring that he aspired to the sovereignty
; which

may have been truer, jet hardly capital. Barneveldt, who had

• •

1 Motley, Life of Barneveldt, yol. ii. gatories, see ibid. vol. ii p. 366 sq.

ch. xiv. *
#

(cabinet ed.)
2 For the charges, or rather interro-
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done mbre than any inap, except perhaps William the Silent, to

found the liberties of his country, was condemned to death,

cljjefly on the charge , of having intended to betray it. The
verdict pronounced against him was, in substance, that ho had

deserved death for having sought to dissolve the union between

the provinces, and because he had vexed the Church of God, by
asserting that each province had the right to order its own
religious constitution ; also because he had hindered the exercise

of true religion, raised troops of his own power, hindered the

execution of sentences pronounced by courts of justice, and
accepted presents from fQreign Powers. It was a judicial murder.

Maurice, who had the prerogative of mercy,* insisted that the

venerable statesman and patriot should solicit him for a pardon ;

but to this Barneveldt would not condescend. Ho was beheaded

May 13th, 1619. .This act must ever remain a blot on tfyo

character of Maurice of Nassau

;

1 and ho afterwards expiated it

by loss of popularity and remorse of conscience. Grotius was

condemned to perpetual imprisonment; but escaped in 1521

through the devotion of his wife, and took refuge at Paris,

where he composed his famous work on international law (De jure

belli et pacts).

In Germany the persecutors and tho persecuted were more
evenly matched, and the struggle could, not be decided without a

long and almost internecine war, in which most of the European

Powers became involved. But in order to understand the state of

parties in that country, and tho causes which immediately led to

the Thirty Years* War, it will be necessary to resume from an

earlier period a brief view of German historv.

It was soon discovered thaf the Emperor Rodolph intended not

to observe the Majestats Brief, or Royal Charter to the Bohemians,

which had been extorted from him (supra,
f>. 80); and that he

was endeavouring to deprive his brother Matthias of tho succes-

sion to the Crown of Bohemia. Nothing could be more wretched

than Rodolph*s administration. He was surrounded at Prague by

valets, painters, and alchymists ; ambassadors or councillors who
attempted to nonsuit him on business could not obtain an audience

for months
; all offices were sold, bilt the purchasers were soon

turned out to make room for other buyers ; and the condubt ef

affairs was left in the hands of a vice-5hancellor and a corrupt

secretary.* After much negotiation between Rodolph aifd his

1 Maurice had assumed the title of 8 See*Hurtt»r, Ph. Lang. Kammrrdimer

“Prince of Orange’* after the death of Kaiser Rodolph* //./Von Hammer, Lehin

his brother. Count Buren, irr 1618. dee Card. Kfcscl, B. ii.

III. I
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brother Matthias, matters were at length brought to a crisis

between them by the proceedings of the Archduke Leopold, who,

after being driven from Alsace (supra, p. 94), had marched his

troops into his Bishopric of Passau, where they subsisted by plun-

dering all around, and especially by robbing merchants on their

way to Linz. Leopold kept these troops together on pretence of

the affair of Jiilich; but their true destination, as Matthias well

knew, was to wrest Austria and Moravia from him, and afterwards

Bohemia from the Emperor Rodolph. At last, in December, 1610,

the Bishopric of Passau being exhausted, a large body of these

mercenaries crossed the Danube into Upper Austria, committing

all sorts of violence, robbery, and devastation. On Matthias pre-

paring to march against them from Vienna, Leopold threw off the

mask, and proceeded with his hordes to Prague, where, contrary

to the wish of the citizens, they were admitted by Rodolph.

lJuring the two or three months that they held possession of

Prague, they treated it like a town taken by assault ; but on the

approach of Matthias and his army, in March, 1611, they deemed
it prudent to withdraw to Budweis. Rodolph now became a sort

of prisoner of the Bohemian provisional government, consisting,

as we liavo said, of thirty Directors, ten from each estate, to which

had been added a council of nine, three from each estate, chcsen

by the people as their representatives. Count Thurn, one of the

leaders of the patriot party, took possession of the castle with his

forces, telling the Emperor that he had come to guard him.

Rodolph sent a humble message to his brother, offering him

lodgings in the castle ; to which Matthias, or rather his minister,

Cardinal Klesel, replied, that he had been invited ta Prague by

the States, but that he would always*beliave like a faithful brother.

Matthias entered that capital in great pomp, March 24th. The

reign of Rodolph in°Bohemia was now, of course, at an end. The
States assembled on the 11th of April, demanded of Rodolph to

be released from their allegiance ; but they also required from

Matthias thali on receiving the Crown he should confirm all their

rights and liberties. Rodolph resigned with reluctance a power

which he had not known how to use, and,* from atwindow that

looked out upon the town, uttered a solemn curse on Prague and

aU Bohemia. Matthias took possession of the Hradscbin, and on

the 2Srd of May received the crown and the homage of the Bohe-

mians*; recognizing, however, their right to 61ect their Kings, and

engaging to observe the'charter granted by Rodolph. Matthias
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remained in Prague till near the end of August without having

once seen his brother ; and on hi* return to Vienna he married

his*cousin Anne, daughter of the Archduke Ferdinand of Tyrol.

He was now fifty-five years of age.

Rodolph,whose derangement had rendered his deposition neces-

sary, did not long survive these transactions; he died January 20th,

1612, and, in the following June, Matthias was elected Emperor

in his place. The Protestant cause gained little by tl^e change.

Matthias was almost as incompetent as his brother; and, if

Rodolph was governed by Spaniards and Jesuits, Matthias was

led by Klesel and other fanatical opponents of toleration. The
beginning of his reign was marked by fresh religious disturbances

in Bohemia, Austria, and Hungary; while the matter of Julich

still afforded the most dangerous materials for dissension. The
Elector of Brandenburg, on the deslth, in 1(513, of his brother, the

Margrave Ernest of Brandenburg, who governed Juflich for both

the “ Princes in possession,” placed the government of it in the

hands of his own son, George William. This arrangement was by

no means satisfactory to the Palsgrave of Neuburg and his son,

Wolfgang
;
and the latter now took a step unexpected even by his

father. The Palsgrave had consented to the marriage of his son,

whofti he deemed to bo still a Protestant, with Magdalen, a

younger sister of Duke Maximilian of Bavaria; but Wolfgang, as

the Pope knew, had already secretly gone over to the Roman
Catholic faith; and he therefore readily granted a dispensation for

the marriage, which was necessary, not only on account of kinship,

but also of the presumed heresy of the bridegroom. The marriage

was celebrated at Munich in November, 1613, and, ofcourse, created

an open enrflity between the Jfeuburg and Brandenburg fttmilios.

In the spring of 1G14, Wolfgang occupied Dusseldorf, drove out

the officers of the Brandenburg government, and seized as many
other places as he could

;
then, after a well-acted comedy of con-

version, he publicly embraced the Roman Catholic faith : an act

which is said to have given his sick old father a sh^fck which occa-

sioned his death. About the same time, John Sigismund, Elector

of Brandenburg, also changed his religion, and from a zoalous

Lutheran became a Calvinist. Previously to these events,

Frederick V., the young Elector Palatine, had been betrothed to

Elizabeth, daughter of our James I., and, in 1612, the wedding

was celebrated with great pomp and magnificence in Londoif. In

honour of the nuptials, Jonson and Davenant wrote m&sques.
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which were set to music by Lawos; while Inigo Jones, assisted

by the most eminent painters, contrived the scenery.
1 Frederick'*

guardian, John II., Duke of Zweibriicken, had made an alliance

with England in the name of the German Protestant Union, of

which he wjls director ; and also, in the same capacity, negotiated

a treaty with the Dutch Republic for a term of fifteen years, which

was signed at the Hague in May 1613.

Of the two great parties into which at this time we find Germany

divided, namely, that of the Protestant Union and that of the

Catholic League, the former, consisting of Calvinistic Princes and

States, was incontestably the more powerful, and formed a kind of

state within the state. Besides the English and Dutch alliances,

it counted on the support of Venice and the Swiss reformed Can-

tons; and a meeting of its members at Rothenburg, in 1611, had

not only been attended by ambassadors from these countries, and

from Holland, but also by envoys from the Emperor Rodolph, as

well as from the malcontent members of his family. On the other

hand, the power of the Catholic League was paralyzed at that

period by the quarrels of the Imperial house, and by the dissen-

sions betwoen Maximilian of Bavaria and the Archbishop of Salz-

burg, as well as by a sort of schism of the spiritual Electors, who
established a Rhenish section of the League, of which they made
the Elector of Mentz director. Maximilian of Bavaria, indeed,

had been on the point of abandoning the League altogether,

when, in 1613, tho dissensions in Jiilich already mentioned, an

insurrection of the Protestants in Austria, and a correspondence

between Matthias's minister .Klesel and the Elector of Mentz, in-

duced him to revive it. Maximilian regarded the government of

Matthias, as conducted by Klesel, vWth no favourable ©ye ; and he
was particularly embittered against that Cardinal for having hin-

dered him from applying the funds of,the League to his own use.

Klesol was equally detested by Ferdinand and Leopold of Styria;

and, indeed, his government had conciliated neither Protestants

nor Catholics. •The German Lutheran Princes and States seemed
to stand aloof from both parties ; but the Elector of Saxony, now
John George, was, in fact, sold to Austria and the Jesuits, and
hoped to be invested by the Emperor with Jiilich; while the Land-
grave of Hesse-Darmstadt also courted Matthias, in the hope of

plundering the Landgrave of Hesse-Cassel.

• •

1 Jameg* I. appears to have 'expended his unfortunate son-in-law on the Bohe-
on these nuptials 146,572/.. a sum that mian throne. Harte, Gust. Adolphusy
would have gone some way tp maintain vol. i. p. 239.
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Some religious disturbances at Aix-la-Chapelle, and a quarrel

between Cologne and the Protestant town of Miihlheim, afforded

Wolfgang of Neuburg a pretence to solicit the Emperor to call

the Spaniards into Germany. Matthias, in spite of the protest

•of the Elector of Brandenburg, had caused these disputes to be

settled in a partial manner by his Aulic Council, and he intrusted

his brother the Archduke Albert, in the Netherlands, with the

execution of the decree. Albert obtained the permission of the

Court of Spain to use the Spanish troops in this affair
;
and in

1614 he despatched Spinola with them to Aix-la-Chapelie and
Miihlheim. After taking Aix-la- Chapelle and expelling the Pro-

testant Council, Spinola proceeded to Miihlheihi. On his march
he was joined by Wolfgang of Neuburg with 5,000 foot and 800

horse; Miililheim made no defence, and Spinola, after destroying

its fortifications, laid siege to Wesel, which he took in three days;

but, as this was a regular attack on the allies of the Dutch
Republic, Princo Maurice, who was in* the neighbourhood with

a small army, immediately occupied, in the name of the House
of Brandenburg, Rees, Emmerich, Kranenburg, g,nd Gennop.

Thus a German territory, disputed by Gorman Princos, was

occupied by the Spaniards for one party and by the Dutch for

the* other ;
the Electoral Prince of Brandenburg resided at

Cleves, and the Palsgrave of Neuburg at Diisseldorf, while the

members of the German Union contented themselves with pro-

ducing long papers and speeches. In a conference hold at

Xanten, a treaty was made by which the territories in dispute

were divided between the contending parties, but the execution

of it was prohibited by the Spanish Court.

Meanwhile, the Emperor *Matthias, whbse government occa-

sioned great discontent, was growing daily weaker both in body

and mind. Neither he nor his brothers tad any legitimate

offspring ; and the Archduke Ferdinand of Styria was straining

every nerve to obtain the succession both to the hereditary

dominions of the House of Austria and to ths Empire. The

Archdukes Maximilian of Tyrol and Albert of Belgium, as well

as Philip III# of Spain, supported Ferdinand's claim ; for though

Philip believed his own pretensions to be preferable to those of

the Styrian line, he waived them in favour of Ferdinand, seeing

that the state of Germany required the hand of a strong and able

ruler. Iu 1616, Maximilian and Albert tendered to Matthias the

resignation of their claims in favour of their cousin Ferdinand

;

nnd though Cardinal Klesel did alf he could to oppose the
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nomination of that Prince, Matthias found it necessary to comply

with the wishes of his brothers. In June, 1617, Ferdinand re-

ceived the Crown of Bohemia with the consent of the States, and

in the following year (July 1st) he was acknowledged in Hungary

as the successor of Matthias.

Ferdinand, who could when he pleased assume a winning mild-

ness and affability, had made a favourable impression on the-

Bohemians
; but the clergy and nobles of his party soon effaced

it by theii* persecuting and intolerant conduct. The Bohemians

were not long in discovering their discontent. The Emperor-

King Matthias, having in 1617 procpedod to Vienna, left at

Prague a regency consisting of seven Catholics and three Utra-

quists. Among the Catholics wore William Slawata and Mar-

tinitz, two men notorious for their fanaticism. A dispute having

arisen respecting the building of some Protestant churches, the

Utraquists pleaded the sanction of Rodolph's Charter for what

they had done, and addressed a warm remonstrance to Matthias >

to which he replied by an angry rescript, denouncing the leaders

in the matter as insurgents, and threatening to punish them as

such. The Protestant malcontents, excited by this step, found a

leador in the fiery Count Henry of Thurn, who had just received

a mortal offence by being deposed from the dignity of Burg-graf

of Karlstein, to which was attached the custody of the Bohemian

crown and of the charters of the Kingdom. When the imperial

rescript arrived in Prague, the four members of the regency then

present in that capital, namely, Slawata, Martinitz, Adam von
Sternberg, and Diepold von Lobkowitz, caused those members
of the States who had signed the remonstrance to be summoned
before t^em, and communicated to "them the Emperor's answer \

when the Remonstrants observed that they would come again in

a month with a reply. Accordingly on the 23rd of May, 1618,.

they appeared at the head of a large body of men, among whom
were some of the first nobles of the land, all completely arm$d

;

and they marchgd straight to the Royal Castle where the regents

were waiting to receive them. After surrounding the Castle with

their followers, so that nobody could. escape, they. consulted in

the Green Chamber as to what they should do ; when Count
Thurn, in an animated address, persuaded them that so long as

Slawata and Martinitz lived they could hope for nothing but

persecution. His speech was received with ltrnd applause, and he

and his .companions then proceeded to the Counci]. Hall, where

Sternberg addressed them* with friendly words, and entreated
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them to lay aside their demonstrations. " We have nothing to

allege against you and Lobkowitz,” exclaimed Kolon von Felz

;

"we complain only of Slawata and Martinitz.”—" Out at window

with them, after the good old Bohemian fashion,” cried Wenzel
von Raupowa. No sooner said than done. Sternberg and Lob-

kowitz were conducted out of -the hall, and five nobles, seizing

Martinitz, hurled him from one of the windows
; after which they

seemed to stand aghast at their own deed. "Here you have

the other,” cried Thurn, pushing to them Slawata, who was
exhausting himself with deprecations and excuses ; and Slawata

followed his companion.
#

Then came the turn of Fabricius, the

secretary of the regency. The window was «ibout seventy feet

above the ground, yet all three men were almost miraculously saved

by falling on a large heap of rubbish which stood directly under

it. Slawata alone was somewhat hurt by a contusion on the head.

Fabricius immediately jumped on his feet and hastened off to

Vienna, to carry the news to the Emperor. Martinitz and Sla-

wata were carried off by their servants* to the house of the

Chancellor Lobkowitz, whither they were pursued by Thurn

and his people; but the beautiful Polyxena Lob'kowitz inter-

ceded for them and saved their lives. Martinitz afterwards

escaped in disguise to Munich. Under the conduct of Thurn

a regular revolt was now organized in Bohemia
;
a government was

appointed consisting of thirty Directors, and steps were taken to

form a union with the Protestants of Austria and Hungary.

This revolt proved the fall of Cardinal Klesel, whose temporizing

conduct being suspected, he was seized and carried off to the

castle of Ambras near Innsbruck, belonging to his enemy the

Archdukei Maximilian ;
and* it was not till 1627, that, through

the intercession of the Pope, he was permitted to return to his

diocese. •

In Bohemia Proper only three Catholic towns—Pilsen, Budweis,

apd Krummau—had remained faithful to the Emperor ; but the

annexed province of Moravia refused to join tjjie rebellion, and

offered its mediation, which the insurgents declined, and pressed

forward witfc a considerable army towards the Austrian frontier.

The Silesians had also refused to declare against the Emperor,

but they sent 3,000 men to maintain." the cause of religion.” By

means of Spanish gold, the Emperor Matthias, or rather King

Ferdinand, contrived to raise two armies of mercenaries*one of

which was under the command of Count Bucquoi, ^.Walloon

general of note, while the other was intrusted to Henry Duva^
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Count of Dampierre. Duke Maximilian of Bavaria, expecting

to profit by the misfortunes of Ferdinand and Matthias* evaded

their pressing applications forihelp. The Bohemians, on their

side, applied for aid to tlie young Elector Palatine, Frederick V.,

as Director of the Union, but it was not till October that Count

Ernest of M&nsfeld was despatchedto them with 1,000 horse, raised

with the money of the Duke of Savoy. Bucquoi and Dampierre

had already entered Bohemia in August; but Dampierre was

defeated at Czaslau and Bucquoi at Budweis, by Count Thurn.

In November Mansfeld laid tlie foundation of his military fame

by capturing, after an obstinate resistance, Pilsen, the most im-

portant town in the Kingdom, after Prague. The Bohemians,

under Count Schlick, hung upon the retreating army of Bucquoi,

carried off his cattle, his booty, and his military chest, and, pressing

over the Austrian border, seized the town of Swietla. Matthias

now stood in a critical position. The attitude even of the Austrian

States was threatening; they had refusod to raise troops for the

Emperor’s defence, noi would they allow ammunition or provisions

required for his service to pass through their territories. In vain,

during tlie winter. King Sigismund 111. of Poland by threats, and

the Saxon Elector John Goorge l.by persuasions, had endeavoured

to make the Bohornians lay down their arms. But in the midst

of this state of things the Emperor Matthias suddenly died,

March 20th, 1019, and Ferdinand succeeded to his dominions.

At the time of Ferdinand's accession Budweis was the only

town held by the Austrian party in Bohemia. The new Sovereign

attempted to conciliate his subjects in that Kingdom. He pro-

posed a truce, and offered to confirm all their rights, privileges,

and liberties ; but the Bohemians could not trust a Prince led by
the Jesuits, which Society they had driven from the country in

the preceding June,^md the insurgents did not even deign to

answer his letter.
1 At first the campaign seomod to go in favour

of Ferdinand. Count Thurn had proceeded into Moravia witji

the main body of his army, with the intention of revolutionizing

that marquisate, and afterwards Austria; and he occupied the

towns of Znaim, Brimn, Iglau, and Olmiitz
; but while he was

thus engaged Bucquoi broke out of Budweis, and took town after

town.
#

It was at this time that Albert of Wallenstein, afterwards

the renowned and dreaded leader of the Thirty Years’ War,
attract^ the notice and favour of Ferdinand il. by the bravery

with which, at the head of only a single regiment, he opposed
1 Theatmm Eiiropmum, Th. i S. 1 80,
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the Bohemians. Bom in 1583, of a family belonging to the

Bohemian gentry and of the Utraquist faith, but of German
extraction, Waldstein, or Wallenstein, 1 haying been left an orphan

at the early age of ten, was sent by a Roman Catholic uncle to

Olmtitz, to be educated by the Jesuits, by whom he was^ of course,

converted. He afterwards studied, at Padua, then, next to

Bologna, the most renowned University of Europe, where he

acquired a good knowledge of Italian, at that period the fashion-

able language. On a journey which he made through the prin-

cipal countries of Western Europe, including England, in company
with a young friend, an<J under the superintendence of Peter

Verdungus, a celebrated astrologer and mathematician, Wallen-

stein imbibed from the latter that fondness for astrology which

marked his future life. It was still further increased by the

lessons which'he received at Padua from Argoli, the Professor of

Astrology, or, as we should now say, of Astronomy, who also

initiated him in the mysteries of the Cabbala. Wallenstein had

already served the Emperor Rodolph in Hungary, and the Arch-

duke Ferdinand in a war with Venice, in which he distinguished

himself. Meanwhile he had acquired a large fortune by marrying

an old Bohemian widow, with whom his wedded life was a short

one > and afterwards he ingratiated himself still further with the

future Emperor Ferdinand by marrying the daughter of his

favourite Count Harracli.

After obtaining possession of Moravia, Thurn marched into

Austria, and on the 5th of June, 1019, he appeared in one of the

suburbs of Vienna, in which city both the Catholic and Protestant

States of the Duchy were assembled round the Emperor. But

instead of pushing his way into the city, Thurn suffered .himself

to be amused for six days with parleys. In this crisis Ferdi-

nand II. displayed considerable energy and determination, and

when pressed to save himself and his children by flight he refused

to quit his capital.
2 At the expiration of six days, as a deputy

named Thonradel was pressing Ferdinand with tlye/its to sign a

confederation of Austria with the Bohemians,
#
St. Hilaire, who

had been despatched by Dampierre with 500 horse, entered Vienna

by the Water-Gate, which Thurn had not been able to secure.

#
*

1 Waldstein is the true family name, *Ftrdinandi II. ,
says that Ferdinand in his

and still continues to be lyrne by the distress threw himself before a crucifix,

members of it in Bohemia. For his life which uttered the words, “ Ferdftiande,

see Forster and Hurter. non te deseram.” The miraculous image

* The Emperor’s Jesuit confessor La- was afterwards preserved in the Imperial

mormain, in bis treatise He virtutibus treasury.
#
Menzel, B. iii. S. -JJO.
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At the sound of their trumpet the deputies hurried from the

palace, and Ferdinand immediately issued directions for vigorous

measures. Thurn remained some days longer before Vienna, and

bombarded it, till he was recalled by a message from the Directors

at Prague, to the effect that Bucquoi, having defeated Count

Mansfeld at Budweis, June 10th, and afterwards formed a

junction with Dampierre, was now threatening the capital of

Bohemia.

When this danger was over, Ferdinand hastened to Frankfort in

order to his election as Emperor, which was hurried on, in order

to put an end to the vicariate of the. Elector of Saxony and of

the Elector Palatine, the latter of whom was desirous of excluding

the House of Austria from the Imperial throne. The Palatine had

turned his oyes on the Duke of Bavaria ; but Maximilian was not

dazzled with the prospect of the Empire, nor inclined to contest

it with his old friend Ferdinand. All the Electors voted for

Ferdinand, and even th6 Palatine ultimately joined the majority.

As the Electors were leaving the JRdmer

,

or Town Hall, of Frank-
fort, tidings that the insurgent Bohemians had chosen the Elector

Palatine for their King occasioned a great sensation. The Em-
peror Ferdinand II. received the Germanic crown, with the usual

ceremonies, September 9th ; but his reign was inaugurated «with

the prospect of that bloody struggle that was to last thirty

years.
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CHAPTER XXXI.

THE acceptance or rejection of the Bohemian Crown was a

question of the most vital importance, not only to the

Elector Palatine himself, the youthful Frederick V., but also to

the whole of Germany. It could not but be foreseen that, if he

should accept it, a war, of which no man could foretell the end,

must inevitably ensue between the great parties already organized

against each other by the confederacies of the Catholic League
and the Evangelical Union. In this perplexity, Frederick sum-

moned a meeting of the Princes of the Unten at Rothenburg on

the Tauber, and submitted the matter to their consideration.

The opinions of the assembly appeared to be equally divide^.

The Margraves of Baden and Ansbach, and Prince Christian of

Anhalt, advised Frederick to accept the proffered crown ; while

the Landgrave of Hesse, the Margrave of Culmbach, and the

Duke of Wiirtemberg, dissuaded him from it. Frederick now
hastened back to Heidelberg and took anxious counsel with his

friends. Not only were the divided opinions of the Union itself

calculated to stagger him in his course, but he had also received

a written warning from the whole Electoral College not to engage

in so rash &n undertaking. Frederick had also privately consulted

Maximilian of Bavaria, who, in a friendly and father-like letter,

remarkable for its good sense and the keen view it took of the

actual state of Germany, strongly dissuaded him from his am-

bitious views ; and even politely hinted that he could not stand

quietly by and see Bohemia wrested from the House of Austria.

On the other hand Frederick was encouraged \o persevere by

Christian of Anhalt, who had been a kind of tutor to him, and to

whose advice he attributed great weight ; as well as by his

minister C&merarius, and his wife Elizabeth of England .

1

. The

latter especially, whose violent and ambitious temper, combined

with considerable talent, has procured for her the reputatjon of

• .

1 His court-chaplain, Scultetus, has also to aocept the Crown
;
but he denies it in

been charged with persuading Frederick his Autobiography.
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a princess of spirit, vehemently incited him to the enterprise

;

ai^d is said to have asked him wjiy, as he had had courage enough
to woo a King's daughter, he had none to stretch out his hand
and seize a sceptre which seemed offered to him by Heaven ?

1

From his father-in-law James I., however, he could expect but

little help
; for though that Sovereign would gladly have seen his*

daughter a Queen, his pacific policy forbade him to appeal to arms
for such an objoct; and he gave no decided opinion on the matter.®

But from two other foreign princes, Maurice of Nassau, the

hereditary enemy of the House of Austria, and Bethlem GabOr,3

the Protestant Yoyvodo of Transylvania, Frederick received

assurances of support. Frederick himself, now only twenty-two

years of ago, was naturally ambitious
;
in temper grave, melan-

choly, and proud, he would eat in company with none but Princes,

and . commanded the tablos at which the councillors and nobles

dined in his father's time to bo removed.
4

It may be, too, that

the doctrine of predestination, which formed part of his faith, had
some influence in determining his judgment ; his wife* seems to

have persuaded him of his regal destiny;
5
and he was also guided

by passages ill the Prophets and tho Apocalypse, and by the aspect

of the stars. Thus, by his own weakness, the ambition of his

consort, and tho injudicious advice of his friends, he was lured to

his destruction. Towards the end of October, 1619, he proceeded
to Prague, and on the 4th of November he solemnly received tho

Bohemian crown.

Circumstances seemed at first to favour the ambitious enter-

prise of Frederick. Bethlem Gabor, who was in alliance with
Count Thurn, had, during Ferdinand's journey to’ Frankfort,

declared Avar against His representative, Leopold; had occupied
in a very short time Upper Hungary, where the malcontents

flocked to his standard in great numbers, and had thence pressed
on, burning and plundering, into Lower Austria, so that Leopold
even found himself hampered at Vienna, and was forced to recall

Bucquoi from. Bohemia (October, 1619). Gabor had betrayed

• Pa&mlorf, De Rebus Succicis
,
lib. i.

8 The Transylvanians having’ a custom
$ of subjoining the Christian name to the

* Afterwards, however,James expressed surname, instead of prefixing it, thepro-
his disapprobation of the course taken by per appellation of this prince according
Frederick, and instructed his ambassador to European custom, would be Gabriel
not to give him the title of King. In a Bethlem. Harte, Gust. Addphus

,
vol. i.

letter tojhe Chancellor of the Palatinate p. 213, note. *

Oameranus writes: “ Niemand schadet 'Relatione di Germania

,

1617, ap.
nostra cau& mehr dann Konig in gross Ranke, Popes, vol. ii. p. 461.
Brittannien, ma emetatione et trieis philo- a See Letter of Elizabeth

, in Moser, ap.
sophim.v—Londorp. Th. i. S. 9S7. Menzel, B. iii.*&. 359.
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the native treachery of his character in the way in which he had

obtained possession of his dominions. After the death of Stephen

Bocskai, without heirs, in December, 1606 {supra p. 23 sq.) , who, by
the peace of Sitvatorok, had been established as Voyvode of Tran-

sylvania, that dignity, after a short enjoyment of it by Sigismund

Rakoczy, came to Gabriel Bathory, who was elected l>y the Tran-

sylvanian States, though not without some contentions between

the Emperor and the Porte. But Gabriel Bathory acted so ty-

rannically, that, at length, even the Protestants of Transylvania

rose against him and appealed to the Porte. Unluckily for him-

self, Bathory employed Bethlom Gabor to mediate for him with

the Pasha of Tomcsvar. Gabor made the Pasha large presents,

and still larger promises ;
and through his influence the Grand-

Signor ultimately invested Gabor with Transylvania, October,

1613 ; and a few days after Bathory was murdered by some of his

own officers. Although these proceedings were viewed with

displeasure at Vienna, noither the Emperor nor the Hungarians

were inclined to go to war with the TurkS. Gabor was recog-

nized ; the Porte sent a splendid embassy to Vienna^ and in July,

1615, a new peace was concluded there for twenty years on the

basis of that of Sitvatorok. Gabor, with the aid of the Turks,

now sought to wrest from Ferdinand the Crown of Hungary,

though he had declined that of Bohemia. The news of his pro-

ceedings in conjunction with Count Thurn reached Ferdinand II.

at Munich, where on his return from Frankfort ho was staying

with Duke Maximilian; and he immediately applied to that Prince

for the help of the League, which was readily accorded on the

conditions set forth in the treaty of Munich. Of these conditions

it is necessary to our purpose to mention only two. By Jbhe third

article of the treaty, the Emperor and the House of Austria en-

gaged all their possessions to indemnify the Duke against any loss

of territory that he might sustain in the war, as well as all expenses

in excess of his ordinary contributions to the League ; while, by

the fifth article, any portion of the Austrian territories that Maxi-

milian might succeed in wresting from the enemy was to remain

in his possession till he should have been remunerated for all the

damages and extraordinary expenses which he might have

incurred.

The fojjtanes of the Austrian House seemed desperate when

CountThurn, who h&d followed the retreat of Bucquoi, now#stood,

for a second time in the same year, before Vienna, united with

t Gabor, and at the head of an army of 80,000 men. Bucquoi had
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broken down the bridge over the Danube, and thrown himselfinto

Vienna, where also the Emperor had arrived, but without any

troops. The capture of that capital might at once have decided

the war ;
but circumstances prevented the Allies from maintaining

the siege. Neither Thurn nor Gabor had money to pay their

troops ;
the want of provisions was such that 2,000 Bohemians

are said to have died of hunger, 1 and news was brought to Gabor
that in his absence his general, Ragotski, had been defeated in

Transylvania by the Imperialists (December). Meanwhile the

Palatine Frederick was playing the King at Praguo. He did

nothing but amuse himself with skating-parties and other enter-

tainments throughout the winter
;
and, as it was the only one

which he passod in Bohemia, ho obtained the name of the
“ Winter King.” Neither did his manners, nor those of his con-

sort,
2 recommend him to his new subjects ; but all these matters

would have been of little importance had he possessed the energy

and talent requisite for the station to which he had so ambitiously

aspired. Especially he betrayed a want of dignity and self-

assertion to which the Bohemians had not been accustomed in

their Sovereigns. Early in December he had convened the

members of the Union at Nuremberg, at which assembly Count
Hohenzollern presented himself as ambassador from the Empeior,

and was admitted without question. At his entrance the assembly

rose to meet him. King Frederick among the rest, though sitting

in royal state under a canopied throne ; when the Count, without

ceremony, advanced and occupied the King's vacant throne, who
was compelled to take a seat on the Count's left.

3 The Union,
however, did nothing but send ambassadors to Munich to tifeat

and parley, after the good old German fashion, with Maximilian

;

although these men must have seen the warlike preparations

making in Bavaria, and that Spain and the Jesuits were zealously

supporting the League. On the other hand the members of the

League, who met at Wurzburg in December, voted an army of

25J000 men, and^invested Maximilian with the control of all their

funds. * Neither could Frederick look for help from abroad. His
father-in-law would do nothing

; Prince Maurice was too much
engaged with the affairs of Holland to attend to those of Bo-
hemia; and in January, 1630, Bethlem Gabor had concluded a
truce with the Emperor till the 20th of September, ig order to

1 Khetenhiller, Th. ix. S. 696. low dresses. Letter of Camerariiis. in
* Elizabeth is said to have offended Londorp, Th. i. S. 861.

the Bohemians by her British pride,.and 3 Slawata, Hist. M'S., ap. Menzel, B.
to have Shocked their prejudices by her iii. S. 367.
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negotiate a peace

;

1 an interval which enabled Ferdinand to seat

himself firmly on the Imperial throne.

It was fortunate for the Emperor that France was at this time

governed by the counsels of Luynes, who had been gained by
the promise of a rich heiress of the House of PtSquigny, a ward
of the Belgian Archduke’s, for his brother CadeneJ. Hence
Louis XIII., although pressed by Venice, the United Provinces,

and Savoy to resume the plans of Henry IV., would attempt

nothing against the House of Austria at this critical juncture
;
on

the -contrary, in reply to an Imperial embassy which arrived in

France towards the close of 1G19, French ambassadors were

despatched into Germany, who, in the spring* of 1G20, did all

they could to help the Catholic League. France was, indeed, at

this time occupied by a domestic rebellion. Luynes, in order to

satisfy "his grasping ambition, had conciliated Conde, Guise, and

Lesdi^uieres, .but set the rest of the nobles at defiance, and

refused to pay their pensions. The consequence was a revolt,

headed by Mayenne, Longueville, Vendome,*and his brother the

Grand-Prior, the Count of Soissons, the Dukes of Nevers and

Retz; while other nobles joined the Queen-Mother at Angers.

But the rebellion was quenched by the vigorous measures of the

Couafc bofore it could grow to a head; the troops of the Queen

were defeated at Pont-de-C^ (August, 1G20) ;
yet she obtained

from the King the same terms as in the preceding year ; a recon-

ciliation was even effected between the two courts, and Richelieu

married his niece, Mademoiselle du Pont-Courlay, W Combalet, a

nephew of Luynes. The most romarkable result of this rebellion

was the annexation of Bearn to the Crow# of France. The

Hugonots of that viscounty, headed by La- Force, the Governor,

had long defied the King and the Pope,; but Louis XIII., now

finding himself at the head of a considerable body of troops,

marched to Pau, and compelled the newly-created Parliament of

that place to register an edict uniting B6arn and Lower Navarro

to France. But to return to the affairs of Germany.

Frederick V. seemed bent on alienating the hearts of his new

subjects. Calvinism had but few followers in fiohemia
;
neither

the Utraquists, nor the Lutherans, could endure churches with

naked walls, and without an altar and jts adjuncts ;
yet Scultetus,

the Court j|Wne, ordered the crucifixes and other ornaments to

#

1 It appears from some intercepted let- to betray Frederick. Ilarte, Gust. Adolph.

tors that this treacherous and inconstant vol. i.j). 244.

Prince was from the beginipng prepared
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be cleared out in ap indecent manner from the cathedral ; and he

published a book against the Bohemian mode of worship, which

of course occasioned endless bitter replies and controversies. At
the same time Frederick offended his two best generals, Count

Thurn and Ernest of Mansfield, by placing them under Christian

of Anhalt
4
and Count Hohenlohe, who possessed no military

talent. Meanwhile Maximilian of Bavaria, who was the soul of
. ,

* **

the Catholic party, induced the 'Pope to contribute some con-

siderable subsidies; he secured the neutrality of the Saxon

Elector and the Landgrave of Hesse-Darmstadt ; and he advised

the Emperor to publish some threatening .warnings. before the

breaking out of the war. Hence the Landgrave Maurice of

Hesse-Cassel was the only Prince of any importance who ven-

tured openly to embrace Frederick's .cause. The new Elector,

Georgo William of Brandenburg, had indeed acknowledged Fre-

derick as King of Bohemia, but from the disturbed sta
#
te'ofhis

own dominions, he declined to tako any active part in his affairs.

The only other prinbely house, besides Anhalt, that adhered to

Frederick was that of Weimar, great-grandsons of the unfortu-

nate Elector John Frederick. By the advice of the President

Jeannin, the Duke of Angouleme, the French ambassador in Ger-

many, brought about such a treaty at Ulm, where the Union* was

assembled, between that body and the League, as neither the

Emperor nor Maximilian could have expected (July 3rd) . A
mutual peace was established, but the conditions were so framed

as to leave the League free to act with regard to Bohemia and

Austria. Both sides were to allow the passage of troops^ into

Bohemia, and the Union consented, on the proposition of Bavaria,

to omit ^the Archdukes Albert and Isabella Clara Eugenia from

the treaty ; though they were members of the Empire, as Sove-

reigns of the Circle of Burgundy
; and though the evangelical

Princes must have perceived the drift of this proceeding to be

that Spinola might enter the Palatinate, and that the whole weight

of the war might fall on the King of Bohemia*.1 As, in addition

to all this, the Elector of Saxony declared for the Emperor, pro-

mised to occupy Lusatia and to defend Silesia, /md as Sigis*

mund III. of Poland sent 8,000 Cossacks2
to the aid of Ferdinand,

the contest was already virtually decided before the army of the

League appeared in Bohemia.

1 Tbs treaty is in Londorp, Acta Pub - was at that time applied to bands of free-

lien, Th. ii. S. 48. hooters in Poland, who were quite dis*
9-The dame of Kosackor Cossack is of tinct from the Cossacks of the Don, to

Tunrish origin^ and signifies robber . It whom the ominous appellation has since
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* Bohemian war,th<j Emperor, before the end
of IfilS, endfavc^rfed

ty)
conc&jpie hir ^Protestant subjects in

Ausjbrj^ Pope, 1 he oSered entire

religion# freedom; td the fetstfe^^pf Xower Austria, on condition

that they should reiiOutice*their alUajic6 with the Bohemian rebels

;

and though ihey at first, hesitated they were soon reduced to

obedience. Immediately* after the treaty of Ulm, Maximilian,

with the
t
greater port? of the army of the League, had occupied

'

Upper Austria, w^ich was made over to him as security for hib

expanses. Towards the end of August he began his march
towards Bohemia ; 'and b^ing joined by Bucquoi and his forces,

the united army amounted to 32,000 men, to whom Frederick
'

could oppose little more than 20,000. In Maximilian's army8

Tilly held the second command ;
a name only inferior to that of

Wallenstein in the annals of the Thirty Years' War. John
Tzerklaes, Count Tilly, whose uncouth name is said to be a com-’

pound, of Herr Klass, or Nicholas, was a native of Brabant; but*

having been bred at the Court of the Infanta at Brussels he
affected something of the Spaniard. This ferocious soldier was
^remarkable for his morality and religion. If business broke in

upon his usual hours of prayer, the lost time was made up at

niglft; and he had the reputation ofinviolate sobriety and chastity.
3

He was a little man, and Marshal Grainont, who once saw him at

'

the head of his army on the march, describes him as mounted on .

a white Croatian pony, and dressed in a green satin doublet

with slashed sleeves, and trousers of the same material. On his

head he had a little cocked hat, with a drooping plume of red

ostrich feathers that reached down to his loins ; round his waist a

belt two in<Sies broad, from winch hung his sword, and a single

pistol in his holsters ;
which, as he informed Gramont, he had

never fired, though he had gained seven decisive battles.4

The most disgraceful part of these transaction# for tho German
Princes was, that they stood by and saw their country spoiled by

the $paniarda; for Count Khevenhiller, Ferdinand?® ambassador

at Madrid, prevailed upon Philip III. to lend him the help of

been transferred. ^Bngel, Greek. der Uk- (for the latter half of it, after the death of
raine und der Kosaken , §§ 53, 56, 116, in Gustavus Adolphus)

;
Gindely, Gcttck des

the Ht^lische AUg. IVdtgesch. 3f>«n . J\ri<gs and Rudolph II. u. stineJCeitj
1 Khe.enhiHer, Th. ix. p. 1175. Hurter, Gesch. Kaiser Ferdinands II
9 Sene Descartes, the celebrated raetu- Schiller’s work on the same subject will

physician, was in the Bavorirfh ajmy as a be read rather for its style than its Jfocts.

volunteer. For the Thirty Years’ War 2 Zschokke, Baurisohe Gesch. B. lii.

may be consulted : Westenrieder’s Gesch. S. 221. *•

des dreissigjdhHgen Krieges

;

Barthold’s 4 Mfrn. de Gramont, f. 1
.
p. J12 %q.

GeschicfUe des grossen deutsdien Krieges (ed. 1717). • *

HI..
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Spinola and the Spanish troops in the Netherlands before the

twelve years’ truce with the Dutch should have expired. Had
not the Elector of Saxony and the Landgrave of Hesse-Darm-

stadt promised to stand by the Emperor, Spinola would never have

ventured so far from his base of operations, as to enter, as he did

in the autumn of 1(520, the Lower Palatinate with 20,000 Spanish

and Netherland troops, while the army of the Union retreated

beforo Jbim, first from Opponheim and thon from Worms. Early

in November the Spaniards ravaged all the fertile districts between

the Rhine, the Moselle, and the Nalie, and pressed on into* the

Wetterau. The Dutch, observed by aqother Spanish army under

Velasco, faithfully kept their truce with Spain, which did not ex-

pire till April, 1(521, and thus allowod time enough for the over-

throw of Frederick, the wannest supporter of the synod of Dort.

At the same time the Elector of Saxony entered Lusatia with his

army, thus depriving the Bohemian King of all hopes of relieffrom

that marquisate and from Silesia. James I. did nothing for his

son-in-law except allow Colonel Grey to raise some 3,000 men,

who were disembarked in the Elbe in May, 1620 ; but they were

inhospitably received, especially at Berlin, and, being attacked

with sickness, few succeeded in reaching Bohemia. Thus

Frederick's expectations wore deceived on all sides. His* fall,

which could not perhaps have been averted, was hastened by his

own misconduct. The troops of the Emperor and the League

wero in a torrible state of destitution and sickness ; the Bavarian

army alone lost 20,000 men, and Tilly himself, exclaiming, “
I am

dying of hunger," is said to have snatched an apple from the

hand of a Carmelite.
1 Although the Bohemian army was in as

bad a condition, it is possible that Frederick, by remaining within

tlio walls of Prague, might have worn out his, enemies ; but he

was advised to offer them battle on the 'White Hill, near that

capital. His army, commanded by Christian of Anhalt and
CountHohenloho—for Count Mansfeld, his best general, disgusted

at being postponed to those commanders, kept aloof at Pilsen—
was routed and, almost annihilated in a single hour (November
8th, 1620) . In the forenoon of that eventful Sunday, Frederick had
heard a sermon by Scultetus, and had sate down to dinner with

his 'Queen, when news of «the attack was brought. He mounted

his horse with the intention of proceeding to the field ; but from

the Vamparts he beheld that his army was already routed ; horses

were running about without their riders, and officers and soldiers
< •

,
1 Zschokke, Baierische Ge$ch. B. iii. 8. ,225. Anm. *
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were clambering up the fortifications in order to enter the city.

At a council at which Digby the English ambassador assisted, it

was resolved that the King and Queen should fly, for neither the

troops nor the townspeople could be trusted. But whither ? In

grasping at the shadow Frederick had lost the substance. The

Lower Palatinate, with the exception of Lautern, Mannheim,

Heidelberg, and Frankenthal, was already in possession of

Spinola and his Spaniards. Frederick, therefore, took the road

to Breslau with his family, and with such haste and confusion

that he lost his Order of the Garter. On the same day the Im-

perialists entered Prague* and shortly afterwards the Bohemians

swore allegiance afresh to Ferdinand II.
1

Frederick was received with respect at Breslau ; the States of

Silesia showed a friendly disposition
;

but. the ex-King saw no

hope of making head against his opponents, and on the 3rd of

January, 1621, he quitted Breslau for the March of Brandenburg.

Elizabeth, who was pregnant, gave birth tp Prince Maurice at

Kiistrin, January 6th; and after she had recovered from her

accouchement, the exiled Sovereigns proceeded into Holland.

On the 23rd of January, Frederick, together with Prince Chris-

tian ofAnhalt, the Margrave John George of Brandenburg-Jiigern-

dorfj and Count Hohenlohe were put under the ban of the Empire.

An offer was made to Elizabeth some years after, that, if her

eldest son were permitted to receive his education and religion

at Vienna, matters might be accommodated, and that he might

espouse one of the Emperor's daughters; but though she was

advised to accept this offer by her brother Charles I., Elizabeth

replied, “ that she would sooner cut her son's throat with her own

hands."
2 • * •

Forty-three Bohemian gentlemen who had not been fortunate

enough to escape were condemned at Prague ; twenty-seven of

them were put to death, and the remainder sentenced to lighter

punishments. Thirty more who had fled, and among them Count

Thorn, were put under ban. and deprived of their fends. A sys-

tematic plan, which we shall here pursue to its conclusion, was

now adopted by Ferdinand II. to root out Protestantism in

Bohemia and the annexed States, as well as in his Austrian

dominions. Soon after the battle of Prague, all Calvinists were

expelled the city, Ii^May, 1622, a mandate was issued, direct-

ing, under the severest penalties, all who had taken any part in

1 Harte, Gitslavus Adolphus, vol. i.
a Ibid . vol. i. Introd. Essay, p. xlix. ataA

p. *245. ’ • Hist p. 290l
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the disturbances to acknowledge their guilt before the Stadholder^

when 728 landed proprietors appeared, and sued for mercy. The

liveB of these men were spared, but their property was confis-

cated, either wholly or in part, and incorporated with the Crown

lands, or made over to those who had adhered to the Emperor

and to the Catholic religion. After the Diet of Ratisbon, in 1623,

Ferdinand II. went into Bohemia, the Papal Nuncio, Caraffa, pre-

ceding him by a day’s journey. The feelings and prejudices of

the Bohemians were now insulted in the most wanton and

childish manner. The sepulchre of John Ziskii, at Czaslau, was

destroyed ; at Prague, the stone cup, which in the time of George

Podiebrad was pfaced in the Tein-Kirclie, or principal church in

the Altstadt, was removed ; the bones of Itokyzana and of the

Utrnquist bishop Augustine Lucian were dug up and burnt in.

tho churchyard. The use of the cup in the Lord's Supper, which

had been conceded by Pone Pius IV. in lo(54, after the Council

of Trent, to subjects <>f the Austrian dominions, was now for-

bidden. On the other hand, the revenues transferred during the

predominance of Protestantism were restored to tho Catholic

churches and convents : but to fill those last it was necessary to

bring monks from Poland. In 1 020 a mandate was issued for-

bidding those who would not return to the Catholic faith to

exercise any trade or profession. Thcso proceedings of course

excited partial disturbances, but the times were over when the

Bohemians could hope to resist tho royal power. Yet 30,000

families, and among them ISo of noble or knightly rank, adopted

the alternative allowed them of quitting tho Kingdom. The
places of the emigrants were filled by Germans. Many peasant

families, however, secretly retained tlicir religious faith
;
and

when a century and a half later, in the reign of Joseph II., reli-

gious freedom was proclaimed, tho numbers who declared them-

selves Protestants excited much surprise. Ferdinand 11. at-

tempted not, however, to infringe the civil rights of the Bohe-
mians; on the contrary, in May, 1627, he confirmed all their

privileges, except the Majestii Brief, or Royal Charter of Ro-
dolph; from which he tore off the seal and cut away the signa-

ture : and to gratify the national pride of the Bohemians, and
to proride them another hero in place of Ziska, he caused statues

to bo erected, especially on bridges, to ^ohn Nepomuk ; who,
according to tradition, had by order of the Emperor Wencesl&us

been thrown into tho Moldau in 1383, for refusing to reveal what
had been intrusted to him by the Empress in confession. Nepomuk
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was at length canonized in 1729. Ferdinand proceeded in

a similar manner with his Protpstant subjects in Upper, and

ultimately in Lower Austria ; as well as in the States dependent

on Bohemia, though in Silesia, some traces of Protestantism

were preserved, through the care of the Elector of Saxony.

James I., besides that his theory of the divine right of Kiugs

caused him to regard with displeasure the acceptance by his son-

in-law of the Bohemian Crown, was also unwilling at this time to

break openly with the Souse of Austria, in consequence of the

prospect held out to him by Gondomar, the Spanish ambassador,

of a marriage between Charles, Prince of Wales, and the second

Infanta of Spain; yet as tho English nation and Parliament

manifested tho most enthusiastic interest in the cause of tho

Palatino, which they identified with that of Protestantism, he

could not with decency withhold all assistance from that unfortu-

nate Prince in endeavouring at least to maintain him in his here-

ditary dominions. Towards the end of 1(520 James raised a
* D

considerable English force, which, uniting with the Dutch under

Prince Frederick Henry, marched into the Palatinate, and suc-

ceeded in defending Frankenthal, Heidelberg, and Mannheim
against Spinola, who was in possession of all the other towns and

was'ravaging the o]jen country. Had these forces been adequately

supported by the German Union, the restoration of Frederick in

the Palatinate might probably have been effected; but the Elector

of Mentz, and Louis Landgrave of Hesse- Darmstadt, persuaded

the Duke of Wurtemberg and the Margrave Joachim Ernest of'

Brandenburg to join them in concluding a treaty with Spinola,

April 12th, 1(321, by which Frederick was left to his fate, and the

Palatinate abandoned to the Spaniards. These Princes engaged

that the Union should meddle no more with his affairs
;
and, in-

deed, after a last meeting at Heilbronn, id May, 1621, that

confederacy was dissolved. The only Princes who staunchly

adhered to the Palatine's cause, wore Count Ernest of Mansfeld,

Prince Christian of Brunswick, and George Frederick, Margrave

of Baden-Durlach. After the battle of Prague Mansfeld had

maintained himself awhile against the superior forces of Maxi-

milian and Tilly, first in Bohemia and then in the Upper
Palatinate ;

l and at last succeeded in* escaping the united f6rces

of both by a masterly retreat through Nuremberg, Windsheim,

and Rothenburg, into the Lower Palatinate ; and, at his approach
•

1 The Upper Palatinate, with Ambcrg for its capital, adjoined the western frontjor

of Bohemia. • • '
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in September, 1621, the Spaniards were compelled to raise the-

siege of Frankenthal. The trijce between Spain and the United

Provinces having now oxpircd, Spinola, with the main body, of

the Spanish army, had been compelled to descend the Rhine in

order to defend the Netherlands ;
and Gonzales de Cordova, who

had been left behind with the remainder, had been engaged in a

sovero struggle with the troops of the Palatine and with the

English
; but nothing decisive was done, and Tilly, approaching

by the Bergstrassc, and devastating everything before him, from

Ladenburg to Mosbach, in vain summoned Heidelberg to Sur-

render. During the autumn and winter the contending armies-

supported themselves by ravaging the Palatinate and the sur-

rounding countries. Christian of Brunswick, in an attempt to

penetrate into the Palatinate from Westphalia, was defeated in

the Busockor Thai, in the Wettcrau, by the Landgrave of Hesse-

TWmstadt in conjunction with the Bavarians, and compelled to

return into Westphalia.

Frederick at length determined to join his people, who were

fighting so bravely for him; and in April, 1 622, he proceeded

from the Hague to Heidelberg. In Mansfeld and George Fre-

derick of Badcn-Durlach he found most disinterested friends.

Mansfold had resisted very tempting offers frgm the enemy, While

the Margravo had, at his own expense, raised for Frederick a

considerable army. The united forces defeated Tilly at Mingols-

heim with groat loss, April 17tli
;
but knew not how to use their

victory. Mansfeld and the Margrave did not agree ; and having

separated their armies, while Tilly and Gonzales had united theirs,

the Margravo was completely defeated, after a well-fought battle,

at Wimpfen, May fith; his army was dispersed, and* he himself

compelled to seek refuge at Stuttgart. This reverse deterred

the Duko of Wiirtomberg from taking part with Frederick. This

Prince, who was with Mansfeld's army, resolved on a bold at-

tempt to join Christian of Brunswick, and making a sudden rush

from Manuhcei* seized the town of Darmstadt. The Landgrave
and his son were captured in their flight; but after a month's de-

tention were liberated at the intercession of the German Princes,

though on hard conditions. Christian, who was no friend to the

clergfy, had maintained his*army in Westphalia at the expense of

the Church as well as of the inhabitants, ai^d had recruited it by
holding out the hopes of plunder. At Padcrborn he converted

the silver shrine of St. Liborius into coin bearing the super-

scription, “ The friend pf God and foe of priests.” He did the
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same with the twelve silver apostles, remarking that he should

thus help them to go forth in the world and convert the heathen.

In May Christian had again marched through Fulda into the

Wetterau ; but he was not remarkable for military talent, and

instead of forming a junction with Mansfeld, he encamped at

Hoehst. Here he committed another blunder by Accepting a

battle offered to him by Tilly, to whose eighteen guns he could

oppose only three, besides being deficient in cavalry. The con-

sequence was a signal defeat (June 20tli) . Half of his troops

were left on the field; a part of the rest wero dispersed, or

perished in the Main and its morasses; and with the remainder

he contrived to join Mansfeld in the Bergstraase. Their united

forces, were .still equal to those of Tilly; but at this juncture

James I. persuaded his son-in-law to give up tho contest, in order

to become^ like himself, the victim of the Spaniards, who had per-

suaded James that if Frederick would humble himself, and resign

for a brief period his territories into *the Emperor’s hands, ho

would be pardoned and reinstated. AccoMingly, in July, Fre-

derick dismissed Christian and Mansfeld ; who, in their retreat

from the Palatinate, were pursued by Gonzales do Cordova, and

defeated in a bloody battle at Flcurus, in which Christian lost his

arn*; but they succeeded in reaching Holland with part of their

troops. Mansfeld retired into East Friesland.

Frederick, wh<x retired first to Sedan, and afterwards again

into Holland, soon discovered how miserably he had been

cheated. Long negotiations had been opened at Brussels, under

the mediation of the British King; but, whilst they wero going

on, Frederick was deprived both of his Electoral dignity and of

tho Upper*Palatinato. Duke Maximilian^who, as we have said,

was in possession of Upper Austria, which he claimed to hold

under the treaty of Munich till he should hawe been reimbursed

his expenses, had brought in an account of thirteen million

florins; and Ferdinand II. resolved to satisfy him at the cost of

the unfortunate Palatine. At a Diet held at Ilatisbon,in January,

1623, in which but few German Princes took part, the Emperor

persuaded thp Catholic members to transfer the*Upper Palatinate,

together with the Electoral dignity, to Maximilian ;
who, in spite

of the protests of Saxony and Brandenburg, was solemnly indicated

for his lifetime with Frederick's Electorship, and the annexed

office of ErztruchscsS, or Imperial steward, March Oth. Mean-

while Tilly had completed the conquest of tho Lower Palatinate.

Heidelberg surrendered September 15th, 1622, and the Castle on
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the 19th; on the following day, Tilly laid siege to Mannheim,

which place,
1 though bravely defended by Sir Horace Vere,

was compelled to capitulate, November 1st. Frankenthal held

out till the following spring. By the instructions of his master

Maximilian, Tilly acted with the greatest harshness towards the

Protestants* of the Palatinate
;

they were deprived of their

churches, and all ecclesiastical property was restored to the

lioman Catholics. Tilly also seized the library at Heidelberg,

famed among the learned throughout Europe for its collection of

manuscripts. Many cart-loads of these were despatched to

Munich ; and Maximilian afterwards presented the greater por-

tion of thorn to ^tho Pope. Thus the unhappy Palatine was

irretrievably ruined, chiefly through the selfish anxiety of his

father-in-law, Janies I., to effect a match between his son and the

Infanta ; a union highly unpopular with the English people, who,

on tho other hand, wore anxious to venture their blood and

treasure in support of Frederick and the Protestant cause. In

1621 James had indeed addressed a long Latin letter to Bethlem

Gabor (October 19th), beseeching him, if possible, to reduce

Hungary, and proceed next year into Bohemia
;
and promising,

with the full consent of his Parliament, a subsidy of 80,000/.
1

That fickle-minded leader, however, who had gained some suc-

cesses and suffered some reverses in Hungary, concluded a peace

with tho Emperor at Nikolsburg, January 7th, 1622 ;
by which

ho renounced Hungary and the title of King, in consideration of

receiving in that country seven Gettpannsch often , or counties, and

tho town of Kasehau, together with the principalities of Oppeln

and llatibor in Silesia, and a yearly pension of 50,000 florins/
2

In 1626, however, Bethlem Gabor resumed the war against the

Emperor, relying on the assistance of the German Protestants,

as well as of the, Turks : the history of which last people begins

about this period to bo again so much mixed up with that of

Europe as to demand a brief retrospect.

The unimportant reign of Sultan Achmctl., with whom Austria

had concluded *tho peace of Sitvatorok, was closed by his death,

November 22nd, 1617. Nothing can more strongly testify the

sunken state of tho Turkish power than that it was possible to

raise Jrom a dungeon to tlie throne Acbmet’s imbecile brother,

Mustapha I. It was one of the pastimes of this Prince to throw

•
1 Letter from the Hamilton MSS. in t. xxx. p. 709 aqq. and in Dumont, t. v.

Ilormayr s*Archi9. up. Menzel, B. iii. pt. ii. p. 407.
8 The treaty ofNikolsburg; is in Katona.
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gold to the fishes ofthoBosphorus; bat the Kislar-Aga persu&ded

the Divan that the precious metal would be better employed in'

furnishing the donatives customary on a new reign. After three

months' enjoyment of the sceptre, Mustapha was led back to his

prison, and, on the 26th of February, 1618, Osman II., a' boy of

fourteen, the oldest ofseven sons of Aehmct, was saluted Padishah

by the venal troops. Osman displayed a spirit and ambition

beyond his years.
1 Strong and active, and inured to all soldier-

like exerdses, Osman was a bold rider and an unemng marksman

with the bow,; but with all his energy, ho lacked the perseverance

without which nothing great can be accomplished, while his

meanness alienated from him the hearts of th<3 rapacious Janis-

saries. Osman longed to flesh his maiden scimotar in a war

with Poland, between which country and the Porte bickerings

had for several years existed ; and lie esteemed its conquest so

easy that he divided the spoil beforehand. Desolating inroads

had been made by the Tartars into Poland, by the Cossacks into

the Turkish dominions, which in 1620 ended in open war. Poland

was then ruled by the Swedish Prince Sigismund 111., of whom
we shall have to speak further on. Caspar Gratiani, Voyvode of

Moldavia, had courted the favour of Sigismund by sending to him

the intercepted letters addressed by Jlethlein Gabor to the Porte,

complaining of the incursions of iho Polish Cossacks and free-

booters. Gratiani was deposed on the discovery of his pro-

ceedings; but lie would not yield without a struggle: he called

upon the Poles for help, who sent him an army of 50,000 men.

Against these, posted in a fortified camp near Jassy, in Moldavia,

Iskander Pasha, Governor of Si list via, led a force of double their

number, composed of Osmanlfs and Tartart; ;
and on tha 20th of

September, 1020, a great battle was fought, in which 10,000

Poles were slain. The remainder, after a fruitless attempt to de-

fend their entrenched camp, retreated towards the Dniester; in

the passage of which river most of them perished. Gratiani

himself fell in the retreat. ••

It was this success that incited Osman to attempt the conquest

of Poland, against the adWee ofliis ministers, and even the wishes

of his army ; and in the spsing of 1621, clothed in a suit of mail

which had belonged to Soliman the Magnificent, he placed him-

self at the bead of 10J,000
men. But the march proved difficult

and destructive ; the mercenary troops were alienated by Osman s

reluctance to pay the customary gratuity
;
and it was t.h<5* end of

1 See his character in Sir Thomas Roes Xynrioivsn*. p. 4:i.
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August before the Turks arrived on the Dniester. Here Sigis-

inund had encamped 40,000 Poles and Cossacks, and 8,000 Ger-

mans sent to him by the Emperor ;
while another army of reserve

of 60,000 men, under the Crown-Prince, lay at Kaminietz. A first

assault on the Polish camp was attended with some success ; but

the following ones were repulsed, although in the sixth and last

the Sultan in person led one of the storming columns. A Polish

winter set in early; men and horses perished by thousands ; a

mutiny broke out, and Osman, after opening negotiations for a

peace, began his retreat. ' On the 28th of December, 1621; he

entered Constantinople in triumph ; for, though he had lost 80,000

men, lie pretended to claim a victory. But his ill-success, his

unpopularity with the army, the dearness of provisions, and the

strictness of his police, which ho superintended in person, by

visiting tho wine-houses and other places of resort, soon produced

symptoms of revolt among tho Janissaries. As these degenerate

troops 1 wore averse to tlfe warlike schemes meditated by Osman,

he resolved to destroy them. The scheme he formed was bold

and well designed, and, if successful, might have revived the

sinking fortunes of the Turkish Empire. Under pretence of a

pilgrimage to Mcmi, Osman was to raise a large army at

Damascus, march with it to Constantinople, and annihilate the

refractory Janissaries: but his preparations, and some incautious

words, prematurely betrayed his intentions. On the 18th of May,

1622, on the report that the Sultan’s tent was about to be trans-

ported to Scutari, the Janissaries, associating themselves to the

Spahis, rose in rebellion, repulsed with insults their Aga and
other officers, who had been sent to hear their complaints

; and

demanded from tho Mufti a categorical answer to the inquiry,
“ Whether it was permitted to put to death those who misled the

Padishah, and devoured the substance of the Moslems ?” The
Mufti having answered in the affirmative, the mutineers hastened

to the palaces of the Grand-Vizier and of the Chodsha, who were
thought to bQjhe authors of the plan for their destruction; these

ministers saved themselves by flight, but their palaces were plun-

dered and destroyed. On the following day tlip insurrection

assumed a still more formidable aspect. The Sultan having re-

fused to give up the six -authors of his pilgrimage, though he

1 “
. . . who now, contrary to their

institution, being married and fathers of

a family,•bntored into trades, receiving

nothing in war more than in peace
,
prattr

ptriema et laborts, are not easily drawn

from their dWn chimneys.”—Hoe's Xcyo-
ciations, p. 48. Sir Thomas Hoe was
English ambassador at the Porte, 1621

—

1628.
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consented to renounce the pilgrimage itself, an attack was made
on the Seraglio ; and, in the midst of the confusion, a cry of

Mustapha Khan for Sultan, echoed by thousands of voices, be-

came the watchword of the revolution. The unhappy Mustapha,

wasted to a shadow by want of air and food, and expecting death

rather than a crown, was dragged from his obscure dungeon, car-

ried to the throne room, and saluted Padishah. Osman, contem-

plating flight when it was too late, abandoned his Grand-Vizier

and Kislar-Aga to the fury of the soldiers, by whom they were

hofribly murdered; the Janissaries, who would listen to no terms,

though large offers were made, occupied the Seraglio, and

directed all the actions of the Sultana Valid©,*the mother of the

crazy Mustapha ; and Constantinople was abandoned to plunder

and devastation. Osman, who had fled to the palace of the Aga
of the Janissaries, wras dragged from his hiding-place, and con-

ducted, with abuse and derision, first to the barracks of the muti-

neers, and then to the Seven Towers. * On the way. Iris faithful

adherent, Hussein Pasha, was murdered at his feet ; and he him-

self was soon after put to death, by order of the Validc and her

Vizier, Daud Pasha. 1 During the brief second sultanship of

Mustapha I. a peace with Poland was tho only event of impor-

tance, effected chiefly through Sir Thomas Hoc. On tho 30th of

August, 1623, a counter revolution took placo at Constantinople.

Mustapha was deposed with the consent of the Janissaries, who
even renounced on this occasion tho accustomed donative, and

the eldest surviving son of Aclimet 1., now fourteen years of ago,

ascended the throne with the title of Amuratli IV. The unhappy

Mustapha survived his deposition sixteon years.

James ft during these events, the Spanfih match being still in

hand, had instructed Sir Thomas Roe to maintain peace between

the Porte, the Emperor, and the King of Poland ;
although, as

we have seen, the British King had secretly afforded some trifling

aid to his son-in-law the Palatine, both by sending him a few

troops, and by endeavouring underhand to excite Jiethlem Gabor

to action. In 1623 this Prince, whom Sir Isaac 'VVake, the English

minister at Venice, characterized as a Janus with one face towards

Christendom and another towards Turkey,renewed the war against

Ferdinand
; and, though he could then count but little on th£ help

of the Turks, he entered Hungary, took several places, and even

threatened Pressburg, Raab, and Comorn. On the approach of
*•

1 For this revolution see Antoine Galland, L<e Mori du Sultan Osman

;

and the

Despatches of Sir Thomas Roe. •
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winter, however, he was compelled to dismiss hjs army ; when the

Tartars, of which it was partly composed, carried off 20,000 Hun-

garians into slavery. In May, 1624, Gabor again concluded a

peace with the Emperor, which did not differ much from that of

Nikolsburg. As the Spanish match had now gone off, we find,

secretary Calvert instructing Roe, May 28th, 1624, to do all in

his powfer to keep well with the Transylvanian Prince.
1 While

Poland was attacked in the south by Osman and tho Turks, Sigis-

mund III. had to defend himself in the north from his kinsman,

the renowned Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden : and as this last

country, as well as Denmark, by the paijb which they took in the

Thirty Years* Wai* were now about to become of great importance

in the European system, it will here be proper to take a brief

review of their history.

We need not carry our retrospect beyond the Union of Calmar

in 1307 ;
by which the three northern Kingdoms of Denmark,

Norway, and Sweden were joined togother under the famous

Danish Queen Margaret.’
2 The most noteworthy articles of the

Act of Union wore : that the right of electing a Sovereign should

bo exercised conjointly by tho three Kingdoms ; that a son of the

reigning King, if there were any, should be preferred ; that each

Kingdom should keep its own laws and customs ; and that all

should combine for the common defence. But this confederacy,

which seemed calculated to promote the power and tranquillity of

Scandinavia, proved tho source of much discontent and jealousy

and of several bloody wars. Margaret was succeeded on her

death, in 1412, by Eric of Pomerania, the son of her sister’s

daughter. Eric, who was at that time in his thirtieth year, had

married, in 1406, Philippa, daughteV of Henry IY. ofEngland, a

lady distinguished by her understanding, goodness, and courage.

In 1428'-Philippa defended Copenhagen against the combined fleet

of Holstein and the Hanse towns, whilst Eric lay hid in a convent

at Sord.
3

Eric’s reign was tyrannical and turbulent. In 1439

the Danes nni{ Swedes renounced their allegiance ; and Eric, who
was then in the island of Gothland, had henceforth to eke out a

subsistence by piracy. Tho Kingdoms elected in Eric’s stead

Christopher of Bavaria, son of his sister Catharine by John, Duke
of the Upper Palatinate ; but, after Christopher’s death, in 1448,

1 Rof’s yegociations
, p. 244. Goijer, Gcsck. Schmdens (translated from

9 For those countries may be consulted, MS. by Leffler).

Mallet, Hist, de DannenMfe

;

Allen, 3 Philippa herself died in the convent
Haandbog i FadrclmdsU Historic £ubcr- of Wadstena. in 1430, without issue,

aeut von Falck); Vertot, RevoL dr Suede; Geijev, Gesch\ Schwedens, B. i. S. 197.
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the Calmar Union was dissolved. The Danes now elected for their

King Count Christian of Oldenburg ;
while the Swedes and Nor-

wegians chose Charles Knutson. But in the following year

Charles was compelled to resign Norway to Christian, and in 1457

he lost even Sweden through an insurrection led by the Archbishop

of Upsala. Christian was at once chosen in his place, and crowned

JtUpsala; and in the following year the Councils of all throe

Kingdoms, assembled at Skara, recognized Christian's son John
as his successor.

King Christian I. became still more powerful by being chosen

to succeed his maternal uncle in Sleswick and Holstein. 1 He had,

however, to strive for a long while with Charles Knutson for the

throne of Sweden, and after Charles's death, in 1470, with Sten

Sture, a nobleman of Dalecarlia, to whom Charles had bequeathed

the administration of the realm. In 1471 a battle was fought on

the Brunkebjcrg, a height now enclosed in the city of Stockholm,

in which the Danish King was utterly defeated, though, of course,

he continued to hold the old Danish lands bSyond the Sound, viz.,

Scania, Halland, and Bleking. Christian died in 1481, and was

succeeded in Denmark and Norway by his son John. The Swedes,

in 1483, acknowledged John's supremacy by renewing the Union

of Calmar; yet, in spite of all his efforts and the domestic dissen-

sions prevailing in Sweden, John could never really establish

himself in that country. Sten Sture's regency had excited much
discontent in Sweden. In 1503 he died, and was succeeded by
Swante Sture, who, though a namesake, was no kinsman. Swanto

Sture, after some struggles and vicissitudes, succeeded in retain-

ing the regency, and on his death in 1512, his son, Sten Sture

the younger, was elected in his place.

King John died in 1513. The education of his son and suc-

cessor, Christian II., recalls the patriarchal figes, and shows how
rude were the manners at that time even of the highest classes in

Scandinavia. Young Christian was put to board with one Hans,

a bookbinder, till Hinze, a canon, took charge of hiip, taught him

his catechism and to sing in the choir : and ho was then handed

over to Mastjer Conrad of Pomerania to be instructed in Latin.

As he approached adolescence he was lodged in the palace, where

his unruly habits often procured him ja beating from his father, for

he would scour Copenhagen at night drinking and amusing him-

self wherever he was
#
invited. In 1502, being in his twentieth

1 Holstein was erected into a Duchy in favour cf Christian by the Emperor Frederick

III. in 1474. Pfeffel, t. ii.4). 43. .
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year, he was sent as Viceroy into Norway to quell an insurrection,

which he effected in the most brutal manner
;
and during the

eight years that he remained in that country he almost annihilated

the nobility. At Bergen, where he resided, then the staple of the

northern Hanseatic trade, he fell in love with a girl called Dyveke,
or Little Dove, daughter of Sigbrit, a huckstress of Amsterdam,

who had set up a tavern at Bergen. From these women, who
completely ruled him, Christian seoms to have imbibed the de-

mocratical principles common in the Netherlands. He was the

enomy of nobles and prelates, and opposed the oppression which

they exercised over the peasants, who
#
in Denmark were then

nothing but serfs'. It must bo recollected, however, that the

constitution of Denmark, as well as of Norway and Sweden,

consisted then of an aristocracy, or rather oligarchy, of nobles,

which left the King but little real power, and which he of course

regarded with aversion. After Christian’s accession, in 1513, he

openly lived with his nii,stress Dyvekc, and she and her mother

continued to retain their influence ovor him in spijbe of his marriage

with Isabella, a sister of the Emperor Charles V.

It was during the reign of Christian II. that Denmark first

began to have much connection with the rest of Europe. In the

year of his accession, he allied himself with the Wendish group of

towns of the Hanseatic League, whose capital was Liibeck
; and

lie subsequently formed alliances with Russia, France, England,

and Scotland, with the view of obtaining their aid in his con-

templated reduction of Sweden ; but he deferred any expedition

against that country till a favourable opportunity was presented

through Gustaf Trolle, Archbishop of Upsala, who, with many of

tho old Swedish nobility, hated the*Sture family. "In 1517 Trolle

levied open war against the administrator Sten Sture, in which

Christian supported* him with a fleet; but Sten Sture succeeded

in capturing Trolle, had him deposed from his see in a Diet con-

vened at Arboga, and razed to tho ground his strong castle of

Staket. In Jhe next year Christian again appeared before

{Stockholm witli a fleet and army, in which were 2,000 French
' sent by Francis I." Christian was defeated by*Steji Sture in a

battle near Brankirka, after which he sought an interview with

the regent, in the meantime demanding hostages till he should

have safely returned to his ships. Six noble Swedes were

accordingly placed in his hands, and among them the young
Gustavus Ericson who had carried the Swedish banner in the

battle ; but, with an infanfous breach of faith, Christian had no
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sooner got back to his ships than he carried the hostages off with

him to Denmark.

The Archbishop of Upsala having gone to Rome to complain

of Sten Sture, the Pope appointed in Denmark an ecclesiastical

commission, which excommunicated the administrator and his*
f

party, and laid all Sweden under an interdict. This proceeding,

which served to pave the way for Sweden's acceptance of the

Lutheran reformation, afforded Christian II. a pretence for

getting up a crusade against that country, and levying money
both on clergy and laity; and he employed the year 1519 in

gathering a large army^to which adventurers flocked from all

parts of Europe. Early in 1520 this army *invaded Sweden,

under command of Otte Krumpe, who caused the Papal interdict

to be placarded on all the church doors. Sture was defeated

and wounded in a battle fought on the ice at Aasund in West
Gothland; and a traitor offered to lead Krumpe into Upland, by

avoiding the abattis with which the paSses had been protected.

At this news Stqp Sture, in spite of his wound, hastened to the

defence of Stockholm, but died on the way in his sledge on

Malar Lake. The Swedes were routed in a second battle near

Upsala, after which a treaty was concluded to the effect that'

Christian should reign in Sweden, agreeably to the Union of

Calmar, but on condition of granting an entire amnesty. Chris-

tian now proceeded to Stockholm, where in November his corona-

tion was performed with great splendour. Christian at first

behaved in a most friendly manner, and promised to be not only

a King, but even a father, to the Swedes
;
yet he had no sooner

received the crown than he took the most inhuman vengeance on

his confiding subjects. Two •bishops, the -burgomaster o.f Stock-

holm, the town council, and many nobles, were beheaded in the

market-place ; other executions, often preceded by torture, fol-

lowed, during a space of four days ; and the city was given up

to be plundered by the soldiers like a place taken by storm.

Orders were despatched to Finland to proceed in a yjnilar manner,

while the King's progress southward was everywhere marked by

executions. .
#

Those cruelties, for which Christian was reproached by his

brother-in-law, Charles V., procured . for him the name of the

Nero of the North, and brought on insurrections in all his

dominions. That in Sweden was led by Gustavus Ericson, the

hostage already mentioned, a young man remarkable alike by his

•origin, talent, and courage ; whose fafhily, for what reason is not
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precisely known, afterwards assumed the naine of Vasa,, which

was borne neither by himself nor by his forefathers.
1

, During

his captivity in Denmark, Gustavus Vasa had been ^intrusted to

the custody of his kinsman, Eric Baner, a nobleman of Jutland,

who kept him in his castle of,Kallo. At his keeper’s table Gus*

tavus heard of the preparations for war with Sweden, and was

insulted by the boasts of the young Danes, how they wtfuld

divido Swedish lands, how they would east lots for Swedish

maidens, so that he could rest neither day nor night. He. escaped

on% morning from Kallo, disguised himself as an ox-driver, and,

in September, 1519, reached Lubeck in .safety, where ho remained

eight months. In May, 1520, soon after the death of Sten Sture,

- and when the Danes under Christian were besieging Stockholm,

the Lubeckcrs landed Gustavus secretly at Stenso, near Cal-

mar; but he found among his countrymen no response to his

appeals to them to arm, and was fain to fly. How lie spent

the summer, disguised and wandering in by-paths in order to
+

escape recognition— for a price had been sot u$)on his head—is

not known. It was September before ho arrived at Tama, tho

estate of his brother-in-law Joachim Brahe in Sodermanland

;

whom, however, ho could not dissuade from attending Christian’s

coronation. Brahe went to Stockholm, which city, as wo have

said, had been entered in the autumn by Christian, and there

met his death. The father of Gustavus was among those who
had signed tho deed conferring the Swedish Crown upon Chris-

tian, but ho was, nevertheless, as well as his son-in-law, one of

the victims of that monster. At Hiifnas, his paternal estate, to

which he had proceeded on leaving Tarna, Gustavus heard the

news of the massacre, and lie mounted his horse and fled, attended

by a single servant, who robbed and forsook him. Gustavus
'

now took tho road to Dalecarlia, a land noted for its love of

freedom and hatred of Danes. Here he worked in peasant’s

clothes, for daily wages, in hourly danger from his pursuers,

from whom hp^had many narrow escapes; and was once wounded
with a lance as lie &y hidden under a heap of straw. His adven-

tures, which remind us of those of our owif Alfred, ate still

related in that neighbourhood ; tho bams at Rankhytta in which

he thrashed oats, the building near Orniis where his life was
saved by a woman, are preserved as national monuments

; the*

spot near Marnaas where he lay hid under a felled pine trunk,

1 Geijer, B. ii. S. 1. Modern writers, which we shall retain. The year of his

however, give him the nama of Vasa, birth was probably 1496. Met, S. 3.
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the Bill near Asby' surrounded with marshes, where he found

refuge, the cellar in the village of Utmetland, where he hid him-

self, are still pointed out.

The news of Christian's tc blood bath" procured Gustavus

Vasa many followers ; he was elected for their leader^by a great

assembly of peasants at the Mora Stone, and found himself at the

head of thousands of men ; whom, though undisciplined and

armed only with spears, clubs, bows, swords, and such weapons

as chance afforded, he soon rendered fully a match for the^Danish

troops. His situation was embarrassing as well as difficult; ior

the Danes, besides possessing all the fortresses and castles in the

Kingdom, had carried off as hostages some of* the most distin-

guished Swedish ladies, including the mother and two sisters of

Gustavus himself. Nevertheless, he boldly went to war, and in

June, 1521, he invested Stockholm; but the siege, for want of

proper artillery and engineering skill, was protracted two years.

During this period his command was confirmed in a Hevmula#
or assembly of nobles, at Wadstena, August 24th; the Crown
was proffered to him, which he declined, but accepted the office

of Regent. The Danes were now by degrees almost entirely

driven out of Sweden; and Christian II., so far from being ablo

to relievo Stockholm, found himself in danger of losing the

Danish Crown. He had quarrelled with his uncle, Duke Frederick

of Holstein; ho had offended liis own Danish subjects, as well as

the Hanse towns, by his commercial regulations, and especially

by*hn ordinance forbidding the sale of agricultural produce to

foreigners, and directing it to bo brought to Copenhagen and

there sold to Danish merchants ;
and he had alienated tho nobles

by laws, gosd and just in therrtselves, but co ntrary to tho capitu-

lation ho had entered into on his accession ; among which was,

that they should not be allowed to sell the ^peasants with tho

land. He had made enemies of the clergy by prohibiting them

from buying farms, unless they should marry like their forefathers.

He had also done many acts of barbarity and cr^lty ; and to

escape the odium which they brought upon him, he caused Didrik

Slaghoek, whom hfi had made Archbishop of Lund, to be bjirnt

alive .as the author of them.

By his connection with the House of Austria, as well as

through the influence of Sigbrit, Christian had been led in liis

commercial policy to favour the Netherlanders at the expense of

the Hanse towns ; and the cities of Lubeck, Dantzic, Wismar,

and Rostock now toojf their revenge by 4©claring for Gustavus

, III. L
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Vasa, ravaging the Danish coasts, seizing Danish ships, occupying

Bornholm, and plundering Helsingdr. The same towns also con-

cluded an alliance with Christian's uncle Frederick, who had

formed secret connections with the Danish nobles, and induced

them to repounce their allegiance to his nephew, and place him-

self on the throne with the title of Frederick I. The Union of

Calmar was now again dissolved. The Norwegians, indeed,

agreed to accept Frederick’s sovereignty; but when Frederick

called upon the Swedish States to recognize his title in conformity

with the Union, they replied that they had already chosen Gus-

favus Ericson for their King ; which *was done at the Diet of

Stningniis, June 7th, 152J. Three weeks after Stockholm sur-

rendered to Gustavus, Bewildered by this revolution, Chris-

tian 11. fled from Copenhagen in April, before there was any

necessity to do so; indeed that city, Malmo, Kallundborg, and

some other places, did not acknowledge Frederick till the begin-

ning of 1521 ;
at which time the island of Gothland was all that

remained faithful to Christian. From Copenhagen Christian and

liis wifi* sailed to the Netherlands.

Meanwhile, in Sweden, Gustavus was consolidating his power,

partly by moderation and mildness, partly by examples of neces-

sary severity. He put himself at the head of the reformation, as

Frederick 1. also did in Denmark ; and lie acted with that mixture

of softness and dissimulation, combined with boldness in action,

which always distinguished him. Luther's doctrines had been

first introduced into Sweden in 1510, by two brothers, Olaus and

Lawrence Petri, who had studied at Wittenberg. The Petris

soon attracted the attention of Gustavus, who gave them his pro-

tection, and entered himself into
4

correspondence with Luther.

The designs of Gustavus were helped by the circumstance that, at

his accession, four but of the six Swedish bishoprics were vacant;

and Gustaf Trolle, Archbishop of Upsala, who had taken part

against him, had been declared an enemy of his country. As in

other parts u£ Europe, the nobles were induced to join the move-
ment by the prospect of sharing the spoils of the Church

; and in

n great Diet at Westerns in 1527, the reformation was introduced.

The castles and lands of the prelates were then seized ; convents

werb suppressed, and their inmates turned adrift; and many
were inclined to withhold even the tithes gf the parochial clergy,

had not the King issued an order for their payment. There

seems *to have been no great difficulty in introducing the Refor-

mation among this sinjple'people, for the majority of the Swedes
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were so ignorant as not to know the difference between Romanism
and Lutheranism. Gustavus I. always denied that he had intro-

duced a new doctrine ; and even under his son and successor,

John III., a great part of the people still believed themselves to

belong to the Romish faith.
1 The Reformation in Sweden was

not, however, unaccompanied with disturbances on the part of

the higher classes, and many years elapsed before it was com-

pletely established.

Meanwhile Christian II*, a wanderer and an exile, was seeking

the aid of foreign Princes to re-establish himself on the throne of

Denmark. The merchants of the Netherlands whom ho had

befriended, as well as some of the German Princes, wero in his

favour ; and, in 1531, the government of the Netherlands allowed

him to raise in Holland an army of 8,000 or 10,000 men, who
wero embarked in Dutch ships with the intention of landing thorn

in the Danish province of Halland, beyond the Sound ; but the

fleet was driven by stress of woather on the cqastof Norway, and

i awards the end ofautumn a landing was effected at Opslo. Here,

during the winter, Christian was secure from the attacks of

Frederick and Gustavus, who had combined against him. Chris-

tian had been a convert to Lutheranism, but, as his faith sat easy

upon him, he now declared himself the protector of Catholicism

in Norway
;
the whole country, except a few fortified places,

declared in his favour, and he was even proclaimed King of

Norway. 2 In the spring of 1532, however, when the ico had

broken up, a Swedish army had entered Upper Norway ;
the

Danish and Wendish Hanse fleets landed a, large force at Opslo ;

and Christian, whose men were daily deserting because he had no

means to pay*thom, was compelled to shut himself up in the castle,

and enter into negotiations with the Danish commander. By a

treaty signed at Aggerhuys, July 1st, it was agreed that Christian

should be carried into Denmark, to treat in person with his uncle

Frederick
; and that he should be at liberty to quit the Kingdom

if no agreement should be concluded : but such was the hatred of

the Danish nobles towards him, that they compelled Frederick to

condemn him to-perpetual imprisonment, and to give eight written

promises to that effect into the custody of four Danish and four

Holstein noblemen. The unhappy Christian was immured in tLe

Castle of Sonderborg
; jdl the windows of his vaulted chamber

were walled up, except one, through which his food was conveyed ;

and a half-witted dwarf was appointed to be his only attendant

1 Geijer, B. ii. S. S?18 .
3 Md. B. ii. S. 81.
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and companion. In this miserable prison he continued seventeen

years, till in 1540 he was removed to the Castle of Kallundborg,.

and there during the remainder of his life, which lasted till 1550,

he was treated with something like royal dignity; but his health

and spirits had already been completely broken.

Frederick I. died at Gottorp, his usual residence, in 1533, when

•a contest began for the Danish Crown. The Diet was assembled,

but the election of a King was deferred for a year by the State

Council, who during the interregnum exercised supreme power.

The city of Liibeck, now governed by two enterprising democrats,

Marcus Mcjcr, and George "VVollenwciPer, seized tho opportunity

to endeavour to place a protege of their own on the throne of

Denmark, and thus revive tho waning power of the Hansa; and

they associated in their undertaking the burgomasters of Malmo

and Copenhagen. As Duke Christian of Hol>toin, oldest son of

Frederick T., would not submit to the* terms which they prescribed

as the conditions of helping him to the throne, they employed

Count Christian of Oldenburg to invade Denmark on pretence of

restoring Christian II. The ( oimt having raised an army with

the money of Liibcck, demanded from the Duke of Holstein the

liberation of the imprisoned King, and passed over into Denmark
with the Hanse fleet. He was favourably received in Malmo and

Copenhagen ; all Scania and Sceland submitted to him as the re-

presentative of Christian II.
;
and tho peasants of Jutland were

also in his favour. Alarmed at these proceedings, the Council now
chose the Duke of Holstein for their King, with, the title of

Christian 111. (July, 1534); but tho Count of Oldenburg maintained

himself in Denmark throughout the year, till the new Sovereign

was. helped by tho arms of the King of Swoden. •

Gustavus was now at variance with the Wendish Hanse towns.

They had, indeed, liberally assisted him in his struggle in Sweden;

but they made exorbitant claims upon his gratitude. They de-

manded that the Js otherlanders, with whom Gustavus had con-

cluded a tifeaty in 1520, should be excluded from the commerce

of the Baltic ; and Liibock required with such impatience the re-

payment of a loan of 28,000 rix-dollars, that Gustavus, to satisfy

the demand, was compelled to order every parish to contribute

one of its church bells. ’As the strict ai^d vigorous government

of Gustavus had occasioned considerable discontent in Sweden,

the Liibeckers took advantage of it to declare war against him.

Among the malcontents^ was the King*s own brother-in-law, the

Count of Hoya, who* fled to Liibeck with his wife and children ;
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where GustafTrolle and other dissatisfied nobles gathored around

him. All these embraced the cause of the Count of Oldenburg

and Christian II., against the nefr King of Denmark. But as

his own Kingdom was threatened, Gustavus's army entered the

Danish provinces lying beyond the Sound ; the Liibeckers were

driven out of Scania, Halland, and Bleking; in January 1535,

Christian of Oldenburg and Marcus Meyer were completely

defeated in a battle near Helsingborg
;
and the Hanseatic fleet

was also vanquished by that of Denmark and Sweden. In

Denmark Proper, the invaders sustained a disastrous defeat from

the King's troops in Funen, in which Gustaf Trolle was mortally

wounded ; and though Copenhagen held out a* year, undor tho

extremities of famine, it was at length forced to capitulate. After

this defeat the party of the invaders fell to pieces ;
and Lubeck

found it expedient to conclude a peace with Christian III.

(February, 1530). The commercial privileges of the Lubockcrs

were renewed, and they were invested with Bornholm for another

fifty years. After this war, which was called*" tho Count's War,"
Christian III. and Gustavus Yasa put the finishing hand to the

Reformation in their respective dominions, and to the temporal

power of the clergy. Christian caused all the Danish bishops to

be arrested on the same day, and then proceeded to confiscate

ecclesiastical property. Lutheranism was formally established in

Denmark in the autumn of 1530. At the personal interview

between Christian and Gustavus at Bromsebro inCalmarin 1641,

the two Kings arranged some differences which still existed

between them, and a peace of twenty years was concluded. While

Sweden, in 1540, had with the consent oftho States been converted

into an hereditary Kingdom, Christian 111..found himself obliged

to weaken his power by dividing Denmark, according to German

fashion, with his two brothers, John and Adolf. Admonished,

however, by the difficulties and dangers which had attended his

own election, he took care betimes that his son should be ap-

pointed his successor, who was elected in 1542, and on the death

of his father in 1559, succeeded to tho Crown, wit6 the title of

Frederick II.

Gustavus Vasa died in September, 1560. Under his sway

Sweden attained to great prosperity,.and the latter half ofi his

reign was accounted the happiest time that country ever saw.

He bestowed
,
great care on trade, and especially on mining and

working in metals ; and he restored public order by e strict

police, then very necessary in that country. He was a rigid
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economist, and during the Reformation not only laid his hands*

on all the plate and movables of the churches and ecclesiastical

foundations, but even looked after the copper kettles and tin

basins of the convents. He personally engaged in agriculture,

mining, and trade, and lived a long while in rural fashion on his

farms in Finland. After the death of Gustavus, Sweden again

fell into confusion, and almost barbarism. His eldest son, who
succeeded him with the title of EricXl V.,though possessing talents

and accomplishments, was subject to occasional fits of mental

derangement; and Gustavus, to avert the danger threatened by

his reign, had mado his other three sons nearly equal to Eric in

power. To John he gave Finland
;
to Magnus, East Gothland

;

and to Charles, Seedermanland, which provinces they ruled as

hereditary Dukes. Hut of these brothers Magnus was still more

deranged than Eric, while John and Charles wero unfeeling and

cruel. Eric lmd been one of Queen Elizabeth's suitors; who,

however, with less than* her usual coquetry, scorns to have written

to Gustavus to disshade his son from a hopeless suit.
1

Eric, in

one of his insane fits, afterwards married the daughter of a

corporal of his guard.

Eric soon found himself engaged in hostilities with the Danes,

the Russians, and his three brothers. After the dissolution of

the military order of the Knights of the Sword, which had ruled

in Esthonia, Livonia, and Courland, like the Teutonic Order in

Prussia, the Russians attempted to seize Livonia. Magnus,
brother of Frederick II. of Denmark, had in vain attempted to

protect the Livonians, who now appealed to Eric; and in 15b

l

the Swedish King landed an army at Revel, and compelled the

Russians to a peace* Eut shortly afterwards Eri« fell into a

quarrel with his brother John, Duke of Finland, who, contrary to

Eric's -will, had married Catharine Jagellonica, a sister of Sigis-

mund 11., the last male of the house of Jagellon ; a union which
Opened to him a prospect of the Polish throne. The Archbishopric

of Riga having on the death of the Archbishop been nijytfl« 'over
to Sweden his eoa.ty.tor, by

and brother John to aid liim with a fleet

the der-ym taking possession. John, considering b^selt an

Sovor^, ^used to comply, upon winch

summoned both John and his wife before his tribunal at
_

fetock

v , OT1(i on their refusing to appear, caused the Swedish States

to condemn John to death as a rebellions vassal, and besieged

*Geijer, B. ii.*S. 141.
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and captured him in his castle at Abo, August, 1503. John and

Catharine were confined at Gripsholm, whoro they were kept

shut up for four years. A war Ulrich broke out with Denmark
about the same time, entailed great misery on Sweden, and the

acts of cruelty committed by Eric in his insanity, which had now
bocome more confirmed, set everybody against him.

# At last, in

one of the paroxysms of his disorder, Eric repaired to the prison

of his brother John, fell at his feet, saluted him as his Sove-

reign, and gave him his liberty. Thu first use that John mado
of his freedom was to conspire with his brother Charles against

Eric. In September, 15(58, John and Charles having collected

around them at Wadstena all the malcontents of the Kingdom,

proceeded to Stockholm, into which they were admitted by the

citizens; Eric surrendered himself, and early in 1509 John caused

him to be deposed by the Statos, and condemned to death ; his

marriage was declared null, and the offspring of it illegitimate.

At the intercession of the Queen-dowager, Eric's stepmother,

his sentence was commuted to perpetual* imprisonment ; and

John was elected King in In's place, January 2 1th, 1509. Tlio

unfortunate Eric survived these events eight years, although

John and Charles endeavoured by ill-usage to put an end to his

life* He was treated like a common malefactor; and in tho

autumn of 157 1, on the discovery of some plans to effect his

release, he was thrown inti) the frightful tower of Orbyliuys in

Upland. Two or three years after, John procured from the

clergy a sanction to otter him up “ fur the good of the people,”

—

in other words, to murder him ; and he was poisoned with some

soup, February, 1577, in his forty-fourth year.

Frederick II. of Denmark died in 1588, after a long and

prosperous reign. Frederick kept a splendid Court, patronized

art and science, and spent large sums in the astronomical pur-

suits of his favourite, Tycho Brahe, at Uranienborg. His son

and successor, Christian IV., who had been elected in 158(5,

was still a child; but the reputation of his father shed a glory

over his accession, which, however, was destined to fade in tho

Thirty Years'^ War. It must be recollected that at this period

Denmark held beyond the Sound several old Danish lands now

belonging to the Kingdom of Sweden, comprising a fifth, part

of the inhabitants
; and by the peace of Stettin, concluded with

the Swedish King, ’John, in 1570, the possession of Scania,

Halland, Bleking, Heijedalen, Jemtland, Bohus, and \V.yck, was

confirmed to the Danes.
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King John, with the many friends of his consort Catharine

Jagellonica, had in T587 procured their son to be elected King

of Poland, with the title of Si^fisnwind III. This was an unfor-

tunate event for Sweden, from the contests which it afterwards

occasioned. Catharine was a zealous Catholic, led by the Jesuits,

yr]i6 had been introduced into Sweden ; and Sigismund was

brought tip in his mother's faith. It was generally believed that

John himself had turned Catholic; but lie was not billing to

sacrifice his Ctfown for the Pope, especially as he saw that his

brother Charles was endeavouring to form a party as head of the

Protestants. John was prudent enough to banish the Jesuits,

to dissolve their, college at Stockholm, to fill the professorial

* chains with their opponents, and to threaten with exile all those

who had gone over to the Catholic Church.

King John died November 17th, 1502. His brother Charles

had been for some time the virtual ruler of Sweden; and, as his

nephew Sigismund was va Poland at the time of his father’s death,

diaries continued to* hold the Regency, although the government

should have been intrusted to seven Councillors. Charles had

been endeavouring to deprivo Sigismund of the Swedish suc-

cession, on the ground of his religion; and he was helped in his

views by the circumstance that both the Poles and the Swedes

demanded the constant residence of their Sovereign among them.

In the autumn of 1503, on the approach of Sigismund with an

army, Charles indeed found it necessary to lay dowtL the govern-

ment, and his nephew received the Swedish Crown
;
but in the

following year Sigismund was compelled to return to Poland,

and ho left his uncle Charles to govern Sweden with royal powers.

Charles used his authority to make preparations for seizing the

Crown. Sigismund returned to Sweden to dispute it with him,

but was ultimately defeated in a battle at Stiingebro in Sep-

tember, 1508. In the following February, the Swedish States

conferred the government upon Charles, with the title of “ Ruling

Hereditary Prince;” and in July they declared that if Sigismund

did not immediately send his son Ladislaus into Sweden, to be

educated in the Lutheran faith, he and his posterity should be

excluded from the Swedish Crown. Charles now sought to

establish his power by numerous cruel executions, chiefly of the

nobles ; for by the peasants and clergy he was regarded as their

deliverer from the papistry of Sigismund, and he even obtained

the nanjo of" the peasants’ friend.” At length, in 1604, Charles,
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having filled all the chief offices of the Kingdom with his ad-

herents, assumed, as Charles IX., the title of“Jiirig Elect, and

Hereditary Prince of the .Swederf, Vandals,;and ,Goths!1”*? Gus-

tavus Adolphus, then in his tenth year,
2

liis eldestfson by his mar-

riage with Christina, daughter of Dukp Adolf of Holstein-Gpttorp,

and granddaughter of Frederick I. of Denmark*, was at the sftm£

time recognized as Crown-Prince, and his brother Charlel9 #Philip

as Hereditary Prince, with remainder, in default qf male issue,
'

to their sister. The last years of Charles IX. wefre spent in war

with Russia, Poland, and Denmark. Christian IV. of Denmark,

who was only eleven years of ago at the time of his father’s death,'

did not obtain the government of that Kingdom till 1590
; and,

when it was at length committed to him, he was compelled, like

his predecessors, to sign a capitulation, which circumscribed his

power even ulore than theirs. During his minority the Council

of Stato had contested the regency with his mother and untfle,

and assigned it to four of their own ineiftbers : and no attention

was paid, except in the Duchies of Sleswic "aiul Holstein, to the

letters of Rodolph 11 . pronouncing Christian of age in his seven-

teenth year. Christian I. had conferred on these provinces the

right of choosing their own Regent, and the pretensions of the

Danish Council were consequently excluded there.

The first years of Christian IV.’s reign were prosperous. lie

chose the oldest and most experienced statesmen for his coun-

sellors; he wlfs himself intelligent and industrious; he founded

the prosperity of Norway on the ruins of the Hanseatic Loague,

and personally surveyed the coasts of that country to find con-

venient havens for trade ; nor did Iceland, in its remote and icy

ocean, escape his vigilance and cares. The power of Denmark

W%s then superior to that of Sweden, nor was Christian disinclined

to use it in a contest with the Swedish King, between whom and

himself an ill feeling prevailed. This festered still more rancor-

ously in Christian's breast after Charles IX. had been solemnly

crowned King of Sweden in 1608 ; but the Danish Council, on

which Christian was dependent, was averse to open hostilities,

and he was constrained to gratify his hatred by fomenting the

rebellions of the Swedish nobles. Charles, on his side, was un-

willing to engage with his powerful neighbour in a war for which

no pretext could be alleged, except the three crowns displayed in

1 Geijer, B. ii. S. 335. Castle of Stockholm, December 9th, 1594

* Gustaiu* Adolphus was bom in the O. S.
'*
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the armorial bearings of both Sovereigns, the asylum given to

Swedish fugitives by Christian, the contested possession of tho

Lap Marks, and of the island* of Oesel, alike valueless to both

countries. Denmark, however, was longing to extend her pos-

sessions beyond the Sound ; and in April, 1011, after some corre-

spondence between tho Danish and Swedish Kings, which might

not disgrace Billingsgate, Christian IV. doclared war.

Charles IX. had been disabled by a stroke of palsy from any

active exertions, and ho committed the conduct of the war to his

son Gustavus Adolphus, now in his seventeenth year. The cam-

paign went in favour of the Danes, who,took Colmar. Before the

end of tho year Gustavus became King of Sweden. Charles IX.

died in October, 1(311 ; and in the following December, Gustavus

Adolphus, with the consent of the States, succeeded to his father's

title of “ King Elect of the Swedes, Goths, and Vandals." Gus-

tavus had been well educated. He was master of several modern
languages, as woll as Greek and Latin

;
he had been early trained

to business; and in Ihe art of war, in which he was to acquire so

much renown, he had the advantage of the instructions of two
famous captains, Ewcrt Horn and tho Baron de la Gardie, a

French noble. In the report of a Dutch ambassador at the

Court of Sweden, two or three years after the accession of Gus-
tavus, he is described as slim and well-formed in person, of pale

and rather long countenance, with light hair and pointed beard,

inclining to yellow. He had the reputation of eourago, combined
with humanity and good temper, of prudence, vigilance, and in-

dustry
; ho possessed eloquence, and was amiable and affable in

his intercourse with everybody
; so that great expectations were

entertained of him. 1
• These expectations were not to be disap-

pointed. Under Gustavus, Sweden first made its might felt and
respected as a European Power; and during the brief period that

he took a part in the Thirty Years' War, he was by far its most
prominent figure.

Gustavus jgras naturally impetuous, and easily governed by his

ideas ; but at his accession lie chose for his chancellor and minister

Axel Oxenstiern ; a man who, though only about fyon years older

1 Journal der Legalie gludan^ 1615 pulent, he was large-limbed and bony;
aide 1616, ap. Geijer, Gesch. Schurd<ns

t
so that, when clothed in armour, ho

B. iii. S. 92. When Gustams Adolphus Swedish horse could carry him. Harte,
is described as dim, it was, perhaps, ae- Gustavas

4
Adolphus. For his history, see

cording to
#
the Dutch standard, and in his also Gfrorer, Gustav Adolph

youth. In after life, though never cor-
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than himself,was already, at the age of twenty-eight, distinguished

as a cold, practical statesman, the very model of a diplomatist. By
this man were the affairs of Sweden for a long period to be directed.

The first step of the youthful monarch, who found himself ham-

pered with a Russian as well as a Danish war, was to endeavour to

make peace with Christian IV.; but the Danos ropulsed his

herald, and would not even allow Gustavus the title of King. Ho
was therefore constrained to take the field ; and in a battle with

the Danes on the frozen lake of Wiclsjo, he noarly lost his life

;

the ice broke under the weight of Gustavus and his horse, and he

was with difficulty rescued.
1 The war went rather in favour of

Denmark; but both sides were exhausted, and in January, 1616,

a peace was concluded by English mediation. It was in favour of

the Danes ; but Gustavus was anxious to conclude it, in order

that ho might take a part in the affairs of Russia. That country

was now in a state of prostration. Tho throne was vacant and

contested; four impostors, under the "name of Demetrius, had

successively claimed it; the Swedes hadf penetrated to Neva
and Novgorod, the Poles to Moscow and Smolensk; the successes

of tho Swedes under La Gardie had inclined a largo party of the

Russians to choose Charles Philip, brother of Gustavus, for their

Czar; but early in 1G13 Michael Romanoff was elected, the founder
,

of the present House of Romanoff. The Russian war continued

four or five years. Gustavus took a personal share in it, and ho

and La Gardie at first gained considerable advantages; but after

his failure at the siege of Pleskow, the King of Sweden began to

lower his demands, and in February, 1617, a peace was concluded

at Stolbova, through the mediation of James I., and Gustavus

acknowledged Michael Romanoff as Cz*.}\ By this peace the

ground on which St. Petersburg now stands was included in tho

limits of Swedish territory.

After the Russian peace the war with Poland broke out afresh

.

In the summer of 1621 Gustavus began his campaigns against that

country by the siege and capture of Riga. In thej?receding year

he had married Mary Eleanor, sister of George William, the new

Elector of Brandenburg. He had previously visited Berlin inco<j-

mto , to judge for himself of his future consort, and he had also

proceeded to the Court of the Elector Palatine. The Polish war

lasted nine years; but to detail its operations would afford neither

instruction nor amusement. It was concluded in Septomber, 1629,

1 Geijer, B. iii. S. 86.
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by the six years’ truce of Altmark, by which Gustavus retained

Livonia and the towns of Elbing, Braunsberg, Pillau, and Memel.

He was preparing to take a part in the Thirty Years’ War of

Germany, to which subject and the affairs connected with it we
must now rgvert. For that enterprise his campaigns in Russia

and Poland had served to qualify him, in which he had not only

acquired the experience of a general, but, at tho cost ofmore than

onfi sprions wound lind disnln.vnd flip jnost brilliant, valour.
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CHAPTER XXXII.

I
N the year 1614 the struggle in Germany assumed a new aspect,

through the interference in it of Denmark and France. Tho
return of Cardinal Richglicu to power, which from this period he

continued to hold till his*death, gave an entirely now direction to

French politics; and it will therefore be necessary briefly to

resume the history of that country, as well as of Spain, which

played ah important part in all the events of this period.

In spite of the good understanding between tho French and

Spanish Courts during the administration of Luynes, the grasping

policy of Spain in Italy was near producing a war between those

countries. Ever since the Spaniards had bocome masters of tho

Milanese, they had not ceased to covet the Valtellinna, which had

been coded to tho Grison Leagues by the last of the Sforzas. It

was not for its extent or fertility that they desired to possess that

country, but because it would secure their communication with

the Austrian dominions, as well as the command of the passes

leading into tho Venetian territories; for the Valtellina, a long

narrow valley watered by the Adda, stretched from the Lake of

Como to the S.W. frontier of Tyrol. After tho breaking out of

the Thirty Years' War, the possession of this valley became doubly

important to facilitate the communication between Spain and

Austria
;
and the religious grievances of the inhabitants seemed

to the Spanish Court to otter a favourable opportunity for seizing

it. The natives of the Valtellina, mostly Catholics, bore with

impatience the sway of tho Protestant Grisons, and stimulated

by the Spanish Governor of Milan, they rose
#
against their

masters, seized tho towns of Tirano, Teglio, and Sondrio, mas-

sacred all thp Protestants they could lay hands on, and called in

the Spaniards to defend them from the vengeance of the Grisons

(July, 1620) . The Spaniards now occupied all the strong-places

in the valley ; and although the Grisons appealed to Bern and

Zurich for help, yet they were unable to regain the revolted

valley, as the Catholic Forest Cantons sided with the Valtellinese.

The French were already beginning to repent of their policy
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in Germany, and of the treaty of Ulm, which had enabled Maxi-

milian to march into Bohemia, and Spinola into the Palatinate.

When it was too late, Sully* s brother, M. de Bethune, one of

Louis XlII.'s envoys, represented to his Court the necessity for

saving the Palatinate
;
and Louis was obliged to content himself

with making some representations to Ferdinand II. in favour of

the Palatine, renewing the alliance with the Dutch provinces, and

despatching Bassompierre to Madrid to require the evacuation of

tho Valtellina. These negotiations were interrupted by the death

of Philip III., March tflst, 1021, close on tho age of forty-three.

His health had been sometime in a declining state; but he is said

at last to have fallen a victim to etiquette. The weather being cold,

a brazier was brought into his council room, the fumes of which

affected liis head. A lord in waiting told a gentleman of the

chamber to have it removed ; the gentleman replied that it was

the duty of tho steward to do so
;
but before that officer arrived,

the King, who had remained fixed in his seat with all the decorum

of Castilian ceremony, was seized with a fever, which degenerated

into the purples and carried him off.
1 Philip 111., except from

liis station, was wholly insignificant.

Tlio now Catholic King, Philip IV., who was close on sixteen

years of age at his accession, began his reign by dismissing his

father's minister, the Duke of Uzeda, and substituting for him
Don Caspar do Guzman, Count of Olivarez, who had previously

been his favourite, and who continued to govern him, as

Lerrna had Philip 111. The first measures of the new reign were

peaceable. Spain, intent upon the English marriage, seemed in-

clined to join England in settling the affairs of the Palatinate,

and to conciliate the French with regard to the Valtollina, the

seizure of which had, indeed, been disapproved of by Philip III.

;

and a treaty for the festitution of that valley, which, however, it

doos not appear to have been the intention of the Spanish Court

to fulfil, was signed at Madrid, April 25th, 1621.
2

This treaty

had been mediated by the Pope, now Gregory XV. Paul V. had
died in tho preceding January, and Gregory (Cardinal Ludovisio)

was elected February 9th. He was a native of Bologna; *a small

man, of placid and phlegmatic temper, and a skilful negptiator,

but was governed by a brilliant nephew, Ludovico Ludovisio, a

zealot for the Church. 3

Louis XIII. was at this time meditating an expedition against

1 Afern, de Bns .ompierre, t. ii. p.,228 * Dnmont, t. v. pt. ii. p.395.
<(Petitot). * Ranke, Popes, vol. ii. p. 463.
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La Rochelle, where the Hugonots, headed by Rohan, were in a

state of revolt. Luynes, though utterly unversed in military

affairs, was to conduct the enterjfrise, and at the moment of its

' commencement received the sword of Constable (April 3rd, 1621)

.

The campaign was at first conducted with some success ; but the

Royal army was badly led and managed ; it failed in flie siege of

Montauban; and the ultra- Catholic party loudly accused Luynes

not only of incompetence, but oven of treason. To efface this

disaster, the Constable laid siege to Monhcur, a littlo town on the

Garonne, which he was sure of taking, and which surrendered

December 12th; but two days after, while it was still being

plundered and in flames, Luynes died of fever, regretted by

nobody, not even by the King. He was not deficient in intelli-

gence, but ho had neither heart nor mind for tlio high station

into which he had thrust himself. The favourito, but a few

days before so powerful, was completely deserted at his death.

Fontenay-Mareuil saw his coffin on the* road for interment, on

which some valets were playing at picquet* whilst their horses

were feeding round about.
1

The war with the Hugonots, which we forbear to detail/ was

concluded by the peace of Montpellier, October 19tli, 1022. The
Hugonots suffered much by this ill-advised revolt ; the only

strong places which they succeeded in retaining were Montau-

bau and La Rochcllo. Rohan, besides other leaders, asked

the King's pardon in his camp ;
but ho received 200,000 livres

down, besides large promises, and the governments of Himes and

Uzes. After the death of Luyne^ the veteran commander Les-

diguieres renounced the Calvinist faith for that of Rome, and

was rewarded with the sword of Constable.* Jn September Riche*

lieu received from the King's own hands a Cardinal's hat, which had

,been procured for him through the influence of Mary de' Medici.)

The time was now approaching when that prolate, who still

remained in the service of the Queen-Mother, was to assume the

direction of the French counsels. The existing ipinistry had

become exceedingly unpopular. In May, 1623, the Parliament

of Paris %ent
#
a deputation, to the King at Fontainebleau, to

complain that^nal-administration was the cause of all the misery

of France, the Marquis de la Vieuville, sensible of his own
incompetence, cast his eyes on Richelieu, with whose abilities he

was well acquainted, and he imagined he might use them for his

•#
1 Memoircs, t. i. p. 525 (Petitot^ ,
* It is veyy fully related by Bassom pierre, t. i i.
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own service, without intrusting him with the whole secret of

affairs. Louis XIII. had, a prejudice against the Cardinal,, and

La Vieuvillo thought it might *be possible to make him the head

of an extraordinary council for foreign affairs, without his en-

joying the ^privilege of approaching the king's person. It was

one pf those schemes often formed ljy ordinary men for appro-

priating the brains of one superior to themselves ;
but in this

case, as sometimes happens, La Vieuville had made a wrong

estimate of his tool. Richelieu had no objection to be minister,

but he was resolved to bo prime minister. He feigned the

greatest reluctance to accept place, though it had been the

object of his ambition through life
;
he raised all sorts of diffi-

culties and objections ;
he pleaded ill-health ; he made his ac-

ceptance of office a favour and a condescension ; and,/seeing that

he was indispensable, he prescribed his own torms. On the 4th of

May, 1024, Richelieu, for the second time, took his seat at the

council board, which lie was henceforth to retain for life. He was

now jn his thirty-ninth year. His appearance and address wero

rather striking and jinposing than attractive or calculated to

inspire confidence. His complexion was pale, his hair black and

flowing; his eyes, though largo, were lively and penetrating, and

their effect was heightened by strongly marked brows. 4 His

forehead was high, his nose aquiline
; his well-chiselled mouth

was surmounted with a moustaeliio, whilst a small pointed beard

completed tlio oval of his countenance. Tffis features wore an

expression of severity ;
his walk, though l^ble, was somewhat

brusque; liis discourse wonderfully lucid, though without much
charm or attraction. *

Richelieu lost no time in casting La Vieuville, his pseudo-

patron, from the ministry, whoso disgrace was effected in about

throe months. La Vieuville’s manners, as well as hia policy,

were unpopular. Richelieu, who soon obtained an ascondant

over the King, shook his confidence in La Vieuville even while

he affected tQ defend him ; he is oven thought to have had a hand
in some of the numerous pamphlets which were published against

that minister; and, when he thought him sufficiently sUhkeri, he
shouldered him out. On the 12thofAugustLaVieuvillewasarrested

at the breaking up of the Council, and committed to the Castle of

Amboise, on a charge of malversation. No further steps were
taken against him, and when it was thought that he was suffi-

ciently •harmless he was suffered to escape. Richelieu’s reign

—

for he it was who governed the destinies pf France—may now
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be said to haye begun, although the Cardinal de la Rochefoucauld

continued to b£ "the nominal President of the Council. 1

Richelieu had formed, a grand Scheme of foreign policy,*which

mayTae briefly characterized ad a revival of that of Henry IV. and

Sully. His Spanish policy had probably never been sincere

;

and he ’s said, when quitq a youth, to have submitted to the

Chancellor Silleri a plan for the abasement of the House of

Austria!*
2 After his accession to the ministry, hatred and fear of

Spain were visible in all his actions. The suspicion that Spain

was aiming at a universal monarchy had been increased after

Philip III/s death by tliq addition to the Spanish arms of a globe

surmounted with a cross.
3 With these views, Richelieu naturally

sided with the enemies of the House of Austria, and courted tlio

Protestants of Germany, England, and Holland, although he per-

secuted those* of France ; a contradiction more glaring in tho

Cardinal, a high churchman, >han in Henry IY. and his Hugonot
minister. * #

Richelieu's first measures were, tho renewal of the Dutch
alliance ; the conclusion of a treaty with England, fortified by a

marriage between * Charles, Prince of Wales, and Henrietta,

youngest sister of Louis XIII.; and a vigorous interposition in

the affair of the Valtellina. Scarcely was Richelieu seated in tho

ministry when a special embassy arrived from the Dutch Provinces

to request help against tho House of Austria ; and tho Cardinal,

in spite of the opposition of his colleagues, concluded at Com-
piegne a treaty wijk that Republic, June 20th, 1024, by which

some commercial cthe? advantages were seemed to Franco/

The negotiations for the English marriage had\>egun before

Richelieu'a accession to office. The romantic journey of tho

Prince of Wales and Buckingham to Spain early in 1623 ; tho

admiration which Charles conceived for the French Princess Hen-
rietta on his way through Paris : the flattering reception of Baby
Charles and his dog Steenie, now the two " Mr. Smiths,” at the

Court of Madrid ; the insolence of Buckingham ^ his offensive

gallantries towards the wife of Count Olivarez ; and the final

brejkinff off gf the Spanish match, if, indeed,’ it had ever been

seriously contemplated^ ^ithe Court of Spain, are well known to

1 It was not till November, 1629, that vainglorious assumption of titles, and
Richelieu was officially declared prime instructed M. de Be'thune to roo\o the

minister. Capeftgue, t. iv. p. 45, note. Pope not to sanction that of Emperor of
9 Aubery, Hist . du Card. de Bichdieu

,
the Indies. Capefigue, Richduu , t. iii.

Kv. v. ch. 2. p. 324. ••

* Mercure Frang. t. x. p. 94. Riche- 4 Dumont, t. v. pt. ii. p. 461.

Ilea even opposed the King of Spain’s

III. M
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ail readers of English history. In the negotiations with France

La Vieuville had led the English ambassadors, Lords Carlisle and

Holland, to expect that no difficulty would be experienced on the

score of religion ; and they were therefore much surprised to find

that on this head more rigid conditions were insisted on than had

been required by the bigoted Court *bf Spain ; the number of

ecclesiastics who were to attend Henrietta into England was in-

creased ; and, while by the Spanish contract the children of the

marriage were to be educated by their mother in the Catholic

faith only till the age of ten, Richelieu prolonged the term till

their thirteenth year ;* an important qjause, which incidentally

paved the way for the fall of the Stuart dynasty. The marriage

contracts were completed in November, 1624. Richelieu brought

the Popo to grant a dispensation for the union, partly by threats

and partly by the inducement of a secret engagement in favour of

the English Catholics. But though Richelieu warmly advocated

this marriage, and entertained the same views as the English

Cabinet with regaref to Germany, he was not yet prepared for

open interference in the affairs of that pountry, but had resolved

to confine himself to granting secret subsidies, and conniving at

French subjects entering the service of German Protestant

Princes. His policy at this moment embraced four principal

objects : to incite the English to recover the Palatinate

for Frederick; to help the Dutch in defending Breda against

Spinola; to make an attack upon Genoa, the faithful ally of

Spain
;
and to liberate the Valtollina, now held by the Pope in

favour of the Spanish Court. By this last stroke, and by the

capture of Genoa, he intended to cut off the communication

between Spain and Austria
;
by the restoration of the•Palatine he

would disturb the communications between* Austria and the

Spanish Netherlands ; and by assisting the defence of Breda he

would find employment for Spinola’s arms. But, what was the

most difficult part of his policy, he wished to effect all these things

without prowoking a declaration of war on the part of Spain, and
without absolutely renouncing the engagements which Fraince

had entered into with the Duke of Bavaria. ,

With Regard to the Palatinate, it had been agreed vnth the

English ministers that Count Mansfeld should be employed ; he
was to raise an army in England, and France was to advance six

months’ fhy. Buckingham seems also to have received apro-
• •*

1 Auberv, RirhfUut, liv. ii. eh. & Cf. Rush worth, pt. i. pp. S$ and 152; Dumont,
t. v. ph ii. p. 47t5. •
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mise that Manafeld should be permitted to march through France

with his army. Christian IV. o{ Denmark, who was now’ be-

ginning to take a part in the afiairs of Germany, was also to be

subsidized. Mansfeld, when on his way into England, was re-

ceived at Paris with the .gioat marked distinction, although the

Xing affected that he would not see him ;* but, when, in the

winter of 1624, he appeared before Calais with a fleet containing

12,000 English troops, he was refused permission to land. The
Marquis of Effiat, the French ambassador, and Brienne, then em-

ployed in England about the marriage, struck with surprise and

confusion at this breach of faith on the part of their government^

repaired to Buckingham to explain and apologise ;* and the Eng-
lish minister, who had been completely outwitted, having no

formal agreement to appeal to, was forced to content himself with

a few excases, and some vague promises of future help. The
English fleet, after some weeks had been pasted in fruitless nego-

tiations for permission to land the troops, sailed off to Zealand,

where it met with no better success ; and two-thirdB of the

army were carried off by a contagious disorder arising from the'

detention.

Richelieu’s Italian policy was more open and decisive, but yet

coloured with such plausible pretences as might prevent Spain

from having any casus belli. In October, 1622, the Archduke

Leopold had repressed a rising of the Grisons agaiAst the treaty

imposed on them, and had subdued the greater part of one of

the Three Leagues. Venice and the Duke of Savoy were even

more vitally interested than France in this state of things ; and

in February, 1623, an alliance had been concluded between these

three powert in order to take the Valtellina from the House of

Austria. To avert the blow, Spain had proposed to place the

fortresses of the valley in the hands of the Pope, who was in fact

acting in concert with that Power, till the question should be de-

cided ; and in May the Valtellina was occupied by 2,000 Ponti-

fical troops. At the same time, however, the Austrians continued

to keep their hold upon the Grisons ; ahd La Vieuville, who then

directed;the counsels of France, had ' tamely submitted to this

temporizing policy.

Shortly after this transaction Pope Gregory XV. died, July 8th,

1628 ;
and was succeeded by Cardinal Maffeo Barberini, a Floren-

tine, who assumed the title of Urban VIII. Barberini, twin aged
* •• •

1 Le Vassor, Hisi^de Louis XIU. t. iv. * Brfenne, Mtmoirea, t. L p.392j IJicHo

p. 666 (ed. Amst. 1702). * lieu, Mtnu liv. xr. and xvi.
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fifty-five, was a vain roan, with a great conceit of his own abili-

ties
j
hence he seldom convent a Consistory ; and when an argu-

ment was once advanced against him from the old Papal consti-

tutions, he replied that the opinion of a living Pope was worth

more than the maxims of a hundred dead ones. He wished to be

regarded as a temporal Prince ; he was more addicted to profane

than spiritual learning ; he studied fortification, read the newest

poems; nay, professed to be himself a disciple of the Muses, and

turned some of the Psalitfs into Horatian metre ! It was this

Pope who made Civita Yecchia a free port
;
and the consequence

Was that the Barbary corsairs sold there the plunder of the

Christians.
1

Such was the man with whom Richelieu had to deal respecting

the Valtellina. He determined to call on Venice and Savoy to

act on tho treaty of 1023. The Archbishop of Lyon, the French

ambassador at Rome, was instructed to insist on the evacuation

of tho Valtellina by the Papal troops; and when that prelate,

thinking Richelieu a novice, pointed out in a long letter the
’ crooked and dilatory policy which it was necessary tq pursue at

that Court, the Cardinal laconically answered, “ The King will

no longer bo amused
;

tell the Pope that he will see an army in

tho Valtellina ” And lest the ambassador, who was aspiring to

the cardinalate, should play false, M. de Bethune, a Calvinist, was

sent to supersede him.2 For the attack on Genoa, which would

not only engage the attention of tho Spanish troops in the

Milanese, but also stop the supplies of money furnished to Spain

by that Republic,2 France pleaded that she was bound to assist

her ancient ally, the Duke of Savoy, in his quarrel with Genoa

respecting tho fief of" Zucarello ;
but though Richelieu asserted,

and pretends in his Memoirs, that this was a lawful cause of war,

Girolamo Priuli, the Venetian ambassador, at a conference at Susa,

rejected the scheme with indignation, asboth unjust and impolitic.
4

Richelieu, however, steadily pursued the plans he had formed for

the liberatidn of the Valtellina, in justification ofwhich tho alliance

with the Grisons was aldb appealed to; and it was alleged that

France, in helping them against their rebellious subjects, afforded

neither Spain nor any other power a reasonable cause of offence.

An attack upon the Papal troops did not inspire the Cardinal with

any scruples: it was as often his method to plead the reason of

1 Ranjse, Popes, yoI. ii. p. 556. Spain, for which they were always in
9 Anquetil, Intrigue du Cabinet, t. ii. advance. Mercure Franc, t. x. p. 24.

p. 201. ,

4 Sismondi, t. xv. 476.
* The Genome acted as the bankers of
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state with the Pontiff, as to weigh the respect and forbearance

due to the Holy See. Already in June, 1624, the Marquis of

•Coeuvreshad been sent into Switzefland, and succeeded in arming

the Calvinist Cantons in favour of the Grisons. The ambassa-

dorial functions of Cceuvres were suddenly converted into those

of a general; 4,000 Swiss and Grisons were joined by 3,000

French infantry and 500 horse; in November he received from

M. de Bethune at Rome the concerted signal, entered the Valtel-

lina, and soon drove out the Papal troops ; whose captured stan-

dards were returned with marks of great respect to the Pontiff.

Loud was the outcry, not
#
only at ftome and Madrid, but even

amongst the ultra-Catholics in Franco, against the “ State Car-

dinal.^ The Pope^ however, who feared Richelieu as much as he

hated him, wras less noisy than his partisans ; and, instead of the

censures with which the Cardinal had been threatened, it was pre-

cisely at this time that the dispensation arrived for the English

marriage. Urban had received a hint tliatfif it were not forwarded

it would be itself dispensed with.
9

The expedition against Genoa was interrupted by a Hugonot
insurrection. The French government had not faithfully fulfilled

the treaty of Montpellier. Fort Louis, near La Rochelle, instead

of being demolished had been strengthened ; Rohan, yielding to

the impulse of the inhabitants, made advances to tho Spanish

ambassador, and a monstrous agreement was effected, by which

the Hugpnots received the money of Spain, just as France helped

the Dutch. 1 In January, 1625, Rohan's brother, Soubise, seized

the Isle of Re, and, surprising the French fleot in tho roads of

Blavet in Brittany, carried off four vessels. The revolt gradually

spread into JJpper Languedoc, jQuerci, and the pevennos. Never-

theless the old Constable Lesdiguiercs, and Duke Charles Em-
manuel, invaded Liguria in March with 28,000 men, and most of

the places in it were captured. Lesdiguieres, however, declined

to attempt Genoa itself without the assistance of a fleet; the

ships furnished according to treaty by the Dutch beyig required

against the. French, rebels. It is probable that the Constable

acted according to secret instructions from Richelieu, who wished

not to see Genoa fall into the hands of the Duke of Savoy, and

was only intent on diverting the Spaniards from the Valtellina.
2

An Austrian army passing through the Swiss Catholic Cantons

1 Ranke, FranFosische Gcaek. B. ii. 8. Louis XIII., quote:! by Le Jay^. Hist. du
285. Ministire du Cardinal de Richelieu, t. i.

* See a Letter frojp Marshal Cr£qui to p. 54, note.
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and over the St. Gothard, compelled the French and Piedmontese

to evacuate Liguria, and even assumed the offensive against Pied-

mont and the Valtellina ; whfch, however, with the exception of

Riva, the French succeeded in retaining.

It was in the midst of these affairs that the marriage of Charles

and Henrietta was completed. The unexpected death of James I.

after a short illness, March 27th, 1625, compelled the royal bride-

groom to celebrate his nuptials by proxy
;
which were solemnized,.

May 11th, by the Cardinal de la Rochefoucauld, on a scaffold

erected before the western portal of Notre-Dame, with the same

ceremonies as had been observed at Ijhe marriage of Henry IV.

and Margaret of Valois. The English King was represented

by the Duke of Chevreuse. Buckingham afterwards arrived in

Paris for the purpose of escorting Queen Henrietta-Maria into

England; when that handsome, vain, and insolent favourite in-

spired many with astonishment and admiration at his magnificence,

a few with disgust and Aversion at his presumption. 1 Buckingham

had given offence id Spain by making love to the wife of the prime

minister; in France he was presumptuous enough to address the

Queen herself. Anne of Austria, now twenty-four years of age, was

tall and well-shaped,with an air at once majestic and engaging. Her
eyes were full and soft ; her nose rather teo large perhaps for per-

fect beauty
;
her mouth small and ruby, with just enough of the

Austrian feature to give it additional charms. Her bright chestnut

hair fell in luxuriant tresses. But her distinguishing attraction

was the dazzling whiteness of her skin ; more remarkable, how-

ever, in her neck and hands than in her face ; as she never wore a

mask, as was the custom in those days, to preserve her complexion.

She had little of the gravity of a Spanish education, $nd what she

had brought with her had not been increased by the manners of

the French Court, then abounding with coquettes, among whom
the handsome and intriguing Duchess of Chevreuse shone con-

spicuous. All Anne’s charms, however, had made but little

impression pn the cold and apathetic Louis, who did not live with

her like a husband. The«dominant passions of that King, after,

the chase, seem *to have been an inordinate penchant for ginger-

bread, and an almost morbid aversion to red hair.

Louis XIII., his brother, the Queen-Mother, and Queen Anno
accompanied Henrietta some way on her road to England. The

1 They who are curious in such matters description of one, and that apparently
may see in the JlUmoires <fwt Favory

,
by not the most splendid, of the twenty-

fiois d’Annemets, an account of
#
the im- seven suits which he took with him. (Ar-

pression Buckingham produced, and a chives Cur. t. iii. p. 293, 2* $4r.)
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King went no further than Compiegne ; and at Amiens the three

Queens were detained some days by the illness of Mary de* Medici.

It was here that Buckingham caitied his audacity to extremes.

As the town afforded but little accommodation, the three Queens

lodged <n separate houses. To that of Anne of Austria was

attached a large garden, skirting the Somme, where the Court was

accustomed to promenade. One fine evening, Anne of Austria,

who was fond
-

of prolonging her walks till a late hour, was strol-

ling in this garden attended by Buckingham, whilst the handsome

but effeminate Lord Holland gave his arm to the Duchess of

Chevreuse. The turning of an alley having suddenly separated

the Queen and her cavalier from the rest of the party, Buckingham,

emboldened by the shades of evening, seized the opportunity

to make advances incompatible with the honour of Louis XIII.

The Queen shrieked, her equerry arrived and arrested the Duke,

but was discreet enough to let him depart; and the rest of the

company coming up, it was agreed to ktfep the affair as secret as

possible. The English ships being detained at Boulogne by rough

weather, Buckingham and Lord Holland returned to Amiens,

where Anne of Austria still lingered
;

and, in spite of the

insult she had received, admitted Buckingham to an inter-

view in her bedchamber, though in the presence of one of her

ladies .

1

The English alliance was useful to France in the Hugonot re-

bellion. The Cardinal, relying on the warmth of a new connection,

succeeded in obtaining the loan of some English vessels, but

without their crews
;

for the English2
sailors, almost to a man,

refused to serve against the Hugonots, and it was not deemed

expedient #to treat them like the Dutch, on board of each of

whose vessels the Cardinal insisted on putting a hundred French

sdidiers, in order to prevent any treachery on the part of the

sailors. Soubise was now attacked in the Isle of Re ; and on the

1
It has been said by some writers that Le Vassor, Louis XI1L t. v. p. 108 sq.

Richelieu wiw also an admirer of Anne 2 M. Martin, indeed, asserts the con-

of Austria, and that he' was jealous of trary : “ Les huit vaisseaux, promis par

Buckingham’s reception
;
but there Beems Jacques l er

,
avaient enfiu et£ envoyOs par

to be no adequate foundation for these son sucoesseur et garnis de soldats Fran-

st&tements. The Cardinal, however, was yais, au grand d6pit du peuple et surtout

addicted to gallantry, and is said to have des matilots Anglais. . . . Les marins

been one of the very numerous lovers of Anglais de la flotte royale ne manmivre-

the celebrated Marion de l’Orme, as well rent fue l'ip6e sivr la gorge* be. —tiist. de

as of Mademoiselle de Freges, a cast mis- France, t. xi. p. 220 »q. But this state-

tress of Buckingham’s. When engaged ment is totally unfounded. The only

in theseintrigues,the Cardinal used to ex- Englishman who consented to serve was
change his ecclesiastical dress for that of a a gunner. See the Article*, preferred

cavalier, with a mask and green breeches, against Buckingham in Rushwortn s Col-

See De Retz,t L pi 11 sq.<ed. Amst. 1731); lections
,
pt. i. p. 332.
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I5iih. of September, 1625, he was completely defeated
;
on shore

hy Toiras, at sea by Montmorenci. Spubise succeeded in escaping

to England with two or three ships which hef had gaved ; and his

cause was so popular in that country that the government qould

not refuse him shelter. Here he employed himsqjf in making

interest with the parliamentary leaders; and* Buckingham, to

whom the loan of the English vessels was imputed asfa crime,

found himself compelled to demand them back.

The misunderstanding between the two Courts had been in-

creased by complaints of ill treatment made by Queen Henrietta

and her attendants; whose grievances^ had begun bofore they

landed on the shores of England. As a mark of respect, some of

the largest vessels in the English navy had been sent to Boulogne

to convey the Queen and her suite to Dover; and the French

officers complained that they had been compelled to embark and

disembark in boats ! When the Queen had landed at Dover,

Juno 24th, 1625, she wa^s lodged in the Castle, which was said to

be badly furnished ; knd when Charles visited her on the following

day, he came ill attended, and without a shadow of the grandeur

which distinguished the King of France. The Catholic priests

were put under arrest on the evening of their arrival, and were

released only at the Queen's earnest entreaty. On the journey

to London Henrietta was separated from her ladies ; and could at

last obtain a place for one of them in her carnage only through

the intercession of the French ambassador. The reception in

London was equally sombre and disagreeable. The state-bed

was one of Queen Elizabeth's, so antique that the oldest person

could not remember one of such a fashion. That many of these

grievances were imaginary and exaggerated appeal^ from the

testimony of Brienne, who accompanied Henrietta to England.

Dover Castle, he says, had been fitted up with the royal furniture,

and a magnificent supper was given there. He mentions not the

imprisonment of the Catholic priests ; and though he relates that

some English ladies were put into the Queen's carriage, he is

silent about her tears. This, indeed, was only a usual practice

at all Courts, and’ the French themselves had pursued the same
course with Anne of Austria. If Henrietta was received with less

than*usual state at London* it was because the plague had broken
out in that capital.

1 These real or imaginary affronts Henrietta

1 See Brienne, M6m#ire$, t. i. p. 407 vol. ii. p. 24). It is painful to read this

sqq. Compare Charles I.’s account of detail of his matrimonial squabbles, drawn
these matters in his Instructions to Sir D. up with his own band.
Carlton (Harris, Lives of the Stuarts,
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resented by a pouting sullen behaviour, highly offensive to the

King
;
and which drew upon her disagreeable remonstrances from

Buckingham* ,

•

Spmo more tangible grievances threatened to produce afi open

rupture between the French and English Courts. Buckingham,

to conciliate the Parliament, then sitting at Oxford, neglected to

observe the engagements he had secretly entered into with the

French cabinet in favour of the English Catholics
;
and he offered

to dismiss all the Queen's French attendants. But the Parliament

was of opinion that the promises made to the French King should

be observed ; and that thg authors of them should be punished if

they contained anything contrary to the laws. • Blainville, who
had como to London on an extraordinary embassy respecting these

matters, was'treated with studied indignity. Buckingham, besides

refusing to restore the ships which Soubisc had carried into Ports-

mouth, and which Bichelieu charged him with having stolen, wont

to the Hague, and, without consulting the French ambassador,

concluded a treaty with the Dutch and with Denmark. While in

Holland ho expressed a wish to go into Franco ;
but the French

ambassador having refused him a passport till he should have

given Louis XIII. some satisfaction, Buckingham, out ofrevenge,

induced the Dutch to recall their ships. The English fleet,

returning from an unsuccessful expedition to Cadiz, fell in with

and captured several French vessels, on the ground of their having

Spanish goods on board
;
and the ships were carriod into English

ports and sold under the very eyes of Blainville. Reprisals Vere

in consequence made on English ships in French harbours .

1

Richolieu, however, had no wish to break with England ;
he rightly

attributed Jihe conduct of the English Court to Buckingham's

humours and caprices ; to his desire to make the Queen renounce

her faith, in order that he might acquire with the Parliament the

reputation ofa zealous Protestant ; as well as to his wish to foment

an ill understanding between Henrietta and Charles, and thus

prevent her acquiring too much influence over hgr husband .

2

Bichelieu therefore determined to conciliate the capricious, but

all-powerful Buckingham. Bautrec, a man of Wit and talent, was

despatched into England ; the Duke was assured that ho would be

very well received in France ; the Refusal of his passports in

Holland was explained to be quite a mistake; above all it was repre-

1 Mtrrurf Franf. t. xi. p. 1052; t. xii. Clarendon, Itf 9m 1?ton ,\ol 1
;
.Vtp\ ft an?.

p. 259. t. »i. p. 260.
9 Richelieu. Mimotres, Ijv. xvi. : of.
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sented that the Duchess of Chevreuse, with whom Buckingham

was supposed to have an intrigue, and with whom and her husband

he had kept up a correspondent©, which Richelieu denounced to

‘ Louis as traitorous, would be obliged'to quit the Court if matters

did not mend. Bautrec completely succeeded in hi^. mission, and

brought back with him to Paris, as extraordinary ambassadors,

Lord Holland and Sir Dudley Carlton. This turn of affairs

very much helped the Cardinal in making a peace with the

Hugonots ; which, though reprobated by the high Catholic

party in France, and by the Pope's Nuncio Cardinal Spada,

was necessary to Richelieu's foreign^ policy. To Spada he

observed :
“ I know that I am regarded as a heretic at Rome

;

but ere long the Pope will canonize me as a saint."
1 Riche-

lieu had already conceived the plan of destroying La Rochelle,

but it was not yet ripe for execution j and with that extra-

ordinary talent he possessed for making everybody serve his

purposes, he effected a jieace with the Hugonots chiefly by means

of the English ambassadors/
2 A treaty was signed at Paris

February 5th, 1626, under the tacit guarantee of England, by

which the Hugonots were left in much the same condition as at

the beginning of the war.

The English expedition against Cadiz, just mentioned,* was

undertaken in consequence of the breach with Spain in regard to

the marriage treaty. Buckingham, before he quitted Madrid in

1623, insulted Olivarez with threats of vengeance, which that

minister heard with the greatest composure ; and accordingly, in

1625, a fleet and army were despatched, under Viscount Wim-
bledon, to take Cadiz ; but Wimbledon lost so much time in for-

tifying Puntal, that the Spaniards found an opportunity to throw

reinforcements into Cadiz, which saved the place. The quarrels

of Charles I. with his Parliament, and the difficulty he experi-

enced in obtaining supplies, were not calculated to render him a

very formidable opponent in any foreign war ; and he, in common
with the othpr. allies of France, was, soon after this expedition,

astonished and discouraged by an unexpected peace between that

country and Spain.

After the French successes in the Valtellina, JJrl>an VIII. had
despatched his nephew, Cardinal Barberini, as Legate to Paris,

where he arrived May 21st, 1625, and was received with the

1 Fontenai-Maraud, t. ii. p. 29. a threat of the English ambassadors to
9 It appeared from an intercepted let- abandon them if they declined. Riche-

ter from Kohan to Soubise, that t^e Hu- lieu, Mimoirts, liv. xvii.

gonots were chiefly induced to submit by
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magnificence due to his quality. Barberini was authorized by
the Spanish cabinet, as well as by the Pope, to treat foa peace,

with which view he made the following propositions : a suspen-

sion of arms ; satisfaction "to the Pope for what had occurred in*

the Valtelliqa; and security for the maintenance of the Catholic

religion in* that valley, by preventing its restoration* to the Gri-

sons. The negotiations went off, chiefly on the third condition

;

yet Richelieu, as we have already remarked, was very unwilling

to embark in an open war with Spain. The more zealous French

Catholics were scandalized at his policy in attacking the troops of

the Pope, in marrying tjie King's sister to a Protestant King, in

summoning the hordes of Scandinavia to restore a heretic Prince

in the Palatinate
;
and this sentiment was so strong among the

sovereign cfourts and municipal bodies, as to cause the Cardinal

to fear that he might soon have to struggle with another Catholic

League, as well as with the Hugonots. It was chiefly to relieve

himself of his fears and responsibility, that, after the departure of

the Legate Barberini, Richelieu advised thd King to summon an

Assembly of Notables at Fontainebleau. In this assembly

Richelieu spoke in favour of peace, but of such a peace as might

be concluded on honourable and advantageous conditions; and

he .was supported by a great majority, although the Cardinal

de Sourdis was for an* immediate suspension of arms. Spain

appeared to have become more moderate ; especially as in the

winter Marshal Bassompierre succeeded in obtaining a fresh

declaration of the Swiss Diet in favour of the Grisons ;
and after

the departure of Barberini, the Spanish Court renewed the nego-

tiations through the Marquis of Mirabel,
#

their ambassador at

Paris, an<J also made advances to Count, du Fargis, the French

ambassador at Madrid. Richelieu's instructions to Du Fargis

had been purposely vague; and that minister, hearing that

the Pope was about to send 6,000 men into the Valtellina, had

somewhat precipitately signed a treaty with Spain, January 1st,

1626. Most of the conditions desired by Frapce had been

obtained; yet Richelieu disavowed the treaty, founding hjs

objections chiefly on matters of form
;
though ’his real motive was

probably his fe$r that the allies of France would get scent of it

before his arrangements with the Hugonots were completed. At

all events, soon after the peace with the insurgents, Du Fargis

concluded a fresh treaty with Olivarez at Monfon, in Aragon,

March 5th ; which, though Richelieu again pretended to be very

angry at*it, was, with a few amendments, ratified at Barcelona a
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month afterwards.
1 The principal articles of the treaty of

Mon9on were : that the affairs of the Grisons and the Valtellinese

should be replaced in the sanfe state as they, were in at the

^beginning of 1(517 ;
that no other religion but the Roman

Catholic should be tolerated in the valley j that the Valtellinese

should have the right of electing their magistrates, subject, how-

ever, to the approval of the Grisons; that the forts in theValtel-

lina, as well as in the bailiwick of Bormio and districjj of

Chiavenna, should be razed by the Pope ;
and, in consideration

of the privileges granted to them, the Valtellinese were to pay to

the Grisons such an annual sum as mighj be agreed on.
2

Tho news of this treaty was received with equal surprise and

indignation at London, Venice, Turin, and among the Grisons.

Tho allies of France had all been duped ;
and, besides tho general

insult of making none of them a party to the treaty, each found

in it some particular cause of complaint. The rights and interests

of the Grisons had been bartered away without their consent ;
the

Swiss wore offended "at the part they had been made to play in

tho affair, to the detriment of their confederates; the Venetians

thought themselves wronged by the demolition of the forts,

which they deemed necessary to secure their right of way
;
the

Duke of Savoy saw all tho hopes cut off for which he had entared

into the war, and himself insulted to boot by a pretended com-

mission to his son, the Prince of Piedmont, to be the Lieutenant-

General of Louis in Italy at the very time of the conclusion of the

treaty. The Dutch and the English, and especially the latter,

had no less reason to complain. France had amused them with

a pretended league, merely for the purposo of procuring better

terms from the Hugonots and from. Spain ; and the English am-

bassadors had actually been made the tools for arranging a peace

with the former.

Richolieu evidently chuckles in relating these tricks, though

affecting the greatest candour and pretending to throw all the

blame on the precipitation of Du Fargis.’’ His next task was to

jjacify his angry allies, in which he perfectly succeeded. The
Duke of Sayoy wds flattered with the prospect of obtaining the

title of King through the influence of France
;
$he Grisons and

Venetians were mollified wit)i compliments and excuses
;
the Eng-

lish ambassadors were assured that France, whose hands were

1 Richelipu even pretends to express 9 Dumont, t. v. pt. ii. p. 487. The
his dissatisfaction at it in his" Testament sum aimed on was 25,000 crowns.
TolitiiiiiCy oh. I,

* 3 Mtmoires
x
liv. xvii.

*
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now free, would act with more vigour than ever in the affair of

the Palatinate, and that a French army of 11,000 or 12,000 men
should join the English forces on the Rhine. At the same timo

the Cardinal dropped all complaints about Queen Henrietta and
the marriage treaty. Thus Richelieu gained his point, but at

some cost to his reputation. All Europe began to regard him as

a slippery politician whom no engagements could bind ; and the

indignation which brooded in the hearts of those whom he had

deceived only awaited a favourable opportunity to display itself.
1

These events were followed by a conspiracy against Richelieu,

which we can only briefly notice, as having little reference to the

general history of Europe. The ostensible object of the plot was

to prevent a marriage which had been arranged between Gaston,

Duke of Anjou, the King’s brother, commonly called Monsieur,

and Mademoiselle de Montpensier
;
but it included the murder

of Richelieu, and probably the deposition of Louis XIII., and a

marriage between Gaston and Anne of Austria. The principal

leaders of this conspiracy were the Marshal d’Ornano, who had

been Gaston’s governor, the Duke of Vendome and his brother

the Grand-Prior, the Dukes of Longueville and Epernon, and

Several more of the malcontent nobles. Even Anne of Austria

took part in it. The plot was frustrated by the coolness and

vigilance of Richelieu ; who succeeded in completely overawing

Gaston, and compelling him to perform the marriage (August 0th,

1626) ; after which he assumed the title of Duke of Orleans,

which had belonged to his elder brother, dead some years ago.

The King also distinguished himself by the slyness with which ho

personally effected the arrests of Ornano and Vendome, as he had

formerly done in the ca^p of Conde. Sftch an employment had

something very captivating for the mind of Louis XIII. It had

in it something analogous to his field sports, and afforded' the

same sort of excitement that he felt in capturing his game. In-

deed, he had himself become a King as it were by stratagem.

Nothing could exceed the cool and imperturbable dissimulation

with which he watched for the favourable moment, and secured

his unsuspecting victim. *

Richelieu thus triumphed over his domestic enemies, as he had

over the enemies, or rather the allies*, of France. Yet even this

consummate politician had his weak point. The strong-willed

* M. Martin (Hist, de France
,

t. xi. the Cardinal’s conduct wasjustified by

p. 229, note) has undertaken against Sis- the manners of the period, and that he

tnondi the defence of Richelieu' in this was mo worse than his brother diploma-

matter. The gist of his argument is that tists.
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and sagacious minister was a believer in judicial astrology ; and

it is said that he did not decide upon Gaston's marriage till he

had caused that Prince’s horoscope to be drawn.

1

Of the con-

spirators, one, the Count of Chalais, was beheaded, others were

imprisoned, some were pardoned. Omano died in confinement,

September 2nd, and thus escaped a trial. Anne of Austria her-

self was summoned before her offended consort in full council,

when, with a bitter smile, Louis reproached her with wanting

another husband. Anne never forgot nor forgave this disagree-

able sceno, which she imputed entirely to the contrivance of

Richelieu.*
1

<

The most important result of this conspiracy was, that it

enabled Richelieu to make some salutary reforms. During the

investigations respecting it the Court had proceeded to Nantes,

and while he was at 'that city Louis published two important

edicts. By one of these the office of Admiral of Brittany, which

had been held by the Duke of Vendome, as Governor of that pro-

vince, was suppressed; by the other, it was ordered that all

castles, fortresses, and strong places throughout the Kingdom,

not on the frontiers, or otherwise necessary to its defence, should

be razed (July 31st, 1626) . This last measure, part of Richelieu's

plan to weaken tho nobility, was hailed with joy throughout

France. It was the last blow dealt to anarchy and feudal

tyranny. In carrying it out, all useless devastation was avoided.

Everything capable of resisting cannon was demolished ;
but the

old town walls of the middle ages, as well as the donjons of the

nobles, were preserved. A little after, the two great offices of

Constable and Admiral of France were suppressed ; the Duke of

Lesdiguieres, the last Constable, having^3ied in September, 1626,

no fresh appointment was made. In the, following month the

Duke of Montmorenci was bought out of the Admiralty ; when
Richelieu, without the title or office of Admiral, was appointed

head and general superintendent of the French marine, naviga-

tion, and commerce.3 Buckingham laughed at the Cardinal's

assumption of this post, and called him “ a freshwater Admiral ;

”

4

but Richelitu was soon to show that he was competent not only

to the commercial, but also to the military cares which it involved.

He endeavoured to direct the national genius of France to coloniza-

1 Vie dtL Pere Josef in the Archive 8 Mem. de Mad. de Motteville (Petitot,

CurUttses (t. iv. p. 191,2* ser.). 'Riche- t. xxxvi. p. 353) 5 Richelieu, Mem, liv.

lieu’s belief in astrology peeps out in too xvii.

many place^.of his writings to render the 8 Mercure Fran?, t. xilL p. 359.
story improbable. 4 Montglat,* t. i. p. 41.
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tion and commerce, in emulation of Spain, England, and Holland

;

and he planned the creation of a formidable navy to protect the

trade, which he intended to call into existence. The Company
of Morbihan, to trade with the two .Indies, was established, and
it is no fault of Richelieu's if these projects did not me£t with the

success which he anticipated.

While these things were going on in France, the aspect of

affairs between the French and English Courts was daily growing

more threatening. After the peace of Moncon, the English am-

bassadors quitted Paris ; and upon their arrival in London, Blain-

ville also departed for France. The misunderstanding between

Charles I. and his Queen, fomented by the bigotfid and intriguing

priests by Whom she was surrounded, as well as by Buckingham's

ill humour with the French Court, grow daily worse. Henrietta

was accused of making a procession with her priests to Tyburn,

where, in the early time of the Reformation, some Catholics had

suffered martyrdom, but which was now the j>lace of execution for

common malefactors, and of there offering up her prayers for the

souls of the martyrs ; and it was resolved to punish an act which

seemed not only degrading to her Majesty, but also an open and de-

liberate insult to the English nation, by the dismissal of those who
had counselled it; and accordingly, in spite of the Queen's ^tears

and entreaties, not only were her priests, but even her French do-

mestics, sent back into France. The riieddling and offensive

behaviour o£ the French priests and others who had accompanied

Queen Henrietta, and especially of the Sieur de Berulle and the

Bishop of Mende, is admitted by Richelieu himself, as well as by

Bassompierre, who was sent as special ambassador to London on

the occasion of this quarrel ;* and as France was not then in a

condition to cope with England on the sea, the Cardinal was

willing to compromise the matter by a transaction/ After some

negotiation, it was arranged that the Queen should be allowed to

have twelve priests, besides a bishop for her almoner; and to

select some French officers for her service, as well as two French

ladies and two French maids for her chamber. The Cardinal,

however, was but ill content with this treaty, especially as the

English continued to seize French vessels under the very nose of

Bassompierre ; and though Rjchelieu was not in a condition to

declare open war, he secretly joined Spain in an enterprise which

Philip IY. and his ministers were contemplating against Ehgland.

1 Richelieu, Mchnoires, Hr. xx. ( Pptitot, t. xxv. pp 63 and 75) ;
Bassompierre, Mtm.

t. iii. p. 87 sqq. •
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In the spring, of 1627 a treaty wad concluded between France and

Spain, by whjch Richelieu agreed to contribute ten ships to be

employed in any descent upon Gr^at. Britain which might be

attempted before June, 16SJ8. But this treaty had no result.

England took the initiative by interdicting, all commerce with

France (April 28th, 1627) ; and during three months the English

harbours resounded with the din of hostile preparation The
destination of the English fleet was not known, but was suspected

to be La Rochelle. Soubise and a French abbe, a creature of

the Duke of Orleans, were in England inciting the Court to suc-

cour and protect the Hugonots
;

l an agent had been despatched

to the Duke of Rohan, to engage him to raise that party in the

south of France; and Montague had been sent to the ' Duke of

Lorraine and Duke of Savoy, whose discontent, it*was thought,

might incite them to take up arms against France.

Towards the end of June Buckingham left Portsmouth with a

fleet of eighty vessels, ten of which belonged to the royal navy,

having on board an army of 6,000 or 7,000 men
;
and on the 20th

of July ho cast anchor off the Isle of Re, which lies at the mouth

6f the inlet, or channel, leading up to La Rochelle. On the fol-

lowing day he published a manifesto detailing the grounds for

this ^invasion : the principal of which were, the neglect cf the

French government to raze the fort of St. Louis, which, by the

treaty of Montpellier, fhey had agreed to do ; and their having

constructed new forts in the Isle of Re to oveVhwe tlje Rochellois

in contravention of a treaty which England had guaranteed.2

Richelieu's answer to this manifesto must be allowed, on the

face of it, to be successful. He showed that the English Court,

so far from having publicly manifested any sympathy for the

Hugpnots, had n&t even mentioned them in the marriage treaty,

although Fr»n£ejb.ad stipulated for the relief of the English Catho-

lics;3 and he triftfaj^ajitly alluded to the fact, that Louis XIII.

had employed the ves&ete df England against the Hugonots
with the entire consent of the English Court. He denied that

England had intervened if^the treaty which the King of France

had compelled his rebellious, subjects to accept and it must be
admitted that such interVeution • l&uj not been recognized in any
public manner; though it

vcah^b^ doubted that Sir D. Carlton i

1 Rus^vorths Collections
,

pt. % j>. VjUourfc during Bassompierre’s negotiations,

423 so.
* ' in^ the Mcrcure Frang. t. xiii. It isre-

2 McfCure Frang, t. xiii. p. 803ntjq. markable for vigour of language, and was
* In a secret article signed by James I. probably from the pen of Richelieu him-

See the answer put in by the French self.
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and Lord Holland had been very instrumental in bringing about

the, peace, and* had lid the Rochellois to suppose that England
was to guarantee it. seenfe to have been the public im-

pression even in France ;
l though it would appear that the only

foundation for the supposed guarantee was somqwords
%
addressed

by the French chancell6r*to the Hugonot deputies when they

were suing for peace : the meaning assigned to which words

Richelieu disavowed. It is certain that the name of England
appears not in the treaty; and Richelieu even asserts, in his

answer to Buckingham's manifesto, that, to prevent any pretence

of interference on the parfc of Englaiid, tho English ambassadors

were repeatedly told that, though thoir good offices with the Hu-
gonots would be accepted, their intervention could not be allowed.*

The other main prop of Buckingham's manifesto, the non-demo-

lition of Fort Louis, also breaks down
;
for though its destruction

had been agreed upon by the peace of Montpellier, yet its main-

tenance had been expressly stipulated by Jhe subsequent treaty

of 1626. The general charge of an ultimate'intention to reduce

La Rochelle, the Cardinal affected not to deny; and he met it

with the allegation that the French King had a right to make
himself master of one of his own towns

;
^nd that if he intended

to attack La Rochelle, it was no business of the English.

Thus Buckingham was completely outwitted by the able Car-

dinal; though it cannot bo denied that, a4 bottom, he had Ibme
very just grounds ^of complaint. He was in the situation of a

dupe who has been overreached, yet is without the means of

proving his case ;
and the consciousness of this made him all the

more angry*. To his failure as a diplomatist he was now to add

an equally signal one as a general. No sooner had tho fleet an-

chored than Buckingham despatched Sir William Beecher,

,

his

secretary, accompanied by Soubise, to La Rochelle, |o incite the

inhabitants to arms; who replied, that they nthst first consult

with* the rest of their party. Buckingham, nevertheless, on the

evening of the
4t
22nd July, proceeded tb land hi^ troops at the

Point of Samblanceau, which • operation, being covered by the

guns of the fleet at point-blank rtage, was effected without much

loss. But he now committed some fetal mistakes. Instead of

at onqe seizing the fort of S^Jfartin, lie lost four days in recon-

- noitring the country ; and when he at length marched against

that place, which had meanwhile beta* provisioned, he left the

fort of La Prte behind him, *by *mea«rf of which succotaa were

1 Mfm, de Brienne, t. i. p. 423. * Mefcure Frang. t. xiii. p. 823.

III.

#

^
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thrown into' the island. These Richelieu provided by extraordi-

nary exertions, advancing large snms frffin his own funds, and

* even pledging his plate and jewels ; and he personally hastened

the march of his troops. It is unnecessary to pursue all the de-

tails of this paltry and inglorious campajgn. Suffice it^lo say

that, after Buckingham had thrown away his advantages and his

time. Marshal Schomberg succeeded in landing a large French

force in Re in the night of November 1st. Buckingham found

himself compelled to rais'e the siege of St. Martin, November 5th,

after a general assault, which was repulsed; and the English

were followed in their retreat to the ^hips by the French, who
inflicted on them considerable loss. Every horse in the English

army was captured, including that of Buckingham
;
besides forty-

six colours and arms for 3,000 men. The troops, however, were^

safely embarked, and, after waiting for a wind, the fleet sailed

for England, November 17tli.

This unfortunate expedition was the immediate cause of the

fall of La Rochelle/ Richelieu had brought the King, with the

French army, into Poitou; and no sooner had the English

evacuated R£, than he urged Louis vigorously to prosecute the

siege of La Rochelle. The inhabitants of that place, as we have

said, had not at first joined Buckingham, and on the 10th of

August they even admitted into the town some of the royal

troops, sent principally to ascertain the state of the fortifications.

But on the 20th the Duke of Angouleme having begun to con-

struct a fort within a quarter of a league of the city, the Rochel-

lois opened fire on his troops, and followed up this step by a de-

claration of war. In October Louis took up his head-quarters at

Estr£, a village not far from La Rochelle. Little cpuld be done

while the English held possession of R4 ; but no sooner were

they gone than Richelieu resolved to execute that scheme for the

reduction of the Hugonot stronghold which he had brooded over

so mftny years. We shall not minutely enter into the details of

the siege, though it displays in the strongest light Both the moral

courage and the military talents of the great Cardinal. The dika

across the inlet; by which all succour from the sea was out off,

and the Rochellois thus finally reduced through hunger, was
planned by Richelieu, and built under his inspection. Indeed

the whole glory of the enterprise belongs to the Cardinal ; for

Louig«KIII., wearied with the tedium of a blockade, which

afforded little excitement, left the -army in February (1628) to

hunt at Yersailles, appointing Richelieu Lieutenant-General of
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Bill his forces in Poitou* Saintonge, Angoumois and, Aunis ;* and
Angoul&ne, Schomberg, Bassompierre and the other captains

were enjoined to obey him as they would the King himself.

Richelieu had all the qualities of a great general, and, had not his

genius been diverted into another channel, it may be safelyaffirmed

that he would have become a renowned commander instead of a

consummate minister and statesman. The fall of La Rochelle,

hermetically sealed both on the sea and land side, was of course

only a question of time. The inhabitants held out to the last

extremity, animated by the exhortations and examples of Jean

Ouiton, their mayor ;
who; throwing a poignard on the table of

the chamber in which the town-council assembled, obtained leave**

thrust it into the bosom of the first man who talked of sur-

ender.
2 After an unaccountable delay, an English fleet, under

command of the Earl of Denbigh, at length appeared, and at-

tempted the reliefofLa Rochelle (May 11th); but on reconnoitring

the dike, and finding it impregnable, Denbigh got a certificate to

that effect from some captains belonging to La Rochelle, who
were on board his fleet ; and after cannonading at a distance the

French vessels in the inlet, he sailed home. Still the town held

out in expectation of fresh aid from England, and in spite of some
insurrections of the starving citizens. The English succours

were delayed by the assassination of Buckingham at Portsmouth

(August 23rd) . This event delivered Richelieu from an adver-

sary whom he at once feared and despised. “ The ’King,” he

observes, “ could not have lost- a more rancorous nor a more

foolish enemy. The enterprises which he undertook without

reason were executed without success ; yet they put us in great

peril and didsis much harm ; the folly and mildness of a foe being

more dangerous than his wisdom. For, as the fool acts on no

principle common to the rest of mankind, reason loses her art of

fence, and thus one is never secure. He will attempt every-

thing, even though it be contrary to his own interest, and is

arrested only by the impossibility of executing his designs.” 3

On the 28th of September the English fleet, under command
of the Blarl of I+indsey, was again descried from RA But the

chance of success against the dike was still less than before. It

was now completely finished, and strengthened by many addi-

tional works. On the 3rd of October the English fleet made an

attempt to force the passage, and delivered many broadfcidea

*

1 Mercure Franp* t. xiv; p. 154. * Le Wawor, t. v. p. 690 sq.

9 Mimomty liv. six. (Petitot, t. xxiv. p. 166 ;
cf. t. xxiiL p. 185).
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against the dike, as close as they could come ; but they were soon

compelled to retire by the ^ebbing tide, which on those coasts

falls a great many feet. On following day the attempt was

renewed with the same result
;
nor did some fire-ships, launched

by the English, do any harm. .The case seemed hopeless ; the

English vessels drew too much water to come sufficiently near to

deliver an effective fire, and after another general attack on the

22nd of October, the enterprise was abandoned. On the following

day a deputation of the starving inhabitants of La Rochelle re-

paired to the Cardinal to treat for a surrender, which they were

obliged to accept on his terms ; and on the 30th the royal forces

took possession of the town. Rushworth states that out of a

population of 15,000 persons, only 4,000 remainod alive, so greata

had been the famine;
1
but this account is probably exaggerated'.

Louis XIII., who had returned some months before to the siege,

and who had pointed the cannon and exposed his life befbre the

walls—for he inherited at least tho courage of,his father—entered

the town*on horseback and fully armed, November 1st. On the

following Sunday a solemn Te Deurn was sung. On the Satur-

day, tho King; who was a great lover of sacred music, sat up till

midnight, arranging and rehearsing the chanting and musical

accompaniments
;
and he himself led off the melody.

2

The fall of La Rochelle, as consummating the subjection of the

Hugonot party, and thus strengthening the hands of the French

King, was an occurrence sufficiently important to rouse the hopes

or fears of the various European States, according to their interest

or politics. At Rome the event was celebrated by a Te Deumin
the church of St. Louis, and gave occasion to Urban VIII. to

exercise his poetical *skill by composing some odes in honour of

the French King. Richelieu's brother, now Archbishop of Lyon,

was made a Cardinal, contrary to the constitution of Julius III.

forbidding that dignity to be conferred on two brothers. But,

in spite of the favour of the Holy See, Richelieu used his victory

with moderation. In his answer to Buckingham's manifesto, ho
had declared with a liberality in advance of the age, and which

was not observed in the next reign, that the Jime of religious

martyrdom was past, and that Louis XIII. waged war, not with

libbrty of conscience, but with political rebellion. These' prin-

ciples he adhered to aftez;his success ; and though, as an insurgent

1 Collections, pt. i. p. 636. coram area Dei.” Mercure Fran$. t. xiv*

* A contemporary writer compares him p. 619.

to King David, “ citharam percutieutem
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«uty, La Rochelle was deprived of its municipal privileges, the

citizens were allowed the free exercise of their religion.

During the progress of the siegb^ Spanish fleet had appeared

offLa Bochelle ; but it was sent only to amuse the French with a

false show of friendship, as appears from a letter of Ph\}ip IV . to

his ambassador at Paris and no sooner did news arrive that the

English were preparing an expedition for the relief of La Rochelle

than, in spite of the remonstrances of Richelieu, the Spaniards

retired* The famous captain, Spinola, had also paid a visit to the

French camp in the quality of ambassador ; when Louis took him

round the works, and flattered the Italian by remarking that he

was imitating his example at Breda. Spinola *liad taken that

^town, after a two months’ siege, in June, 1625. The Spanish

®Court had set* its heart upon the capture, and Philip IV., with a

mock sublime, had written to Spinola, in half a line,
€t Marquis,

take Breda.” Prince Maurice, after a four years’ struggle with

Spinola, had died 23rd April, 1625* nol without the mortifi-

cation of seeing that Breda must at lengtL yield to the Spanish

arms; but his brother and successor, Frederick Henry ofNassau,

who was elected Captain-General of the United Provinces, assisted

by Mansfeld, whdfee efforts Richelieu had diverted from the Pala-

tinate, arrested the progress of the Spaniards in the ^Northern

Netherlands. * Frederick Henry, who shared not the
.
political

ambition and the religious prejudices of his brother, was also

* elected as their Stadholder by the three provinces of Holland,

Zealand, and West Friesland. But the operations of the Dutch

in Europe are nof of much importance at this period, though it

witnessed the growth of their possessions in the East Indies, and

the establishment of their naval power at the Expense of Spain.

The struggle in Germany had now assumed a new phase by the

intervention of Denmark. Christian IV. had from the first beheld

the proceedings of the Emperor with alarm; as a Protestant

Prince, he was disposed to support the unlucky Palatine Frede-

rick ; he had, at the instance of his brother-in-lgp, James I. of

England,3 advanced several large sums of money to Frederick

;

and so early as the beginning of 1621 had agreed*upon an alliance

between Denmark, England, and the Dutch Republic ;
negotia-

tions, however, which had resulted only in some representations

to the Emperor and a letter to Ambrose Spinola. Christian IV

.

had also a personal, or rather a family, interest in the great

%
1 la Capefigue, Richelieu, &c. ek. xlif. second daughter of Frederick II. of Den*
* James I. had married in JL589 Arme, mark.
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question which agitated Germany. He had procured his,eon

Frederick to be appointed coadjutor and eventual successor, of

the titular lay Archbishop of Bremen, and had also purchased for

him the Bishopric of Yerden ; and thus, in common with the other

Princes of the Cirde of Lower Saxony, he feared to be deprived

of the ecclesiastical principalities which he had obtained. The

headship of Lower Saxony had been long in the hands of the

ducal Welfic House
;
but its various lines, Liineburg, Wolfen-

biittel, Zelle, Harburg, and Dannenberg were now at variance with

one another respecting the Principality of Grubenhagen ; while

Frederick Ulrich, head of what is called the middle lineofBruns-

wick-Wolfenbiktel, was not only a weak man, but also without

the mqans of supporting an army. The Princes of Lower^

Saxony had thus begun to look towards Christian IY. for pro-

tection
;
who, by virtue of his Duchy of Holstein, was a member

of the Empire and of their own Circle, and by his prosperous

reign in Denmark enjoyed at that time a high reputation in

Europe. Many volunteers among the Lower Saxons had in 1623-

joined Duke Christian of Brunswick, whose defeat by Gonzales de

Cordova and flight into Holland in 1022 has been already de-

scribed (supra, p. 135) . Christian was a very different man from

his brother Duke Frederick Ulrich, intp whose dominions he had

returned with his old troops. He had begun his adventures with

ten dollars in his pocket, nor would he abandon them after two

defeats and the loss of an arm. Christian took the command of
’

the forces levied by the Lower Saxon volunteers, in conjunction

with those which he had raised himself; bftt Tilly hastened

towards the north, compelled the Lower Saxon Circle to expel

Christian, overtook that Prince ss he was retreating into East

Friesland to rejoin Count Mansfeld, and entirely defeated him

near Stadtlohn, in Westphalia (August 9th, 1623). The Dutch

now advised Mansfeld to disband his army, and the League troops-

and Spaniards established themselves on the Weser.

Duke Christian, after his defeat, had given the King of Den-
- mark a still further interest in the German question by transfer-

ring to that monarch his Bishopric of Halberstadt j besides which,

Christian 1Y. had procured another see in Mecklenburg for his

younger son. The menacing position taken up by the troops,

of the League in Westphalia, rendered some decisive step neces-

sary. Christian IV., who had assembled an army, was. elected

militancy chief of the Circle of Lower Saxony in h^ay, 1625 ,; and .

bn the 18th of that month he addressed a letter to Ferdinand- II.,.
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which may be regarded as a declaration of war. He afanounced

to the Emperor his election as head,of the Lower Saxon^Circle

;

declared his determination to put an end to the quartering of

troops and other burdens with which some of the PrinceB belong*

ing to that Circle were oppressed, contrary to the Religious Peaco

and the laws of the Empire ; and he reminded Ferdinand that he

had negleoted to fulfil his promises to himself and his ally, the

King of Great Britain, with regard to the Elector Palatine. Fer-

dinand answered politely, postponing the consideration of the

questions urged, though he went on increasing his forces ; whilst

Tilly, in the Emperor’s name, summoned tho King of Denmark
to lay down the military headship of the Circle, on tho ground

that it could not be intrusted to a foroign Sovereign. Mean-
while Christian IV. marched his army from the Elbe to tho Weser.

He had communicated to Gustavus Adolphus the steps which he

intended to take, and intimated that his help would be welcome

;

but the Swedish King, at that time intent on an expedition into

Livonia, though ho received Christian’s message in a friendly

spirit, was not then in a position to afford him any succour.

Gustavus’s campaign in Poland was, however, indirectly bene-

ficial, by preventing the Poles from fulfilling their promise to

the Emperor of supporting him by an irruption into Brandon-

burg.

Hostilities were begun by Duko Christian of Brunswick and

Count Mansfeld ; who having reassembled an army of some

12,000 or 15,000 men, entered tho Duchy of Clevep, encamped

in the neighbourhood of Wesol, and thence proceeded into fho

territory of Cologne. Tilly despatched against them the Count of

Anhalt, and having been himself reinforced with some Spaniards,'

laid siege to Hoxter. Christian TV. having received some sub-

sidies from Charles I., now King of England, had also begun

his march. James 1. had repented of neglecting his son-in-law,

the Elector Palatine, and on his death-bed had oxhorted Charles

to use every endeavour to reinstate his sister and her childron in

their dominions.1 But Charles, who deemed it better to sedk

the Palatinate, in Spain, fitted out an expedition against that

country, the ill-success of which has been already relatod ; so

that he could afford but little aid to his brother-in-law. In ‘July

Christian IY. had marched to Hameln, where his career was ar-

rested by an unfortunate accident. In riding round the ramparts,

he fell into a vault twenty feet deep, that had been negligently

1 M(m. de PEkctrice Palatine lame Juliant, p. 879.
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covered; his horse was killed on the spot, he himselflay three days

insensible, and it was several wqpks before he entirely recovered*

The campaign went in favour *of Tilly, who took Hameln and

Minden, and defeated a large body of Danes near Hanover. He
had appealed to the Emperor for assistance Against the King of

Denmark ;
and this was the occasion of bringing the renowned

Wallenstein into tho field.

Wallenstein, for the loyalty and valour he had displayed (jfiring

the Bohemian revolt, had been rewarded by Ferdinand II. with

the lordship of Friedland and other confiscated domains of in-

surgent Protestant nobles, and had been«raised successively to tho

dignities of Count of the Empire, Prince, and, a little after, Duko
of Friedland. The appearance and habits of this celebrated leader

were calculated to render still more remarkable his military talents

and his enormous power. In person ho was tall and lank*; tho

oval of his face was strongly delineated by his black hair, brushed

up from his forohoad and hanging down on each side in curly

locks, and by his black beard and moustache; his complexion

was sallow, his noso short, but hawked, his forehead high and
commanding. His eyes were small and black, but penetrating

and full of fire,-and the awe they inspired was enhanced by dark

eyebrows, on which hung a frown of threatening severity. The
whole expression of his countenance was cold and repulsive ; his

demeanour haughty but dignified. With these traits his habits

corresponded. Of few words and still fewer smiles, indefatigably

employed in a retreat whose tranquillity was secured by sentinels

planted to enjoin silence on all who approached—for even the

clink of spurs was offensive to him—Wallenstein's whole appear-

ance was calculated to throw aroufid him a mysterious interest,

increased by his known addiction to astrology.1

At the time of Tilly's application for aid, Wallenstein, who had
always been a warm supporter of the Emperor and of despotism,

was a member of the Imperial Council of War
; and he offered to

raise at his own expense an army of 20,000 men for the Emperor,
the troops to be supported by requisitions wherever they were
cantoned.

11 His offer having been accepted, a hundred patents of

coloneicies were sold by Wallenstein to the greater nobles, on
condition of their providing officers and men. These colonels in

turn sold patents to their captains, the captains to their subalterns,

1 For bis character, see Hnrter, Zur men, assigning the apparently paradoxical
Gremk WfUlmateina, Hep. 20. reason that he could maintbm an army of

* The cldstory, now discredited, was that force, but not one of 20,000
that Wall&dptein offered to raise 50,000 Khevenhiller/i x. p. 803.

*
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without any reference to the Imperial Government ; and thus

was created an army, which, lik^those of the Italian condotUeri,

looked up to Wallenstein as their lord and proprietor. The troops

were at first directed to be cantoned in Franoonia and Suabia, in

order that they might live at free quarters upon t$ie inhabitants

;

and on marching through Nuremberg, Wallenstein compelled

that "town to contribute 100,000 gulden, although it had done

nothing whatever to incur the displeasure of the Emperor.
*Wallenstein, with an army that went on daily increasing,

marched, in the autumn, into the Bishoprics of Halberstadt and

Magdeburg; while Tilly* as already related, was taking place

after place in Westphalia and Lower Saxony. * It was fortunate

for the Protestant cause that a mutual jealousy subsisted between

Tilly and Wallenstein; hence, as neither would recognize the

other^s his superior, both armies acted without any concerted

plan. At the instance of the Protestants a peace congress was

held at Brunswick in the winter; but though Maximilian of

Bavaria and his general were not indispose<f to an accommoda-

tion, Wallenstein, who had formed the project of obtaining a

principality for himself, rejected it with brutality. When the

campaign opened in die spring of 162G, Wallenstein, instead of

joining Tilly, marched eastward. The Protestants, however,

committed errors on their side. Count Mansfeld, instead of form-

ing a junction with Christian IV., who had now again taken the

field, and thus opposing their united forces to Tilly, resolved to

march into Bohemia, excite the inhabitants to rise, and call Beth-

lem Gabor again into the field ;
but after two abortive attempts

on the bridge of Dessau, Mansfeld was forced to retroat before

Wallenstein (April 25th), and* his army was dispersed wfth the

exception of about 5,000 men, with whom he entered the March
of Brandenburg. By the aid of French subsidies, however,

with which he levied men in Mecklenburg, and being joined by

1,000 Scots, 2,000 Danes, and 5,000 men under John Ernest of

Saxe-Weimar, he increased his army to about 20,000 men, with

whom be marched through Frankfort-on-Oder, Crossen, Glogau,

Breslau, Oppelp, Ratibor, to Jablunka, where Bethlem Gabor had

promised to rgeet him. But the fickle Transylvanian Prince again

proved faithless, and made peace with the Emperor; Mansfeld

on the approach of Wallenstein, who had followed him through

Eusatia into Silesia, Vas compelled to disband his army; part of

his troops he assigned to John Ernest of Saxe-Weimar, and he

himself proceeded into Dalmatia, intending by a secure, though
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circuitous way, to reach again the scene of action ; but he fell sick

and died in that country at the^ge of forty-five.

Mansfield's movement had, However, diverted Wallenstein and
his troops from taking part against Christian IV., when the

Danish Kipg ^as on the point of fighting a decisive action with

Tilly. Early in 1626, Christian had fixed his head-quarters at

Wolfenbiittel, whence his forces were extended on one side into

Brandenburg, .while another portion was posted in the BislAprics

of Osnabriick and Munster. He unfortunately lost the servftfes

of Prince Christian of Brunswick, who died in May, just at the

moment when his reckless valour mightahave been useful. Among
the Danish army, however, appeared Duke Bernhard of Saxe-

Weimar, who was afterwards to play so distinguished a phrtin

the Thirty Years’ War. Tilly was detained some months in be-

sieging Miinden, which he at last took after a murderous qpsault,

and the loss of many men (June 9th), when the greater part of

the garrison were massacred. Tilly next laid siege to Gottingen,

which detained him till the 11th of August. He was soon after

driven from that place as well as from Nordheim ; but by form-

ing a junction with the troops left by ^Wallenstein on the Elbe,

he prevented the King of Denmark frompenetrating into Thu-
ringia, and joining the Saxon Dukes and the Landgrave Maurice
of Hesse. Tilly had compelled Maurice, according to a decree of

the Imperial Council, to cede the whole district of Marburg to

Hesse-Darmstadt
; to renounce all alliances with the Emperor’s

enemies
; and to permit on all occasions the passage of the Im-

perial troops through his dominions. Christian had marched
southward as far as the Eichsfeld, whence he now found himself

compelled to retreat towards Wolfenbiittel; but on themarch he
fell ill with Tilly and his army, and an action ensued near the

little town of Lutter, August 27th. After a bloody battle, in

which Christian) by Tilly’s own acoount, displayed great activity

and -valour, the general of the League achieved a decisive victory.

The Danish King nevertheless, though he had lost several thou-
sand men, succeeded in holding Wolfenbiittel and Nordheim till

the following spring, when the operations of Wallenstein gave a
new turn to affairs. That commander, after the repeat of Mans-
feld, had maintained and increased his army in reconquered
Silesia at the expense of the unfortunate inhabitants. He
spent the winter at Vienna

;
but in the spring of 1627 he returned

into Silesia, and marched with his army towards the Baltic .
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Directing his Colonel Arnim to occupy the two Mecklenburg

duchieB, and to summon the tpwns of Rostock and Wismar to

admit Imperial garrisons, he hinftelf entered Domitz with another

division of his foroes. The approach of his army was announced

by strange harbingers, which showed its irregular and lawless

composition. Bands of gipsies of from ten to fifteen men, each

provided with two long muskets, and bringing with them women
on Mbrseback with pistols at their saddle-bows, appeared simul-

Aneously in many places ; they boasted that they were in Wal-

lenstein’s pay, marched by byeways and tracks, concealed them-

selves in the bushes and underwood, and plundered wherever

they found an opportunity. 1
It appears from ‘Wallenstein’s let-

ters at this period, that he had formed the design of seizing the

Mecklenbdrgs for himself
;
and the Emperor, regarding the two

Dukps of Mecklenburg as rebellious vassals, abandoned their

territories to that commander.
*

Christian IV., threatened on one side by Wallenstein, on the

other by Tilly, found himself compelled to retreat into his own
dominions, whither he was pursued by the united forces of the

Imperialists. Tilly, after some success in Holstein, proceeded to

the Lower Weser, as it was reported that the Dutch were about

to send a fleet into that river; while Wallenstein advanced through

Sleswick into Jutland, and compelled the King of Denmark and

his army to fly into the islands. During the winter of 1627-

1628, Tilly maintained his troops at the expense of Bremen,

Brunswick, and Lunenburg, while Wallenstein cantoned his army

in Brandenburg, and treated the unfortunato Elector, George

William, like a conquered enemy, although he was completely

submissive to the Emperoris will. Brandenburg, as well as

Mecklenburg and Pomerania, were forced to make large contri-

butions for the support of Wallenstein’s army. Gustavus Adol-

phus, then engaged in the mar with Poland, would willingly have

helped his brother-in-law ; but George William dreaded the

Swedes even more than the troops of Wallenstein. The character

and talents of Gustavus, however, filled Wallenstein with awe

;

and he addressed to him, though with great misgivings, propo-

sitions to ttrter into an alliance with the Emperor against Den-

mark. A project had been formed to dethrone Christian IV:, and

to place the Emperor, or perhaps even Wallenstein himself, on »

the throne of Denmark
;
while Schonen and Norway wer^to have

* Von der Dccken, Herzog Georg von Braunschweig, »j>. GWjjer, B,jp. 8. 141.
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been.alloted to Gustavus as the price of his aid.* But these ne-

gotiations had no result. Among other schemes of Wallenstein

at this time was one for obtaining the command of the Baltic. He
dreamt of reviving the trade and power of the Hanse towns,

which had Jbeen crushed by Denmark, and of giving them a

monopoly of the Spanish trade. With these thoughts he pro-

cured the Emperor to appoint him “ Admiral of the Ocean and

of the Baltic Sea;” and he made some preparations for the build-

ing of a fleet, which, however, he found not so easy an enterpriH

as the raising of an army. The same schemes also urged him to

get possession of the Baltic ports. c

The designs of Ferdinand II. seemed now to be wafted onwards

on a full tide of success. Not only were his arms everywhere

victorious, but his civil policy also encountered no serious resis-

ance. The tyranny and extortions of Wallenstein, who exercised

an almost uncontrolled dictatorship, had indeed excited serious

discontent in many of the Catholic as well as in tho Protestant

States ; even Maximilian of Bavaria himself, when his ends had

been accomplished by the transfer to him of the Upper Palatinate

and the Electoral dignity, began to look with jealousy on Wallen-

stein's career, and to sympathize with the misery which his bru-

tality croatod. An assembly of the Catholic States had been held

at Wurzburg in 1G27 to consider these evils, and the means for

their redress ; but the timidity of some, the jealousy of others,

and the animosity of all against the Protestants, deprived their

deliberations of any result. On the other hand, at a meeting of

the Electoral College held soon after at Miihlhausen (October), the

policy of the Emperor entirely prevailed. * Ferdinand II. was not

naturally cruel, but he was bigoted- to the last degree; he con-

sidered that there was no salvation out of thtfpale of the Roman
Catholic Church; and, being led by the Jesuits, he thought that

he was only acting for the welfare ofehis subjects in compelling^

them,by whatever means, to return to that faith. He had entirely

abolished in his hereditary dominions the exercise of the Pro-,

testant religion, and he was now contemplating the re-establish*

ment of the Romah Catholic Church throughout thq Empire, and
the restoring to it of those temporal principaliti$||and other

property of wjich it had been deprived by Protestant Princes

1 These negotiations were first revedled S. 10. It appears from a letter addressed
by the potion of Wallenstein's letters. to Christian IV, by Gustavus Adolphus
$ee the toRrsJo Arnim, December 13th (October 21st, 1627) that the Grown of
mid 20th, lfi2%> January 3rd and, 6th, Denmark had been offered to him. GeQer*
1628, in Foster, B. i. SS. 162, 168 ;

B. ii. B. iii. S. 142.
. ^
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since and against the Treaty of Passau. At Miihlhausen the

fanatical party was predominant. In accordance with the views

of Ferdinand and his confessor, ihe spiritual Electors, supported

by the Nuncio Carafe, determined on a complete Catholic reaction,

to begin in South Germany, and thence to extend to the north

;

and orders for the restoration of Church property were accdrdingly

issued to the Duke of Wiirtemberg, the towns of Strasburg,

Ansbach, Nuremberg, Hall in Suabia, Ulm, and others. A
majority of this assembly also confirmed the deposition of the

Elector Palatine ; and by a deed executed at Munich in February,

1628, Maximilian of Dayana was now solemnly invested with the

Electorate, as well as with the Upper Palatinate, and that part of

the Lower, which lay on the right bank of the Rhine. These

dominions were the pledge of 13,000,000 florins advanced by
Maximilian for the war ; who in return restored to the Emperor
Upper Austria, which he held as security, but on the understand-

ing that if he were driven out of the Pafetinate, his former pledge

was again to be put into his hands.

In April, 1628, the Emperor formally made over to Wallenstein,

now created Prince of Sagan in Silesia, the dominions of the two

rebellious Dukes of Mecklenburg in pledge, and the States of

Mecklenburg were compelled to do homage to him. The plans of<

Wallenstein rendered the occupation of the Pomeranian town of

Stralsund very desirable, while the Kings both of Sweden and

Denmark were as much interested in preventing him from ob-

taining possession of that port. The town itself sent a message

to the Emperor, professing loyalty and devotion, and offering

money, but at the same time made the utmost exertions to defend

itself agqjnst his general. , Although .Ferdinand returned a

favourable answer4o the citizens, Wallenstein ordered Colonel

Araim to bombard and storm the town, and is said to have

sworn that he would have Stralsund were it fastened with chains

to heaven. The enterprise, however, was not an easy one.

Christian IV. threw in provisions and reinforcements, among
which was a Scotch corps under Monroe, and he subsequently

appeared himself off the port with a fleet of six ships of war

and 150 other vessels, which took up such a position as obliged

Wallenstein for a time to withdraw his batteries . When Christian

retired, who was then contemplating a peace, the inhabitants of

Stralsund^ entered into a treaty with Gustavus Adolphus, and,

besides a large quAtity of ammunition, he reinforced tljeir gar-

rison with 6,000 Swedes, under Fritz dtqsladin, and subsequently
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with another corps under Alexander Leslie
1 (Earl of Leven) and

Nils Brahe. At length Wallenstein, after losing near half his

army, found it necessary to raise" the siege (August 3rd)

.

*As the war with Denmark had, on the whole, been successful,

and cost thet Emperor nothing, he would have been inclined to

continue it, had not the disputes which arose in Italy about the

Mantuan succession rendered it desirable to despatch some troops

in that direction, which so weakened Tilly's army that Christian

drove^him with great loss out of Jutland, Sleswick, and Holsteiif.

The advances of the King of Denmark were therefore entertained

;

conferences were opened at Lubeck, and on the 22nd May, 1629,

was signed the PeTace op Lubeck. By this treaty Christian IV.,

reinstated in all his hereditary possessions, engaged to interfere

no further in the affairs of Lower Saxony, except in his quality

of Duke of Holstein
;
and he renouncod, in the name of both his

sons, the German Bishoprics which he had procured for them.2

He shamefully abandoned the Dukes of Mecklenburg and all the

German Princes his* allies, nor could the representations of

England, France, and Holland induce him to make the least

stipulation in favour of the Elector Palatine ; wherefore those

Powers refused to accede to the treaty. Gustavus Adolphus had
iient a plenipotentiary to the congress at Lubeck ; but Wallenstein

refused to treat with him so long as a Swedish garrison remained

in Stralsund.

1 Leslie, who eventually became a and read the King’s orders. Geijer, B.
Swedish field-marshal, was so illiterate iii. S. 155, Anm. *

that he could not read ; and Count Brahe 9 Dumont, t. v. pt. ii. p. 584*
was therefore appointed to assist him
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

THE Peace of Liibeck, and the withdrawal from the German
Protestants of the protection of Denmark, encouraged the

Emperor to carry out thg Edict of Restitution, which had been

published two months previously (March 29fh, 1629). This

celebrated edict forms a turning point in the Thirty Years’ War.

Hitherto matters had gone prosperously with Ferdinand ; but this

measure excited desperate opposition, and was one of the chief

causes that brought Gustavus Adolphus into Germany. The

general object of the edict was to restore ecclesiastical affairs to

the state they were in at the Peace of Passau in 1552 ; and the

three main points in it were : 1 . That the Catholics were to receive

back all the mediate1 convents and other mediate ecclesiastical

foundations, of which they had been deprived since that treaty.

2. Members of the Confession of Augsburg holding immediate *

bishoprics and prelacies were to surrender them back to the

Catholics. 3. Catholic States were to enjoy the right of making

their subjects conform to their faith, and of removing those who
would not, after paying proper compensation

;
just as the Princes

of the Augsburg Confession had acted on that principle. The

Emperor further declared that the Peace of Passau, as submitted

to Charley V,, included only Catholics • and members of the

Lutheran Confession
;
and that all other sects, present or future,

were not entitled to its benefits, and ought not to be tolerated.
3

^After the promulgation of the Edict of Restitution, Ferdinand

proceeded to appoint his son, the Archduke Leopold, who already

* enjoyed so many bishoprics^ to the metropolitan sees of Bremei^

* and Magdeburg.3 This last appointment attacked the claims ofthe *

Elector of Saxony. When Wallenstein entered the Arctbishoprie*

of Magdeburg in January, 1628, the Protestant Chapter, in order

to conciliate the Emperor, and at the same time to sectfre a

* 1 Not Held directly of the Emperor, but edict were, Magdeburg, Bremen, Min-

of aome Prince. * den, Verden, Haiberataat, Liibeck, Ratze-

* Edict in Lcmdorp, Th. Hi. p. 104$ eq. burg, Meissen, Merseburg, Njumburg,
* The Archbishoprics and Bishoprics Brandenburg, Havelberg, Lebus, and

which came under the operation or the Carom.*
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Protestant head, had deposed the Margrave Christiana Williigm 6f

Brandenburg, the lay Archbishop in possession, who had been

nut* under the ban of the Empire
; and had postulated in his ‘stead

Augustus, second son of the Elector Jqhn George, then onljr in

6is fourteenth year. Ferdinand, however, referred the matter to

the Pope, who nominated Loopold; and John George, though

vexed and alarmed by the Edict of Restitution, was $oon pacified

by the assurance that his ancient secularized possessions should

not be touched. In Augsburg, Kaufbeuren, Wiirtemberg, Halber-

stadt, and other places, the edict was forcibly carried out; the

evangelical preachors were expelled, theJProtestant churches shut

up, and even private worship forbidden under severe penalties.

The Emperor had been assisted in his plans by the want of

spirit and patriotism displayed by most of the German Protestant

Princes. The Duke of Wiirtemberg, the Landgrave of Hesse,

and the Thuringian Dukes alone showed any anxiety to vindicate

the cause of their country and their religion : the political as well

as the religious liberties of Germany were to be saved by a foreign’

Prince. Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden had viewed with alarm

the progress of Wallenstein, and especially the plan for extending

the domination of Austria to the Baltic. He had been offended by

the exclusion of his ambassadors from the congress of Liibeck, and

by the help given to the Poles by the Imperialists.' He was also,

no doubt, being himself a zealous Protestant, moved with indig-

nation at the oppression exercised against the Protestants of

Germany : although this was properly no casus belli, and was not

even alluded to in the manifesto which he published shortly after

his landing in that country.

1

Gustavus was also induced to

engage in the great German struggle by the help of France.

Richelieu, to effect so favourable a diversion to the war then

carrying on in Italy between France and the House of Austria

respecting the Mantuan succession, had, through his ambassador,

Charnace, negotiated a truce between Sweden and Poland, and
promised to furnish Gustavus with an annual subsidy. It must 4

not, however, be supposed that the support of France, though of

course important,was the main cause of bringing Sweden into the

field. Gustavus began the war before he had concfuded any
agreement with that Power, in order both to be and to show him-'

1 Thus Oxenstiem said, in 1637, in the Bepnum Smcia et Consortss Rdigionis

Swedish Council: “ Zum Teutschen Kneg mochten in Sicherffeit sitzen, tarn 4a state

war keii^scopus principalis dffensio re> ecclmastwo qmm in politico”— Palm*
liawnis — timm arma spirituals cunt, skoldscke M$8. ap. •, (rtsch. Schto

als prices' it lacrima— sondern dass dens, B. iii. S. 387.
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self independent. The treaty of Barwalde between France and

Sweden was not definitively signed till January 23rd, 1631, several

mohths after Gustavus had lapdett in Germany; nor, as Voltaire

remarks, was the stipulated subsidy of a million livres per annum
alone sufficient to nave*induced the Swedish King to enter on

such a war. 1

Gustavus Adolphus set sail from the harbour of Elfsnabben,

May 30th, 1630. Before his departure he took a formal leave of

the States assembled at Stockholm, when he presented to them
his little daughter, Christina, not yet six years of age

; and ten-

derly embracing her, commended her to their fidelity as heiress

of his Kingdom in a speech which drew tears‘even from those

northern eyes. To conduct the government in his absence, he

appointed a
#

Council of Begency consisting of ten persons,

who were to reside *copstantly at Stockholm. After an adverse

and tedious navigation, he landed with an army of some 15,000 men
in the isle of Usedom, off the coast of Pomerania, June 24th.

Another division of his army was conveyed to Stralsund. Gus-

tavus prided himself on being the first to set foot on German soil.

No sooner was he landed than he seized a pickaxe and began to

open a trench; after which he fell upon his knees and offered up
a prayer.

2 In his army were several thousand British soldiers,

most of whom had served in the German wars. After taking

possession of the isles of Usedom and Wollin, which lie off the

mouth of the Oder, Gustavus proceeded towards Stettin, the resi-

dence of Boguslaus XIV., Duke of Pomerania. Bdguslaus after

a vain attempt to assert his neutrality, found himself compelled

to submit to the Swedes ; and being old and childless, made little

difficulty in,premising that the Duchy ofPomerania should remain

in the hands of Sweden till the costs of the war were paid.

Gustavus caused Stettin to be fortified anew, and then proceeded

to occupy Damm and Stargard. By the junction of the troops at

Stralsund and others, his army was now increased to upwards of

25,000 men, jand there was no force competent to oppose him; for

* the Imperial army was dispersed in various directions, and that of

Tilly was far ffcom the seat of war, in the Upper Palatinate, Fran-

conia, and Westphalia. An imprudent step on the part of the

Emperor increased the advantages of Gustavus.

Ferdinand II. had convened a Diet at Batisbon in July, 1630,

for the purpose of procuring the election of his son as King of the

1 Dumont, t. vj.pt. i. Venice famished * Harte, Gustavus Adolphus, vol. 1.

in addition 40Q,00u litres soundly. p. 2 16.

III. O
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Romans. The opportunity was seized to thwart and impede the*

Emperor's policy. Maximilian of Bavaria, jealous of the progress

of Wallenstein, and having satined his own ambition by securing

the Upper Palatinate and the Electoral dignity, would willingly

have seen ajL end put to the war ; and he resolved to clog the

wheels of Austria by procuring the disgrace and ruin of the Duke
of Friedland, and establishing a secret intelligence with the French

Court. Wallenstein, in order to acquire new principalities, under

pretence of carrying out the Edict of Restitution, had withdrawn

his troops from Mecklenburg and the rest of Lowpr Saxony, thus

leaving North Germany open to the invader. After ravaging the

Archbishopric of "Magdeburg, Wallenstein at last laid formal siege

to that city ; but as Ferdinand was then contemplating the

nomination of his son as King of the Romans, required for

that purpose the votes of the Electors of jgiaxony and Branden-

burg, both of whom had claims on Magdeburg, Wallenstein was

ordered to abandon the siege. He then cast his eyes on the

smaller lands and bishoprics. Wolfenbiittel, from which Duke
Frederick Ulrich "of Brunswick had been doposed by a decree of

the Imperial Council, was to be made over as & principality to

Wallenstein's general, Pappenheim; Calenburg was to be given

to Tilly ; Wurtemberg had also felt the effects of military violence:

and everywhere, in carrying out the Edict of Restitution, no

particular inquiries were made whether the Church property seized

had been secularized before or after the'Treaty of Passau.

These proceedings had given groat dissatisfaction, not only to

Duke Maximilian, but also to other Electors and Princes. Maxi-

milian openly joined the party which demanded the dismissal of

Wallenstein and the reduction of the Imperial army as conditions

without which they would not* consent to the election of the

Empororis son, Ferdinand, as King of the Romans, ^he Emperor,

the Elector of Bavaria, and the spiritual Electors appeared in

person at Ratisbon, but Brandenburg and JSaxony sent only

deputies. At this assembly also appeared the French envoys,

Leon Brulart and Father Joseph, ostensibly about the affairs of

Italy, but with secret instructions to do all in their power still

further to embitter Maximilian, who had already a secret intelli-

gence with the French Court, and the spiritual Electors against

Wallenstein, to effect the disarmament of the Empire, and to

prevent the election of Ferdinand's son .

1 In all these objects

they vfere, completely successful. The Emperor, after a long
*

J
1 See Richelieu, Mtmoires, pt x.

f '
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.struggle, consented to dismiss Wallenstein, and to reduce the

Imperial army to 40,000 men, while the League still kept on foot

a, force of 30,000 ;
yet, so far from securing the election of his son

by these concessions, the Electors even talked of making the Duke
of Bavaria his successor on the Imperial throne. Wallenstein,

after remaining at Halberstadt till January, had proceeded into

Bohemia to reduce some of his Protestant peasants to obedience,

after which he returned to the head-quarters of his army at

Memmingen, in Suabia; and it was here that he received, in

August, the order of the Emperor to lay down his command.

He surprised all by his 'ready compliance witfc the Emperor's

order, of which he had been previously informed by his cousin,

Max Wallensjbein^ When the Imperial envoys appeared, he

received them in a friendly manner, gave them a splendid enter-

tainment, and when, after long hesitation, they began a carefully

prepared speech, he interrupted them by. reading a Latin paper,

in which were indicated the nativity of the Emperor, that of the

Elector of Bavaria, and his own, adding, u You„may see, gentle-

men, from the stars, that I was acquainted with your commission,

•and that the sptritus of the Elector dominates over that of the

Emperor. I cannot therefore blame the Emperor ; and though

I grieve that his Majesty should support me so little, I shall

•obey." 1 He now again repaired to his Bohemian estates, but

spent much of* his time at Prague, where he lived with regal

splendour. The dismissal of Wallenstein's army4 which the

policy of Richelieu had not a little contributed to effect, was, of

^course, most favourable to the operations of Gustavus Adolphus.

Richelieu's envoys also succeeded in adjusting the affairs of the

Mantuan succession, of which we must here say a few words.

Vincenzo Gonzaga, Duke of Mantua and Marquis of Mont-

ferrat, died December 26th, 1627. His next heir in the Duchy
of Mantua was the Duke of Nevers, descended with Vincenzo from

a common grandfather, Frederick II., though by a younger son

of this Duke. Vincenzo's* successor in Montferrat was his niece,

Maria Gonzaga, who shortly before her uncle's .death had been

married to Charles Count of Rethel, son of the Duke of Nevers,

in which House, therefore, the whole inheritance was united, and

the Duke of Nevers took possession of it in January, 1628. The

Court of Spain, however, was unwilling to see so important an

Italian possession fall into the hands of a Prince long naturalized

in France ; and they raised up a counter-plaimant in the person of

v,

1 Forster, Wallenstein
, p. 147.
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Caesar Duke of Guastalla, descended from Ferdinand, a brother

of Duke Frederick II., founding his pretensions on the circum-

stance that, though of the yotfnger branch, he was the offspring

of the eldest son of Ferdinand, while the Duke of Nevers sprang

from the third son of Frederick. The Duke of Savoy also disputed

the title of his grand-daughter, Maria Gonzaga, to Montferrat,

and revived the claims of his house, made a century before, to

that marquisate, but condemned by the Emperor Charles V. The

Spaniards incited the Duke of Guastalla to appeal to the Emperor,,

as Suzerain of the Mantuan duchy, and made an alliance with the

Duke of Savoy, promising to give him*Trino and other places in

Montferrat adjoining his dominions. As the Emperor delayed to-

give his decision, a Spanish force, under the Count of Montenegro,

entered the Mantuan territory, whilst another body laid siege to

Casale, the capital of Montferrat, Charles Emmanuel engaging to

secure, meanwhile, the passes of the Alps against the advance of

the French. After the fall of La Rochelle, Richelieu was hindered

by the intrigues of the Queen-Mother from immediately inter-

fering in the affairs of Italy ; but early in 1629 he persuaded

Louis XIII., whom he accompanied, to cross Mont-Genevre with

his army ; the Pass of Susa was carried against the Piedmontese

(March), and the Duke of Savoy was compelled to accept a treaty,

to which, as the French were preponderant in force, the Spanish

Governor of Milan was also glad to accede.
*

The French, who held Casale, leaving a garrison of 0,000 men
in Susa till the treaty should be ratified by Spain, now re-crossed

the Alps, in order to reduce the last remains of the Hugonots,

who, under the Duke,of Rohan, still, held out in Languedoc. and

other southern parts of France. ' The hands of Riehelieu were

left the more free for this undertaking by the peace concluded

m
with England April 4th, 1629, by which Charles I., engrossed by
his quarrels with his subjects, consented to renounce his protection

of the Bugonots. The Court of Spain, despite its bigotry, entered

into an agreement to assist Rohan and his heretics (May), but it

was too late ; thp Eugonots were worsted in a struggle, into the

details of which we cannot enter ; suffice it to say that their

extinction as a political party was consummated by the reduction

of Montauban in August,* 1629. Meanwhile an Imperial army,

withdrawn, as already mentioned, from North Germany, ' had
entered the territory of the Grisons, had seized Chur and the

passes of the Upper Rhine, and on the 5th of June the French

were summoned by proclamation of the Emperor to evacuatethe
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Imperial fiefs in Italy. The summer was spent in negotiations,

during which, with an eye to future contests, the veteran captain,

Spinola, was made Governor of Milan by Philip IV. At the end

of September the Imperialists, under Collalto, descended into

Lombardy, and laid siege to Mantua, whilst Spinola invaded

Montferrat. Richelieu now raised an army, composed chiefly of

foreign mercenaries, and, as Louis XIII. was detained at home by

domestic occurrences, the Cardinal crossed,the Alps at their head

in February, 1630, with the title and authority of Lieutenant-

General of the King. The ravages of disease had compelled the

Imperial army to abandon the siege of Mantua ; but the Duke of

Savoy was intractable, and to put an end to his evasions, Richelieu

made a feint on Turin, near which Charles Emmanuel was posted

with his army. In tHis march the Cardinal appeared as general-

issimo at the head of the cavalry, with cuirass, helmet, and plume,

a sword by his side, and pistols in his holsters. But instead of

marching on Turin, Richelieu suddenly retraced his steps towards

the Alps,and seized Pinerolo after a three days' siege, thus securing

the key of Italy. .Louis, in person, effected the reduction of Savoy

in June, whilst in Piedmont Charles Emmanuel was defeated at

Vegliana by thte Duke of Montmorenci, July 10th. Grief and

vexation at these events caused the death of the Duke of Savoy,

who expired July 26th, at the age of sixty-eight. To balance,

however, these successes of the French, the almost impregnable

fortress of Mantua was surprised and captured by the lieutenants

of Collalto in the night of July 17th.

Victor Amadeus, the new Duke of Savoy, who had married a

aister of Louis XIII., was not so uncompromising an enemy of

France as his father. By the* intermediation of Giulio Mazarini,

the Pope's agent, a truce was sighed, to last from September 8th

to October 15th
;
and Victor Amadeus promised to join the French

if a reasonable peace were not effected by the 13th of October;

The town of Casale was put into Spinola's hands, who was at

that time besieging it ; the citadel was still held by the French

under Toiras ; who, however, engaged to surrender it, if not re-

lieved before the end of October. On the 17th of that month,

the truce being expired, Marshals La Force, Schomberg, and

Marillac marched to the relief of Casale. Spinola had died daring

the truce.
,
On the 26th of October, the French and Spanish

armies were in presence^before the town ;
a battle was on the

<ev© of commencing, when suddenly a cavalier dashed from the

-Spanish line^and rodp towards the French, waving a white hand-
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kerchief, and exclaiming in Italian, “Pace! pace ! alto l alto!”

(Peace! peace! halt! halt!) He advanced at the risk of his.

life, for several of the French soldiers fired on him.

It was Giulio Mazarini, who was really the bearer of a treaty

of peace effected by Brulart and Richelieu's factotum Father

Joseph, at Ratisbon. Richelieu,however, declared thatthey had ex-

ceeded their commission ; and it is not very clear whether they had

been induced to hurry
#
on a treaty by the news of the King's dan-

gerous illness, of the factions which prevailed in the French Court,,

and the critical situation of Casale, the capture of which^appeared

inevitable, or whether the Cardinal, by what a French historian calls

“a somewhat Machiavellian combination/' 1 had furnished his

Capuchin with secret instructions to conclude a treaty which he

might afterwards find a pretext to disavow. It was, however,

accepted by the French generals. It was agreed that both the

French and Spaniards should evacuate Casale and the rest of

Montferrat; the town and citadel were to be given up to Ferdi-

nand, second son of the Duke of Mantua ; and the garrisons were

to be composed entirely of native troops. The French, however,

with very bad faith, left behind them some of their own soldiers,

clothed in tho Montferrat uniform ; and wherP the Spaniards

had recrossed the Po, two French regiments returned and

introduced a convoy of provisions into Casale. Yet hostilities

were not resumed. The appearance of Gustavus Adolphus in

Germany induced the Emperor to abandon the war in Italy, in

spite of the endeavours of Philip IY. to persuade him. to continue

it ; and a treaty of peace was concluded at Cherasco, in Piedmont,.

April 6th, 1631. By this treaty Ferdinand II. agreed to invest

the Duke of Nevers with Mantua and Montferrat, oi^his ceding

a large portion of the latter, including Alba and Trino to Victor

Amadeus, to whom also France was to restore all that she occu-

pied in Piedmont and Savoy.
2

Richelieu, however, by a secret

agreement with the Duke of Savoy, contrived to evade this part

of the treaty, in so far as Pinerolo was concerned, which he had
resolved never to restore.

Such was the conclusion of the war of the Mant
c
uan succession,,

which forms a sort of episode in the great drama of the Thirty

Yeats' War. Richelieu did not mean to let the Italian peace

divert him from the less open warfare which he was pursuing

against the House of Austria in Germany, Intrigues against the

Cardinal during the dangerous illness of Louis .XIII, had
1 Marlin, t. xi. p. 339. * Dumont, t. vi. pt. i. p. 9,
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threatened to overthrow his policy and pat an end to his ministry,

perhaps even to his life. They were frustrated by the unexpected

recovery of the King ; but spacefill not allow us to detail “ the

Grand Tempest of the Court,” " the Day of Dupes/1 and the

tyrannical manner in which Richelieu avenged hiipself on his

enemies, which belong entirely to the domestic history of France.

The frustration of the plots against him served to place his power

and.influence on a firmer basip, and t6 give, him freer scope to pur-

sue his plans of foreign policy, But to return to the Swedish

invasion.

Having wrested Pomerania, with the exception of a few towns,

from the Imperialists under Torquato Conti, •Gustavus entered

Mecklenburg, after concluding a treaty with the deposed Dukes

of that country ; but he in vain endeavoured to persuade the

Elector of Saxony, and the Elector of Brandenburg, his brother-

in-law, to ally themselves with him in defence of their religion.

Gustavus was*detained some time at Stralsund, engaged in ne-

gotiations with the French envoy, Charnace*, which ended in the

treaty of Barwalde, "already mentioned. To the surprise of the

enemy, the Swedes, according to their custom, continued the

campaign duriilg the winter; and Greifenhagen was assaulted and

taken, under the conduct of Gustavus, on Christmas eve. Early

in 1631, Kolberg, Frankfort-on-Oder, and Demmin yielded to his

arms, before Tilly thought it prudent to oppose him. The

Leaguist general, distrustful of the Elector bf Saxony, whom the

Emperor had offended in the matter of Magdeburg, demanded

this town, as well as Leipsic and Wittenberg, on the ground that

they were ntecessary for his operations on the Elbe ; and, after

taking Naw Brandenburg and putting tho Swedish garrison to

the sword, he proceeded to Magdeburg.

Gustavus expected that Tilly's attack upon a city to which the

Electors Both of Saxony and Brandenburg had claims, would pro-

cure him the alliance of those Princes ; but as both of them

continued to decline his proposals, he was compelled to leave

Magdeburg to its fate. Early in 1631, John George had assembled

the Protestant Princes and Free Cities at Leipsic to come to some

decision respecting the Edict of Restitution and the wrongs done

to the Protestants ; but the Conventus of Leipsic, as it was called,

though it roused' the indignation and resentment of the Emperor,

had, like most German meetings, little practical result. All

alliance with Gustavus, the only man who could save Germany,

was declined ; but Inhere was some talk, which ended in nothing,
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of applying to the already vanquished King of Denmark. The
King of Sweden had demanded from the Elector of Brandenbnrg

Kustrin and Spandau ; Oeorger William would grant only the

former of these towns ; and Gustavus finding, after an interview,

that he could not persuade his brother-in-law, determined to march

on Berlin. He approached that city with only 1,000 musketeers;

but his whole army followed and encamped round it; and the

Elector found himself compelled to abandon Spandau to the

Swedes, on condition that it should be evacuated when Magde-
burg had been relieved. But this it was too late to accomplish.

Magdeburg, besieged since March, was taken by storm, May 10th,

and dreadfully handled. Count Pappenheim, who served under

Tilly, irritated by the prolonged resistance of some of the citizens,

is said to have caused their houses to be fired : in the night the

flames spread over the whole city, and left only the Cathedral, and

some houses round about it, undestroyed. Between 20,000 and

30,000 inhabitants are said to have perished. 1

Gustavtis was forced again to threaten Berlin before his brother-,

in-law would consent to join him; and at* last, on the 11th of

June, 1631, a formal treaty was concluded. George William agreed

to pay 30,000 dollars monthly to the Swedes, and to place Spandau

and Ciistrin at their disposal. But Gustavus could not plunge

deeper into Germany till he had made terms with the Elector of

Saxony, who had now on foot an army of 18,000 men under the

command of Arnim, formerly a colonel of Wallenstein's. John

George had refused to help the Swedes in their attempt to relieve

Magdeburg, and had even contested their passing the Elbe. After

the fall of Magdeburg, Gustavus therefore again matched north-

wards into Mecklenburg and Pomerania, and wrested Greifswald

from the Imperialists. He and Tilly seemed to avoid each other;

for Tilly proceeded into the middle districts of Germany to rob

and hector the Protestant Princes. Duke William of Weimar
fled beforo him to Leipsic

;
but Duke Bernhard, in conjunction

with William, Landgrave of Hesse, resolved on a stout resist-

ance; and the latter rejected Tilly's demands to surrender Cassel

and Ziegenhain, arid to pay a contribution. Upon the approach

of Gustavus, who had crossed the Elbe, and established a forti-

fied crimp near the little town of Werben, opposite the confluence

of the Havel, Tilly was obliged to withdraw his troops from Hesse,

1 Tilly'* conduct is extenuated by the admitted fact that it was not till the
Harte, Schiller, and other historians. third day that he entered Magdeburg and
Tet those who have undertaken his de- proclaimed quarter. See Menael. Neuer*
fence will find it difficult to explain away Ge*ch. dcr D&utsrhm, B. hr. S. S8 f.

4
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and the Landgrave reoocupied his fortresses. While the Swedish

army was at Werben, Duke Bernhard of Saxe-Weimar entered the

service of Gustavus, and the Landgrave of Hesse concluded with

him at the same place the Treaty of Werben. The Swedish King
supplied the Landgrave with money to levy troops, and appointed

him general of all the forces that should be raised in the Rhenish

Circles and Upper Germany. In August, the Dukes of Mecklen-

burg were solemnly reinstated in their dominions at Gustrow,

although the Imperialists continued to maintain themselves at

Rostock till October, and at Wismar till January, 1632. During

the summer both Gustaves and Tilly had received considerable

reinforcements ; the Swedish King had been rejoined by General

Gustavus Horn with 4,000 men, while the Imperial general had

added to his army many of the troops dismissed from the war in

Italy. Tilly was repulsed in an attompt to storm the camp of

Gustavus at Werben; and afterwards by an impolitic endeavour to

overawe the Elector of Saxony, who, as we have said, had excited

the anger and suspicion of the Imperialists by the Leipsic Con-

ventus, Tie threw that Prince into the arms of Gustavus. The
Imperialists, 40,000 or 50,000 strong, entered Saxony ; Tilly

proceeded with his usual ferocity, and when the Elector heard that

200 of his villages were in flames, he formed an alliance with

Gustavus, and on the 5th of September joined the Swedes with an

army of some 18,000 men. Tilly had entered Leipsic, but on the

approach of Gustavus and John George he offered them battle at

Breitenfeld, near that town. The Battle of Leipsic, one of the

most splendid victories of Gustavus Adolphus, was won entirely

by the Swedes, September 7 th, 1631 ; the Saxons, consisting of

raw recruits, were speedily routed ; the Elector, who had taken

post in the rear,joined the flight with his body-guard, and stopped

not till he reached Eilenburg ; where he refreshed himself with a

draught of beer. After an engagement of fiwe hours, Tilly was

completely defeated ; he lost his guns and half his men, and he

himself narrowly escaped with his life.

After this decisive victory Germany seemed to lie at the mercy

of the Swedish.King. Many were of opinion that he should have

marched directly oil Vienna, and among those who thought so

were two of the most eminent statesmen of Europe, Richelieu and

Gustavus's own chancellor, Oxenstiern. It does not, however,

follow that the capture of Vienna would have put an end to the

war. That capital had been taken before, yet Austria continued

to subsist. Gustavus resolved to march*to the Rhine: a course to
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which ho seenjs to have been determined by the advice of the

Duke of Saxe-Weimar, by a pressing invitation from the Protea-

tant States assembled at Frankfort-on-Main, and by the prospect

of making the Catholic Bishoprics contribute to the support of his

army. Wljile the Saxons under Arnim were to proceed through

Lusatia and Bohemia into Moravia, the Swedish King pressed on

his inarch through the Thuringian forest, often continuing it at

night by the light of torches. Tilly retired with the remnant of

his forces by Halle into Westphalia; where he rallied all the dis-

persed bodies of Imperialists, intending to intercept the Swedes on

their march through Franconia. A Swedish officer who preceded

Gustavus, succeeded in gaining to his alliance the towns of

Nuremberg, Ulm, and Strasburg; and Erfurt, Gotha, and all that

lay on the road to Franconia, were occupied before the end of

September. On the 13th of October, the Swedes appeared before

Wurzburg, which was soon captured, though the Castle held out

till November 7th. Hanau was surprised; Frankfort opened its

gates; Gustavus pas*sed through the city, and on the same evening

occupied Hdchst (November 17th).

Tilly had in vain endeavoured to intercept the triumphant pro-

gress of the Swedes. He and Pappenheim had quarrelled ; the

latter had been offended by Tilly's ascribing to a mistake com-

mitted by him the loss of the battle of Leipsic. Pappenheim went

into Westphalia, while Tilly, after a vain attempt to succour

Wiirzburg, marched to Nuremberg. Gustavus heard, soon after

his arrival at Hdchst, that his enemies had separated: one portion

of their force had been despatched to Bohemia, another to Bavaria,

while tlio third and smallest portion remained in Franconia.

Tilly, with tears, complained that Maximilian of Bavaria had for-

bidden hiin to undertake anything decisive, as his army formed

the last reserve.
1 Yet Gustavus, who, on his march from Wurz-

burg to Hanau, had only 7,500 foot and 4,000 cavalry, had never

been seen so disturbed and indecisive as on the approach of Tilly
.*

Mentz surrendered to, Gustavus, December 13th. The Emperor
had observed, when he heard of the Swedish King's landing, that
" he had got another little enemy;" and Gustavus,had been called

the “ Snow King," whose forces, it was said, Would melt away as

he approached the south* It was, therefore, an extraordinary

apparition to see him established, at Christmas, 1631, on the banks

of the Rhine, the recognized head of Protestant Germany, accom-

1 Khevenhiller, Ann, Ftrd. Th. xi. * Monro, Exjnd. with McKetfg Regi-
8. 1864. merit, pt. ii. $. 86 .
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panied by bis consort, and surrounded by a crowd of Princes and

ambassadors. His Chancellor, Oxenstiern, who brought thither

some reinforcements from Prussia, viewed with dissatisfaction and v

alarm the many Princes who composed his staff. The Swedish

arms appeared everywhere successful. Tott had completed the

conquest of Mecklenburg by capturing Rostock, Wismar, and

Domitz; Horn, though beaten by Tilly at Bamberg, had succeeded

in penetrating to the Neckar; Baner had taken possession of

Magdeburg after its evacuation by Pappenheim ; Duke Bernhard

of Weimar had driven the enemy from the Lower Palatinate, with

the exception of Frankenthal and Heidelberg; the Landgrave
William IV. of Hesse had recovered his do&tinions, occupied

Paderbom and Southern Westphalia, and raised a considerable

army. Thusthe greater part of Germany was in the hands of the

Swedes and their allies. The Catholic League had been dissipated.

Some of its members had lost their possessions to Gustavus

;

others had joined the Emperor, or thrown themselves into the

arms of France. In February, 1632, t£e Elector Palatine

Frederick V., at the invitation of Gustavus, joined that monarch

at Frankfort-on-Main. He was received with great honour by

Gustavus, whose behaviour, however, was equivocal. Frederick

was in hopes that he should be restored to his dominions ; but

Gustavus was angry and disappointed at getting neither subsidies

nor troops from Charles I., although that King was continually

pressing for his brother-in-law's restoration. Frederick, how-

ever, continued to accompany the Swedish army, in the hope that

he should at last obtain his rights.

But notwithstanding the apparently triumphant ascendancy of

Gustavus Adolphus, clouds had already begun to obscure his

success. He found that he could not rely upon the Electors of

Saxony and Brandenburg, both of whom had joined him by com-

pulsion ; George William's minister, Schwarzenberg, a Catholic,

was privately sold to the Emperor ; Arnim, the commander of the

Saxon army, an ex-colonel of Wallenstein's, remained secretly

connected with his former general. When Arnim marched with

the Saxons tp Prague he did not disturb his old commander's

tranquillity ; he left his palaces' and lands untouched ;
and when

Wallenstein again ^assumed the supreme command, he made no

attempt to hinder him from levying an army. John George he

cajoled with the idea of making himself the head of a third party

in Germany.
* The success of GogtaV&shad been more rapid and decisive than
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Richelieu had hoped or expected, aud seemed to threaten the

existence of French influence in Germany. The Cardinal would

rather have fomented the divisions in Germany by a league with

the Duke of Bavaria and such other Catholic Princes and States

as were opppsed to the Emperor, than by assuming the protection

of the German Protestants ; but Maximilian still hesitated. The

three ecclesiastical Electors had invoked the mediation of France

in November. Louis XIII. and Richelieu had proceeded to Metz

to reduce to obedience the Duke of Lorraine, who had placed some

of his towns in the hands of the Imperialists, and had himself

joined the army of Tilly. The French Court arrived at Metz soon

after Gustavus had entered Mentz
; and here Louis XIII. received

the submission of the Duke of Lorraine, who had been advised to

make his peace with the King. By the treaty of Vic, January 6th,

1632, Charles IV. of Lorraine descended from the rank of a Prince

of the Empire* to something very like a French vassal. He aban-

doned all intelligence with the Emperor and the King of Spain,

promised to contract no alliance without the consent of Louis, and

engaged not only to permit French forces to pass through Lor-

raine, but also to join them with his own. At Metz also arrived

the now landless Bishop of W iirzburg, to beseech the King and

Cardinal for aid in the name of religion. A more important sup-

pliant was Philip Christopher von Sotern, Archbishop and Elector

of Treves. By the approach of Gustavus to the Rhine, and the

entry of the French army into Lorraine, the Electorate of Treves

was threatened on both sides. The Elector, who was at variance

with his Chapter, by a treaty concluded with the French,

December 21st, 1631, had made over to them the fortress of

Philippsburg on the Rhine, in his Bishopric of Spires, also

Coblenz and the opposite fortress of Hermannstein, now called

Ehrenbreitstein. The French thus obtained a footing on the

Rhine, which they maintained till the Peace of Westphalia. But
the Chapter and municipality of Treves called in the Spaniards

from the Netherlands, who anticipated the French in taking pos-

session of Coblenz and Treves ; and as France and Spain were

then at peace, they could not, of course, be driven out without

declaring war.

In this conjuncture, in which the views and interests of Louis

and Gustavus seemed to clash, the Swedish King behaved with

firmness and dignity. He declined an interview with Louis and
Richeliftu. He would make no concessions to those Princes ef
the Catholic League whose domains He Had occupied, as tte
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Elector of Mentz and the Bishops of Wiirzbnrg and Worms ; and
he refused to restore them anything till a general peace. He re*

served the right of punishing tHe Bishop of Bamberg, alleging

that he had violated his capitulation. Towards the other members
of the League he agreed to observe neutrality, and to restore

wftt he had taken from the Duke of Bavaria and the Electors of

Treves and Cologne, except Spires ; but he demanded in return

that the Duke of Bavaria and his allies should restore all that they

had taken from the Protestants since 1018 j thbugh a brief delay

was to be accorded to arrange, under the mediation of France

and England, an accommodation between Maximilian and the

Palatine.

The Duke of Bavaria could not resign himself to these condi-

tions; he beat about to gain time and raise troops, and thus

brought the storm of war upon his dominions. Gustavus, after a

rapid march into Franconia, where he
#
punished the Bishop of

Bamberg, pursued Tilly and his retreating army into Bavaria.

The Danube was passed at Donauworth without opposition
; but

Tilly, strongly posted at the little town of Bain, disputed the

passage of the Lech. The Swedes, under cover of their guns, with

difficulty threw a bridge across that rapid stream, and succeeded

in passing, despite the furious resistance of Tilly (April 15th) : a

cannon-ball having carried away that commander's thigh, the

Bavarians abandoned their position. Maximilian, who came up

towards evening, ordered a retreat to Ingolstadt, where on the

following day the veteran Tilly died of his wound. Maximilian

now took the sole command, and determined to procrastinate the

war till he should be helped by the Imperialists.

After tke battle of Leipsic*Ferdinand *IT. had looked around in

various quarters for assistance. He had invoked Spain, the

Pope, the King of Poland, the Italian Princes, his son Ferdinand,

now King of Hungary j but none of these could afford him any

effectual succour. The only chance of safety seemed to be to

recall the Duke of Friedland. The Emperor had remained on

friendly terms with Wallenstein after his dismissal, and continued

to address him as “ Duke of Mecklenburg, Friedland, and Sagan."

Wallenstein was ‘first sounded about resuming the command in

October, but he excused himself, pleading indisposition from

gout ; and the Emperor was compelled to make the most humble

and pressing appeal to him for assistance. It was not till towards

the end of Deoember that he consented to raise another army,

when he engaged to serve for three months only, declining.
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however, the title of generalissimo and all the emoluments of the

office. His conduct resembled that of a coquette, who seeks by

feigned reluctance to enhance the value of her favours. As the

term of the three months drew nigh, and the advance of the

Swedes inspired fresh alarm, the Emperor’s solicitations that

Wallenstein should continue in command were redoubled. f!ie

sound of his drum attracted recruits from all quarters, and he was

soon at the head of 40,000 men. The time was come when he

might make his o#n terms. He drew up a capitulation for the

Emperor’s signature which seemed to reverse the situation of

sovereign and subject. He insisted on being absolute com-

mander, not only of the Imperial, but also of the Spanish troops

in Germany ; he stipulated that the Emperor’s son, Ferdinand, 1

should not appear in the army, still less hold any command in it,

and that when Bohemia was recovered he should reside at Prague,

under a Spanish guard of 12,000 men, till a general peace was

effected. Wallenstein demanded as his reward an Imperial

hereditary estate, together with many other rights and privileges.

No Imperial pardon or reward was to be valid except it was con-

firmed by Wallenstein, and he alone was to have the bestowal of

confiscated lands. The Duke and his private interests, particu-

larly his lost Duchy of Mecklenburg, were to be considered and

provided for in any general peace. In short, Wallenstein usurped

some of his Sovereign’s most important functions
;
yet, such was

Ferdinand’s necessity, he submitted with apparent cheerfulness to

all his general’s demands ; in which the latter might not unnatu-

rally find a little satisfaction for the affront put upon him by his

dismissal two years before, as well as a means of securing himself

from aiy future caprices of the Emperor. •

Before the end of May Wallenstein had driven the Saxons

under Arnirn from the greater part of Bohemia. Meanwhile Gus-

tavus was pushing on his conquests. After a fruitless attempt

on Ingolstadt, where his horse was shot under him, the Swedish
King occupied Augsburg, and caused the citizens to do homage
to him ; and he prized as one of his highest triumphs the resto- •

ration of Protestantism in this cradle of its infancy. He then

entered Bavaria, where, however, he encountered a formidable

resistance from the fanaticism of the peasantry, forming a strong
J

contrast to the reception he had met with in other parts of Ger*

many, Munich was entered May 17th, and the Elector Palatine,

who accompanied the Swedes, had the transitory satisfaction of

1 Forster, Wallenstein > S. 179. .
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passing a brief time in the capital of his arch-enemy. Hence
Duke Bernard of Saxe-Weimar was despatched with the van

towards Tyrol. Vienna was in consternation
; even Italy began

to tremble. Wallenstein had now an opportunity to indulge his

grudge against Maximilian, the principal author of h^s disgrace.

Th#Duke of Bavaria found himself reduced to congratulate on his

success the man whom he had so loudly denounced at Ratisbon,

and to solicit his aid. Prague had been recovered early in May,
and it would have been easy for Wallensteih to inarch into

Bavaria ;
but he did not stir a foot till towards the end of June,

and then on conditions the most humiliating to Maximilian. The
Duke of Bavaria, who was in the Upper Palatinate with his army,

was obliged to make a virtue of necessity, and put himself under

the control of an upstart condottiere like Wallenstein. When
they met at Eger all eyes were turned on two such enemies to note

their bearing; and the inquisitive remarked that his Serene

Highness the Elector had learned the art of dissembling better

than the Duke of Friedland. 1
. After the junction of their armies

Wallenstein assumed the chief command. Gustavus, who had

in vain endeavoured to prevent this junction, now hastened to

seize Nurenburg, leaving Bernhard of Weimar and General Baner

to protect his conquests in Bavaria and Upper Suabia* Nurem-
berg offered him many advantages both in a strategical and tac-

tical point of view. He could easily communicate there with his

allies both in North and South Germany, while the situation of

the place rendered it easy of defence ; and the town, with its

immediate environs, was converted into one vast fortified camp,

capable of sheltering 50,000 men. But Wallenstein, with equal

tact, took up a position which* neutralized al) these advantages.

On a height called the Alte Feste, a few miles north of Nurem-

berg, he also established a fortified camp, whence he infested the

convoys and communications of the Swedes. Here the two great

captains of the Thirty Y ears' War sat nine weeks watchihg each

other. Wallenstein's forces were the more numerous; but, being

nlostly composed of raw recruits, he resolved to stand on the

defensive. Gqstavus, whose army, after callin’g in Duke Bern-

bard, Baner, and other generals, with their forces, amounted to

the number mentioned, found difficulty.in feeding them ;
and har-

ing in drain ^offered battle at the foot of the wooded height where

1 “Doch habea die curinsi Termerkt, Herzog gelernt.”—KhovenhiUef, B. xiu

dais Iiufe Kurfiirstliche Durchlanchfc die S. 24. •

Kanst zu dimmultren beeper ale der
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Wallenstein was encamped, he was rash enough to attack the *

position ; but after an assault which lasted ten hours, and urwhick

every regiment in the Swedish army was successively engaged,

he was repulsed with the loss of several thousand men
(August 24th) , and the capture of Torstenson, one of his best

generals. In this affair the sole of Gustavus’s boot was carried

away by a cannon-ball. It was his first failure of any importance,

and increased the reputation of Wallenstein. How critical the

situation of the Swedish King was may be judged from the cir-

cumstance of his sending to Wallenstein proposals for peace;

and the communications which passed between the two conj-

manders on this occasion afterwards afforded the Court of Vienna

a pretext for charging Wallenstein with having held a treason-

able correspondence with Gustavus. 1 A fortnight afterwards

(September 7th) Gustavus broke up from his entrenched camp,

and again took the road to Bavaria, in the hope of inducing Wal-

lenstein to follow him, and of thus saving Saxony. Maximilian

separated from Wallenstein at Coburg, and marched to Ratisbon

to defend his dominions, while Wallenstein proceeded into Saxony.

Gustavus was preparing to besiege Ingoldstadt, when he received

a pressing message for assistance from the Saxon Elector, and

immediately took the road through Nuremberg, sending his

Queen with three brigades of infantry by Schweinfurt. They met

at ferfurt towards the end of October. When Gustavus reviewed

his army at this place, he found that he had only 12,000 infantry

and 6,500 horse. He was never, indeed, desirous of large forces,

and he was accustomed to say that all above 40,000 men were an

incumbrance ; while Wallenstein, on the contrary, had a maxim
that t^e Deity favoured strong battalions.

2

But though Gus-

tavus’s force was small compared with that of his adversary, it

must be remembered that the Swedish army was composed of

veteran troops of the best description, including a large body of

British'soldiers. In the campaign of 1632 Gustavus had in his

service six British generals, thirty colonels, and fifty-one lieu-

tenant-colonel!.
8

The Elector of Saxony was in a critical situation. The Saxon
army under Arnim was in Silesia when the Elector’s territories,

were entered by Wallenstein’s troops, who had occupied Leipsio

1 Forster’s Wallenstein
,
S. 190 f. The

,
* Harte, Gust. Adolphus

,
fntrod. p,

barbarity of the war is shown by Wallen- xxxviii.

stein’s rejecting another proposal of Gus- 3 Ibid. vol. i. p. 210. On this subject
tavus, that quarter should be given, as in see Burnet's Memoirs qf the Dukes of
the Netherlands. Ibid. Hamilton^

p, 16 sqq. (ed. 1677).
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before* the approach of the Swedes. The march of the latter^

however, had been so rapid that Wallenstein was astonished to

hear they were at Naumburg early in November. Gustavus had

taken a .tender leave of his wife at Erfurt, apparently not without

forebodings of his impending death. Wallenstein ljad no idea

that he should be attacked at that advanced season : he was putting

his troops into winter-quarters, and had detached Pappenheim

to the Rhine with a large force, though with orders to seize Halle

on his way ; and he was at the latter place when he received an

order from Wallenstein to rejoin the main body. 1 The Swedes

had advanced through Weissenfels to Liitzen, and stood in battle

array on the great plain which stretches from that place to Leipsic

(November 16th) . Wallenstein's infantry was drawn up in

heavy' masses to the nortji of the high road, the ditches of which

had been deepened to serve as breastworks ;
his right wing rested

on the village of Liitzen and the windmills before it ; his left

stretched far along the plain, almost to the canal which connects

the Elster and the Saal. It was on this side that Pappenheim
was to join. To the left of the infantry were drawn up in strong

squadrons Piccolomini's cuirassiers; on the right were also large

masses of cavalry, and again more infantry; while at the ex-

tremities of each wing were posted the Croats. In front of the

line, on the high road, was planted a battery of seven guns ; the

remainder of the" artillery was spread along the front in an oblique

direction from the windmills. Wallenstein's strength has been

variously estimated. He himself, in a letter to the Emperor after «

the battle, rated it at only 12,000 men, which is incontestably too

low. It probably consisted of near 30,000 men. The Swedos

were drawn up, as at Leipsic, in two lines ; the infantry Jp each

six deep
; the cavalry on each wing, interspersed with platoons of

musketeers. Gustavus himself led the right wing, consisting of

six cavalry regiments, and was thus opposed to Piccolomini's

cuirassiers; Bernhard of Saxe-Weimar commanded the left wing,

also composed of six cavalry regiments. Behind the infantry

were two regiments in reserve, under Henderson, a Scotsman.

Such were the preparations for the Battle op Hjtzen.

Afte* offering up a prayer, the Swedish troops sung Luther's

hymn (ffin* feste Burg iat unaer Oott) ;
and Gustavus then ad-

dressed them iif those flowing words which, Richelieu observes,

he had always at command ; while Wallenstein by his looks alone,
• *

1 The letter, stained with Pappenheim ’s Vienna Forster, Wallenstein's Briefe,

blood, is preserved in the .Archives of B. ii. S. 273.

III.
.
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and the sternness of his silence, gave his men to understand that

he would either reward or punish them according to his custom .

1

Gustavus, after concluding his address, which was received with

loud cheers and the clash of arms, cried out, as he raised his eyes

to Heaven,/‘And now, my hearts, let us bravely on against our

enemies ! Jesu, Jesu, let us fight to-day for the honour of Thy
holy Name !

” which said, ho drew his sword, and waving it over

his head while he gave the word (t Forwards !
” he himself

advanced in front of all his army .

2

Just at this moment Liitzen was seen to be in flames ; for

Wallenstein, as a contemporary writer cobserves, usually marked

his advance <c
like Jupiter in the poet, all idthunder and lightning,

all in fire and tempest.”
6 The sun, which broke through the

fog about ten o’clock, enabled the cannonade to begin. The

Swedish infantry of the centre, led by Count Nils Brahe, passed

the high road under a murderous fire, broke two columns of the

enemy’s infantry, and were attacking the third, when they were

repulsed by the reserve and tho cavalry. Gustavus now ordered

a charge against the dark and threatening masses of the Imperial

cuirassiers, clothed from head to foot in black armour; and

putting himself at the head of the Smaaland horse, whose colonel

had beon wounded, he led the attack in person. His ardour

carried him beyond his troops, and the fog again coming on, he

got entangled, with two «r three attendants, an!t)ng the enemy’s

cuirassiers. His horse was shot in the neck, and a pistol ball

having shattered his arm—for that day he wore no armour on

account of a recent wound—he besought the Duke of Lauen-

burg to conduct him from the field. At this moment another

shot brought him to the ground, and his horse draggqjl him some

way by the stirrup. Lauenburg 4
fled ; of the King’s two grooms,

one had been killed, the other wounded
; the only attendant who

remained with him was a German youth of eighteen, named Leu-

belfing, who died a fow days after of some wounds he had received.

In his last moments Leubelfing testified that as the King lay on

the ground, some of the enemy’s cuirassiers rode up and asked

who he was ? The youth, pretending not to know, replied, he

supposed it was some officer ; but the King made himself known,

1 Richelieu, Mv?n, t. iii. p, 258. Riche- 3 Idan
y
pt. ii. p. 238.

lieu
?
s account of this battle is a literal 4 It was univexbally believed by the

translation of the Report sent by Bern- Swedes, and has been asserted by some
bard of Saxe-Weimar to Louis XIH. It of their gravest historians, that it was the
is also irf the Appendix to Forsters Wal- Duke of Lauenburg who shot the King;
hustlin'8 Briefe, 13. ii. S. 336. • a story now rejected by the most com-

3 Swedish IntiUigcnccr
,
pt. iii. p. 127. potent inquirers.
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when a cuirassier shot him through the head ; otherB gave him
some sword thrusts, and stripped him to his shirt. Leubelfing

was also wounded for his evasion. The battle was still raging

when Pappenheim came up with part of his cavalry. Soon after his

appearance on the field, that commander was shot by Colonel

Stalhanske, who had just borne off from the fray the dead body of

Gustavus .

1 The arrival of Pappenheim's troops served to prolong

the struggle £ but the Swedes, now under command of Bernhard

of Saxe-Weimar, enraged by the death of their King, fought with

a fury and desperation which nothing could resist ; after a bloody

struggle of nine hours Wallenstein's troops at last gave way,

carrying away with thefcn in their flight Pappenheim's infantry,

which had come up about sunset.

Thus pushed, in his thirty-eighth year, Gustavus Adolphus,

King of Sweden, the greatest Sovereign of his age. That his

•expedition into Germany was partly prompted by a love of glory

and conquest can scarcely be doubted
;
his incessant wars, the

part whjch he personally played in them, his professed admiration

of Cgesar and Alexander, show him animated with the spirit of a

conqueror. But his best title to immortality is, that he set a *

bound to religious persecution ; and it is for this, as a Swedish

historian observes, that all mankind may reckon him*among their

heroes .

2 His feats in arms and politics may be gathered from

the preceding narrative ; his more private and homely virtues may
be described in the words of an adversary :

“ Never has a general

been served," says Gualdo Priorato
,

3 “ with more love and admi-

ration ; he made all content by giving them their due praise, by

the friendly words which he addressed to them, and the hopes

which he held out. Good services and deeds of valour remained

ineffaceably on his memory. His conversation was livoly and

playful, his behaviour unostentatious and condescending towards

everybody; fie often anticipated people's wishes,*and would ask

what they were doing, how they were getting on, and what they

wished. He was accustomed to say that the table was a good

substitute for torture in the extracting of secrets, and served as a

net to catch friendship and goodwill. He hated ceremony and

flattery beyond all measure ; and, when a man unacquainted with

his disposition thought to employ them with him, he would say

1 Geijcr, B. iii. S. 295. Pappenheim lib. v. p. 157 (ed. 1640). Gualdo Priorato,

died at Leipsic a day or two after of his a Catholic and Italian, served a lone

wound. ‘ while under Wallenstein in the Imperial

> Geijer, B. iii. S. 247 sqq. army. •

3 Hist. dellc Guerre di Feriinando II.
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in a good-tempered joking manner, that “ these elegances had

better be kept for the ladies of the Queen/1

The Finnish cavalry, under Stalhanske, who had rescued the

King's body from the field, found it lying with the face towards

the ground, tr&mpled on, and disfigured with blood and wounds.

They brought it on an ammunition waggon to the village of

Meuchen in the Swedish rear, where a tradition is still preserved

of its fate. At midnight a service was read over it$n the village

church, and a Swedish officer pronounced a funeral oration. The

schoolmaster of the place, who was also a joinfer by trade, made
for it a simple coffin, in which it was Conveyed to Weissenfels to-

be embalmed. One of the King's grooms, who had been wounded

at his side, came with the corpse, and when he was convalescent,,

attempted, with the help of thirteen peasants, to rpll a huge

granite boulder to the spot where Gustavus had fallen, but they

could not get it so far.
r

The true place where Gustavus died, was-

forty paces further on, a balk or ridge formerly marked by an

acacia tree. The boulder is still called “ the Swede’s stone/1

The King's body was afterwards carried to Stockholm. 1

The account of the battle transmitted by Wallenstein to the

Imperial Court, led Ferdinand to think that he had won the day.

A Te Deum was sung at Vienna and other places “for the glorious-

victory at Liitzen

;

11 while at Madrid popular festivals were given

in honour of the occasion, and a melodrama, in which the death

of Gustavus Adolphus was represented, was performed a dozen

times before the Court. But meanwhile the reputed conqueror

was glad to shelter himself behind the mountains of the Bohemian

frontier. After the battle, Wallenstein found it necessary to

evacuate Saxony in ail haste
; and, leaving garrisons at Leipsic,

Plauen, Zwickau, Chemnitz, Freiberg, Meissen, and Frauenstein,

he reached Bohemia without further loss, and put his army into

winter-quarters. After his arrival at Prague, he caused many of

his officers to be put to death for their conduct at Liitzen, among
whom were several who belonged to families of distinction, nor
would he allow them to plead the Emperor's pardon. A few he
rewarded. Theliarshness of his proceedings increased the hatred

already felt for him by many of his officers? and especially the

Italian portion of them, who gave him the name of IVTiranno, or
the Tyrant.

2

Axel Oxenstiern, the Swedish Chancellor, succeeded, on the

death* of Gustavus Adolphus, to the supreme directi&n of the
1 Geijer, B. iii. S. 239 f. • Forstexv Wallenstein, S. 209.
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affairs of Sweden in Germany! and was invested by the Council at

Stockholm with full powers both to direct the army and to nego-

tiate with the German Courts. Duke Bernhard of Saxe-Weimar,

retained the military command of the Swedish-German army,

divisions of which were cantoned from the Baltic to* the Danube.

After driving the Imperialists from Saxony, Bernhard had hastened

into Franconia, where the Bishoprics of Wurzburg and Bamberg,

according to^a promise of Gustavus, were to be erected in his

favour into a secular Duchy
;

but, after taking Bamberg, his

assistance was invoked by General Horn, on the Upper Danube.

One of the first cares* of Oxenstiern was to consolidate the

German alliance ; and, in March, 1633, he sumnlonod a meeting

at Heilbjjpnn of the States of the four Circles of the Upper and

Lower Rhine, Franconia, and Suabia, including of course deputies

from Nuremberg, Strasburg, Frankfort, Ulm, Augsburg, ^pd
other Imperial cities. The assembly was also attended by Am-

bassadors from France, England, and Holland
; and on April 9th

was effected the Union of Heilbronn. Brandenburg and Saxony

stood aloof
;
nor was France, though she renewed the alliance with

Sweden, included in the Union. The French minister at Heil-

bronn assisted, however, in the formation of the Union, although

he endeavoured to limit the power*of Oxenstiern/to whom the

conduct of the war was intrusted. At the same time the Swedes

also concluded a treaty with the Palatinate, now governed, or

rather claimed to be gdVemed, by Louis Philip, brother of the

Elector Frederick V., as guardian and regent for the latter’s

youthful son, Charles Louis. The unfortunate Frederick had

expired at Mentz in his thirty-seventh year, not many days after

the death gi Gustavus Adolphus. He h*tfl always rejected the

hard conditions on which the* Swedish King had offered to restore

him; nor were those now accepted by Louis Philip much more

favourable. Swedish garrisons were to be maintained in Franken-

thal, Bacharach, Kaub, and other places
;
Mannheim was to be at

the disposal of the Swedes so long as the war should last ; and

the Palatinate, besides paying a heavy contribution, was to be

.subject to all t^e burdens incident to the quartering of troops.

Moreover, he was* to give equal liberty to the Lutheran and *

Calvinist Worship. .
1

After the junction of Duke Bernhard with Horn, the Swedish *

army—for so we shall continue to call it, though composed in

great part of Germans-f-endeavoured to penetrate into Bavaria

;

but the Imperial General Altringer, aided by John von Werth.
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a commander of distinction, succeeded in covering Munich, and'

enabled Maximilian to return to his capital. The Swedish generals

were also embarrassed by a mutiny of their mercenaries, as well

as by their own misunderstandings and quarrels ; a'nd all that

Duke Bernhard was able to accomplish in the campaign of 1633, *

besides some forays into Bavaria, was the capture of Ratisbon in

November. Meanwhile Wallenstein, engrossed with building

and planting at Gitschin and his other estates in Bohemia, had

not crossed the frontiers of that Kingdom ; and hostilities there

were terminated by a truce which he concluded with Arnim, the

commander of the Saxon army, June^th, 1633; a step taken

both by Wallenstein and Arnim without the knowledge of their

respective Courts. Wallenstein also made proposals of peace

to the Swedes, by whom, however, they were regarded only as

a blind and deception; 1 and he entered into secret negotiations

with the Marquis of Fpuquieres, the French ambassador extra-

ordinary to the Protestant Powers of Germany, in order to obtain

the help of France in procuring for himself the Crown of Bohemia.

These negotiations have been represented by Wallenstein’s de-

fenders as only a snare laid for the French Court ; but, however

this may be, it is certain that Louis XIII. promisod to assist him

in his ambitious plans.* After the capture of Ratisbon, Wallen-

stein thought proper to display at least an attempt to aid Maxi-

milian by entering the Upper Palatinate ; but though he drew

Duke Bernhard and Horn from Bavaria, tte lateness of the season

prevented any operations of importance, and after a little while

he returned into Bohemia.

Wallenstein’s unauthorized negotiations with Arnim, the

Swedes, and Feuquieres, had naturally roused the suspicion of

the Imperial Court; a suspicion strengthened by the rigid capitu-

lation he had exacted on reassuming the command, and by the

jealousy he had* displayed in excluding from any share of power

the Emperor’s son Ferdinand, King of Hungary. Wallenstein

had moreover a strong party against him both at the Court of

Vienna and in his own army, consisting of the priests and Jesuits

who directed the’ Emperor’s conscience, and of the Spanish, Ita-

lian, and Belgian officers who were subjects of Spain. He had
' c

1 Chemnitz, ap. Forster, Wallenstein,* a Chantilly le 16 Jtfillet, 1633, ap. Men zel,

> p. 214. Chemnitz, the Swedish historic- B. iv. 8. 120. See also for these nego-
grapher, wrote his work under the inspec- tiations, Siri, Mem. recondite

,
t. viii.

tion of Oxenstiem. p. 42 sqq.; Barthold, Gesch. des grossin
* See

»

J!d6moire envoy* par le com- chxitschin Kritats
, B. i. Kap. v.

;
Forster,,

mandement du Koi au Sr de Feuquieres, Wallenstein's Briefe, B. iii. S. 401 ff.

touchant 1’afFaire rlsolue au conseil d’ltat
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given offence to the Emperor by neglecting his express orders,

and returning into Bohemia instead of attempting to retake

Ratisbon. . Hence Ferdinand IP. formed the resolution of de-

priving Wallenstein of . his command; though he seems to have

adopted it with reluctance, as he, first of all sent Count Que6ten-

berg, whom he knew to be acceptable to Wallenstein, to endea-

vour to persuade him to march into Bavaria. Through his secret

agents, Wallenstein 'vyas acquainted with all the Emperor's plans.

In order to defeat them, he called early in January, 1634, a council

of his officers at Pilsen ; and through Field-Marshal Ilow, who
was entirely devoted to*him, he obtained from them an opinion

that it would be impossible to march into Bhvaria before the

spring. But Wallenstein went further than this. He told his

colonels he was so disgusted with the Court of Vienna that he

was determined to lay down his command ; a communication

which was received with great dissatisfaction and anger. Most

of his officers had spent all their substance in raising men and

fitting themselves out; they looked to maintain themselvos by

the war; and if Wallenstein resigned they could expect no com-

pensation from the Emperor. Led by Ilow and Count Terzka

they protested against such an act; they reminded their com-

mander of his promise to standby them; and on the 12th of

January, after a dinner at which the bottle had circulated freely,

they signed a paper requiring Wallenstein to keep the army

together, and promising to stand by him to the last drop of their
#

blood. This document bore the signatures of forty superior

officers, including Piecolomini's, who was no friend of Wal-

lenstein.

It was#this step, of which Wallenstein seems afterwards to

have repented, that proted his destruction. Wallenstein, as we

have said, had many enemies. Not among the least of thepi was

Duke Maximilian of Bavaria, who had advised Wallenstein's dis-

missal in December, and who, towards the end of January, sent

to the Emperor a detailed account of Wallenstein's practices, at

the same time beseeching him to adopt some " sudden and

heroical ^solution." 1 The counsellors by* whom Ferdinand

was surrounded^ and who possessed his ear, offered the samfe

advice fath perhaps more effect. .Such were the Archbishop

of Vienna, theEmperor's confessor Lamormain, Counts Eggem-

berg, Trautmannsdorf, and Schlick, the Emperor's son Ferdinand,

and others. The Spanish ambassador Onate was one* of the

.
1 Forster, Wallenstein, S. 257.
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foremost in these counsels f kd Plained the Emperor’s delays,

and suggested that a dagger 'pr tl*pistol ball would at ones un-

tie the knot/ It was s$nei( time ,befor^ Teldinand’s. confidence

in his general could skaketf. ^.t >ltength secret commands
were issued, to Piccolcftnini an^ scone pf JJthe officers known to

be dissatisfied with Wallenstein, to withdraw from him the obe-

dience of the troops, to incite the*n against hiity and to transfer

the ^command to General,®alias. * 0*i £he„ 24tfy 6f January the

Emperor issued a declarJlpli, releasing fchlfe officers and soldiers

of Wallenstein's army from all allegiance towards theil* general,

and granting, a pardon to\ll who had Gigned the document at

Pilsen, with the* exception of the Duke of Fnedland himself,

How, and Terzka. This document was despatched to Gallas,

with orders to seize the Duke of Friedland and bring him to

some place where he might be put on his defence ; and at all

events to get possession of his person, whether dead or alive.

Piccolomini, whom Wallenstein held to be his best fnend, as the

astrologers had cast' the same nativity for both, and who could

therefore, it was thought, the more easily deceive him, was ordered

to enter, in a friendly manner, the town of Pilsen, witli 2,000

cavalry and 1,000 dragoons, and there to lay snares against the

Duke's life.
2 One of the worst features in this transaction is, that

the Emperor, with extraordinary hypocrisy, continued a friendly

correspondence with Wallenstein4 for three weeks after he had

thus secretly deposed and outlawed him
;
and in his last letter,

dated February 13th, 1634, only twelve days before Wallenstein's

murder, particularly recommends Bohemia to his care, to the

Crown of which country he*was accused of aspiring.

It was not till the date^of this last letter that Gallas issued public

orders to the army no longer to obey the commands of Wallen-

stein, or his adherents llow and Terzka, but instead of them
either his own, or those of Altringer and Piccolomini. Soon
afterwards (February 20th) orders came from Vienna to employ

force, and secret instructions were issued for the confiscation

of Wallenstein's possessions : the grounds assigned being Wal-
lenstein's and Tef’zka's “ perjured rebellion ajid, flight to the

enemy," though they were still at Pilsen. On tnat very day Wal-
lenstein had drawn up a document to explain and justify that of

^January 12th, in which he declared that it was not his wish that

anything should be undertaken against the Emperor, or to the

1 Forster, Wallenstein, S. 253, note.

* Insidiare alia vita del duca.—Siri, Mem, record, t. viii. p. 50.
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detriment of religion, v
This jiaper $va$ signed by himself and

many of his adherents. He/also requited that his officers should-

continue to respect JhiirtaSg their; g&ne*ali|£imo, as he‘had received

no dismissal from the Empero^ aiid the o^der of Gallas he could

only regard as an ac#N$f
;

pp«Jtiy ygainst himself. A.day or two
after he <j6sp$tched two .envoys to Vienna to assure the Emperor
“ that he was reader to lay dowjj. the command, fend to appear and

answer the charges agaanpt him whomever the Emperor might

appoint.” But both these envoys wd»,iarrested by Piccolomini

and Diod&ti, and Ferdinand did not receive the message till

Wallenstein was already dead.1 *

When Wallenstein heard of the schemes agaixfet his power and

his life*—for he opened all secrets with a golden key—he resolved

to proceed, to the fortress of Eger, near the Bohemian frontier,

where he thought he should be safer, as its commandant was one

Gordon, a Scotchman, colonel of a regiment of his devoted friend

and adherent Count Terzka. When tidings reached Wallenstein

that the Imperial declaration had been openly posted at Prague,

he left Pilsen, February 22nd, travelling in a litter on account of

his gout, and taking with him only a few troops. The generals

ofthe Spanish-Italian party, Piccolomini, Gallas, Maradas, Caretto,

Marquis of Grana, and others, now broke up on all sides in order

to follow him, and Diodati and Tavigni entered Pilsen without

opposition. Wallenstein arrived at Eger on the afternoon of

the 24th February with a few coaches and baggage-waggons,

accompanied by his brother-in-law Count Kinsky, Terzka, Ilow,

and Captain Neumann. He was escorted by two troops of

cavalry, and 200 dragoons, commanded by Colonel Butler, an

Irishman, vho was already prepared to- betray him, and who
gave Piccolomini notice of all Wallenstein's movements.

At Eger, Wallenstein was lodged in the house of the burgo-

master on the market-place, while apartments were assigned to

Terzka, Kinsky, and their wives, in the back building which

usually forms part of a German dwelling. Of his road from

Pilsen Wallenstein had’ determined to go over to the enemy, as

his only ctytncqjff safety, and he had opened cbmmunications to

that effect with Duke Bernhard of Saxe-Weimar ;
which, however,

from: a suspicion of his real intentions,, were coldly received. On
arriving at Eger* he immediately opened himself to Gordon and ,

his lieutenant Leslie, another Scot, as well as to Butler, whom he

thought to be his friends, and especially Gordon, to whonThe had

*, Forster, Wallenstein
,
S. 274.
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given a regiment only a little while before ; he acquainted them

with his intention of going over to the enemy, and left them to

decide whether they woyld follow him or not. .Gordon and Leslie

promised to stand by him ; but when, in Gordon's apartments in

the Castle, ^Butler acquainted them with the Imperial declaration,

and the orders of Gallas and Piccolomini, and painted to them in

glowing colours the rewards and tho booty they would obtain by

betraying their general, they swore, with drawn swords, to kill the

Duke of Friedland and the friends who accompanied him, and re-

solved that the assassination of the latter should be accomplished

at a carnival feast to which they were to be invited by Gordon on

the following evening.

Butler engaged in the plot Fitzgerald, the major of his regi-

ment, with Captains McDonald, Birch, Brown, and Devereux,and

Pestaluz, a captain in Terzka's regiment ; and Butler it was who
also arranged all the details of the murder. At six o'clock on

the evening of February 25th, Terzka, Kinsky, Ilow, and Neu-

mann went together in a coach to Gordon's apartmonts in the

Citadel, where they were received by the three conspirators ; the

drawbridge was raised behind the unsuspecting guests, who soon

found themselves seated at a well-furnished table. In an apart-

ment adjoining the banqueting-room was stationed Captain De-

vereux with twenty-four dragoons; in another. Major Fitzgerald,

with six more. The servants of the guests had been sent away;

the dinner was ended, the dessert served up, when about eight

o'clock a preconcerted signal was given to the soldiers. On a

sudden Fitzgerald, followed by his men, enters at one door, cry-

ing, “ Long live the HougB of Austria !
" on the other side appears

Devercux, shouting, “.Who's for tiie Emperor ?" At Jthcse words

Butler, Gordon, and Leslie seize each a candlestick, and drawing

their swords, cry, Vivat Ferdinandus

!

The dragoons now rush

upon their victims ; Kinsky falls first under their blows ; Ilow is

stabbed in the back while taking his sword from the wall
; Terzka

alone succeeds In reaching his weapon. Planting himself in a

corner of the room, he challenges in vain his treacherous hosts to

mortal combat ; two of the dragoons he cuts dojvn, breaks De-
vereux's sword, and, protected by his doublet of elk-leather,

holds out so long that his assailants take him to be, likfe Wallen-

stein, “frozen," or wound-proof. At last he falls. Neumann,
after receiving some wounds, escaped from the apartment, but,

not krfowing the watchword, was cut down by the guard. When
the bloody work was done,* Butler, Gordon, and Leslie took counsel
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together, and resolved to complete their plot by the murder of

Wallenstein, who had remained at his quarters in the town. The
execution of it was intrusted to Devereux and six of his dragoons.

Butler undertook to guard the burgomaster’s house and the mar-

ket-place ; Leslie meanwhile administered to the main guard, who
belonged to Terzka’s regiment, a new oath of fidelity to the Em-
peror, and a hundred dragoons patrolled the streets to prevent

any attempt at rescue.

It was midnight. Wallenstein had been engaged in surveying

the stars, and considered the constellations favourable
; but Scni,

his astrologer, was of opinion that the danger was not yet over.

The Duke had not long retired to bed when he* was startled by a

noise in the street. Devereux had obtained admission into the

house on pretence of delivering a message to Wallenstein, but

was stopped in an ante-room by a valet, who begged him not to

disturb his master’s sleep. Devereux demanded with threats and

imprecations the key of the Duke’s apartments ; and, on the valet

delaying, burst open the door by force, and, followed by his dra-

goons, entered the Duke’s room. Wallenstein, alarmed by the

shrieks of Terzka’s and Kinsky’s wives, who had just learnt the

murder of their husbands, had rushed to the window to inquire of

the sentineithe cause of the tumult : at the entrance of the soldiers

he turns, and, as Devereux exclaims, t€ You must die !” receives,

with outstretched arms, a mortal thrust in his bosom. Next came
the scene of plunder. Wallenstein’s property was divided like the

spoils of a conquered enemy. Piccolomini seized his military chest,

his plate waggons, his horses, his baggage ; and from the proceeds

every man in the army was presented With two ducats. His officers

vied with^one another in endeavouring to obtain some part of the

Duke’s vast confiscated possessions ; and among them Caretto,

Marquis of Grana, distinguished himself by the meanness and

importunity of his solicitations.

From meaner criminals our eyes involuntarily revert to the

Emperor himself. There are, perhaps, few Princes of the House

of Habsburg who have exhibited in a more striking light than

Ferdinand II* Hie misery and weakness of an'Empire supported,

not by the affection of subjects, but by military power; and the

wickedifess to which a conscience may be seduced, which substi-

tutes for the dictates of morality and true religion the advieei

of interested priests, and the casuistry of Jesuits and con-

fessors. The death of Wallenstein is one of the basest political

murders ever committed by the House of Austria. Not that we
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hold, with his German biographer, that Wallenstein was innocent

up to the last moment of his flight from Pilsen. We think, on

the contrary, that from the Duke's whole conduct after his re*

sumption of the command—the arrogant capitulation which he

extorted, his constant refusal to obey orders from Vienna, his in-

activity in Bohemia during the campaign of 1633, his negotiations

and treaties with the Saxons, Swedes, and French,1 and, lastly,

the paper which he procured his generals to sign at Pilsen—the

only inference which can be drawn is, that, as he had clearly set

himself above the duties and obligations of a subject, it was his in-

tention to extort from the Emperor, either through fear or force,

the position of a Sbvereign and independent Prince of the Empire,

if not the Crown of Bohemia. But, on the other hand, it must

be recollected that such designs had not been proved against him

;

that, as he had a large party against him in his own army, it might

have been as easy to seize him and put him on his trial as to get

rid of him by a base and cowardly murder, as was indeed shown

. by the ease with which the assassination was effected—for Wallen-

stein was served rather through fear than affection j above all,

Ferdinand was bound to observe the greatest forbearance and

generosity towards a man to whom he had twice owed the safety

of his Crown. Yet he not only sanctioned Wallenstein's assas-

sination, but also publicly praised and rewarded his murderers.

Leslie, who brought him the report of what had been done at

Eger, was made a chamberlain, a captain in the Imperial body-

guard, and colonel of a regiment belonging to King Ferdinand.

Butler was also received at the Hofburg with distinguished marks

of approbation and honour
;
Ferdinand gave him his hand, caused

the Archbishop of Vienna to place a gold chain round his neck,

created him a Count and chamberlain, and presented him with

some of the estates of Terzka in Bohemia. Colonel Gordon ob-

tained the possessions of Count Kinsky. Devereux, who had

stabbed Wallenstein with his own hand, received from the Em-
peror a gold chain, a present in money, and some confiscated pro-

perty in Bohemia. Yet, while Ferdinand was thus rewarding the

instruments of his 'crime, his superstition made .him tremble for

the consequences which it might have entailed on bis victims ;

and, tortured by pangs of conscience, he paid for 3,000 nfasses to

J
1 The Emperor appears to have been peror s justification of the proceedings

informed by the Duke of Savoy of Wal- taken against Wallenstein. See Freiberg,

^.lenstein’s Negotiations with the French Bette Bdtrage zur vaterldndischen Geseh.

• Court $
although, for political reasons, no ap. Menzel, B. iv. S. 120.

.

mention was made of them in the Em-
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redeem the souls which he had hurried into Purgatory unprepared,

and with all their sins upon them l
1

A modern writer
3 has endeavoured to clear Ferdinand’s memory

from the charge of having authorized Wallenstein’s murder; but,

as it appears to us, with more of that specious wire-drawing, with

which some German writers can spin out long chapters in attempt-

ing to controvert a generally received opinion, than with any con-

vincing result. His principal argument is, that the Imperial

warrant, directing Wallenstein to be taken dead or alive, is not

extant; but this document may easily have vanished after a lapse,

of two or three centuriefe ; nay, may have been destroyed by com-
mand of the Emperor himself. It is hardly pztobable that Picco-

lomiui and the rest of Ferdinand’s officers should have taken upon
themselves to authorize such a deed without his sanction, as he

* '

himself would surely be suspected of it. The murder seems to

have been a common topic of conversation some time before it was

perpetrated, which shows a prevailing opinion that at least it would

not be disagreeable to the Emperor ; and, after it was done, it was .

commonly attributed to him. It is a damning fact that he re-

warded with honours and emoluments the actual murderers, thus

rendering himself an accomplice after the fact, and showing that

he must have considered it desirable beforehand ; so that, in a

moral point of view, the difference in criminality is small. Al-

though not sanguinary by nature, a conscience like Ferdinand’s,

directed by Jesuits, and steeled by precedents in his own house,

as well as by the lax political morality of the age, might easily

have been led to such an act; and the masses he ordered for

Wallenstein’s soul, for the welfare of which he, if guiltless, was

not concerned, seem rather to have beep intended as an expia-

tion for hip own crime.

The confusion which necessarily ensued in the Imperial army

'upon the murder* of the generalissimo and hiB companions, and

the apprehension of many other officers, was at length calmed by

the dismissal of all suspected commanders, and by giving the dis-

satisfied regiments three months’ pay ;
after which, the Emperor’s

son, King Ferdinand, was appointed to the <5hief command, but

under the direction of General Gallas. Neither the Swedes nor

the Saxftns took advantage of the conjuncture to attempt anything

against the I&perialists
; and indeed the whole campaign of

1634 offers but few events of importance besides the battle <tf

w*

1 Forster, Wallenstein , S. 307. .
• *

• Harter, Wallenstein’* vier letete Lebensjahre,
xv*** Buch.
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Nordlingen. The Saxons under Amim, in conjunction with the

Swedes under Baner, gained a victory at Liegnitz, May 13th,

which enabled them to invest Prague ; but Arnim, who was

negotiating with the Emperor for a peace, at length refused to

assist Baner^ and both generals evacuated Bohemia. Duke Bern-

hard had been more intent on establishing his Duchy of Fran-

conia than on the progress of the war; the Swedish general

Horn had obtained some successes in Suabia, and was preparing

to invade the Austrian dominions when he was compelled to join

. Bernhard, threatened by the forces of Maximilian. The Duke of

Bavaria assembled in the spring an arm^ at Ingoldstadt, which,

under Altringer tod John von Worth, took Straubing, and pro-

ceeded to lay sioge to Katisbon, where they were joined by the

King of Hungary and Gallas with the Imperial forces. Bernhard

and Horn, after taking Landshut by storm, where Altringer was

killed (July 22nd), marched to the relief Of Katisbon; but, hear-

ing on the road the fall of that place, they again separated, while

4 the Imperial army proceeded to Donauworth. Bernhard em-

ployed himself with marches and counter-marches between the

Danube and the Main, while Horn proceeded towards Tyrol, to

dispute the passes with a Spanish army .that was marching from

Italy into the Netherlands. He had scarcely, however, reached

Fiisson, when the news that the Imperialists, after storming

Donauworth, were threatening Nordlingen, obliged him again to

join Bernhard. This movement having left the passes free, the

Spaniards entered Bavaria, and formed a junction with Kang
Ferdinand under the walls of Nordlingen. They were under the

command of the Cardinal-Infant Ferdinand, brother of Philip IY.

of Spain, who was proceeding into .the Netherlands as? successor

of Isabella Clara Eugenia in the government. He had the repu-

tation of being the only Spanish Prince, since Don John of Austria,

who possessed any military talent.

Bernhard and Horn, after uniting their armies at Gunzburg,

had also sumtaioned from the Upper Rhine another force under the

Rheingraf Otto Louis; but, as Nordlingen was hard pressed,

Bernhard, against the advice of Horn, determined, on an imme-
diate battle, although their army was not only considerably less

numerous than that of the .enemy, but also inferior inequality.

The engagement commenced on the evening of the 6th of Sep-

tember, and lasted through the following day, when the Spaniards,

who had taken qply a passive part on the first day, lending

a vigorous assistance to the Imperialists, the Swpdes were
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completely defeated, with the loss of 12,000 killed, 300 standards,

80 guns, and 6,000 prisoners, among whom were Horn and three

other generals. Duke Bernhard narrowly escaped the same fate.*

He was hotly pursued to Goppingen, where he met Otto. Louis

and his division. * *

The Battle op Nordlingen was from its consequences one of

the most important and decisive in the Thirty Years' War. Bern-

hard of Weimar's contemplated Duchy of Franconia vanished

altogether from his sight, and instead of being an independent

Prince, he found himself compelled to enter the service and accept,

the pay of France. Thus^French influence acquired an immense

ascendant in Germany ; and it will be necessary
#
to cast our eyes

a little while on the affairs and policy of that country.

The death of Gustavus Adolphus was not altogether unwelcome

to Richelieu, who had at first willingly conceded to the Swodish

King the leading part in the groat political drama; but the

success of Gustavus had been more rapid and complete than was

agreeable to the French Court ; his appearance on the Rhine had

created both jealousy and alarm
;
and after his passage of the

Lech, Louis XIII. had observed to the Yonetian minister, "It is

time to set a limit to the progress of this Goth." When Gus-

tavus fell at Liitzen, Richelieu determined to seize the direction

of the affairs of Europe. His policy was, to maintain the alliance

between the Swedes and the Gorman Protestants, to endeavour to

effect a reasonable accommodation between them and the Princes

of the Catholic League, and thus compel the Emperor to treat for

a peace through the mediation of France. Maximilian of Bavaria

was to be dazzled with the prospect of the Imperial Crown, in

order to which it was necessary to prevent the election of a King

of the Romans fluring the Emperor's lifetime. Another object

was to prevent the Dutch from making a separate peace with

Spain.

Besides his schemes against the Emperor, Richelieu was busy

with plans for extending the French frontier towards^the Rhine.

Charles Duke of^Lorraine had again given trouble, and was again

reduced, and oj\the 25th of September, 1633, Louis XIII. entered

Hand, his capital. Richelieu now announced to the Duke that

it was the*King's intention to re-establish the French monarchy

in all its primitive grandeur, and with that view to annex Lor-

raine, as part of old Austrasia, to France. Early in 1634 the

French occupied the whole of Lorraine, crossed the Vosges

mountains, and obtained a permanent footing in Alsace. A new
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, Parliament, palled the Parliament of Austrasia^ was erected at

Metz, the jurisdiction of which*was intended one day to extend

^0 thq Rhine. Thus was broken the last effectual link which

corineeted the Three Bishoprics (Metz, Toul, and Verdun), with
r

;,the JSmpirq ; appeals, which had been formerly made to the Im-

perial Chamber at Spires, were now heard by the new Parliament,

and everywhere the Germanic eagle was displaced by the jfleurs*

de-lis

}

Charles of Lorraine, finding resistance 'hopeless, abdicated
^ the Duchy in favour of his brother, the Cardinal Nicholas Francis

;

and,
4

betaking himself with what soldiers still remained to him

into the service of the Emperor, becarrte, instead of a bad Sove-

reign, a valiant adventurer and skilful leader. From this period

the house of Lorraine long remained dispersed and fugitive.

The Duke's sister, Margaret, having escaped into Belgium,

had married the King's brother, Gaston Duke of Orleans, then an

exile in that country ; which so offended Louis that he instituted

a suit against the marriage. Both Gaston and his mother had

retired into Belgium after Richelieu's triumph ovor his political

enemies, and Mary de' Medici was received at Brussels with all

the solemnity due to an illustrious ally. She was never again to

enter France. Spinola, who had been called to Italy in 1629,

was succeeded in military command in Bolgium by Count van

den Berghe, a good soldier. After Spinola's departure. Prince

Frederick Henry of Orange resolved, by way of compensation

for the loss of Breda, to take Herzogenbusch (Bois-le-Eluc) . The
siege, which occupied the years 1629 and 1630, is among the

most remarkable of that period in a military point of view ; but

the most important circumstance about it is, that by engaging

"the whole Spanish forces in the .Netherlands, it facilitated the

* conquests of Gustavus Adolphus. Although Van den Berghe

came to the relief of the town with 30,000 foot and 10,000 horse,
9 he could not prevent its surrender. He was soon lifter super-

seded in tho command by the Marquis of Santa Croce, who
neither possessed much ability nor enjoyed the confidence of the

#
Spanish Netherlanders. Hence Frederick Henry, whose military

operations were supported with the greatest ardoqr by the Dutch,

although deputies were appointed by the States to accompany all

his movements, was able .to find sufficient employment for the

Spaniards. In the years 1629 and 1630 the Dutch.had about

120,000 men in the field, who were partly supported by voluntary

contributions. After the capture of Herzogenbusch, the Prince

1 See Mcrcure Fr. t. xtot. p. 106 sqq.
$
Richelieu, Af{moires, t. yiii. p. 466 (Petitot).
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Erected his operations chiefly Agaidst Gelderland, and in 1632 h6
took Maastricht. While the Prinoe was besieging * this

7

place,

Santa Crofce, with 15,000 men, not venturing to attack hi* fqrtn

fled camp, Cordova, with 20,000 men, was recalled from Germany
to Santa Croce's help ;

yet snch was the strength of Frederick*

Henry's position that the Spaniards with their combined forces

declined to assault it. The Infanta Isabella Clara Eugenia now
besought the help of Pappenheim, at that titue in Westphalia*

with a considerable army. Pappenheim led his veterans agajjpst

the Dutch trenches, August 7th; but the Spaniards, offended by
his boast that he would1 relieve Maastricht, would give him no
aid, and coolly looked on while he suffered two bloody repulses

on the same day. The Infanta, who^was much beloved by the

Belgians, and showed as much consideration for them as the

Court of Madrid would allow, died in December 1633, after which
Belgium again fell under the direct government of Spain.

Richelieu had been for some time desirous of entering into a
close alliance with the Dutch

;
and in April, 1634, Charnao£ had

brought about a treaty by which France engaged to pay a subsidy

of two million livres per annum, besides supporting a body of

auxiliary troops. This treaty was followed in February, 1635, by
a still more effective alliance, offensive and defensive, based on
Richelieu's plans for extending the French frontior. Each of the

contracting parties engaged to invade the Spanish Netherlands

with an army of 30,000 men. The Belgians were to be invited to

form them&eives into a free and independent State ; but a strip of

land upon the coast, two leagues in depth, from Gravelincs to

Blankenberghe, besides the towns of Namur and Diedenhofen,

was to be ceded to France ; while the Uifitod Provinces were to

have Hulst and the Pays de Waes, Breda, Geidern, and Stephans-
*

wend. If the Belgians persisted in their allegiance to Spain they

were to be
4
conquered and partitioned: France was to have

Luxemburg, Namur, Hainault, Artois, Flanders, and^the Cam-
brlsis ; while the share of the United Provinces was to include

Antwerp, Brabant, and the coast of Flanders, north of Blanken-

berghe. England was to be invited to neutrality. 1

.
About the same time Richelieu had also made a new treaty

with the SVredes. The defeat at NordHngen, and the knowledge

that the Elector*of Saxony, wus endeavouring to effect a peace

with the* Emperor, left the Swedes no alternative but tq .throw

themselves into the arms of France ; and in September envoys

* Dumont, t. ?J. pt. L p. 80.

Qm.
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Were sent to Paris to request that the 6,000 men so often promised

should.be despatched to their aid, and to urge the French Sing
<to break openly with Spain and Austria. Oxenstiern at length

procured a treaty to be executed at Paris in November, 1634, by
which France engaged to maintain 12,000 men, Germans or others,

under the command of a German Prince, and to kefep a body of

troops on the Shine, to act in case of need. France was to hold

all fortresses conquered on the right bank of the Shine, from

Bqeisach to Constance ; on the left bank she was to have Alsace

and its fortresses, and the free use of the bridge at Strasburg, till

a future peace. The Swedes, in the places which they should

conquer, were not to molest the Catholics in the exercise of their

religion.

1

By this treaty^France obtained a seat and vote in the

Heilbronn League. Oxenstiern was very much dissatisfied with

it, because Bennfelden was given up without payment, and still

more because the generalissimo of the allied armies was to be a

German Prince, a circumstance which lowered his position in the

Empire ; he therefore refused to ratify it, dismissed Loffler, the

plenipotentiary who had made it, and early in 1635 sent Hugo
Grotius to Paris to procure that it should be altered. Grotius

having failed in his mission, Oxenstiern himself proceeded into

France in April, and had an interview with Louis XIII. at Com-
piegne. Richelieu, however, would not consent to make any

material alteration in the terms, and all that the Swedish Chan-

cellor could obtain was that a fresh treaty should be drawn up for

his signature.* Oxenstiern arrived in Sweden in the summer of

1636, and never returned into Germany.3 *

In these transactions Richelieu endeavoured to avoid an open

breach with the Empetor, though *the French and Imperial troops

could not avoid coming into collision. In December, 1634,

Marshals La Force and Brez£ compelled the Imperialists and
Bavarians to raise the siege of Heidelberg, defended by a Swedish

garrison. In January, 1635, the Imperialists took Philippsbnrg

from the French, and two months after a Spanish corps surprised

Tretes, cut the French garrison to pieces, and carried off the

Elector, Philip Christopher, a prisoner to Antwerp. This event

had important consequences. Richelieu immediately demanded
the Elector's liberation from the Cardinal-Infant, the nOtrGovernor
of the Netherlands, and pn his delaying, on the pretext that he
must.qwait the orders of the Imperial and Spanish Courts, war

1 Dumont t vi. pt i/p. 79. * find. «. 68.

. * Ge\}er, Otecf. Sckwedtnt, B. Hi. 88. 305, 34S.
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was openly declared by a French herald at Brussels, May 26th,

1635. So haaghty was the tone adopted by France that the

•Spanish ambassador at Paris departed without taking leave, while -

the French ambassador at Madrid was arrested. On the 6th of

-June Louis XIII. published a declaration of the motives which
had led to this rupture, a prelude to the colossal strife that was
to follow. The Elector of Treves, who, like several other PrinoeB

of the Empire, had been put under the Imperial ban for admitting

French troops into Ehrenbreitstein and other places, was finally

•carried to Vienna, wherp he was kept a prisoner ten years.

Another grave cause of offence was his having named Richelieu

his coadjutor, a step,by which that Cardinal might have eventually

secured a vote as one of the Imperial Electors ; but his nomination

was disallowed by Pope Urban VIII.

In Germany, meanwhile, affairs had assumed a new face by the

peace of Prague. After the overthrow at Nordlingen, the only

Swedish force consisted of Baneris army, encamped at Leitmeritz

in Bohemia, which immediately broke up and proceeded into

Thuringia. The difficulties of Baner’s position were increased

by his disputes with the Elector of Saxony. John George had
been long wavering, and the disaster at Nordlingen determined

him to go over to the Emperor. Negotiations were opened at

Pirna
; better terms were offered to the Elector than he might

reasonably have anticipated, particularly the permanent cession to

him of Lusatia, which had been made over to him as a pledge in

1621
;
preliminaries were signed at Pirna in November, 1634,

and *on May 30th, 1635, waB definitely concluded the Peace of

Prague. By this treaty it was agreed, with regard to the affairs

of religion, that all mediate possessions of the* Church secularized

before the Peace of Passau should remain to the Protestants for

ever, and that all other mediate possessions, and such immediate

ones as had been confiscated since the Peace of Passau,Should
remain to them for forty years, before the expiration of which
term a mixed commission was to settle how snch property

should be proceeded with at the end of it. The immediate

nobility and the Imperial cities were to be allowed the

Lutheran Worship, a privilege, however, granted only to

Silesia amdhg the lands subject to the 'House of Austria. With
regard to political affairs, the hereditary right of the House of

Austria to the Bohemimt Crown was acknowledged ; Lusatia was

ceded to the Sector of Saxony as a Bohemian fief, and his son.

was invested with the,administration of Magdeburg; Pomerania'
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was to be made over to the Elector of Brandenburg, in eaae lie-

acceded to the treaty } a general amnesty was to be granted j all

leagues were to be dissolved, and the paramount authority of.that

Emperor was to be everywhere acknowledged. It was also agreed

that the Dnke of Lorraine should be reestablished in his Duchy.

The Emperor could not be induced to make any concessions

respecting the Palatinate or the Bohemian Protestants.
1 By an

express article, the Elector was to assist in expelling the Swedes

from Germany, and thus Saxony was pledged to a war. Such

was the return made by John George to the Swedes, whose K?ng
had Alien in defending his Electorate t

*

This peace brought a storm of obloquy on John George ; he

was accused of sacrificing, the family of the unfortunate Palatine

to the vengeance of the Emperor, and of arming Germany against

the Swedes, who had thrice been the means of saving his

dominions. Nevertheless by degrees all the Princes and States

of the Empire acceded to the treaty of Prague, with the exception

of Hesse-Cassel and the other Calvinist States. The Swedish

Government also desired peace, and Oxenstiern, whom they

accused of opposing it, while Richelieu was reproaching him with

having lost all courage for the prosecution of the war,* was
placed in a most difficult situation. The Swedish States, however,

assembled in the autumn of 1635, recognized the impossibility of
acceding to the Treaty of Prague. The Elector of Saxony, who
had made it, was, after all, only a subject, and any treaty that

Sweden should enter into must, with regard both to her dignity

and safety, be made directly with the Emperor. But Oxenstiera’s

proposals to the Court of Vienna remained unanswered.
3

Towards the end ofMay, 1635; the French, after defeating the

Spanish forces under the Piedmontese Prince of Carignano, who-

had endeavoured to obstruct their passage, formed a junction

with tflte Dutch at Maastricht, when the Prince of Orange took

the command in chief of the allied forces. The campaign, how-
ever, went against the Allies. The brutality displayed by both
armies at the taking of Tirlemont exasperated the Belgians, who,
instead of listening to the offers of independence, threw them-
selves into the arms of the Spaniards. The Peace of Prague
enabled the Emperor to send Piccolomini, with 20,000 men, into

Belgium j another division,threatened the Isle ofBatavia ; sad the
allies, instead of Conquering Belgium, ibigpd themselves reduced

1 Tho treaty u in Londorp, t, iv. . » Memoir**, t viiL ft *1(8 { t, fat. p. 5.

p. 468) Dumont, tvi.pt.Lp.SS. * Geyer, B. iiL SOS f.
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-to defend Holland. The Imperialists, under Galas, were also

successful on the Bhine. The French, pressed*on all sides, were

Compelled to abandon the Middle Bhine, the course of the Main
and Neckar, and even of the Lower Moeelle and Sarre, without

fighting a single great battle. •

The French campaign in Italy was not more successful. A
league had been concluded at Bivoli, July 11th, 1635, between

Louis XIII. and the Dukes of Savoy, Parma, and Mantua, for

the invasion and partition of the Milanese.1 The share of each

Power was to be proportioned to the troops furnished, but France

promised to renounce her portion in consideration of receiving

some places in Piedmont. In general, however, the alliance of

France was regarded in Italy with suspicion. Pope Urban VIII.

was not disposed to join a league against tlhe House of Austria,

and had, as we have seen, shown himself hostile to Bichelieu in

the matter of the coadjutorship of Treves. Venice also excused

herself, and Genoa was too closely connected, by commercial and

other interests with Spain to undertake anything against her.

The Duke of Bohan, who commanded some French detaohments

in the Valtellina, distinguished himself against the Austrians

;

but the projected invasion of the Milanese proved a failure,

chiefly through the tardiness and want of zeal of the Duke of

Savoy.

The Italian campaign in 1 636 was not more gloriods or im-

portant, while France herself was threatened by the progress of

the Imperialists. In September King Ferdinand issued from

his head-quarters at Breisach a manifesto in which he detailed

the acts of hostility committed by Louis XIII. against the

Emperor, and expressed his determination to*invade France, but

promised to protect the inhabitants.3 In pursuance of this

declaration, Gallas and the Marquis of Grana entered' French

Burgundy, in October, with 20,000 men,*and took Mirebeau ; but

they were soon compelled to retreat, chiefly throngh the lateness

of the season and the nature of the country, with great loss of

artillery and baggage. At another point the Spanish Im-

perialists, .under Piccolomini and John von Worth, bad been

more successful. They had crossed the Somme in August, and

invaded Picardy; bands of Croats and Hungarians wasted the

country between*that river an$ the Ojse with fire and sword, and

filled Paris itselfwith terror. The roads from that capital swarmed

with fugitiyep. Bichelieu was loudly aqcusdd of having provoked

1 Duoooy t tl pt.'L p. ise. * Londorp, t ir. p. SIS,
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the war; of his all&nce with heretics ; of leaving Paris unfortified

while he waa building his " Palais Cardinal.” But the Im-

perialists, instead of marching on Paris, contented themselves*

with taking Corbie, whence, however, they were driven ' by. a

large force quickly raised by Richelieu. Their retreat was un-

molested. In the same year the Spaniards made an abortive

descent on Brittany. In the south they were more successful,,

where, crossing the Bidasoa, they occupied Hendaye, St.-Jean

de Luz, and Socoa ; but these places they were forced to evacuate

in 1637 by their ill success in Languedoc. In the same year

Rohan was driven from the Valtellina.

With regard to Germany, Duke Bernhard had concluded, in

October, 1635, a treaty with the French Court, by which Louie

XIII. engaged to pay him annually 4,000,000 livres for the

maintenance of an army of 12,000 infantry and 6,000 cavalry.

This was the commencement of the short but brilliant career

which ended with.Bemhard’s death in 1639. His motives, in

the situation of Germany at that time, could only have been

selfish. He hoped to cut out for himself, amidst the chaos of

confusion, a Kingdom, or at least a Duchy. By a secret article

of his agreement with France he was to be invested with the

Landgraviate of Alsace, together with Hagenau, and all the

rights before possessed in Alsace by the House of Austria. On
the othet hand he agreed not to molest the Catholics in their

religion.

After the Peace of Prague, Baner found himself in a critical

situation, especially as the truce with Poland was on the point of

expiring. King Wladislans VII., who had ascended the throne

of Poland on the death of Sigismund III., in 1632, «seemed in-

clined for war, and the Swedes might thus be exposed to another

enemy iff their rear. The danger was enhanced by the suspicion

that Denmark would also resort to arms ; but Christian IV. was
propitiated by ceding the Archbishopric of Bremen to his second

son, Duke Frederick, who had been appointed coadjutor of the

deceased titular Archbishop. Baner, to secure himself, determined,

on marching into' Mecklenburg, and amused the Elector of Saxony
two ‘months with negotiations respecting his accession to the

Treaty of Prague. ,He was relieved, in September, from any
danger on the side of Poland by the prolongation for twenty-six.

years of the truoe, effected through French mediation, assisted by
ambassadors from England, Holland, and 'Brandenburg, on oon~

dition of the Swedes restoring West Prussia. Torstenson, the.
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Swedish commander in Prussia, was thhs enabled to aid his

countrymen with reinforcements. Baner had marched through

Magdeburg to the Aller, where, on the westi he was threatened

by Duke George of Luneburg, on the south by the Saxons under

Baudis. After Baner had concluded his pretended negotiations,

the Saxon Elector appeared personally in his army, and directed

Baudurto attack the Swedes. This is usually called the " Saxon

Blood-Order.” Baudis, however, could not prevent Baner from

crossing the Elbe ; and the Swedes even obtained a superiority

over the Saxons by defeating, under the conduct of General

Ruthven, a Scotchman, a* Saxon division of 0,000 or 7,000 men
near the little Mecklenburg town of Domitz. Baner himself also

gained some advantages at Goldberg and Kiritz; and, being

joined by Torstenson and his troops from Prussia, he not only

compelled the Saxons to evacuate Pomerania, but also found

himself enabled to recross the Elbe. Early in 1636 he pressed

forwards as far as Halle, and even sent parties over the Saale.

The Saxons remained quiet till joined towards the end of March

by the Imperial General Hatzfeld ; when they attacked and de-

feated the Swedes near Magdeburg, and forced that town to

capitulate. This reverse, however, was soon compensated by a

decisive victory. John George attempting to form a junction

with the Brandenburg general Klitzing, Baner attacked and com-

pletely defeated him at Wittstock (October 4th) , capturing all

the Elector's artillery, and even his baggage and plate. John

George fled precipitately to Meissen. Instead of pursuing him,

Baner first proceeded into Hesse, where the Landgrave, Wil-

liam V., had been gaining some advantages. William had been

persuaded by his wife, Amelia Elizabeth/ hereditary Countess of

Hanau, a zealous ProteBtant, to break off all negotiations for ac-

ceding to the Peace of Prague, and to unite with Alexander

Leslie, a Scotch general trained in the service of Gustavus

Adolphus, who commanded, in Lower Saxony and Westphalia,

some regiments raised with French money. In December Baner

proceeded through Erfurt into Saxony, defeated the Saxons at

Eilenburg early, in January, 1637, and captured several of their

regiments ; when all the men and some of the officers entered the

Swedish service. After a vain attempt upon Ldipsic, Baner

crossed the Elbe* and took up' a position at Torgau j
but here he

was surrounded by the.enemy, and for nearly five months lay in a

most critical situation.

This period was marked by the death of the Emperor Ferdi-
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nand IJ., w*bo expired at Vienna, February 15th, 1637, in the

fifty-ninth year of his age. He wag, in the main, a well-meaning

man,* but led into ad ill-policy, arbitrary and illegal proceedings,

and even crime, by the bigoted and sophistical ideds instilled into

him by priests and Jesuits, and by mistaken notions of his duty

as a Sovereign. He was succeeded by hik son, Ferdinand III.,

whQ* bad been elected King of the Romans in the cathedral of

Ratisbon only a little while before (December 22nd, 1666), by the

Electors of Saxony, Brandenburg, Mentz, Cologne, and Bavaria;

birt as the Elector of Treves was then a prisoner, azid as the son

of the Palatine Frederick was also absent from Ratisbon, France

and Sweden tools occasion to protest against the validity of the

« proceedings. »
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

FROM his success at Nordlingen, Ferdinand III. was thought

to possess military talent, and it was hoped that he would ta^e

the personal command of the army; but, on pretence of £out, he

delegated that office to men like Gallas, Gotz, Hatzfeld, Piccolo-

mini, and others, who were far inferior to Duke Bernhard and

Baner. The 'Thirty Years' War was to linger on more than

another decade ; but, after the disappearance from the scene oi

its earlier^heroes, Tilly, Wallenstein, Gustavus Adolphus, its inci-

dents possess but little interest, except perhaps for the military

student, and we shall therefore record them as briefly as possible.

Its history assumes a most repulsive character. The war seems

to be carried on merely for its own sake, without any great or

even definite object, only to gratify the cupidity or ambition

of a 'few leaders, excited by the subtle and selfish policy of France.

Count Peter Brahe, who was despatched by the Swedish govern-

* ment into Germany to help Oxenstiern, describes in his Journal

the German Princes as divided among themselves and pursuing

only their own private ends, while both high and low were

seduced by French gold .

1 Two armies in the pay of foreign

Powers, yet composed for the most part of Germans, traversed

the Empire in its breadth and length, plundering and maltreating

their own countrymen, and reducing their fatherland to the con-

dition of a wilderness. Even among the Swedes, the strict

discipline^ at first maintained by Gustavus Adolphus had been

gradually declining, and after the defeat at Nordlingen vanished

altogether.

8 Such were the crimes and cruelties they com-

mitted, that Baner himself confessed it would* be no wonder if

the earth shotdd open, and, by a just decree of Providence,

swallow up the wretches who were guilty of them*
8 To record

these scenes wguld be to describe every atrocity which human

nature, in its most savage and degraded state, is capable of com-

1 Aptid tieijer, B. iii. 8. 294. Grosse von Sachsen-Wetmor, B. ft S. 9.

* See the complaint* of the Elector of * Geger, B. In. S. 406. Anm.

Ment* in Ro*e, Htreog Bernhard dcr
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mitting. The country was systematically wasted by the hostile

armies in order to deprive their adversaries of subsistence, and

hence a famine was engendered so grievous that the miserable in-

habitants are said to have eaten carrion, and to have haunted the

knacker’s yard, nay, even the gallows and the cemetery, to obtain

a meal. Parents killed their children to eat their flesh, and

gangs of cannibals were formed, who hunted down their fellow-

men like beasts of the field. The famine was accompanied with

contagious pestilences, which carried off thousands of the soldiers

as well as of the inhabitants. The crimes of the soldiery were

too dreadful and disgusting to be described. The violation of

women was frequently accompanied with mutilation or death.

No age, no sex, was spared. Persons were made to swallow the

most disgusting ordure j children, torn from their mothers, were

hacked in pieces, or roasted on the ends of spears ; men were

baked in ovens, or set .up as targets for the soldiery.

1

The
effects on property and population may be estimated from a state-

ment regarding the Duchy of Wurtemberg alone, which between

the years 1628 and 1650, is computed to have lost 118,742,864

florins, without reckoning the damage accruing from the uncul-

tivated and desert condition of the lands. With regard to the

population, 345,000 men are said to have perished between* tie

years 1634 and 1641, and the Duchy, which had formerly con-

tained about half a million inhabitants, counted in the last-named

year scarce 48,000 1 Even six years after the Peace of West-
phalia, when many of those who had fled into Switzerland had

returned, there were 50,000 households less than there had been

previously to the battle of Nordlingen.
3

In June, 1637, Baner-succeeded in extricating himself from his

‘entanglement at Torgau, in gaining Pomerania, and crossing the

, Oder in the face of Gallas and a for superior force. At Schwedt,

he was joined by General Wrangel, father of the celebrated

, Charles Gustavus Wrangel ; but the Swedes had great ‘difficulty

> in maintaining themselves in Pomerania in this and the succeeding

year. The Imperial cause was partially successful in the south; In

1 These horrible scenes are described

in a sermon delivered at Nuremberg in

April, 1636, and translated into English

under the title of Lachryma Germania^

or the Tiaree of Germany. See p. 4? sqq.

* Spittler, Grech, Wurtemberg*) ap.

Seldom^ xir. 283. The sad condition of

Germany, from the effects of the Thirty

Years* War, has been described by Paul

Gerhardt, a contemporary poet

il Das driickt uns Niemand besser
In unsre Seel* und Hera hinein,

Als ihr zerstorten Scblbsper
Und Stadte voller Scbutt and Stein

;

Ihr vormals schWn Felder
Mit frischer Saatbostreut,

Jetxt aber lauter Walder
Und diirre, wuste Heyd’.”

— Gerhardt’s Ltben und IAeder, S. 704.
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Jane, Ehrenbreiistein was compelled to capitulate by John von

Worth. The French had before lost Coblenz, and now retained

nothing in the Electorate of Treves. The year 16S8 opened under

more favourable auspices for France. Duke Bernhard, breaking

up in January from his winter-quarters in the Jura mountains,

seized*Laufenburg, Seckingen, and Waldshut, three of the Forest

Towns under the rule of Austria, and laid siege to Rheinfelden,

the fourth. John von Werth, arriving with a large force to its

relief, compelled Bernhard to retire upon Laufenburg (February

28th) . In the fight whicji took place on this occasion, the Duke of

Rohan, the son-in-law of Sully and illustrious head of the French

Protestants, who was serving as a volunteer in Bernhard's army,

received a wound which caused his death in a few weeks. Only

three days after his defeat, Bernhard ofWeimar, with unparalleled

boldness, led his army against the Imperialists, who were still

engaged in celebrating their victory, and.were totally unprepared

for an attack. In the battle of Rheinfelden, ^larch 3rd, Bernhard

captured all the enemy's artillery, baggage, and standards, besides

the terrible John von Werth himself, and three other* Imperial

generals. The conquest of Rheinfelden, Freiburg, and the whole

of the Breisgau was the fruit of this victory. Having been re-

inforced by several thousand French under Count Gu^briant and

Viscount Turenne, Bernhard laid siege to Breisach ;
which, how-

ever, held out till December 19th. After its fall, Bernhard marched

into Franche-Comte, reduced the fortresses, and put his troops

into winter quarters.

Louis XIII. and Richelieu looked upon these conquests as their

own. Bernhard, it was imagined, might be bought; he wanted

two milliondivres for a new campaign, and he “Was invited to Paris

to treat on the subject. All France was then en fete for the birth

ofa Driuphin, afterwards Louis XIV. After twenty-two years of

unfruitful marriage, Anne of Austria had given birth to a son,

September 5th, 1638. On the occasion of the Queen's pregnancy,

Louis XIII. realized a project he had previously formed, and put

his Crown and Kingdom under the protection of the Virgin Mary,

by what has been called a
le Voeu de Louis Xftl." The grand

festivals that were to take place in honour of this event were held

out to B&nhard as an inducement to visit Paris ; but Grotius,

then Swedish ambassador at the Jlrench Court, warned him not to

come. Bernhard sent in his stead Erlach, a patrician of Bern, to

whomjhe had intrusted the command of Breisach. Erlach was

not exempt from that passion for French gold which then raged
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like a contagion among the Swiss ; he consented to become a spy

on Bernhard, and promised that after the Duke’sMeath all his

conquests should be made over to France. The contemplated

contingency was not long in arriving. Early in July, 1639,

Bernhard took boat up the Rhine, intending to proceed by Nenen-

burg in the Breisgau, and thence into the interior of Germany.

Although seized with a violent sickness at Hiiningen, he persisted

in continuing his journey, and died on board the vessel, July 18th,

at the early age of thirty-six. He had had a misunderstanding,

though not exactly a quarrel, with Richelieu on the subject of

Breisach ; whence arose a suspicion of his having been poisoned,

for which, however, there was no foundation.
1 Richelieu wanted

'

possession of that fortress, while Bernhard wished to make it the

capital of his projected principality of Alsace and the Breisgau

j

which he contemplated enlarging by a marriage with Amelia

Elizabeth, widow of the jjandgrave William of Hesse.

Bernhard, by his^will, had intrusted the administration of his

conquests to Count Otho William of Nassau, the Baron von Erlach,

and Colonels Ehen and Rosen, and had instructed these generals,

who called themselves the "Directory” of the Weimar army, to

offer them to a prince of the House of Weimar : but Erlach con-

. spired with Gu^briant to defeat the Duke’s intentions j a project

•the more easy, as none of Bernhard’s brothers,would accept the

command. Soon after Bernhard’s death, Ehen and Nassau went

to Worms, and Rosen proceeded against the Forest Towns; their

enterprises were successful, but meanwhile they had left Erlach

and Guebriant in Neuenburg, where they could carry on their

intrigues with the French government undisturbed. Towards the

end of September, the*Weimarian generals having Jbeen again

, driven out of the conquests they had made, and bring further em-

barrassed by the demands of their unpaid mercenaries, Erlach

persuaded his brother Directors to leave everything to him. On
the 9th of October a treaty was concluded with France, by which

theWeimarian generals were to receive 2,100,000 livres perannum,

and to retain the gifts made to them, and the governments in-

trusted to them, by Duke Bernhard.* On the other handy they

agreed to serve the French King, who was to name the com-,

mandants of Freiburg and Breisach, the garrisons.* of which

places were to be half French, half German ; and though the

1 See on this subject Rote, Bernhard, Th. ii. 206, Asm. The Austrian sad
B. ii. S. SiS ft, and Barthold in the Spanish courts were also suspeotdB.

Getck. dtt ‘grostm deuUehm Kriega, * Dumont, t .vi, pt. L fj 185.
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Directory retained the right of nominating the commandants in

other places, fet both these and their sddiers were to takean oath

of fidelity to Lotos. The better part of Soabia and Alsace was,

in fact, sold to France ; and Breisach, Bennfelden, Freiburg, the

Forest Towns on the Rhine and throughout the Breijgau, hoisted

the French colours. Thus France profited by the deftth of Duke
Bernhard, as she had done before by that of Gustarns Adolphus,

and inherited the fruit of exploits which she had indeed paid for,

and in some degree partaken, but which she can hardly be said to

hare performed.

The object of Duke Bernhard’s fatal journey was to form a

junction with the Swedes, who were marching ‘southwards from

Mecklenburg and Pomerania in order to deliver a decisive battle.

The latter of these principalities they had reduced to the condition

of a Swedish province. Baner, after receiving reinforcements

from Sweden in the autumn of 1638, as yell as a supply of French

gold, began to march southwards, while Gallas retreated before

him, and the Saxons were vanquished in every encounter. After

an abortive attempt on Freiberg, in March, 1639, Baner defeated

the Saxon army at Chemnitz, and captured and destroyed Pirna.

Hence he pressod on into Bohemia, and appeared before Prague,

May 20th ; but the position of the Imperialists on the 'White

Hill appearing too strong to be assaulted, he retired to Leitw

meritz till October ; during which period his divisions wasted the

country around, and penetrated into Silesia and Moravia.

Meanwhile Hatzfeld had destroyed in Westphalia an army

raised with English money, and commanded by Charles Louis end

Rupert, sons of the unfortunate Elector Palatine, neither of whom
had any military talent. Hatzfeld surprised,them in the spring of

1689 at Ylotho, routed their army, and captured Rupert j Charles^

Louis, who lost everything, and almost his life into the bargain in .

.

crossing the Weser, escaped to Minden ; whence he afterwards

retired to London. After the death of Bernhard of Saxe-Weimar, t

Charles L and the Prince of Orange, the nearest kinsmen of the

young Elector, supplied him with money to purchase the services

of the Weimar army, wad in October, 1689, Charles Louis took

the route through Paris & order to join it, travelling under the

assumed* but |paily to be detected,name of Louis Stuart. Richelieu

hearing of his 'designs, of which he had foolishly talked, caused

him to be apprehended at Moulins and carried to Vincennes; and

it was not till the following spring that he obtained bis liberation

through the intercession of Amelia Elizabeth of Hesse.
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England, engaged at that period in working out her domestic

liberty, could not assume in the wars and negotSttions of the

, Continent a part befitting a great nation. The treaty between

France and the United Provinces, which assigned so large a

portion of the coast of Flanders to the former oountry, was clearly

most inimical to English interests 5 and Richelieu had despatched

the Count of Estrades into England in 1637, to assure himself of

the neutrality of the English Court. Charles I. answered proudly

and worthily, that not only would he "hot consent to such an

appropriation of the Flemish coast, but that he would do all in his

power to hinder it ; and to Richelieu's offer to support him against

his subjects, he replied, that his own authority and the law of the

land sufficed. Queen Henrietta, now reconciled with her husband,

was also found impracticable j and Richelieu, nettled by the

rejection of his offers, declared that they should repent it witjiin a

year. J He determined to revenge himself by exciting the mal-

contents both in England and Scotland. As early as 1635 the

Scots appear to have reckoned on the support of France in

opposing episcopacy. Richelieu employed one of his chaplains,

a Scot named Chambers, as a go-between with the Covenanters,

and when the disturbances broke out in Scotland, the French

ministers were unable to conceal their joy .
1 In 1640 the secretary

of the Covenant made a formal demand for the mediation of

Louis XIII., which was, however, declined. The paper fell into

the hands of the English ministry, but Louis XIII. disclaimed all

knowledge ofit, although both Richelieu and Bellievre, the French

ambassador in England, were privy to the demand. Richelieu

had similar connections with the English malcontents, and

Charles I. always regarded him as one of the chief prpmoters of

"hi. misfortunes. There was a French party in the House of

Commons, which informed Richelieu of all that passed there re-

garding France ; and the five members whom Charles had intended

t
to apprehend are said to have absented themselves on a hint which
they receivedfrom the French ambassador.* Charles revenged him-

» Self bygiving an asylum to Richelieu's former friend, but now bitter

enemy, Mary de’ Medici, the Queen-Mother, who, after her expul-

sion from France, had hired an assassin'to kill the Cardinal. Mary,

hurtby the little attention paid to herby the Spaniards,quittedBel-

gium in the summer of 1638 for Holland, and afterfaurds went into

f 1 Bri«u», Memoir*, t. il p. 51 ; Sin, * Mann. Ibid, p. 429. Cf. DetpaUk
Memorie 'recondite, t. viii. p. 800: Dal- of Richard Browne, November 29th, 1841,
Tymx>\eyMemorialsf voL li. p. 47 j

Manure, ap. Banke, Francos. Gesck. B. ii. S.
Hut de la RiM. de 1688, t iii. note 4«“ 605.

p.402 sqq.
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England, where Queen Henrietta interested herself in favour of

her mother. *But Louis XXXI. would listen to the intercessions

neither of the Dutch States nor Charles I. for her return into

France, and could only be brought to offer her a retreat in Italy.

Driven from England by the rebellion, Mary de' Sfedici again

retired to Holland, and thence to Cologne, where* she died, July

3rd, 1642.

Richelieu, whose fate it was, though a zealous advocate of the

Romish Church and of absolute power, to be the supporter from
' political motives of heretics and rebels, adopted the same line of

conduct in Spain as he pursued in England. The affairs of the

Spanish peninsula werenow assuming a threatening aspect; Biscay

and Catalonia, the only provinces which continued to retain any

independence/ were npe for revolt ; while the Kingdom of Por-

tugal was meditating the expulsion of the Spanish House and the

restoration of the line of Braganfa ; a revolution accelerated by

the intrigues of Richelieu,
1 Biscay and Catalonia shared neither

the burdens nor the advantages of Castile ;*they were exempt

from the heavy taxes of that country ; but they were also excluded,

as “ foreign/' from the commerce of the East and West Indies.

Catalonia, with its dependencies Rousillon and Cerdagne, recog-

nized the King of Spain only as Count of Barcelona, and even

required that its envoys at Madrid should be treated on the same

footing as foreign ambassadors. Philip IV. and his minister, the

Count-Duke Olivarez, resolved to put an end to this anomaly. In

the French campaign in Rousillon in 1689, the Catalanshad at first

displayed some zeal and alacrity. Saloes having been taken by

Copdfe, the States of Catalonia levied an army of 12,000 men
to co-opera$e with the Spaniards under tha Marquis_‘le los Balbases

for its recovery, which was ultimately effected. But this success

was to cost Spain dear. During the long siege—the French oom-

mandant did not surrender till January, 1640—the Catalan Tanks

were thinned by desertion, and the municipal bodies were negli-

gent in furnishing the military supplies. Olivarez seized the

oocasion to assert the authority of Spain. The Count de Santa

Coloma, Yioeipy of Catalonia, was directed to make the men

proceed to the wars, even ifit were necessary to send them bound

hand and*footfcthe very women were to be compelled to carry on

their backs oorng oats, and straw, for the use of the army. Articles

required for the soldiery were seized without scruple ; even the

beds of the gentry were carried off. Matters became still* worse

1 Weitt, L'Eapagne depute Pkthppe IL t. L p. 376
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after the recapture of Salces. The Ring’s

in wiflfer-quartera in Rousillon and Catalonia, a^thefe^&iera, *
mixture of Castilians, Neapolitaas, and 'Irish*we're permitted,nay
encouraged, to oppress the inhabitants in evOrj'.pbs^b^way. 'is

if they had ,been in an enemy's country, the women were-oatraged,

the villages ant even the churches were plundered. ,
,*

It was not likely that such things'should be tamely wOrne by
a people in so rude a state of civilisation as the Catalans, among
whom it was then a common practice fofc a man who had gpt into

difficulties to turn bandolero, or brigand : sucty a stg> Was called

“"going to the mountains/' and was far from bejpg regarded as a

disgrace. Olivarez, at the very moment when the population

were thus exasperated, ordered the Viceroy to levy 6,000 soldiers

in Catalonia, who, contrary to the privileges of that country, were

to be Beni abroad ; they were to be taught that they njust^erve

his Catholic Majesty in all quarters, like other subjects of the

monarchy. At this order the amusements of the carnival were

suspended at Barcelona ; the Bishop of Gerona excommunicated

the perpetrators of the violences and sacrileges which prevailed in

his diocese; remonstrances were addressed to the cabinet of

Madrid, but received with coldness and contempt. The Viceroy

seized a sum of money belonging to the city of Barcelona where-

with to pay his troops, and imprisoned the magistrates who# ex-
postulated with him. But the day of vengeance was at hand.

Annually, towards Corpus Christi day, it was customary for

large bands of mountaineers to repair to Barcelona and its neigh-

bourhood to hire themselveB for the harvest—a rude, half-savage

race, with knives at their girdles and huge horns depending from

, their shoulder-belts. As is usual in large gatherings, fury spreads

as by oontagion; one man animates another; they enter Barcelona,

the burgesses join them, and every Castilian and foreigner that

can be found is massacred. The Viceroy himself, while hastening

to the port to embark on board ship, falls by the hand of an
assassin (June 7th, 1640) . All the towns ofCatalonia sod Rousillon

followed the example of the capital ; the Eujls army was dis-

persed, and of all the great towns succeeded ogjy in
4
retaining

Perpignan.

-The Court of Madrid was naturally filled with alarm ; especially

aa symptoms of insubordination were man-iyetngp themselves,not
only in Portugal, but even in Aragon, the Balearic islands, and
Naples. "‘pfeawez resorted to negotiation and finesse. IJhe Dabs
of Cordon#* who succeeded Santa Coloma aa Vieenqg, was ia-



to

speedily lisd offs**

m liiijj&W o^&cekona was theft appojntefl,and

k Qtiv**** endeavoured to divide and amuse
%r jQSrtwl' MM> we* three deppties-general of the Catalan

.States, .whAformed the 'executive government of t^# province,

weres$ptj» be duped. JTtey entered into negotiation* with the

FrenehCraaM, through Eapen&n the Governor of Eeucate, respect-

ing the establishment of a.Cat$lan Republic under the protectorate

of France. At a last stftp the Cortes of Catalonia, assembled at

Barcelona in^September, intreated Philip IV. to recall the troops

which and to countermand those that wereon
the, march to.the Lower Ebro ; and they declared* that they would

defend their liberties to the death. But, instead of listening to

the ehvdys ofthe Cortes, Philip caused them to be arrested} and

the Catalans forwarded to all Christian States and Princes a

manifesto setting forth the injuries they had received. The war

had* begun in Rousillon, v^iere the insurgents were assisted by
Espenan, the French Governor of Leucate. 0h Plessis Began;on,

the envoy of Lonis XIII., in a public audience with the Catalan

deputies at Barcelona, alluded to the bonds which bad anciently

united their principality to the Crown of France ; and on the 16th

ofDecember, 1640, a formal treaty was entered into, and hostages

givgp for the due execution of it by the Catalans. Louis XIIL
engaged to find officers to command the Catalan troops, and to

provide, at the expense of that province, an auxiliary oorps of

85OOO men. Catalonia and its dependencies bound themselves

n;ver to gpcrticipate in any attack upon France, and to open their

ports to the French fleets.

1

At the yune time was consummated . another event of still

greater importance to the Spanish monarchy—.the Portuguese

revolution. Sixty years of union ’with Spain had only rendered

Portugal mar; dissatisfied, because by the House pf Austria she

had been systematically oppressed, humiliated, and impoverished.

Hone of the promises made by Philip II. were observed. The
commerce of Portugal with the Indies had been taken frpm her

and petftWed Cadiz ; her military and commercial marine had

been almost annihilated in the wars provoked by the Spanish

cabinet* while taxes raised on the first necessaries of life were

applied to the bedding of thepalaces of Buen Retiro and Galinero

fMffr Madrid. Nevertheless, Portugal had long suffered in

jAtatem thmfoflfe htynnfoy between France and the House
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Austria opened a prospeot of redress. Relations had been esfcab*

lished between the French Coart and sonm leading PortngneSe

as early as 1630 ; and the revolution would 'probably have^broken

out long before but for the feeble and irresolute characterof John

Duke of Braganfa^ whom the Portuguese patriots destined for the

throne, as the Representative of their ancient Kings. An insur»

reotion had actually occurred in 1637, when the insurgents pro-

claimed the Duke of Braga^a, the grandson of Jiim who had

contended with Philip II. for the throne of Portugal (Vol. II. p.

408), for their Sovereign ; but John, wjio had no inclination to

nsk his life and the large possessions still left to him, fled to

escape the Crown that was thrust upon him.

The rebellion in Catalonia was the immediate cause of the Por-

tuguese revolution. Portugal was then governed by Dona

Margaret of Savoy, grand-daughter of Philip II. and dowager

Duchess of Mantua, as,Vice-Queen; but it was her secretary,

Michael Vasconceljos, who actually directed the government.

He and Diego Suarez, another Portuguese, whoresided at Madrid

with the title of Secretary of State, both men of infamous cha-

racter, had disgusted the Pdrtuguese by their insolence and

extortion. Towards the end of 1640 an order had arrived from

the Spanish Court, directing the Duke of Braganpa and the prin-

cipal. nobles of Portugal to march against the Catalans. <^The

Portuguese resolved to imitate them instead. Pinto Ribeiro,

major-duomo of the Duke of Braganfa, a man of coOrage and

talent, was the principal leader of the insurrection. Pinto had
for some time been endeavouring to incite the nobler and he
organized the revolt almost without his master’s knowledge. He
was well seconded by the Duke’s Spanish wife, Dona Loisa de Guz-

man, sister ofthe Duke ofMedina Sidonia,a lively, enterprising,aiid

cburageouB lady. Pinto gave the signal for insurrection by firing

a pistol in the royal palace at Lisbon on the morning of December
1st, 1640. The confederates, who had flocked to the priace at an
early hour, now began the work of liberation, and being helped

by the townspeople, soon overpowered the German and Spanish

guard. In the tumult none distinguished himself more than <

a

priest, who, with orucifix in one hand and sword in die other* new
enhoAang his friends, now catting down his foes, cleared the Way
wherever he appeared. Several of the Spanish ministers 'Were

slain#, VasConcellos, who had hid himself in a closet unde? a
' heap d^apefei, was despatched with a pistol shot ai|di^»w^f
epts, body thrown out of window, the Cry
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4( The tyrant is dead t Liberty and Dom John for ever t ” The
Vioe»-Qaeen, who was arrested and kept as a hostage, was com-
pelled by threats to order the Spanish*commandant of the citadel

to surrender; and the success of the insurrection being thus

assured,” a message was despatched to the Duke of Bragan^a at

Villaviciosa to require his presence at Lisbon, ife entered*that

capital in the very same equipage that had been provided for his

journey to Madrid, whither he had been invited by Philip IV.

Never was revolution of equal importance conducted more quietly,

speedily, and successfully. It seemed as if John IV. asoended

the throne of his ancestors in the regular course of succession.

He was immediately proclaimed in the other* towns of the

Kingdom ; the Portuguese colonies in India and Brazil, where

the small detachments of Spanish troops could offer no effectual

resistance,followed the example of the mother-country, and Ceuta,

in Morocco, was the only settlement which Spain succeeded in

retaining. The Portuguese Cortes, which assembled at Lisbon in

January, 1641, confirmed the title of King John IV., and echoing

the voice of liberty raised by the Dutch half a century before,

asserted the inherent right of mankind to depose a tyrannical

Sovereign, even were he legitimate, and not, like the King of

Spain, a usurper.1

Jghn IV. hastened to contract alliances with France and the

Dutch Republic, each of which Powers promised to furnish him
with twenty ships of war. England and Sweden also recognized

the new King of Portugal, but contented themselvos with entering

into commercial treaties.? The rebellion in Catalonia caused the

success of thatTin-Portugal. The whole disposable force of Spain,

consisting o£ some 20,000 men* under the* Marquis de los Velez,

the new Viceroy, had been despatched towards the frontier of

Catalonia ; and as the disturbances in that country, on account df

its vicinity to Prance, were considered the more important, the

troopswde not recalled. The progress of Los Velez was marked

by fire and bldod. Xerta and Cambrils were taken and destroyed,

together with their inhabitants ; Tarragona was then invested,

and as the (Catalan army had been dispersed, Espenan, who had

marched to its relief with 4,000 French, was glad to save his own

fwoe a$ wfll as the town by a capitulation. The Catalan resolu-

tion Would have been crushed in the bud, but for the. energy of

<ki» tamhairia MB ©tor. Butt. W«*». VBepeu*e depute U rignede Pit*

VWfi*, JtaNMMMt it ; 9Um- ' f
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Claris, canon of TJrgel, and of the French envoy, Du Flessis-

Besan$on. When the Spanish forces appeared before Barcelona*

Claris exported the citizens rather to bury themselves nnder

the ruins of the town than submit to the butchers of their

brethren; while the French envoy organized the means of defence

with wonderful quickness and skill, and sustained the courage of

the Barcelonese by the promise of speedy and abundant succour

from France. In the minds of the Catalans the dejection of fear

had been succeeded by the fury of despair. Everybody, even the

monks, flew to arms ; and the insurgents cut off the laBt hope of

pardon, by converting the allianoe with France, concluded the pre-

ceding month, into a treaty of permanent union with that country

(January 23rd, 1641) .
l Baffled at Barcelona, Los Velez seized

Tarragona, which he succeeded in maintaining against the French

by defeating their fleet. For this defeat Richelieu banished to

Carpentras the archbishop-admiral, Sourdis, and threatened to

put him on his trial ; whilst, on the other hand, Philip IV. im-

prisoned his admiral, Ferrandina, for not having destroyed the

French ships

!

Spain, during this period of domestic rebellion and revolution,

was almost equally unfortunate in her foreign wars. In the cam-

paign of 1688, indeed, the French had only doubtful success both

in south and north. In Artois they were forced to raise the

siege of St. Omer, but succeeded, in taking the little town of

Renti, and in Picardy they recaptured Le C&telet ; while in the

south, where they had invested Fuentorabia, they were entirely

defeated and compelled to recross the Bidasoa- But by way of

compensation a French fleet destroyed a Spanish one at Guetaria.

In the following year
1

the French were again unsuccessful in

Artois, though victory attended their arms at Rousillon. The
severest loss, however, which the Spaniards sustained in 1639

was the destruction by the Dutch of their fleet, the greatest

which they had sent to sea since the Invincible Armdda. The
Spanish admiral, seeking refuge from the Dutch oh the Kentish

coast, was attacked, in neutral waters, under the very eyes of
Admiral Pennington ; nor oould Charles do more than oomplain

and accept an apology. In 1640 the French, besides their sae-

cesses in Piedmont, where they took Turin, captured*Arras, tile

capital of Artois, and long the rampart oDthe Netherlands against

* DSmont, t A pt. i. p. 107 sqq. republican freedom, tbs Catalans stipes—

By this treaty Catalonia remained united feted for the mamtMmndt of the ispbl.
almost twain yaan with FraAce. In turn, sutyect to that of Rome ! Ms4.ll>
strange contrast with articles breathing
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France. The inhabitants stipulated in their oapitulation for the

maintenance of the Artesian Parliament and States, exemption

'

from the gabdte, or salt tax,, and the proscription of Protestantism.

In the following year the affairs of the Netherlands were not

merited by any important event except the death of the Cardinal*

Infant Ferdinand, who expired November 9th, 1641, of an illness

-caused, or at all events aggravated, by the fatigues of the war.

Bon and brother of two Kings remarkable for their incapacity,

Ferdinand had distinguished himself in the defence of Belgium

both by military and poetical talents of the first order. He was
-succeeded at Brussels by Don Francisco de Mello, an active and

able captain.
*

Meanwhile in Germany the Swedes under Baner had been com-

pelled, in the spring of 1640, to evacuate Bohemia, and to retreat

through Saxony into Thuringia; ^md in May they formed a

junction at Erfurt with the Weimarian
(
army under the Duke of

: Longueville and Marshal Guebrianfc. The Swedish cause looked

now more prosperous, as Amelia Elizabeth, the widow of the

Landgrave William Y. of Hesse-Cassel, and at that period one of

the most remarkable rulers of {Jermany, had, after two years of,

hesitation and negotiations with the Court of Vienna, resolved

again to appeal to arms. The Landgrave her husband had in

1636 been put under the ban of the Empire, and his possessions

had been confiscated; the. States of his own dominions were

against him ; he was compelled to become a fugitive in Holland

and Germany, while Hesse became the prey of the Imperial

soldiery. In the midst of these misfortunes he died (September,

1637),.leaving his widow the guardian of their eldest son William,

then eight ^rears of age, and Begent of Hesse. That principality

tad been made over by the Emperor to the Landgrave of Hesse

- Darmstadt, and, to avoid the evils of war, the Landgravine's

Council, as well as the Hessian States, and Melander, who com-

manded "her army, pressed her to accede unconditionally to the

.Peace of Prague. But Amelia Elizabeth, who hated the Saxon

Lutherans as much as she did her Imperial and Catholic enemies,

would listen t^ no twins that did not place hef Calvinist subjects

on the same footing the Protestants belonging to the Confes-

sion of Atagsbmg : she retired for a year into Holland, and after-

wards, by protracting the negotiations with the Emperor, secured

^|br a time the peace of heir' dominions. During this peijod she

wipes'her own minister and secretary, for Melander, who had been

%8t adviser as well as her general, went over to the Imperialists,
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and nobody could tell what her oonduct would be. In the autumn

of 1639, the Landgravine united hfer forces with those of Duke
George of Liineburg, Duke Augustus of Wolfenbiittel and other

Guelph Princes afterwards acceded to this little League ; but they

agreed not to join the Swedes, except in case of extreme necessity*

This necessity arose when the Imperial generals Piccolomini

and Hatzfeld threatened to attack the Swedes in Thuringia.
1 The

Emperor had now deprived Gallas of the chief command, and

given it to his brother the Archduke Leopold William, who, as

Piccolomini was always at his side, prqved more fortunate than

most ecclesiastical generals. Leopold, who was Bishop of Passatt

and Strasburg, Archbishop of Olmiitz, and claimant of the Bishop-

rics of Magdeburg and Halberstadt, though not exempt from

that love of strong drink which was the failing of the age, had at

least the appearance and recitation of sanctity. So remarkable

was his asceticism and chastity that he denied himself the smell of

flowers, and could scarce endure the presence even of his sisters;*

hence his father attributed a peculiar efficacy to his prayers, and

gave him the name of “ Angel.” It was by command of Leopold

that Piccolomini and Hatzfeld, uniting their scattered divisions,

had gradually driven Baner into Thuringia. Baner approached

Piccolomini near Saalfeld ; but his position was too strong to be

attacked, and the hostile armies wont into winter-quarters without

anything important having been done.

In mid-winter Baner, persuaded Gu^briant to assist him in a

bold attempt to carry off the Emperor from Ratisbon. Baner,

having been joined at Neustadt, on the Orla, by 6,000 of the Wei-

marian army, and a few hundred French cavalry, after a masterly

march through the Upper Palatinate which completely deceived

the Imperialists, appeared unexpectedly before Ratisbon; January

17th, 1641, in which city a Diet was holding to debate the con-

ditions of a general peace. Ferdinand III. displayed great pre-

sence of mind on the occasion ;
he adopted excellent measures

of defence, and, to show his contempt of the enemy, went out

hunting with his usual state : a piece of bravado, however, which

he had nearly cause to rue ; for some of, the Svedegf, who had
passed the river} seized a great part of his splendid equipage, and
it was with some difficulty that he himself escaped. Rafisbon was-

saved by a sudden thaw, which prevented Baner crossing the

Danube with the bulk of his army, and compelled him to npfte*

cipitate retreat ; in which, as the roads were bad andlfce pursuit

hot, j the* Swedes suffered much. Baner, however, succe^tod in,
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,
reaching Halberst&dt, where he shortly after died (May 10th) . It

was said that he and two or three more of the Protestant generals

had been poisoned by a French monk"; but his death seems to

have been hastened by one of 'those terrible carouses then in
' fashion, held at Hildesheim in the preoeding Octobej. - Of three

other partakers in those orgies, Christian of Hesse and Otho of

Schaumburg died in the following November, Duke George of

Liineburg in April* Baner, whose health was already declining,

was so prostrated by the debauch that he was half dead when he

appeared before Ratisboip

The Elector George William of Brandenburg, the brother-in*

law ofGustavus Adolphus, who had made so contemptible a figure

in the Thirty Years’ War, had also died in December, 1640. .
He

was succeeded by one of the most distinguished Princes that

Germany possessed during the seventeenth century—Frederick

William, the “ Great Elector.” Circumstances, however, at first

allowed him no opportunity to display his talents, and in July,

1641, he concluded an advantageous truce with the Swedes, which

may be regarded as the first step towards the elevation of Bran-

denburg. After the death of Baner, the Swedes found in Tor-

stensonacommander equal in military talent to Gustavus Adolphus.

Generals Pful, Wittenberg, and Charles Gustavus Wrangel, who
immediately succeeded Baner, achieved nothing of importance

during the campaign of 1641, except defeating the Imperialists at

Wolfenbuttel, June 19th; a victory, however, which led to no

result, and they subsequently found it necessary to retreat into

Westphalia. The Swedish army, or rather the Germans of whom
it was chiefly composed, were in a state of destitution and mutiny,

and were often compelled to sell their asms and horses to obtain

food. When Torstenson, with some Swedish reinforcements, came

to takp the command ofthem in the middle ofNovember he fotmd

them at Winsen-on-Aller.

The prospect before him was not encouraging. Pful and

Wrangel had, for different causes, taken offence, and absented

themselves from the army ; Wittenberg had broken his leg ; the

Guelph Dukes Jiad abandoned the Swedish alliance; Melander,

the general of Amelia Elizabeth, had thrown off the mask, and

changing*his name to Holzapfel, was become a Catholic and Im-

perialist ; Gu4briant was gone with the Weimarian troops to the

Rhine. Torstenson himself was so gouty that when he broke

flpfrom his quarters, in 1642, it was necessary to carry him in

a litter. Yet his enterprises astonished all Europe. After
a
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'* deffeatifi£>thQ Dtdreof Saxe-Lauenburg,At

/SchWeidnftz, teMog^t.igwntariffsqv&ralotherplaceq (May) ,Tors-
tenson rtiarched throughTtfor&vi^ Captured Olmiitz, anddespatched

marauding1 Expeditions to within a few leagues of Vienna. These

Moravian conquests, however, he compelled to abandon and

return into Silesia. Here he spent three or four Ifreelts in besieging

Brieg, till the advance of Leopold and Piccolomini again obliged

him to retreat, July 21st; when he occupied a fortified camp at

Guben, near the confluence of the Neisso and Oder. Being rein-

forced by 4,000 Swedes towards the end ofAugust, he was enabled

to resume the offensive, and compelled the Imperialists to raise

the siege of Glogau ; but, as they cautiously avoided a battle,

Torstenson marched into the Saxon Electorate, and,, towards

the end of October, laid siege to Leipsic. Leopold and Piccolo--

mini hastened to its relief, and on November 2nd was fought what

has boon called the Second Battle of Leipsic
;
in which the Arch-

duke was completely defeated, with the loss of all his guns and

baggage. Leopold and Piccolomini, who with difficulty saved

themselves, fled to Prague, whither they succeeded in rallying a

considerable portion of their troops
;
but, being disgusted soon

after by the appointment of Gallas as generalissimo, they resigned

their command, and Piccolomini entered the service of Spain.

Torstenson, aftor his victory, again attacked Leipsic, which he

took December Gth, and levied a heavy contribution on the in-

habitants.* Then, after a fruitless attempt on Freiberg, he again

marched into Silesia and Moravia, with the view of supporting

his army. Gu^briant had been almost equally successful on the

lower Rhine. After signally defeating the Imperial general Lam-
boy at Kempen, January"17th, 1642,-he had succeeded in occupying

nearly the whole Electorate of Cologne and the Duchy of Jtilich.

Meanwhile in France the policy of Richelieu was hampered by
his domestic enemies, and the plots of Gaston of Orleans, the

Coutft of Soissons, and Cinq-Mars, youthful favourite of

Louis XIII., a son of Marshal d'Effiat. Early in 1642 Louis XIII.

and the Cardinal proceeded to the south to encourage the army
by their presence. In April, the French, under*La Meilleraye,

took Collioure and Elne, and blockaded Perpignan ; while, in

Catalonia, La Motho-Houdancourt not only succeeded, in de-

fending that province, but even entered Aragon, captured

Tamarite and Mon^on, and threw forward his van to the gates of

Saragossa, But Cinq-Maps, who followed Louis like his shadow,

and exerdhad over him an almost unbounded influence, proposed
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to tile King the murder &f* Rieha^eu ;'$*r duel Loqig appear to s

have been wholly averse to^e ebterpme/ whi<& seerftf to bave\

failed only through the irresolutipn df ijip contriver* Cinq-Mars

was at the same time holding secret commupicatioiM witlf the

Spanish Court, and concluded an agreement that Gaston,,on liis

retiring to Se&Lazf, should be ^assisted fey Spain with men and

money. Cinq-Mars was at the-same titne endeavouring to effect

a peace with Spain ; for there were at that time in France two

parties, *the Gardinalists and the Boyalists, of whom tho former

were for war and the latter for peace.

Towards the end of April, Louis XIII., accompanied by Cinq-

Mars, had proceeded from Narbonne to the French camp bofore

Perpignan ; Richelieu, then too ill for the journey, had remained

behind; and subsequently, being doubtful of the King's dispo-

sition towards him, had gone to Arles. But reverses in the north,

and especially the disastrous defeat of. Marshal do Guiche at

Honnecourt by Don Francisco do Mello, May gdth, brought Louis

to his senses, who now addressed to his indispensable minister a

letter assuring him of his unalterable affection and esteem. By
Chavigni, the messenger who brought it, Richelieu sent Louis a

copy of the treaty which Cinq-Mars had negotiated with the

Spanish Court, and which had been forwarded to the Cardinal by

some unknown hand. Cinq-Mars was immediately arrested, and

the King hastened to tho Cardinal, then at Tarascon, to assure

him of his future fidelity. Both were now confirmed invalids.

Richelieu was so ill that ho could not n&e from his bod to receive

the King, and it was necessary to place another couch for Louis

near the Cardinal's, in order that they might converse together.

The King then setoff for Paris,leaving the Cardinal with unlimited

powers. The Duke of Orleans, as well as the Duke of Bouillon,

the commander of the French army in Italy, who frere both con-

cerned in Cinq-Mars' plot, wore arrested. Gaston, alarmed by

threats of death, basely betrayed his companions, turned informer

for the Crown, and furnished tho necessary evidence against Cinq-

Mars, Bouillon, and their accomplice Do Thou, a son of the colo-

brated historians Louis XIII. degraded himself almost as much

as his brother Gaston. Cinq-Mars having asserted that ho had

undertaken nothing against the Cardinal without the approbation

of the King, Louis addressed a letter to the Chancellor, who pre-

sided over the commission appointed to try the prisoners, in

which he defended himself like an arraigned criminal ;
admitting

that the proposal to murder the Cardinal had been made to him.
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but asserting that be had rejected it with horror. Cinq-Marsand

Be Thou were condemned and beheaded at Lyon, September 12th.

Bouillon escaped by surrendering his town of Sedan.1 Biohelieu,

surrounded by his guards, returned by slow journeys to Paris,

travelling sgmetimes by land, sometimes by water. His progress

almost resembled a triumph. He was carried in a splendid litter,

so broad and lofty that it eould ngt enter the gates of the towns

through which he passed, into which he was admitted through

breaches made in the walls. He arrived at the Palais Cardinal

at Paris, October 17th, but almost immediately retired to his

favourite seat at Rueil.

The great Ctfrdinal-Duke now beheld his policy crowned on all

sides with success. Not only had he triumphed over his domestic

enemies, but the French arms also were everywhere Victorious.

Francisco do Mello had derived but little advantage from his

success at Honnecourt.
t
In Spain, although Philip IV., bursting

the torpid fetters in which Olivarez had enchained him, appeared

at the head of his army at Saragossa, yet the fall of Perpignan was

effected by a victory over * the Spanish fleet, and, after suffering

the extremities cft famine, it surrendered September 9th, 1642.

A little after (October 7th), La Mothe defeated the Spanish army

under Leganez, which was threatening Lerida; an exploit which

procured for him the Duchy of Cardona and the government of

Catalonia, resigned by De Breze. In Italy affairs were equally

prosperous. After the death of Duke Victor Amadeus I., in 1637,

a stormy minority had ensued in Piedmont. Louis XIII. com-

pelled his sister Christina, the dowager Duchess of Savoy, to

renew the alliance with France; but the regency was contested

by her brothers-in-law,. Cardinal Maurice of Savoy and Thomas
Prince of Carignano, grandfather ofthe celebrated Prince Eugene.

Spain dcclaredfor Maurice and Thomas, who seized several places

in Piedmont. But the Cardinal of Savoy was defeated at Ivrea

by t^e French under the Count of Harcourt, April 14th, 1641,

who also obliged Prince Thomas to raise the siege of Chivasao.

At length, in 1642, the two Piedmontese Princes recognized

Christina as Regent and guardian of her son, an<^ renouncing,the

Spanish alliance, entered into that of France; when Prince

Thomas, being declared general of the French army in Italy, drove

the Spaniards from all the places which they Raid in Piedmont

1 Respecting this conspiracy, see the the Archives Cur&uses,

Mim&ires ofAfontreaor, the BcMti+n fake (2de s&\). v
par M, de J&ntrailks, and the JProces, in } ..

.
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and Montferrat. But in the midst of these successes the life of

Richelieu was drawing to a close. On the 2nd of December he

had his last interview with Louis XIII. at the Palais Cardinal, and

on the 4th he died, at the age of fifty-seven.

In spite of his brilliant qualities and the benefits which his

policy had conferred upon France, Bichelieu died unlamented by
the French people. His maxims were too severe for them ; he

possessed not that bonhomie which had procured for Henry IY. so

universal a popularity ; nor could his vast schemes of policy, be

comprehended and appreciated except by a few among the higher

and more educated class of Frenchmen. A large proportion even

of that class have detested him as the founder of *oyal despotism;

nor can it be denied that it was chiefly he who built up the abso-

lute powei* of the French Crown. On the other hand, tho experi-

ence of repeated revolutions has shown that a strong government,

to use a mild term, and what has been called the centralisation of

power, seem to be indispensable for tho peace, prosperity, and

happiness of France ; and, in this respect, Richelieu must be

allowed to have thoroughly understood tho genius and wants of

the French nation. The France of that peribd, however, per-

ceived not this necessity, and the death of the great statesman

occasioned bonfires and rejoicings in various parts of the King-

dom. 1 Richelieu had in the spring dictated his will to a notary

at Narbonne. He left the Palais Cardinal to the King, and

directed that a million and a half of livres, which he kept in re-

serve for unforeseen exigencies of state, should also be handed

over to Louis. His extensive library he bequeathed to the public.

Almost with his last breath he had recommended Mazarin to

Louis as his successor, who, almost immediately after Richelieu's

death, was summoned to the Council. The other ministers named

by Bichelieu were also retained: for the recommendations of such

a statesman were not to be neglected.

Louis XIII. did not long survive his great minister. After a

protracted decline, he died May 14th, 1643, at the age of forty-

one. In temper cold and melancholy, though not deficient in

courage, he possessed neither eminent virtues nor. extraordinary

vices ; and perhaps the greatest praise that can be accorded him

is, that h6 was aware of his own mediocrity, and was content to

resign himself td the direction of a man of genius. By his will he

1 Griffet, Hist; 0k Louis XUL t. iii. pens£: mais quand une fois j’airpris ma
Bichelieu time described to La r&olntion, je vais h man but. je renverse

vfewrille bis method of acting s

—

ef Je tout, je fetiche tout, et eoMiqm je couvre

jk’otte ties eatrepremjre sans y avoir bien {out ae ma soutane rougopioid.
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appointed his consort, Anne of Austria, Regent of France during

the minority of their son Louis XIV., then only in his fifth year;

but, by way of check upon her, he named his brother, the Duke
of Orleans, Lieutenant-General of the Kingdom ; and, to control

both, he instituted a Council, in which everything was to be

carried by a majority of votes. It was composed of the Prince of

Cond£, Cardinal Mazarin, Boutillier, the superintendent offinance,

and his son Chavigni. But Anne, by bribing Orleans and Cond^,

obtained the supreme direction of affairs, and granted to the Par-

liament of Paris, assisted by the Peers, the high privilege ofabro-

gating the late King's will, and abolishing the compulsory Council.

Anne of Austria, now in her forty-second year, inspired

universal sympathy by her good looks, her agreeable manners,

and her past discomforts. She was not averse to gallantry, but

of the serious, romantic, and Spanish sort ; nor, from their letters

now published, can it be doubted that she had a passion for

Mazarin. 1 That Cardinal, who, however, had never received

priest's orders, was of much the same age as herself, and in person

eminently prepossessing. He is supposed to have been the son

of either a bankrupt tradesman or artizan of Palermo, who settled

at Rome, where he became the camcriere, and afterwards major-

domo, of the Constable Colonna. His introduction to Riche-

lieu, tho origin of his fortune, has been already described; and he

who could win and retain the esteem of so keen and severe a

judge of mankind must have possessed no ordinary qualities. To
the surprise of all, and disappointment of many, Anne chose

Mazarin for her minister; who had to experience, like Richelieu

before him, many intriguos against his power and his life.

The news of Richelieu's death reanimated the* enemies of

France. Philip IV. of Spain, instigated by the Emperor, by his

own consort, Elizabeth of France, and by his nurse, had, as we
have already hinted, begun to throw off his voluptuous indolence,

and to take a more active part in the military and civil affairs of his

country. In January, 1643, he dismissed his minister, Olivarez,

whom his adversaries reproached with detaining the King from

the camp and the council-board, and whose policyjiad of late been
everywhere unfortunate. Never, perhaps, has the * art of the

courtier been exercised with a more brazen felicity than in the
•

1 Lettrts du Cardinal Masarin h fa &c. Some persons have even thonght
Beinei dn 1651 et 1652, published by the that they were secretly married. See
Soc. de l’Hist. d$ Franc*. Mazarin tells the Preface of M. ItaveneL p. x. Maiarin
the Queen, qu’il se meurt pour elle, qu’il is said to have resembled Buckingham,
voudroit poavoir lui enrover son coetir,”
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method in which Olivarez had announced to Philip IV. the revo-

lution in Portugal. Entering the King’s apartment with a
smiling countenance, “ Sire/’ he exclaimed, ctl congratulate your

Majesty on tfye acquisitions you have just made ! ” “ What ac-

quisitions ?” inquired Philip. “ The Duke of Bragap$a,” replied

the minister, “ has taken it into his head to be proclaimed King,

and your Majesty can therefore confiscate his immense domains."

Instead of a confiscation to be acquired, he was announcing the

permanent loss of a Kingdom.

A congress had now been appointed to assemble in Westphalia

to arrange a general peace; Ferdinand III. and Philip resolved to

strain every nerve before its opening, and the Mouse of Austria

vigorously resumed the offensive on all the theatres of war. On
the side of the Netherlands, Don Francisco de Mello, at the head

of a fine army, after threatening Arras, suddenly directed his

march towards Champagne, and on the }2th of May, Rocroy was

invested by his van. Here the Duke of Enghien, afterwards the

renowned Conde, but then a young general in his twenty-second

year, achieved his first victory (May 19th). In spite of the efforts

to detain him of the veteran Marshal de l’Hospital, who had been

associated with him as tutor and guide, Enghien flew from the

banks of the Somme, routed the Spaniards, and sent 260 standards

to Notre-Dame as tokens of his prowess. He next laid siege to

Diedenhofen, the strongest place on the Moselle after Metz, and

the key of Luxembourg. Diedenhofen surrendered August 10th,

and remained thenceforth, until 1870, in the possession of France.

Then, after taking the little town of Sierk, Enghien marched into

Alsace, in order to support Gulbriant, who had been compelled to

recross the» Rhine. • • .

Spain, proportioning her efforts to her apparent grandeur rather

than to her real strength, whilst thus exhausting herself in the

struggle to maintain Belgium, was so weak at home, that, in order

to attempt the reduction of Catalonia, she was compelled to ex-

pose unguarded to the ravages of the Portuguese the frontiers of

Gallicia and. Estremadura. Philip IV., at the head of 1 2,000 men
with Piocolomini, whom the Emperor hod sent to direct his move-

ments, was marching in person towards the Lower Ebro. This

activity^as brought -on by the threats of the Aragonese to throw

themselves, like the Catalans, into the arms of France, unless they

were speedily succoured ; for La Mothe-Houdancourt, aftej block-

ading the Spaniards in Tortona, Tarragona, and Rosas, the only

places which they still retained in Cfatalonia, was making great
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progress in Aragon. But Philip's army recaptured Monfdiyand
compelled the French to retire into Catalonia

4
(November, 1643).

At sea the French* retained their superiority ; and on the whole,

chequered with some reverses, the Spanish campaign went thiB

year in favopr of the French. •

The German campaign of 1643 presents little worth detailing.

In the south, Guebriant was driven back into Alsace; but having

been reinforced with some of Enghien's troops in October, he

re-entered Suabia, and laid siege to Rothweil, which surrendered

November 19th. Guebriant died a,few# day8 after entering the

town, of a wound received during the siege. The confusion which

ensued in his army upon his death enabled the Imperialists under

the Duke of Lorraine, John of Werth, and other generals, to re-

cover the place, and to scatter the Franco-Weimarian army. In

the north, Torstenson had been able to do little more than main-

tain his former conquest^. But a new enemy had now entered the

field. Christian IV . of Denmark had reconciled himself with the
e

Emperor, and was intent on playing the part of mediator in the

negotiations that were to ensue for a general peace. Such a policy

was viewed with jealousy and suspicion by Sweden ; Oxenstiem

sought a pretext for declaring war against Denmark; and, towards

the close of 1643, Torstenson received secret instructions to invade

the Danish territories. But the relations between these two
countries will require a few words of explanation.

After the death of Gustavus Adolphus, the Swedish States had

recognized his daughter, Christina, then six years of age, as
“ Queen Elect/’ and an oligarchical government had been estab-

lished, from which the Queen-Dowager, as well as the late King's

brother-in-law, the Palsgrave John Casimir of Kleeburg, were

entirely excluded. By direction of Gustavus before he left Swe-
den, the regency was in the hands of a Great Council, oonsiBtmg

of five Colleges, viz. : the Aulic Court, War Council, Admiralty,

Chancery, and Treasury ; comprising altogether twenty-five per-

sons ; and the heads of these Colleges, who were severally the

Constable, Marshal, Admiral, Chancellor, and Treasurer, formed
the executive government. As the Chancellor Oxenstiem had
procured the appointment of two of his kinsmen to the offices of

Constable and Treasurer, he was enabled to conduct thb govern-

ment with almost absolute power. He controlled completely the

education of the young Queen, and, though he procured for her

the best instruction 4n art, science, and literature, the opune
pursued was calculated to extinguish all feminine qualities*. The •
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Queen-Dowager was not unnaturally hurt at seeing herself ex-

cluded from all power and influence, and by the scanty allowance

made her by the regencywhile the members of it were themselves

in the enjoyment of enormous salaries and lucrative appointments.

Hence she was weak enough to open communications.with Chris-

tian of Denmark, holding out to him as a bait the hand of Chris-

tina for his eldest son ; and Christian, though he perceived what

a foolish and ruinous course Bhe was entering on, did not hesitate

to encourage her by his protection. In 1640 a Danish man-of-

war was sent to Nykoping tq bring her away, and she fled into

Denmark, accompanied only by one lady and a Dane sent for the

purpose. After some stay in Denmark, Mary Elefenor proceeded,

into Brandenburg, and did not return to Sweden till 1648.

This occurrence produced a coldness between Sweden and

Denmark, which was further increased by Christian’s subservient

policy to the Emperor. An angry corresppndence ensued between

the two governments; nothing was wanting but a pretext to

declare war ; and this was afforded by a quarrel respecting the

Sound dues. Sweden, by treaties with Denmark, was exempt

from this toll, and she made use of the privilege to cover witlf her

flag the goods of foreign merchants. The Danes retaliated by

seizing three Swedish vessels, and Torstenson received in conse-

quence the order already mentioned to enter Danish territory.

He conducted the invasion in a manner remarkable both for bold-

ness of design and finish of execution. His intention was kept

entirely secret, and meanwhile his operations were calculated to

avert all suspicion of his real design. He caused reports of his

movements to be circulated which alarmed Bavaria ; he threw

bridges over-i^m Elbe at pointswhere he kad.no idea of crossing
;

and it was not till he reached Havelberg, December 6th, that he

declared to his officers his intention of taking up his winter-

quarters in Holstein, Sleswick, and Jutland.

The peculiar constitution of Denmark rendered that Kingdom
an.easysprey to so enterprising an enemy. The King being tied

down by rigorous capitulations, all the real power in the State

lay.with the nobles, who held Crown lands on condition of paying

a fifth to the Bang, and maintaining the fortresses in an efficient

state of JfepaiT ; but this duty had been shamefully neglected.

The Conncil, composed of seten members chosen by the nobles,

would neither grant the King any extraordinary supply yi this

emergency, nor even suffer his German mercenaries to remain in

the country. It is not surprising, therefore, that Torstenson,
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who entered Holstein January 16th, 1644, *frhen war was first

declared, found it an easy task to overrun the Danish territory.

Krempe and Gliickstadt, in Holstein, alone defended t^emsOlve*

;

the whole
k
of the Danish peninsula was speedily overrun ; but

Torstenson's attempts to pass over to the islands were unsuccess*

ful. At the same time Gustavus Horn and Lars Kagg entered

the Danish province of Schonen in Sweden, took Helsingborg

(February 17th), and then Landskrona; but Malmo, which was

defended by Christian in person, resisted all their efforts.

The Emperor directed Gallas to foljow Torstenson into, Den-

mark ; a step which, after the annihilation of Guebriant's army,

might be ventured on with the more confidence. But Gallas, at

best no very brilliant commander, seemed to have lost with

advancing years what little military talent he had formerly pos-

sessed, and to have fallen deeper into his errors of over much
caution and dilatoriness. He did not leave his quarters till May,

and then marched with such deliberation that it was July before

he reached Holstem ; where, after taking Kiel, he, resorted to his

old method of a fortified camp. Torstenson, though seriously

unwell, assembled his army at Rendsburg in the first week of

August, newly equipped at the expense of the Danes. Sickness

had not deprived him of his adventurous daring. Leaving a

smajl force in Sleswick and Jutland, he offered the Imperialists

battle ; and, as Gallas did not think fit to leave his camp, passed

it contemptuously with his whole army, without the loss of a

single baggage-waggon, and reached Ratzburg in safety. Gallas

was now compelled to retreat on Bernburg and Magdeburg,

during which operation he lost a great part of his army, and on

the 23rd of November bis cavalry was annihilated/ Jle is said to

have brought back only 2,000 men into Bohemia. At sea, mean-

while, the Swedish admiral, Klas Flemming, had appeared, in

June, with a fleet of forty sail
;
the old King, Christian IV.,

went out to give him battle ; an action ensued, in which Chris-

tian displayed conspicuous valour, and the victory at nightfall

remained undecided. The Swedish admiral being killed a little

after, Charles Gustavus Wrangel,. the celebrated general, wa*
appointed to succeed him, and was victorious at sea, as 'he had
formerly been on land, defeating the Danish fleet between the

islands of Femem and Laaland ; but the summer of 1$44 was
unpropitious for naval operations, and little was done. ,

Early in 1645 Torstenson again penetrated into ^Bohemia, and
in March, at Jankowitz, in the neighbourhood of Tabor, achieved .
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over the Imperialists one of "the most signal victories of the

Thirty Years* War. Of the three Imperial generals, John of

Werth alone escaped; Gotz was slain, Hatzfeld taken prisoner;

7,000 of their men fell ;n the action, and 70 colours became the

trophies of the victors. In the north, General Konigsvmark drove

Prince Frederick, son of the Danish King, out of the Bishoprics

of Bremen and Yerden, which had been relinquished to him by

the Emperor Ferdinand II. ;
but the Swedes could not maintain

themselves in Jutland, Sleswick, and Holstein, though at sea they

captured the island of Bornholm. The Dutch and French had

now begun to ihterfere in the quarrel in the interest of their com-

merce with regard to the Sound dues ; they had pressed their

mediation on the belligerents, and a congress had been opened at

Bromsebro, while hostilities continued. Christina now reigned

in Sweden, having assumed tho reins of government on her

eighteenth birthday, December 8th, lOfet* The memory of her

great father procured for her extraordinary respect and influence,

and she fortunately reposed her confidence in Salvius, the advo-

cate of peace. Oxenstiern and the Council wero opposed to any

accommodation ; but after six months of negotiation she made

the Chancellor lower his terms, and on the 14th of August, 1(545,

the peace of Bromsebro was concluded. The terms were still

hard for Denmark. Swedish vessels were exempted from all tolls

in the Sound and Belts ;
Denmark ceded Jaintland, Hejeadalen,

and Oesel, for ever, Halland for thirty years—the same thing

under a different name; Christian's son Frederick renounced

Bremen and Vcrden. The further operations of Torstenson

against the Emperor, after his victory at Jankowitz, wero re-

motely supported by the Turka. The declining power of that

people, whose history we have brought down to the accession of

Amurath IV. in 1623,
1 now caused them to play only a subordi-

nate part in the affairs of Europe, and for a long period there has

been no occasion to advert to their proceedings
;
though, had

they possessed their former might, the Thirty Years' War would

hardly have been neglected as an opportunity of extending their

dominions at the expense of the Empire. Yet they still commanded

the means of annoyance, as they continued to occupy Buda and a

considerable portion of Hungary on the left bank of the Danube.

The insubordiiiation of the Janissaries had continued after the

accession of Amurath, but at length, by their own
,

moderation

and submission, they restored peace to the distracted Empire.

1 See above, p. 139.

SIII.
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Its affairs had altered so much for the better, that Sir Thomas
Roe, in a letter to Sir Isaac Wake, April Gth, 1628, observes:
“ My last judgment is that this Empire may stand, but never rise

again.” 1 In 1632 the Janissaries attempted another abortive

revolt, and, after this period Amurath IV. displayed a cruelty

and bloodthirstiness which had not before been observed in his

character. From that year to 1637, he is said to have put to

death 25,000 men, and a considerable number of them with his

own hand.2 The attention of Amurath was diverted from the

affairs of Europe by his wars with Pecsia and the Druses. In

1638 he captured Bagdad, which had been fifteen years in the

hands of the Persians ;
when he caused several thousand prisoners

to be slaughtered before him as he sat upon a throne. In June,

1639, he entered Constantinople in triumph. But his constitu-

tion was already broken through fatigue, excitement, and de-

bauchery
;
and being seized with a violent fever, the consequence

of a carouse, he died February 9th, 1610, at the age of thirty.

Amurath was succeeded by his brother Ibrahim, whom, in the

dilirium of his mortal fever, he had ordered to be put to death.

Ibrahim, now in his twenty-fifth year, was already completely

unnerved by the dissolute pleasures of the harem, in which he

had been kept secluded ; he would willingly have declined tho

diadem ; and he could not be persuaded that his brother was

dead, till, swooning with fear of beipg strangled, he was dragged

into the chamber where lay the corpse of Amurath. The change

of rule, however, was tranquilly effected ; and with the hope of

enjoying better times under the new Sultan, even the Janissaries

and Spahis were tranquil. Ibrahim, though not altogether desti-

tute of talent and mother-wit, soon betrayed a total want ,of

princely dignity, and passed his days in the inmost recesses of the

harem, with women, jugglers, and musicians.

At the commencement of the new reign peace wa» renewed

with the Christian Powers, many of which, as England, France,

Venice, and Holland, now maintained resident ambassadors at

the Porte. Tho only relations which seemed to threaten hostility

were those with’ the Emperor; but in March, <1642, the peace

between the two Powers was renewed at Szony. The only open
war wagod during the reign of lbrahini was that with Venice. In

spite of many disputes between the Venetians ahd the Porte, the

peace, between these Powers had remained unbroken since 1573 ;

1 Negotiations

,

tfr. f p. 809. •

a Relatione di Constantin, ap. Zinkeison, Gcsch. desosm . Reiches, B. iv. S. 25.
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but the bombardment of Valona by the Venetians in 1638, when
in pursuit of some Barbary pirates who had taken refuge there,

was an affront which the Porte found it difficult to digest, although

Venice had expiated her offence by the payment of250,000 sequins.

In 1644 immense preparations were observed in all the Turkish

arsenals, and it was readily and rightly conjectured that the object

of them was Crete, the only important outlying possession that

remained to Venice. The Turkish fleet, with a largo army on
board, the whole under the command of Yusuf, a Dalmatian rene-

gade, left Constantinople *in April, 1645. A landing was effected

and the town of Canea taken; but the war dragged on several

years, and it was not till 1648 that the Turks laiS bootless siege

to Candia, the capital of the island. The ill-success of this war,

and especially the Turkish losses in Dalmatia, where tho Venetians

captured tho almost impregnable fortress of Clissa, gave rise to

serious discontent at Constantinople ; meat of the great officers

of state, as well as the leaders of the Janissaries, rose against

Ibrahim
;

the Mufti pronounced liis deposition
; and his son

Mahomet IV., a child only seven years old, was saluted Sultan

in his place (August, 1648) . The unfortunate Ibrahim was soon

afterwards strangled in the prison to which he had been committed.

Although during the period we have boon surveying no open

breach occurred between the Empire and the Porte, yet the

Turkish Pashas who ruled in Hungary supported Ragotsky, Voy-

vode of Transylvania, in an attempt upon Ferdinand’s dominions

which had been stimulated by the policy of Mazarin. On pretext

that the Emperor had violated his promises to the Hungarian

Protestants, Ragotsky incited a revolt in that Kingdom, and tho

Austrians had great difficulty in maintainflng themselves in Pres-

burg and some of the neighbouring Hungarian counties. Tors-

tenson, after his victory at Jankowitz, united himself with Ragotsky

(1645), threw a bridge over the Danube, and attempted to seize

the Emperor at Vienna ; but the wild and undisciplined troops

of his ally proved rather a hindrance than a help, and Ragotsky

himself concluded a separate peace with the Emperor. Tors-

tenoon, who was# so ill that he could travel only in a litter, was

soon after forced to raise the siege of Briinn. Being now deter-

mined to retire, he intrusted the maintenance of his conquests in

Bohemia and Sif^sia to General Konigsmark, but subsequently

devolved the chief command on Charles Gustavus Wrangel/ His

last feat, before his retirement, was thp capture of Leitmeritz.

In the boldness and decision of his military genius Torstenson
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more resemblod his great master, Gustavus Adolphus, than did

any other of that King's generals. He was accompanied in his last

campaign by Charles Gustavus, son of the Palsgrave of Kleeburg,

who was subsequently to mount the throne of Sweden, and who,

in the school of Torstenson, became a distinguished com-

mander.

Negotiations for a general peace had been already opened.

Ever since France had taken up arms, Pope Urban VIII. had

not ceased to press that Power to abandon the Protestant alliance

and reconcile herself with the House of Austria. In 1636 Urban
had so far succeeded as to induce some of the Catholic Powers to

treat at Cologne^ whither he despatched Cardinal Ginetti as Legate

ttid mediator; but, though the Emperor and the Catholic King
sent representatives to Cologne, France declined to do so, regard-

ing the assembly only as intended to separate her from her Pro-

testant allies, the Swedes and Dutch, who could not bo expected

to treat under the mediation of the Pope. The Count of Avaux
and John Adler Salvius, the ministers of France end Sweden, had

renewed at Hamburg, March loth, 1G38, for three years, the

alliance between those countries, with the express provision that

neither should enter into a separate peace and, as at the com-

mencement of 1641 the prospect of a general peace was as dis-

tant as ever, the alliance was again extended till such a peace

should be effected/
1 Meanwhile the Emperor had conceived the

impracticable design of treating with the States of the Empire

alone, without the participation of foreign Powers
; and it was-

with this view that he had summoned a Diet atRatisbonin 1640;

where, as already related, he had been so nearly captured by

Bancr. At length, in December, 1641, preliminaries ware arranged

at Hamburg between Conrad von Liitzen, the Imperial ambassador,,

and Avaux and Salvius on the part of France and Sweden. It was

agreed that the towns of Munster and Osnabruck in Westphalia,

which were to be declared neutral, should become the seats of two
congresses composed of the representatives of the Powers directly

or remotely interested in the war, that is, of most of the States of

Europe. The reasons for choosing two towns were, because one

would not have sufficed to accommodate the crowd of ministers

who were expected to attend
;
and because it was desirable to

avoid any collision between the Papal Nuncio and the Protestant

plenipotentiaries, as well as any disputes concerning precedence

between France and Sweden. Hence, as a general rule, the repre-

1 Dumont, t. vi. pt. i. p. 161. 2 Dumont, t. vi. pt. i. p. 207.
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sentatives of the Catholic Powers were to assemble at Munster,

and those of the Protestant Powers at Osnabriick, but the Dutch
plenipotentiaries were to treat at Munster with the Spanish, with-

out any mediator
;
and as the affairs of the Empire were to come

before both assemblies the Emperor was to be represented in both

towns. The two congresses were, however, to be considered as

one ; and the towns mentioned were selected because they lay

near each other, and had every facility of communication.

The conferences were to have been opened in March, 1642;

but more than a year was lost in squabbling about forms and

points of etiquette. At last, in July, 1643, the Imperial pleni-

potentiaries opened the congresses, and the ministers of the other

Powers began to arrive; but it was not till October that tlgp

Spaniards ftppeared : the Venetian envoy came in November, and

the French plenipotentiaries did not arrive till April, 1644. The
Papal Nuncio, Fabio Chigi, -Bishop of .Nardo, afterwards Pope

Alexander VII., and the Venetian senator Copt-arini, who subse-

quently became Doge of Venice, took up their residence at

Munster, as mediators between the Catholic Powers ; while the

King of Denmark, as mediator between the Emperor and Sweden,

had despatched to Osnabriick as bis ministers Lipsius and Langer-

mann. This attempt at mediation on the part of Denmark pro-

duced the war already related between that country and Sweden

;

and tho functions designed fur Christian IV. were ultimately trans-

ferred to Contarini.

Never before had such an assembly of the members of the

European commonwealth met together. Nut only were tho

greater States represented, but ministers from the Electors,

spiritual and temporal Princes, and great cities of Germany,

whom tho Emperor with much reluctance at length consented to

admit, as well as from such Powers as the Duke of Savoy, the

Duke of Mantua, the Grand-Duke of Tuscany, nay, even from

Catalonia, newly revolted from Spain, also appeared at the con-

gress. The quiet little town of Munster, a century before the

scene of the strangest suppression of all social distinctions, was

now astonished and enlivened with Court ceremonies, splendid

banquets, and the equipages of prelates, princes, and ambas-

sadors; while the Papal Nuncio might behold, suspended from

the tower of St* Lambert’s church, the bones of that fanatical

heretic who for a brief period had enjoyed a more absolute sway

over his followers than had ever fallen to the lot of the haughtiest

Pontiff. One nation alone accustomed to play a great part in the
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affairs of Europe was conspicuous by its absence .

1 England was

unrepresented in these important transactions. The civil troubles

of that country had effaced her for a time as a member of the

great European system ; but it was perhaps fortunate for her

liborties that the nations of the Continent were then engrossed by

the vast struggle of the Thirty Years' War. While the hostile

parties in England were during some years so equally balanced,

the aid of a foreign Power might probably have turned the scale

^in favour of Charles and despotism.

Considering the extent, variety, complication, and importance

of the interests at stake, it was not to be expected that the

negotiations for a peace should be brought to any very speedy

termination ;
but a still more efficient and dangerous cause of

delay was the insincerity of some of the chief Powors, who had

engaged in them rather by way of homage to public opinion than

from any wish for their success. The generals and ministers of

these States loved, the war for its own sake, as it gave them

employment and made them of importance. France and Sweden
were intent on seizing as large a share as possible of the spoils

of the Empire, while the Emperor himself felt a repugnance to

negotiations which he saw could be completed only by vast

sacrifices on his part. Since the fatal mistakes committed by

Ferdinand II. in engaging in the Italian war and dismissing his

army undor Wallenstein, almost every year had beon marked by

signal defeats and losses. France had made herself mistress of

Alsace and the Forest towns, as well as of several places in

Luxembourg and in the Electorates of Treves and Cologne ; the

Swedes occupied Pomerania, and had garrisons in Saxony, West-

phalia, Bohemia, Silesia^, and Moravia ;
and the Emperor might

sometimes see with his own eyes, from tho ramparts of his*eapital,

the Ravages of the enemy and the burning of his villages. A
portion of his own subjects was in arms against him ; another

large part of the Empire, comprising tho Electorates of Branden-

burg and Saxony and the dominions of the Dukes of Liineburg,

had declared its neutrality ; and Ferdinand III. was thus reduced

to recruit his armies from his hereditary dominions and those

1 The other Chri> tinn Powers, besides own if necessary
5
the Popp and Venice

England, not directly; interested in the were represented in their quality of
negotiations were Denmark, Poland. mediators; and thfis England, Poland,
Russia, tho Pope, and the Republic of and Russia were the only cuiintries that

Venice, s The King of Denmark, how- had no ambassadors at ^liinster or Osna-
ever, had a resident at the Congress to brtick.—Garden, Hist, dm Traitts,

t. i.

watch over the interests of his son, as p. 133 sq,

so-called Archbishop of Bremen, and his
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parts of Germany which remained faithful to him, now almost

exhausted by the efforts and sufferings of so long a war. Yet he

was still disposed to protract the struggle, and risk the fortune

of events rather than immediately consent to inevitable sacrifices

;

and such were the instructions he gave to the Couyt of Nassau

and M. Wolmar, his plenipotentiaries at Munster. Spain, also,

mindful of her former grandeur and prosperity rather than of her

present fortunes, could not persuade herself to make concessions

t§ an enemy whom she both feared and despised. France, from

the hopes of gain, adopted the same procrastinating policy. No
sooner did the French ministers arrive at Munster than they

began to raise questions respecting their right oPprecedcnce over

the Spanish ambassadors, more for the sake of protracting tljp

negotiations than with any other view; 1

whilst the Germans,

without any such motive, but merely from a puerile lovo of titles

and distinctions, followed theirexample. Jke title of a Excellence,”

a common one in Italy, borne by the Venetian minister, excited

the jealousy of the Electors of Brandenburg and Bavaria, who
insisted that their representatives were entitled to tho same dis-

tinction
;
and when the Emperor conccdod that title to such of

them as were “ persons of rank” (Standespersonen) , new disputes

arose as to who were to be included in that category ! While tho

conferences at Munster were thus embarrassed by tho French,

those at Osnabriick wero suspended altogether by the war between

Sweden and Denmark, which rendered the latter Kingdom a

belligerent instead of a mediating Power
;
and, as the French

would not take a step without the Swedes, the negotiations wero

for a time arrested. Under these circumstances, it is not sur-

prising that the proceedings of the oongress were prolonged

several years, and made dependent on the events of the war, to

which we must now return.
2

Whilst Torstenson was pursuing his successes in Germany, as

already related, the campaigns of 1611 and 1645 had also been

favourable to France. In Flanders the French* under the nominal

1 Tho French did not begin to think of

treating seriously tfll the middle of 1645.

—Garden, t. i. p. 142. The French and
Swedes handed in some propositions in

June, but the answer of the Imperial

ministers was delated some months, so

that the negotiations did not properly'

begin till early in 1646.
2 For the negotiations at Munster and

Osnabriick, see Bougeant,/ft#l. des Querns
et desNegotiationsquipreetdtrent le TraiU

df Wcstphalie

,

and Hist. d» Traite dc

\V(stphalie. Bougeant's works arc founded

on the correspondence and documents

which remained in the hands of the French

plenipotentiary IKAvaux. An account

of the negotiations was also written by

Adam Ad&mi, the representalive, at the

Congress of the Abt*>ts and Princes oft

4he Empire (Relatio Historua dr l’acijica-

time Osnabriigo-MonasttrUnsi, ed.Meiern,

Dps. 1737).
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command of the Duke of Orleans, but in reality under that of

La Meilleraye, Gassion, and Ranzau, oaptured Grammes, after a

brave resistance, July 23rd* 1644, white about the same time the

Prince of Orange had taken the Sas of Ghent. Enghien and

Turenne, having matched to the Rhine, attacked the Imperial

general Morqi at Freiburg in theBreisgau (August); and, though

they were repulsed, Morci foiind himself Compelled to retire into

Wurtemborg. It is on this occasioif that Enghien is said to have

thrown his Mton into the enemy's lines, a story of somewhat

doubtful authenticity. Turenne and Enghien now descended the

right bank of the Rhine towards Baden, and captured Philipps-

burg, SeptembcV 9th, where they found a hundred guns. Enghien

established himself in this fortress, while Turenne, crossing the

Rhine, took Worms, Oppcnheim, and Mentz, without firing a

shot. Bingen, Bacharach, Landau, and Kreuznach were also

occupied by the French, who thus commanded the course of the

Rhine from Basle to Coblenz. When Enghien entered Mentz,

and, to the Latin harangue of the chapter and municipality,

replied with facility in the same language, he astonished the

Germans almost as much as by his victories. The French cam-

paign in Germany in 1645 was also brilliant, but chequered.

Enghien, quitting the valley of the Rhine, entered that of the

Danube, and laid siege to Nordlingen. Merci flew to its rescue,

but was defeated ou the heights near the town, August 3rd,

chiefly by means of the German cavalry. Merci was killed in

this battle, while John of Worth, abandoning his artillery, retired

upon Donauwortli. Nordlingen and Dinkclsbiihl now foil into

the hands of the French, who were, however, soon obliged to

retire on the Neckar. Enghien was compelled by illness to re-

turn into France, but Turexpoe recrossed the Rhine in November,

captured Treves after a short siege, and re-established the Elector

in his capital, who, at the instance of the French and Swedes, had

beon roleasod from bis captivity in order to take part in the

congress. The French arms had also, on the whole, been suc-

cessful iii the Netherlands. Mardyck, Linck, Bourbourg, Cassel,

St.-Tenant, Bethuhe, Lillers were captured; and, after forming a

junction with the Prince of Orange, other places were taken; but

before the end of the year Cassel and Mardyck were recaptured

by the Spaniards. In Spain itself the French had not been so

successful. In 1644 they were driven out of Aragon, and
Philip IV. then undertook, in person, the siege of Lerida, which

covers the western frontier of Catalonia, and defeated, with great
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loss, La Mothe-Houdancourt, vho endeavoured to defend it,

May 15th, Tjerida having capitulated, July 3lst, the Spaniards

next took Balaguev, and threatened'Barcelona ;
but at thisjuncture

Philip was recalled to Spain b>, the dangerous illness of his Queen,

who died October 6th, -and -by the progress of the Portuguese in

Gallicia and Estremadura. In consequence of hia ill success,

La Mothe-Houdancourt was recalled to Franco and put upon his

trial, and the Count of Harcourt was appointed his successor as

Vjceroy of Catalonia. In *May, 164o, Du Plessis-Praslin took

the important maritime town of Rosas ;
«and Harcourt, crossing

the Sogre, defeated the Spaniards under Cantelmo at Llorens,

June 23rd. That commander was also subsequently driven from

Balaguer, which capitulated, October 20th.

In Italy also matters had not gone so favourably for France.

Pope Urban VIII., who died in July, 1644, was succeeded by

Innocent X. (Cardinal Paraphili), who showed liimsolf decidedly

hostilo to French interests ;
and ho directed ^against Mazarin a

bull depriving all Cardinals who absented themselves from Rome,

without permission of the Holy Father, of the right to assist at

the Conclave. To alarm the Pontiff, Mazarin, with the help of

Duke Thomas of Savoy and the Genoese, embarked a French

army at Genoa (May, 1646), and laid siege to Orbitello, a Spanish

possession on the coast of Tuscany; where, however, Duke I Jioinas

was defeated, and compelled to retreat^ with the loss of all his

guns and baggage, by a Spanish army, which had marched from

Naples through the Roman States. This disgrace was retrieved

by another expedition, which sailed from Toulon under La Meille-

raye, and succeeded in taking Piombino and Portolongone (October,

1646). The*French, by thus establishing themselves on the coast

of Italv, compelled the Pope to a more humble deportment

;

but the success was purchased by neglecting Catalonia ; and in

November, Leganez, whom Philip IV . had restored to favour,

compelled the French to raise the siege of Lerida.

The French campaign in Flanders in 1646 had been successful.

Enghien took Courtrai, and made himself master of the greater

part of the course of the Lys. Great things were anticipated

from a contemplated junction between the French and Dutch

armies ;
but these hopes were frustrated by the insanity of Prince

Frederick Henry*of Orange, with which malady he had been some

time threatened. Antwerp was saved from attack by this circum-

stance, but Mardyck was retaken August 25th, and in October

Dunkirk yielded to the arms of Enghien, assisted by some French
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vessels and a Dutch fleet under Tromp. The success of Turenne

this year in Germany was no less striking, and by compelling the

Bavarian Elector to a truce, was one of the causes which imme-

diately led to the Peace of Westphalia. Descending the Rhine,

which he crossed at Wesel, and marching round through West-

phalia and Hesse, Turenne formed a junction on the Lahn with

Wrangel and the Swedes (August 10th); when the unite# force

penetrated by rapid marches to Augsburg, and pushed its vafi up

to the very gates of Munich. The old Elector, Maximilian, was

weary of the war, and had already, in the preceding year, sent his

confessor to Paris, to negotiate a separate treaty, which, though

entirely conformable to the interests of France, had gone oft*,

from the suspicions entertained of Maximilian's sincerity. The
latter now sued for peace, and in March, 1647, a treaty was signed

at Ulm, by which Maximilian, and his brother the Elector of

Cologne, engaged to remain neutral so long as the war should

last. The Elector pf Mentz and the Landgrave of Hesse-Darm-

stadt were soon after compelled to follow this example. Thus
did the Emperor become completely isolated solely by supe-

riority in manoeuvring, and without fighting a single battle.

Ho was now in a condition which appeared to render a capitula-

tion necessary
;
yet he contrived to hold out another year or two.

The first result of the congress at Munster was a treaty between

Spain and the United Provinces, which was quite unexpected,

as the Dutch, by their treaty with France, had bound themselves

not to enter into a separate peace. But the situation of Spain

rendered it absolutely necessary for her to bring to a close the

war in the Netherlands. The serious nature of the Catalan

revolt has been already seen, while the independence of Portugal

seemed to be established beyond all hope of recovering that

Kingdom, except by the most gigantic efforts. An abortive

conspiracy of the Archbishop of Braga had only resulted in

establishing King John more firmly on the Portuguese throne.

John had won the hearts of his subjects by his generous and
patriotic conduct, in devoting the revenues of his private domains

to the public service, and by leaving it to the States to impose

the necessary taxes in their own way
;

in return for which, they

raised for him a supply of double the amount that'had been

demanded. In 1643 the Spaniards had beeii defeated in Estrema-

dura,*with great loss, by the Portuguese under Dom Matthias

Albuquerque ;
and the demands made on the Spanish resources

by the war in the Netherlands and in Catalonia obliged Philip IV.,
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for the present, to neglect Portugal. His affairs in Italy were in

no better condition, where a revolt had broken out in both Sicilies.

His necessities had led him to exhaust those provinces both of

men and money ; the people groaned under tho weight of enor-

mous taxes, rendered all the more hateful and galling through

the ecclesiastics, barons, and high officers of state being exempt
from* them ; and the misery having been increased by a year of

famine, the popular discontent exploded. An insurrection at

Palermo, led by a manufacturer named Alessio, who was slain in

a riot, was put down without much difficulty ; but a more terrible

one had broken out at Naples, where the sufferings had been

greater than in Sicily, and where the harshestf oppression had

been aggravated by the most brutal and insolent tyranny. Tho
last Viceroy-, indeed, Don Alfonso Enriquez, Admiral of Castile,

had resigned his dignity rather than be the instrument of the

extortions of the Spanish government ^ but a man of different

stamp was appointed his successor, the Duke do los Arcos, who
bade those who could not raise money to pay the taxes by dis-

posing of their furniture, to soli their wives and daughters. The
lower classes had no untaxed food left but fruit and vegetables and,

to meet the expense of the French war, Arcos put a tax upon fruit.

Two abortive attempts at insurrection had already been made,

when Tommasso or 'Mas Aniello, a poor young fisherman, put

himself at the head of the Neapolitan populace, and became for

a moment master of Naples. The soldiers wero routed, the

bureaux of finance destroyed, the houses of obnoxious financiers

and unpopular grandees were stormed and plundered, the Viceroy

was seized in his palace, and compelled to abolish the more op-

pressive ta*es in order to save his life. • He was then shut up in

the Castle of St. Elmo, and forced to re-establish by a formal

treaty the immunities enjoyed during the reign of Charles V.

But .the success of 'Mas Aniello turned his head. He accepted

an invitation from the authorities to a banquet of reconciliation

;

the people, disgusted by his extravagances, forsook him, and he

was murdered by the satellites of Arcos (July 16, 1647). Tho

anarchy, however, was not an end. The populace buried 'Mas

Aniello with great pomp, and on the 21st of August a fresh

explosioif ensued, the people massacred all the Spaniards they

could seize, blockaded the Viceroy in Castel Nuovo, and in place

of a poor fisherman, chose for their leader the Prince of JVIassa

;

who seems to have accepted the office by an understanding with

the government, and in the hope of effecting an accommodation.
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The insurrection now began to assume the fori! of revolution.

One party desired a Republic, another was for the Pope, a third

wiahod to exchange the rule of Spain for that of France, and with

this view made advances to the French Court.

After the open declaration of war against Spain in 1635, the

French ministry had been bent on wresting Milan and Naples

from the Catholic King through the aid of Italian Princes ;
&nd a

plan was formed to make the Duke of Savoy King of Naples,

while his own dominions were to be divided between the Cardinal,

his brother, and France ; the latter taking Savoy, Nice, and

Villafranca. Pope Urban VIII. was to aid the undertaking,

and an independent state was to be erected in the Neapolitan

territory for Cardinal Antonio Barberini. But this scheme was

never carried out, and was put aside by the death of Urban and

accession of Innocent X., an opponent of French interests. The
Neapolitan revolt of 1647 induced France to attempt something

for herself. Tho desire for a Republic prevailed among the

Neapolitans, who despatched a deputation to Rome to solicit the

aid of France through the French ambassador in that city.

Tho envoys made the acquaintance of Henry II., fifth Duke of

Guise, then residing at Rome with the view of procuring a

divorce; and they offered him the same post in their new Re-

public as tho Prince of Orange held in Holland. The French

agents in Italy appear to have approved this arrangement, though

it was never sanctioned by Mazarin; who suspected that Guiso

aimed at procuring the Crown of Naples for himself, while the

Cardinal-minister wished to place it on tho brow of Louis XIV.
Mazarin's chief view, however, was at all events to wrest Naples

from Spain; and he did* not, therefore, oppose Guise/ though he

lent him no warm support. Descended on the female side from

the ancient Angevin Kings or Pretenders of Naples, there can be

no doubt that Guise was meditating the seizure of what he.con-

sidered his hereditary rights, though it is pretended in his

memoirs that he was labouring only for France. It appears,

indeed, from Mazarin's letters, that Guise was striving to render

the French hateful and ridiculous at Naples ; he asserted that he

himself was no Frenchman, but a Lorrainer, and now an Italian

by adoption ;
and be left off writing anything but Italian even to

his friends in France.

A piece of cowardly treachery on the part of the Spanish

government promised to improve Guise's chances. A Spanish

fleet, commanded by Don John of Austria, an illegitimate son of
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Philip IV., appeared off Naples, October 4th, and the Viceroy,

after communicating with Don John, proclaimed that the Catholic

King had ratified the ancient franchises of Naples, and granted a

general amnesty. This announcement was received with shouts

of joy. Next day, however, both the castles and jfleet opened

fire on the unsuspecting city, and Don John landed several thou-

sand •soldiers; but the populace, armed with tiles and stones, and

such like weapons, compelled them to retreat. Cries now arose

on all sides of “ Long live the Republic V3 The portrait of

Philip IV. was dragged .through the streets with every mark of

contumely and insult; Massa was executed as a partisan of Spain,

and an armourer, named Gennaro Annese, was chosen leader in

his place. Passing through the Spanish fleet in a swift-sailing

felucca, Guise landed at Naples amid the acclamations of the

people, November 15th. But the opportunity of wresting Naples

from the Catholic King was lost through the supinenoss and ill-

policy of the French Court. The French fleet did not appear off

Naples till December 18th ; and when it arrived the Duke of

Richolicu, its commander, a great-nephew of the Cardinal's,

would not recognizo Guise, although the people had elocted him

Duke of Naples; and the French fleet, after an affair of small

importance with that of Spain, returned to Portolongone, January,

1648. Guise, nevertheless, who displayed considerable military

talent at this conjuncture, continued to maintain himself at Naples ;

the Spanish government, despairing of retaining that Kingdom,

recalled their fleet; till the remissness of France inspired them

with fresh hopes, and determined them to resort to intriguo and

stratagem. The Duke of Arcos was recalled and replaced by the

Couijt of Qiiate, at that time Spanish ambassador at Rome, a man

of supple, insinuating manners
;
Annese and other popular leaders

were secretly gained ;
dfaring the temporary absence of Guise

from Naples, who had lost his popularity, a report was spread

that he was treating with the Spaniards
;
Annese and his confede-

rates opened the gates to Don John and Oiiate, who entered

with cries of “ Peace ! Peace ! no more taxes !” and the people

being thus thrown into confusion, and knowihg not what to be-

lieve, the Spanish restoration was accomplished almost without a

blow, April 1st. #Guise, being afterwards captured at Capua, was

kept four yearS a prisoner in Spain.
1

••

1 An account of this attempt of Guise’s Mazarins views awl the policy of Fram e

will be found in his own Mfmoires, and in are fully described in the fifth volume of

those of Moutglat and Mad. de Motteville. Kanke's Franzon. Gescft. S. 172 ft.
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The breaking out of this rebellion, as well asethe other em-

barrassments of Spain, to which we have adverted, naturally in-

duced the Spanish Court to press on to a definite conclusion the

treaty with the United Provinces, the preliminary conventions of

which had been signed at Munster, in January, 1647. The suc-

cess of Spain in detaching the Dutch from their allies has been

attributed, and no doubt with justice, to her able diplomacy, con-

ducted chiefly by Antoine Brun^ a native of Dole, in Franche-

Comte ; but it must also, perhaps, be partly ascribed to a false

step on the part of Mazarin. The Dutch*had been alienated from

the French alliance by a proposition made to the Spanish Court

by Cardinal Mazarin in the course of the negotiations, to exchange

Catalonia and Rousillon for the Catholic Netherlands and Franche-

Comte. 1 They wore naturally alarmed at the prospect of having

a powerful nation like France for their immediate neighbours,

between whom and themselves Belgium, in the possession of a

remote and exhausted country like Spain, formed a very desirable

barrier ;
and, though the project appears to havo been withdrawn,

Antoine Brun very skilfully kept alivo the jealousy of the Dutch.

On the 30th January, 1648, they signed, at Munster, a definitive*

treaty with Spain, which conceded all that they desired. The

United Provinces were recognized as freo and sovereign States,

to whicli Philip IY. renounced all pretensions for himself and for

his successors. The conquests made by each party were to be

retained as they stood ; an arrangement which made over to the

Dutch, Bergen-op-Zoom, Breda, Herzogenbusch, Grave, and Maes-

tricht, in Brabant ; Hulst, Axel, and Sluis, in Flanders ; together

with part of Limburg. In like manner, Spain ceded to the

Dutch all the conquests they had rn/ide in Asia, Africa and Ame-
rica ; no great sacrifice, however, on her part, as these conquests

had been achieved at the expense of tlio*revolted Portuguese, and

Spain’s chance of recovering them was very slight indeed. The
basest featuro of this peace was the abandonment by Spain of

the commercial interests of the Belgians, who had so loyally stood

by her, by sanctioning in favour of the Dutch the closing of the

Scheld, as well as of the Sas of Ghent, the Zwyn, q#d other chan-

nels of communication with the great river, thereby ruining the

trade of Brabant and Flanders.2 Thus, after a terrible and bloody

struggle of eighty years’ duration, the establishment and recogni-

•»

1 moire of Mazarin in the Negotiations secrete# touckant la paix de Munster et

Omabmg (by John Le Clerc), ap. Uarden, vol. i. p. 165, note.
3 Dumont, t. vi. pt. i. p. 560.
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tion of the United Provinces were at last effected under more
favourable conditions than the most sanguine of their leaders

might have anticipated—a struggle in which we know not whether

most to admire the stubborn perseverance of Spain in the midst of

all her disasters and defeats, or the fortitude, valour, and good

fortuno of the Dutch, who made the war itself a sourco of strength

and profit, and contended with their enemies with the very re-

sources which they ravished from them . The records of history

might be searched in vain to find a similar struggle between

Powors to all appearance £0 unequally matched, or in which such

wonders were achieved by the indomitable spirit of liberty.

After this peace the Spaniards and Dutch tookrno further part

in the congress, and the war between Franco and Spain of course

continued. -During the year 1(347 it had not gone very favour-

ably for France. Mazarin, in order to find employment for

Enghien, whose demands had become troublesome, had made him

Viceroy of Catalonia. By the death of his father, in December,

1G46, lie was now become Prince of Conde, "by which title wo
shall hereafter mention him. His operations in Catalonia were

not calculated to add to his reputation. He renewed the siege of

Lerida, and, with an unbecoming fanfaronade, opened the

trenches to the music of violins. But Lerida seemed destined

to be fatal to French generals. It was gallantly defended by the

commandant, Don Gregorio Britto, who, after every assault or

skirmish, sent ices and lemonade for the refreshment of Conde.

The French army suffered from desertion as well as from the

sallies of the garrison, and, on the approach of the Spaniards,

Conde found himself compelled to raise the siege. He afterwards

achieved so/ne trifling successes, but, on Jthc ’whole, the campaign

was a failure. In 1G48, Conde was sent into Flanders, and was

followed in the government of Catalonia by Mazarines brother.

Cardinal Michael Mazarin, Archbishop of Aix, a bizarre person-

age, without any capacity, who in a few months grew weary of

the employment, and was succeeded by Marshal Scliomberg.

Neglecting Tarragona and Lerida, Scliomberg carried Tortosa by

assault, July 12th. The Archbishop, at the head of his clergy,

was killed in the breach.

During this period the French were not more successful in the

Netherlands. After the treaty with Bavaria, Turenne was march-

ing into Luxembourg, when nearly all the cavalry of theWeima-

rian army refused to follow him across the Rhine, unless their

pay, then several months in arrear, w'as forthcoming. Turenne
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followed the mutinous troops into the valley of the Tauber, and

killed several hundreds; of the remainder, some surrendered,

but the greater part took service under the Swedish General

Konigsmark, in Westphalia. This affair prevented Turenne from

entering Luxembourg till September ;
and as Marshals Gassion

and Ranzau, who commanded the French forces in Flanders,

could not agree, the advantage in this caippaigii lay with the

Spaniards.
’

*
:

After tjho dispersion gf th$ Wcimarianv army and tho with-

drawal of Turenne beyond the Rhino, Maximilian, the now aged

Elector ofHavana, and his* brother, the^Eiedtor of Cologne, again

took mp arms, Jn order to support the Biqperor against the

Swodqs in Bohemia (October, 1047); though" hip 'endeavoured to

reconcile this step with tho /treaty of Ulm, and declared that he

had no wish to break with France, but only with Sweden and

Hes&c. Tho French, however, woffld net recognize this distinc-

tion, and Turenne fcas directed to support Marshal Wrangel.

This commander, who had taken Eger, in Bohemia, finding him-

aelf no match for the united Imperial and Bavariawforces, ipade a

, masterly retreat into Westphalia. In April, 1048, he was joined

by Turenne in Franconia, when the allied army advanced towards

the Danube, tho Imperialists retreating before them. These were.

Overtaken and defeated at Zusmarshausen, near Augsburg (May

17th), where Melander, or Holzapfel, the forroe/gener&l of Amelia

Elizabeth of Hesse, was killed; the BavariaMWray retreated be-

yond the Inn, leaving garrisons in Munich and one or two"other

places; the Elector took refuge at Salzburg ; and, in spite of the

efforts of the. Imperialists to succour it, Bavaria lay at the mercy

of the Franco-Swedish a,rmy. A harrying war followed, marked

by i#urder, burning, and devastation, but without any signal

victories. While these things were going on in Bavaria, the

fortune of war was equally adverso to the Imperialists in the

JTetherlauds and Bohemia. In the former country, after some
nearly balanced successes, Conde gained one of his most splendid

victories over the Archduke Leopold, near Lens, August SOth,

1648, and completely dispersed his army. The»pfan of thft Ger-

man campaign this year had been a double attack pH/Austria,

through Bavaria and Bohemia. This latjjpr p'ai\ of it 'was con-

ducted by General Konigsmark, who perfetrated to Prague, and

took that part of the city called the Eleinseite (Little Town) lying

on the left bank of the Moldau, where an enormous \)ootywas

captured (July 31st). Charles Gustavus, noyr ^appointed gene-
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ralissimo, arrived, soon, after with reinforcements "'from
1

Swedejji

;

but the remaining portions Prague resisted all the efforts of
the Swedes to master them. These disasters, however, had de-
termined the Emperor to conclude peace ; and thus, singularly

enough, the Thirty Years' War .was finished at the,same plaoe

where it had broken out. The labours of the men of the Aword
were «iow superseded by those of the diplomatists

; the Wrangels,

the Turennes, and the Konigsmarks, gave plaOe to the Oxen-

stierns, the Avaux, and the Trautinansdorfs ; and, the fruits of

many a bloody campaign were disposed ef with a little ink and a
few strokes of the pert. <

'

Towards tho em^tSf September the conferenced at Osnabriick

were transferred to Munster, where, after negotiations which had
lasted between four and five years, were signed tho two Treaties

of Westphalia (October 24th 1048). Of these treatios we pan

only give the prihcipal^bondftions. Th^ objects of tho peace

may be divided into two heads: the settlement of tho affairs

of the Empire, and the satisfaction of tho two Crowns of Franco

and Sweden. 'With regf^rd to Germany, a general amnesty

was granted
j
and all Pjinccs and persons wore, with some excep-

tions as to the immediate subjects of the House *bf Austria,

restored to their rights, possessions, and dignities. The question

of the Palatinate, one of the chief objects of the war, was settled

by a compromise. $he Duke of Bavaria was allowed to keep the’.

Upper Palatinate, wrob the Electoral dignity and rights
; ^fhilo^

the Lower or Khenish Palatinate was restored to the eldest son

of the unfortunate Frederick V., and an eighth Electorate orected

in his favour. On the extinction either of the Bavarian or the

Palatine line, however, boih Electorates were again to be merged
into one. With regard to the political constitution of the Em-
pire, it was determined that laws could bo made and interpreted

only in general Diets of all the States
;
which were also to haye

the power of declaring war, levying taxes, raising troops, making
treaties, &c. The French and Swedes did not succeed in Iheir

attempt to procure the abolition of tho custom of choosing a King

of the Romans ctejing the lifetime of the Emperor, which might

have endangered the hereditary succession of the House of

Austria, d&nand *pf the German States that no Prince

should bo put under the Imperial ban without the approbation of

a Di^t was referred to a future assembly, and was finally .esta-

blished by the capitulation of the Emperor Charles VI. Several

reforms were made, in the constitution of the Imperial Chamber

III. * T ,
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and other tribunals, tending to give the Protestants a larger share

of power. The authority of the Aulic Council was recognized by

this treaty, but nothing was determined respecting its constitution,

and it was not till 1654 that the Emperor, of his own authority,

fixed the number of Aulic Councillors (besides a President and

Vice-president) at eighteen, of whom six were to be Protestants,

llut the most important article of this part of the treaty was that

by which the various Princes and States of Germany were per-

mitted to contract defensive alliances among themselves, or with

foreigners, provided they were not against the Emperor, or the

public peace of the Empire—conditions easily evaded.

Respecting the affairs of religion in the Empire, as the Catholics

sometimes pretended that the Religious Peace of 1555 had been

only temporary, and ceased to have force of law after the disso-

lution of the Council of Trent, it was now formally renewed,

subject to certain interpretations ; and it was agreed that members

of the Reformed Church, or Calvinists, were comprehended under

it, and put on the same footing as those belonging to the Con-

fession of Augsburg, or Lutherans. This concession was opposed

by the latter sect, but readily agreed to by the Emperor. And in

general everything concerning religion was referred to the foot-

ing on which it stood on New-Year's day, 1624, hence called the

decretory, or normal, year.

With regard to the satisfaction of France, the Bishoprics of

Metz, Toul, and Verdun, which, indeed, she had held for nearly a

century, were ceded to her in full sovereignty, as well as Pinerolo

in Piedmont. The Emperor and the House of Austria also ceded

to France all their right to Breisach, Upper and Lower Alsace, the

Sundgau, and the prefecture of the ten Imperial citie§ of Hagenau,

.Roshcim, Oberehnheim, Landau, Weissenburg, Schlettstadt,

Colmar, Miinster im Gregorienthal, Kaisersberg, and Tiirkheim,

on condition that the Catholic religion should be uphold in these

lands and towns. France was empowered to maintain a garrison

in "Phillipsburg. The Breisgau and the Rhenish Forest towns were

to be restored to the House of Austria. It had been debated

whether Franck should hold Alsace as a fief of the Empire, with

a seat in the Diet, or in full sovereignty. Avaux hacl inclined to

the former plan, which was also supported by the Elector of Ba-

varia, and several of the Catholic States of Germany
;
while, on

the.pther hand, it was opposed by the Protestant States assembled

at Osnabriick, and by the Emperor, who was unwilling to see his

most dangerous enemy admitted, it werfe, into his very house-
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hold. Servien too, the colleague of Avaux, disapproved of a plan

that would lower the dignity of France, by rendering its King a

vassal of the Emperor ; and this view of the matter prevailed at

the French Court.

For the satisfaction of Sweden were ceded to her, perpetual

and hereditaryfiefs, allWestern Pomerania, togetherwith tte towns
of Stettin, Garz, Damm, and Gollnow at the mouth of the Oder,

the islands of Wollin, Usedoin, and Riigen, the city and port of

Wismar in Mecklenburg, and the secularized Bishoprics of Bremen
and Vcrden, the former as a Duchy, the latter as a Principality

;

with seat and triple vote in the Diets of the Empire. Sweden
was allowed to erect a University, which was afterwards esta-

blished at Greifswald.

Other articles regulated the compensation to be made to German
Princes ; by which tho Houses that chiefly profited were those of

Brandenburg, Mecklenburg, Brunswick,,and Hosso. Brandon-

burg, which was soon to assume a foremost rank among German
States, for the part of Pomerania which she abandoned to Sweden,

received the Bishopric (henceforth Principality) of Halbertstadt

with the Lordships of Lohra and Klettcnberg, tho Bishoprics of

Minden and Carnin, the former secularized as a Principality, and,

after the death of Prince Augustus of Saxony, the reversion of

tho Archbishopric of Magdeburg secularized as a Duchy.

By the Peace of Westphalia the independence of the Swiss

League was recognized, and the Empire acknowledged also the

independence of tho Northern Netherlands, nor made any pro-

vision for the free navigation of the Rhine. The question re-

specting the succession to the inheritance of Jiilich was referred

to future adjustment. Thero v^ere many other articles respecting

the surety and guarantee of the peace, its execution, the pay of

the soldiery, evacuation of fortresses, &c., which it is not necessary

here to detail .

1

As the Pope seemed to be included in the peace as an ally of

the Emperor, under the expression “ the Princes and Republics

of Italy/
1
the Nuncio Chigi, immediately after the completion of

the treaty, entered a protest against it
; not indeed against the

peace itself, but against the articles which it contained detri-

mental to Uhe Church of Rome
\
and Pope Innocent X. soon after

1 The chiefwork on the Peace of West- mannas Gesck. des Westphalianhes Frit -

ph&lia is that of Meiern, Acta Paris West- dens may also be consulted. The gonerul

phalica publica
,
Hanover, 1734, 6 vols. fol. reader will find all that he can require in

The treaties are in Bougeant,.liv. x. t. vi., the summary of the Count de Garden,

and Dumont, t. vi. pt. i. p. 450 s^q. Wolt- Hist dcs Traites de Pair, t. i. § 4.
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published a bull (November 26th) declaring the treaties of Munster

and Osnabriick null and void. Such weapons, however, were now
mere bruta fulmina. Even the Catholy Princes, who were glad

to see the war ended, gave little heed to the Pope's proceedings ;

and Ferdinand III. himself, notwithstanding his devotion to the

Holy See, did not hesitate to forbid the circulation of the bull.
1

Thus the policy of France and Sweden was entirely successful.

These countries, besides raising up a counterpoise to the power of

the Emperor in Germany itself, had succeeded in aggrandizing

themselves at the expense of the Empire. Sweden, indeed, in the

course of the next century was to lose most of her acquisitions ;

but France had at last seated herself, for more than two coming
centuries, on the Rhine ; the House of Austria lost the preponde-

rance it had enjoyed since the time of Charles V., which was now
to be transferred to her rival

;
and, during the ensuing period, we

shall have to contemplate France as the leading European Power ;

a post which she mainly owed to the genius and policy of Cardinal

Richelieu. Thus the peace of Westphalia marks $ new era in

the policy and public law of Europe.

1 The protest un<l bull tire in Dumont, t. vi. pt. i. p. 402.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

THE Peace of Westphalia, as we have seen, had not included

France and Spain. Both these countries had their motives

for continuing the war. France was still animated with the

ancient spirit of rivalry, nor had yet forgotten the painful sacrifices

imposed upon .her by the peace of Madrid in 1526 ; wounds only

partially healed by the treaties of Cambrai, of C&fceau Cambresis,

and of Vervins. The national animosity was kept alive by the

counsels of Mazarin, who had his private Veasons for desiring the

prolongation of a war which provided employment abroad for

those restless spirits which threatened his domination at homo.

Spain, on the other hand, though terribly exhausted, found in the

aspect of affairs, some hopeful and encouraging circumstances.

The state of her foreign relations was favourable. The peace

which she had concluded with the United Netherlands had

diminished the number of her enemies
; on the sido of England,

now approaching the catastrophe of her long civil wars, there was

nothing to be dreaded ; and though the German branch of the

ITouso of Austria was precluded by the peace from lending her

any open assistance, yet she might reckon on the good wishes,

and even the secret aid, of the Emperor Ferdinand III. Above
all, the Cabinet of Madrid was efleouraged by the domestic troubles

which then agitated France.

The sedition of the Fronde,

1 though it nearly caused a revo-

lution in France, is important in the general affairs of Europe

only as crippling for some years the power of that country, and

ranging the military talents of Conde on the side of Spain
;
and

we shall therefore enter but very briefly into its history.

Although the Victories of Cond£ and Turenne had gratified the

national verity and thrown a lustre on the administration of Anne

of Austria and Kazarin, they had not been purchased without

many sacrifices and privations. As a financier Mazarin had

1 This ridiculous name, which, however, have been derived from the slings used by

is sufficiently characteristic of this half- the Parisian gamins in their sports,

tragic, half-comic disturbance, is said to
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neither skill nor conscience, and Emeri, his agent, was entirely^

unscrupulous. The taxes had been everywhere increased, and in

some places, as Languedoc, it had been necessary to levy them

by force, Hut it was the Parisians, and especially the sovereign

courts, that had beon chiefly incensed by the tyrannical proceed-

ings of the cabinet, of which wo can select only a few examples.

In 1 644 Emeri had thought proper to revive an obsolete edict,

passed in 1548, soon after the invasion of Charles V., and inspired

by the fear that the capital might be besieged, by which it was

forbidden to erect any buildings outside the walls of Paris. Its

operation, however, had subsided with the alarm which gave it

birth, and the vacant space had been covered with the dwellings

of the poorer classes of the population. The proprietors were now
called upon to pay a tax in proportion to the space occupied;

and, in case of non-compliance, they were threatened with the

demolition of their houses. The president Barillon and several

others, who pleaded in favour of these poor people, were snatched

from their homes and incarcerated. Barillon was carried to

Pinerolo in Piedmont, where he soon after died. Among other

odious ways of raising money, Mazarin resorted to a forced loan,

and put a duty on all articles of consumption entering Paris.

This last measure, as it touched the pockets of all, may be

regarded as the principal cause of the disturbances which followed.

Having thus disgusted the citizens, his next step was to alienate

the magistrates. The guaranty of hereditary succession to offices

that had been purchased, renewable every nine years, expired on
January 1st, 1648; and Mazarin, to insure the submission of the

Parliament, and compel them to register his edicts, refused to

renew it. As there were between 40,000 and 50,000 families in.

France dependent on these places, the discontent thus occasioned

may be imagined. New magistrates were created, and the old

ones were only continued in their places at a sacrifice of four years'

income. In order, however, not to offend the whole Parliament^

the edict was confined to such chambers as wrere not strictly

courts of justice; as the Chambre des Comptcs
,
the Gout des Aides

,

and the Grand Conseil. But these chambers called upon the

Parliament to defend their rights; and by an Arret d’ Union,.

deputies from all the chambers were summoned to meet together

in the Chambre de St. Louis
,
and consult for the common good.

The Arret was annulled by the Royal Council, yet the self-con-

stituted chamber continued its sittings, and instead of confining

itself to questions concerning the interest and jurisdiction of the
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Parliament, it now announced its object to be nothing less than

the reformation of the State.

Prance seemed to be on the eve of a revolution, and the scenes

then passing in England might well inspire the Queen and her

minister with dread. After a little attempt at violent Mazarin

yielded, and allowed the Chamber of St. Louis to proceed.

Nothing seemed wanting to tho success of the movement but

sincere and resolute leaders. But these were not forthcoming.

The two chiefs of the Parliament, tho advocate-general Oiner

Talon and the president Mole, were honest, well-intentioned men,

but not of tho stuff which makes revolutionists. How could a

thorough reform proceed from tho Parliament?—D&en with bought

places which they regarded as an estate with sudcession to their

heirs ; bred up in all the forms of legal etiquette, and imbued

with an unbounded reverence for the rcyral prerogative .

1 Many,

indeed, among the French nobles were' willing to promote any

disturbance that might overthrow Mazarin ;
for, if tho poople

hated tho Cardinal for his financial measures, the nobles both

detested and despised him for his personal character. Mazarin

had not that firmness which had at least made Richelieu rospocted.

He could be worked upon only by fear or importunity
;
and even

the promises extorted from him by these means were often broken.

As a foreigner, both ignorant and neglectful of the ancient laws

and customs of the country, ho was naturally an object of suspicion

and dislike. At the head of the malcontent nobles was the King's

uncle, Gaston d’Orleans. But the Catiline of the Fronde was the

young and profligato abbe Francis Paul do Gondi, afterwards the

celebrated Cardinal do Retz. Gondi, Count of Retz, of Italian

origin, had «come into France with Catharine de' Medici, and had,

as we have seen,

2
been one of the principal advisers of the St.

Bartholomew. Since that period the family had been in almost

hereditary possession of the archbishopric of Paris, and at tho

time of which we write the uncle of the Abbe Gondi was in the

enjoyment of that dignity. The nephew had attached himself to

the Duke of Orleans, and Mazarin had endeavoured to gain him

by making him .coadjutor to his uncle, and consequently successor

to the archbishopric
; an unlucky step for Mazarin, since this post

1 When Anne uf Austria, in an over- onvrir leu srraux et lf* carh'ts de la

bearing tone, demanded whether the Par- wyantf, pMtnr dans U secret du mys*

. liament pretended to control the King’s tire de VEmpire.”—Michelet. ItichnUu et

will, the awe-stricken lawyers replied : la Fronde, p. 315.

“qu’ils ne peuvent, ils ne doivent decider a Vcfl. II. p. 328 s«j.

une telle question, pour laquelle il faudrait
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gave the abbe great influence with the Parisian clergy, and en-

abled him to excite, through the pulpits, the fanaticism of the

populace.
1 The Coadjutor and the nobles with whom he acted

had, however, no real sympathy either with the people or the

Parliament ; they were aetuatod only by vanity and self-interest,

and the desire to wring as much as possible from the fears of the

Court. Perhaps the only sincere leader of the movement was

Broussel, an aged counsellor of the Parliament; a man of small

means, who occupied a humble dwelling in the heart of the city,

but whose firmness and resolution made rhim the idol of the popu-

lace. We cannot, however, detail at any length the intrigues of

the Coadjutor and the events of the Fronde

;

how the Court, sup-

ported by theddlat of Condo’s victory at Lens, caused some of the

noisiest orators of the Parliament
,
and among them Broussel, to be

arrested
; how the people rose, barricaded the streets, and com-

pelled his release. Soeing that the populaco were no longer

under the control even of the Parliament, the pride of Anne of

Austria began to yield to the influence of fear, and to the advice

of the unfortunate Henrietta of England, who since 1 041 had been

living in Franco. By the declaration of October 24th, 1048, one

of the crises of the Fronde
,
the Queen conceded all the demands

of the Parliament. Thus, on the very same day when the French

policy was completely successful abroad by the conclusion of tho

peace of Westphalia, the government at home was in a state of

dissolution
;
and that triumph of diplomacy—so much were the

minds of the people engrossed with their domestic affairs-—passed

almost unheeded.

The support of Conde, who had returned to Paris in September

crowned with the prestige of victory, and had helped to bring

about the arrangement with the Parliament, was contested by
Mazarin and the Coadjutor. Conde was, however, a dangerous

confederate. His character, except on the field of battle, did not

show to much advantage ; his judgment was unsteady, his temper
violent and overbearing. As he had a great contempt for the

Parisians, and detested the lawyers, the Court found little difficulty

in buying him by the alienation of some of the. royal domains.

His conduct towards the Parliament soon brought matters to a

crisis. That body having been convened for December 16th, to

consider how the Court performed its engagements, some of the

1 We learn from hie own Mfrioires See Ranke, Francosinehe Gcsch . B. v.

the part which De Retz played* in the S. 194, ff.

Fronde, which, he perhaps exaggerated.
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members complained of the quartering of troops in the neighbour-

hood of Paris. Conde, who attended the meeting as one of the

guarantors of the Declaration of October, replied with threatening

words and gestures, which were resented with a storm of groans

and hisses. Conde, in great irritation, now went to# tho Queen,

and pressed her to allow him to attack Paris
; and after some

delibfiration it was resolved that, while the Spanish war was inter-

rupted by the winter, Paris should be reduced to obedience by

military force. On January 6th, 1649, Anne of Austria gave the

signal by retiring with the Court to St. Germain. A civil war

was now begun. Conde blockaded Faris, and the Parliament on

their side, after treating with contempt a royal order to transfer

themselves to Montargis, declared Mazarin an enemy of France,

and ordcred'liim to quit the Court in twenty-four hours, and the

kingdom in a week. They allied themselves with the other Par-

liaments of the kingdom, and took into their service many nobles

with their retainers; among whom may be named Conde ^s brother,

the Prince of Conti, the Dukes of Longueville, Elboouf, Brissac,

Bouillon, Beaufort, and the Marquis de la Boulaye. The Parisians

chose Conti for their generalissimo ;
but they were no match for

regular troops under a general like Conde. They were defeated

in every skirmish
;
by February they began to feel the effects of

famine
;
and on March 11th, they were glad to conclude a peace

with the Queen, through the mediation of the Duke of Orleans,

which, from its being negotiated at the former seat of Richelieu,

has been called the Peace of Eueil.

This peace, though ultimately abortive, arrest ul France on the

brink of destruction. Tttrenne, who had been directed to remain

with his army in Suabia till the spring,* in order to insure tho

execution of the Peace of Westphalia, had signified to the Court

his disapproval of the siege of Paris ;
had told Mazarin to rely no

longer on his friendship, and had ended by placing himself and

his army at the service of the Parliament and the public. Such

a step on the part of the sedate Turenno seems almost inexplicable,

except, perhaps, frdm some personal resentment against Mazarin,

and the desire io recover Sedan for his family, confiscated by

Richelieu in 1642. 1 The Archduke Leopold, Governor of the

Spanish Netherlands, emboldened by these troubles, had advanced

with his forces as far as the Aisno between Laon and Rheims ;
but

on learning the peace of Rueil, he recrossed the frontier, and he

and his lieutenants subsequently took Ypres and St. Venant. To

1 Se:> ftbwc, p. 250. *
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wash out this disgrace, Mazarin directed against Cambfai the

troops which had blockaded Paris, united with the ancient army

of the Bliine
; but Harcourt, who commanded (Conde had refused

the post), though he gained some small successes, failed in the

main enterprise. Meanwhile all was anarchy in France. In the

provinces order and authority were shaken to their foundations

;

the taxes could not be regularly levied, and it was difficult tb find

money even for the expenses of the King's household. Provence

and Guienne were in a state of revolt; Paris and its Parliament

were still restive. It cannot be doubtdd that the consummation

of the English rebellion had some influence on these troubles. At
Paris it was the universal topic. Nothing was talked of but

liberty and a republic ; tho monarchy, it was said, had grown
decrepit, and must be abolished.

1

-As tho best method of quelling these disturbances and procur-

ing a little money, the Queen, with the young King, returned to

Paris,' August 1 8th, accompanied by Mazarin and Conde, and were

well received by the Parisians. But Conde, by his pride and in-

solence, soon rendored himself insupportable, not only to the

Queen and Mazarin but also to the Fronde!1 The Cardinal availed

himself of this latter circumstance to ruin the Prince. He per-

suaded Conde that the Coadjutor and the Duke of Beaufort, now
one of the chief demagogues of Paris, intended to assassinate him.

Conde's carriage was actually fired at while passing over the Pont

Nouf, and a valet killed. Mazarin has been suspected of having

concerted this affair ; however that may be, he at least knew how
to avail himself of it. Conde denounced the outrage to the Par-

liament, and involved himself in an implacable quarrel with the

heads of the Fronde . Thus deprived of supporters, Conde became

an easy victim to the arts of Mazarin. It was determined to

arrest him, together with his brother Conti, and his brother-in-law

Longuoville. The promise of a cardinal's hat for Gondi procured

for the Court the assistance of the Fronde; the Duke of Orleans

consented to the measure, and the three princes, when on the point

of leaving a council that had been held at the Palais Royal, were

arrested, and quietly conducted to Vincennes (January 18th, 1650).

It is said that the order for this arrest had been obtained from

Conde himself, on pretenco that it was to be used against some
other person.

1

1 Memotres do Montglat, p. 2 17 5
Martin, ment, see Mad. de Motteville, Mtui*

t. xii. p. 338. 1>. 288, and Michelet, La Fronde
, p. 291.

3 Conde treated Mazarin with personal 3 Michelet, La Fronde
, p. 333.

insult. On his insensibility to such treat-
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This was the second crisis of the sedition. The old Fronde had

expired ; its leaders had sold themselves to the Court ; but. in its

place sprang up the new Fronde, called also, from the affected

airs of its leaders, the Petits Maitres . The beautiful Duchess of

Longueville was the soul of it, aided by her admirgr, Marsillac,

afterwards Duke de la Rochefoucauld, and by the Duke of Bouillon.

On <be arrest of her husband and her brother, tho duchess had

fled to Holland, and afterwards to Stenai ; where she and

Bouillon's brother, Turenne, who styled himself the “King's

Lieutenant-General for the liberation of tho Princes," entered into

negotiations with the Archduke Leopold. Bouillon himsolf had

retired into Guienne, which province was alienated from the Court

because Mazarin maintained as its governor the detested Eper-

non. In July, Bouillon and his allies publicly received a Spanish

envoy at Bordeaux. Conde's wife apd infant son had been

received in that city with enthusiasm. 'But on the approach of

Mazarin with tho royal army, the inhabitants of Guienno, alarmed

for their vintage, now approaching maturity, showed signs of sub-

mission
;
after a short siege, Bordeaux surrendered, on condition

of an amnesty, in which Bouillon and La Rochefoucauld were

included; and the Princess of Conde was permitted to retire

(October 1st)

.

In the north, the Frondcurs
,
with their Spanish allies, seemed

at first more successful. In the summer Leopold had entered

Champagne, penetrated to Forte Milon, and some of his maraud-

ing parties had even reached Dammartin. Turenne tried to per-

suade the Archduke to march toVincennes and liberate tho princes;

but while he was hesitating, Gaston transferred the captives to

Marcoussisj whence they were soon after conveyed to Havre.

Leopold and Turenne, after a vain attempt to rouse the Parisians,

retreated to the Meuse, and laid siege to Mouzon. The Cardinal

himself, like his patron Richelieu, now assumed the character of a

general. Uniting with his troops in tho north the army of

Guienne, he took up his quarters at Rethel, which had been cap-

tured by Du Plessis Praslin. Hence he ordered an attack to be

made on the Spaniards, who were entirely defeated; many of their

principal officers were captured, and even Turenne himself nar-

rowly escaped the same fate (December 15th)f*. The Cardinal's

elation was unbounded. It was a great thing to have defeated

Turenne, and though the victory was Du Plessis', Mazarin assumed

all the credit of it. His head began to turn. He forgot that he

owed his success to the leaders of the old Fronde, and especially
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to the Coadjutor; he neglected his promises to that intriguing

prelate, though Gondi plainly declared that he must either be a

prince of the Church or the head of a faction. Mazarin was also

imprudent enough to offend the Parliament; and he compared

them with that sitting at London, which, indeed, was doing them

too much honour. The Coadjutor went over to the party of the

princes, dragging with him the feeble-minded Orleans, who had

himself boon insulted by the Queen. Thus was produced a third

phase of this singular sedition—the union of the old Fronde with

the new. The Parliament now clamoured for the liberation of the

princes. As the Queen hesitated, Gaston bluntly declared that the

dismissal of Mazarin was necessary to the restoration of peace

;

while the Parliament added to their former demand another for

the Cardinal's banishment. Mazarin saw his mistake, and en-

deavoured to rectify it. Ho hastened to Havre in order to liberate

the princes in person, and claim the merit of a spontaneous act.

But it was too late; it was plain that he was acting only by con-

straint. The princes were conducted back in triumph to Paris

by a large retinue sent to escort them. On February 25th, 1651,

their innocence was established by a royal declaration, and they

were restored to all their dignities and charges.

Mazarin, meanwhile, who saw that for the present the game
was lost, retired into exile : first into Bouillon, and afterwards to

Briihl on the Rhine, where the Elector of Cologne offered him an

asylum. From this place ho corresponded with the Queen, and

continued to direct her counsels.
1 The anarchy and confusion

which ensued in France were such as promised him a speedy re-

turn. Chutcauneuf had ostensibly succeeded to his place
;
but

Orleans and Conde ruled supreme, rand ministers were dismissed

and appointed at their pleasure. The Parliament in its turn

wanted t.o establish a republic of the robe
,
and passed the most

violent resolutions, which the Queen, who was a sort of prisoner

at the Palais Royal, was obliged to confirm. Anne's situation

—

who was subjected on the one side to the dictation of the*princes,

on the other to the threats of the Parliament—became intolerable

and the Coadjutor availed himself of her distress to push £is

own interests. He promised to procure the recall of Mazarin on

condition of recei\flng a cardinal's .hat : a fact which can scarcely

be doubted, though he pretends in his Memoirs tnat he made no

such engagement.
51 To relieve herself from her embarrassments.

Their correspondence has been“published by the Society de VHistoire de France.

2 Mart in, t. xii. p. .*177.
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the Queen Regent resolved to declare her son of age when he
should have completed his thirteenth year, on September 6th.

This §tep would release her from the obtrusion of the Duke of

Orleans ; and at the same time her son would be able to confirm

all that Mazarin had done in his name. Already in address, figure,

and bearing, the youthful Louis XIV. was admirably fitted to sus-

tain*the part of a king ; and everybody acknowledged that he was

formed to rule a people which loves to see absolute power fitly

represented, and surrounded with pomp and splendour. On the

day after his birthday, his majority was declared in a solemn Lit

de Justice; but he was compelled to promiso that Mazarin should

never return, and thus to inaugurate his reign with a falsehood.

In the same assembly was also published a Justification of Conde
;

yet that prince absented himself from the ceremony on tho ground

that the calumnies of his enemies prevented him from appearing

before the King. 1 By his haughtiness«and violence he had again

completely isolated himself.
2 He had separated from tho leaders

of the Fronde

;

ho had offended both the Court and the Parlia-

ment; nay, he had even alienated Turenno, who hastened to recon-

cile himself with the Queen and Mazarin. Anne had been advised

again to arrest Conde ;
but ho got notice of it, and fled to St.

Maur. He had now no alternative but to throw himself into tho

arms of the enemies of his country; and all eyes were turned upon

him, in anxious expectation of his movements.

At a meeting of his principal adherents held at Chantilli, Conde

resolved upon war ; and he proceeded at once to his government

of Berri, and thence to Bordeaux (Sept. 22nd). Through his

agent, Lenet, he had procured the support of tho Spanish Govern-

ment, which, besides promising considerable sums of money, en-

gaged to send thirty vessels and 4,000 men to Bordeaux, while 5,000

more were to join the prince's partizans at Stenai. Eight Spanish

ships actually arrived soon after in the Gironde with troops and

money; but ultimately Spain, always in want of means, did nothing

of importance. The defection of Turenne spoilt Conde’s plans,

who wanted Turenne to march on Paris from the north, while he

himself advanced from the south . The majority of Louis was also

umavourable to Cond6 : he had now to fight against the King in

person, find the King’s name was a tower of strength. Louis and

his mother wefe with the royal army, which was commanded by

the Count d’Harcourt. The struggle, which we need nQt enter

into, lasted during the month of November. Conde, worsted in

. 1 Martin, t. xii. p. 381. * Montglat, t. ii. p. 287.
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every rencounter, offered to treat on the basis of Mazarin’a return ;

but the Cardinal, who saw that that event depended not on the

Prince, refused to negotiate. Ho had quitted Briihl, towards

the end of October, for Hui, in the territory of Lilge, whence he

had advanced to Dinant. He was in correspondence with the

governors of provinces and places in the north of France, who
wore for the most part his creatures. La Vieuville—the same

whom Richelieu had ousted—had again obtained the direction of

the finances, and forwarded money to Mazarin ; with which he

levied soldiers in the electorate of Cologne and bishopric of Liege.

After some anxious hesitation, Anno wrote to Mazarin, authoriz-

ing him to return “ for the succour of the King” (Nov. 17th).

The Parliament were furious, and unanimously opposed his return.

They were now in a singular situation. On the one hand they

were obliged to pronounce Condo guilty of high treason ; on the

other they wore drawing, up the most terrible resolutions against

the minister who governed both the Queen and country. They

had to oppose on one side absolute power and ministerial des-

potism ; on the other an oligarchy of princes, united only by sel-

fish views, and utterly regardless of the national interests.

Meanwhile Mazarin pursued his march, and penetrated by

Rhetel into Champagne. At this news the Parliament issued a

decree, confiscating his estates, and even the income of his pre-

bends. They caused his palace in Paris, together with the library

and furniture, to be sold ; and out of the proceeds they offered a

reward of 150,000 livres to whomsoever should bring him to

justice,
“ alive or dead.” Nevertheless, Mazarin continued his ad-

vance towards Poitiers, where the Court was then residing. His

guards wore his own colours (green). The King we.ut a league

out of the town to meet him, and the very next day he assumed the

ostensible direction of affairs. Fortune, however, seemed once

more to turn. Conde, reinforced by the troops of the Duke of

Orleans, and leaving his brother Conti and the Count de Marsin

as his representatives in Guienne, marched against the royal forces

under Hocquincourt, and defeated them near I^lneau (April 7th,

1652). The royal army would have been annihilated, had not

Turenne arrived in time to save it. At this juncture, Charle^II.

of England, who had fled to France with his brother, chp Duke
of York, endeavoured to bring about an accommodation between

the Frpnch Court and the princes
; but a conference held at St.

Germain, towards the end of April, had no result.

Condi having marched upon Paris, the stream of war was
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diverted towards the capital. During two or three months,

Conde and Turenne displayed their generalship by counter-

marches and manoeuvres about Paris, while the Court went

from place to place. At length on July 2nd, Turenne ventured

an attack on Conde, who had entrenched himself in the faubourg

St. Antoine. The
,

young King, accompanied by JVlazarin, had

comeito the heights of Charonne to see the issue ; and Turenne,

although from the strength of Conde's position, he would willingly

have declined a battle, was neither willing to disappoint Louis,

nor to awaken the suspicions of the mistrustful Cardinal. The
Prince nover displayed better generalship than on this occasion

;

yet ho was on the point of being overcome, when he was saved by

an unexpected accident. The Parliament, which had declared its

neutrality, had intrusted the command of the Bastille to Made-
moiselle de Montpensier, called in the Memoirs of those times La
Grande Mademoiselle

,
the stout-hearted daughter of the Duke of

Orleans, who had distinguished herself by the defence of that

city against the Boyalists. She took, with great valour but little

judgment, a distinguished part in these wars; and it was said

that her object was to compel the King to marry her, though ho

was eleven years her junior. While her father shut himself up

in the Luxembourg, and would give no orders. Mademoiselle ex-

horted the citizens to stand by the Prince, and directed on the

royal troops the guns of the neutral fortress which she commanded,

the first of which she is said to have fired with her own hand. 1

Even this circumstance, however, would not have saved Conde,

had she not persuaded the citizens to open the gates and admit

him and his troops ; when Turenne was compelled to retreat.

Louis XIV.
#
nevor forgave the Princess, who afterwards, severely

expiated her conduct.

The result of this victory was that Paris declared in favour of

the princes; a provisional government was organized in that

capital ; the Duke of Orleans, though Louis was of age, was de-

clared Lieutenant-General of the kingdom
;
and Cond6, who still

kept up his connection with Spain, was appointed generalissimo

of the forces, King having retired to Pontoise, summoned

thither the Parliament of Paris, declaring null and void all that

they should do in the metropolis. Only a few score members

appeared at Pontoise, but they assumed all the functions of the

legitimate Parliament. Louis had found himself compelled to

announce his willingness that Mazarin should retire ;
but as the

Mtm. de ConrarL p. 106 sq.; MOn, de Mdlle. Montpensier, 117 sq.
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Cardinal was very loth to quit his post, thg Parliament
;
of Pon-

toise, by concert wifti the Court, drew up p, remonstrance beseech-

ing tho King to remove every pretext
,
for disaffection by dis-

missing his minister ; and Louis, after pronouncing a pompous

eulogium on Mazarin, permitted him to retite (Augfi 10th). The

Cardinal now fixed his residence at Bouillon^plose to the frontier.

The King, who had betaken himself to Turenne's army aLCom-
piegno, and received from all sides assurances ofr loyalty and

devotion, offered an amnesty to Cond6 and the Parisians; but

though all desired peace, none were inclined to trust an offer

dictated by the influence of the detested Cardinal. Conde how-

ever, though th9 Dukes ofWiirtemberg and Lorraine had marched

to his assistance, began to find his position untenable. All the

magistrates of Paris had been changed
;
the Court had gained

tho Coadjutor, by procuring for him from tho Pope a cardinal's

hat; and while Conde . despaired of tho favour of the higher

classes, Do Rotz caballed against him with the lower. The
Parisians had sent some deputies to tho King at Pontoise, who
were delighted with their reception. Conde felt that it was time

to fly. He quitted Paris for Flanders about the middle of October,

and in the following month accepted from the Spanish general,

Fuensaldaiia, the baton of generalissimo of the forces of Philip IV.,

with the red scarf which he had vanquished at Rocroi and Lens

:

thus degenerating from a rebel into a renegado. About the same

time, the Queen and Louis XIV. entered Paris, escorted by

tho troops of Turenne. At their approach the Duke of Orleans

retired to Blois, where ho spent the remainder of his life in the

obscurity befitting it. Mademoiselle de Montpensier was rele-

gated to Bois le Comte
r ;

Broussel was incarcerated, and about a

dozen members of the Parliament were banished to various places.

An edict of amnesty was published, from which, however, the

Prince of Conde, the Duke of Beaufort, and other leaders of the

Fronde, were excepted. Subsequently, in 1654, Condfe was sen-

tenced to death by the Parliament, as a traitor.

Mazarin, however, still remained in exile. _He could not yet

rely on the disposition of the Parisians, especmlly so long as the

arch intriguer, the Cardinal de Retz, remained among them. But
that subtle prelate at length outwitted himself. The »Queen on

entering Paris had received him very graciously, and oven

attended one of his sermons at St. Germain l'Auxerrois. De-

ceived by these appearances, De Retz put too high a value on his

services. lit order to get rid of him, the Court offered him the
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management of the, affairs of France at Rome; but De Retz
demanded in addition, honours') governments, and money for his

friends^; and whent theseVere refused, he began to negotiate with

Conde. But the" time for such pretensions was past. On De-
cember 1 9th£ after paying a visit to the Queen, he was arrested

by a captain of the guard, and confined at Vincennes; whence he
was afterwards removed to Nantes. This was the end of his

political Qareer ; for though he contrived to escape from Nantes,

whence he proceeded into • Spain, and afterwards to Rome,
he was not allowed to return to France during the lifetime of

Mazarin. 1 De Retz has * preserved a great reputation chiefly

through his literary talent. As a politician he had no patriotic,

nor even definite views ; he loved embroilment and disturbance,

partly for their own sake, partly for the advantage he derived

from them. After the pacification of Paris, the malcontents in

the provinces were soon reduced. Bordeaux, where the Froruie

had taken a singular turn under the name of L’Ormee, was one. of

the last places to submit.

While these things were going on, Mazarin had joined Tu-
renne and his army near Bar

;
and towards tho end of January,

1653, he set out for Paris, which he entered February 3rd.

Louis XIV. went out in state to meet him, and gave him a place

in his own carriage. It is said that the Cardinal had distributed

money among the leaders of the mob to cheer him on his entrance;

it is certain that he was not only recoived w'ith acclamation by
the populace, but also feasted by the magistrates. The jurists of

the Parliament displayed a grovelling servility, and he received

the humble visits of some of those very counselors who had set a

* price upon head. Such wa| the end of the Fronde ; a move-

ment without grandeur or possible result, whoso sterility only

confirmed the power of the King and of the minister. From this

time till the end of his life Mazarin reigned with absolute power

;

for he maintained the same influence over the yodfeg King as ho

. had previously exerted over Louis's mother. His avarice and

despotism grew m>rse than before. The management of tho

finances was intrusted to tho most unworthy* persons, among

whom Fouquet astonished Europe by his magnificence. Mazarin

made the interests of France subordinate to his own avaricious

views, and his plans for the advancement of his family. Fortune
•

1 After the death of Mazarin, however, Be Retz terminate in 1655. Thty have

de Retz obtained the archbishopric of been completed by Ohampolliou-Figeac.

Paris. His uncle, the old Archbishop (bee CoU. Michaud, ser. iii. t. 1.) ^
Gondi, died in 1654. The Mtmoires of

. III. U
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seemed to favour all his enterprises. His nieces, the Mancini,

celebrated for their beauty and vivacity, were all married into

princely houses; and Louis XIV. himself was with difficulty dis-

suaded from giving his hand to one of the six.

The Fronde is the last occasion on which we find the French

nobles arrayed in open war against the Crotfp. Henceforth they

became the mere satellites of the Court, whose power waa sup-

ported, and whose splendour was increased, by their presence.

How ‘different from the great revolution which took place about

the same time^n England ! The English reader hardly needs to

be reminded that King Charles I., after a solemn trial, was

publicly executed on the scaffold, January 20th, 1649 ; that the

House of Peers, as well as the monarchy, was abolished, and the

government of the kingdom conducted by the Commons
;
that

Cromwell gradually assumed the supreme power, both military

and civil, and after reducing the Royalists by his victories in

Ireland, Scotland, and England, and reviving by his vigorous

foreign policy the lustre of the English name, he finally, in De-

cember, 1653, caused himself to be named “ Lord Protector.”

Meanwhile the Spanish war had been going on, with disastrous

consequences to the French. The Spaniards had good leaders in

the Archduke Leopold William and Don John of Austria, to whom
was now added the great Conde. They also received material

assistance from the Emperor Ferdinand III. In spite of the

Peace of Westphalia, Ferdinand sent thousands of men into

Flanders under the flag of Charles IV., Duke of Lorraine, who,

since his quarrels with France, had become a sort of partisan

chief. Bon John, whose exploit in saving Naples from the French

we have already related/ and who subsequently recovered from*

them the Tuscan ports, had, in 1651, laid siege to Barcelona;

which city, after a blockade of thirteen months, both by sea and
land, at length surrendered (October 12th, 1652). Girona, Pala-

mos, Balaguer, and other places next fell ; and all Catalonia was
ultimately reunited to the Spanish Crown, from which it had
been separated 'during a period of thirteen jrears. In the same
year the Spaniards wrested back from the French Gravelines and
Dunkirk. Their conquest of Dunkirk had been facilitated by the

conduct of the English Government. The Parliament which then

ruled in England had offered D’Estrades, the French commandant
of Dunkirk, a latge sum to put that place in their hands.

D'Estrades honourably refused to accept the bribe, but referred

* 1 Above, p. 269.
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the English agent to his own Court. Mazarin was inclined to

cede Dunkirk to the English on condition of receiving 15,000

men and fifty vessels to act against the French rebels and the

Spaniards
;
but Anne of Austria would not consent. In conse-

quence of this refusal, the English fleet under Blaka defeated a

French fleet which was proceeding to the relief of Dunkirk

{September 14th, 1652); and four days after. D’Estrades was

compelled to surrender to the Spaniards. Yet so fearful *were

the French Government of bringing upon them another enemy,

that even this gross outrage failed to produce a #ar with Eng-

land.

It would be tedious to detail all the campaigns between the

French and Spaniards, in which nothing decisive was achieved

till, in the year 1657, Cromwell threw the weight of England into

the scale. The most prominent figures *)n the scene during this

struggle were Cond6 and Turenne, who, like two Homeric heroes,

seemed to hold in their hands the fortune of war. Their skill fois

conspicuously displayed in 1(354, when Turenne compelled the

Spaniards to raise the siege of Arras ; but was prevented by the

manoeuvres of Conde from pursuing his advantage. It was in

this school that the youthful Louis XIY. served his apprentice-

ship in arms. The campaign of 1655 was almost wholly unim-

portant ; but the reverses of the French in the following year, as

well as the failure of some negotiations with Spain, which would

not consent to abandon Conde, induced Mazarin to enter into, a

close alliance with the Protector Cromwell.

France had not been so forward as Spain in recognizing the

new order of things in England. The Frenph Court, connected

with Charles I. by his marriage with Henrietta, had viewed the

rebellion with displeasure ; and had exhibited this feeling by

prohibiting the importation of certain articles of English manu-

facture. The English Parliament had naturally resented this

conduct, and the establishment of the Republic had not been
announced to France, as to other countries. Subsequently, in

1650, Mazarin had even listened to the proposals of the Dutch
Stadholder, William II., to co-operate with him for the restora-

tion of the Stuarts. The Spanish Cabinet, on the other hand,

being desirous of the English alliance, had, immediately after the

execution of Charles, acknowledged the Republic ;
and when

Cromwell seized the supreme power, he was not only congratu-

lated by the Spanish ambassador, but eyen informed that if* he

should assume the crown, the King of SjJbin would venture his
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own to defend him in it.
1 At a later period, however, Mazarin,.

seeing the necessity for the English alliance, became a rival

suitor for Cromwell's friendship. But the Protector, though well

aware of the advantages of his position, was for some tiiqe pre-

vented by war with the Dutch from declaring for either nation.

Instead of that sympathy and support which the English Re-

publicans might naturally have expected from the Dutch •Com-

monwealth, which English blood and treasure had contributed to

establish, the States-Gencral had interposed to save the life of'

Charles I. ; had acknowledged his son as lawful King of England,

condoled with him on the “ murder," as they styled it, of his*

royal father, arid given him an asylum in tlieir dominions.2 This

conduct was influenced by the youthful Stadholder, William II.,

who, having married Mary, the eldest daughter of Charles I., was

naturally in favour of the Stuarts; and he had at various times

supplied Queen Henrietta with arms, ammunition, and soldiers in

aid of hor husband's cause. In this policy William was supported

by the Dutch clergy and the populace ; which, incited by its

ministers, was so furious against the English Parliament, or
“ rebels," that Strickland, the Parliamentary envoy, durst not

loave his lodgings ; and on May 2nd, 1649, Dr. Dorislaus, hie

colleague, was murdered. The higher classes of the Dutch alone,

and especially in the province of Holland, where the principles of

an aristocratic republic prevailed, as well as with a view to com-

mercial interests, were for the English Parliament, and advocated

at least a strict neutrality. These principles had even threatened

to bring the province of Holland into a dangerous collision with

the Strfdholder. After the peace with Spain, the question had

arisen as to the reduction of the grrny, and what regiments were

to bo dismissed
;
and on these points the States of Holland were

at complete variance with the Stadholder. They had shown a

disposition to assert the right of self-government on these and

other subjects, so that it even became a question whether the

supreme power was to be vested in the States-General, or whether

each province was to form an independent State. William

attempted to decide this question by force, and,,despatched some
of his troops against Amsterdam, while the citizens prepared to-

defend themselves by cutting the dykes ; when the ytfung prince

was fortunately saved from this foolish enterprise by the advice

of his relative. Van Beverweert, and the mediation of the States*

General. William's negotiations, before mentioned, with the>

1 Thurloe, Skate Papers, vol. i. p. 759. 8 Harris, Life of Cromwell, p. 249.
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French Court for the restoration of the Stuarts,
1 which he had

entered into without consulting the States, were cut short by
death. • He was carried off by the small-pox, November 6th, 1650,

in the«twenty-fifth year of his age. A week after his death his

wife gave birth to a son, William Henry, the future King of

England.

Th*e death of William was followed by a change in the consti-

tution of the United Netherlands. In a great assembly of the

States, held at the Hague in January, 1651, Holland had suc-

ceeded in establishing the principle that, though tliVunion should

be maintained, there should be no Stadholder of the United

Netherlands; that each province should conduct its own affairs;

and that the army should be under the direction of the States-

General. In ‘conformity with this decision, the office of Stad-

holdor remained vacant till 1672. These events, however, not

having produced any sensible alteration fn the general conduct of

the Dutch towards England, the Parliament, with a view to change

this disposition, sent St. John, Lord Chief Justice, and Mr. Walter

Strickland as ambassadors extraordinary to the Hague ; and, to

prevent a repetition of the former violence, forty gentleman were

appointed to accompany them. The ambassadors were instructed

to propose a complete union and coalition between the two re-

publics, and to insist that no enemy of the English Commonwealth
should bo sheltered in the Dutch provinces. But they could not

succeed in bringing the States into their views, and were even

again publicly insulted in the streets.* It must not bo concealed

that a good deal of commercial jealousy lay at the bottom of all

these proceedings. The Dutch were new at the height of their

commercial ^prosperity, and besides their large colonial trade,

which often clashed with that of England, they almost monopolized

the carrying trade of Europe. Sir Henry Yane, who was the

chief director of all the transactions with the Dutch, doclared it to

be his fixed opinion that the commercial interests of Holland and

England were irreconcilable, and that, in order to a permanent

peace, the two republics must either form a coalition or else that

the English must subjugate the Dutch Republic and reduce it to

the condition of a province.
3 Soon after the return of the English

ambassadors from their fruitless errand, the House of Commons

passed the celebrated Navigation Act, by which it was ordained

* 1 On this subject see D’Estrades, * Stubbe, Further Justification qf the

Lettres it Negotiations, War with the United Netherlands, p. 1 IS,

* Tbnrloe, State Papers, vol. i. p. 182 ;
sqq. 4to! London, 1673.

Xtttilow, vol. i. p. 344.
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that goods from Asia, Africa, and America should be imported
only in English bottoms, as also goods from any part of Europe,
unless they were the produce or manufacture of the country t

a

which the vessels belonged. The States-General sent ambassadors
to London tp endeavour to mitigate this law ; but the Parliament,

on its side, met their demands with others concerning the massacre
that had been committed at Amboyna, 1

the fisheries, the right of

the flag, &c.

It was during these negotiations that an apparently accidental

collision between the English and Dutch fleets produced a war
between the countries. The renowned Dutch admiral Tromp,
being compelled, as he alleged, by stress of weather to take

refuge at Dover with a fleet of more than forty sail, there met
with Admiral Blake, who commanded a far inferior force; a
battle, by whomsoever provoked, ensued, and was fought with
obstinacy till night parted the combatants, when the Dutch
retired, with some loss, to their own coast (May 19th, 1652).

At the news of this affair the Parliament ordered all Dutch ships

to bo seized, and made preparations for a vigorous war. The
Dutch*sent the Pensionary Pauw to London to attempt a recon-

ciliation ; but the Parliament would listen to no explanations,,

demanded reparation, and, on its being refused, declared war
(July).

2 We shall not detail the naval war which followed.

Suffice it to say that in 1652 and the following year several

sanguiriary battles were fought, in which Blake, Ayscue, Monk,
and Penn distinguished themselves on the side of the English,

and Tromp, De Ruyter, and De Witt on that of the Dutch.
3

Victory sometimes favoured one side, sometimes the other; but,

on the whole, the Dutch suffered most, and especially in their

commerce. They are said to have lost more during these two-

years than in the whole eighty years of their struggle with Spain.

At length they were so crippled by the great action fought in
July, 1653, in which the gallant Tromp lost his life, that they were
glad 4o accept of a peace on the terns dictated by England.

Cromwell's foreign policy was as vigorous as his domestic.
It was his hope, he used to say, to make the name ofEnglishman

1 The Dutch had, in 1623, massacred September 28thj Tromp’s victory ovfr
the English settlers in Amboyna. Blake in the Downs, November 28th,

* Dumont, t. vi. pt. ii. p. 28, 31
j

also, after which the J^utch admiral fixed a
Ordinance of the States- General, ib. p. 35. broom to his mainmast. In 1653 Blake

* Thp principal actions were, in 1652, and Monk defeated Tromp and De Buyter
between Sir G. Ayscue and De Buyter, off Portland, February 18th; the English'

1

off Plymouth. August 16th (undecided); also gained several smaller victories this-

Bourne and Penn’s victory over De Witt year, besides the decisive one mentioned
and De Buyter, off the Kentish coast, in the text.
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as much respected as ever that of Roman had been. He sought

to obtain a footing on the Continent, both as a means of extending

English trade and of supporting the Protestant interest id Europe.

Hence when Beverningk came as ambassador from the States to

treat for peace, the Protector, as the Parliament had.done before,

insisted on a union of the two republics ; but this the Dutch

immediately rejected as impracticable, nor would they listen to

another proposition that there should be three Englishmen either

in the Dutch Council of State or in the States-General, and three

Dutchmen in the English Council.
1 The English demands were

also in other respects so high, that the Dutch prepared to

strengthen themselves with alliances in order fo continue tho

war ; and especially they entered into a treaty with Denmark,

whose royal family was connected with the Stuarts, and that

Power engaged to shut the Sound against tho English. DeWitt,
Grand Pensionary of Holland and President of the States-General,

now almost directed the counsels of tho Unitod Netherlands. At
the time of his election, in 1656, he was only twenty-five years of

age; but he had already displayed all the best qualities of a

statesman, besides a love of literature and a philosophical talent

which had been developed by the teaching of Descartes. Although

public feeling in the Netherlands was very much inflamed against

England, De Witt was so convinced of the necessity for a peace,

that he did not hesitate to stem the popular current, and, as

Cromwell also lowered his demands, and abandoned the idea of

a coalition, a treaty was at length concluded, April 15th, 1654.

A chief point of contention was the sovereignty of the seas.
2 The

Dutch yielded the honour of the flag, and agreed to salute English

men-of-war by striking the flag and lowering the topsail ; but tho

Protector, on his side, abated some of his former pretensions, as,

for instance, that whole fleets should render these honours to a

single man-of-war, and that the Dutch should not send more than

a certain number of ships of war into the British seas without the

express permission of England. The Dutch agreed not Jp help

the Stuarts, and to make atonement and compensation for the

massacre at Amboyna and the injury done to English trade in*

the East Indies and other places. The province of Holland alone,

in a separate article, engaged that no prince of tho House of

Orange* should ever be invested with the dignity of Sfcadholder,

1 Van Beverningk ap. Van Kampen, were founded on Selden’s Mare Clautum,

(frxch. der Nicderlande, B. ii. S. 151. Harris*, Life of Cromwell, p. 2C4.

9 The English demands on this head
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or even be appointed Captain-General.1 The Eingjp^penmark
was included in the treaty, the States*General eng&jfmg sto make
good any losses the English merchants had sustained by the

seizure of their ships at Copenhagen.
f *

After the conclusion of this peace Cromwell was at liberty to

take a part in the great debate between France and Spain, both

of which Powers were soliciting his friendship. The Prot&ctor

himself, as well as most of his Council, preferred a war with

Spain. An attack upon the Spanish trade and colonies afforded

a tempting prospect, whilst a war with France offered no such

advantages. Cromwell's religious views had also great influence

in determining him against Spain, which, with Austria, was the

chief supporter in Europe of that Popery which the Puritans so

much abhorred. The same feeling had imbued the Protector

with a great fondness and admiration of Sweden, distinguished

among the northern nations as the champion of Protestantism,

and therefore made him averse to a war with Franco, the close

ally of Sweden. Thus during this period the foreign policy of

the two maritime republics took an exactly opposite direction.

After the Peaco of Westphalia, it was no longer Spain, but

France, as an ambitious and powerful neighbour, that became

the object of apprehension in the United Netherlands ; whilst in

the great northern war entered into by Sweden about this time

against Poland, Denmark and their allies, the Dutch, in the

interests of •their Baltic commerce, opposed the Swedes and

supported the Danes.

In the course of 1654 Cromwell made some advantageous

commercial treaties with Sweden, Portugal, and Denmark

;

Portugal especially, granted the English an exclusive right of

commerce with herself and her colonies.
2 The negotiations were

continued with the Spanish Cabinet, which made the Protector

the most dazzling offers. Besides the personal bait of assisting

him to the Crown of England, Spain offered to aid him in taking

Calais^rovided he would help Conde in a descent upon Guyenne.
But, while Cromwell pretended to listen to these offers, his

resolution had been already taken. His demands upon Spain

were such as it was impossible for that Power to granfc-~>-free

trade with the Spanish Indies, and complete exemption for

British subjects from the jurisdiction of the Inquisition? The
•

1 Dumont, t. vi. pt. ii. p. 74. Spain, Bee Thurloe, toI. i, p. 70S* mid
8 Ibid, p, 80 sqq.

#

p. 759 sqq.
9 For the negotiations with France and
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Spanish ambassador said that “ to ask a liberty from the In-

quisition and' 'free sailing to the West Indies was to ask his

master^ two eyea/* In the winter of 1654-5 two fleets left the

shores of England, whose destination was nnknown. One,

commanded by Penn, with a body of troops undgr Venables,

sailed to the West Indies, with the design of seizing the Spanish

colorfy of Hispaniola. It failed in that enterprise ; and, though it

took Jamaica, both commanders were on their return incarcerated

in the Tower. The other fleet, under Blake, which entered the

Mediterranean, had a soft of roving commission. It employed

itself in taking some French ships, in exacting reparation from

the Grand Duke of Tuscany for some alleged fornier losses, while

the Pope trembled at its neighbourhood ; it then sailed to tho

coast of Africa, to chastize tho Devs of Algiers and Tunis for

their piracies. But its principal object was the seizure of the

Spanish American galleons. Tho Spaniards, on receiving tho

news of the unwarrantable attack upon their West Indian pos-

sessions, immediately declared war against England, and Blake

received fresh instructions to lie in wait for their American fleet.

For want of water he was compelled to abandon tho enterprise to

one of his captains, who succeeded in capturing two galloons and

destroying others ; and Blake himself soon after met his death in

another and more honourable enterprise against the Spaniards in

the Canaries.

Although Cromwell had broken with Spain, lie had not yet

made any alliance with France. The two countries were for some

time kept apart by a religious question. Early in 1055 tho Duke
of Savoy had commenced a bloody persecution against tho Vaudois

who d^elt in tho High Alps q£ Piedmont. The numbers of these

poor people had increased so much that there was no longer room

for them in the three upper valleys, in which alone their religious

liberties were guaranteed, and they had consequently descended

lower down the mountains. In the middle of winter appeared an

edict ordering them, under pain of death, to quit their newfbodes

in three days, unless they could make it appear that they were

become Roman Catholics. Exasperated at this 'cruel proceeding,

their brethren in the High Alps flew to arms, and solicited the

assistance*of the Vaudois of Dauphin^ and of the Protestants of

Geneva tod Switzerland
; but before help could arrive, they were

attacked, and many of them massacred, by the Piedmontese troops,

in conjunction with some French troops of the army of Lombardy.

How the news of this act was received by the Protestants of
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Europe may be imagined ; the feeling excited in England is shown
by Milton's sonnet on the subject.

1 Cromwell immediately ordered

a general fast, and set on foot a subscription for the sufferers,

which produced nearly 40,000/. He also desired Mazarin to put

an end to the persecution. He told the Cardinal that he well

knew that the Duke of Savoy was in the power of the French

Court, and that if they did not restrain that sovereign, he‘must

presently break with them. Mazarin, though he promised to

use his good offices, at first demurred to this demand as un-

reasonable ; but dreading the vigorous gfceps which Cromwell was

preparing to take, and being apprehensive of the effect of his

applications to * the Kings of Sweden and Denmark, the States-

General, and the Swiss Protestant cantons, the Cardinal obtained

from the Duke of Savoy an amnesty for the insurgents, and an

indemnity for the familieg which had been expelled.

Soon after the settlement of this affair, a treaty of peace and

commerce was concluded between England and France (Novem-
ber 3rd) ? The most important provision of it, with regard to

political matters, was that the Stuarts and their adherents were

not to be harboured in France. Although England was now at

war with Spain, no military alliance was concluded between

England and France. Mazarin was not yet prepared to pay

Cromwell's price for it—the surrender of Dunkirk, when captured,

to England. Hence probably an attempt of the Cardinal's to

negotiate with Spain in 1650 ;
on the failure of which he again

resorted to Cromwell, prepared to submit to his conditions. On
the 23rd of March, 1657, a treaty was accordingly signed at Paris,

by which it was agreed that 6,000 English foot, half to be paid by
Franco and half by England, shojild join the French agmy in

Flanders. Gravelines, Mardyck, and Dunkirk were to be attacked

with the aid of an English fleet ; Dunkirk, when taken, was to bo

delivered to the English
;
and the other two fcrfrns, if captured

previously, were to be placed in the hands of England, as security

till the cpndition respecting Dunkirk should be fulfilled.
3

The help of the English troops under General Reynolds, and
of the English fleet, turned the war in Flandens to the advan-

tage of the French. In the campaign of 1657, Montmedy, St.

1 Sonnet xviii. Milton also wrote, as in Dumont, i. vi. pt. ii. p. 114.
*

Latin secretary, several State letters on 3 Dumont, t. vi. pE. ii. p. 121. It is a
the occasion. See also Sir Samuel Mor- singular feature of this treaty that mutual
land’s Hist, of the Evangelical Churches guarantees aro given against piracy. The
of the Valley* of Piedmont

;

and Article* police of the seas was uot even yet pro-

acdordte par Charles Emmanuel• h sc* perly established.

sujets habitants dee valUes de Piedmont,
3 Dumont, & vi. pt. ii« p. 224.
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Venant, and Mardyck were taken; when Mardyck, in the capture

of which an English fleet had assisted, was, according to treaty,

put into the hands of the English. Early in the following spring

Cromwell compelled Mazarin reluctantly to fulfil his engagements

by ordering the siege of Dunkirk. It was a common opinion that

Mazarin would have directed the allied forces against Cambray,

in older to make himself bishop and prince of that city, and the

attention of the Spaniards had been chiefly turned towards the

defence of that place. Don John of Austria was now Governor

of the Spanish Netherlands. In 1656, the Emperor Ferdinand,

with the view of pleasing the cabinet of Madrid, and in the hope

of marrying his son to the heiress of the Spanish Crown, had made

room for Don John by recalling the Archduke Leopold William

from Flanders, and at the same time Fuensaldana, Leopold's

lieutenant, was replaced by Caracena. A jealousy between Cond6

and Leopold had prevented them from -acting cordially together

;

but the haughty and impracticable Bourbon did not co-operate

much better with the new governor. The Spaniards were

astonished to find that Dunkirk, instead of Cambray, was the

point of attack. Turenne, after a long and difficult march, had

invested that place (May 25th, 1658). Don John, aware, too late,

of his mistake, flew to its relief in such haste that he left his

baggage and artillery a day's march in the rear, and encamped in

presence of the enemy without the means of fortifying his position.

In vain had Conde remonstrated ; his sure and experienced eye

foresaw the inevitable result. Next day, when Turenne marched

out from his lines to engage the Spaniards, Conde inquired of the

Duke of Gloucester, the younger brother o( Charles II., who was

by hi|side* “ Have you ever geen a battle ?
" “ Not yet." t€ Then

in half an hour you will see us lose one."
1 His prediction was

speedily verified. The artillery of Turenne, aided by that of some

English frigates on the coast, to which the Spaniards had not the

means of replying, had already thrown them into disorder before

the engagement became general. The charge of three or four

thousand of Cromwell's veterans, composing the left wiug under

Lockhart, deaided the fortune of* the da^. The Spaniards

Attempted to rally, but were dispersed by the French cavalry. On
the righf the French infantry were equally successful, in spite of

all the efforts of Conde. The rout was complete: 1,000 Spaniards

and Germans were killed or wounded, 3,000 or 4,000 more were

made prisoners, including many general officers ;
Conde himself

1 M&n. du due d’York.
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escaped with difficulty. This battle, fought on the 14th of June,

1668, called the " Battle of the Dunes,” from its being fought on

the (Junes or sand hills which line the coast in that neighbourhood,

decided the fate of Dunkirk. That place capitulated on the 23rd,

and on the 2§th, Louis XIV. in person surrendered it to Lock-

hart. Lord Fauconberg, Cromwell's son-in-law, who was sent to

compliment Louis, was received with princely honours ; and in

return, the Duke of Crequi and Mazarin's nephew, Mancini, were

despatched to the Protector with the present of a magnificent

sword, and an apology from the CardinaVfor not coming in person

to pay his respects to so great a man ! The remainder of the cam-

paign of 1658 was equally fortunate for Turenne. In a short time

he tookBergues, Fumes, Gravolines, and other places, and over-

ran all Flanders to within a few leagues of Brussels. These reverses,

coupled with others in Italy and in the war with the Portuguese,

induced the Spanish Cabinet to think of a pacification ; especially

as Spain had now become in a manner isolated through the death

of the Emperor Ferdinand III. and the policy of France with

regard to the Rhenish League. But to explain this, we must cast

a retrospective glance on the affairs of the Empire.

The state of Germany after the Peace of Westphalia was

eminently favourable to French interests. Sweden, the close

ally of France, held large possessions in the Empire, which gave

her a voice in the Imperial diet. The German princes had become

even more independent of the Emperor, and several ofthem looked

up to France for support and protection. In 1651, two leagues

had been formed in Germany, with the professed object ofcarrying

out the Peace of Westphalia. The first of these leagues was

occasioned by the disorders committed by the troops of the^Duke

of Lorraine; through whom, as we have seen, the Emperor assisted

Spain in her struggle with France. To avert this scourge, the

German princes most exposed to it, namely, the Electors of Mentz,

Treves, and Cologne, the Count Palatine of the Rhine, and the

Bishop of Munster, formed a League at Frankfort (March, 1651),

which they subsequently induced the Circles of Suabia, Franconia,

and Lower Saxony to join. This union, from the religion of those

who formed it, was called the Catholic League. About the same
time, in North Germany, the Queen of Sweden, as Duchess of

Bremen, the Dukes of Brunswick and Luneburg, and the Land-

gravine-of Hesse also entered into a treaty, called the Protestant

League, on the pretext of maintaining their territories and uphold-

ing the Peace of Westphalia. These leagues afforded Mazarin
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an opportunity to meddle in tie affairs of Germany. He demanded
that France should be admitted into them as guarantor of the

treaties of Westphalia, and he subsequently made them the basis

of the Rhenish League} in which French influence was predominant.

These leagues were naturally regarded with suspicion and dislike

by the Emperor; who, alarmed by the prospect of furt&er ooali tions,

caused the provisions of the treaties of Munster and Osnabruek

to be confirmed by the Diet of Ratisbon in 1654. 1 This was called

the Complement of the Peace of Westphalia, and served as the

groundwork of the capitulation subsequently extorted from Ferdi-

nand's son and successor, Leopold. Treaties in 1656 with the

Elector of Brandenburg and the Elector Palatine served further

to strengthen French influence in Germany. The Palatine had,

in fact, s6ld himself for three years to France, in consideration

of an annual pension.

Such being the state of things at\tho time of the somewhat

sudden death of the Emperor Ferdinand III.
2
(April 2nd, 1057),

Mazarin formed the plan of wresting the imperial crown from

the House of Austria, and even of obtaining it for Louis XIV.
The opportunity was rendered more promising by the circum-

stances of the Imperial House. Ferdinand's eldest son, whom ho

had procured to be elected King of the Romans, with the title of

Ferdinand IV., had died in 1654 ; and the Emperor had notVinco

succeeded in procuring that dignity, a necessary passport to the

imperial crown, for his second son, Leopold Ignatius, who was

now only seventeen years of age, and consequently still a minor.

Tho situation was further embarrassed by the circumstance that

the Emperor, only two days before his death, had signed an allianco

with John^Casimir, King of Poland, anjJ "had pledged himself to

assist that Sovereign in the war then going on between him and

Charles X., King of Sweden ;
a policy which was adopted by tho

Archduke Leopold William, the uncle and guardian of the youth-

ful heir of the Houso of Austria.

When the news of Ferdinand III.'s death reached Paris,

Mazarin despatched the Marquis de Lionnc and Marshal Gramont

into Germany
#
to canvass for the imperial crown, under tho

ostensible pretext of demanding reparation for some violations of

the Pqjadfe of Westphalia. Lionne was a dexterous and practised

diplomatist; l*it*the real weight of the embassy rested with

1 This is the lost Diet presided over by * Caused by a shock* when* ill, at the

an Emperor in person, and its recess the danger of an infant son. from the effects

last ever drawn up.—Menzel, Ncuere of a tire, llormayr, Oi&tr. Plutarch
,
ap.

(raeh, der Deutsehcn, B. iv. S. 303. Menzel, Ibid. S. bOj.
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Gramont, a man of wit and of the world, who, with manners at

once agreeable and dignified, united all the qualities of a jovial

companion. His task it was to gain by his social qualities the

goodwill of the German Electors and Princes in those intermi-

nable banquets and drinking bouts which sometimes -lasted from

midday almost to midnight. 1
It is probable that Mazarin never

seriously thought that he should be able to obtain the imperial

crown for Louis. His real design seems to have been to transfer

it to the Elector of Bavaria, or, at all events, to wrest it in any

other mannor from the House of Austria*; and the canvassing for

Louis would serve at least to create division and to gain time.

The French ambassadors, on their way through Heidelberg,

renewed the alliance with the Elector Palatine, who, for a further

sum of 140,000 crowns, and a yearly payment of 40,000 more for

three years, placed himself entirely at their disposal. France

might also reckon on the three spiritual Electors; among whom
the Elector of Mentz alone was actuated by honest, and what he

deemed patriotic, motives, Thus, half the Electoral College hod

been gained, but not the most influential half. Of the other four

Electors, John George II. of Saxony was for the House ofAustria,

out of love for precedent and custom, and also, it is said, from the

hope, which everybody but himself saw to be chimerical, of mar-

rying his daughter to the youthful Leopold. Frederick William

of Brandenburg was also in favour of Leopold. Political motives

connected with the invasion of Poland by Charles X. of Sweden,

and his own views on the duchy of Prussia had now induced the

far-seeing Elector of Brandenburg to renounce the Swedish

alliance, and consequently that of France, for a league with the

House of Austria and the Poles, as will be explained*in the fol-

lowing chapter. Leopold himself, as hereditary King ofBohemia,

the crown of which country, as well as that of Hungary, he had

received during his fathers lifetime, possessed the Bohemian
Electorate; but being a minor, his vote was not yet valid. The
eighth and last Elector, Ferdinand Maria of Bavaria, was hesi-

tating and undecided.

It was not without great opposition that the French ambas-

sadors were admitted into the Electoral Diet, and they soon per-

1 Gramont, in his Mimoina, thus de- saute's
;
la table fut etayle, tous les 61ec-

seribes a dinner at Count Furstenbergs : teurs danserent * dessus
;

le marechal
“ Le diner dura depute midi jusqu’h neuf (Gramont) qui dtoit boiteux, y menoit
heures de‘ soir, au bruit de* trorapettes et le branle

;
tous les convives s’^nivrbrent.’*

des timbales, qu’on eut toqjours dans les - Petitot, t. lvi. p. 463. (iinde s£r.)

oreilles : on y but bum 2,000 ou 3.000
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ceived* that Louis’s chance was hopeless. The Elector of Mentz,

however, was as desirous as the French Court itself to break the

Austrian succession. At his suggestion, Gramont proceeded to

Munich, urged the young Elector to become a candidate for the

imperial crown, and offered him a yearly pension of a million

crowns from France in support of that dignity.* Ferdinand

Maria was timid, quiet, and devout
;
and though urged by his

•consort, a princess of the ever-aspiring House of Savoy, to seize

the glittering prize, he listened in preference to his confessor

and to his mother, an Austrian archduchess, who dissuaded him

from the attempt. The Elector of Mentz now made another

effort to separate the empire from the Austrian* monarchy, by

proposing that Leopold’s uncle, the Archduke Leopold William,

the former governor of the Spanish Netherlands, should assume

the imperial crown
;
but this also was declined, and Leopold re-

quested that the votes destined for himself should be transferred

to his nephew.

As it was now plain that the Empire must fall into the hands of

Ferdinand’s son, the French Court directed all its endeavours to

cripple his power, by imposing on him a rigorous capitulation

through the German Princes, who were indeed themselves de-

sirous to restrain the imperial authority. At his election he

engaged, among many other articles which regarded GermSny,

not to furnish the enemies of France with arras, money, troops,

provisions, or other commodities ; not to afford lodgings, winter

quarters, or passage to any troops intended to act against any

Power comprised in the treaties of Osnabriick and Munster; nor

to interfere in any way in the* war then going on in Italy and the

Circle of Burgundy. 1 Leopold I. received the Roman Crown
July 3ist, 1658, after an interregnum of about sixteen months.

He had now completed his eighteenth year, and was therefore,

according to the Golden Bull, no longer a minor. As a younger

son, he had been destined for the Church, and his education had

been intrusted to the Jesuits ; so that when his destination was

changed by the death of his brother, there was not perhaps a

more learned sovereign in Europe. He had displayed from his

youth a remarkable piety, and his only amusements, as a boy, were

to build, attars, keep church, and dress out images of saints. He
appears to have*been a well-meaning prince, but of narrow mind

And little spirit, the Blave of forms and ceremonies, which he *

1 The capitulation is in Dumont, t. ri. pt. ii. p. 226 sq.
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willingly adopted to avoid contact with the outer World, end he
was glad to let his Lord Chamberlain rule in hie stead. .

The Imperial Capitulation would have been of little serrice ^o
France without some 'material guarantees for its observance; and
these Mazarin provided by converting the two German League*

already mentioned into one, styled the Rhenish League. Within

a month of Leopold's coronation, this union, purporting to .be for

the maintenance of the Peace of Westphalia, was signed by the

three Spiritual Electors, the Bishop of Munster, the Count Pala-

tine of Neuburg, the Dukes of Brunswick, the Landgrave of Hesse

Cassel, and the King of Sweden on the one part, and by the King
of France on the other. The Confederates pledged themselves,

without regard to difference of religion, to stand truly by one

another, and to unite in case of an attack
;
and with this view to

keep continually on foot an army of 2,300 horse and 4,900 foot.

Louis XIV. on his side engaged to hold in readiness 800 horse

and 1,^00 foot, and five guns, whenever they should be required.

These forces were styled “ the Army of his Most Christian Majesty

and of the allied Electors and Princes." 1 A Directory of the

League was established at Frankfort, under the presidency of the

Elector of Mentz, to watch over the common interests. The
Rhenish League was the culminating point of French policy with

regard to Germany. Its immediate object was to prevent the

Emperor from interfering in tho war in Flanders and Italy
; and

hence the French ambassadors regarded it as a complete compen-

sation for their failure with regard to the imperial.crown—indeed,
as a triumph. The accession to it of so many Catholic prelates

and princes, much to the vexation' of Pope Alexander VII. and
the Court of Rome, showed that the old spirit of intolerance was
dying out, and that the traces of the religious war of Germany
were obliterated, never more to be revived. The League was
renewed for three years in August, 1660, and flourished long, but

at the expense of France, which not only paid the princes be-

longing to it, but also their ministers and mistresses. Leopold
returned no answer to the ambassadors of the Confederates sent

to acquaint him with the establishment of the League; yet he
subsequently gave it a sort of tacit recognition, hy demanding
from Louis XIV., as a member of it, 'a contingent of troops to

act against the 'Turks. Louis sent double the number demanded,
and it was indeed the French who, in the Turkish campaign of

1664, carried away the chief honour.

1 Londorp, Ada, Tubl, Tli. viii. p. 417 sq. ap. Menzel, B. iv. S. 309.
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The interregnum in the' Empire, the subsequent capitulation

of tl\e new Emperor, the Rhenish League, the alliance of the

Housb of Austria with John C&simir of Poland, and its consequent

share m the war. against the Swedes, were all circumstances which

precluded the Spaniards from the hope of any further assistance

from Germany ; and this circumstanco, coupled with £he losses and

reverses already mentioned, made them anxious for peaco. On
the other hand, these events were encouraging to France, and
might well have induced her to prolong the war and complete the

conquest of Flanders. «But France herself was exhausted, and
her finances in disorder ; Mazarin, with increasing years, was
become more desirous of peace

;
and Anno of Austria, who wished

not to see her native country too much abased, was incessant in

her entreaties that he should put an end to the war. The Queen-

Mother had also another motive : she wished to marry Louis to

the Spanish Infanta. An obstacle which had stood in the way
of this union during the negotiations of 165G was now removed.

At that time Maria Theresa was solo heiress of the Spanish

crown ; and for this reason a marriage between her and the King
of France was of course distasteful to the Spaniards. But in

1657 Philip IV. had had a son born to him, afterwards Charles

II., and the objection mentioned had consequently in a great

measure disappeared, though the chances of the Spanish suc-

cession were still strong enough to be alluring to the French

Cabinet. Such a succession would bo far moro than equivalent

to any advantages which might bo expected from continuing the

war, especially as it was held that in any event the Spanish

Netherlands would, according to the customs of those countries,

fall to the Infanta, as Philip's child by hi$ .first consort.

Under these circumstances, negotiations were renewed between

the French and Spanish Courts in 1G58. The dilatoriness of

Philip IV. was hastened by a stratagem. Mazarin entered into

negotiations with the Duke of Savoy for a marriage between

Margaret, daughter of that prince, and Louis XIV.; and the

Courts of France and Turin met at Lyon. The fear that this

union would be accomplished, and that France would then carry

on the war to extremities, induced Philip to send an ambassador

to Lyon, to offer the Infanta's hand to the French King. The

Piedmontese princess, whose feelings had thus been trifled with,

was now dismissed with a promise of marriage in case the nego-

tiations should fail ;

l the preliminaries of a peace were discussed at

1 Mim. de Gramont
,
t. ii. p. 184.

XIII.
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Lyon, and subsequently arranged at Paris, and in May, 1659, a

suspension of arms was concluded. But now another obstacle

arose where it might have been least expected. Louis XIV. had

fallen desperately in love with Mazarines niece, Mary Mancini, a

young lady of no great beauty, but clever, forward, ardent, fond

of poetry and literature. Louis flatly proposed a marriage—

a

severe trial to the Cardinal ! It was no doubt the Queen-Mother

who put an end to this unsuitable amour
;
yet, whatever may have

been Mazarines real feelings, his letters to the young King on

this subject display the soundest sense,* conveyed in the noblest

language. 1 Ho sent off Mary Mancini to La Rochelle,3 and on

the following day he himself left Paris for the frontier, to negotiate

the peace. He and the Spanish minister, Don Louis de Haro,

held their conferences in the Isle of Pheasants in the Bidasoa,

near Hendaye, which was neutral ground ; for Haro would not

yield precedence by going to the Cardinal at St. John de Luz.

Mazarin displayed at these conferences a regal splendour which

quite threw the Spanish minister into the shade. At the first

interview the Cardinal appeared with twenty-seven court carriages,

each drawn by six horses, and filled with French nobles, and

attended by a splendid retinue of pages, guards, and livery

servants.

The question respecting the Prince of Conde formed a difficult

point in the negotiations. Spain, in her treaty with that prince,

had engaged to effect his restoration to all his honours and go-

vernments. After Condos treasons, this was a hard morsel for

the French Court to digest
;
Mazarin, moreover, owed the Prince

a grudge for his personal insults. The Cardinal, however, receded

so far from the preliminaries as to promise that Conde should

have tho Government of Burgundy, and his son the place of Lord

High Chamberlain ; but in return for these concessions he exacted

the towns of Avesnes, Philippeville, and Marienburg in the

Netherlands, and the county of Conflans in the Pyrenees. When
the negotiations had made some progress, Gramont went in state

to Madrid to demand the hand of the Infanta for his royal master.

Louis had a rival in the young Emperor Leopold, who, in spite

<Jf his capitulation, had offered to declare war against Prance in

return for the Infanta's hand. But peace had now become a

necessity for Spain, and the offer of Louis was accepted.

1 See* particularly his letter of August dressed to Louis the well-known words

:

28th, 1659. Lrttres de Mazarin, t. i. “VousfcteB Roi, vous pleurez, et je pars !’*

p. 308 sqq. (ed. Amst. 1745). • —Mem. de Montglat
, p. 351.

9 it was on this occasion that she ad-
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“ The Treaty op the Pyrenees, which restored peace to France

iand Spain, was signed November 7th, 1659. The conditions were

almost^ entirely in favour of France. Spain ceded in the north all

Artois (except St. Omer and Aire) , and several towns in Flanders,

Hainault and Luxembourg/ together with Marienburg^ Philippfc-

ville, and Avesnes between the Sarabre and Meuse
; m the south

she abandoned Rousillon and Conflans, except the places on the

Spanish side of the Pyrenees, and that part of Cerdagne lying on

the French side of the same mountains. On the other hand,

Spain recovered what shephad lost in Italy. Louis engaged not

to assist the Portuguese
;
and this had been a great allurement to

the Spaniards to conclude the treaty, who were in hope to subdue

Portugal after the peace. Spain in a great degree abandoned her

ally, tjie IJuke of Lorraine ; for though Charles IV. was restored

to his dominions, a considerable part of them, namely, Moyenvic,

the Duchy of Bar, and the county of Clermont, was incorporated

with France. 1 The Duke h
#
ad attended the conferences in the

vain hope of procuring better terms. Charles II. of England had

also appeared on the Bidasoa. Cromwell was now dead ; his

son Richard had resigned the Protectorate, and the English

Government was again in the hands of the Parliament. Don Louis

de Haro wished to *draw Mazarin into an alliance for Charles's

restoration
;
but though the Cardinal dreaded thepormanont estab-

lishment of the English Republic, he was not prepared to oppose

it by entering into war.

The Treaty of the Pyrenees was followed by a marriage con-

tract between Louis and the Infanta, fn this instrument, Maria

Theresa made that famous renunciation of all her prospective

rights to tl\p Spanish Crown, which afterwards led to the war of

the Spanish Succession. It is probable that even the Spanish

Court itself was not sincere in thinking that this renunciation

would be observed. The wording of the very clause in which it

was contained was calculated to raise questions likely to produce

a war. The renunciation was made to depend on the payment of

the dowry, and to extend to all inheritances and successions, what-

ever were their $tle, known or unknown.2

The marriage could not be immediately celebrated, as, oh

account fitthe relationship of the parties, it was first necessary to

procure a dispensation from Rome. Philip IV., too, who was then

in bad"health, wished to accompany his daughter to the frontier.

1 Dumont, t. vi. pfc. ii. p. 264. •

3 Garden, t. ii. p. 29; Dumont, t. vi. pt. ii. p. 283.
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Tlie French Court therefore lingered during the winter in Pro-

vence ; for which it had another motive in a wish to display its

authority in those parts, which had been in a state of fermentation

ever since the Fronde. Conde, who had written to the Cardinal

in the most obsequious terms to desire a reconciliation, visited the

Court at Aix, in January, 1060. In the spring the French Court

proceeded slowly through Perpignan to St. Jean de Luz, where

it arrived May 8th ; and three days afterwards Philip IV. came to

St. Sebastian. The French and Spanish ministers, however,,

were delayed more than three weeks in settling some points with

regard to the treaty ; and it was not till June 3rd that Don
Louis de Haro*-, being provided with the procuration of the French

King, espoused the Infanta in his name at Fuenterabia. On the

following day Philip IV. met his sister, Anne of Austria, in the

Isle of Pheasants. They had not seen each other during forty-

five years. On this occasion the Infanta accompanied her father,

and Louis XIV., concealed incognito*among the young lords in hia

mother's suite, obtained the first view of his bride. Next day the

Kings of Spain and Franco met upon the island and sworo to the

observance of the treaties. On Juno 7th the Infanta was delivered

to her husband, and on the 9th the marriage was consummated at

St. Jean de .Luz. The Court then proceeded-by easy journeys to

Paris, which they entered in state August 26th.

The Peace of the Pyrenees was the last important act of Mazarin,

whose life was now drawing to a close. By this treaty he com-

pleted the policy of Richelieu, and put the finishing hand to the

diplomatic triumphs of Miinster and Osnabriick. It has been

objected that this policy wras not ultimately advantageous to

France, and that the Spanish match even became a source of mis-

fortune to her.
1 But to require that Mazarin should have foreseen

these results seems too great a demand on human wisdom ; and

it is sufficient for his fame that he successfully achieved what

at the time appeared to most men a very desirable object of

ambition.
2

It cannot be doubted that the Peace of Westphalia

and that of the Pyrenees secured for some time the supremacy of

France. The credit of both these measures is^due to Mazarin;

5nd some of the chief advantages of the latter were secured by the

personal exercise of his extraordinary diplomatic talents
3

^
That he

made France pay dearly for these triumphs must be allowed. He-

1 Seer Michelet, Richelieu et La Fronde
,

3 See the account of his negotiations at

p. 407. the Isle of Pheasants, in Garden, Hist

*

4 The Parliament of Paris , compli- Uts Traitts de Faur, t. ii.

mented the Cardinal on his services.
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enriched himself unscrupulously at her expense, and amassed so

large a fortune that, in order to avert the envy of it, he made it over

in his last days to the King ; though doubtless in the confident

anticipation of Louis’s generosity and munificence in restoring it.

Yet what could have been expected from a political adventurer

and professod gambler, 1 raised to the absolute control of a groat

kingdom in which he was by birth an alien ? To Louis, at least,

he appears to have discharged his duties with fidelity. Some of

his last days were spent in advising the young King as to his

future course, and rendering him fit to assume the sole control of

his kingdom ; and he recommended to Louis Le Tellior, Colbert,

Pomponne, and other ministors who achieved so much for the

greatness of Prance. The young monarch was already impatient

to soizc th<5 administration. The control of Mazarin was becoming
irksome to him; and the very next day<ifterthe Cardinal’s death

he announced to his CounciL, “ For the future I shall be my own
prime minister.”

Cardinal Mazarin died March 8th, 1(>01 , at the ago of fifty-nine.

Like Richelieu, lie had conducted the affairs of Franco during a

period of eighteen years.

1 Ho is d< ‘sc ribed by Mdme. do Motto- tlie 1 itrln mv\s again at play. j\/t tnoirrs,

Tiile as gambling oven on bis death-hod, p. .

r>(M, •
and weighing pistoles in order to stake
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CHAPTER XXXVI.
\

H AYING thus described the manger in which Franco pur-

sued the advantages which she had obtained at the Peace

of Westphalia, wo will now turn to Sweden, the companion of her

policy, and partaker of the spoils.

We have already recorded the accession of Christina, daughter

of Gustavus Adolphus, to the Swedish throne in December, 1644.
1

Christina, in the first years of her reign, displayed great industry

and application to business, as well as extraordinary ability. She

regularly attended the meetings of her Council, over which she

acquired an astonishing influence
;

she made herself mistress of

the questions to be discussed by perusing the state papers, what-

ever might be their length
;
and she had the faculty of stating the

conclusions at w'hich she arrived with great clearness and dis-

crimination. She was resolved to govern by herself, and to

discharge worthily the high functions to which she was called.

She gave audience to all foreign ambassadors, and she is said to

have taken a large personal share in effecting the Peace of West-

phalia.
2 She also possessed uncommon literary talent. To some

acquaintance with the Latin, Greek, and Hebrew tongues she

added a knowledge of German, French, Italian, and Spanish

;

which she assures us she acquired without the aid of masters.
3

Her patronage of literature attracted to Stockholm a crowd of

learned men, among whom may be named Grotius, Isaac Yossius,

Mcibomius, Gerdesius, and others, including Ren£ Descartes, the

most original thinker of the age, who visited Stockholm in 1649,

and died there in the following year. But unfortunately these

pursuits disqualified Christina for her more serious duties. The
foreigners by whom she was surrounded, by their descriptions of

southern climates and southern art, created in her an aversion for

her wintry realm, and the rustic simplicity of her,subjects
;
whilst

their more philosophical discussions bred in her, if not positive

1 Above, p. 257. 3 Vie de Christine> faite par elle-nt£mc>.
2 ISee a character of Christina in Ranke's p. 53. (In Arckenholtz, Mem. de Chris

-

Pops*, B. 8, § ix. tine
,
t. iii.).
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atheism, at least an indifference for all religion, unless it were that

of the Roman Catholic Church, as most indulgent to sins like hers.

Hence she began gradually to entertain the idea of renouncing the

crown, the duties of which seemed to debar her from scenes and

studies more congenial to her temper. Other motives led her in

the same direction. Besides her literary pursuits, Christina had

als<J a taste for show and splendour. She was fond of masques and
mythological ballets, in which she sometimes took a part herself,

in costumes not remarkable for decorum. Her extravagance was

so great that she was oftdn in want ofmoney for her daily expenses.

She bestowed with a lavish hand the royal domains on her courtiers

and favourites, in order that thoy might appear at her feasts and

revels with princely splendour, and thus deprived the kingdom of

resourceswhich were afterwards employed by the nobles to estab-

lish their own power at the expenso
#
of the crown. The neces-

sities in which she thus became involved strengthened her wish to

quit a land whose climate, customs, and religion wero alike dis-

tasteful to her. Already in Idol she had proposed to abdicate,

but had been diverted from the project by the advice of her coun-

sellors. Three years later her embarrassments became so great

that she determined to throw the burden from her shoulders, and

to transfer the crown to her cousin, Charles Gustavus.

We have already had occasion to mention this prince in the

narrative of the Thirty Y ears' War. 1
lie was son of the Count

Palatine, John Casimir, by Catharine, sister ofGustavus Adolphus;

and was born at the castle of Nykbping, November 8th, 1622. All

Sweden had desired a marriage between their Queen and the

nephew of their great monarch, and in 1647 the Statos had

earnestly pressed Christina tp marry ; *\hen she doclared that if

ever she did so, she would give the preference to her cousin, who
had already proposed for her hand and been refused. In 1640,

when the States renewed their request, Christina signified her

resolution to remain single, but at the same time named her cousin

as her successor on the throne. In the following year she was

crowned with a splendour hitherto unseen in Sweden. But the

nomination of Charles Gustavus did not give general satisfaction.

It was much opposed by the .nobles, and especially by the now
aged Gxenstiern, who could never be brought to give his consent.

Nevertheless fhe States recognized Charles Gustavus, who, how-

ever, was obliged to promise Christina’s privy counsellors that he

would protect and maintain them in all the gifts they had received

1 Above, p. 260.
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from her/iind to come ^under all Aborts of engagements, both
* towards the Queen ajnd the States. In June, 1654; Christina ab-

dicated, stipulating that she should not be considered as a subject,

nor be made responsible for the debts of the crown; and reserving

as the source of her revenues several towns, provinces, and islands.

, Nobody then certainly knew that she had renounced the religion

of her fathers
; but her conversion to the Roman Catholic faith was

suspected, nor was it long before she openly declared it.
1 The

manner of her abdication resembled rather the flight of a criminal

than the departure of a queen. Instead df proceeding to Germany
in tho fleet appointed to convey her with becoming state, she

hastened through Denmark into the Netherlands, as if she were

flying from shame.
2

Charles X., for such was the title of the new monarch, found

Sweden in a terrible state of exhaustion : which had arisen not

only from Christina's exponsive habits, but also from the position

taken by Sweden as a conquering nation, and by efforts in the

Thirty Years' War more than commensurate with its strength.

The difficulty of tho situation was enhanced by the peculiar

constitution of the Assembly of the States, and by the great

difference prevailing among the provinces composing tho kingdom,

which rendered it difficult to levy any general taxes, while it was

almost impossible to make the nobles and clergy contribute their

shares. Christina, by her lavish expenditure, had not only ex-

hausted the ready money and credit of the State, but also, by the

alienation of the crown lands, had sapped the very foundation of

tho public property. Thus Charles found the kingdom in a state

in which he must cither declare a bankruptcy, or else endeavour

to free himself from his burdens by, a war which should maintain

itself; for no small part of his expenses was occasioned by the

maintenance of a numerous army of Swedes and German merce-

naries, which had been kept on foot since the Thirty Years' War.
Nor was ho averse to the latter alternative. Naturally of a war-

like disposition, his service under Torstenson had fitted him to

become an able commander ; he was now in the flower of his age,

and was filled with the ambition of executing the plans of his

uncle, and extending the Swedish dominion over all the countries

contiguous to the Baltic. *
.

1 She was solemnly received into the 1689 . In the interval she twice revisited

Romish Church at Innsbruck, in Noiem- Sweden; in 1660 and 1667 . To describe
her, 1655 . her way of life after her abdication bc-

a Christina, after wandering oxer great lomjs not to a general history, and would
part of the Continent, died ut Rome in reflect but little credit on her character.
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Charles never doubted tfyat
’ be must,, begin a, warv*the* only

point for deliberation was against what country he should first

direct bis arms. Denmark seemed to offer an easy prey . Ruled by
a turbulent and powerful oligarchy, who applied to their own pur-

poses the resources of the State, and opposed even the wisest and

most useful measures of tjie King, that country seemed fast drift-

ing tb ruin. It was, moreover, totally destitute of any permanent

and well-organized military force that could be opposod to the

Swedish veterans, trained in the Thirty Years
, War by the greatest

captains of the age. But an attack upon Denmark was feasible

at any time, and a more important project seemed first to claim

the attention of Charles. Ho contemplated seizing those pro-

vinces on the Baltic, hold by the Elector of Brandenburg and the

King of Poland, which interrupted the communication between

Livonia and Pofnerania, provinces of which he was already in

possession. The Dukes of Courlaud and Prussia, who were vassals

of Poland, were to be compelled to acknowledge the sovereignty

of Sweden
;
the mouths of the Vistula were to bo seized, as well

as Polish Prussia and Dantzic ; and the House of Brandenburg

was to bo offered in Poland a compensation for ceding Eastern

Pomerania, which would connect together all these conquests.

When these plans had been accomplished, the subjugation of

Denmark would complete Charles’s empire in the Baltic, and

render that sea a Swedish lake.
1

While Charles was still in suspense, ho was decided by a step

taken by John Casimir II. of Poland. That monarch, annoyed at

seeing the Swedish Crown, formerly worn by his father, pass into

a foreign house, yet without the power to assert his claim to it by

arms, was foolish enough to afford Charies1 a pretext for war by

protesting against his accession. Under the circumstances of

Poland at that time, nothing could have been more imprudent

than such a step. Since the accession of John Casimir, in 1048,

Poland, which under the
t
rule of his brother and predecessor,

Ladislaus IV., had still enjoyed some reputation, had fallen into

a state of decay and almost of dissolution. It was with difficulty

that John Casimir could defend his frontier against the Cossacks

his subjects, and the Tartars his neighbours ;
while the internal

factions, ^ith which Poland was rent scarcely allowed him to

maintain himselT upon the throne.

The kingdom, or as the Poles themselves called it, the Re-

public of Poland, required, from its peculiar constitution, the

* Puffendorf, Jh Rebus a Carnlo Gust, gestis, t. i. p. 3U sipj.
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greatest vigour and ability in the prince who governed it. The
only class of Poles which enjoyed any political rights was the

nobles, comprising somo 100,000 families. The rest of tl\e popu-

lation was composed either of serfs who were entirely at the dis-

posal of their masters, or the inhabitants of towns, who, though

free, could neither hold public office nor exercise any legislative

power. Hence the nobles alone composed the State; but? these

were themselves divided into four very different classes. The
first class, consisting of a few princely families, who possessed

whole provinces, enjoyed large revenues, and had the privilege of

maintaining troops, were often at deadly feud with one another,

and carried oil their quarrels with the aid of foreign mercenaries

and foreign gold. Under them were the Yoyvodes, Starosts and

Bishops, who administered the higher temporal and spiritual

offices. These two classes alone were properly the rulers of the

State. The third class .consisted of holders of prebends and cas-

tellanies. The nobles of the fourth and last class, by far the

most numerous, were poor, and for the most part depended on

those above them for employment and subsistence. The Diet,

chosen only by the nobles, possessed the whole power of tho

Government
;

it elected the King, made the laws, and even took

a part in the executive administration. For although tho King
wai nominally the head of the State, yet he had so little real

power that the three greatest officers, namely, the Grand Chan-

cellor, who administered the law, the Grand Treasurer, who pre-

sided over the finances, and tho Grand Marshal, who directed the

political affairs of the kingdom, were not responsible to him for

tho discharge of their functions. Notwithstanding, however,

that the Diet possessed such extensive powers, it lay at tho

mercy of any single member who, by virtue of what was called

tho Libirum Veto, might annul its proceedings. The nobles had
also the right of forming Confcderat tons, which raised troops and
decided by arms contested political questions. When the anarchy

thus created became too intolerable to be endured, recourse was
had to a tinwral Conn duration

;

a sort of military dictatorship,

whose leader uslirped all' the functions of government. Enrol-

ment in such a confederation was compulsory on every noble, on
pain of forfeiting his privileges. Poland was also Exposed to

anarchy through the religious parties into whicll it was divided

;

for though most of the nobles were Roman Catholics, a conside-

rable number belonged to the Protestant, and some to the Greek
confession. These were called Dissidents, or dissenters. They
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enjoyed the same political privileges as the other nobles
; of

which, however, the priests and Jesuits were continually seeking

to deprive them ; an object in which, in the following century,

they succeeded.

Bred as a monk and imbued with all the bigotry of the cloister,

John Casimir was wholly unfitted to rule a kingdom like Poland,

He Was himself governed by his Queen, Louisa Maria di Gonzaga;

which circumstance, together with the preference which ho showed

for French manners, caused a large party to regard him as un-

worthy to reign over a Warlike nobility. In tliQ year 1052 the

opposition to his government had been displayed in the strongest

manner. The IAberum Veto was then first used/ and whole pro-

vinces seemed inclined to place themselves under foreign pro-

tection. In the same year, Jerome Radzejowski, Vice-Chancellor

of Poland, and one of the principal leaders of the malcontents,

fled his country and took refuge at the* Court of Sweden : where

he incited Charles, by the promise of his assistance, to deliver tho

Poles from the domination of a pusillanimous king and an impe-

rious woman. Charles might also expect to find a strong party

in the Protestant malcontents, among whom was Prince Itadzivill,

Grand General of Lithuania. All these circumstances seemed to

favour an attack on Poland, and more than all these, the war in

which that country was then engaged with Russia. Tho V'zar

Michael, the founder of the House of Romanoff', 1 had died in

July, 1045, and was succeeded by his son Alexis, then sixteen

years of age. Russia had now recovered from her domestic

troubles, and began to feel her strength. Alexis commenced

those plans for civilizing the Russians, and enabling them to play

a part in tho affairs of Europe, which wpre .afterwards carried out

by his son, Peter the Great ;
he partly organized his army on tho

European model, and introduced foreign artisans to instruct his

people in handicrafts and manufactures. To this ambitious and

enterprising prince, the disputes between the Poles and the Cos-

sacks of the Ukraine seemed to offer a favourable opportunity for

extending his dominions.

These Cossacks,
2 who must be distinguished from those of the

Don, inhabited a country lying on the Dnieper, about forty leagues

broadband situated between tho 50th and 53rd degrees of X.

latitude. Th£ Sclavonic name of Ukraine is identical with the

German Mark and the French Marche, and signifies a boundary

1 See above, p. 155. En^eK, Gesch, dir Ukraine und drr

* For the history of this people see Comeken.
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or frontier; for anciently the Ukraine formed a boundary between

four states : Russia, Poland, Turkey and Little Tartary. From
its being governed by the Grand Dukes of Lithuania, it also ob-

tained the namo of Little Russia , in contradistinction to the

Russia governed by the Muscovite Sovereigns ;
and hence when

Jagcllon, Grand Duke of Lithuania, was elected to the throne of

Poland, in 1386, the Ukraine became united under the same

prince with Poland. In 1560, when Lithuania was incorporated

with Poland, the Palatine and Castellan of Kiev, in the Ukraine,

took their places among the senators of the Republic. A few

years afterwards, Stephen Batliori gavo the Cossacks a more

regular organization. He divided them into regiments of 1,000

men, distributed under Sotnas (banners) or companies, each of

which had a permanent chief. All the regiments were under a

sole commander, called Hetman, whom the King invested in his

command with a flag, a horsetail, a baton, and a mirror. But

Sigismund 111. Augustus, who succeeded Batliori on the Polish

throne, quite alienated the Cossacks by his impolitic measures.

He reduced their military force from 40,000 men to (3,000; for-

bade their marauding expeditions, and made their Hetman sub-

ordinate to the general of the Crown. Sigismund was also im-

prudent enough to shock their religious prejudices; and being

governed by the priests, did all that lay in his power to bring the

Cossacks, who belonged to the Greek communion, into that of

the Pope. These innovations excited a discontent which, broke

out more than once into open rebellion, and produced a series of

wars, which were prolonged with varying success through the

reigns of Sigismund and his successor Ladislaus. At length an

imprudent step on the part of Ladislaus prepared the events

which for ever separated the Ukraine from Poland.

The Diet having refused Ladislaus a corps of foreign troops

for the war which lie meditated against the Turks, that Sovereign

resolved to gain the affoction and assistance of the Cossacks by
restoring to them their ancient privileges. But this he endea-

voured to effect by engaging their leader, Chmelnicki, in a sort

of sham conspiracy against his own kingdom. The Tartars were

to be secretly induced to attack Poland in conjunction with the

Cossacks ; and when the Diet should have provided Ladislaus

with troops and money to repel the invasion, the^ Cossacks were

to make common cause with him, and, after driving out the

enemy, to establish the King’s authority on a solid basis. The
plan was carried out. In 1647 the Cossacks rose ; in May,- 1648,
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with the assistance of the Khan of the Tartars, they defeated a

Polish army ; and Chmelnicki, as had been arranged, addressed a

letter to the Polish King, demanding for the Cossacks a redress of

grievances and the re-establishmont of their ancient constitution.

Unfortunately, however, for the success of this project Ladislaus

had expired before the letter was delivered ; and tlffe Diet which

assembled in July, after some stormy debates, resolved to use force

against the Cossacks ;
but the Polish army disbanded itself on

their approach. John Casirair, therefore, when elected to the Polish

crown, had no alternative but to conclude an armistice with them,

and in the following year, he restored to them most of thoir privi-

leges. This agreement, however, wa\s not observed ; the Cossacks

again rose, but with their allies the Tartars, were defeated by the

Poles, July, 1651 ;
when they were compelled to accept a conven-

tion much hess favourable than the former one. The strength of

their army was reduced to 20,000 men,'and they were obliged to

admit, as collectors and agents of the King, the Jews who had

been formerly banished. Such a state of things was in the highest

degree unpalatable to a warlike people accustomed to treat witli

arms in their hands. Their loader, Chmelnicki, who had three or

four years before sought the aid of the Russians, with whom tho

Cossacks were connected by a common origin, and a conformity

of language and religion, persuaded them, in 1054, to place them-

selves by a formal treaty under the protection of the Czar Alexis ;

J

who eagerly seized the occasion to reunito to his empire provinces

which had been separated from it since tho fourteenth century.

This step involved Alexis in a war with Poland; which ho strove

to justify with foreign Powers by tho most childish complaints of

errors committed by the Poles in the titles given by them to him-

self and his father; tho authors of wliicfi errors, he said, he had in

vain required to be capitally punished.
2 The Czar in person laid

siege to, and captured Smolcnsko, September 10th, 1654, and soon

after Vitepsk and other towns ; another Russian army entered

Lithuania, and took several places, while a third occupied Kiev

and all the Ukraine. The Poles, who did not take tho field till

lato in the year, being reinforced by 18,000 Tartars, blockaded

Chmelnicki in iTis fortified camp at Ochmatoff till February, 1655;

when that intrepid chieftain cut his way through their ranks

sword in hand* and rejoined the Russians.

1 Engel, S. 191. rapite plectcrenfur.” — PufFendorf, De
* “ lpsum Czarem raiasis Legatia snepius HebwtJSuec. lib. xxvi. § 8.

poatulaUe, lit qui tales errore* admiaerint
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Such was the state of Poland at the time of Charles X/s con-

templated expedition against that kingdom. In vain had John

Casimir despatched ambassadors to Stockholm to avert it
; who,

in excuse for their master's having assumed the title of King of

Sweden, alleged the examplo of the English sovereigns, who bore

tho title of Kings of France; of the King of Denmark, who called

himself King of the Goths and Vandals; and of Henry III. of

France, who had continued till the end of his life to use the title

of King of Poland. Charles remained inexorable. He wanted a

pretext for war, and this was the best that he could find. There

was nothing in the state of Europe to deter him from his project.

The Emperor was occupied wftli the internal affairs of the Empire;

Denmark, as we havo said, was weakened by internal discord

;

Holland, the State most likely to oppose the designs of Charles,

had just terminated an expensive war with England, and was also

crippled by dissensions at home ; France and Spain were entirely

occupied with the war then raging between them ; and the Pro-

tector Cromwell had no wish to arrest the progress of Sweden ; a

State which, besides being energetically Protestant, was also the

decided opponent of Holland. A treaty was even concluded

between England and Sweden, by which Charles X. promised to

favour tho Baltic commerce of the English rather than that of the

Duteh
;
while Cromwell engaged, so long as it should be neces-

sary, to put twenty ships of war* at the service of Sweden, and

to allow recruits for that country to be levied in England and

Scotland .

1

Charles X.'s plan was to break in two directions through Pome-
rania and Livonia into Poland, already weakened by the attacks

of the Russians and Cossacks; and also, by means of its internal

dissensions, to induce some of its provinces to comfc under a volun-

tary subjection. Dantzic, which enjoyed an independent govern-

* ment, was to be blockaded by the Swedish fleet, which, as in the

/ time of Gustavus Adolphus, was to levy dues, and thus in time

•Compel that city to submit to Sweden. In July, 1655, Field-

marshal Count Wittenberg, governor of Swedisk Pomerania, re-

ceived instructions to enter Great Poland with 17,000 men. A
Polish army, under the Palatines of Posen and Kalisch, offered to

dispute the passage of the Netze, when Radzejowski, who accom-

panied Wittenberg, persuaded the Polish commanders to place

their Palatinates under the protection of Sweden. Charles X.

1 A considerable number of British Swedish banners in this war, as they had
troops and officers fought under tho done in the time of Gustavus Adolphus.
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himself, with an army of 15,000 veterans, landed near Wolgast

towards the end of July, and proceded to Stettin. The fleet

which had conveyed him, consisting of forty vessels of war under

Charles Gustavus Wrangel, was then despatched to blockade the

road of Dantzic. The King entered Poland early in August,

passed the Netze at Czarnikow, and formed a junctioh with Wit-

tenberg at Conin-on-the-Warta. His march resembled rather a

triumphal procession than a hostile inroad. The nobles flocked

from all sides to claim his protection, and compared him to “thoir

good king Lajislaus.” The many enemies by which John Casimir

was attacked had compelled him to divide his forces. One division

under Potocki opposed the Cossacks
;
Radzivill, with a second,

was defending Lithuania against' the Russians; whilst the King
himself, with a third, marched against the Swedes, whom he met

at Sobota, August 23fd. Here John Casiinir was entirely defeated,

and Charles, leaving Wittenberg to pursjie him, marched directly

on Warsaw, which surrendered unconditionally, August 30th. He
had onlyjust anticipated an attempt on tho same city by the Rus-

sians, who had despatched some troops thither from Grodno. John

Casimir after his defeat had retreated towards Cracow, and at-

tempted to surprise Wittenberg's camp; but £hat general having

been rejoined by tho King, the Poles were again defeatod at Zar-

nowa. After these events, thG greater part of the Polish cavftlry

dispersed; the Swedes pursued John Casimir with forced marches,

and again defeated him on the river Donajek, near Cracow, Sep-

tember 21st. The Polish King now lost all hope, and fled to

Oppeln in Silesia, to behold from a distance the misfortunes of his

country. Cracow, which had been bravely defended by Stophen

Czarnecki, opened its gates to the Swedes, October 8th. Soon

after the Polish standing army* called Quartians, 1 took the oath of

fidelity to Charles X. Poland seemed now in a state of utter dis-

solution. Most of the Polish nobles made their submission to

Charles in person at Cracow, or to his representatives at Warsaw;
though twenty-two of tho senators offered the Polish crown to the

,

Emperor. The army of Potocki, which had been beaten by the

Cossacks, submitted to the Swedes. Horn, landing at Stettin

with reinforcements, had occupied Pomerelia, and secured the

King of#Sweden's rear. Field*marshal Stenbock, crossing tho Bug
at its confluence with the Vistula, had defeated the army of

1 So called because a fourth part of the the oath to Charles was John Sobieski,

Crown lands was set apart for their main- afterw^ds King of Poland,

tenance. Among their colonels who took
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Vasovia, and secured that province. In Lithuania, Minsk,Grodno,

and Wilna having been taken by the Russians,- Radzivill' sub-

mitted to De la Gardie, the Swedish governor of Lavon^ Charles

was recognized as Grand IJuke of Lithuania, and the States of that

province, as well as of Samogitia, made theitf formal submission in

October. 1 •

Conquests so rapid and extensive seemed almost to place this

expedition of Charles X. on a par with that of his great prede-

cessor Gustavus Adolphus to tho Rhine. Yet the Swedish King
did* not feel himself altogether secure. «Tho Tartars^were reported

to be in motion. The Russians, who now held the greater part of

Lithuania, were dangerous neighbours
;
and tlpe Czar announced,

by,tho assumption of the titles of “ Grand Prince of Lithuania^

White Russia, Yolhynia, and Podolia,”
1
that he did not intend to,

resign his conquests. The Poles themsclv^p could not be confi-

dently relied on, and PrUssia, one of the chief objects ofthe /war,-

had not yet been reduced. Above all, Charles was anxious^bout

the conduct of the Elector of Brandenburg, who had bemrnego-

tiating with his enemies, John Casimir and the Dutch, and had
finally entered West Prussia with 8,000 men ; *where> .calling the*

States together, lie' made a troatyVith them to resist any attempt

on the part of the Swedes to obtain possession of Prussia. As the

events of this Swedish invasion, and the policy adopted by -the

Elector of Brandenburg with rpgard to it, are among the chief

causes which finally led to the establishment of the Prussian1

rqonarchy, it will be useful to examine with some attention the

character, motives, and actions of that prince.
# ,

We have already recorded
2
the accession of Frederick William,

commonly called the “ Great Elector,” to* tfce electorate of Bran-

denburg in 1G40. His' dominions were then exposed to all the

risks and dangers of the Thirty Years* War; but the first steps

of the young Elector—for he was only twenty years of age at the

time of his accession—were marked by the greatest prudence and
circumspection. Ho hastened to conclude an armistice wify .

Sweden, which ho the more readily obtained as a marriage was at

that time in contemplation between him and ChristinR/the heiress

of the Swedish throne. The conduct of the Elector during the re*

mainder of the war was such as to procure him, as we have/ilreacty

seen, very favourable terms at the Peace of Westphalia. One of

the mpst remarkable features of Frederick William's character was

his piety.
v
He had adopted the Calvinistic faith, the religion of his

1 Hermann, Gcsch. Rutland's
>
B. iii. S. 629 Anm. 3 Above, p. 247.
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grandftthb*, John Sigismund ; but he rejected its most character-

istic feature* tMt of election' and predestination, and he required

that the doctrine of universal grace should be preached in all the

churches^ of the. Mark. Every morning and evening he had

prayers in his apartments ; Sundays he twice attended church;

lie often took the Sacrament v^th the, congregation* he strictly

observed the four yearly fasts ;
and he forbade any mythological

images to be used upon his cbidfc. His cliief study was the Bible,

which he always carried with him on hig journeys; and even his

motto was selected from *the holy volume :
" Cause me to, thow

the way .wherein .1 should walk.” (Psaliq, cxliii.)

‘Frederick William had paid particular attention*to his finances,

which were in a flourishing condition. He was very sparing in

his^personal expenses ; but the political exigencies of the time

.compelled Turn to Maintain a standing army, which had been

*grgifhialljifincreased from 8,000 men, till at the time of the Swedish

invasion it Numbered 26,000, with 72 guns. As his States were

opposed to so h£a*vy a charge, he had been sometimes obliged to

resort to compulsion, and act against the law and the mediaeval

rights which, stood in his ^ay; for poetical conscience was

somewhat broajJ, and allowed him, in spite of his motto, to choose

,the plfth which seemed most advantageous—to join the stronger

party and loose himself from1 the weaker, as interest dictated.

One df the chief objects of his ambition was to shake off the feudal

bonds by which he held his Duchy of Prussia under the eloctive

kings of Poland, whose weakness he despised. Ho had at first

wished to arrange the differences between Sweden and Poland in

an amicable manner ; but seeing war inevitable, he consulted how
he might bpst turn it. to his advantage.. His military strength

made*, him a desirable ally for either party, and he had also forti-

fied himself by an alliance with the Dutch. The Rhenish posses-

sions which had fallen to him by the succession of Jiilich rendered

the friendship of that people important to him ; but the negotia-

tions Had been so long protracted, that the Swedish invasion of

Poland gave a new object to them, and induced the States-General

to league^ themselves with the Elector. On the 27th of July,

1655, a treaty was Concluded at the Hague for mutual defence, to

include %tlfe Elector's possessions on the Baltic ; and Frederick

William engaged to protect the Dutch commerce in that sea.

While these negotiations were going on with the States,

Charles X. had also been endeavouring to bring-over the Elector
L

to his side. Conferences had taken place at Stettin, in which the

in. y
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Brandenburg plenipotentiaries liad tried to dissuade the Swedish

King from his projects ; but finding him resolved, had offered to

unite the Electoral forces with his, if Charles would engage to

free Prussia from Polish vassalage. But this agreed not at that

time with Charles's plans, and the .success of his arms rendered

him every day less conciliating. Frederick William, on his side,

reckoning that the Poles might be able to hold out till the spring,

when aid might bo expected from all sides, had been induced, as

already related, to enter West Prussia with his ‘forces, and in

November, 1055, he concluded with 'the Prussian nobles an

agreement for the defence of the duchy; but the towns of

Dantzic, Elbing, and Thorn kept aloof.
1

This step of the Elector's gave great offence to the King of

Sweden, and afforded another motive for marching into Prussia.

.He himsolf, having recruited his army with *7,000 Poles, sot out

from Warsaw; Stenbock with his division preceding him dtfwn

the Vistula, while De la Gardie marched in the same direction

from Lithuania. Thorn and Elbing soon opened their gates to

,tbtfJ9wedish forces. Charles then marched against the Elector,

tod having taken Welau on the Pregel (Dec. 15th), compelled

him&o shut himself up in Konigsberg, the capital of his duchy.

Frederick William, finding that he could expect no assistance

front the Dutch, was now compelled to yield ; and he authorized

his ministers to sign with the Swedish Chancellor, Eric Oxen-
stiern, a treaty by which he recognized himself as the vassal of

Sweden instead of Poland ; bound himself to assist the Swedes
in their wars, and to allow them free passage through the Duchy
of Prussia, with the use of the ports, &c. After its execution the

Elector visited the King at Bartenstein, where they spent some
days together in great apparent friendship.

All Charles's plans seemed now to be crowned with complete

success, and nothing appeared necessary to his recognition as

King of Poland except a coronation. But his conquests were
top rapid to be lasting, and had, indeed, been conducted in a

manner which entailed their loss. The Polish nobles had been
offended by Charles's haughtiness ; the people* were incited by
the priests to defend their religion against the heretic Swedes

;

tod they were naturally anxious to preserve their property, which,

in many instances, had been seized by Charles for the support of

his troops. The embers of lurking discontent were busily stirred

by John Casimir, and during the absence of Charles in Prussia

1 Puffendorff, De Rebus Gest . Frid, Wilhelmi
, p. 252 sqq.
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they burst into an open flame. The Swedes were massacred

wherever they were the smaller number. Potocki’s troops, who
had submitted with reluctance to the Swedes, suddenly broke up

from Lublin, and marched towards Red Russia (Gallicia) , calling

on the Poles to arm. A confederacy had been formed at Tyr-

cowitz, which was confirmed by John Casimir, Jan. 5th, 1650,

Thalf King had rocrossed the Polish borders with a/*small body of

cavalry towards the end of the year, and having joined a force

under Lubomirski, had marched to join Potocki and the' Tartars

who were announced to be hastening to his assistance.

Although it was mid winter, the King of Sweden, when -lie

heard ^f these movements, quitted Prussia to Suppress them.

Crossing the Vistula on the ice, he defeated with great loss, near

Golumbo, a Polish force of 12,000 men under Stephen Czpxnecki

(Feb. 8th)\ He then overran the Palatinates of Lublin, -Belz,,

and Sandomier. But he soon discovered that his resources wfro

unequal to the enterprise he had undertaken. As fast as he left

a conquered province the inhabitants again rose against him

;

large numbers of the Quartians deserted his standards; while

many of his Swedish troops perished of hunger and cold, or at tliQ

hands of the peasantry. Under those circunistances, Charles was

compelled, towards the middle of March, to commence a rotreat

to Warsaw, during which he experienced the greatest difficulties

and dangers from the state of the roads, and especially from

having to cross the river Sau in the face of the enemy. His

brother-in-law, the Margrave Frederick of Baden, who was bring-

ing some reinforcements to his aid, was defeated by the Polos

near Warka on the Pilsa, March 28th. Charles reached Warsaw
April 5th ; jand leaving that city under Jb*} command of Witten-

berg, he returned into Prussia with the view of taking Dantzic,

which city, however, baffled all his attempts.

The ill-success of the Swedish King determined him to draw

closer his alliance with the Elector of Brandenburg, with the view

of reducing Poland by their joint arms. Charles now contem-

plated a partition of that country something similar to that which

took place about a century later. By the treaty of Marienburg,

June 15th, 1656, the two sovereigns entered into an offensive and

defensive Alliance, by which Frederick William agreed to assist

Charles then witfi all his forces, and at other times with 4,000 men;

while Charles undertook to defend the Elector's territories with

6,000 men. By another secret treaty, signed on the same day,

the King ceded to Frederick William in full sovereignty the four
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Palatinates of Posen, Kalisch, Siradia, and Lenezca. The rest of

Poland was abandoned to the Russians, the Cossacks, and George

Eakoczi, Prince of Transylvania ; Charles reserving for himself

only Prussia/ the real object of the war.

After this treaty had been signed, the King, the Elector, and

the Margrave of Baden, who had arrived from Pomerania with

fresh troops, marched to the relief of Warsaw, where Wittenberg

had been* six weeks besieged by a large Polish and Tartar force,

animated by the presence of John Casimir; but before the allies

could reach that city, Wittenberg had*becn compelled to capitu-

late (June 21st). So weak was the authority of John Casimir

over these barbarous hordes, that he could not prevent the capitu-

lation from being violated ; and though the garrison had stipu-

lated for an unmolested retreat to Thorn, Wittenberg and several

other Swedish generals wero made prisoners, and numbers of their

soldiers were killed or maltreated. It was not till towards the

end of July that the King of Sweden and the Elector had formed

a junction at Nowydwor, near the confluence of the Bug and Vis-

tula. Hence they marched on Praga—a suburb of Warsaw on

the right bank of the Vistula—where John Casimir, with his Poles

and Tartars, offered'*them battle. A desperate struggle ensued,

which lasted three days ; when at length the Polish troops, though

twice as numerous as their opponents, wero compelled to yield

to the superior science and bravery of the Swedes and Germans.

Warsaw was now again recovered and occupied by the Swedes,

while John Casimir retired to Lublin. But Charles was prevented

from pursuing the enemy and reaping all the fruits of his victory

by the politic remissness of Frederick William ; who pleaded the

incursions of the Poles \nto Prussia as an excuse for leading back

his army thither, leaving only 4,00*0 men with the King of Sweden,

as he was bound to do by treaty ; and, after his return, he began

to negotiate in avery suspicious manner with the Poles, the Danes,

and the Emperor.
v
,.He seems to have perceiv'ed that Charles had

entered on an enterprise too vast for his strength, and to have re-

solved to turn his indiscretion to advantage. It was at first thought

that John Casimir would have come to some terigs after his defeat

;

but the invasion by the Russians of the Swedish province of

Livonia, and the hope held out to him of some suppert^from the

Emperor, caused him to alter his mind. <-

The peace of Stolbova1 between the Swedes and Eussians, in

1617, had been so disadvantageous to the latter, that it was not

1 See .above, p. 155.
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unnatural they should wish to break it. By this treaty, Ingria

and part of Carelia were ceded to Sweden ; and as this Power
had previously obtained Livonia by the treaty of Teusin, in 1595,

the Russians were thus entirely excluded from the Baltic, seques-

tered as it were from European commerce, and reduced almost to

the condition ofan Asiatic Power. It was a conviction that the

Czai* would endeavour to escape from such a state of things and

regain a footing on the Baltic,
1 which had induced Charles X.,

•before he invaded Poland, and with the view of conciliating the

Russian sovereign, to despatch to him an embassy. But the

vanity and presumption which characterized the Russian Court

before it had been civilized by European intercourse, rendered

this embassy one of the causes of the war which it was intended

to avert. .Alexis, after his conquests in Poland, had not only

added the names of the subdued provinces to his titles, but had

also assumed that of u Lord of many lands to the North, East,

and West, and heir of his Ancestors and Predecessors.” As it

was plain that by this oriental bombast he indicated his preten-

sions to Livonia, Ingria, and Carelia, Charles refused to acknow-

ledge these titles, which implied a claim on his own dominions

;

a want of condescension which gave great offence to the Czar,

who seized and imprisoned the Swedish ambassadors. Alexis,

though himself at war with Poland, was also displeased at the in-

vasion of that country by the Swedes, which seemed to rob him

of part of his destined booty ;
and several acts of hostility had

occurred between the Russian and Swedish troops, intent on

occupying the same places in Lithuania.

If Alexis could have agreed with the King of Sweden and the

Elector of Brandenburg, the partition of Poland might perhaps

then have been effected, instead of being postponed till the fol-

lowing century. But the Czar was jealous of the occupation of

Lithuania by the Swedes, and his ministers urged him to seize

the pretext of Charles's refusal to acknowledge his titles to declare

war against Sweden, and to recover the provinces which had

formerly been lost. Their representations were seconded by the

Dutch merchants ; while the Court of Vienna offered its mediation

to procure for the Czar a truce with Poland, so that he might

direct all Iris efforts against the Swedes. Without awaiting the

result of these negotiations, Alexis, in June, 1656, ordered his

troops to enter Ingria and Carelia
;
whence, after ravaging those

provinces, they penetrated to the extremity of Finland. Alexis

1 Puffendorf, De Rebus Carol . Gust . lib. i. § 53.
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himself, at the head of 100,000 men, invaded Livonia, seized

Dunaburg and Kok^nhausen, the garrisons of which places were

put to the sword, and invested Riga. From this last place, de-

fended by De la Gardie, he was repulsed with great loss ; but

Dorpat having capitulated October 26th, the Russians were

enabled to penetrate into the country and devastate everything

with fire and sword. *

The Emperor Ferdinand III. had viewed with uneasiness the

progress of the Swedes, which threatened the Roman Catholic

religion in Poland, and endangered his b'wn hereditary dominions.

The desire to divert their arms had led him to incite the Czar to

enter Livonia. He was not himself prepared to declare war
against Charles; but he Accorded to John Casimir an asylum,

where he might prepare the means of re-entering his kingdom.

He even made an alliance with that prince, and engaged to use

his good offices with the -Elector, as well as with the Cossacks, in

his favour. A truce was also concluded through Ferdinand's

mediation betweon the Poles and Russians at Wilna, November
3rd, 1(556. The Czar, jealous of the victories of the Swedes,

readily listened to the proposals of John Casimir, especially as

hopes were held out to him of succeeding to the Polish throne. 1

The Elector of Brandenburg skilfully availed himself of the em-

barrassment occasioned to Charles by the Russian war to obtain

the secret object of his policy, the sovereignty of Prussia. Charles

was very averse to accede to an arrangement which broke the

contiguity of his provinces on the Baltic ; but at length (Novem-
ber 20th) he signed the Treaty op Labiau, which may be said to

have laid the first stone of the Prussian monarchy. By this treaty,

Frederick William and his heirs rqale wore recognized as legiti-

mate and independent sovereigns of Prussia and Ermeland. In

any future peace, the Elector was to use his endeavours that

West, or Royal Prussia, Pomerelia, and part of Cassubia, together

with Semigallia, Sqjjnogitia, Livonia, and Courland, should be
assigned to Sweden. The Elector renounced his pretensions to

the four Polish Palatinates, and agreed to afford to the King of

Sweden the same* aid as stipulated by the treaty*of Marienburg.
2

Charles had also turned to other quarters for assistance, and
among them to England, almost the only Power whidhmewed
his progress without displeasure or alarm. But though Cromwell

had said that the Swedes, for aught he cared, might extend their

conquests to the Caspian Sea, he was not disposed to give them
1 Hermann, Gcseft. Rus8land*> B. iii. S. 636. * Dumont, t. vi. pt. ii. p. 148.
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any active assistance ; and all that they obtained by a treaty con-

cluded at London in July, 1656, was permission to recruit in

Great, Britain. With* George Ragoczi, Prince of Transylvania,

Charles was more successful. Ragoczi, who wished to obtain a

share of the Polish provinces, if not the crown of Poland itself,

which had been offered to him by a party of the malcontents, had

sen* an embassy to Charles, with the view of making an alliance.

The ill turn which Charles's affairs subsequently took, and espe-

cially the Russian war, having rendered such an ally very desir-

able, a treaty was concluded in December, in which noarly all tho

terms demanded by Ragoczi were granted. He was to have Red
Russia, Podolia, Volhynia, and all the southom provinces of

Poland as far as the Narew and tho Bug, with tho titles of King
of Little Roland, or Eastern Poland, and Grand Duke of Lithu-

ania. His allies the Cossacks were to be maintained in posses-

sion of the Ukraine. Such was the eagerness of Ragoczi to secure

these acquisitions, that before the treaty had been ratified ho

began his march with 18,000 horse and 5,000 foot ; to which were

added 20,000 Cossacks and 6,000 Moldavians and Wallachians.

Charles set out from Prussia to meet his now ally. Tho junction

was effected near Sandomierz, April 2nd, 1657, and the united

forces proceeded to lay siego to Brzesc in Lithuania, which sur-

rendered May 13th. But during the siege Charles received

intelligence that the Danes wore preparing to make war upon

him ; an event which entirely altered his plans.

Frederick III. of Denmark was well aware that chance alone

had prevented his dominions, instead of Poland, being attacked

by the Swedes. He knew that he was destined to be the next

prey of their rapacity; he had therefore, fortified himself with

alliances, and awaited a favourable opportunity to&strike tho first

blow. He was continually complaining of tho toll established by

tho Swedes at the mouth of the Vistula, as annoying the naviga-

tion of the Baltic and prejudicial to Danish interests in tho Sound

dues. The toll was still more hurtful to the Dutch, on account of

their valuable commerce with Prussia; and in June, 1656, a •

Dutch fleet had appeared in Dantzic roads, and compelled tho

raising of the blockade. Frederick III. sent ten vessels to join

this flcv3$ and concluded a treaty with the States-General for tho

defence of th£ Baltic navigation. Charles, however, soon after-

wards found means to pacify the Dutch by a treaty in which he

granted them very favourable terms. At this epoch the Danish

finances were in a terrible state ; the fortresses were dilapidated,
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and there was' scarcely any regular ariuy. Such had been the

sad result of the Danish oligarchical constitution.
,
The nobles

diverted to their own use the money that should hav$ been

applied to maintain the defences of the kingdom, and refused

to keop on foot any large force, lest it should be employed to

annul the capitulation which they had imposed upon the King.

Nevertheless the aspect of affairs in the spring of 1657/ and

especially the .accession of a new sovereign of the House of

Habsburg {supra, p. 301), who seemed disposed to take a more

active part against the Swedes, induced the. Danish monarch to

declare war against Charles. The invasion of Poland by Ragoczi

had determined the Emperor Leopold to enter into the Polish

war. In May he confirmed his father’s alliance with,John Casimir'

and the Republic of Poland, and undertook to send 12,000 men
into the field.

1 The King of Denmark also concluded, two months

later, an alliance with John Casimir, but he commenced his attack

upon the Swedes before the treaty was signed. He Tjas no doubt

further confirmed in this resolution by the prospect of assistance

from the Elector of Brandenburg.

When Charles received at Brzesc the news of these events, he

immediately resolved to hasten back with the greater part of his

troops to the succour of his German possessions, before the Danes,

supported by the Austrians, should cut off his retreat. His appre-

hensions were also excited by the conduct of the Elector of

Brandenburg, who had withdrawn his contingent from the

Swedish army. Ragoczi, in spite of Charles’s repeated warnings

to him to keep nearer to his own dominions, had persisted in

marching to Warsaw. A part of the Swedish troops were already

on their way to the North
;
and Charles, leaving the command

in Poland to his brother, John Adolphus, now withdrew the rest

of his army from that of his Transylvanian ally (June 13th) . En-
raged at this desertion, Ragoczi loaded Charles with reproaches,

and hastened to regain his frontier
;
but being overtaken by

Czamecki, was compelled to sign a disgraceful capitulation, by
which he engaged to send ambassadors to apologize to the Re-
public of Poland, the King of Hungary (Leopold), and the

Ottoman Porte, and to pay 400,000 ducats for the damage he had
done. The Swedes, on their side, hastened northwards,"burning

all on their road to Thorn, to prevent the Poles 'from following

them. . They arrived at Stettin early in July, reduced to about

6,000 ragged men, but full of ardour and burning to revenge
• 1 Dumont, t. vi. pt. ii, p. 17ft.
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tbetaselves on the Danes. After their retreat, the Protestants in

Poland weite subjected to the most cruel persecution. They were

accuse^ of haying enticed the Swedes into Poland ; their estates

were plundered, and their churches desecrated] they were ex-

cluded from the Diet, and mgny of them were even put to death.

After Charles's failure in Poland, the Elector of Brandenburg

began to throw off the mask. He had, indeed, never sincerely

embraced the Swedish cause. He foresaw that he should ulti-

mately lose his share of Pomerania, as well as his Prussian Duchy,

if Charles succeeded in his gigantic projects] those provinces

being indispensable to the completion of the Swedish dominion

on the Baltic. Leopold was aware of the Electors views on this

Subject, and he was encouraged by them to mediate a peace

between him and Poland. Frederick William stipulated that,

in return for his active support, the independent sovereignty of

Prussia, granted to him by Sweden, should be confirmed ] and

the Poles were at length induced, by the success of Charles in

Denmark, which wo shall presently relate, to accede to this con-

dition. Thus by the Treaty op Welau, signed September 19th,

1657, Frederick William became Sovereign Duke of Prussia. On
his side he engaged to restore all that ho occupied in Poland,

Lithuania, and Warmia, either by forco of arms or by treaty with

Sweden. 1 *

The war referred to between Denmark and Sweden commenced

at sea. A Danish fleet of forty sail took its station at Bornholm ]

another squadron blockaded Gothenburg. The plan was to 6liut

up all the Swodish harbours. Frederick III, was impressed with

the idea that Charles would hasten to return to Sweden with his

shattered army. Hoping to intercept
#
him, Frederick himself

secretly went on board the Danish fleet] but when he arrivod off

Dantzic, he was surprised with the news that the Swedish King

had entered Pomerania ; on hearing which he hastened back to

his dominions. The Danes had crossed the Elbe early in July at

Gliickstadt and Harburg, and another division had entered Meck-

lenburg and penetrated as far as Wismar. Many rencounters

subsequently took place in those parts, mostly
#
to the advantage

of the Swedes, but which we forbear to relate, as the issue of the

war depledded on Charles's invasion of Denmark. That king had

mustered his afrmy at Demmin, July 10th ]
and on the 18th, to

the astonishment of all Europe, he stood on the frontiers of Hol-

stein. This rapjd march was not accomplished without the loss

.

1 Dumont, t. vL pt. i. p. %
191.
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of many hundred horses. The Danes retreated before him, and

did not even attempt to defend the pass of Moln, the entrance

into Holstein. At Ottensen, near Altona, he made a sho^t -halt,

and compelled the Hamburgers to equip his army. So rapid and

unexpected had been his march that he still found the Danish

forces separated by the Elbe. Wrangel was despatched into the

duchy of Bremen, and in a fortnight drove the Danes from every

place except Bremervorde. Charles himself began his march

northwards, August 3rd. He had accompanied Torstenson during

the campaign in Holstein and Jutland in 1644; he had thus be-

come acquainted with the scene of his future exploits, and had

discussed with ' Torstenson those plans which now gave him the

victory. His progress was rapid. The raw Danish levies, com-

manded by inexperienced officers, were unable to withstand the

Swedish veterans. Charles traversed Holstein and Sleswick

almost without resistance. On the 23rd of August he stood

before Fridericksodde in Jutland, a strongly fortified place

which commands the Lesser Belt. The greater part of Jutland

was now in his power; but as he foresaw that Fridericksodde

would require a long siege, he resigned the command to Wrangel,

and retired to Wismar, in order to watch the movements of the

Poles and Austrians. In spite of his success, his position had

become extremely critical. He was at open war with Poland,

Russia, Denmark, and Austria, while Holland and Brandenburg

were covert enemies. Tho Austrian army had begun to move
northwards. The Swedish general Wiirtz had surrendered Cra-

cow to them on condition of an unmolested retreat; a place,

indeed, which from its distance from the other Swedish pos-

sessions was not worth retaining. An Austrian corps was
marching towards Prussia; and Czarnecki, with 4,000 Poles,

had entered Swedish Pomerania, and devastated everything as

far as Uckermlinde, Another motive with Charles for going to

Wismar was that he might superintend the operations of his fleet.

This was not ready till the beginning of September; and on the

12th of that month it engaged the Danish fleet off the Isle of

Moen, in a battle which lasted two days and, left the victory

undecided. The Swedish ships then entered the harbour of

Wismar. *
,*

The siege of Fridericksodde lasted till the 24th of October,

when .Wrangel became master of it by a bold and successful

manoeuvre. The town lies on a tongue of land, but one of its

sides is protected hardly by the sea ; and on this side some palisades
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were its chief defence. Wrangel, taking advantage of a periodical

recess of the sea, and the shades of night, ordered some of his

cavalry to destroy the palisades and enter the town on that side,

whilst he himself stormed it with all his forces on tte other. This

plan proved entirely successful ; most of the garrison were killed

or made prisoners, and in the morning the Swediafi flag floated

upofi the walls. The possession of Fridoricksodde was indis-

pensable to the Swedish army, in order to pass over to Funen.

The passage, however, could not be effected without the fleet

;

and that of the Danes, 'though terribly maltroated in the late

engagement, having been reinforced with eighteen Dutch ships,

was still the mistress of the seas. Charles had been disappointed

of the aid of an English fleet. He had proposed to Cromwell a

plan for the partition of Denmark, by which that kingdom would

have been entirely extinguished ; but though tho Protector was
desirous of obtaining some German State, in order that he might
have a voice in tho affairs of the Empire, he did not wish to see

Denmark completely crushed
; and he had observed to the Dutch

ambassador that the times were past when it was permitted to

destroy whole kingdoms .

1 Cromwell would have preferred a

triple alliance, with Sweden and Denmark, against tho House

of Austria ; and he declared himself ready to join Sweden and

the German Protestant States against Leopold. Both England

and France had offered to mediate between Denmark and Sweden;

but both these Powers wero then disinclined to a peace, and

Charles X. especially did all that lay in his power to defeat the

negotiations. «****

Under these circumstances, the capture of Fridericksoddo

would have been of no avail to Charles, aad not the powers of

nature stepped in to his assistance. After ho had' suffered some

months of anxiety, a severe frost covered the Baltic with ice, and

suggested to him an idea by which he might excel tho exploits

of any former conqueror. He resolved to,cross the sea on tho

ice, although the persons whom ho consulted denounced tho

enterprise as impracticable. The strength of the current near

Middlefahrt, where the Little Belt is narrowest, rendered it

unadvisable to cross at that point; the passage to Funen was

therefdfce* effected some miles lower down towards Hadcrsleben

;

where, though^he fielt is six or seven miles broad, the ice was

more secure, while the little island of Brandso in the middle of

the channel materially assisted the operation. On the night of

1 Puffendorf, Be Reb. Carol. Gust. Lib. iv. § 84.
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the 30th January, 1658, the King himself and Wrangel led the

cavalry and artillery, while the Count De la Gardie, at the head

of the infantry, crossed between Stenderup and Tybring. . After

passing the island of Brandso, the cavalry advanced in order

of battle towards the headland of Ivernas, now Wedelsborg, on

the coast of Funen. In this operation several squadrons of cavalry

sunk beneath the ice
;
but the main body arrived in safety'and

defeated a Danish corps which attempted to arrest their progress.

Tho Swedes occupied Funen without further resistance, and Charles

next day entered Odense, the chief town. The more hazardous

enterprise of crossing the Great Belt into Zealand still remained

to be achieved/ The shortest route was from Nyborg to Corsoer;

but it was determined to adopt the safer, though more circuitous

one, across the islands which lie between the southern extremities

of Funen and Zealand. The channel between Funen and Lange-

land was passed on tho night of February 5th, and on the fol-

lowing one the still broader channel between Langeland and

Laaland. On the 8th, Guldborg Sound was crossed, which sepa-

rates Laaland from Falster. In Falster it was necessary to wait

for the infantry and artillery, which arrived at Stubkioping on

the 10th; and in two days the whole army passed over into

Zealand. 1

Nothing could equal the consternation of the Danes at the

news of this successful and unexpected invasion. Copenhagen

was in so wretched a state of defence as to be entirely at the

mercy of the conqueror. Charles, flushed with the triumph of

one of the most extrag^'V^ry military enterprises ever achieved,

debated whether he should put an end to the Danish kingdom
by incorporating it with Sweden, Qr whether he should content

himself with soizing some of its finest provinces. The first of

these projects he is said to have relinquished only through fear

that the more agreeable climate of Zealand might induce some
of his successors to make it their residence, and that Denmark
might thus become the seat of empire, whilst Sweden sank down
into a mere Danish province. But whatever the exultation of

Charles, and however brilliant his situation, ho could not be

insensible to its danger. Czarnecki and his Poles, after wasting

Pomerania and threatening to penetrate into Holstein, had indeed

returned home to secure their booty, instead of marching to the

assistance of the King of Denmark
;

but, on the other hand, a

1 See for this expedition, besides Puffendorf, the Mtmoires of the Chev. de Terlon,

the French ambassador.
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more dangerous enemy had been added to those who had declared

against Charles. The Elector of Brandenburg had concluded an

offepsive alliance with Denmark, November 10th, 1657. That

Prince might soon come to the aid of the Danish Sing ; besides

which, it was known that the Dutch were preparing to come to

the relief of Copenhagen, as ‘soon as the ice broke uj), with a fleet

of twenty-five ships and 7,000 men. The approhension of these

events led Charles to refuse any suspension of arms for the pur-

pose of negotiation, and to hasten his march towards the Danish

capital. He did not, however, reject the mediation pressed upon
him by England and France. The Danish plenipotentiaries had

been instructed to agree to the best terms they could obtain, and

the preliminaries of a peace were signed at Tostrup, towards the

end of February, which led to the definitive Treaty op Roskild,

March 8th, 1658. By this treaty Denmark was isolated from her

allies, as each party agreed to renounce all alliances contracted

to the prejudice of the other, and the Baltic was to be closed to

the fleets of the enemies of either Power. This last article was

particularly offensive to the Dutch, and caused Yan Beuningen,

the Dutch minister, to strain every nerve to upset the treaty.

Denmark ceded to Sweden Halland, Schonen, Blekingon, and

the Isle of Bornholm with their dependencies, tho citios of Bahus

and Drontheim, together with some rights in the Isle of Ritgen.

Conquests made during the war were mutually restored. 1

In spite of this treaty, it soon became evident that the war was

not at an end. Charles X. still felt tho cravings of a conqueror.

It was a saying of his, that a greatj>rince should be always at

war, both to occupy his subjects and to reiider himself formidable

to his neighbours. His plans were on the most gigantic scalo.

After rendering himself mastfir of the Scandinavian kingdoms and

of the Baltic, he proposed to maintain a fleet of 100 ships and an

army of 100,000 men; and it is said that ho entertained the idea

of then marching to Italy and founding there, like another Alaric,

a new kingdom of the Goths. These schemes are characteristic

of a sovereign who has obtained the name of the " Pyrrhus of the

North but they were singularly out of proportion to his means.

Authorities differ as to the preoise period at which ho had deter-

mined ,to* renew the war with Denmark. His historian, Puffen-

dorf, says thabhe did not come to that resolution till the middle

of June; but Dalberg, a favourite officer of Charles, and. one of

the chief agents in some of his most daring and important

1 Dnmont, t. vi. pt. ii. p. 208.
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achievements, says in his “ Journal” that the King had already

determined on a renewal of hostilities by the middle of April.
1

All Charles's actions show, indeed, that in his secret heart ha had
never meant tb observe the peace. The maintenance of his army
rendered war necessary to him. It was for the most part com-

posed of foreign mercenaries, who, if once disbanded, could never

be reassembled
;
yet his means did not permit him to maintain

them except in an enemy's country. Thus, after the conclusion

of the treaty of Roskild, his troops were still kept in the Danish

provinces ; and though in MayWrange!was ordered to withdraw

the divisions in Zealand, those which occupied Funen, Jutland, and

Holstein were not recalled. It was alleged in excuse for this

occupation that sevoral points in the treaty had not been finally

arranged. One of the most important of these regarded Charles's

father-in-law, the Duke of Holstein Gottorp. The Duchies of

Sleswick and Holstein we,re held by a younger branchbf the House
of Holstein, but under the suzerainty of the regal branch, or kings

of Denmark ;
and disputes had frequently arisen as to the extent

of the royal jurisdiction in Sleswick, for Holstein was a fief of the

German Empire. Frederick, the reigning Duke, had taken ad-

vantage of his son-in-law's invasion of Denmark to assert his

independence of that kingdom. The matter had not been settled

by the Treaty of Roskild \ but a commission had been appointed

to consider the Duke's claims, and in May, 1658, he was re-

cognized as independent sovereign of Sleswick and the Isle of

Fehmem. There were still, however, some other unsettled points

with regard to the trea^cf Roskild, which afforded Charles a

pretext for keeping Lis army in Denmark, and especially a ques-

tion respecting the little Isle of Hveen, the possession of which

was important to Sweden, as it commanded the approach to the

port of Landskrona. Meanwhile Charles, who was at Gothen-

burg, kept the Swedish States assembled in readiness for any
emergency. He was persuaded, as well, from his own recent

success as from the facility with which Frederick III. had yielded

to all his demands, that Denmark was too weak to resist his arms

;

and he had already, in imagination, disposed of, his future con-

quest. Denmark was to be annihilated as an independent king-

dom, and to be reduced to the condition of a Swedish ‘province.

Nay, he even debated with his Council how hcfrnagt should be done

jko him. and what titles he should assume when his conquest was
completed

;
and it was arranged that he should be called “ King

1 Apud Carlson, G-esch. Schwedens
, B. it, S. 307.

’
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of Sweden and the Goths, of Denmark, Norway, and the Van-
dals.”

1

Early in August Charles was ready to take the field. He
coloured his breach of the peace by charging the

#King of Den-

mark with not having fulfilled all the conditions of the treaty of

Roskild ; with being the direct or indirect cause of tfie oppression

of the Protestants in Livonia by the Russians, and the taking of

Thorn by the Poles ;
and with having promoted the election of

Leopold, the enemy of Sweden, as Emperor. He embarked with

his army at Kiel, August 5th. He had at first proposed to go
directly to Copenhagen, which he might then probably have

taken, as everything depended on promptness
;
‘but, instead of

this, he was advised to land at Corsoer, several days* march from

the capital, which had thus an opportunity to prepare for its de-

fence. Frederick III., who, with his son, afterwards Christian V.,

was in Copenhagen at this juncture, displayed a firmness which

excited the admiration of all Europe. When advised to escape

into Norway, he replied that he would die, like the bird, in his

nest. He inspired the inhabitants with the same courage as ani-

mated himself. The citizens and students armed; the magis-

trates declared their readiness to die with him ; the suburbs were

burnt, and the outworks abandoned. Nevertheless, so small was

the rogular garrison, and so dilapidated wero the fortifications

of Copenhagen, that had Charles, when he appeared before it,

ordered an immediate assault, as advised by’Dalberg, the city

would most probably have been taken
;
but the King listened in

preference to the advice of Wrango^/^gttack Kronenborg first.

The siege of this place lasted from August Ijbth till September 6th,

when it surrendered ; a delay most valuable to the Danes, as it

enabled them to repair the defences, and to augment and train

the garrison of Copenhagen. After the surrender of Kronenborg,

Copenhagen was regularly invested by the Swedes, and the guns

taken at the former place were employed against it. But Fre-

derick and his loyal citizens made a vigorous defence, and repulsed

every assault, till at length a Dutch fleet of thirty-five vessels,

under Opdam, arrived to their relief. Opdanr had appeared at

the entrance of the Sound October 20th, but was prevented by

oontrary Winds from entering it till the 29th, when he engaged

and defeated tfie Swedish fleet, and compelled it to retire to

Landskrona. The Dutch revictualled Copenhagen, landed a

reinforcement of 2,000 men, and supplied Frederick with a loan

1 Carbon, Geach, Schwedens
, p. 309.
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of 3,000,000 guilders. The Swedes now withdrew to a height,

within a few miles of Copenhagen, and converted the: siege into

a blockade.

Meanwhile; in September, the Elector of Brandenbqrg, with

an army of 30,000 men, half of which were his own troops, and

the rest Austrians under Montecuculi, and*Polish cavalry under

Czarnecki, had marched to the assistance of Frederick. * They
reached the Isle of Alsen, but the rigour of the season having

prevented them from embarking on" the fleet which Frederick had

sent to convey them into Zealand, they penetrated into Jntland,

took Kolding by storm on Christmas Day, and proceeded to drive

the Swedos from other parts of that province. Thus, while

Charles X. was blockading Copenhagen, he was, in fact, himself

blockaded ;*at sea by the Dutch and Danish fleet, on land by the

army of the allies. Towards the close of the year he had been

tantalized by the appearance of an English fleet,, which, however,

was obliged to return home by unfavourable weather. On the

night of the 10th February, 1659, Charles endeavoured to make
himself master of Copenhagen by a desperate assault, which was
ropulsedwith great loss, including several generals, among whom
was Count Erin Stenbock ;

and the Swedes were compelled to

retire to their fortified camp.

The only favourable circumstance in Charles's situation was

that he had succeeded in effecting a three years' truce with the

Russians, December 20tli, 1658. Little of importance had

occurred in the war between the Swedes and Russians since the

taking of Dorpat, befora^eorded, except the battle of Walk,
Juno 19th, 1657, in ‘fthicli a corps of 10,000 Russians was entirely

defeated. The successes of the Swedes in Denmark disposed the

Czar to peace ; a suspension of arms had been agreed u^on in

April, 1658, and subsequently the truce just mentioned. The
events of the war with the Poles, Austrians, and Brandenburgers

had been unfavourable. Thorn had surrendered, December 21st,

1658,
%after a siege of eighteon months by 40,000 Poles. At the

time of its capitulation the garrison only numbered 300 mem.
The Elector of Brandenburg, though victorious yi Jutland, could

not find means to transport his army into Funen. Leaving 4,000

men in Jutland, he marched frith the remainder of his trqpps into

Swedish Pomerania, where, in the course of 1069, most of the

principal towns yielded to his arms and those of the Austrians.

In Prussia also, at the end of the Same year, the^only places re-

maining in possession of the Swedes were Elbing and Marien-
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burg. Meanwhile the Maritime Powers had interfered to put an
enid to the war in Denmark. Early in April an English fleet of

forty-three vessels, under Admiral Montague, appeared in the

Sound ; and as some negotiations had been going on between

Sweden and England, then governed by Richard Cromwell, re-

specting the cession of certain countries for a loan, Charles at

first* thought that the English fleet was come to his assistance.

But Admiral Montague, and Meadows, the English minister, de-

clared both to the Kings of Sweden and Denmark that their

instructions were to negotiate the re-establishment of the Peace
of Roskild, with the exception of the article which forbad the

the entrance of any foreign fleet into the Baltic ;*and that they

wero authorized to declare war against either monarch that

refused to treat. Neither Frederick III. nor Charles X. was,

however, disposed to listen to these proposals
; the negotiations

were protracted and meanwhile a revolution in England com-

pelled Richard Cromwell to resign the Protectorate, and tho new
Parliament subsequently resolved to take no part in the Northern

War.
In May, 1059, an agreement was entered into at tho Hague

between England, France, and the Dutch States, to enforce tho

Peace of Roskild. This agreement, known as the First Con-

vention of fciiE Hague, was succeeded in July by a second? to

which France was no party, and on August 1 1th by a third, the

conditions of which wero essentially the same as in the first. If

the belligerent monarchs did not agree to a peace within a fort-

night after the receipt of the demands'**? new convention, the

fleets were to be employed against the pariy c)r parties refusing.
1

This was the first attempt in ^European,policy to coerce a con-

quering nation by forcing upon it a treaty
;
and it was afterwards

repeated against France by the Triple Alliance. Both tho Danish

and Swedish King were at first indignant at this coercion. Fre-

derick III., however, soon accepted tho proffered terms; but

Charles obstinately rejected them, and insisted that all nego-

tiations should be carried on only between the two belligerent

Powers. The English admiral, who had been instructed not to

interfere, then sailed home, while De Ruyter, the commandorrof

the Dutch *fleet, commenced hostilities against tho Swedes. He
earned over to Rmen about 4,000 men of the allied army, who,

having joined a Danish corps at Odense, completely defeated tho

Swedes near Ny®bo?g to whom; indeed, they were much superior

‘Ddiypnt, t5 pt. ii. p, 252 sqq.

zIII.
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in number (Nor. 14th, 1659). Next day De Ruyter bombarded

Nycborg, where the routed {Swedes had taken refuge, and com-

pelled it to suiTonder. •

Negotiations had been commenced betwoen Sweden and Den-

mark in some tents pitched between^Copenhagen and the Swedish

camp
;
but Charles X. did not live to see their conclusion. He

had retired to Gothonburg, where he was seized with a malignant

fever, tho result, probably, of anxiety and disappointment, of

which ho died February 13th, 1660. In his short reign of about

five years he had performed many extraordinary exploits, which,

however, redounded more to his own military reputation than to

the solid advantage of his people. He left a son only four years

of age, during whose minority he appointed by his will a regency

consisting of his wife, his brother, and four senators. The pro-

visions of the will were, however, modified by the States, who
ultimately appointed a regency consisting of tho Queen-Mother,

with two votes ; the Lord High Steward, Peter Brahe
;
the Lord

High Admiral, Charles Gustavus Wrangel ; the Lord High Chan-

cellor, Count Magnus Gabriel de la Gardie
;
and the Lord High

Treasurer, Gustavus Bonde.

Before the negotiations between Sweden and Denmark were

concluded, a peace had been effected between Poland and

Sweden. The Poles were suspicious of their allies, the Em-
peror Leopold and the Elector of Brandonburg ; for about

this time a project was talked of for a partition of Poland

between tlioso Powers and Russia ; while on tho side of

Sweden, the distresso£jjhfl» Swedish garrisons in Prussia was a

pressing motive foj^Teace. Austria and Brandenburg used every

endeavour to thwart the negotiations, which were conducted under

French mediation in the convent*of Oliva, near Dantzic. The

Treaty of Oliva, which is as celebrated in the North of Europe

as those of Munster and Osnabriick in the South, was signed

May 3rd, 1660. John Casimir renounced his claim to the Swedish

crown, but was allowed to retain the title of King of Sweden,

which, however, was not to be borne by his successors. Thus an

end was put to the pretensions of the Polish Yagas. All Livonia

beyond the Dwina was ceded to Sweden, but Poland retained the

southern and western districts. The Duke of Courfctiyl, whom
Charles had carried off, was to be liberated and restored to his

dominions, and Sweden gave up all the places which she had

seized in Prussia.
1 The Treaty of Oliva also Established peace

A f

1 Dumogt, t ri. pt. ii. p. 303. *
,]
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between the Emperor Leopold, the Elector of Brandenburg and

Sweden. The Emperor restored to Sweden all the places in

Mecklenburg and Pomerania occupied by his troops. Swoden
abandoned to the Elector her claim of suzerainty for the Ducliy of

Prussia
;
and thus the ambitipus scheme of Charles for uniting

his German possessions with those on the G)jlf of Finland was

finally frustrated.

The Treaty of Copenhagen between Sweden and Denmark,

after being long adjourned, not only by the disputes of the prin-

cipals, but also of the three mediators, France, England, and

Holland, was at length signed, June 6th, 1660. It was essentially

a confirmation of the Treaty of Roskild, but with the omission of

the clause which shut the Baltic to foreign fleets, as well as of that

which gave Sweden an immunity from the Sound dues. Sweden

restored all her Danish conquests.
1

The war still continued between Russia and Poland, nor had

any definitive treaty of peace yet been made between Sweden

and Russia. In 1658 the Poles, being no longer in danger from

the Swedes, had renewed the war with Russia: tlioy seomed to

forgot the promiso of their throno to the son of Alexis, and

assisted tho revolted Cossacks against him. The campaign of

1660 was very disastrous to the Russians, who were defeated in

several battles. The Czar now became desirous of a definitive

arrangement with Sweden. Negotiations were^opened at Kardis

on the frontier of Esthonia, but it was not till July 1st, 1661, that

the Peace of Kardis was signed.
2 By this treaty tho Russians re-

stored all that they had taken in Livorito, and the treaty of Stolbova

was confirmed, except in a few points. Tho war botween the Poles

and Russians lingered on some.years without any very remarkable

events ; till at length, in January, 1667, both parties being equally

weary of the struggle, a truce of thirteen years was concluded at

Andrusoff, to terminate in June, 1680.
3 The Cossacks were now

divided into two tribes, one under Polish government, the other

under that of Russia ;
with two distinct Hetmans to be named

respectively by the King of Poland and the Czar. The thirteen

years' war with Poland (1654—1667) first stamped Russia as a

European Power.

1 Thcatrltm Eurojp. t. viii. p. 1269; p.363. It has never been printed entire.

Dumont, t. vi. pt. ii. jfc 319. Cf. Koch and Schoell, Hist . d<s Traitcx,

• There is an extract of the Treaty of t. xiii. p. 25.

Kardis, or Pleyssemond, in Dumont, Ibid .
3 Dumont, t. vii. pt. i. p. *.
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CHAPTER XXXVII.

WE must now revert to the affairs of the South. One of the

principal motives with tho Spanish Court for concluding

the Treaty of tlio Pyrenees (supra p. 807) was the desire to prose-

cute with vigour the war with Portugal, and again to reduce that

kingdom under the crown of Spain. The Portuguese throne was

now occupied by a new sovereign. John IV., tho founder of tho

House of Braganoa, had died in 1650; and as his eldest son

Thcodosio had gone before him to the tomb, he was succeeded by

his second son, Alfonso VI., then only thirteen years of age. In

the Queen-Mother, Dona Luisa de (Jusman, who now assumed

the reins of government for her minor son, Portugal acquired both

a spirited and a prudent Regent. Of such a ruler she stood much
in need. Besides the Spanish war, she now became involved in

a war with the Dutch. The relations between Portugal and the

United Netherlands had been for many years of the most singular

kind. The Dutch, as already related,
1 had supported the Portu-

guese revolution’ And declaration of independence, events which

were highly favourable to them in their war with Spain; in June,

1641, a truce of ten ycau^Lad been concluded between the two

nations, and they nSutually agreed to assist each other against the

common enemy with a fleet of twenty ships.
2 But this truce did

not extend to America and the East Indies. Although the Portu-

guese colonies had, like the mother country,thrown off the Spanish

yoke, and declared for tho House of Braganfa, yet the Dutch con-

tinued to attack them ; and this colonial warfare was earned on
many years with varying success, without any breach of the peace

between tho two nations in Europe. At the time when John IV.

ascended tho throne of Portugal, the Dutcli had succeeded in wrest-

ing half Brazil from the Spaniards; but the Portuguese colonists,

without any aid from tho mother country, gradually rgb<yvered it,

and in 1654 had entirely expelled the Dutch from that colony : a

success which they owed in no small degree to the threatening

attitude assumed by England towards the United Netherlands,

1 Above, p. 243. * Dumont, t. vi. pt. i. p. 215.
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and the naval war which subsequently broke out between these

two countries. The Portuguese had also recovered Angola and

St. Thomas, whilst, on the other hand, the Dutch had made them-

selves masters of the Cape of Good Hope and of Colombo in

Ceylon. • #

In this state of things, the death of John IV. of Portugal, and
tho Accession of a minor King under the guardianship of his

mother, inspired the States-General with the hope of extorting

favourable conditions by means of a formidable demonstration.

A fleet of fourteen Dutch ships of war, under Wassenaar, appeared

in the Tagus to demand from the Regent the restoration of tho

Portuguese conquests in Africa and Brazil, together with an

indemnification for losses suffered
;
and when these terms wore

refused, the' Dutch ambassadors quitted Lisbon, after making a

formal declaration of war. Dc Ruyter, jvho had been cruising in

the Mediterranean, now came to the assistance of Wassenaar ; the

combined fleets cruised on the coasts of Portugal, molested her

Brazilian commerce, and blockaded her harbours, so that in 1658

tho trade of Lisbon was almost annihilated. 1

Meanwhile the war between Spain and Portugal still continued,

but without any memorable or decisive events. It was expected

that tho Peace of the Pyrenees would enable Spain to crush her

adversary
; but tho Portuguese Regent averted such a catastrophe

by forming alliances with Prance and England. Louis XIV.
still dreaded that Spain, with whose utter exhaustion he was un-

acquainted, might again become formidable if she succeeded in

reuniting Portugal under her sceptre
1

} and he resolved, in spite

of tho Treaty of the Pyrenees, secretly to assist the Portuguese

- Regent. Doha Luisa formed $ still closer alliance with England,

where Charles II , 9 with the assistance of General Monk, had re-

mounted the throne of his ancestors, May 29th, 1660. Tho

Portuguese Regent induced Charles to conclude a marriage

contract with her eldest daughter, Catharine, by which he was

to receive, besides a dowry of half a million sterling, the settle-

ments of Tangiers in Africa and Bombay in the East Indies;

whilst he in turn engaged to succour Portugal with 3,000 men and

ten ships of war.
2 The marriage was celebrated in May, 1662.

So far \fras Louis from feeling any jealousy of this connection,

and the introduction of the English into tho Mediterranean,

1 Southey, Hfat. ofBrasil, vol. u. p. 243 8 The treaty is in La Cledc, Hi?t.

sqq. Van Kampen, Gesch. dcrNiederlande
,

Gtnfrale de Portugal, t. 'in', p. 307.

B. ii. S. 162 f.
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that ho promoted tho marriage, as favourable to his policy with

regard to Spain, and agreeable to the alliance which he had

formed with the House of Stuart. In March, 1661, his brother

Philip had married Henrietta, sister of Charles II., and had been

invested on the occasion with the Duchy of Orleans.

These alliances enabled Portugal to withstand all the assaults

of her enemies. Through the mediation of England she con-

cluded a peace with the Dutch in August, 1661. This treaty,

however, only freed her from immediate annoyance in Europe.

Disputes aroso about its ratification
;
the* Dutch availed themselves

of the delay to make conquests in the Portuguese colonies ; and it

was not till July, 1669, that a definitive treaty of peace was signed

at tho Hague. 1 Portugal derived more assistance from her allied

against the Spaniards. In 1661 Louis despatched Marshal

Schonberg, a Gorman, to Lisbon with 4,000 men; and when
Philip IV. complained ofthis proceeding, as an infringement ofthe

Treaty of the Pyrenees, he was answered that the French Govern-

ment had no concern in it ; that Schonberg and most of his men
were foreigners overwhom they had no control; and though decrees

were issued against enlistment and volunteering, care was taken

that they should not take effect till the men had reached Portugal.

The French and English troops under Schonberg proved tho

salvation of Portugal. Philip IV/s natural son, Don John of

Austria, who commanded the Spanish army, was at first successful,

and took Evora ;* but being defeated at Estrenoz in 1663, he
retired from the command. His successor, the Marquis do
Caracena, sustained a complete defeat at Villa Viciosa in 1665.

This was the last remarkable event during the reign of Alfonso VI.,

a prince who had disgraced himself by a life of the lowest

profligacy, and who was hurled from the throne by a plot so

atrocious in its nature and circumstances that nothing but hia

own infamous conduct could have ensured its success. Alfonso’s

consort, a princess of the .House of Nemours, had fixed her

affections on his younger brother, Don Pedro, and in the autumn
of 1667 she retired to a conyent, declaring that, in consequence

of her husband's impotence, her marriage with him had never

been consummated, and was consequently void. Don Pedroy

who had secured a considerable party, now induced Alfonso, by
threats and remonstrances, to sign an act of Abdication, upon
which ho was banished to Terceira, and subsequently removed to

1 Dmnont, t. vii. pt. i. p. 114. The Portugal engaged to give salt to the value
Dutch retained all their conquests, and of a million florins for Brazil.
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the castlo of Cintra, where he died in 1683. After his brother's

abdication Don Pedro was proclaimed Regent ; and ho soon

afterwards married his sister-in-law, she having procured from

the Pope a divorce, on the ground already mentioned.

Meanwhile Louis XIV. was beginning to display that over-

bearing pride and ambition which during so many years disturbed

the ^)eace of Europe.
,
Agreeably to his maxim, Vetat c’esi woi,

he> seemed to regard himself as the vicegerent of the Almighty

upon earth, and responsible to Him alone ; in accordance with

which principle he required from his subjects a blind and un-

limited obedience.
1 The tone which ho adopted towards foreign

Powers was equally haughty and unccftnprornisihg. Thus he

dismissed M. de Pomponne, an able negotiator, because ho had

not sufficient force and grandeur for the ropresentativo of so

great a monarch ; and, in spite of the remonstrances of Colbert,

he sacrificed the commercial interests oi Franco in the treaty of

Nimeguen for the sako of some clauses which only flattered his

pride.
2 His lofty pretensions were manifested in his very bearing.

He affected a peculiar gait, and even when playing at billiards

retained the air of the master of the world. His bigotry was

almost as remarkable as his pride. His religious education had

been conducted by his mother, who had inspired him with all the

prejudices of a Spanish devotee.*
1 Yet he did not suffer 3ven

theso to stand in the way of his absolute authority. He required

as implicit a submission from his clergy as from "his other subjects

;

and we shall have to record several instances in which he disputed

and opposed the authority of the Pcfjje.

These are the darker shades in Louis's character. He pos-

sessed, on tho other hand, many solid as .well as brilliant qualities,

which gained him the admiration, if not the love, of his subjects,

and entitled him, in their view at least, to the appellation of

“ Louis le Grand." He was one of the handsomest men in his

kingdom, and excelled in all bod^r exercises, especially dancing.

With a grave and dignified deportment he united affability and

politeness towards his own sex, and a refined gallantry in his

1 In his own wofcls: <c CeIui qui a theosis of Louis; and it is snid that tho

« donntf ties rois aux homines, a voulu qu’on family of La Feuillade burned incense

les respectah comme ses lieutenants, se before his statue, till pious scruples urged

reservant a lui seul le droit d’examiner him to abolish the practice. Ibid. p. 122.

leur conduite. Sa ^'olonte est que qui* 3 He counselled his grandson. Philip V.,

conque est n£ sujet obeisse sans discerns- to maintain the Inquisition ;
advice which

ment."—Instructions pour If Dauphin
,

Philip followed so well that he burned

(Kvvres, t. ii. p. 336. between two and three thousand heretics.

9 Lemontey, CEnvres, t. v. p. 82, 120. Llorente, t. iv. p. 29.

Versailles was decorated with the apo-
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intercourse with ladios. His apprehension was quick, his judg-

ment sound
;
and to these qualities were added great strength

of will and an indefatigable industry and application.
1

# He
entered his cabinet at ten o'clock every morning, and remained

in it with his ministers till twelve. He also gave thorn separate

audiences in' the evening. By his patronage of literature and

art he procured the Deputation of a connoisseur ; while the«vic-

tories of his generals, often ascribed by popular flattery to himself,

throw a military lustre over his reign.

Louis had very early given some specimen^ of his haughtiness.

He had instructed his ambassadors always to assert their pre-

cedence over those of 'Spain
;
and the Spanish ambassador at

London having, by the aid of an English mob, carried off this-

privilege, Louis compelled Philip IV., by threatening him with

hostilities, solemnly to renounce all such pretensions in future, a

concession which Louis recorded in presence of the assembled

diplomatic body. Soon afterwards a somewhat similar occurrence

took place at Home. The "Duke of Crequi, the French ambassador

in that city, had offended the Papal government by his haughti-

ness ; an affray took place in consequence between the Pope's

Corsican guard and CrequPs people, in which the latter were

worsted, and the ambassador himself was insulted and fired upon.

But' Louis took up the cause of his representative with so much
vigour, that Pope Alexander VII. was obliged to dismiss his

Corsicans, and to erect before their former guardhouse a pyramid,

with an inscription recording the decree for their expulsion.

Alexander also consented tci- send his nephew, Cardinal Chigi,

into France to make excuses, the first legate of the Court of

Romo who had evor been employed on such a mission.
2

These

acts showed the vigour which might be expected in the foreign

policy of the young King of France. Ever since his marriage

his views had been directed towards reaping the eventual suc-

cession of the Spanish crown. Ho had never regarded the Treaty

of the Pyrenoes but as a stop towards further acquisitions, and all

his measures had boon calculated to assert his claims when the

proper opportunity should arrive. The death of tlje young brother

of his consort, the heir of the Spanish crowns, in June, 1661, *

seemed to clear the way to this succession, but in the 'following

November it was again barred by the birfti' of ^ another sickly

infant, .the future Charles II.

1 See the Beport of the Nunojo Chigi, in the Archives Curicusrs de I'Hi&t. dc
France, t. xi. a Voltaire, Sitclc dc Lmds XIV. oh. 7.
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The death of Philip IV. of Spain, in September, 1665, supposed

to have been accelerated by the battle gained by the Portuguese

at Villa Viciosa, opened out to Louis the prospect of realizing

at least part of his plans. Franchte-Comt4 antf the Spanish

Netherlands, transferred by Philip. II. to his daughter Clara

Eugenia, 1 had, on the death of that princess witlfout heirs, in

1638, reverted to Philip IV. Philip's first consort was then

alive, and the only surviving issue by this marriage at the time

of Philip's death was Maria Theresa, the Queen of Prance. Now
by a law of the countries* in question, called the Jus Devolutions,

the children of the first bed, whether male or female, were en-

titled, on the death of their father, to inherit his rfcal estate ; and

on this law Louis founded the claim of his consort to the provinces

of Brabant, Mechlin, Antwerp, Upper Gelderland, Namur, Lim-

burg, IlainAult, Artois, the Cambresis, a fourth part of Luxem-
bourg, and a third of Francho-Conite, to the exclusion of

Charles 11., who, though Philip's male heir, was tho offspring of

a second bed. The Spaniards, on the other hand, pleaded that

the J us Devohitlonis concerned only private persons, and could

not abrogate the fundamental laws of Spain, which established

tho indivisibility of the monarchy
;
and they furthor urged tho

renunciation made by Maria Theresa of all her claims at tho time

of her marriage. To this it was replied that tho French Qftocn

was not then of age, and consequently not capable of renouncing

her legitimate rights, and, moreover, that tho renunciatory clause

had been rendered null by the non-payment of tho dowry of

500,000 gold crowns, in consideration of which the renunciation

had been made. On this point some discussions had taken place

between tho French and Spanish Cabinets in 1661, when Louis

declared that if the dowry was not paid he should regard his

consort's renunciation as cancelled.

It was with a view to secure tho Flemish provinces of Spain

that Louis had concluded with tho Dutch, in April, 1662, a treaty

of commerce and alliance. Towards the close of the same year, the

recovery of Dunkirk, disgracefully sold to him by the English

King, Charles II* gave France additional strength in that quarter.

Louis had also placed his army on a most effective footing, both

by refowifing its constitution and discipline, and by gradually

raising its nunfbers through secret levies which attracted no

attention. In addition to these circumstances, the long minority

of Charles II., an infant of three years, seemed to favour the

1 Above, p. 10.
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projects which Louis had formed' against Spain. The govern-

ment of that country had been assumed by the Queen-Mother,

Maria Anna, daughter of the Emperor Ferdinand III. ;• but

she in turn Was ruled by her German confessor, the Jesuit

Niethard. Louis, however, did not feel himself in a position to

prosecute his* claims immediately and by force. Tho chief obstacle

arose out of that very alliance with the Dutch which he had
entered into with the view of facilitating his operations. A war

had broken out between England and the United Netherlands, and

the Pensionary De Witt claimed the assistance of Franco by virtue

of the treaty of 1602.

We shall not relate at any length the naval struggle between

England and Holland, which lasted from 1605 to 1667, and must*

1)6 familiar to most English readers. Few wars have been com-

menced so lightly, or have produced such memorable events in

so short a period. It waa entered into both by the English Court

and people from interested motives, though of a different kind.

The King encouraged it as a pretence to get subsidies from his

Parliament, and also as a means to placo his nephew, the Prince

of Orange, at tho head of the Dutch Republic. Charles showed

that he would accept very moderate conditions, provided he could

attain this last object. De Witt, as well from hatred of England,

which after tho Restoration knew no bounds, as from his extreme

republican opinions, opposed the nomination of the Prince, even

as Captain-Gonera‘1 ; though in order to please the friends of the

House of Orange, he had caused William to be adopted as “ Child

of tho State,” and had taken upon himself the care of his educa-

tion. Both Charles II. and De Witt resorted to unworthy means
to gratify their enmity. Charles is said to have incited a Jesuit

to murder Do Witt
;
while the Pensionary, on his side, sought to

revive the civil war in England through Ludlow and Algernon

Sydney. 1 While such were the motives of the King, his brother,

the Duke of York, was led to encourage the war by the prospect

of employment and the hope of distinguishing himself as an

admiral. Lastly, the nation was envious of tho commercial pros-

perity of the Dutch. In April, 1664, the Commons had passed a

resolution that the vexations and indignities offered by the Dutch
to English subjects in tho Indies, Africa, and elsewlfepe, were
intolerable; and they promised to assist theTfing* with their lives

and fortunes in suppressing them. A fleet was soon after de-

spatched under Admiral Holmes to Africa, who seized the Dutch
1 De Witt’s Letters, ap. Van Kampcn, Geseh. der Kiederlande

,
B. ii. S. 195 .
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forts in Guinea, and the Islo of Goreo, besides a number of ships.

Holmes then proceeded to America, and reduced tho Dutch pos-

sessions there,which were re-named New York. These aggressions

however, did not pass unavenged . Do Ruyter succeeded in re-

capturing the places on the Guinea coast, and, though ho was not

successful in America, he molested the English* East India

commerce. Meanwhile, in Europe, upwards of oi^o hundred and

thirty Dutch vessels were seized* and that without any declaration

of war, which was not formally made till March 4th, 1005. On
June 13th following, wasfought tho battle of Lowestofle, in which,

after a brave and obstinate resistance, the Dutch, under Admiral

Opdam, were totally defeated with great loss.

It was under these circumstances that the Dutch called upon

Louis to assist them, agreeably to treaty. Such an application

was very unwelcome to the French King, especially when tho situa-

tion of affairs bocame complicated by tlfc death of Philip IV. Ho
endeavoured, but in vain, to extort from tho Dutch a recognition

of his claims on the Spanish Netherlands; and in order to gain

time, he sent an embassy to London to attempt a mediation

between the belligerents. This having failed, he could find no

further excuses for postponing the assistance which he had bound

himself to afford to the Hutch, and he accordingly declared war

against England, January 26th, 10(56. Louis took this step«with

the greatest reluctance, and ho assured Charles that nothing

should have constrained him to it but the necessity of keeping

his word. In this profession he was doubtless sincere. Throughout

the war the French fleet kept at a distance from tho serene of

action, and the only loss which it suffered was that of a frigate

taken by the English while endeavouring to run into Brest.

Louis, however, was compelled by this state of affairs to postpone

his designs upon the Spanish Netherlands
;

for a war at once with

Great Britain and Spain, and probably also with the Emperor, was

not to bo lightly ventured.

Besides the aid of the French, the Dutch had also procured

that of the King of Denmark, with whom a treaty was concluded,

February, 166(\; and this alliance was extended and confirmed by

another treaty at the Hague in tho following October, to which

the Di&6 of Brunswick Liineburg acceded. The States had also

formed an alliance with the Elector of Brandenburg at Cloves, in

February of the same year. But these Powers were of more use

to tho Dutch in the war which they were then waging with the

Bishop of Munster than in their contestVith England. Louis XIV.
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also had rendered the Dutch a more loyal assistance in that war,

and in April, 1 6G6, the warlike Prelate, who was in the pay of

England, and had cruelly ravaged some of the Dutch pro-

vinces, was compelled to lay down his arms. The naval war 4f

that yoar went, on the whole, in favour of England. The memo-
rable battle off the North Foreland, which commenced on the 1st

of June and lasted four days, was indeed left undecided ;
but«the

Dutch were defeated in a subsequent action, July 25th, and the

English appeared to be masters of the seas. These advantages,

however, had not been purchased without sovero losses, which

wero aggravated by the hand of fortune or Providence. London,

after being ravaged by a dreadful pestilence, had been almost

destroyed by tho Great Fire. Under those circumstances, the

English Cabinet was disposed to peace. In February, 1667, an

envoy was despatched to Paris to discuss preliminaries ; and in

tho following April a secret agreement was concluded between

the French and English Courts, by which Louis engaged to with-

draw his assistance from the Dutch. This agreement, in itself a

breach of faith towards tho Dutch Republic, was, however, accom-

panied with a perfidy highly disastrous to England. Whilst Louis

assured the English Cabinet that tho Dutch would have no fleet

at sea that summer, he pressed the latter to fit out their ships, and

cncotiraged them by promising to join them with his own, 1 though

ho had not tho smallest intention of executing that promise. The
fatal effects to England are well known. Relying on Louis's word,

as well as on the negotiations for a peace already begun at Breda,

under the mediation of the King of Sweden, no preparations were

made for defenco; i‘n Juno, 1667, tho Dutch sailed up the Thames
without opposition, took Shcerness, destroyed our ships in the

Medway, infested our coasts, and threatened the safety of the

capital itself.

While these disasters moved the English to accelerate the

conclusion of tho Peace of Breda, the unexpected march of Louis

XIV. into the Spanish Netherlands, in May, had the same effect

on tho Dutch. On the 31st of July three treaties of peace

were signed between England on the one side, and Holland,

France, and Denmark on the other. The basis adopted in the

Dutch treaty was tho statics quo from the 10th to the 20th May,
1667. Hence ^tho English retained New York ai2d New Jersey,

while Surinam, and the Isle of Polerone in the Moluccas, remained

1 Mignet, Succession d'Espagne, in the t. ii. p. 40sqq,
j
Harris, Life of Charles II.

Donum us inedits sur VHist . de France, vol. ii. p. 195.
^ •
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to the Dutch. The Navigation Act was so far modified that all

merchandise coming down the Rhine was allowed to be imported

into*England in Dutch vessels; a measuro which rendered the

Dutch masters of great part of the commerce of Germany. In the

treaty with Franco, this Power restored to England the Isle of St.

Christopher’s, which she had seized, and ceded Antigfha and Mont-

sennit, while she recovered Acadia and. Cayenne. The chief

difficulty with Denmark was the Sound dues. By a clause in the

treaty, Denmark reserved her right to the Orkney Isles, anciently

pledged by the Kings of*Norway to the Kings of Scotland.
1

By the invasion of the Spanish Netherlands, Louis took all

parties by surprise. He had fortified himself for that step by a

new offensive alliance with Portugal (March 31st, 1GG7), by which

he engaged to pay to that Power a subsidy of 1,800,000 livros

annually, till ho should himself declare war against Spain.
2 The

death of Louis’s mother, Anno of Austria, who expired January

20th, 1GGG, had removed one obstacle to his enterprise. Anne’s

political influence in her later years was not very great : but sho

had exerted what she had to prevent a war between her son and

the house from which sho sprang. Louis had succeeded in blind-

ing the Regent of Spain and her incompetent minister and con-

fessor. Up to the 1st of May he had given them the most pacific

assurances ; on the 8th he announced to the Regent his inteiftion

of marching in person into the Netherlands to possess himself

of what belonged to him in right of his cofisort. The Dutch

were equally taken by surprise. As late as tho 27th of April

Louis had assured Do Witt that nothing should bo undertaken

without his knowledge. It was indeed a question of vital im-

portance to the United Netherlands, which might next be swal-

lowed up if tho barrier between them and franco were removed.

Long and anxious negotiations on the subject had been going on

between the two countries, but without result. At first a plan

had been discussed to erect the Spanish Netherlands into a re-

public under the joint protection of France and tho States, and

this had been succeeded by another, to divide them between these

two Powers, wlych, however, could not agree, either as to tho

method or the time of the division.

Louis XIV. had accompanied his announcement to tho Spanish

Regent with a^little treatise, in which were set forth his preten-

sions not only to the Burgundian provinces, but also eventually to

the whole Spanish monarchy. This treatise, which was in fact a

1 Dumont, t. vii. pt. i. p. 40 sqq. 9 Ibid. p. J7.
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sort of manifesto, was also forwarded to all the European Govern-

ments. The claim to the Spanish Netherlands was not rested on

the law of devolution alone. By confounding the Kingdom -of

Franco with that of the Franks, it was asserted that the peojAe

of the Netherlands were Louis's natural subjects.
1 This was only

another form of those claims which France has so often urged,

sometimes on the ground of natural boundaries, sometimes of

nationalities. It was plain that she pieant to seize the Spanish

provinces, and would always be ftble to find a justification.

Louis placed himself at the head of Iris army May 20th. He
had announced his invasion of the Netherlands to the European

Powers simply "as a “ journey," as if he were going to occupy his

own undisputed possessions. Armentieres, Binch, Charleroi, Ath,'

Bergues, Furnes, Tournai, Douai, Courtrai, Oudenarde, Alost

were occupied without resistance, or capitulated after a short

siege
;
Lillo made a botter defence, but surrendered on August

28th. The French army now appeared before Ghent. But a

rainy season had set in ; it was doubtful whether the Flemish

towns would surrender so readily as the Walloon, which were

better inclined to the French, and spoke their language ; Louis,

too, was desirous of avoiding a breach with the Dutch ; and for

all these reasons he determined to do no more this yep. He
had”accompanied Turenne's division of the army, had taken a

personal share in some of the sieges, and had displayed no lack of

courage.

Louis had also determined to strike a blow in another direction.

Franche-Comte, nominally a Spanish province, was in fact almost

an independent state. Being completely isolated from the Spanish

possessions, the Government of Spain found it necessary to accord

great privileges to the inhabitants, lest they should transfer their

allegiance elsewhere. Although ostensibly subject to the Go-

vernor of the Spanish Netherlands, the real authority lay with the

Governor of the province, elected from among its nobles, and with

the Parliament of Dole, which enjoyed the chief share in the ad-

ministration. Franche-Comte yielded but a trifling revenue to

Spain, and little Care had consequently been taken for its defence.

Its reduction was intrusted to the Prince of Cond£, who, as

Governor of Burgundy, was advantageously situated ' for that

purpose. A considerable body of troops was secrfttly assembled;

the attention of the Swiss was diverted, who, like the Dutch,

did not wish to have the French for their neighbours; and in

3 See Mignet, Succession d'Espagne
,

t. ii. p. 58 sqq.
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February, 1688, Conde's forces invaded Franche-Comte. Louis

hastened from Paris to the scene of action, and joined Cond£

befojre Dole. That capital surrendered February 13th, and in a

ftj|rtnight the whole province was reduced. Louis new placed both

Burgundies under the government of Condd.

Those rapid conquests inspired not only Spain, bnt all Europo

also.with alarm. To give any efficient aid tjp the Netherlands was

totally out of the power of the Spanish Government. It was im-

possible to raise fresh taxes in Spain ; the galleons which brought

the American tribute were not due till the end of tho year
; a

national subscription was tried, but failed j

1 and to add to these

embarrassments, the Portuguese, at the instigation of tho French

King, invaded Estremadura. Spain had declared war against

France, July 14th, 1667, but without tho means to carr^ it on.

She appealed to all Europe for help, but nobody was inclined to

give her any active succour. She had Recently concluded a com-

mercial treaty with England, on terms favourable to this country

;

but she was not permitted to levy soldiers in Groat Britain. The
Elector of Brandenburg resolved to maintain a neutral position.

The Emperor Leopold, to whom Spain might have looked with

more confidence, was actually negotiating with France, as will be

explained further on. Tho Marquis of Castel Rodrigo, the Go-

vernor of the Spanish Netherlands, in vain invoked tho aid oS the

Dutch States, and offered to give up the tolls on the Maes and

Scheld for a loan of two million guilders. Tho Spanish ambas-

sador, Gamarra, proposed still moro tempting conditions, and

engaged to place Bruges, Ostend, Damme, and the forts of St.

Isabella and St. Donas in the hands of the D»tch, in return for a

loan of ono million guilders, and the aid of 12,000 men. These

negotiations form a turning jfoint in the'-caroer of De Witt. They

affect not only his fame as a statesman, but may even bo said to

have been the cause of his death. His situation, no doubt, was

one of extreme difficulty, ne knew that a league with Spain

would be considered by France as a declaration of war
;
nor did

the weakness of Spain, and the lukewarmness of her Belgian

subjects, offer mjich encouragement to embark with her in such a

contest. On the other hand, it should be considered that a war

with France would have been popular with the Dutch, who for

the most part detested the French ; and that to allow the latter

to fix themselves in the Spanish Netherlands was only tQ facili-

tate a future attack on the United Provinces themselves. In

1 Mignet, Succession d'Espagne, t. ii. p. 121 sqq.
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these circumstances De Witt adopted the dangerous expedient of

a compromise. Ho resolved to avoid an immediate breach with

France, and yet to force her to set a bound to her conquests,

though ho could not but have been aware how offensive such a

course would be to a young and ambitious monarch like Louis

XIV. Such was the policy he followed in the alliance with

England and Sweden,, which we have now to relate.

After tho Peace of Breda, Louis had endeavoured to conciliate

England by enticing offers. Ho held out the baits of a treaty of

commerce, subsidies, the cession of a Xethcrland port, and the

abandonment of Spanish America to the English arms, provided

he might bo allowed to occupy the Spanish Netherlands without

opposition. Charles himself was lured with the offer of aid in*

case of need against his rebellious subjects.
1 But, though Cla-

rendon had been disgraced, the time was not yet ripe for so in-

timate a connection between the French and English Crowns.

Tho English Cabinet listened in preference to the envoys of the

United Provinces, who were continually pressing Charles to join

them in interposing between France and Spain. In December,

1(507, Sir William Temple, tho British resident at Brussels,

received instructions to proceed to the Hague and negotiate a

treaty with tho States. In his conferences with De Witt, Toinple

urged him to conclude an offensive alliance, by which France

should be compelled to relinquish all her recent conquests. But

tho policy of Do 'Witt was, as already said, more temporizing.

Ho dreaded an open breach with France, and wished to have

Louis for a friend, though not for a neighbour. Temple yielded

to his arguments, and, after a few days’ negotiation, an alliance was

concluded at the Hague, January 2ord, 1668, which, from the

accession to it of Sweden, has been called the Triple Alliance.

There were two treaties:
2
one established a defensive alliance be-

tween Great Britain and tho States ; the other, with a reserva-

tion for the accession of Sweden, erected those two Powers into

mediators between the belligerent Crowns. France was to bo

persuaded to an armistice j
Spain was to be forced to accept one

of the alternatives already offered by Louis : namely, that he

should bo left in possession of all the places he had conquered in

1667 ;
or that lie should havo instead of them either the Duchy

of Luxembourg or Franche-Comte ;
and together with either of

these provinces, the Cambresis, Douai, Aire, St. Omer and

Fumes. There were also three secret Articles: 1. That no

1 Alignet, t. ii. p. 5#9. * Dumont, t. vii. pt. i. p. 66 sqq.
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question should be raised about the renunciation of Maria The-

resa; 2. That if the war should continue between Spain and

Portugal, France should respect the neutrality of tho States

;

3^
That if France rejected a peace on these conditions, England

and the States should assist Spain till matters were restored

to the footing established by the Peaco of the Pyrenees. This

last clause, which came to tho knowledge of Louis, gave him

very great offence. Dolma, the Swedish envoy, acceded to tho

treaty on tho day of its execution; but the object of it was

attained before it was formally ratified by Sweden. Tho key to

this Change of policy, on the part of the Swedish Court, aftor an

alliance of nearly half a century with France, lios.in the circum-

stance that the latter Power had withdrawn the subsidies which

she formerly paid to Sweden, and that tho Dutch had undertaken

to furnish them.
•

About tho same time a peace was concluded betweon Spain and

Portugal. After the War of Devolution had brokon out; Spain

became inclined to listen to English offers of mediation, and tho

negotiations for a peaco were conducted during the revolution in

Portugal already described. Don Pedro, the new Regent of Por-

tugal, though segretly inclined to France, whose interest it was

that tho war should bo prolonged, was compelled by the CorfcOs to

sign the Treaty of Lisbon, February loth, 1068. The indepen-

dence of Portugal was acknowledged, and all conquests were re-

stored on both sides, except Ceuta, which was ceded to the
4

Spaniards. 1 Thus was at length concluded a war which had lasted

more than a quarter of a century.

The peace between Spain and Portugal had*tho offoct of facili- *

tating in stftne degree the negotiations between Franco and the

allies. Louis did not learn tire conclusion o'f the Triple Alliance

till he had completed the conquest of Franche-Comte. Tho ques-

tion of pushing the war with vigour, or submitting to the arbitra-

ment of the .allies, was discussed with great warmth and much
difference of opinion among Louis’s generals and ministers; but

the King himself was inclined to abide by the alternatives which

he had offered. Louis consented to a fresh truge till tho end of

May, and a Congress was opened at Aix-la-Chapelle; but the ne-

gotiation^were really conducted at St. Germain. Tho Marquis

of Castol Ilodryjo accepted, as Spanish plenipotentiary, tho first

of tho two alternatives just specified, and a preliminary treaty was

1 Dumont, t. vii. pt. i. p. 70. Cf. MCtnoins (VAblanrourt, the French etfvoy in

Portugal, p. 253.

III. A A
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signed at St. Germain, April- 15th, 1668.
1 This injudicious

choice, which placed in the hands of France the keys of the

Netherlands, is said to have been made by Spain, in order to

compel the allies, from the desperate nature of her situation, ai?d

the danger with which it threatened the "Butch provinces, to aid

her in case 6f further attack.

2

After the Treaty of St. Germain,

the definitive treaty, signed at Aix-la-Chapelle, May 2nd, was little

more than a form. France retained all her conquests in the North,

and restored Franche-Comte to Spain,
1

the integrity ofwhose other

possessions was guaranteed. England proposed to make the

Triple Alliance permanent, and to obtain the accession of Spain

;

but Do Witt cither feared to offend France too far, or distrusted

the sincerity of the British Cabinet.

Tlio conduct of the Dutch had inflicted on the pride of Louis a

wound too deep to be easily healed. His heart was bent on re-

venge, and his whole policy was directed to obtain it. His anger

was further inflamed by the boasting <5f the Dutch, That little

republic had now reached the summit of her good fortune, and had

begun to grow somewhat dizzy with her eminence. She had not

only achieved her own independence against the colossal power of

Spain, but had also vindicated the rights of mother nations, in-

cluding those of Spain herself. She had saved Denmark from the

grasp of Sweden
;
she had fought at least a drawn battle with

England for the dominion of the seas; and now she had prescribed

bounds to the haughty and powerful sovereign of France. There

was nothing, therefore, but what was strictly true in the inscrip-

tion on the medal which the Council of State caused to be struck

in commemoration of the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, in which

credit was taken for haring asserted the laws, purified religion,

aided, defonded, and conciliated kings, vindicated the liberty of

the seas, conquered by arms an advantageous peace, and estab-

lished the tranquillity of Europe.
4 The assertion of having done

all this was, however, far from being the less offensive because it

was true. Matters were rendered worse by the loud and offensive

boasting of the Dutch journals, and by the personal bearing of Van
Beuningen, the ambassador of the States at the French Court,

1 Dumont, t. vii. pt. i. p. 8$. renting on a trophy, with ships in the dis-
a See, for these negotiations, Sir William tunee. On the re\erse wds the following’

Temple’s Lettirs. inscription: “ Ass^rtis legibus. emend&tis
3 Dumont, t. vii. pt. i. p. 89.

^

sucris. iu\jutis, defensis, coneiliatis regibus,
4 The medal represented the Maid of vindic&ta marium libertate. pace egregia

the Netherlands, the image of the Dutch virtute annorum parta, stabilita Orbis
Republic, treading chains under her feet, EuronnM quiete.’’ See Van Loon, Hist.

having the cap of liberty on*a spear, and mzUuliqu? dis Pays Bays. t. iii. p. 22.
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whose republican frankness, not to say rudeness, was offensive to

Louis and his ministers.

* It was not, however, merely from personal feeling that Louis

Tasked to humble or destroy the Dutch Republic. He had political

motives also. He hated the United Netherlands becauso they were

the asylum of civil and religfous liberty, and the centre of those

ideajgi which were directly opposed to liis own principles and insti-

tutions. Another cause of complaint was that the importation of

French goods and manufactures, except wine, into tho United

Provinces had been prohibited, or at all events allowed only under

very exorbitant duties ; though this, indeed, was only a retaliation

for the policy of Colbert. Add that tho Dutch were the chief

obstacle which prevented Louis from seizing the whole of the

Spanish provinces, and wo need not be surprised at his determi-

nation to ruin 'them. As a preliminary step, however, the Triple

Alliance must be dissolved. Louis first affeinpted to effect this by

means of the Dutch themselves
;
but De Witt resisted all Pom-

ponne’s endeavours for that purpose .

1 After this failure, which

embittered Louis all the more against the Dutch, he turned his

views to England and Sweden. De Witt, who saw the danger to

which he had exposed his country, endeavoured, when it was too

late, to disarm the French King by advances and propositions of

various kinds ;
but Louis had made up his mind, though lie kept

up an appearance of negotiation, in order to amuse tho Dutch.

His kingly pride was deeply offended by the idea that a few

republican traders should attempt to arbitrate between two of the

greatest monarchs of Europe ;
2

The chiof aim of Louis was to c;emcut a £rm alliance with

England, in which Charles II. was disposed to meet him half-way.

After the disgrace of Clarendon, Charlc£.fell more and more into

the hands of Buckingham, Arlington, and the other members of

the Cabal Cabinet. The few religious ideas entertained by Charles

were in favour of the Roman Catholic faith. He harboured, as is

well known, a sort of waking dream of re-establishing, some day

or other, with the aid of the French King, that worship in his

dominions; a project which, however chimerical, contributed to

form a bond of union between the two sovereigns. Want of money,

however^ was the chief motive with Charles to form the French

1 P’Estrarles, Letires, Memoires, et Nc- sont eux-memes des usiirpateurs, He Hi;

goeiations
,
t. vi. p. 444. * eider souverainement Hus interns des

9 Thus, in a despatch to the French deux plus grands inonanjues dc la Chrc-

ambassador in Holland, Lionne writes : tiente7’-rMignet, t. iii. p. 5&J *1*1'

“
II n’appartient pas a des murehands, tjui
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alliance. While his exchequer was always empty, that of Louis

was always overflowing, and the surplus at the disposal of such

princes or ministers as were willing to be bought. In December,*

1669, Charled offered his services to Louis on terms which sh^fw

that if he and his advisers were ready to barter away the civil and

religious liberties of England, they were at the same time anxious

to promote hor foreign interests, at least as they were then under-

stood. They claimed, besides large money payments, a consider-

able eventual share in the Spanish succession ;

l and from the spoils

of the Dutch Republic, Slnys and the Isles of Waleheron and Cad-

sand. Those claims were afterwards modified. Charles consented

to postpone the question of the Spanish succession, and to reduce

his pecuniary demands; and on May 22nd, 1670, a secret treaty

was arranged at Dover between Charles and his sister, Henrietta

of Orleans, who went thither on pretence of a friendly visit.

Charles engaged to declare himself a Roman Catholic, on condition

of Louis giving him two million livres, and supporting him with

6,000 foot against the consequences which might ensue. Charles

was to doclaro his conversion at what time ho pleased, and after

Iiis declaration had been made, to join Louis in a war against the

Dutch whenever Louis should think proper. He was to assist him

with 6,000 foot and the English fleet, to which were to be added

thirty French ships of, at least, forty guns ; and Charles was to

receive a subsidy of three million- livres a year during the war.

The treaty was signed by Colbert de Croissi, the French ambas-

sador, and on the part of Charles by four commissioners, all Catho-

lics.*
2
Louis ratified it by an autograph letter to Charles, June 10th.

Charles gave hi^ sister t<* understand that he would permit tho

French King to attack Holland before he had declared his own
conversion, notwithstanding the * article to the contrary in the

treaty. The goodwill of Charles had been conciliated by minister-

ing to one of his foibles. Henrietta had brought in her suite a

beautiful young lady, Mademoiselle de Kerhouel, with whom
Charles was immediately captivated. She departed with the

Duchess of Orleans, but was persuaded without much difficulty to

return to England, where she became the notecj, Duchess of Ports-

1 Minorca, Ostend, and Spanish Ame- of Lord Clifford, in 1830. #.It will be found
ricn. Ibid. p. 120. in his Hist, of England

,
vol. ix. App.

a The Lords Arlington and Arundel, note B. By larer'agreements the English
Sir Thotnus Clifford, and R. Bellings. share of the Dutch conquests was to he
This secret treuty, which was in the pus- augmented by the Isles of Voorne and
session of the Clifford family, was first Goree, thus giving England the command
published by Dr. Lingard, by permission of the Scheld and the Maes.
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month ; and, as Charles's mistress, contributed to keep alive the

good understanding between him and the French Court.

%
Charles was probably never sincere in the design of publicly

changing his religion, or rather, perhaps, of assuming any at all

;

but the treaty seems to have encouraged his brother^the Duke of

York, openly to profess his adherence to the Catholic faith, and
may* thus be considered as having prepared* the fall of the Stuart

dynasty. A second treaty, intended to be made public when the

war should break out, and relating, therefore, only to tho affairs

of Holland, was signed on the 31st of the following December by
Colbert de Croissi and those of Charles's ministers who were not

in the secret of his contemplated apostacy

-

1 Louis was in hopes to

have begun the war in the spring of 1(571, but the state of his

negotiations in Germany and elsewhere induced him to put it oft*

till the following year. In order to facilitate his attack on the

United Netherlands, he had seized the Y)uchy of Lorraine (Sep-

tember, 1670). The restless Duke Charles IV. had afforded tho

French King a pretext for this aggression, by having, in contra-

vention of the treaty of the. Pyrenees, revoked his engagement

that his dominions should fall to France after his death; as well

as by levying troops, fortifying several places, and contracting

alliances without the knowledge of the King.2 The occupation of

Lorraine caused a great sensation in Europe, and especially among
the Dutch, to whom it presaged the coming storm. The acquisi-

tion was of great importance to France, not only from its inagni*

tude, but also strategically, as the communication between tho

Netherlands and Franche-Comt<$ was thus intercepted. Charles IV.,

who was closely connected with the Imperial fautily, fled to Vienna,

and afterwards served against^Louis in tjjio Dutch war. Leopold

addressed to the French Court some renfonstrances in his favour;

but though this occurrence produced for some time a coldness

between the Emperor and Louis, it did not eventually put an end

to the good understanding which we have already mentioned as

subsisting between them at this period, the origin of which we

must now relate.

Louis had, eaaly in 1667, made proposals to*the Emperor for

dividing between them the dominions of Spain in the event of

the death,"'without issue, of the sickly young king, Don Carlos II.

•

1 By this treaty Charles wap to receive 'were the price of his conversion. Lingard,

five million livras instead of three; but in vol. ix. p. 185.

a, secret article, unknown to Buckingham, a 1% atrum Europ. t. x. pt. ii. p. 347.

it was acknowledged that two of these
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Tho present object of Louis in these negotiations was to prevent

the Emperor from interfering in his designs upon the Spanish

Netherlands^ Leopold and the House of Austria had, perhaps,

equal pretensions to the Spanish succession with Louis and kis

heirs. Neither Leopold's mother, Maria Anna, daughter of

Philip HI., nor his wife, Margaret, daughter of Philip IV., had

renounced her claim's to the Spanish throne, as both Anrfe of

Austria, tho mother, and Maria Theresa, the wife of Louis XIV.,

also, daughters respectively of Philip III. and Philip IV., had

done. But as neither Leopold nor Louis could hope to reap the

entire succession, and as Leopold was at that time governed by

his minister, Auersberg, who was in tho pay of Louis, he was

easily induced to enter into the views of the French King. In

January, 1GG8, a secret treaty was accordingly concluded at

Vienna with Gremonvilje, the French ambassador; by which it

was agreed that in the event just specified, the Emperor should

havo Spain, except Navarre and Rosas, the Milanese, certain

places in Tuscany, the Balearic Isles, Sardinia, the Canaries, and

the Spanish West India possessions-; while Louis's share vras to

be the Catholic Netherlands, Franehe-Comte, Navarre, Rosas,

Oran, Melilla, Ceuta, &c., in Africa, the two Sicilies, and the

Philippine Isles.
1 Soon after this treaty, Auersberg was dismissed

from Leopold's sorvice, his subserviency to France having become

only too manifest by tho attempt of Louis to procure for him a

cardinal's hat from Pope Clement X. His successor, Lobkowitz,

was, however, equally sold to Louis
;
and down to that King's

actual invasion of Holland, and, in fact, till 1674, no step was

taken by Leopold to oppose the progress of the French. The

leagues of the Emperor in January and June, 1672, with the

Electors and Princes oY Mentz, Treves, Saxony, Brandenburg,

Brunswick Liineburg, Hesse Cassel, and other German Powers,

as well as Denmark, were purely defensive, and to prevent the

Empire from being attacked; and though an Austrian force under

Montecuculi was sent to tho Rhine in June, Gremonville was as-

sured that it would not act offensively. Indeed, the true politics

of Lobkowitz and the Imperial Court at this juncture are shown

by another treaty with France, November 1st, 167P; by which it

was agreed that neither the Emperor nor the French KSrtg should

support the other's enemies
;
and that Leopold should not inter-

1 Mipnet, t. ii. p. 441 sqq. This treaty struction to the Marquis d’Havcourt. See-

is not in the usual collections;
r

but it is Garden, Hist, dcs Traitte, t. ii. p. 190.

avowed by Louis himself in a Mtm. rfVw-
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fore in any war arising out of the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, and

waged outside the boundaries of the Empire. 1

^
It was manifest from this treaty that Louis had nothing to

apprehend from the Emperor in any enterprise agafhst the Dutch.

The position of most of the other German Powers was equally en-

couraging to him. The Elector of Bavaria was entirely in the in-

terests of France. The ill state of health of the Emperor Leopold

had caused Louis to imagine that the Imperial Crown would soon

bo vacant ; the Elector had promised the French King his vote,

and in 1670 a secret treafy had been concluded between them, the

main feature of which was a marriage between the Dauphin and

the Elector's daughter. The Elector Palatine followed this ex-

ample, and was recompensed for his adherence to France by the

marriage of.his daughter to the King's brother, the Duke of Or-

leans, whose consort, Henrietta, had expired soon after her visit to

Dover. ThcDuke of Hanover and the Bis&op of Osnaburg espoused

Louis's cause so warmly that they granted him the exclusive right

to levy troops in their dominions. The Elector of Cologne and

the Bishop of Munster, with a view to self-interest, were still more

ardent in his cause. They drew closer their former relations with

France by a new treaty in January, 1672; by which the Eloctor

engaged to aid the King against the Dutch with an army, of

J 8,000 men for a subsidy of 8,000 crowns a month, and in Con-

sideration of a sum of 400,000 livres to admit a French garrison

into Neuss. The Bishop promised to unite his forces with those

of the Elector, and both were to receive a share of the future con-

quests. Among the German Princes the politic Elector Frederick

William of Brandenburg seemed long doubtftd as to which side

he should favour. In Deceuiber, 1669, he h *d concluded a treaty

with Louis, by which he agreed not to* join the Triple Alliance,

and to support the King's claims to the Spanish Netherlands

;

but he would make no promise with regard to Holland. The

ruin of that Republic appeared to him to be too great a peril both

for Protestantism and for Germany to be ventured on. Yet he

had not much reason to be satisfied with the Dutch, who withhold

from Kim Wesel* Rees, Emmerich, and two or ‘throe other places

in the Duchy of Cleves, which they had taken from the Spaniards

during tBe Thirty Years' War ; while Louis endeavoured to entice

him to their rBin by the most tempting offers. The French King

proposed that the Dutch Republic should be dissolved ;
that-France

should take the provinces to the west of the Meuse ;
that the

• * 1 Theatrum Europ. t. xi. p. 37.
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Elector of Brandenburg should have Gelderland and Zutphen;

the Elector of Cologne, Utrecht, Munster, and Overyssel ; the

Duke of Liineburg, Friesland ; the Duke of Neuburg, Groningen;

while Holland and Zealand were to fall to the House of Orange;

and all these provinces were to forrp a Confederate State.
1 But

Frederick William was not to be dazzled ; and eventually he

threw iri his lot with "the Dutch, by concluding with them} in

April, 1672, a treaty by which he engaged to assist them with

20.000 men.

Among the few German potentates adverse to France, the

Elector of Mentz took tho leading part. This Prince had formerly

been a warm friend of France, and the principal agent in estab-

lishing the Rhenish League
;
but when the War of Devolution

mado him better acquainted with the views of Louis, he altered

his politics
;
and "it was through his influence that the League

had been dissolved in January, 1(368/
2 He succeeded in nego-

tiating an alliance in 1672 with the Electors of Treves and Saxony

and the Margrave of Baireuth, which was also joined by the Em-
peror. This league, however, was a purely defensive one ; the

whole force which it proposed to raise did not much exceed

10.000 men, to guard the Empire from attack ; and thus even the

Bishop of Miinster, though leagued with the French against the

Dutch, conceived himself at liberty to join it.

Secure on the side of England and Germany, Sweden was the

only other Power which Louis was desirous of gaining. As Den-
mark was the firm ally of the States-General, and as the posture

of the Elector of Brandenburg became every day more hostile to

France, it became highly important to Louis to secure the friend-

ship of Sweden. With that needy but ambitious Power, money
was the grand instrument of negotiation. When, in 1667, France

ceased to pay Sweden the subsidies stipulated under the treaty of

January, 1663, she abandoned, as we have seen, her ancient ally,

and attached herself to England and the Dutch. The offer of

400.000 rix-dollars in ready money, and a yearly subsidy of

600.000 during the war, sufficed to gain her back to France. The
Treaty of Stockholm, concluded April 14th, 1672,

*
purported to

1 Puffendorf. De Rch. Gest. Frid. With, of five-and-twenty. The Elector sent

lib. xi. § 5. Leibnitz to Paris to persuad^ Louis to
* It was the Elector of Mentz who engage in it

;
but the French King could

attempted to divert Louis from his enter- not be induced to lea^e his destined prey
prise against the United Netherlands, by for so distant and doubtful an undertaking,

a counter-project for the conquest of See Menzel, Neuere Gcsch. der DeuUchen ,

Egypt
;
a scheme which had originated B. iv. S. 427 f.

in the fertile brain of the celebrated * Dumont, t. vii. pt. i. p. 106. The
philosopher Lcibhitz, then a young man treaty was fof three years, and was re-
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be for the maintenance of the Peace of Westphalia, of which the

two contracting Powers were guarantors ; but the secret articles

qjiowed that it was directed against the Dutch, as Swoden en-

gaged to assist Louis in case he should be attacked hy the Em-
peror or any German Powor, during his war with the United

Netherlands.
*

While thus abandoned by almost all the•world, the Dutch fixed

their chief hopes of support on an alliance with the Spaniards,

their ancient masters and oppressors. A revolution had now
taken place in the Spanish Government. The Peace of Aix-la-

Chapelle and the acknowledgment of Portuguese independence

had excited great indignation against the Regent and her Jesuit

minister; and Don John of Austria availed himself of this feeling

to drive Nicthard from power. Don John had boon appointed

Governor of the Spanish Netherlands during the French aggres-

sion, and was on the point of embarking* at Coruna when the news
of the arrest and execution of one of his adherents led him to

return towards Madrid. The Queen, however, forbade him to

approach that capital, and directed him to retire to his seat at

Consuegra. Niethard, on pretence that Don John had formed a

conspiracy against his life, sent a party of cavalry to arrest the

Prince in his retirement; but he succeeded in escaping into

Aragon, where, having collected a body of 700 determined•fol-

lowers, he advanced to Torrejo, within a few leagues of Madrid,

and dictated to the Queen tho dismissal of her Confessor. Such

was Nietliard's unpopularity, that even this small force enabled

Don John to effect his object, especially as he was supported by
several members of the Council ;

and, in spfte of the toars and

entreaties of the Queen, her minister
#
was •compelled to retire

to Rome (February, 1009). Don Johrf, however, was not ad-

mitted to a share of the government. Niethard was succeeded

by another favourite, Don Fernando de Valenzuelo, a gentleman

of Granada ; but the ambition of Don John was appeased with the

viceroyalties of Aragon and Catalonia. It was this new govern-

ment which, in December, 1671, concluded at the Hague a treaty

of alliance with the States.
1

Louis, besides the formidable combination which he had or-

ganized* Sgainst the Dutch, endeavoured also to promote the

success of his dhterprise by fomenting their intestine dissensions,

newed in April, 1675. lbid.j>. 291. Sweden denburg. The seiref articles an* in Puffen-

engRged to act in Pomerania with 16,000 dorf. De fob. Fr'td. With. lib. xi. $ 35.

men against those who should assist the 1 Dumont, t. vii. j>t. i. j». 155.

Dutch that is against Denmark and Bran*
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and exciting the Orange party against Do Witt. Six of the

United Provinces were for appointing William III., who had now
attained the age of twenty-one, Captain-General for life; ^a^tejp

which they thought might conciliate his uncle, Charles II., a^d

avert a war with England. But the inflexible De Witt would not

consent. He would only agree tha£ the Prince should be named
Captain- General for tjie ensuing campaign, and that with rery

limited power. The province of Holland would not even go so

far, and delayed the Prince’s nomination till November, 1672,

when he would complete his twenty-second year. It cannot be

denied that the subsequent misfortunes of the Republic must, in

great measure, be attributed to De Witt. The Dutch army was

in a sad condition. Officers had been forbidden to enter foreign

service, and thus, from tho long peace by land, were entirely

without experience. Promotion was obtained not through ser-

vice but favour. Most of tho soldiers were foreigners, discipline

was neglected, and the fortresses and magazines were ill supplied

and suffered to go to decay. Tho blame of these things must

attach to De Witt. 1 The navy, on the other hand, owing to the

care of De Ruyter, was in excellent condition. De Witt could

not persuade himself till the last moment that Louis was in earnest

in. his preparations. On December lOtli, 1671, the States-General

addressed to the French King a most submissive letter, in which

they told him they could not believe he meant to turn his arms

against his ancient and most faithful allies
;
they protested that

they had not voluntarily infringed the treaty of 1662 ;
they offered

to redross any inadvertent breaches of it, and to givo his Majesty

all the satisfaction he could reasonably require. They even in-

structed their ambassador,Van Groot, son of the illustrious Grotius,

to tell the King that he had only to say the word, and the United

Provinces would disarm
; an action which would display the King’s

grandeur in a fairor light than the most complete success of his

arms. Louis’s reply was haughty and threatening. He contested

the epithet which the States had given themselves of his “faithful”

allies ;
he reproached them with their diplomatic intrigues against

France, as well as with their hostile tariffs. H
f
e even seemed to

affect a great condescension in replying to their letter; “which,”

ho added, “ seems not so much written for us, as to excvte against

our interests those princes in whose courts it has teen made public

before we could receive it.”
2

On the 6th of April, following, Louis published his declaration

1 Von Kampen, B. ii. S. 228. * Mignet, t. iii. p. 657 sqq.
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of war He alleged no specific cause for hostilities, which, indeed,

was out of his power. He spoke only in general terms of the in-

tgratitude of the Dutch for the benefits they had received from his

IJprcfatliers, and asserted that his “ glory ” would not permit him

any longer to dissemble the indignation which their conduct had

raised in him. 1 The English declaration of war hafl preceded by

a few days that of Louis (March 29th). There was an attempt in

it to specify some grievances, but their flimsincss was as trans-

parent as that of the French manifesto. It alleged some oppres-

sions of Charles's subjeefs in India, the detention of some English-

men in Surinam ; the refusal of the Dutch fleet to strike their

colours to an English yacht which had on board the wife of

Temple, the ambassador ; and certain abusive picture's, which

turned out Jto be a portrait of De Witt's brother, the Admiral

Cornelius, with a view' of the burning of Chatham in the back-

ground. A public treaty had been signed between France and

England, February 12th, which was merely a repetition of tho

secret treaty of December 31st, 1670; except that Charles was

released, during the year 1072, from his obligation to furnish tho

French army with a corps of infantry. A few days before tho

declaration of war. Admiral Sir Robert Holmes had attacked the

Dutch Smyrna fleet at the back of the Isle of Wight, but \vith

such small success as was a poor compensation for this shameful

breach of international law.

Early in May, 1072, the French marched Against tho United

Netherlands in three divisions. Louis himself accompanied tho

main division, which, under the command of Turenne and Condf*,

advanced to Visefc on the Meuse, a place between Liege and

Maestricht. The King was accompanied by.Louvois, his minister

of war, and Vauban, the celebrated engineer. The Dutch had

only about 20,000 ill-disciplined men to oppose to ten times that

number of French, under generals like Conde and Turenne. It

is not our intention to detail at any length the campaigns of

Louis XIV. They have now lost much of their interest through

the grander and more important ones of recent times ; and we

shall content ooirselves with indicating some of the chief re-

sults. The French army, neglecting Maestricht, into which tho

Dutch faAd thrown a strong garrison, advanced into the duchy of

Cleves, occupied with little or no resistance Orsoy, Rhoinberg,

Buderich,and Wesel, and penetrated into the province of.Gelder-

land. The passage of the Rhine, or Lech, at Tolhuys, June 12th,

1 Mignet, t. iii. p. 710.
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which the flatterers of Louis magnified into a grand exploit, and

celebrated in poetry, painting, and sculpture, has since been esti-

mated at its true value.
1 The river, with the exception of a few,

yards in the middle, was fordable by cavalry, and the passage of

the French was disputed only by some 1,200 men under Wurz

;

the Prince of Orange with the mam body of the Dutch army,

having retired to Utrecht. The passage cost the French only a

score or two of troopers. The operation was, however, important

in its consequences, since the French, with the assistance of thoir

allies from Cologne and Munster, occupied in a few weeks the

provinces of Gelderland, Utrecht, Overyssel, and part of Holland.

Amsterdam itself might probably have boon surprised, had Conde’s

bold advice been followed to direct against it a body of 6,000

cavalry.

So sudden and overwhelming an invasion, which might be com-

pared to the bursting of their dykes and an irruption of the sea,

filled the Dutch with consternation. Every man, says a Dutch

writer, soemed to have received sentence of death.2 Manufac-

tures and trade were suspended; all the shops were closed, as

well as the schools, universities, and courts of law ; the churches

alone remained open, and sufficed not to contain the anxious

crowds which thronged to them. Many sent their wives and chil-

dren to England, Brabant, Denmark, and even to France, together

with their treasures, which others buried. In this low ebb of their

fortunes, the dejection of the Dutch prompted them to make the

most submissive proposals to the conqueror, in order to secure

what remained to them. They offered to surrender to Louis

Maestricht and its ‘dependencies, together with Dutch Brabant

and Flanders, and to pay him six millions for the expenses of the

war. Pomponne pressed the King to accept these offers, but

Louis listened in preference to the violent counsels of Louvois.

By the advice of this minister, counter-proposals were made of

the most extravagant nature. The cession of Dutch Brabant and
Flanders was accepted

; only, as the King was bound by treaty

to make over Sluys and Cadsand to the English, Delfzyl and its

dependencies, near the mouth of the Ems, was demanded in their

stead. In like manner, instead of Maestricht, Louvois required

Nimeguen and the Isles of Batavia and Bommel ; thfat is, the

Lech for a frontier instead of the Meuse
; a proposition which,

while it was more injurious to the Dutch, was in reality less ad-

1 Napoleon characterized it as an operation of the fourth order. Mtnwircs, t: v. p. 129.
• Valkenier, ap. Van Kampen, ii. 235.
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vantageous to the French. He also demanded Grave on the

Meuse and the county of Meurs ; and he doubled the indemnity

t
to Jrapaid for the expenses of tho war. But more offensive to

^he Dutch than all these demands were others which injured their

commerce, shocked their religious prejudices, and wounded their

pride. Tho prohibitions and* new customs duties on# French goods

w<*re to be revoked, without any reciprocity; tho public exercise

of the Roman Catholic religion was to bo restored throughout tho

United Provinces, and, in all places which had more than one

church, one was to be consecrated to the Popish worship
; while,

in acknowledgment of the King’s goodness in granting them a

peace, the Dutch were to present him every year with a gold

medal, bearing an inscription that they owed to him tho preserva-

tion of that liberty which his predecessors had helped them to

acquire.
1

Th# injustice and arrogance of tltese demands inspired the

Dutch with a resolution to defend themsolves to the last ex-

tremity. They determined to pierce the dykes, and lay the

country under water ; a heavy sacrifice, but which would at least

secure them till the frosts of winter. They even resolvod, if these

measures should prove useless, to abandon their homes, and seek

in their possessions beyond the seas that civil and religious free-

dom which was denied to them in Europe. An account was•taken

of the shipping in tho harbours, and it was found that they had

the means of transporting 50,000 families to the East Indies.

These events were accompanied with a revolution which proved

fatal to the Pensionary and his brother Cornelius. The advance

of the French had roused the popular resentment against the

De Witts to the highest pitch. They wer j denounced from tho

pulpits as the enemies and betrayers o( their country ; tho Pen-

sionary was even suspected by many to be in the pay of France.

On the night of the 12th of Juno he was attacked by four as-

sassins and wounded, but not mortally, though he was obliged for

some weeks to keep his bed. Among his assailants woro two

sons of Van der Graaf, a member of the Council, the younger of

whom was captured. Great interest was made to save his life,

and it was thought that De Witt would have interceded with the

judge&fti his favour. But it lay not in his nature.
“ Tho par-

doning of such a crime,” he observed, “ would be followed by the

worst consequences for the administration of justice. .The law

must take its course. Fiat justitia et pereat mundus” Young

1 Basnage, Annates de# Prov. Units
, t. ii. p. 246 sqq.; Mignut, t. iv. p. 31 sqq.
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Van dcr Graaf was condemned and beheaded, Jane 29th. This

last spark lighted up the train. A cry was raised in the little

town of Vcro in Zealand, and ran through the other provinces,

that the Perpetual Edict must be abolished, and the Prince of

Orange appointed Stadkolder. Cornelius de Witt, who was con-

fined to his bed by sickness, was compelled by the people to sign

tlic abolition of the Edict. It was abrogated by the State§ of

Holland, July 3rd, and on the 8th of the s^me month, the Statea-

General recognized William Prince of Orange as Stadholdcr,

Captain-General, and Admiral for life. .

This revolution was soon followed by the murder of the two

Do Witts. On the 24th of July, Cornelius was arrested on a charge

of having plotted against the life of the Prince of Orange.

The charge rested on the testimony of one Ticliclaar, a barber or

surgeon, a man of infamous character, who deposed that Cornelius

had attempted to bribe him to murder the Prince. Cornelius

was cited before the Court of Holland, of which the father of Van
der Graaf was a member, and by order of the judges was put to

the rack. Htf endured the torture with the greatest fortitude,

and displayed tho unshaken constancy of his mind by reciting an

ode of Horace in praise of the just and resolute man who can alike

defy tho frowns of a tyrant and the iniquitous decrees of a turbu-

lent ^action (“ Justum et tonacem propositi virum,” &c. Od. Lib.

iii. 3). Tho evidence sufficed not to condemn the Admiral, and

he should therefore“have been discharged, for there is no middle

term between guilt and innocence
; but the judges being resolved

to make him a victim, deprived him of all his offices and dig-

nities, and sentenced him to perpetual banishment. As he lay in

prison he was surprised by a visit from his brother, the Pen-

sionary. “ What I you here, brother ?
" “ Did you not send for

mo?” “No.” “Then we are both undone.*' » The augury was

only too true. The party in power, unable to murder the De
Witts judicially, had resolvod to sacrifice them to the fury of the

populace, and had enticed the Pensionary, by a false message, to

share his brother's fate. The States of Holland, indeed, made a

show of protecting the De Witts by a guard of cavalry
; but this

was soon withdrawn, and the infuriated mob broke into the

prison. The two brothers were dragged into the streets and

murdered ; their bodies, after being mutilated in the most fright-

ful and disgusting manner, were hung upon the public gibbet

;

their hearts were torn out and put up to sale. A Gomarist

preacher, Simon Simonides, presided, like a priest of Moloch, at
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these bloody orgies (August 20th) . Thus miserably perished

John Do Witt, who had directed the counsels of the Dutch Re-

public during a period of twenty years with honest and single-

mindeci patriotism, if not, in the last eventful crisis, with a wise

and successful policy ; whilst his brother Cornelius had sustained

her honour upon the seas with valour and reputation. Their

murder may not be directly imputable to the Prince of Orange

;

but he at least accepted it, and made himself an accessory after

the fact by protecting and rewarding the assassins. The Stad-

holder proclaimed an amnesty ; the principal leader of the riot

was made Mayor, or Bailiff, of the Hague ; and Tichelaar obtained

a place and a yearly pension of 400 guilders, which was paid to

•him during the life of William.
1

The Dutch entertained a hope that the appointment of the

Prince of Orange as Stadholder would disarm the anger of

Charles II.; and this feeling was strengthened by the arrival of

his two principal ministers, Buckingham and Arlington, at the

Hague, early in July. The English ambassadors wero received

by the people with enthusiasm and shouts of rc Long live the

King of England and the Prince of Orange !

33 But their expecta-

tions were doomed to disappointment. After an interview with

William, Buckingham and Arlington repaired to the camp of

Louis, near Utrecht; and on the 16th of July, they
r

signf<1 a

new treaty with the French King. The demands of England

were as intolerable as before. Wholo fleet^were to strike to a

single man-of-war ;
England was to receive an indemnity of a

million sterling, and a yearly payment of 1 0,000Z. for the herring

fishery on the British coast
;
Sluys, with the Jsles of Walcliercn,

Cadsand, Goree, and Yoorne, were to be made over to England

as security for these conditions ;
and separate peace was to bo

made by either Power. The Prince of Orange, whom the allies

persisted in protecting in spite of himself, was to have the

sovereignty, or at least the hereditary Stadholdership, of the

United Netherlands. Nor did France abate a single article of

her former demands.2 When Buckingham and Arlington again

went to the Prjnce of Orange with these conditions, and urged

him to throw timself into the arms of their King, William

answered, " My country confides in me, and I will never betray

it for any unworthy objects of personal ambition. If I cannot

1 Baanace, Anw. des Prov. JJnies, t. ii. pen, Gesch. (hr Sbdtrliindc,
,B. ii. S.

p. 317; Mignet, Succ. d’Enpagne, t. iv. 246 sq.

p. 71; Mtni. de Gourville {Collect. Mi- 8 Dumont, t. wi. pt. i. p. -’03.

chaud
,
3e serie, t. v. p. 576) ;

Van Knm-
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avert its ruin, I can at least defond every ditch; and I will die in

the last."

The confidence of the Prince in his valour and hte cause was

justified by t]he sequel. The Republic,, had already passed 'the

most alarming crisis of its fortunes. At sea, th© Dutch, if not

absolutely victorious, had maintained a resistance which inspired

good hopes for the future. In a greatmotion fought off Solebay

,

on the coast of Suffolk, May 28th, Do Rjiyter had engaged tho

combined English and French fleets a whole day, and the losses

on both sides were so equally balanced that neither could claim

tho victory. Tho French, indeed, had taken but little part in

the action, by tho secret orders, it is supposed, ,of Louis, who
was not displeased to let the two Maritime Powers destroy each,

other’s forces. The landing of the English at the Texel had

been subsequently hindered by an extraordinary ebb tide of

twelve hours, and then by a great storm. On land, the inunda-

tions had arrested the progress of tho French. On July 2Gth

Louis had taken his departure for St. Germain, leaving Turenne

in command of the army, but with instructions to attempt nothing

more that year.

The successes of the French had at length awakened the Em-
peror from his lethargy. Leopold entered into a defensive treaty

witfr thft Elector of .Brandenburg June 23rd, by which each

engaged to despatch 12,000 men to the Rhine. 1 Intelligence of

this treaty, and t!ie encouragements of the Elector, liad con-

tributed "to make the Prince of Orange reject tho demands of

England and France. Leopold, in a treaty signed by his minister

Tlsola at the Hagpe, July 25th, 1672, in spite of his former en-

gagement of nmtrality with Franco, agreed to assist the Republic,

on condition or receiving a largo subsidy/
2 But the Emperor was

still playing a double game; and though Montecuculi was de-

spatched with 12,000 men to join the Elector of Brandenburg, he

received secret orders not to engage the French ; and Leopold

even assured Louis that he wished him success/
1 The advance of

the Elector and the Austrians, who formed a junction at Halber-

stadt, September. 12th, was nevertheless favourable to the Dutch

by the diversion which it caused. Turenne received orders to

proceed to the Rhine, and arrest the progress of tho Allies ; and

he prevented them from forming a junction wifth the Prince of

Orange, who had advanced for that purpose to the ncighbour-

, *
1 Dumont, t. vii. pt. i. p. 201. 8 Ibid, p. 208.

3 Puflendorf. Frid. With?lib. xi. §51.
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hood* of Lidge. Montecuculi, in pursuance- of his secret orders, 1

declined to fight, and the Elector of Brandenburg was conse-

quently compelled to retreat beyond the Weser, abandoning to

the’ enemy some 6f his Westphalian dominions. Thfe Elector now
made proposals of peabe to France, and on June 16th, 1678, a

treaty'was concluded- at Vos&em, noar Louvain, by which Louis

engaged to pay him 800,000 livres, and restored to him all his

dominions, including those in the Duchy of Cleves captured from

the. .Dutch, except Wesel, and the forts of Lippe and Roes;

which were also to revert to him at the end of the war. The
Elector on his side engaged not to assist the Dutch, but resorved

to hijnself the fight of taking up arms if war should bo declared

by the Empire.

2

Sweden 1 had not fulfilled her engagements to

France, but she offered her mediation ; which led to tho assembly

of a Congress at Cologne in the spring of 1673.

Meanwhile the Stadholder, after failing to form a junction with

the Austrian and Electoral troops on the Meuse, made a bold but

unsuccessful attempt on Charloroi, and then hastened back to the

defence of Holland. Marshal Luxembourg had taken advantage

of the frosts of winter to invade that country ; but the dements
again favoured the Dutch ; a sudden thaw compelled the French

to retreat. The campaign of 1673 presents little of importance

except the taking of Maastricht by Louis in person, with 'tho

assistance of Yauban, June 30th ; and the surrender of Treves to

the same eminent engineer and Rochefort, September 8th. Mean-

while Louis had marched into Alsace, where he occupied the ton

imperial cities, and compelled them to renounce the rights guaran-

teed to them by the Peace of Westphalia. J

A great coalition was now organized againstr France. On
August 30th, 1673, two treaties were signed at the Hague by the

States, the King of Spain, and the Emperor. By tho first of

these treaties, Spain promised to declare war against France, and

the States engaged to make no peace with that Power till she had

restored to Spain all that she had seized since the Peace of the

Pyrenees ; failing which, the States were to cede to Spain Maas-

tricht and the ogunty of Vroonhove. They were likewise to

endeavour at a peace with England on equitable terms
;
and if they

1 Montecuculi was* so disgusted with at liis own desire. Lubkowitz was dis-

tlie orders sent by Lobkowitz, that he missed in October, lt>74; after which

wrote to the court to request that, as the Leopold became bis own prime minister,

shortest way, he might receive nis inatruc- 8 Puffendorf, lib. xi. $ 95 j
Dumont,

tions direct from Paris! Puffendorf lib. t. vii. pt.,i. p.234.

xii. § 51. Montecuculi was soon recalled

III. B B
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did not succeed, Spain engaged to declare war against England.

The Dutch were* also to recover their lost possessions. By the

second treaty, the Emperor was to assemble near Egra a force of

30,000 men, tfnd march them to the Rhine; the States paying a

subsidy of 45,000 rix -dollars per month, and providing on their

part 20,000 fnen. The three confederate Powers also concluded

in October a treaty with the Duke of Lorraine, by which they

bound themselves to place him at the head of 18,000 men, and to

restore him to his dominions. 1 From this period the cause of the

Dutch Republic began daily to look move promising. The naval

war this year was decidedly in her favour. On land, the Stad-

lioldcr, after taking Naerdcn, September 12th, effected a junction

near Bonn with the Imperialists, who, in spite of all the efforts of

Turenno, had succeeded in passing the Rhine near Mentz, and

taking Bonn, after a short resistance, November 12th. This was

a signal advantage. The States of Cologne and Munster lay at

their mercy ; they established themselves along the Rhine, and

thus secured the free communication of the Imperialists with the

Netherlands
;
whilst Turenne waa, compelled to fall back on the

Sarre. The French were now obliged to evacuate Holland, which

was effected in the winter and spring, 1373-74. Of all their

conquests they rotained only Grave and Maestriclit.

The Prince of Orange on his return was received in triumph by

tho Dutch. Early in February, 1074, he was proclaimed here-

ditary Stadholder and Captain-General of Holland and Zealand,

with succession to his male heirs
;
an example which was soon

followed by Utrecht, Gelderland, and Overyssel. These honours

were conferred oir William in order to smooth the way to a peace

with England, which was effected the same month. The war

was very unpopular in England." The King could obtain no

grants from the Parliament, whose suspicions had been further

excited by the recent marriage of the Duke of York with a prin-

cess of Modena, a niece of Mazarines. Louis XIY. had been the

chief author of this marriage, and had bestowed a large dowry
upon the bride. Charles II. made the best excuses he could to his

patron Louis for liis defection ; but he had, in fact, no alternative,

and was compelled to accept the Treaty of Westminster, February

19th, 1674. By this treaty the States engaged to saluterthe British

flag between the limits of Cape Finisterre in Spain and Van Staten

in Norway, and to pay 800,000 crowns for the expenses of the war.

Conquests were to be restored on both sides, and the disputes that

1 Dumont, t. vii. pt. i. p. 244 sq. *
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had arisen in the East Indies were to be adjudicated by a Com-
mission. 1 Tho example of England was soon after followed by

the JBishops of Munster and Cologne.

While Louis was thus deserted one by one by#
his allies, tho

Empire was rousing itself to vigorous action against him. Tho
immediate occasion of this wis an occurrence which look place at

Colpgne. Tho harsh proceedings of tho french King towards

tho Alsatian cities, as well as other parts of his conduct, were

asQribed to the advice of his pensioner, William von Furstcnberg,

who attended the congress of Cologne as plenipotentiary of tho

Elector. Although the congress rendered that city neutral

ground, the Emperor caused Fiirstenbcrg to bo arrested by some

•Austrian troops as he was returning from a visit on tho evening

of February.4th, 1074, and ho was earned off to Wiener-Neustadt.

France and Sweden loudly exclaimed against this proceeding as

a violation of the rights of nations
;
whereupon their envoys were

directed to leave the town, and tho congress was dissolved with-

out any result. This event put an end to any good undoi^tand-
,

ing which still subsisted between the Emperor and tho King ot

France. Leopold complained to tho Diet of Ratisbon of tho

conduct of the French, and though Gravel, tho French envoy

there, used every endeavour to bring the German States back *to

their former dopcndenco on France, yet so much was tho position

of affairs altered by the late occurrences, that the Emperor was

able to dismiss Gravel from the Assembly, and in spite of tho op-

position of tho Elector of Bavaria, several German princes gave in

their adhesion to the Emperor and joined the coalition of the

Hague. In June, Leopold formally declared Wftr against France,

and thus enabled the Elector of Brandenburg to join tho league

(July 1 st) , according to his s*pecial reservation in the Treaty of

Yossem.

Louis, supported by Sweden alone, now found himself opposed

to almost all Europe. The campaign of 1074, however, went

in favour of the French. Louis in person entered Franche-Comte,

and in the months of May and June again reduced that provinco.

It was never afterwards separated from Frailce, and the Jura

henceforward formed the French frontier on the east. Meanwhile

Turenna ^vas holding the Imperialists in check by a series of

brilliant manoeuvres on the Rhine. By his victory at Sinzheim,

June 16th, he compelled them to retreat beyond the Keckar. Ho

then entered and ravaged the dominions of the Elector Palatine,

# 1 Dumont, t. vii. pt. i. p. 253.
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who had joined the Imperial League ;
when his troops, enraged at

the murder and mutilation of some of their comrades by the

peasants, burnt seven-and-twenty towns and villages in the I^&Iat

tinatc.
1 The Elector, who, from his palace at Heidelberg, was a

spectator of this calamity, wrote to Turenno upbraiding him with

, his barbarity and challenging him to single combat ; from which

Turenno was deterred, by the commands of his sovereign.* -His

subsequent campaign in Alsace has been reckoned his master-

piece. By his victory at Enzheim, October 4th, he saved that

provinco from the grasp of the Imperialists
;
and subsequently,

by a combination of the most skilful operations executed in mid-

winter, and concluded by the battle of Tiirckheim, January 5th,

1(>75, ho compelled them totally to evacuate it. The Elector of

Brandenburg was forced to separate) himself from the allies and

march to the relief of his own dominions, which, as will be related

in-tho^noxt chapter, had boon occupied by the Swedes. Churchill,

afterwards the renowned Duke of Marlborough, served in this

canqaqign under Turenno, as colonel in one of the English regiments

in the French service, and learnt some useful lessons in the school

of so consummate a master. Meanwhile, in the Netherlands, tho

war had been carried on between the Stadholder and Conde with

nearly balanced success. A^t the bloody battle of Senef, fought

on August 11th, neither commander could claim the victory, and

nothing of much importance was done during the remainder of the

campaign.

In the spring of 1075 the struggle was again resumed on the

Rhine between Turonne and Montecuculi, where both generals

displayed all the ^resources of their skill. But the career of

Turenne was brought to a close before he could fight any decisive

action. He had made all his arrangements for a battlo near the

pass of Sassbach, in the Duchy of Baden, and was reconnoitring

the enemy's position, when he was killed by a cannon-ball, July

27th.
2 The dejection and despair of the French at the loss of

their great commander was uncontrollable. It was followed by
their immediate retroat, and Montecuculi was enabled to cross

the Rhine and enter Alsace. Cond£ was now ordered to assume

the command in Alsace, as being the only general worthy to

1 M. Martin asserts, after Du Buisson, The memorj' of that great Commander
Vic de Turtnncy p. 364 sq. (ed. Cologne, must not, however, be loaded with a crime

1687), that these excesses were committed which he was unable to prevent,

by the English companies in the service 8 The shot is said to have^een directed

of France (Hist, de France, t. xiii. p. 447). by Prince Hermann of Baden, who had
But Turenne himself, in his answer to recognized Turenne. Basnage, t. ii. p.
the Palatine, ascribes them to his soldiers. 616. *
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succeed Turenne. He contented himself, however, with remaining

on the defensive, and succeeded, without fighting a single battle,

in holding Montecuculi in check till November, when the Impe-

rialists retired into winter quarters beyond the Rhihe. This was

the last campaign both of Montecuculi and Conde, who were com-

pelled to retire from service by a more obstinate and irresistible

'enemy than they had hitherto encountered—the gout.

Tho^ifth year of the war, 1670, was more remarkable for its

naval engagements than for those on land. After tho peace

between England and the United Netherlands, the French, despair-

ing of encountering the Dutch upon the seas on anything liko

equal terms, had withdrawn into their harbours, and contented

’themselves with remaining on the defensive. They wero induced

by a revolution in Sicily to alter this policy. The inhabitants of

Messina, exasperated by the oppressions of tho Spanish Govern-

ment, had revolted in the summer of 16*4, and invoked tlio aid of

France, which was accorded by Louis. The French mado groat

efforts to retain so important a position as the Straits of Messina;

they defeated all the attempts of tho Spaniards to regain posses-

sion of that city; and even extended their occupation in its neigh-

bourhood. At length, towards the end of December, 1675, a Dutch

fleet under De Ruyter, Arrived to 4 t^e assistance of their allies,

the Spaniards, and a desperate but indecisive action took pBlce,

January 8tli, off tho Lipari Isles, between the combined fleets and

tho French under Duquesne. On tho 22nd of April, 1676, another

engagement was fought near Catania with the same result, except

that the death of the gallant De Ruyter might be considered

equivalent to a victory. A cannon-ball carrieflaway the left foot

and shattered the right leg of the veterah admiral, as ho was

giving his orders on the quarter-deck. *He died of his wounds a

few days after at Syracuse. 4 In a third naval action off Palermo,

June 2nd, the French gained a complete victory; they now
remained masters of the seas, and tho allied fleet was compelled

to take refuge at Naples.

The campaigns of 1676 and the following year present but little

that is remarkable. They were conducted oft the part of tho

French by the Duke of Luxembourg, Marshals Crequi, Schom-

berg, and*D*Estrades, besides Louis XIY. himself, and wero, on

the whole, in favour of the French. Valenciennes, Carnbrai, St.

Omer, an<J Freiburg in the Breisgau were taken. Tho
t
S tad-

holder, while hastening to the relief of St. Omer, sustained a

* 1 Brandt, De Rhytcr, p. ,688 srjq.
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complete defeat at the hands of the Duke of Orleans and Luxem-

bourg, April 11th, 1677. By these conquests the Spanish Nether-

lands wero deprived of nearly all their frontier fortresses. P Only*'

Mens and Nnflmr, on the land side, and Ostend and Nieuport on

the sea, remained to them ; the rest of the towns were incapable of

defence. These events could not but
r

have a considerable influence

on the negotiations atljimegucn,where a congress hadbeen assem-

bled under the mediation of the English King# Charles was again

become tho pensioner of France. Unablo to procure any money
from his Parliament, he listened to the* temptations of Ruvigni,

the French ambassador; and in February, 1676, signed a secret

treaty, by which, ns the price of his neutrality, he consented to

accept from Louis a yearly subsidy.
1

This bargain presented a

serious obstacle to tho scheme of the Prince of Orange to draw

Charles into an offensive alliance against Franco. Although tho

Dutch, alarmed by tho conquests of the French, were very de-

sirous of peace, the fall of Cambrai, the defeat of the Stadholder,

and the surrender of St. Omer had a precisely reverse effect in

England, and roused a cry for war which Charles had some diffi-

culty to resist. Spain and tho Emperor on ono side, France on

the other, competed with one another to buy the votes of mem-
bers of Parliament.’

2 The Commons were capricious as well as

venal. They pressed tho King to declare war against France,

yet withheld the means to carry it on. Charles, on his side, got

rid of their importunities by repeated adjournments, in conside-

ration of which ho obtained from Louis an addition of 200,0007.

to his pension. Meanwhile the French King was endeavouring

to detach the Duteli from their allies, and to effect with thorn a

separate peace; but though tho States-General and the Dutch

peoplo wero inclined to such a course, William was for carrying

on the war and adhering to his engagements with the Emperor
and Spain; and with this view he resolved to make a closer

alliance with England, and, if possible, to draw that Power into

tho war. He now made proposals for the hand of the Princess

Mary, eldest daughter of the Duke of York, which he had de-

clined three yearrf before. His advances were at first received

with coldness, but were ultimately accepted, and he wras invited

into England, though on condition that he should leave the

country before the Parliament met. The marriage was arranged

1 Balrymple, Memoirs of Great Bri- * See Lingard’s Hist, of England, vol.

tain and Ireland ,
vol. i. p. 57 and p. 1 40 ix. ch. 5. The price of a patriot seems

sqq. then to have been from 300/. to 500/.
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at Newmarket and solemnized in November, 1077. The careless

Charles let slip the opportunity of compelling the Prince to accedo

• to Jii^ views respecting a peace
j
but in the conferences which

e
#
nsued the basis of a treaty was agreed upon. •France was to

remain in statu quo with regard to Spain, and she would thus

retain possession of Franeh^-Comte, besides the phtces which she

had conquered in the Spanish Netherlands, with the exception of

Ath, Charleroi, Oudenarde, Courtrai, Tournai, Conde, and Va-

lenciennes ; which places were to be restored to Spain in order

that they might form a •barrier between Franco and the Dutch

Bepublic. The Duke of Lorraine was to bo reinstated in his

dominions, and the Dutch and French were mutually to restore

their conquests. Thus Holland was to bo saved at the oxponso

of Spain. •

Charles II. had thus exchanged the character of a mediator for

that of an arbiter, and taken upon liimSclf to dictate torms to tho

monarch whoso pay he was receiving. Louis endeavoured to

soften these demands, but meanwhile prepared for a winter cam-

paign, and took St. Ghislain. The pride of Charles was offended

by these proceedings, and he resorted to some vigorous steps,

which surprised the Prince of Orange as well as Louis. Ho
broke his secret compact with France by summoning tho £arr .

liament to meet in January, though he had agreed to adjourn it

till April; and he followed up this measure by proposing to his

nephew an offensive alliance against Francd. The Stadholder

joyfully accepted so unlooked-for a proposal, and on January 10th,

1678, a treaty was signed at the Hague between England and

the States-General, with a view to compel •France to a peace

nearly on the conditions already mentioned. 1 Louis, in alarm,

immediately recalled his ships and troerps from Sicily, which were

now exposed to the risk of being cut off by the English and Dutch

fleets; abandoning without remorse tho Messincse, whose re-

bellion he had encouraged, to the fate they might expect at tho

hands of their Spanish tyrants. He also suspended Charles's

pension, though he endeavoured to bribe the English monarch, •

but without effect, to abandon the demand* for Conde, Valen-

ciennes, and Tournai. Encouraged by the exhortations of his

brother
#and his minister Danby, who were for war, Charles dis-

played for setoe time an unwonted firmness. He recalled tho

English regiments in the service of France, made vigorous pre-

parations for war, and, with the permission of the Spaniards,

1 Dumont, t. rii. pt. i. p. 341.
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occupiod Osteiul with a garrison of 3,000 men. The French

King was on his side not idle. In the midst of winter he

threatened the whole frontier of the Netherlands, from Lux^m-*

bourg to Ypres*; then, suddenly concentrating his forces, he ap-

peared unexpectedly before Ghent, and compelled that town to

surrender (Mkrch 11th); thus openirfg up a road into the Dutch

territories. Ypres soon after also surrendered. Louis had

tampered with the opposition party in the English Parliament

;

supplies were refused, and Charles found himself drifting into, a

war with France without the means to carry it on. In these

circumstances lie again threw himself into the arms of Louis, and

concluded with that monarch, May 27th, another secret treaty, by

which, in consideration of receiving six million livres, he agreed

to withdraw his forces from the Continent, except the garrison in

Ostend, unless the Statos-Gcneral accepted within two months

the ultimatum which Louik had recently offered at Nimegucn as

the basis of a general peace. Tho terms were: the satisfaction of

Sweden and her ally the Duke of Holstein Gottorp ; the release

of Prince Furstonberg, and his restoration to his estates and

dignities ; the entire ro-establishment of the Peace of Westphalia,

tho Emperor either restoring Phillipsburg, which he had taken,

or ceding Freiburg; the restitution to Spain of Charleroi, Lim-

burg! Binch, Ath, Oudenarde, Courtrai, Ghent, and St. Ghislain,

in order to form the barrier desired by the Dutch; Spain, in her

turn, ceding Frarielie- Comte, Valenciennes, Bouchain, Conde,

Cambrai, Aire, St. Omer, Ypres, Cassel, and other places in what

was afterwards called French Flanders ; Maastricht and its depen-

dencies to be restored to the Dutch, who were, however, to make
it over to Spain; and lastly, the restoration of the Duchy of

Lorraine. 1

A peace was on the point of being concluded on these con-

ditions, when the negotiations were again interrupted, by Louis

signifying that he should not restore to Spain the towns in the

Netherlands till his ally the King of Sweden had been reinstated

in bis possessions in Germany which he had lost during the war.

This demand produced an immediate reaction ip England and

Holland. Charles again propared for war ; the English array in

Flanders was reinforced, and on tho 20th of July a frerfh* treaty

was signed between England and tho States, by which they en-

gaged to declare war against France, unless Louis should agree

to restore to Spain the towns in question, without any reference

1 Misrnet, Sncc. d’Expagni\ t. iv. p. 550,
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to the affairs of Sweden, before the 11th of August, on which day

the truce between France and the Republic would expire. Louis

was .extricated from this embarrassment by the Swedos them-

selves, who declared they should be satisfied if the Sftates-Genoral

engaged no longer to assist their enemies
; and on the night of

August 10th the Peace of NAieguen was signed. 1 All that Hol-

land lost in a war which had threatened to, annihilate her, were

her settlements in Senegal and Guiana, which had been taken by
the^French. Tho delay of the French ministers in signing the

treaty produced a collisioii between the Stadholdor and the Duke
of Luxembourg, by which much blood was needlessly spilt. Tho
Prince of Orange had advanced with his army and his English

Reinforcements to the relief of Mons, which placo had been

blockaded by tho French since the winter; and was in a state

of great distress. On the 14th of August he attacked Luxem-

bourg's army, when a furious and sanguinary battle ensued, which

was put an end to only by the night. William protested that he

had received no intelligence of the signature of tho treaty till the

following day ; but though it may be true that it was not officially

notified to him till the loth, ho could hardly have been ignorant

of it; and, at all events, he was bound to wait for certain intel-

ligence that the treaty had not been concluded. It may hr'"

suspected that he was not unwilling to frustrate tho peace ;
Hut

as the treaty was favourable to Franco, no notice was taken of the

occurrence.2

Spain acceded to the peace, September 17 th, by a treaty signed

at Nimeguen, on the conditions, with little variation, proposod by

Louis in the ultimatum already specified.
3 The Cabinet of Madrid

wished to delay the ratification till the EmpcRor should also have

made his peace; but were compelled by*the threats and move-

ments of Louis to ratify the treaty, Decomber 15th. Louis was

now in a condition to dictate to the Emperor and his allies almost

what terns he pleased, especially as the campaign of 1078 had

been unfavourable to the Austrian arms. On tho 5th of February,

1G79, a treaty was signed between France and the Emperor on

the basis of that, of Munster. The Duke of Lorraine, now

Charles V., was restored to his dominions, but on the most

%

1 The treaty is in Ifcumont, t. vii. pt. i. 9 On this affair we Hnsnnffr,t. ii. p. 941;

p. 350. It was in French, which lan- Temple's Mi moirs ( Work*, vul. 450);

gunge was now almost generally sub- Memoires dc GmtrvUl* (Coif. Michaud,

stituted for Latin in diplomatic transne- se ser. t. v. p.575).

tions. See Garden, Hist . dts Trades, 5 Dum«nt. t. vii. pt. i. p- •IW.
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onorous conditions. He was obliged to exchange Nanci and

Longwi against Toul, and Louis reserved four military roads

through his dominions. The Duke of Lorraine protested against

the articles, and rather than accept them became a voluntary

exile. The Emperor consented that tho King of France should

compel tho princes of North Gorihany to make satisfaction to

Sweden, and should, retain for that purposo a chain of posts in

the Khenish provinces to assure the march of his armios. But

to the pacification of Northern Europe we shall return in the pext

chapter.

Tho Peace ofNimeguen is the culminating point of Louis XIWs
glory. But France now became the object of a jealousy excited

by the pride of Louis, tho pernicious counsels of Louvois, and the

natural restlessness of the French people, which, after some time,

produced misfortunes that embittered the last days of the French

monarch with repentance and regret.
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CHAPTER XXXVIII.

W E shall now advert* to the affairs of the Austrian dominions

and of the eastern nations of Europe.

The comparative feebleness into which the Turkish Empire was

‘sunk, as well as its war with Venice, which had been going on

since 1645,
1
. had for many years relieved Austria from all appre-

hension of attack from that quarter; but in 1650 the appoint-

ment of Mahomet Koprili as Grand Vizier infused more vigour

into the counsels of the Porte. The youthful Sultan, Mahomet IV.,

and the ’Sultana Valide, allowed Koprili an almost unlimited

power ; and though that rcmarkablo man was more than seventy

years old, and had not performed during his long life any memo-
rable action, yet he discharged his high office during the five

years which he held it with distinguished ability and Huccaae—

and at his death transmitted his power to his son. Under* the

administration of Mahomet Koprili, the Turks began again to

interfere in the affairs of Transylvania (1058)’. The Voyvode,

George Ragotski II., their tributary, having shown symptoms of

insubordination, the Porto resolved to set up Barcsai, a creature

of its own, in his place, and to increase the yearly tribute from

15,000 ducats to 40,000. Ragotski, after resisting a year or two,

was defeated by the Turks in
#

a battle nrtir Klausenburg, in May,

1660, and received a wound of which he died. In the following

August the Turks captured Grosswardein, one of the strongest

fortresses on the borders of Hungary and Transylvania.

The Cabinet of Vienna, though alarmed by the progress of the

Turkish arms, was unwilling to break with the Porte, and had

even commanded*the Hungarian Count Zrinyi to desist from the

attempts at resistance which he had made on his own account.

But the% f>rogre§s of events at length compelled tho Emperor

Leopold to takfc a direct part in the war. Peter Kerneni having

been elected Voyvode of Transylvania under the imperial auspices,

and having murdered Barcsai, the Porte caused Michael Apafy to

1 See above, p. 259.
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bo elected in place of their nominee. The Viennese Cabinet,

after some vain attempts at negotiation, despatched some forces

under Montecuculi and Count Stahromberg into Hungary (1661),'

but with strict orders not to attack the Turks; and all that

Montecuculi effected w&s to supply Kemeni, who had shut him-

self up in Kiausenburg, with troops and provisions. In the

ensuing winter Kemeni made an attempt to seize Apafy at Medi-

asch ; but the Turks having come to Apafy’said, defeated Kemeni

and killed him in his flight. 1 0

Mahomet Kdprili died November 1st/ 1001, and was succeeded

in his high office by his son Achmct, then thirty years of age.

This transmission of power from father to son wiis a thing unheard

of in the Turkish annals, and seemed to recall the reign of the

Mayors of the Palace in France during the Merovingian dynasty.

The administration of Mahomet Kdprili had revived in a remark-

able degree the strength of the Ottoman Empire; he had firmly

established his power in the Seraglio, and by measures of great

severity had reduced the rebellious Spahis and Janissaries to

order and obedience. From his first accession to office, Achmet

Kdprili was resolved on a war with the Emperor ;
but in order to

make the requisite preparations, he encouraged the Imperial

Cabinet to negotiate. Leopold refused to recognize Apafy as

VoyYodc of Transylvania, who had abandoned great part of that

province to the Turks, and had promised to assist them against

tliQ, Emperor ; but at the same time the Imperial Cabinet, in the

vain hope of solving the question by diplomacy, refused all active

assistance to Kemeni ’s brother Peter. Even in tho spring of 1(563,

when Achmet Kdprili was pressing forward with a vast army to

Suda, the imperial plenipotentiaries were seeking to arrest his

march by now negotiations
;
but the terms ho proposed were too

arrogant and insulting to bo entertained. He demanded an in-

demnity of 2,000,000 florins for tho expense of arming, the

evacuation of several fortresses, the renewal of the ancient tribute

abolished by the Peace of Sitvatorok, and free passage for the

Turkish troops into Dalmatia and other places belonging to the

Venetians.

The Cabinet of Vienna began at last to perceive the fatal error

it had committed in not providing the means of resistance. To

the Turkish army of 200,000 men Montecuculi coUld oppose but

a very small force. The Hungarians themselves could not agree

1 The chief sources for these affairs n re Katona, Hist. Hungaria Dncum; Mtm .

Engel, Gesi'h. (its wtgttrMm Hl ichs ; dc Montecuculi

;

Wagner, Hist. Lcopoldi.
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as to the means of defence. The Protestant part of that people

were even in favour of the Turks, who treated them with politic

•consideration ; while the Imperial Court, under the influence of

the Jesuits, displayed towards them nothing but intolerance.

Count Forgacz, commandant of Neuhiiusel, who had marcliod out

to oppose the Turks, was defeated by them at Parkauy
;
and

thopgh he contrived to defend Neuhausel for six weeks, he was at

length compelled to surrender it by capitulation (September 24th,

16j>3). The fall of Npuhiiusel was followed by that of several other

fortresses, and it was the common opinion that in the following

spring Kdprili would appear before Vienna. In spite of allMonte-

cuculi's exertions, a body of 25,000 Turks and Tartars crossed the

•Waag into Moravia, threatened Nikolsburg, Briinn, and Rabens-

burg, and penetrated almost to Olmiitz, committing in their

progress the most horrible barbarities, it was even with some
difficulty that Montecuculi succeeded "in defending Freshurg.

Meanwhilo a Diet had assembled at Ratisbon ; and in December
the Emperor went thither in person, to reanimate their delibera-

tions, and urgo them to provide an adequate defence against so

urgent a danger. The Diet voted on the part of tho Empire an

army of 42,000 foot and 14,000 horse, to be commanded by the

Margrav Lcopoldo William of Baden ;
which, added to the troqpe .

of the Austrian hereditary dominions, constituted a force of more

than 80,000 men. Louis XIV. supplied from the army of Italy

6,000 men under Count Saligni, as the contingent for Alsace;

and Sweden sent 3,500 men, besides tho quota for tho states it

held in Germany. The Pope, and the Italian princes and repub-

lics, also furnished the Emperor with liberal contributions in

money.

Montecuculi was thus enabled to take the field in 1604 with

more pnxspect of success ;
and though the first operations of tho

campaign were in favour of the Turks, he at length arrested their

progress by the memorable battle at St. Gottliardt (August 1st),

a place on the Raab, near tho borders of Sfcyria. Montecuculi

having given the word “ Death or victory,” the Christians, con-

trary to their usual practice, charged without waiting to be

attacked ; the Turks were routed and thrown into a disorderly

flight, ii^ Which more than 10,000 of them were slain or drowned

in the Raab.1 • But instead of pursuing this advantage, which

seemed to open the road to the most extensive conquests, the

Imperial Cabinet surprised all Europe by seizing the occasion to

1 Katonii, t.xxxiii. p. 018 aqq.
;
Montecuculi, Mtmoires, liv. iii. p. 445 sqq.
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make peace with the Porte. On August lOtli, only a few days

after the victory, a treaty was concluded at Yasvar for a twenty

years* truce. The Emperor abandoned to the Turks all their con-

quests, which included the fortresses of Grosswardeiu and Neu-

hiiusel ; ho withdrew his support from the party of Ragotski and

Komcni, thug abandoning Transylvania to Apafy, the nominee of

the Porte 5 and he made the Sultan a present—in other wqrds,

paid him a tribute—of 200,000 florins.
1 This treaty caused uni-

versal dissatisfaction. The Germans eomplainpd of the Turks being

established at Nouhausel
;
a place, they'said, which might be seen

from the walls of Vienna. The Hungarians exclaimed that their

privileges had been violated by the conclusion of the treaty with-

out their knowledge and participation. The Transylvanians said

that by the abandonment of Grosswardcin, the Turks would be

enabled to overrun the whole of their country. Apafy alone

was content, who remained in possession of Transylvania on con-

dition of paying the ancient tribute. Yet disgraceful and disad-

vantageous as this treaty undoubtedly was, Leopold seems to have

had some cogent reasons for concluding it. Montecuculi's army

was still far inferior to that of the Turks ; the Austrian exchequer

was empty, nor could the continuance of the sendees of the con-

tingents voted by the Diet be reckoned upon. Deep jealousies

oxirted between the German and Hungarian commanders, and the

.latter, who suspected tlio Houso of Austria of a project for the

entire subjection of Hungary, impeded rather than assisted the

operations against the Turks. It may be, too, that Leopold wished

to rid himself of the services of the French troops, who had

awakened his jealousy by carrying off much of the glory of the

battle of St. Gotthardt.

The Avar which tlieyliad been' waging so many years with

Venice was, on the side of the Turks, a motive for concluding the

truce of Yasvar
;
but its details are uninteresting, and we there-

fore forbear to relate them. The siege of Candia, the capital of

the island of that name, is, however, one of the most remarkable

in history, having lasted from May, 1(567, till September, 1669.

After an attempt* to rolie\~e it with a large French force, under

the Duke of Navaillcs, had failed, the garrison was Compelled to

capitulate, September 6th, and was allowed to march of^t with all

the honours of war, folloAved by nearly the whole
<
population, two

priests, a woman, and three Jews alone remaining behind. A
peace Avas now concluded between Venice and the Porte, and

1 The treaty is in Katona. t. xxxiii. p. 565 sqq.^ and Dumont, t. ri. pt. iii. p. 23.
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terminated a war in which the Venetians arc said to have lost

30,000 men, and the Turks upwards of 118,000.
1

Meanwhile, in Hungary, the discontent caused by the oppressive

government and the religious persecutions of the Ai*strian Cabinet

hacl gone on increasing ; but it was not till 1078, when the young
Count Emmerich Tckeli placed himself at the head of the mal-

contents, that these disturbances assumed any formidable im-

portance Tckeli, wlio possessed much military talent, and was
an ^uncompromising enemy of tlio House of Austria, having

entered Upper Hungary with 12,000 men, defeated the imperial

forces, captured several towns, occupied the whole district of the

Carpathian mountains, and compelled the Austrian generals,

•Counts Wurmb and Leslie, to accept tho truce which he offered.

The insurgents wero encouraged by tho Porto, and after tho

conclusion of the Turkish and Russian war, in 1081, Kara

Mustapha, who was now Grand Vizier, determined to assist them

openly. In spite of tho liberal offers made to Tckeli by tho

Emperor, that leador entered into a formal treaty with tho Porto,

and, in conjunction with tho Turks, effected several conquests.

Leopold now despatched a splendid embassy to Constantinople,

in the hope of renewing the treaty of Vnsvar, but without avail

;

the Turks only increased their demands.7
In the spring of 1£$*

Sultan Mahomet marched forth from his capital with a largo

army, which at Belgrade ho transferred to tho command of Kara

Mustapha. Tokcli formed a junction with the Turks at Essek,

and the united armies began their marcli to Vienna. In vain

did Ibrahim, the experienced Pasha of Buda, endeavour to per-

suade Kara Mustapha first of all to subdue* tho surrounding

country, and to postpone till the following .year the attack upon

Vienna; his advice was scornfully r&jected, and, indeed, the

audacity of the Grand Vizier seemed justified by tho little re-

sistance he had met with.

At the approach of the Turks the Viennese were seized with a

terror amounting almost to despair. Little preparation had been

mad^ for defence; 70,000 men was all the force that could be

opposed to tho Turkish army of 200,000, and a great part even of

that number was required to defend the frontier fortresses. On
July 7tl^«when news arrived of the defeat of the Austrian forces

at Petronell, Leopold and his court quitted Vienna for Linz and

Passau. His departurewas the signal for an almost universal flight

;

1 A chief authority for* this war is
a See for these occurrences Katona,

Valiero, Storia della ihurra di CUkdia. t. xxxfv.
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60.000 persons are said to have hurried from Vienna in a single

day. Leopold intrusted the defence of his capital, which he thus

disgracefully abandoned, to Count Stahremberg, in whom it

found an able and valiant defender. It was fortunate for the

Emperor, who could get but little aid from the German States,

that he had concluded in the preceding March, with John Sobieski,

King of Poland, an offensive and defensive alliance against the

Turks, with special refprence to their besieging cither Cracow or

Vienna. Under King Michael, who had been elected to the

Polish crown in 1660, after the death *of John Casiinir II., the

Poles had been reduced to become tributary to the Porte ; but

John Sobieski, who occupied the post of general of that crown,

defeated tho Turks in a battle near Choczim, and in 1673, after*

tho decease of Michael, ho was elected King of Poland. Sobieski

had not been able to remedy the internal evils of that country

arising from tho Swedish war and tho defection of the Cossacks

of the Ukraine, as well as from the vicious constitution of the

kingdom j but his personal qualities and warlike renown had

enhanced the reputation of Poland. The Emperor Leopold and

Louis XIV. contended for his alliance. Sobieski persuaded the

senate to choose the former, and the treaty alluded to was con-

cluded, March 31st, 1683.
1 In tho peace which he had made

with the Turks in 1G76, Sobieski had been compelled to loave

them in possession of Podolia and a great part of tho Ukraine,

provinces which ho would willingly recover ; nor could he behold

without concern their attempts upon Hungary and Austria. At
one time Vienna seemed beyond the reach of human aid. The
Turks sat down before it on July 14th, and such were their

numbers that their encampment is said to have contained more

than 100,000 tents. It ^as the middle of August before John

Sobieski could leave Cracow with 25,000 mien, and by the end of

that month the situation of Vienna had bocome extremely critical.

Provisions and ammunition began to fail \ the garrison had lost

6.000 men, and numbers died every day by pestilence or at the

hands of tho enemy. It was not till September 9th that SoMleski

and his Poles formed a junction, on the plain of Tulin, with the

Austrian forces under the Duke of Lorraine, and the other

German contingents under the Electors John George c£.Saxony,

Max Emanuel of Bavaria, and the Prince of Waldeck, when the

united army was found to amount to upwards of 83,000 men,

with 186 pieces of artillery. On September 11th, the allies

1 The treaty is in Katona, t. xxxv. p. 15 sqq.
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reached the heights of Kalilenberg, within sight of Vienna, and
announced their arrival to the beloaguored citizens by means of

rockets. On* the following day the Turks were attacked, and
after a few hours' resistance completely routed. IJara Mustapha,

vftio in vain attempted to rally them, was himself carried off in

the stream of fugitives, whose disorderly*flight was#only arrested

by jbhe Itaab. The Turkish camp, with vast treasures in money,
jewels* horses, arms, and ammunition, became the spoil of tho

vi.ctors.

CouAt Staliremberg received John Sobicski in tho magnificent

tent of tho Grand Vizier, and greeted him as a deliverer. Tho
different commanders then entored Vienna, and in St. Stephen's

Church gave thanks for their deliverance, when the preacher

chose for his text, “ There was a man sent by God whose name
was John." The Emperor Leopold, who

#
returned to Vienna on

September 14th, instead of showing ally gratitude to tho com-

manders who had rescued his capital, received them with the

haughty and repulsive coldness prescribed by tho etiquette of the

Imperial Oburt. Sobicski nevertheless continued his sorviees by

pursuing the retreating Turks. Worsted by them at Parkany on

October 7th, he inflicted on them on tho Oth, with the aid of the

Duke of Lorraine, a signal defeat, in which 15,000 of them

said to have been slaughtered or drowned ; and he terminated the

campaign with the capture of Gran (October 27th), which place

had been almost a century and a half in the hahds of the Turks.

The Sultan, enraged at these misfortunes, caused Kara M ustapha

to be beheaded at Belgrade. 1

In the following year, 1681, the King of Boland, having re-

turned to his dominions, the war against thb Turks was pursued

by the Duke of Lorraine, who, hfter capturing Wissegrad, Waitzen,

and Pesth, sat down b’efore Buda, July 14th. This place, however,

was defended with the greatest obstinacy, and as the Imperial

army was decimated by disease, the Duke of Lorraine was desirous

of raising the siege at the beginning of October; but it was

fruitlessly prolonged, by orders from Vienna, till the 20th of that

month. It had cost the assailants 213,000 men.* It was this year

that a league against the Turks, under the protection of the Pope,

and thence called the Holy League, was formed by the Emperor,

the King of Poland, and the Republic of Venice. The Venetian#

were induced to join it by the hope of recovering their former

1 His head was found at the capture of 1688, %nd is still preserved in the city

Belgrade by the Elector of Bavaria iu arsenal of Vienna.

III. C C
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possessions, and declarod war against the Sultan, Mahomet IV.,

July loth. The war which ensued, called the Holy War, lasted

till the Peace of Carlowitz, in 1099. Venice ill this war
t
put

forth a strength little expected from that declining State. Many
thousand Germans were enrolled in her army, commanded hy

Morosini, and by Count Kdnigsmark, a Swede.

The Austrians pursued the campaign in Hungary with success,

in 1085. The Ottoman army was defeated at Gran, and Neu-

hiiuscl was shortly after recovered (August 19th), the northern-

most place held by tho Turks. In Upper Hungary, Eperies,

Tokay, Kascliau, and several other places were also retaken. The
Grand Vizier Ibrahim was so enraged at these reverses that he

caused Tekoli, whom he regarded as the cause of them, to be

carried in chains to Adrianople. But Ibrahim being dismissed

from office tho same yqpr, Tekoli recovered his liberty. The fol-

lowing year (1080) was signalized by the taking of Buda by the

Duke of Lorraine, which was carried by assault, September 2nd,

after a siege of more than throe months. Buda, the capital of

Hungary, had been during 145 years in tho hands of'the Turks.

Another campaign sufficed to wrest almost all Hungary from the

Porte. Tho Austrians under the Duke of Lorraine having been

‘Joined by the Elector of Bavaria with a large force from the

German States, completely defeated tho Turks in the battle of

Mohacs, the scene of the former triumph of the Ottoman arms

(August 12th). The Duke of Lorraine followed up this success

by reducing all Transylvania, while Sclavonia was reconquered

by General Diinewald, ono of his officers. Tho chief places in

Upper Hungary, deluding Erlau and Munkacz, were also taken,

and Tekeli's wife and her two children captured and sent prisoners

to Vienna. Thus, before' the end of 1G87, the whole of Hungary,

except a few scattered places, was recovered by Austria. Michael

Apafy, however, was left in possession of Transylvania, but on

condition of admitting Austrian garrisons into tho principal

towns, and paying a contribution of 700,000 florins.
1

In October,

^Leopold summoned an assembly of the Hungarian States at

Preserburg, and proposed to them to incorporate in the kingdom
of Hungary all his recent conquosts over the Turks, to confirm

the ancient privileges of the nation, and to grant to thp Protes-

tants tho free exercise of their religion, on the®following con-

ditions : 1. The abrogation of the law passed in the reign of King
Andrew II. (1222), by which a clause was inserted in the oath

* Katona, t . xxxv. p. 393 sqq.
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of fidelity taken to the King, enabling any nobleman to take up
arms against him, in case he should be of opinion that the King
had. violated liis coronation oath; 2. That as a reward for deli-

vering Hungary from the Turks, the crown shftuld bo made
hereditary in the heirs male of the House of Austria; »3. That

imperial garrisons should b# admitted into all the fortresses of

tkeddngdom. The Hungarian Diet having consented to these

conditions, which were in fact an abolition of their ancient con-

stitution, the Archduke Joseph, the Emperor’s eldest son, was

crowned King of Hungary by the archbishop of Gran, Dccembor
9th, 1687.

While the war in Hungary had been conducted by the Emperor
'with such eminent success, the King of Poland had made only

some fruitless attempts upon Moldavia. The Czar of Muscovy,

Ivan Alexiowitsch who, after settling some disputes about boun-

daries with the King of Poland, had joined tho Holy League in

1686, did not fare much better. All the attempts of the Russians

to penetrate into the Crimea were frustrated by tho Tartars.

The Venetians, on the other hand, had made some splendid con-

quests. St. Maura, Koron, the mountain tract of Maina, Navarino,

Modon, Argos, Napoli di Romania, fell successively into their

hands. Tho year 1087 especially was almost as fatal to tho

Turks in their war with Venice, as in that with Hungary.* In

this year the Venetians took Patras, Lepanto,
s
all the northern

coast of the Morea, Corinth, and Athens. Athens had been

abandoned with the exception of the acropolis, or citadel
;
and

it was in this siege that one of the Venetian bombs fell into the

Parthenon, which had been converted by the Tifrks into a powder

magazine, and destroyed the greater part of that magnificent

relic of classical antiquity.
1 Tho acropolis surrendered Sep-

tember 29th. The fall of Athens, added to the disastrous news

from Hungary, filled Constantinople with consternation. After

the defeat of Mohacs, the Turkish army had retired in a state

of mutiny to Belgrade. The Grand Vizier Solyman was un-

popular with the Janissaries and SpahiS on account of the

stricter discipline.which ho had endeavoured to 'introduce among

that licentious soldiery; and his disastrous defeat at Mohacs

afforded 4fiem a pretext to get rid of him. They elected in his

stead Siawusch* Pasha, governor of Aleppo, and sent envoys to

Constantinople to demand the dismissal of Solyman, who had fled

to that capital. The Sultan was weak enough even to outstrip

1 An account of thh siege will be found in Dyer’s Athum, elmpt. xi.
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these demands, by sending to the mutineers the head of the

obnoxious Vizier, and the soal of the empire for Siawusch. Not'

content, however, with these concessions, the army marched to

Adrianople, afcd demanded the deposition of the Sultan himself,

in favour of his brother, Solyman. Their demands were seconded

by a largo party in the metropolis ;« the Z77ema assembled in the

mosque of St. Sophia at Constantinople (November 8th, 1687),

and having sanctioned the demands of the troops, Solyman II.

was saluted as Padischah in place of his brother. MahometJV.
was thrown into prison, where ho died disregarded fivo years

afterwards.

This revolution had scarcely been completed, when Siawusch

ontered Constantinople at the head of the rebellious troops. The
Janissaries and Spahis now became more turbulent than before.

They demanded that the usual donation on tho accession of a

new Sultan should bo increased, and that all such ministers and

placemen as they disapproved of should be banished. Some of

tho viziers having attempted to resist their demands, a dreadful

riot ensued ; the palaces of all the ministers were stormed,

plundered, and burnt; and even the Grand Vizier Siawusch him-

self fell by the hands of those who had elected him. The
Jaaissaries and Spahis were only at last controlled by the people

rising against them (February, 1688), and peace was gradually

rostored. The aged Ismael Pasha was now intrusted with the

seal of the empire, and with the conduct of a war which seemed

to threaten the Osmanli Empire in Europe with destruction. For

the campaign of 1688 was still more disastrous to the Turks than

tho preceding one. The Imperialists, under the Elector of

Bavaria, took Belgrade, while another division under the Margrave

Louis of Baden overran' great part*
1

of Bosnia.

Humbled by these reverses, the Porte, for the first time, began

to make proposals for a peace, and was disposed to make very

ample concessions. The Duke of Lorraine, who was now appointed

to the command of the Imperial army against the French, pressed

the Cabinet of Vienna to listen to these offers, and to put an end

to the war in ^Hungary, in order to concentrate all the forces of

the empire upon the Rhine. The Margrave of Baden, on the

contrary, who succeeded the Duke of Lorraine in the dbmznand of

tho Austrian army in Hungary, pressed for the continuance of the

war against the Turks, and represented that all the advantages

to be expected from it would be enjoyed by the House of Austria,

wliiehj on the other hand, was but little interested in the war with
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France. The advice of these two princes was not, perhaps, un-

influenced by motives of self-interest. The Margrave was gather-

ing.e^y laurels in the Turkish war ; and the Duko of Lorraine,

impressing that with France, had probably a view fo the recovery

of his patrimonial dominions. The Emperor himself, ‘elated by
his successes againt the Turks, was inclined to listen to the Mar-

grawe ; he dreamt of nothing less than putting an end to the

Turkish empire in Europe, and effecting the union of the Greek

and Latin Churches. The war, therefore, went on, and the result

of the campaign of 1689 deemed to justify the advice of the Mar-

grave Louis. That commander, carrying the war from Bosnia

into Servia, inflicted several severe defeats upon the Turks, occu-

pied the passes of the Balkan from tho borders of Roumolia to

the Herzegovina, and captured all the fortresses on the Danube

from Widdin to Nicopolis, so that he was enabled tg take up his

winter quarters in Wallachia. The Turks, however, after the

rejection of their proposals, prepared to recover their losses.

Mustapha Kdprili, who had now been appointed Grand Vizier,

infused more vigour into the government ;
and with tho assistance

of Tekeli, who, after the death of Michael Apafy in April, 1690,

had been made Prince of Transylvania, the Turks this year

recovered almost all that they had previously lost. Belgrade *vas

retaken, to the great alarm of the Viennese ; and oven iif tho

winter time Turkish divisions pushed on to Temesvar, Gross-

wardein, and even into Transylvania. But in 1691, tho Margrave

Louis, though he had only about 45,000 men to oppose to more

than double that number of Turks, completely defeated them at

Salankeiiion, August 19th; in which battle Mtffctapha Koprili was

slain. Tho victory, however, had not the important consequences

which might have been anticipated, ahd tho next lour or five

years are barren of groat events. They were, however, marked

by a frequent change of Sultans. Solyman II. died in Juno, 1691,

and was succeeded by his brother, Achmet II., who in Fobruary,

1695, in turn gave place to Mustapha II. Mustapha was an

energetic prince, and having determined* to put himself at the

head ofhis armies, he crossed the Danube, captu’red several jrtaces,

and in 1696 defeated the Imperialists at Bega.

The death of John Sobieski, King of Poland, in that year had

indirectly an important effect on tho war in Hungary. In order

to withdraw Poland from Austrian influence, Louis XIV. strained

every nerve to obtain the crown of that kingdom for his cousin,

the Prince of Conti. The Emperor Leopold, on the other hand.
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unwilling to have a French prince for his neighbour, incited

Augustus of Saxony, surnamed the Strong, to become a candidate

for the vacant dignity ; and his cause was espoused by the Pope,

the Jesuits, the Czar of Russia, and the Elector of Brandenburg.

The last-named prince, always subserviont to Austrian policy,

had an additional motive in the promise of Augustus to recognize

the royal title which he contemplated assuming. As a candidate

for the Polish crown, to which none but a Roman Catholic waa
eligible, Augustus was obliged to change his religion ;

with him,

however, a matter of no great difficulty
; for though the hereditary

head of the Lutheran Confession, Augustus had, in fact, little

religion of any kind. He made his confession of the Roman
Catholic faith, and purchased his election with his own money
and that of the Emperor. The Prince of Conti was indeed chosen

by a majority at Warsaw, June 27th, 1097 ; but the minority pro-

claimed Augustus, who, hastening into the kingdom with his

Saxon troops, was crowned at Cracow, September loth.
1

Tho acceptance of the Polish crown obliged Augustus to resign

the command of the Imperial army, which he had conducted

without much ability or success. His retirement made room for

one of the greatest generals of the age. Prince Eugene of Sois-

son^s- Savoy, descended from a younger branch of the House of

Sav<r.y, was by his mother, Olimpia Mancini, a great nephew of

Cardinal Mazarin. Noted during the early years of Louis XIV.
for her intriguing and lively temper, Olimpia had in 1680 become
implicated in some suspicion of poisoning, and Louis, as an act

of grace, permitted her to leave France. Her disgrace fell upon
lior family. Eugene, her youngest son, who from being first

destined for the Church, was called the Abbe of Savoy, having

demanded a commission in the army, was refused by the King.

This refusal was afterwards to cost Louis dear. Eugene offered

his sword to the Emperor, and in the battle of Zenta on the

Theiss, September lltli, 1697, he inflicted on the Turks a signal

defeat.
2 The Grand Vizier Mustapha Koprili was slain in thia

battle. Eugene could not follow up his victory, except by a short

incursion into Bosnia ; but it may be said to havg*been one of the

principal causes of the peace which soon afterwards ensued. To
this, however, the successes of the Venetians and Russians also

contributed, to which we must briefly advert. *

By the capture of Malvasia in 1690, the Venetians completed

1 As King of Roland he waa Augustus 3 See D'Artanville, Mem. du prince
II.

5
as Elector of Saxony, Augustus I. Eugene, t. ii. p. 98 sqq.
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the conquest of the Moroa. The Isle of Chios, taken in 1691, was

again lost the following year ; but in Dalmatia and Albania tho

Venetian Republic made many permanent conquests, from tho

mountains of Montenegro to the borders of Croatia and the banks

of the Unna. The operations of the Poles in tho Turkish war

were insignificant
;
but in Jittly, 1696, tho Russiaifs, under tho

Czar Peter, 1
after many long and fruitless attempts, at length suc-

ceededjn taking Azov, at the mouth of tho bon ; a most important

conquest as securing for them tho entry into tho Black Sea. It

was tho fall of this place,combined with tho defeat at Zenta, that

chiefly induced tho Porte to enter into negotiations for a peace

;

which England and Holland had been long endeavouring to bring

'about, but which Franco, on the other hand, did everything in

her power to prevent. Conferences were at length opened at

Carlowitz, near Peterwardein, in October, 1698 ;
and on January

26th, 1699, treaties were signed between tho Porte on one side

and the Emperor, the King of Poland, and the Republic of Venico

on the other. By the treaty with the Emperor the Porto ceded all

Hungary (except tho Banat of Tamosvar), Transylvania, tho

greater part of Slavonia, and Croatia as far as the Unna. Tho

armistice was to last twenty-five years—for tho Turks never made
what was called a perpetual peace—subject to prolongation.

2

Poland obtained by her treaty, Kameniek, Podolia, and tlioJJk-

raine. To Venice were ceded tho Moroa, the Isles of St. Maura

and Egina, and several fortresses in Dalmatia. 'Count Tokeli was

totally disregarded in theso treaties. Ho had lived sinco 1695 in

a remote quartor of Constantinople on a small pension allowed

him by the Sultan. Ho was afterwards banished to Nicomedia,

where he died in 1704. The negotiations between Russia and the

Porte were long protracted, *as the lafter was very loth to part

with Azov. A Russian ship of war of thirty-six guns, built at

that port and commanded by a Dutch captain, which arrived at

Constantinople in the summer of 1699, opened tho eyes of tho

Turks to the consequences of their loss, and made them fear a less

civil visit if hostilities should again break out. Nevertheless; in

July, 1702, a treaty was at length concluded, by-which Azov, with

about eighty miles of territory, was ceded to tho Czar, who con-

verted i^lntoa most formidable fortress.

Such was th» end of the Holy War. Wo now pass car to the

1 Peter had assumed the government in 1689, while his brother Ivan was still

living. We shall return to this subject in Chapter XLII.
9 Kfttona, t. xxxvi. p. 106 sqq.
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affairs of Sweden and the North, after mentioning the only occur-

rence of any moment at this period in the af&irs of Germany as

a confederate body. This was the erection by the Emperor of a

ninth electorate, that of Hanover in 1692, in favour of Duke

Ernest Augustus of Hanover. The terms, however, on which it

was granted were such as made the new Elector a mere satellite

of the Imperial House. In return for the electoral hat and the office

of archbanneret of the Holy Roman Empire, the new elector,was to

place 6,000 men, over and above his ordinary contingent, at .tho

sorvico of tho Emperor so long as the war in Hungary and Ger-

many should last, and to pay during the same time a subsidy of

500,000 crowns; if the King of Spain should die without issue,

he was to employ all his forces to procure the throne of that

kingdom for an Austrian archduke
;
he was to use all his credit

and influence to re-establish the King of Bohemia in the exercise

of all the rights, privileges, and prerogatives enjoyed by the other

electors ;

1 ho was to engage for himself, his heirs, and successors

in perpetuity, that thoy should never give their electoral suffrage

in the election of future Emperors and Kings of the Romans ex-

cept in favour of the eldest archdukes of the House of Austria

;

that he should act in concert with the Imperial Court in all the

assemblies of the Empire
;
and that he should accord to the Catho-

lics .the public exercise of their religion in Hanover and Zell.
2

The new elector, however, did not obtain his title without great

opposition. The electors of Treves, Cologne, and .the Palatine

protested against it, as well as many princes of tho Duke of

Hanover's own religious persuasion, and among them his cousin,

Anthony Ulrich, of Wolfenbiittel, the head of tho House ofBruns-

wick, out of jealousy at seeing his kinsman thus preferred before

him. In the following year the Dukes of Saxe Gotha, Saxe Coburg,

Brunswick, Wolfenbiittel, and Mecklenburg, the King of Denmark
as Duke of Holstein-Gliickstadt, the Landgrave of Hesse Cassel,

the Mitrgravcs of Brandenburg Culmbach (or Baireuth), and

Baden Baden, the Bishops of Munster, Bamberg, and Eichstiidt,

1 The Kings of Bohemia had lost, hy
disuse, their electoral privileges, especially

those of sitting in the assemblies of the

Electoral College, and of assenting to the

imperial capitulations drawn up in the

electoral diets. This had arisen either

through their neglecting prhi logos which

seemed to fortify their dependence on the

empire
;
or through their being deprived

of them hy a wrongful interpretation of
*

the letters patent of thd Emperor Frede-
rick II., granting to the kings of Bo-
hemia, as matter of grfu’e afijl favour, a
dispensation from attending all diets ex-
cept those held at Bamberg or Nuremberg.
Ffeftel, t. ii. p. 473.

* Liinig, Rcick* Archiv. Pars spec. t. v.

p. 107 sqq. Menzel. B. iv. S. 495.
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formed a League at Ratisbon, under the name of the Correspon-

dent Princes
, to oppose the designs of the Imperial Court, and

dec^arpd the investiture of the new Elector to be null and void.

This did not prevent Duke Ernest from making of his now
tifle, though the full and recognized possession of the electoral

dignity was only at length obtained by Ernest Augustus’s son,

George Louis. The most important part of this transaction with

regard# to the general affairs of Europe was, that it afforded

Loijis XIY. an opportunity of again intervening in the affairs

of the empire^ and fornting a French party in Germany. The
protesting princes required the diplomatic intervention of France,

as guarantee of the Treaty of Westphalia, of which they repre-

* sented the Emperor’s proceedings to be a breach
;
and Louis

entered a protest against them at the Diet of Ratisbon.

We now revert to the history of the Scandinavian kingdoms

since the Peace of Copenhagen in 1600J which we havo recorded

ni Chapter XXXYI. The events of the war with Sweden, and tho

exhausted state in which Denmark had been left by tho struggle,

showed the indispensable necessity for some alteration in the

Danish constitution. Her misfortunes might bo traced chiefly

to the oligarchy of nobles, who administered tho finances and

diverted them to their own purposes. The freedom of that o^lor

from taxes, and the other privileges and immunities which 4hey

enjoyed, were also highly detrimental to the State. The jealousy

and hatred of this privileged class had been enhanced by its con-

duct in the war. During the siege of Copenhagen the nobles had

displayed the greatest indifference, and had sheltered themselves

under their privileges from taking any part in ks defence ;
which

the King had been obliged to conduct witii tho assistance of the

citizens, the students, and the mercenary troops. It was natural

enough, therefore, at the end of the war, to think of using this

army in order to compel the nobles to relinquish their pornicious

immunities. Already in 1658, after the rupture of the Peace of

Roskild, Frederick had gained the affections of the burgher class

by granting them some extraordinary privileges. Every citizen

who distinguish^ himself by his courage was to be ennobled;

every serf who enrolled himself as a soldier was to earn the freedom

of hims^flF and his children. The right of staple was conferred

on Copenhagen; it was made a free city and one of the States of

the kingdom, with a voice in public affairs ; the citizens were em-

powered to buy the lands of nobles, and were placed on a like
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footing with them with regard to tolls and taxes, the quartering of

troops, the accession to public offices, and the like.

The Queen of Denmark, 1 who had distinguished herself by her

intrepidity during the war, and who was as enterprising and

intriguing as Frederick was mild and gentle, took a more active

part than the King in bringing ab<*ut the revolution which was

to overthrow the oligarchical party. It was necessary that so

fundamental a change should be effected by the body of tho nation

;

and in spite of the opposition of the Council and the noblefl, a

general assembly of the States was opened at Copenhagen, Sep-

tember 10th, 1000. It consisted of three Chambers : the first com-

posed of the members of the Council and landed proprietors of

noble birth; the second of bishops and delegates from the clergy ;

the third of deputies from tho commercial towns. A proposal

for raising a tax to meet the debts and burdens of the nation was

tho signal for contention. Tlio nobles wished to preserve their

ancient immunity from taxation ; but the two other Chambers de-

clared that they would consent to the tax proposed, only on con-

dition that it should be paid by every Dane without distinction.

Conferences now followed between the Chambers, in which the

nobles, and especially the High Chamberlain, Otto Krag, made
matters worse by their pride and insolence. The clergy and

citizens, instead of appealing to tho Council, as they had hitherto

done, now applied directly to the King, and made propositions

wholly incompatible with the existence of the nobility : and espe-

cially they required that the domains and revenues of the crown,

hitherto entirely at the disposal of thaj order, should henceforth

be leased to the highest bidders. The nobles denounced this

proposition as an attack upon their property, and a violation of

the 46th article of the Capitulation,* signed by the King on his

election, which secured to them the exclusive possession of the

royal fiefs. As the King naturally felt reluctant to annul the

Capitulation to which ho had sworn, apian was adopted to obviate

this difficulty. Suane, Bishop of Zealand, Nansen, Burgomaster

of Copenhagen, together with Marshal Schack, the commandant
of the city, Hannibal Sehestiidt, formerly Viceroy«of Norway, and

other creatures of the Queen, placed a guard at the gates of the

city, which nobody was permitted to leave without a*paasport

from the Burgomaster. The nobles thus shut up, find having no

means of resistance, found themselves compelled, after much delay

and reluctance, to agree to a resolution passed by the other two
1 Sophia Amelia, a Hanoverian princess.

*
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estates/ declaring the crown hereditary both in the Kings male

and female issue.

By
#
this change from an eloctive into an hereditary monarchy,

the Capitnlation fell of itself to the ground, and if therefore be-

came necessary to found a new constitution
; a task which was

intrustod to eight members *>f tho Council and Upper Chamber,

and twelve members of the clergy and commons. It was agreed

that th*) Capitulation should bo given back into tho King's hands;

and on 18th October it was solemnly destroyed with great

pomp and ceremony, and#on tho same day an oath of homago was
taken to Frederick, containing only tho usual general and empty

promises. On the following day tho Council was dissolved; a

now ministry was installed, and the administration was intrusted

to certain Colleges, or bureaux
,
the members of which could be

appointed or dismissed at the King's pleasure. The establish-

ment of this autocracy, as absolute as that of the Sultan, rested

ostensibly on the consent of the peoplo. The new constitution

was submitted for signature to the clergy, to all landod proprie-

tors and municipal magistrates, but its maintenance was secured

by a standing army of 24,000 men. The despotic powor thus in-

trusted to the King was, however, seldom abused, and proved

much more advantageous to the kingdom than tho previous irre-

sponsible oligarchy. The new constitution was embodied by

Peter Schuhmacher, a German jurist, in tho celebrated Konok-

Lov
(
Lex Regia or Royal Law)

;
which established the unlimited

power of the King, and tho order of succession to the crown.

Schuhmacher also made several changes regarding the nobles,

which finally resulted in the extinction of the ancient houses.

He introduced the German distinction of* a higher and lower

nobility, and created by royal letters patent Barons, Counts, &c.,

titles never before heard of in Denmark.

In Sweden, on the contrary, the consequences of tho war in-

creased the power of the nobles. By calling a national assembly

(1660) that order found means to overthrow the Regency which

Charles X. had appointed by his will during the minority of’his

son Charles XI./pnd to establish a government consisting of tho

Queen-Mother, Peter Brahe, the Lord High Constable, Charles

GuBtavu^Wrangel, High Admiral, Count Magnus dc la Gardie,

High Chancell#r, and Gustavus Bonde, Treasurer. As the Queen

had no political influence, this oligarchy, with their relatives and

dependents, administered, or rather abused for their own purposes,

during the minority of Charles XI., the royal domains and national
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revenues; a state of things, however, which ultimately produced

that counter-revolution in favour of the kingly ppwer which we
shall have to relate in the sequel. ‘

For several years after the Peace of Copenhagen the annals of

the Scandinavian kingdoms present little worth relating. In the

war which broke out between England and the United Nether-

lands in 1GG5, Sweden concluded an alliance with England, but

afforded her no substantial assistance ;
whilst Denmark made a

treaty with the Dutch, and engaged to exclude British ships from

the Baltic, so long as tho war should continue. During the War
of Devolution, Sweden, as we have seen, abandoned Franco, her

ancient ally, and joined the Maritime Powers in the Triple Al-

liance which produced the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle. But this

deviation from her usual policy was only temporary, and in 1672

she entered into a treaty with Louis XIV. to support him in his

war against the Dutch, as we have before related.
1

It was this

treaty that disturbed the peace of Northern Europe by lighting

up a war between Sweden and the Elector of Brandenburg, in

which Denmark also ultimately took part ; the origin of which we
shall now proceed to relato.

Tho Elector of Brandenburg, after forming in July, 1674, the

alliruco with tho Emperor, the Dutch States, and Spain^ recorded

in the preceding chapter,
j had proceeded in October to join the

Imperial army on the Tthino, then commanded by the Duke of

Bournonville. But the dilatory proceedings of that commander

awakened the same suspicions which Frederick William had

before conceived of tho sincerity of Montecuculi. As these

suspicions were strengthened by Bournonville\s retreat over the

Bhino after his battlo with Turennc at Tiirklieim (January 5th,

1G75), in which tho Frenfch had suffered more than the Germans,
3

tho Elector separated from his allies, and took up his winter

quarters in Franconia. Moanwhile his own dominions had been

invaded by the Swedes. After the treaty of Yossem, Frederick

William being still uneasy respecting the intentions of LonisXIV.,

who had neglected to pay him tho money stipulated in the treaty,

had endeavoured to form with Sweden a third party, in order to

impose a peace upon the belligerents
; and with this view he had

renewed for ten years his ancient alliance with that Poorer (De-

cember 1st* 1673) . By a secret article it was agreed that if they

should fail in establishing a peace, either Power should be free to

1 Above, P* 360 .
3 Puffemlorf, Frid. With* lib.*xii.V8
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engage in the war, but not without first informing the other of his

intentions; 1
yet the Elector had entered into the alliance against

France without giving notice to the Swedish Government—a step,

indeed, which he excused by pleading that, as war had been de-

clared by the Empire, he was bound ipso facto to take up arqjs,

and had provided for such acontingency in the treaty of Vossem ;*

nop would he arrest his march towards the Rhine in the autumn

of 167^, although the Swedes sent a spedial ambassador to per-

su^do him to maintain a neutral position, in conformity with the

treaty between them. The French now declared that they would

pay the Swedes no more subsidies unloss they compelled the

Elector to withdraw his troops from the allies. Tho young King
Charles XI. having in vain endeavoured to divert Frederick

William from his purpose/ the Swedes, under Field-Marshal

Charles Gustavus Wrangel, prepared to enter the March of Bran-

denburg
;
and even as this step did not induce the Elector to return,

Wrangel gavo notice that lie should be obliged to take up his

winter quarters in the March, which was accordingly done. Tho

Swedes behaved at first in a quiet, orderly manner, but by degrees

they began to levy contributions, to raise troops, and to fortify

themselves in defensive positions. At length, incited by the

French, they proceeded to acts of open violence and hostility.

They forcibly seized several small towns, and allowed their tyoops

every licence of plunder and outrage. Tho Elector bore all this

very quietly ; nay, he probably rejoiced that the conduct of tho

Swedes might offer him an opportunity to regain that part of

Pomerania which he had Jbcen formerly compelled to relinquish.

Dissembling the injury he had received, he segmded the disposi-

tion of his allies, but found small hopes oi ‘succour. The Emperor

and the princes of the Empire, jealoui of the Elector and of one

another, stood aloof. The King of Denmark, though by the

Treaty of the Hague, July 10th, 1G74, he had engaged to employ

an army of 16,000 men against those who should take part with

the enemies of the allies/ yet, being desirous, it is said, of marry-

ing his sister to Charles XI., excused himself from not declaring •

openly against*
#
that monarch. The States-General alone, after

much persuasion, and when the Elector's troops wore alroady in

motioi^declared war against Charles XI., unless he evacuated

the March.
5

•

1 Ibid. §§ 1349. Temple’s Munoirs (Work*, vol. ii. p. *283

9 Above, p. 309. * sqq. eel. 1757).
3 Stenzel. Gesch. des preuse. Starts, 4 Dumont, t. vii. pt i. p. 269.

h. ii. S. 338. On the whole matter, see 5 Puffendorf, lib. xiii. § 23 sqq.
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Frederick William was thus reduced to rely upon his own
efforts. Early in June, 1675, he led his army, increased by new
levies to 15,000 men, through the Thuringian forest towards

Magdeburg, wjiich he reached on the 21st. By a rapid march,

the Swedes cantoned on the right bank of the Havel, carelessly

secure and ignorant of the approach .of an enemy, were surprised

and beaten at Rathenow (June 25th). A few days after (28fch),

the Elector gained a decisive victory at Fehkbellin over the main

body of the Swedish army. This affair, which gave the Elector

a place among the groat captains of 'the age, was the more
honourable to the Brandenburgers as the first general engage-

ment which they had ever fought and won proprio marte
, and

that too with smaller numbers, over some of the best troops of

the North. Tho Swedes were in consequence compelled hastily

to evacuate tho electoral dominions.

The victory of Fehrbellin induced the King of Denmark to

declare himself. Frederick III. had died in 1670, and the throne

was now filled by his son Christian V. Christian, like his father,

was at first guided by the counsels of Schuhmachcr, who had

been elevated to the new nobility which he had created, with the

title of Count Greifcnfeld. The first act of the Danish King was

directod against his relativo and neighbour, the Duke of Holstein-

Gottorp, who was suspected of having formed an alliance with

Charles XI. Questions respecting the division of the revenues

of Sleswick, the bishopric of Liibeck, and, more recently, the

succession of the last Count of Oldenburg, to whom both the

Duke of Holstein and the King of Denmark were related, sup-

plied materials for^dissension. If Christian should be involved in

a war with the Swedes, the Duke of Holstein, who was connected

with Charles XI. both by treaties and kinship, might prove a very

troublesome neighbour, and Christian therefore resolved to secure

him. This was effected in the most treacherous manner. The
Queen Dowager of Denuiark enticed her daughter, the Duchess

of Holstein, to Copenhagen, while the King invited the Duke
Christian Albert to an interview at Rendsborg. Here he was
arrested, and, after five days* confinement, compelled to sign the

Convention of Rendsborg (July 10th, 1675), by which, among
other things, he consented to receive a Danish garrisohuin Got-

torp, Tonningen, and Stapelholm, to transfer the troops of Hol-
stein to the Danish service, to restore everything to the footing

on which it stood before the year 1658,' and to renounce the

sovereignty of Sleswick arid the Isle of Fehmem, with which he
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had been invested by Frederick III.
1 The Duke, after signing

this convention, escaped to Hamburg, where he signed a protest

against its stipulations.

The King of Denmark now put himself at the head of his

ailny ; and in September he had an interview witn the Elector pf

Brandenburg at Gadebusch* which led to the secret Treaty of

Doferan (October 5th) .* The contracting parties agreed to carry

on the, war against the King of Sweden fill he should be com-

pelled either to pay its expenses or to restore to Denmark
Schonen, Halland, and •Blekingen, to renounce the freedom of

the Sound, and to abandon what he held in Pomerania to the

Elector of Brandenburg
;
who, on his side, engaged to give up

•Wismar and the Isle of Riigcn to the Danish King. The war

now began by land and water, on which latter element tho allies

were supported by a small Dutch fleet. Frederick William,

entering Swedish Pomerania, surprised* the Isle of Wollin and

took Wolgast by capitulation (November 9th) ; while the King
of Denmark occupied Rostock and Damgarten and laid siege to

Wismar, which surrendered Decembor 15th. At the same time

a Danish corps joined the allied army, under the Bishop of

Munster, in the Duchy of Bremen, and the united forces occupied

several places in that district ;
which, as already related, Jiad

been assigned to Sweden at the Poace of Westphalia. #The
Bishop of Munster, the Dukes of Liineburg, Zell, and Wolfcn-

biittel, the Elector of Brandenburg, and the King of Denmark
had formed an alliance to eject the Swedes from Bremen and

Yerden, though ill agreed among themselves as to the division of

the booty.
, •

The war with Sweden had been undertaken much against the

will of the Queen Dowager of Denmark whose daughter, Ulrica

Eleonora, had .been united to Charles XI. in tho summer of 1075.

That young monarch, who was desirous of acquiring a military

reputation, for which, however, he had no great talent, placed

himself at the head of his army in 1676 ; and as he threatened to

invade Zealand, Christian Y. withdrew his troops from Pomerania

and posted then* in an intrenched camp near Kronenborg. The

Danish admiral, Niels Juel, in conjunction with the Dutch fleet,

seized Island of. Gothland; and Tromp, being named by

Christian V. Admiral of Denmark, inflicted a terrible defeat on

the Swedish fleet neai; Entholm on the coast of Blekingen (June
*

1 Dumont, t. vii. pt. i. p. 29f>. Fuffenjjorf, Be Rrbm Gist. Frid, Wilh.

’ There is an extract of this treaty in lib. xiii. § 43, p. 1010.
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llth). In the same month Christian, at the head 1&,Q00 men,

* made a descent on Scania (or Schonen) j but, being defeated at

Halmstadt, was prevented from penetrating further into Sweden,

In December a bloody battle was fought between the,two kings
’

near Lunden,*1 the ancient capital of Schonen. , Both parties

claimed the victory, but the substantial success rem&ined with

the Swedes, as the King of Denmark was for a long time disabled

from attempting any further enterprise. Meanwhile theJEleictor

of Brandenburg had taken several places in Pomerania, while in

the Duchy of Bremen the allies had captured Stade, the last place

which held out for the Swedes. As the Bishop of Munster and

the Dukes of Liineburg now manifested a desire to hold the

Duchy of Bremen for themselves, Christian and Frederick*

William concluded a new and still closer alliance, December 23rd,

1676. By secret articles, the Elector guaranteed the Convention

of Rendsborg, and engaged that tho King of Denmark should

obtain at least a fifth part of the territories of Bremen and Ver-

den ; while Christian, on his side, undertook that the Elector

should receive satisfaction in those districts, in case he did not

obtain it in Pomerania. Both pledged themselves not to sur-

render at a general peace tho conquests which they had wrested

from Sweden ; and Christian promised to stand by the Elector in

case he should be precipitated into a war with Poland. 1

In the campaign of 1677, the Swedes had on the whole the

advantage on land, and especially in the battle of Lanscrona

(July 14th) Charles XI. inflictod a severe defeat on Christian V.

;

but, on the other hand, the Danes were victorious at sea. In

June, Admiral Jnel defoated the Swedish fleet off Rostock ; and

in the following month he gained a still more decisive victory

over Admiral Horn in th& Bay of Kioge, when he took or sunk

eleven ships of the line. The King of Denmark concluded the

campaign by taking possession of the Island of Riigen, which,

howevor, was again lost and recovered. The chief exploit of the

Elector of Brandenburg was the capture, after a six months' siege,

of Stettin (December 26th), the constant object of his ambition.

During the year 1678 the marked superiority, of the Danish

fleet compelled the Swedes to keep in port, and consequently no

actions took place at sea. In the autumn the Elector topk Stral-

sund and Greifswald (November). But while he«was engaged in

the siege of the latter place, a body of ^1 6,000 Swedes, under

Field-Marshal Horn, Governor of Livonia, suddenly invaded the

1 Dumont, t. vii. pt. i. p. 32 i> sq. Secret articles in Pnffendorf, lb, p. 1074.
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Duchy ofPitifcfcia, and penetrated aB far as Insterburg. It wa^
thought th&i the despotism which Frederick William had exer-*

cased towards the Prussians would have rendered them discon-

tented, and aniipus to throw off the yoke ; and it was as much
flona the apprehension of suqji an occurrence, as with a view^to

defend the plftce against tjiq £wedos, that the Elector despatched

in $11 haste General Gdrzke with 3,000 men to Kdnigsbcrg. He
himself, early in *1679 and during a severe frost, proceeded by
forged marchesf against the Swedes, with a chosen body of about

4,000 foot and 6,600 horse. The progress of the infantry was
assisted with sledges, and the Frische Half and Kurische Haff,

two large bays, or friths, in the neighbourhood of Kbnigsberg,

were crossed on the ice ; the army marching in this way ton or

twelve leagues a day. Frederick William overtook the Swedes,

who had been already worsted near Tilsit by his advanced guard,

at the village of Splitter, which lies at ft short distance from that

town, completely defeated them, and pursued them to Bauskc,

aboi^t forty miles from Riga. Marshal Horn was captured, and

of his 16,000 men not above 1,500 found their way back to Riga,

so great had been their suffering from cold and hunger as well as

from the sword.

The viotories of Frederick William and Christian V. Ycre>

however, destined to be fruitless. They were deserted by iheir

allies, and Louis XIV., who now gave law to Europe, made it a

point of honour to secure the Swedes in the possession of thoso

territories which had been assigned to them by the Peace of

Westphalia. Already in August, 1678, the Peace of Nimeguen
had been concluded between France and the United Netherlands

;

and in the following February the Emperor Leopold, who viewed

with a jealous eye the successes of the* Elector of Brandenburg,

acceded to the treaty without waiting for the consent of tho States

of the Empire. The conditions offered by Louis wero not indeed

disadvantageous to the Empire; only he insisted that the northern

allies should restore to Sweden all their conquests ;
and Leopold,

by a particular treaty with Charles XI., engaged that this should

be done, as well, as that the Duke of Holstein Gottorp should be

maintained in all his rights of sovereignty against tho Crown of

Denmarjg! Nothing now remained for the Elector of Branden-

burg but to obtain the best terms he could from the alfcpofcent

Louis, the patron of the beaten Swedes ;
especially as his allies,

the Dukes of Liineburg, had acceded to the general pacification

shortly after the Emperor, by the Treaty of Zell, February 5th,

III. D D
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1679, by which they engaged to restore to Sweden all that por-

tion of the Duchy of Bremen which they had occupied, and to

take no further part in the war. This example was soon after

followed by t^io Bishop of Munster. 1 All Frederick William's

proposals to me French Court for retaining Pomerania wefre

treated with brutal contempt, and Ijouvois even threatened that

a French army should march to Berlin. The great Elector con-

descended to address* a. humble letter to the French Mpnarch,

and offered to place the greater part of his conquests in Louis's

hands on condition of retaining the rest
;

1 but without effect.

The French division, under Marshal Crequi, cantoned in the

Duchy of Clevcs, having entered Westphalia, and threatening an

invasion of Brandenburg, Frederick William found himself com-

polled to sign the Treaty of St. Genuain-en-Laye (Juno 29th,

1679), by which he agreed to restore to the Swedes all his con-

quests, retaining, however, the district which they had possessed

beyond the Oder, except the towns of Damm and Golnow ; the

latter to be redeemed by tho Swedes for 50,000 rix-dollars. By a

secret article, Louis XIV. promised to give the Elector 300,000

crowns, as compensation for the damage he had suffered from the

occupation of the French troops, if the Elector consented to

ren^w their ancient alliance.
’

Christian V., relying on an article in the treaty between the

Dukes of Lunoburg and France, by which the Dukes had stipu-

lated that no troops were to march through their dominions, had

at first thought of continuing the war ; but a French division

under the Duke of Joyeuse having* in spite of this engagement,

entered the Danish counties of Oldenburg and Delmenhorst,

Christian hastened to make his peace, by signing the Treaty of

Fontainebleau, September 2nd, 1679. Christian engaged tore-

store all his conquests to Sweden, and to reinstate the Duke of

Holstein-Gottorp in his sovereignty, according to the Treaties of

Boskild and Copenhagen.4 But an obscurity in the wording of

this last article subsequently gave occasion to new disputes.

This Peace was soon followed by that of Lunden, between Den-
mark and Sweden (Sept. 26th). Sweden recovered all that she

had lost; and, on the 7th of October, the two Powers signed a

defensive alliance for a term of ten years.5 Thus Swedem^through

Dumont, t. vii. pt. i. p. 391 .and p. dorf. Dc Rebus gratis Friderici Willi, lib.

399.
'

xvii. § 77 sqq. and p. 1093. Of. Mignct,
May 16th, 1679. See Hist, da Sc'goe. Succ. d’Espatpie, t. iv. p. 699 sqq.

de Nimigue, t. ii. p. 208. (Paris, 1680.) 4 Dumont, t. vii. pt. i. p. 419.
3 Dumont, t. vii. pt. i. p. 408 5

Puffen- 4 Ibid. pp. 423, 431.
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the aid of France, concluded, without any loss of territory, a war

which had threatened her with dismemberment. Her losses,

nevertheless, both moral and material, were very considerable.

Her military glory, acquired by the victories of Gustavus Adol-

phus and Charles X., had been entirely eclipsed; her finances

were exhausted, her navy almost ruined ; and it Bad been de-

monstrated that, without the help of France, she was scarcely a

match for the other Northern Powers.

^he peace was immediately followed by a revolution in the

Swedish Government. The exhausted state of the finances re-

quired a reform in the administration, which was loudly demanded
by all classes of the nation, the nobility alone excepted, who en-

'riched themselves out of the public revenue. Charles XI., more-

over, was desirous of relieving himself from dependence on French

subsidies ; and in these views he was encouraged by Benedict

Oxenstiern, who had had some violent altercations with the

French minister, Colbert de Croissy, and had conceived in con-

sequence a strong hatred of France. Charles now dismissed the

Chancollor, Count Magnus de la Gardie, the head of the French

party, and gave his office to Oxenstiern. At the same time he

removed other ministers whom he suspected of being more de-

voted to the Council of State than to himself. A Diet hairing

been assembled in Stockholm (1080), the chamber of the nodblos

was surrounded by soldiers, under pretence of a guard of honour,

and the three lower estates—the clergy, the peasants, and the

burgher-class—passed a resolution investing the King with abso-

lute power. It was declared that ho was bound by no form of

government ;
that he was responsible to nolpdy for the measures

he might adopt; and ho was even empowered to direct and

regulate the constitution bn<T forijjL of government by his Testa-

ment. As the army was entirely devoted to Charles, the nobles

found themselves compelled to accept this constitution. In

another Diet assembled in October, 1682, a decree was issued
* that all ministers of finance during the King's minority should

make good the losses which the kingdom had suffered in fhat

period. The five Jiigh offices of state were no ’longer filled up;

the Council of State was converted into a Royal Council, nomi-

nated bft’and dependent on the King. A Commission was ap-

pointed to incpiire into the administration of the Crown' lands

since the year 1632; and all donations, as well as all Crown

leases, were revoked, the holders of the latter being reimbursed

the sums which they had actually paid.' This measure was called
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the 11 Reduction.” The province of Livonia was the chief sufferer

by it, where nearly five-sixths of the whole landed estates of the

provjpce were adjudged to the Crown.1 This unjust and violent

measure, whieh deprived a great number of families of their

patrimony, was further aggravated by the imposition of a t&x

amounting t‘o a fourth part of the. revenues of the nobles. A
deputation from Livonia having warmly protested at Stockholm

against these proceedings, and having resorted to steps offensive

to the Court, were criminally indicted and condemned to death

as rebels (1694) . This penalty was commuted as regards three

of the deputies, for perpetual imprisonment
;

the fourth, John

Reinliold Patkul, having escaped into Poland, entored the service

of Augustus II., and became the principal instigator of that league'

against Sweden which we shall have to relate in a subsequent

chapter.

During the latter part of his reign, which lasted till 1697,

Charles XI. remained at peace, and employed himself in restoring

the army and navy, in improving the finances, and accumulating

a treasure; which enabled his son and successor, Charles XII.,

again to assert for a short period the supremacy of the Swedish

arms. Although the measures of Charles XI. were often tyran-

nicrl, it must be confessed that they were designed for the public

good : he and his family lived in a simple and sparing manner,

and the large sums which he wrung from the people were applied

for their benefit. The regulations which he adopted concerning

the army rendered it a national institution. Every nobleman who
had an income of from 500 to 580 mafks, was bound to provide a

soldier ; if his income was double that sum, two soldiers, and so

on, in the same ratio. The peasant, or several peasants together,

were in like manner bound tp provide a man, whom they em-

ployed and kept, the King only finding his horse. The soldiers

thus provided were exercised twice a year ; and in this manner

was formed, from the pith of the nation, the army which performed

such wonders under Charles XII.

Christian Y. of Denmark reigned till 1699, when he was suc-

ceeded by his soft, Frederick IV. Christian’s reign, subsequently

to the peace of Lunden, like that of his rival, Charles X., presents

little worthy of notice. \;j

1 De Bray,Emi CrU. sur l'Hint, de la Livonie, ap. Koch and Schoell, Hist, de* Traitis,

t. xiii. p. 156a
t
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CHAPTER XXXIX.

THE ambition of Louis was not satisfied with the Peace of

JL Nimeguen. He contemplated it, like those of Westphalia *

and the Pyrenees, only as a stepping-stone to furthefacquisitions,

which were to be made by means of the very treaties themselves.
' Disputes had beon going on the last twenty years between France

and the Empire as to the extent of the cessions made by the

Treaty of Westphalia. Louis XIV. contended that the cession of

the three bishoprics, Metz, Toul, and Verdun, with their depen-

dencies, included the sovereignty of the German fiefs which held

under them
; thus identifying vassalage with the sovereignty of

the feudal lord—a principle at variance with the public law of

Germany. The Imperial plenipotentiaries had neglected to dis-

cuss the principle at Nimeguen, and Louis now proceeded to re-

open the whole quostion ; not only with rogard to the bishoprics,

but also his more recont acquisitions of Alsace and Franche-

Comte. In 1680 were established in the Parliaments of Metz,

.

of Besanfon, in Franche- Comte, and in the Sovereign Council of .

Alsace, then sitting at Breisach, certain Chambers called Chambres

Boyales de Reunion
,
in orcjpr to examine the nature and extent of

the cessions made to France by the Treaties of Westphalia, the

Pyrenees, and Nimeguen. The researches of these Chambers were

carried back to the times of*the Franfesh kings. The Alsatian

'

Chamber, whose decisions seem to have been justified by the

text of the Treaty of Westphalia,
1
adjudicated to France the

bishopric of Strasburg, the abbeys of Murbach, Lure, Andlau,

and Weissemburg, a great part of the bishopric of Spires, and

the counties of Horburg, Lichtenberg, and other places. The

Chamber of Met;, though with less appearance of equity, went

still further, and reunited to the French Cyown all the Hundsriick,

the Ducty of Zwey-brucken, or Deux-Ponts, the counties of Saar«

briick, Veldenfl, and Salm, the Lordships of Bitsche, Sarreburg,

Homburg, part of the states of the Rhinegraves and Counts of

Linange, and a number of immediate territories and lordships.

1 Pfeffel, HUt, d'Allcmagne
, t. ii. p. 400.
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Nay, this Chamber eventually adjudged to Louis the dependencies

of the county of Chiny, comprising a full third of the Duchy of

Luxembourg, besides the sovereignty of the Duchy of Bouillon,

of the territoryjbetween the Sainbre and the Meuse, and of some

other districts in the Bishopric of Liege. The Chamber of Be-

san$on, althohgh Franche-Comte ha/1 been but so recently an-

nexed to the French Crown, was as zealous for its interests as the

others, and adjudged to it the county of Montbeliard, and four

lordships holding of the county of Burgundy. These assignments

affected the domains of several considerable potentates; as the

Elector of Tillves, the Elector Palatine, the Duke of Wiirtcmberg,

the King of Sweden for the Duchy of Deux-Ponts, and others of

less namo. The King of Sweden remonstrated, but without

effect. The Chamber of Metz decreed that if homage were not

rendered within a certain time, the Duchy of Deux-Ponts would

be reunited to the Crown ; and as Charles XI. refused thus to

abase his royal dignity, the duchy was confiscated, and Louis XIV.
invested with it as a fief the Prince Palatine of Birkenfeld.

The possession of the Imperial city of Strasburg was a principal

object with Louis. Till that city was in his hands, Alsace could

never be considered in safety, and the passage of the Rhine might

at a^y time be secured to the Imperial armies. In the late war

Strasburg had retained a neutral posture, which was regarded by

the French as a want of loyalty, and it was resolved to seize the

city on the first opportunity, under the decree of the Chamber of

Breisach. The municipal government was gained by bribes, and

on July 28th, 1681, an army of 35,0Q0 men, concentrated from

various quarters «with great celerity, appeared before its walls.

Resistance was useless ; the Imperial Resident attempted to raise

the people, but the magistrates^had“taken care to deprive the city

of all means of defence, and no alternative remained but to accept

the favourable capitulation offered by the French. Strasburg, by
recognizing Louis as its sovereign lord, obtained the confirmation

of all its civil and religious rights and liberties, and continued to

forih a sort of republic under the authority of France down to the

time of the Frendh Revolution. Louis XIV. entered Strasburg

in-person, October 23rd. It 'was then consigned to the skill of

Yauban, who rendered it a fortress of the first ordei^and the

bulwark of France on the east. •

Louis also sought to make acquisitions in the Spanish Nether-

lands. By forced interpretations of the Treaty of Nimeguen, he

pretended a right to all the towns and districts which had been
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occupied by his troops during the late war, although these had

been withdrawn either at or before the peace, on the ground that •

the restitution of such places had not been expressly stipulated.

On this pretext ho claimed the Burgraviate, or ancient borough

of Ghent, Beveren, Alost, Gramont, Ninove, and Ressines. Tfco

real object of these claims, however, the granting# of which, as

Loyis himself admitted, would have entirely compromised the

safety pf the Spanish Netherlands, was to ‘obtain concessions on

the
#
side of Luxembourg; and therefore to the indignant re-

monstrances of the Spanish Cabinot, ho coolly replied that he

should be ready to listen to any ]froposals of exchange. To koep

the Fronch out of Flanders, Spain ceded the county of Chiny,
1 adjudged, as we have said, to the crown of France by the Parlia-

ment of Metz. But it was then discovered, or pretended, that

this inconsiderable domain, whoso capital was a mere village,

possessed dependencies which extended to the very gates of

Luxembourg ; and the King of Spain was called on to do homago
for a multitude of arriere fiefs. At the samo time Louis was

seeking to extend his dominions on the side of Italy. He enter-

tained the project of obtaining Savoy, by procuring the marriage

of the young duke, Victor Amadeus II., who had succeeded to his

father, Charles Emmanuel II., in 1075, with the heiress of Portugal.

Victor, it was oxpected, would cede his duchy to Francg on

obtaining the Portuguese crown ; he had already been betrothed

(March 1081), and was on the point of sottiifg off for Lisbon,

when he was deterred by the remonstrances and throats of tlie
’

Piedmontese from completing the marriage. Louis, however, was

in some degree consoled for this disappointment^ the occupation

of Casale in September, 1081, which he had purchased from the

profligate and needy Duke of Montfeimt.

These pretensions and acquisitions alarmed all Europe. Louis,

it was said, was aiming at a universal monarchy, and the suspicion

was encouraged by his attempts on the Empire itself. A pretended

Imperial capitulation was circulated in Germany in July, 1681, by

which the Dauphin was to be elected King of the Romans,-and

consequently the
%
presumptive successor of the Emperor Leopold.

1

Symptoms of resistance began to appear. In October, 1681, the

King otjSweden concluded a treaty with the United Netherlands

to guarantee *he Treaties of Munster and Nimeguen against

violation. The Emperor acceded to this treaty in February, 1682,

and Spain in the following May. It was probably these move-

1 Dumont, Memoires politique*, ap. Martin, t. xiii. p. 587.
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ments that caused Louis to withdraw the troops which were

blockading Luxembourg, and to offer to refer his claims to the

mediation of the King of England. This appears from a treaty

which he concluded about this time (January 22nd),?vith the

Elector, Frederick William of Brandenburg. Although many of

the German States were joining the league against French ambi-

tion, that politic Prince, from the hope apparently of regaining

Pomorania by the aid of Louis, not only refused to participate in

such an alliance, but also undertook to use his endeavours foy a

peaceful solution of the points in question between France and

the Empire : in other words, to ftiducc the Emperor to give up to

the French the places which they had occupied. Louis promised

in return to put a stop to further reunions, and not to resort to

arms so long as any hope remained of a friendly settlement.
1 He

claimed for his motives the praise of a disinterested generosity, and

he gave out that he had no wish to disturb the peace of Europe

at a moment when it was menaced by the Turks, or to prevent

Spain from succouring the Emperor against the common enemy of

Christendom.’
2 His plans, therefore, were for the present post-

poned, though not abandoned. But Europe knew how to appre-

ciate his moderation. The alliances of the German States against

France were pushed more vigorously than ever, and were even

joinejl by the young Elector of Bavaria, Louis's son-in-law ; and in

the spring of 1082, the Emperor, Spain, Sweden and Holland re-

newed their conventions for mutual succour.
1

Louis, however,

who, in spite of his pretended generosity, was secretly encouraging

the Turks to attack the Emperor, gave an ostensible colouringpto

his assertions by bpmbarding Algiers (June, 1682), in punishment

of the many piracies committed by the Algerines on French sub-

jects. The bombardment was renGwed in the following year;

but it was not till April, 1084, that the Dey was reduced to sub-

mission.

The protended forbearance of Louis had come to an end while

the motive alleged for it was not only still in existence but had
even* become more powerful than ever. In the summer of 1683,’

while the Turks were in full march upon Vienna,. Louis was pre-

paring to assert by arms his claims on the Spanish Netherlands.

During the two months, indeed, that the Turks were champed
before Vienna, he suspended the blow which he wa3 prepared to

1 Puffondorf,De Rebusg. Frid. Wilhelmi, * The Austrian and Turkish war will

lib. xviii. $ 44 . Of. Stenzel, Gescfy. dcs be related in another chapter.

prtimhehen Staate B. ii. S. 414 ,
Anm. i. 3 Dumont, t. vii. pt. ii. p. 22 aqq.
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strike. A certain respect far the public opinion of Europe, his

previous magnanimous declarations, as well, perhaps, as his

treaty with the Elector of Brandenburg, arrested his h&nd ; nay,

he even made a show of offering his forces to the JEmporor, who
a? once declined the aid of so dangerous an ally, fjouis probably

expected, as he certainly hop^d/'that the Turks wouldtake Vienna,

aftor which blow the States of the Empire would be compelled to

seek h\s aid. Amid the rejoicings of EurcTpe for the deliverance

of tjiat city, the French Court was remarkable by its sadness.

Immediately after the retreat of the Turks, the French troops

entered Flanders and Brabant. The mediation of Charles II. had

been without result. Louis had fixed the end of August as the

'term for Spaing reply to his demands ; she would yiold nothing

except Chiny, and on the 28th of October she declared war against

France, though she was without the means of prosecuting it.

Courtrai and Dixmuyde were taken By the French early in

November. Louis proposed to exchange these places against

Luxembourg, and granted to the Spaniards a suspension of hos-

tilities till the end of January, 1084, to consider the proposal.

Meanwhile the French laid tho districts they had occupied

under contribution ; and when the garrison of Luxembourg, by
way of reprisal, made some incursions into the French territory.

Marshal Crequi punished that city by a terrible bombardment
The Spanish Cabinet in vain lookod around for aid. Neither

the King of Sweden, nor the Emperor, the latter of whom was

still embarrassed with the Turkish war, was in a condition to in-

terfere. The King of England at first showed some disposition

to assist the Spaniards. After tho Peace of Nimeguen a coolness

had arisen between Charles and Louis, who wbuld not continue

his subsidies except on terms'too onerous to endured ;
and in

June, 1080, the English King formed an alliance with Spain to

guarantee the treaty.
2 In the following yoar, however, tho

venal Charles promised to abandon his new allies in consideration

of his pension being renewed. Louis, by a verbal agreement,

promised him two million livres for the present year, and 500,000

crowns for the two following years

;

3 and Charles now advised

the Spaniards to submit to the demands of France. Even the

Dutch Ib^ublic, on which Spain most relied, did nothing. Tho

Stadholder, indeed, strained every nerve to bring an army into

1 It is said that, among the papers of fendorf, ibid. lib. xviii. § 96, p. 1187.

the Grand Vizier captured by the Aus- 8 Dumont, t. vii. pt. ii. p. 2.

trians, was found a letter of Louis XIV. * Dajryniple, Minoirs of Gnat Britain

recommending tho siege of Vienna. Puf- and Ireland, ?«»I. i. p. 370.
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the field, but he could not persuade the Staitcs-General to second

his views. The field was thus left open to the operations of the

French. In March, 1G84, Marshal d'Humieres bombarded Qude-

narde ; in April, Louis in person took the command of the army in

H/iinault
;
whilfe Marshal Crequi, with another division of 32,000

men, proceeded to invest Luxembourg, and after a short siege com-

pelled that city to capitulate (3 une 4th) . Shortly after, Treves was

taken and dismantled, though not occupied, by the French-, and a

truce of twenty years was concluded between France and .the

States-General. Louis XIV., at the commencement of the siege

of Luxembourg, had given the Dutch to understand that he should

bo content with that place, together with Beaumont in Hainault,

Bovines and Chimai, which would not compromise their boundary;

and that he would restore Courtrai and Dixmuyde to Spain.

These conditions were accepted by the States, who promised to

abandon the Spanish alliance if they were not acceded to, and the

truce was accordingly signed June 2 (Jth. The Emperor acceded

to the truce at Ratisbon, August 15th, both in his own name and

that of the King of Spain, by whom he had been furnished with

plenipotentiary powers for that purpose. It was agreed, in

addition to the articles already mentioned in the Dutch treaty,

that, during the truce, France should remain in possession of all

the places adjudged to her by the Chambres de Reunion up to

August 1st, 1681, including Strasburg, but should, during the

same period, make no further claims on territories belonging to

the Empire. 1

As these proceedings display Louis ^IWs unjust and insatiable

ambition, so, about the same time, he gave equally striking exam-

ples of his pride and bigotry. The little Republic of Genoa was to

become a victim to .the “ glory ” of the great King. The alliance

of the Genoese with Spain was too intimate to please Louis ; he

proposed that they should accept his protectorate instead of that

of the Catholic King, and when this was declined, he sought a

pretext for war. The Genoese were charged with having supplied

the 'Spaniards with four galleys, contrary to his prohibition ; with

having furnished the Algerines with ammunitions of war; with

having stopped the passage of French salt through ©avona, &c.

;

above all, like their brother republicans the Dutch, *>hey had
ventured to talk of the French King with disrespect. Louis

treated them like rebellious vassals instead of an independent

people. He imprisoned their envoy in the Bastille, and sent a fleet

1 Dumont, t. vii. pt ii. pp. 79 and 81.
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to bombard their city, which reduced “ Genoa the Superb,” with

its marble palaces, almost to a heap of ruins (May, 1684). The

Genoese, having in vain besought the aid of Spain, implored the

mediation of the Pope, at whoso intercession Louie abated many
ofhis demands, but only on conditions calculated to humiliate tho

Genoese, and gratify his o^n inordinate prido. The Doge of

Genoa, whom the laws forbade to leave the city, was required to

appearrin person at Versailles, and deliver a spooch prepared for

him»by one of Louis's flatterers, in which tho King was described

as u a monarch who had Surpassed in valour, grandeur, and mag-
nanimity all the kings of past ages, and who would transmit to his

descendants his unassailable powor.” Louis, indeod, who possessed
* the most polished manners, affected to alleviate the feelings of

tho Doge by tlie gracious reception he accorded to him ; but ho

could not escape the indignation of Europe at the barbarities ho

committed, merely for the barren satisfaction of gratifying his

pride.
1

About the same time he gave an equally signal instance of his

bigotry and intolerance. During the latter days of Cardinal

Mazarin the liberties granted to the Protestants by tho Edict of

Nantes had been gradually curtailed ;
but when Louis himself

assumed the reins of power, these retrograde acts became^still

more frequent and striking. Tho private meetings, or colloquies,

of the Protestants, as well as their national triennial synods, were

suppressed (1661, 1662) . In April, 1663, appeared a Royal Declara-

tion, forbidding all Protestants who had become Catholics to

return to the Reformed religion, and all priests or ecclesiastics to

embrace it at all. These were followed by man|p other decrees of

the same kind ; such as the forbidding any but Catholics to be

admitted as masters of trades, except irf certain special cases; the

allowing of boys of fourteen years of age, and girls of twelve, to
'

change their religion in spite of their parents ; the prohibiting of

Protestants to keep schools of a superior kind for the education of

the higher classes ; with others of the like description. These

proceedings were viewed with great sorrow and disapprobation by

Colbert, as tjfcey* affected the most active and industrious portion

of the population, and consequently the trade and prosperity of

the kingdom; and it seems to have been from his representations,

seconded by the remonstrances of the Elector of Brandenburg,

that Louis was induced to put a stop for some years to these per-

secutions,
8

oi*, at all events, to restrain them within moderate

1 Martin, t. xiv. p. 261, 8 Hist, de VEdit de yantes, t. iv. p. 12.
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bounds
;
and from the year 1666 to 1674, the Hugonots enjoyed

comparative tranquillity. The recommencement of persecution in

the latter year must be ascribed to a change in the domestic life

of Louis.

flln the year 1666, Louis, at the recommendation of his mistresb,

Madame de Montespan, had allowed ^her to take as the governess

of their children the widow of the burlesque writer, Scamon.

Madame Scarron was descended from a distinguished Hugonot
family, being the grand-daughter of D'Aubigne, the Protestant

historian and friend of Henry IV.; but her husband had left her

in the greatest poverty. The house of Scarron was not a school

of strict morality. His wife, who had been converted to the

Romish faith, had made in it some acquaintances of more than

doubtful character, and among them Ninon de l'Enclos
;
yet she

appears, nevertheless, to have been sincere in the character she

had assumed of a prude and devotee. Madame Scarron, at tho

middle period of life, had preserved in a remarkable degree a

beauty of no ordinary kind
; she had much wit and many accom-

plishments, which were enhanced by a bewitching grace and

dignity of manner. These qualities made by degrees an irresistible

impression on tho heart of Louis
;
in a few years her empire over

the King was completely established, and in 1675 he created her

Marquise de Maintenon. So far from this influence being the

price of virtue, it was employed in conducting Louis .back into

the paths of morality. His youth had been engrossed by a suc-

cession of mistresses. Elizabeth Tarneaux, Madlles. La Valliere,

La Motto d'Argoncourt, Fontanges, and Madame de Montespan,

had successively ruled his heart ; by the last he had a numerous
offspring whom ho had legitimated and compelled the Queen to

receive. Yet Madame de wMaintenon succeeded in reclaiming the

affections of the King oven from her haughty patroness, and re-

storing them to the Queen. From this period of his conversion the

King renounced unlawful love. Madame de Maintenon soon found
her reward. In 1683 Maria Theresa died, and in the following

year, the King and Madame de Maintenon were privately married

in the chapel at Versailles.

This reform in the King's life was accompanied, unhappily for

France, with an increase of his bigotry. To bring back<those of

his subjects who had wandered from the Church of Rome appeared
to him a work which might merit the redemption of past «ina

;

and thus his own reformation and the conversion of his heretic

subjects became inseparable ideas. This new bent of his mind
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was encouraged by those whom he chiefly consulted in the affairs

of his conscience : the illustrious Bossuet, Harlai, Archbishop of

Paris^ and Father La1 Chaise, the King’s confessor. The renewal

of persecution dates, as we have said, from 1674, and the estab-

lishment of Madame do Maintenon’s influence. Naturally gentle

and moderate, Madame de Maintenon herself was indeed at heart

averse to the severe measures adopted against her former co-

religionists ;
yet it appears from her own donfession that she was

ledjbo encourage them, lest the King, who had heard that she was
born a Calvinist, should* suspect her of a want of zeal.

1 These

measures, therefore, were not directly owing to her; but they wero

the result of the King's misinterpretation of the principles with

which she had inspired him; a misinterpretation, which, out of

interest and self-love, she encouraged instead of repressing. Louis

found in his proud and unfeeling minister, Louvois, a fitting

instrument of his bigotry. It would b6 too long to detail all the

steps adopted against the Hugonots. They wero calculated to

strip them, one by one, of all the privileges accorded by the Edict

of Nantes, and thus to prepare the final blow, the revocation of

the Edict itself. The Protestant churches wero gradually de-

molished ; the so-called Chambres mi-parties
, before which Protes-

tant suits were pleaded in the Parliaments of Toulouse, Bordeaux,

and Grenoble, were suppressed ; Koman Catholics wero forbyldcn

to apostatize under pain of penance, confiscation of goods, and

perpetual banishment ;
mixed marriages, of Cafliolics and Protes-

tants, were prohibited, and the children of such marriages were

declared bastards; it was forbidden that Hugonots should be

employed as clerks or otherwise, in the management of the

finances ; nay, these savage decrees penetrated into and divided

the family household; and by a royaftdeclaration of June 17th,

1681, it was decreed that children of the tender age of seven years

should be capable of conversion in spite of their parents, as if

already competent to distinguish the true path of salvation. Such

are a few specimens of the numerous edicts published against tho

Hugonots. Louvois, who had opposed the King's moral conver-

sion, and had* caballed with Montespan against Maintenon,

zealously threw himself into the cause of persecution, and effected

conversions by means of his own department. Converted Pro-

testants were* exempted from military billets; while the addi-

tional charge which would thus have been thrown on Catholic

1 Rnlhtere, Eclaircissements sur tea causes de Iq revocation de VEAit de Xante* , ap.

Martin, Hist de France, t. xiii. p. 626.
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householders was diverted by billeting on the richer Hugonots
v

twice the number of soldiers that fell legally to their share.

1

Flight was the only mode of escaping these persecutions. In

spite of the surveillance exercised by the police on the frontiers

aqd in the porto, emigration took place on a great scale. England,

Holland, Denjnark offered hospitality to the emigrants, and were

enriched by their industry, skill, and capital. The French Govern-

ment endoavoured to stop the emigration by forbidding Hugonot

families to leave France under the penalty for the heads of them

of perpetual relegation to the galleys (May, 1682). The stoppage

of this outlet occasioned an explosion within. The Hugonots

began to band together in the south of France. Their prohibited

provincial synods were replaced by secret unions
;
they began to

arm, and in some places it was necessary to suppress their move-

ments by force and bloodshed. After the death of the wise and

moderate Colbert in 1683', these persecutions assumed new vigour.

The influence of Louvois, now uncontrolled, was displayed in a

multitude of the most rigorous edicts (1684-1685).
2 Troops3

were

despatched into the southern provinces, where the Hugonots were

chiefly seated ; and though the soldiers were publicly forbidden

to use any violonco, their brutalities were secretly connived at.

By these means the Protestants of Bearn, estimated at 22,000,

wero
i

converted
,
within a few hundreds. Terror harbingered the

approach of the dragoons, at whose appearance whole towns

hastened to annoanco their submission. The same method was

used with success in Guienne, the Limousin, Saintonge, Poitdu,

Languedoc, and Dauphine. Conversions were announced by the

thousands ;
though the value of such a' conversion is easily esti-

mated. Louis was quite intoxicated with his success. It seemed

as if he was as great a conqueror over men's souls as over their

bodies and worldly possessions; that he had but to speak the

word, and all those proud and obstinate heretics, who had once

almost dictated the law to his ancestors, must fall down and yield

to his infallible genius ; a thought gratifying at once to his bigotry

and Jiis pride. And now when the Hugonots were reduced, in

appearance atrieasi, to* a small fraction of their former number,

Louis conceived that the time was arrived when he might strike

the final blow by repealing the Edict of his grandfather Hgnry IV.

1 Martin, Hist de France
,
t. xiii. p. 627 . * Dragoons were c&iefly used in this

9 The particulars of them will be found service, os being most adapted to it from
in the Anciennea Lois Francoises, t. xix. their serving both on foot and horseback.

S
, 464 sqq.

5
and in the Hist, de VJ^dit de Hence these military persecutions were

antes, t. v. liv. 21, 22, and App. called Dragpnnades.
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The Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, drawn up by the aged

Chancellor Le Tellier, father of Louvois, was signed by the King,

October 17th, 1685. It went, of course, to the complete future

annihilation of Calvinism in France. All Protestant churches

were to be immediately demolished
;
the Reformed worship w|is

forbidden on pain of confiscation and perpetual imprisonment

;

the
#
ministers who refused to *be converted were to quit the king-

dom in
#
a fortnight; the children of Protestant parents were to be

baptized by the cure of the parish, and instructed in the Roman
Catholic faith. Only by the last article some indulgence was
shown to those who still remained unconverted. They were per-

mitted, “
till such time as it should please God to enlighten them

• like the rest,” to remain in France, and to exercise their callings

and professions, without let or molestation on account of their

religion.
1 Such was the text

;
but tho practice hardly corresponded

with it. ' In fact, Louvois instructed the leaders of the dragon-

nades to disregard tho last article of the Declaration, and to treat
’

with the extremity of rigour all those who should have the absurd

vanity of persisting in a religion which differed from that of His

Majesty the King ! Louvois gave the order to let the soldiery livo
“ licentiously. ” Everything was permitted to them except murder

and violation
;
but a good deal may be done short of these crimes;

nor did the soldiery always abstain even from those. The most

horrible tortures were resorted to. Those Hugonots who liadf the

most influence with their brethren, cither from their character or

their social position, were sent to the Bastille1 or other state

prisons* and some were even buried in sultry or freezing dun-

geons, the retrains of feifdal barbarism. Frojn Daupliine the

dragonnades were extended to the Yaudois. At* the command of

Louis, the Duke of Savoy, Victor Amjdeus II.., joined in their

persecution ; the ministers, or bathes, of the Vaudois, their school-

masters, and tho French Protestants who had taken refuge among
them, were ordered, under pain of death, to quit the Ducal terri-

tories in a fortnight
;
while their worship was prohibited, and their

schools were ordered to be closed under the same penalty (Feb-

ruary, 1686). The Vaudois attempted to defend, their liberties by

arms against the*French troops, led by Cafcinat, a brave soldier

and enlightened man, who performed the task with reluctance. <

Many thousand# ofthe Vaudois perished in this massacre, in which

neither age nor sex was spared. A remnant of them who had

managed to defend themselves in the more inaccessible parts of

1 Hist, de VEdit de Nantes, ,t. v. Prams, p. 185 { Dumont, t. vii. pt. if. p. 117.
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the mountains, obtained, through the intervention of the Protes-

tant Powers, and especially of the Swiss, permission to emigrate. 1

These cruelties naturally produced a reaction. Emigration

became more .vigorous than ever, in spite of all the endeavours of

the Government to prevent it, though seamen or others assist-

ing the emigrants were threatened with fine and. corporal pun-

ishment, the galleys, and even death*. It is computed that between

the Revocation of th# Edict of Nantes and the end of the century

between 200,000 and 800,000 persons left Prance for the sake of

their religion. Theso too, from their wealth and character, were

amongst the most valuable citizens of France, and included many
men of high literary reputation ; as Basnage, the historian of the

United Netherlands ; Lenfant, historian of the Councils of Basle

and Constance; Beausobre, author of the History of Manicheism;

Rapin, author of the History of England,
%
and others. It was now

, that whole colonies of French established themselves at London,

at Berlin, in Holland, and other places, and plantod there the silk

manufacture and other arts and trades.

It happened singularly enough that while Louis was engaged

in this crusade against the Protestants, he was also involved in a

warm dispute with Pope Innocent XI. (Benedict Odescalchi) res-

pecting the Regale, in some of the southern provinces. The matter

belongs to the domestic history of France, and is chiefly remark-

able as having produced Bossuet's celebrated Declaration of the

Clergy of FrancV, which forms an epoch in the Gallican Church

(March, 1682) . The substance of it is, that the Pope has no power

in temporal affairs ; that, as decreed by the Council of Constance,

the Pope's spiritual authority is subordinate to that of a General

Council ; that the constitutions of the Gallican Church may not

be subverted ;
and that, .though the Pope has the first voice in

questions of faith, his judgment is not irrevocable unless confirmed

by the Church. This declaration was converted into a law by a

royal edict.

The Revocation of the Edict of Nantes excited unbounded

sorrow and indignatioq in all the Protestant States of Europe.

These feelings were nowhere more conspicuously manifested than

in the Electorate of Brandenburg. Frederick William, a zealous

Calvinist, even overstepped the bounds of Christian moderation

by publishing a retaliatory Edict against his Catholic
0

subjects;

but the steps which he took for the protection of the French

1 Hist, de VEdU de Nantes, t. ,r. p. 926; Mtmoires de Catinat, t. i. p. 20 sq.; and
Pieces Just. p. 256 (Paris, 181 9).
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%ere of anobler character. Partly out of compassion fof

his ^ow-religionista, partly also perhaps with the politic view of
'

efteom<tgin$ arte and manufactures in his dominions, he granted

to thd French emigrants more privileges than were enjoyed even-

hjr his own subjects; he gave them ground and materials £»r

building ; he,supplied them with money to open Manufactories,

pay their clergy, and* erectf their own consistories, tribunals)

schools, and churches.
1 Sweden, the anciont ally of Franoe, par-

ticipated in the feeling now awakened against that Kingdom,
'both on religious grounds and from tho personal injury whioh

Charles XI. had sustained, as already related, at the hands of the

French King with regard to his Duchy of Zweibrucken. In the

•spring of 1686 a secret treaty was concluded between the King
of Sweden and* the Elector of Brandenburg, lately Buch bitter

enemies, for mutual defence and for the protection of the Empire

against the attacks of Prance. In the United Netherlands, Louis

completely alienated, through his persecution of tho Hugonots,

the goodwill pf the party which had supported him, and the *

ancient adherents of the De Witts now went over to the Prince of

Orange. The anger of tho commercial portion of the Dutch nation

had been further excited because Louis, in his indiscriminate

hatred of the Calvinists, had not spared the persons and property

of Dutch merchants naturalized in France, and had thus annihi-

lated the trade between that kingdom and Holland.*
1 Thus by an

infatuated policy, the French King, besides weakening his king-

dom, and alienating a large portion of his own subjects, who
subsequently fonght against him under the banners of his enemies,

also incurred the hostility 6f every Protestant country of Europe;
.

while Spain and the Catholic States of the Empire were provoked

sod alarmed by his grasping ambition, qpd even the Pope himeplf

.

was irrevocably alienated by the contempt which ho displayed for *

the apostolic chair.

There was one prince whose keen and penetrating glance saw

all,these mistakes, and whose hatred of the French King and

nation incited him to take advantage of them. Among .the

earliest ironuagffQencoj of the Dutch Stadheldqr, William, were

-tbs injuries waioh his country had received at the hands of

LouisX£V. At his entrance into publio life, William had found

rdduced to choose between submitting to the haughty

.ponqueror, or half raining his country, perhaps abandoning it

.

1 Mensrt, JUtore &m\. eUrDeuUchm, B. iv. 8. 482 »q.

* V«n Kiunpen, B. ii & 295.

> 21m.
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altogether, in order to escape the vassalage of Franoe. These
things had engendered him an inexfcinguisjhsble hatred which

recent occurrences had served still further to inflame.* Although,

a Calvinist, William was a friend of toleration ; apd, like the i*est

o£ liis countrymen, had beheld with disgust the religious persfe-

cutions in F^mce. This feeling was increased by a private injury.

Louis had seized his principality of Orange, properly an Imperial

fief, and had annexed^ to the French Crown. William had pub-

licly declared that he would mako Louis repent the outrage, and

had refused to retract his words when called upon by IFAvaux,

tho French minister in Holland, for an explanation .
1 Thns, by all

his steps at this juncture, Louis was not only embittering the

enmity which the Prince of Orange entertained against him, but •

also preparing those events which ultimately enabled William to

curb his power and hurablo his pride. From this time the Dutch

Stadholdor must bo regarded as the chief opponent of French

ambition, as tho tnanon whose counsels the destinyof Europe hung.
' It is in this character, as Lord Macaulay justly remarks/ and not

as King of England, that William's conduct as a statesman should

be viewed and estimated. His plans for wresting the English

sceptro from tho hands of his Popish father-in-law were only part

of his grand scheme for humiliating Louis. He wished to reign in

England chiefly, if not solely, in order to wield her power against

the French King. In this struggle the principles of Rome and

those of the Reformation are still in presence, however mixed up

with political events and secular ambition. The bigoted Louis

XIY., though at enmity with the actual Pope, is still the repre-

sentative of those,ancient monarchical traditions which leaned for
p *

support on the Church of Rome ; while the Calvinist William, the

child and heir of the Reformation, m the champion of religious

* toloration and civil liberty. Nature had admirably qualified him
for the part which he had assumed ; in which defeat and dis-

appointment were often to be endured without discouragement,

and snccess at last achieved by long and complicated combina-

tions, pursued with indomitable perseverance and nwflfaehing

courage. . ...
It was some fresh symptoms of aggression on*the £art of Louis

which' enabled the Stallholder to unite the greater part of Europe
in a league againBt him. The Duke of Orleans, the^Frenhufcag’s

brother, had married the sister of the Elector Palatine, the last

1 See Kemdationt du comic d’Acaux, September to December, 188S."

* Hitt, ofEngland, deep. rti.
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«f til© House of Simmern. who died in May, 1685, when his next*

r^lativ^, the Connt Palatine Philip William, Dnke of Neuburg,

took possession of the Electorate. The Duchess of Orleans hod

by htr marriage contract renounced all her feudal rights to the

PWatinate, but not her claims to the allodial property and the

movables of her family. In these latter, Louis, on the port of

his« sister-in-law, insisted on including not only the furniture

of the*electoral palaces but even the canhon of the fortresses;

and. the new Elector was forced to satisfy these claims by the

payment of 100,000 livres. The claims of tho Duchess on the

allodial property were far more embarrassing. Under this head

were demanded the principalities of Simmern and Lautern, tho
* County of Sponheim, with numerous other territories, towns, and

lordBhipB; irf short, the larger portion of the whole Electorate.

Philip William resisted these demands, and Louis, who was now
busy at homo with the Hugonots, and who was shortly afterwards

seized with a dangerous and painful malady, did not at present

attempt to assert them by force. He had, however, done enough

to arouse general alarm, and to show that he had not abandoned

his designs of enriching himself at tho expense of his neighbours.

Tie new Elector implored the protection of the Empiro, and thus

redoubled the uneasiness felt in Germany, and indeed throughout

the greater part of Europe, respecting the schomos of Lpuis.

The Prince of Orange availed lnm^clf of theso suspicions to for-

ward his plans against Louis. He artfully inflaVnod the universal

alarm, and at length succeeded in inducing the Emperor Leopold,

the Kings of Spain and Sweden, as princes of tho Empire, the

Electors of Saxony and Bavaria, the Circlos of Suabia, Franconia,

Upper Saxony and Bavaria to enter into the celebrated League

or Augsburg (July 9th, 1686} . The object of this league was to'

maintain the Treaties of Munster and Nimeguen and the Truce

of Ratiabon. If any member of it was attacked he was to be

assisted by the whole confederacy : 60,000 men were to be raised,

who Were to be frequently drilled, and to form a camp during

some weeks of every year, and a common fund for their support

was to be established at Frankfort. The League was to be in

fb&ee for three years, bnt might be prolonged at the expiration

of that tghn should the- public safety require ft.
1

The Eleotor Palatine, who was in fact the party most directly
‘

interested, acceded to the League early in September, as well as

tho Dnke of Holstein Gottorp; The Elector of Brandenburg had
* at

1 Pmnoat, tTii.pt.il p. 131 «qq.
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* already made a separate alliance with the Emperor, by which

certain exchanges of territory were made between them] and the

Elector had pledged himself to defend the Empire against aH
assailants. He did not, therefore, join the League of Augsburg,

to avoid givipg any open cause of offence to the French King.*

Nor did tho«Stadholder himself become a party to it, since it

ostensibly professed to be an association only of the members of

the Empire. Most French writers are of opinion that WilHam
organized this league in order to assist his scheme for seizing the

Crown of England; and it is certain that it eventually proved

very useful to him in that undertaking. Yet, although the idea,

of supplanting his father-in-law may already have occurred to

him, he could hardly have foreseen that two years afterwards be ’

should be invited into England by the Whigs, and that at the

Bamo time Louis should have declared war against the Empire

;

and it seotus, therefore, more probable that William, without any

definite view of sqjf-advnntage, merely organized the League as

part of his general policy against the French King.

The establishment of the League of Augsburg gave rise to

some sharp correspondence between Louis and the Emperor;
and by way of defiance, tho French King caused a fort to be
bnilt opposite Huningen, on the right bank of the Rhine, in the

territory of the Margrave of Baden. It was not, however, till

two years afterwards, as we have already faid, that war actually

broke out between France and the Empire. The reason why it

should have been so long postponed, or why it should have been

entered into at that particular juncture, it is not easy to explain.

Some French writers have attributed it to a quarrel between Louie

and his minister Louvois respecting the size of*a window in the

little palace of Trianon ;«.*when Loftvois, mortified by die hard

words which he received from his master, resolved to divert hi»

attention from such subjects by finding employment for Mot in

a war.1
This, probably, is only one of those anecdotes, more

piquant than veracious, in which the French writers of menlGdns

delight
;
yet, had it been true, the pretexts for war set forth by

Louis in his manifesto of September 24th, 1^88, could hardly

have been more flimsy . * The main grounds assigned for declaring

war were, that the. Emperor intended to‘conclude a pStooewiC
tlJte Turks in order that he might turn bis arms against France;

that he had supported tbflflBlector Palatine in Mb uiy’usi hast*

'tation (jo do justice to the claims of the Duchess of Orleans;.Aad
1 Mtmauru do St. Simon, t xiii. p. 9; Martinet ». p. SO, * ’
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toot he Ind darned the Cardinal Von Furstenbarg, *n all/ of

the French Utg, who had been elected Coadjutor.by part of |he

Chapter, of the Arohbishopric of Cologne, and had procured to

be*chosen ha hia stead the Bavarian Prince, Joseph dement.1

Lome alee ealled upon the Emperor to convent the truce ^of

Ratisbon into a definitive peace ; or, in other woi^s, to cede to

hiip in perpetuity the acquisitions which had been assigned to him
only fqr a limited period. •

,

\yitb regard to the first pf these charges, it is true, as we have

related in another chapter, that Austria, sinco the siego ofVienna,

had achieved some signal triumphs both over the Turks and the

Hungarians, triumphs which had excited great jealousy and

•anger in* the French Court, but which can hardly be regarded

as affording* Lonis any legitimate cause of war against the

Emperor. The affair of the Duchess of Orloans we have already

explained. It had been referred, with* the consent of Louis, to

the arbitration of the Pope ; and tho delay which had taken place

was, therefore, ifhputable'to Innocent XI. and not to the Em*
peror. It is certain, however, that Innocent was the implacable

adversary of France. No Popo since the Reformation had exer-

cised so much political influenco as he ; and, strange to say, for

the sake of opposing Louis, this iniluonco was ranged on the side

of tho*heretic William, against his orthodox undo, Jaradb II.,

the Sovereign whose ^devotion to Rome was so blind and implicit

that he hesitated not to sacrifice three -kingdoms for a mass.

Innooent had also thrown in his weight against Louis in the*

affair of toe Electorate of Cologne, which roquires a few word's

of explanation. *
.

The Su&bianifamily of Fur&tenberg wao* entirely devoted to

France. Egon Yon Fiirsteaberg, Bishop of Strasborg, had been ‘

v4ty instrumental in putting toe French in possession of that

•pity } his brother William had, as we have seen, been seized by

the Emperor at the Congress of Cologne for being too warm a

.partisan of French interests, but had subsequently recovered his

liberty at toe Peace of Nimeguen. Egon having died in 1682,

Lead* Obtained for. William, who had purposely entered toe

-<&areb, the Bishopric of Strasborg, and subsequently a ear*

dinal’a, hat. Nor did. the French King’s views in his favour

atop here, T Lome resolved to procure for him toe Archbishopric

4^ Electorate of Cologne? A step k|pwhich toe electorate would

'0tto jmrnd?*-

4

m 'Baton* fd uU MtM UBjgb reprmire let arm*

,

in tommt,
4. *iL pCll f.110.
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become ajimost a French province, while, at the same time, Lonis

would obtain through his creature and dependent a voice in the*

affairs of tho Empire. Early in 1688, .Maximilian, the AiHjh-

bishop-oloctor of Cologne, and the Chapter being gained 'by

French money, elected, by nineteen votes out of twenty-four,

William Von,‘ Fiirstenberg Coadjutor; that is, successor to the

archbishopric when it should becoine vacant by the death, of

Maximilian, an event which happened a few months later /June,

1688). But the Pope, who was in the interests of the Emperor,

annulled the election of the Coadjutor ;
.the League of Augsburg

brought forward the Bavarian Prince, Joseph Clement, as a rival

candidate for the Archbishopric and Electorate, and though Cle-

ment was only seventeen years of age, the Pope gave hi#n a dis-

pensation ^nd a brief of eligibility. As both the candidates

possessed bishoprics, they could only bo elected by postulation,

for which tho canon law requires a majority of two-thirds of

the votes. But of the twenty-four votes, Fiirstenberg obtained

only fiftoen, or one short of the required number. Clemont had

the remaining nine; and as he had been deolared eligible by
the Pope, while Fiirstenberg had been rejected, the eloction fell

upon Clement. Lonis, however, declared that he would support

Fiirstenberg and the.majonty of the Chapter, and his troops took

possession of most of the places of the electorate. »

Thus the enmity botwoen tho Pope and the French King, first

excited by the Regale, became irreconcilable. It had boen recently

aggravated by another dispute, which had involved the Parlia-

ment of PariB in Innocent's displeasure. The Pontiff, with a
view to the better administration of pAlice in Rome, had abro-

gated a privilege enjoyed by foreign ambassadors resident in

that capital, by which not 1 only the palace, but even the quarter

which they inhabited, was considered inviolable, and thus afforded

an asylum to malefactors of all kinds. All the other Powers

submitted without a murmur to this wholesome regulation ; but
Louis haughtily declared “ that his Crown had never been guided

by the conduct of others ; but, on the contrary, God had estab-

lished it to be for them an example, and he wag .determined, so

long as he reigned, never to forfeit any of its" rights.”
1 The

Marquis of Lavardin,’ who proceeded to Rome as French ambas-
sador in November, 1687, was instructed to disregard the Pope's

abrogation of the ambassadorial franchise, although a bull oC
1 Martin, Hist, de France, t xiv. p. 78.
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excommunication had been launched agaihst atU who should neg«

lect it. Lavardin entered Rome at the head of near a thousand

anned men j but Innocent refuged to receive him, and placed the

French church ofSt. Louis, which the ambassador was accustomed

te attend, under an interdict. The matter was taken up by tho

Parliament of Paris. Several members, and eapecia^y Be Harlai,

th$ Procureur-genera l, and Talon, the Avacat-yeneral, invoighed

vehemently against the Pope, and appealed to a future Council.

Thq Parliament passed an Arrit (January, 1688), that the King
should be supplicated to. assemble Provincial Councils, or a Na-
tional Council, in order to put an ond to tho disorder created by

the vacancy of bishoprics (through the Segal?) j and that allcom-

• merce with Rome, and the remitting of money thither, should be

forbidden. *

These quarrels show how much Franco was then before other

Roman Catholic nations in the little value which she set on the

Papal authority, and how near she was to an absolute separation

from Rome. Nay, they were not without importanco on the

political events of the period, and caused Louis to feel that the

Pope had not yot entirely lost his influence oven in temporal

matters. His rage and disappointment are shown in a violent

and remarkable letter which ho addressed to the Pope (Septem-

ber 6th), through the Cardinal d’Estr^os, with orders to*com-

municate it to Innocent and the Consistory. In this letter, ifhich

may almost be regarded as a declaration of thowar ho waa medi-

tating, he declared that he had lost all hope of reawakening in

Innocent the feelings of the common father of Christendom, or to

obtain any justice at his Uhnds j
and he intimated that the Pope’s

conduct would probably cause a general war in Europe. “ It is

a conduct/’ be continued/ “ which ‘.emboldens the Prince of

Orange openly to manifest tho design of attacking the* King of

England in his own dominions, and to hold out, on the pretext of

so bold an enterprise, the maintenance of the Protestant religion,

or rather the extirpation of Catholicism.” He declared that he

could no longer recognize Innocent as mediator in the aifyir of

the Palatine succession, and that be should take care to obtain

justice by the means which Qod had placed in his hands. He
further announced that he should continue to assist the Cardinal

Von Furstenberg ; and that if his ally, the Duke of Parma, was

not immediately put in possession of the Duchies of Castro and

Ronciglione, withheld from him by the Holy See siuoe tho Treaty
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of Pisa, the French troops would enter Italy and Avignon -Would

be seized.
1 This last threat was carried into execution in*

a

October. 4

Innocent XI. replied by proclaiming Clement of Bavaria Aroh-

bishop of Cologne, and by excommunicating the Parliament of

Paris and the Advocate-General Talon. Louis, orf his side, fol-

lowed up his philippic against the Pope by the declaration of ^ar
against the Emperor -already mentioned. For some weefcs the

French troops ,had been marching from Flanders towards the

eastern frontier. One division, ostensibly commanded by the

Dauphin, but in reality by Marshal de Duras and Yauban, laid

siege to Philipsburg early in October; another smaller corps,

under Boufflers, occupied, almost without resistance, Kaisers-

lautern, Neustadt, Kreutznach, Worms, Oppenheim, Bingen,

Baccharach—in short, almost all the possessions of the Elector

Palatine and the Elector of Mentz on the left bank of the Rhine.

The lattor admitted the French into his capital on condition that

the neutrality of his dominions beyond the Rhine should be
respected.

The joy of the Dutch Stadholder was boundless when he learnt

thkt the French King had irrevocably committed himself to a
policy which insured the success of the Stadholder’s designs upon
England, and would enable him at no distant period to add the

might of that country to tho already formidable coalition against

France. Louis, unfortunately for himself, listeqpd to the counsels

of Louvois instead of those of D’Avaux. The latter had advised

him to menace the Dutch frontier, and thns keep William at

homo. Louvois, on tho other hand, Represented that unless a
diversion were made by an attack upon the Empire, the Tories,

humiliated by their defeats; and threatened with the loss even of

Belgrade* their frontier town, would be compelled to submit to

whatsoever conditions the Emperor might be pleased to impose
upon them, and would thus enable him to concentrate ell his

forces against France. This advice coincided with the policy,

longpursued by Louis, of enriching himself at the expense Of the
Empire ; whose frontiers, but slightly guarded, seemed to off** *

an easy conquest. Considerations of a personal nature had elspy*

perhaps, some influence on the decision of the French KSftjg* -‘Be

had to gratify his own pride, which had received a*woupdin the

affair of Cologne; and he was, perhaps, also not unwill&|^t»

1 Lvttn de Lovxs XIV. au Cardinal d'Eetriu, in Dumont, t. Tii.pt, ii p, 167;
Otfft voi u p. 759. ****
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mortify the pride of the King ef England. * Thl blindness and in-

fatuation ofJamesJI. in this crisis of his fortunes almost surpasses

belief. Ever'sinoe the* end of May Louis had been warning

•fames thatMl son-in-law was meditating a descent upon England.

William had formed, near Nimeguen, a camp of 90^000 men ; he
wan notoriously preparing large quantities of arms* and warlike

stages; the Dutch fleet had been put in ’preparation to sail at a

few days’ notice. James, however, refused to believe that these
"

preparations were directed against himsolf, and listened to the

assurances of William that they were occasioned by the state of

affairs on the Continent. Another notion, that the Statcs-General

would not permit the departure of a force which was necessary for

•the defence of the Republic, was better founded. William himself

had assured* the States that such was the motive for his pre-

parations. Nevertheless, had James had the least discernment,

he must have perceived, from the state of feeling among hu sub-

jects, that it was not a moment to reject the aid of France, nay,

even to insult the French King. Louis, who wished to save James

in spite of himself, intrusted l^Avaux, his minister at the Hogue,

to signify to the States-General, oarly in September, that he should

consider any act of hostility against his ally, the King ofEngland,

as a declaration of war against himself; at the same time pre-

parations were made to march a force to the Dutch frontier,#
and

Bonrepanx was despatched to England with offers of naval aid.

But James, who hffd formerly been ‘the pensioher of Louis, now
indignantly disclaimed any alliance with him, thus giving him the

tie in the face of Europe ; and Skelton, the English ambassador at

Paris, who bad beenprivy to those steps on the part of the French

Court, was recalled and committed to the Tower. James was

seined with an unseasonable fit of pride, and exclaimed that a

Ttfag of England needed not, like an Archbishop of Cologne, thO

patronage of any sovereign. So portentous a mixture of pride

nod stupidity was certainly well*calculated to disgust Louis ; who,

however, would himself have acted nfere wisely by overlooking

Jatoes’s folly, and listening only to the dictates of policy. Pro-

bahiy, hojrever» ^Lonis *did not anticipate that the Stadholder

would Inn achieved so speedy and triumphant a success. He
might tydbonably have expected that James would have been able

to mato* bettor eland ; that* civil war wonld have ensued, which,

for a yaar-or two at least, might have found employment for all

William’s resources, and in which he might have been ultimately

baffled by the help of a moderate French force. But when the
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crisis actually came, James himself took a juster view of hie

position. No sooner were the French troops withdrawn Jrom
Flanders than his desolate situation at once stared him in the face

;

and especially when Louis, in his declaration of war against'the

E^nperor, intimated that he meant to observe the peace with Hol-

land, as well as the twenty years’ truce with Spain? James, in his

despair, now almost went the length of declaring war against

France. He assured the States that he had no alliance with that

nation ; that he regarded the siege of Philipsburg as a breaejb of

the Truce of Jtatisbon
;
that ho was ready to join Spain and the

States in maintaining the peace of Europe. But the States

listened in preference to William, who opened to them his in-

tended expedition, and persuaded them that the safety and in-

dependence of their religion and country were involved in its

success; and, in their answer to James, instead of entering into

his proposal concerning the peace of Europe, they intimated their

desire to restore peace and confidence in England, by securing

the civil and religious rights of his subjects.
1 William hastened

on his preparations, and on November 1st, 1688, he finally sailed

with his fleet to seizo the Crown of England. The Spanish am-
bassador at the Hague caused a grand mass to be performed for

his success.'
2

Such are the revolutions of state policy ! In the

samd year of tho preceding century Spain had fitted out the

Armada, in order to wrest the English sceptre from the hands of

a heretic sovereign and compel the nation to rptum to tho Popish

Communion. Now she was favouring and abetting the attempt

of a Calvinist Prince to expel a Roman Catholic l£ing, and thus

to consolidate thp civil and religious liberties of England.

It forms no part of our plan to enter into the details’ofWilliam's

expedition—to explain the state of parties in England, the motives

which led him to undertake his enterprise, the reasons which
promised him success, and the means by which it was achieved.

Ail these thmgB, especially since the publication of Lord Macaulay's

brilliant pages, are familiar to the English reader; and we shall

therefore merely refresh his memory with a summary of the prin-

cipal facts, and hasten on to view the effedfc of fhisgrp&t pevqlution

on the general affairs of Europe. William landed at'^orbay an
November 5th, the anniversary of the Popish plot; on December
18th he was domiciled at St. James's, his march having hem
interrupted only by one or two trifling skirmishes. Meanwhile

1 Kennet, Btst. of Engl,* rol tii. p. 489 • D’Anrax, »p.

•q.j Maaralay, yoL ii. cL 9. note.
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James had fled. On December 28th the fugitive monarch arrived

at St, Germains, and fonnd in Louis XIV., whom he had rejected

as an ally, a generous protector. On February 18th, 1689,

William and his consort Mary solemnly accepted the English

Grown, the Parliament having previously voted (January 23r<J)

that James, by withdrawing himself out of the kingdom, had

abdicated the government, &nd that the throno was thereby

vacant. In Scotland the authority of the nowKing was established

after.a slight attempt at resistance ; Ireland, from the religion and

disposition of the people, was naturally mere favourable to James's

cause, and it was here that, with French aid, he was enabled for a

year or two to dispute tho ground with William. On March 12tb,

•1689, James, esoorted by a large French fleot, and accompanied

by some 1,200 of his own soldiers, paid by France, landed at

Kinsale ; the Irish flocked to his standards, and he soon found

himself at the head of a largo, but ill-armed and ill-disciplined

force. This hostile act on the part of Louis caused William, as

King of England, to declare war against France, May 17th, 1689.1

The Irish campaign of that year was indecisive. James was held

in cheok by the Irish Protestants, and particularly by the heroic

defence of Londonderry ; and by the landing of Marshal Schom-

berg, at the head of 10,000 men (August), ho was compelled to

retire into winter quarters. That celebrated general, who was a

Protestant, had renounced the sorvice of Louis upon the revocation

of the Edict of Nantes, and, after a short residence in Branden-,

burg, had entered that of William, along with many other French

refugees. Thug the cruel and bigoted policy of Louis was not

long in bearing its fruits. In the campaign of tjo following year

(1690) William opposed his father-in-law in person, and com-

pletely defeated him at the battle df the Boyne (July 1st).

Sohomberg fell in this engagement, while animating his Hugonot

troops to avenge themselves on their persecutors/ James again

escaped to France, and became a pensioner on Louis’s bounty.

Ip the same year a naval engagement took place off Beaohy Head,

between the French fleet, under Tourville, and the combined

English and Dutch fleets,under the Earl ofTorrington (June 30th) .

.

Victory remained* with the French, who, however, neglected to

pursue (heir advantage, except by the burning of Toignmouth.

In 1691 William proceeded into Holland, to take part in the

campaign against the French; but the Irish were reduced to

ojmdience by his forces nnder General Ginkell. They obtained

’ JJnmont, C vii. p*. ll. p. SS0.
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a favourable peace by tie treaty called the Pacification of Limerick

(October 3rd), and William was thus enabled to devote bis whole

attention to the affairs of the Continent, to which we must noW
< «

return.

,
The success<-of the English revolution caused a great sensation

throughout Europe. The ancient prejudices of religion, the

theories of absolute monarchical power, of the divine and inde-

feasible rights of kings all vanished before the political interests

of the moment, and the success of William was hailed with almost

unmixed dolight by the* Courts of Madrid, of Vienna, and even

of Rome. All nation^ seomod absorbed in the one thought of

repressing the unconscionable ambition of Louis XIV. ; while

Louis, on his side, wantonly defied united Europe. One of his

*

first stops on learning William’s descent on England had been to

declare war against the United Netherlands (November 26th,

1088), and thus to convert the Dutch from indirect into open and

active enemies. * This declaration, indeed, was not founded on
William’s expedition, but on the intervention of the Dutch in the

affairs of Cologne, to the prejudice of .Furstenberg. Yet at this

moment France was not strong enough to hold the conquests

which sho had made. Louis now hearkoned to the diabolical

counsels of Louvois. From the Court of Versailles, the model of

politeness, the centre of European refinement, issued a mandate

which might have disgraced Attila or Zingis Khan. The French

generals wero ordered to burn the towns and villages they could

not garrison, lest they should bo occupied by the enemy 1 Heidel-

berg, tho residence of the Elector Palatine, was one of the first

places abandoned to the flames, and ttfe ruins of the magnificent

electoral palace still attest this act of ferocious barbarity. These

orders wero soon afterwar/ls followed by others for a more whole-

sale destruction—nothing less than the burning of all the places

,* noar the Rhine betweon Mentz and Philipsburg !
* Spires, Worlds,

Oppenheim, Frankenthal, Bingen, and other places, with their

beautiful cathedrals and churches and their ancient medtwvei
monuments, became a prey to the flames, and all that tmilipg

'

region assumed the aspect of a desert. iUtogetiiftt, mere than

forty towns and villages were burnt. A hundred thousand

houseless human beings wandered about in search of Boftip xefbgO

for their misery, imprecating curses on the French and 'their

cruel King, aqd demanding vengeance at the hands of tho

and of.Europe. Voltaire
1
suggests, in excuse for Louhi,ti^pHhe

1 bieclt dt Louis XIF.
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would mot |nre oaused this misery could he have am» it with his

own eyee ; a better security, perhaps, would have been that he

should have felt some portion of it. The exasperation of the

Germans may be better imagined than describod,, The Emperor

Leopold, in confirming the Decree of tho Diet sof Batisbon jof

January 24th, 1689, for war, denounced tbo King *pf France as

the, enemy not only of the Empire, but of all Christendom, and

worthy to be regarded in the same light aathe Turk.1 The Diet

decreed the expulsion of every Frenchman from Germany, and
interdicted, under the penalty of high treason, all commerce with

France.

It was in the midst of theso horrors and disasters that Leopold

•extended the bounds of the coalition against Louis XIV. by
entering into an offensive and defensive treaty with tho Dutch

Republic, May 12th, 1689, in which both parties engaged not to

lay down their arms, or separate from each other, till Louis should

have been deprived of all his conquests, and reduced within the

limitsofthe treaties ofWestphalia and the Pyrenees.* Williamlll.,

as King of England, acceded to the treaty, December 30th, 1689,

and his example was followed by the King of Spam (June 6th,

1690) .* The greater part of Europe was thus confederated against

France, and the treaty obtained tho name of the Grand Alliance.

Frederick III. of Brandenburg—the Great Elector, Frederick

William, had died April 29th, 1088—had also joined tho party

of bis uncle William and tho Emperor, and, following the foot;

steps of his father as protector of tho Belbrmod Faith, had done

all that lay in his power to promote the success of William's

enterprise upon England*. The death of Pppe Innocent XI.

(August, 1689) seemed to be tho only event favourable to France.

Bat although Louis XIV. expended thipo million livros to procure

the election of Alexander VIII. (Cardinal Ottoboni) , as Innocent's

successor, and though he restored Avignon to that pontiff, and

yfel&eden the subject of the ambassadorial franchise, yet he did

Hat Succeed in gaining his friendship. Alexander confirmed the

election of Clement to the Archbishopric of Cologne, and con-

tinued to refuse bulls of investiture to the French bishops who

had been parties to the declaration of 1682.

Our limits will not permit us to describe at any length tho war

between*Louia XIV. and the Grand Alliance, which lasted till

4jbn Fusee of Ryswiek, in 1697, but only to note sejme of the chief
v* *

'** Tkeatrum Ewcp. L xiii. p. 697. * Dumont, t. ni. pt. ii. p. 329.

* Jbid. pp. ML, 267
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incidents of the different campaigns. - The Imperialists had/in

1689, notwithstanding the efforts it was still necessary to make

against the Turks, brought an army of 80,000 men into the field,

which was divided into three bodies, under the command of *the
,

Duke of Lorraine, the Elector of Bavaria, and the Elector «of

Brandenburg ; while the Prince of Waldeck, in the Netherlands,

was at the head of a large Dutch ahd Spanish force, oompoaed,

however, in great part of German mercenaries. In this quarter

Marshal d’Humieres was opposed to Waldeck, while Duras com-

manded the French army on the Rhine* In the south the Duke
of Noailles maintained a French force in Catalonia. Nothing Of

much importance was done this year ; but on the whole the war

went in favour of the Imperialists, who succeeded in recovering

Mentz and Bonn.

1690.—This year Marshal d’Humieres was superseded by the

Duke of Luxembourg, who infused more vigour into the French

operations. Luxembourg was a general of the school of Cond6

;

that is to say, he achieved success by vigour and impetuosity

rather than by cautious skill and scientific combinations. On the

other hand, these last qualities, which were the characteristics of

Turenne, weife possessed in an eminent degree by Catinat, the first

instance in France of a plebeian general. Belonging to a family

of thk Robe, or legal profession, and at first an advocate himself,

Catinat had attained his military rank solely by his merit and

almost jn spite of1 the Court. Mild and simple in his manners,

wary and prudent in his manoeuvres, he was beloved by his sol-

diers, who called him “ Pere La Pensee." Catinat was sent this

year into Dauphipfc to watch the moveifients of the Duke of Savoy,

who was suspected by the French Court, and not without reason/

of favouring the Grand -4*lliance. The extravagant demands of

Louis, who required Victor Amadeus to unite his troops with the

army of Catinat, and to admit a French garrison into Vercelli,

Verrua, and even the citadel of Turin itself, till a general peace

should be effected, caused the Duke to enter into treaties with

Spain and the Emperor, June 3rd and 4th j

1 and on October 20th,

he joined the Grand Alliance by a treaty concluded at*the Hague
with England and the States-General.3 This last step Was tahen

by Victor Amadeus in cqnsequence of his reverses. Hffhad
tained from Catinat in the battle of Stafiarda. (Augu$ll7th)a
defeat, which qply the skill of a youthful general, Bia cousin the

Prince Eugene, had saved from becoming a total rout.' ’ As the

1 Dumont, t. rii. pt. li. p. 265 sqq. * Ibid. p. STS.
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fruits of this victory, Catinat occupied Sahizzo, Susa, and ‘all the

country from the Alps to fke Tanaro. During these operations

another French division had reduced, without muoh resistance,

the'whole of Savoy, except the fortress of Montm&ian. The

only other event of importance during this campaign was the

decisive victory'ggdned by Luxembourg over Princ^ Waldeck at

Fleyrus, July 1st. The captufed standards, more than a hundred

'

in- number, which Luxembourg 'sent to Paris on this occasion,

obtained for him the name of the Tapissier de Notre Dame.

Luxembourg was, however, prevented from following up his

victory by the orders of Louvois, who forbad him to lay siege

.

to Namur or Charleroi. Thus, in this campaign, Prance main-

•tained her preponderance^ land as well as at sea by the victory

off Beachy Head, already mentioned. The Imperialists had this

year lost one of their best leaders by the death of the Duke of

Lorraine (April). He was succeeded as commander-in-chief by

Maximilian Emanuel, Elector of Bavaria ; but nothing of impor-

tance took place upon the Rhine.

1691.

—The campaign of this year was singularly barren of

events, though both the French and English Kings took a per-

sonal part in it. In March, Louis and LuxembourgTaid siege to

Mons, die capital of Hainault, which surrendered in Jess than

three weeks. King William, who was in the neighbourhood,

could not muster sufficient troops to venture on its relief. No-
thing further of importance was done in this quarter, and the

campaign in Germany was equally a blank. On the side of Pied-

mont, Catinat took Nice, but being confronted by superior num-
bers, was forced to evacuate Piedmont

;
though^ by way of com-

pensation, he completed the conquest of Savoy by the capture of

MpntmfeHan. Noailles gained some trying successes in Spain;

and the celebrated French corsair, Jean Bart, distinguished him-

self by his enterprises at sea. One of the most remarkable events

of %s year was a domestic occurrence, th'e death of Louvois.

That minister had bocome altogether insupportable to Louis by

his insolence, and by the errors and even crimes into which he

had led: him ; and the French King could not help expressing the

satisfaction he fell at his death. Nevertheless, in spite of all his

faults, I^nvoiS had great administrative abilities, and particularly

a wonderful talent for military organization, the loss of which in

the present embarrassing war, it was impossible to supply.

1692.

—Louis had made extraordinary exertions for the cam-

paign of tins year. The French armies were estimated at nearly
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4o0,0(JD men, while 100,000 were levied for the navy, So great

a force had never before been raised in France* Enraged by the.

Ipsa of Ireland in the preceding year, I^otus had resolved to males

a grand attempt for the restoration of James II.^by a descent

upon England* For this purpose, and for an attack upon the

Spanish Netherlands, his whole power was to be concentrated,

whilst in Germany, Piedmont, and ’Catalonia his armies were to

stand on the defensive. Five hundred transports, calculated >to

convey 30,000 men, chiefly Irish and British emigrants, were

assembled at La Hogue, Cherbourg, apd Havre j and their paa-

sage was* to be covered by a French fleet of fifty ships of the line

under Tourville. The frustration of this attempt by Admiral

Bussell’s victory over Tourville, May l9tb, and the subsequent,

destruction of great part of the French ships which had taken

refuge at La Hogue, are well known to the English reader. With
this defeat vanished James’s last chance of ever regaining the

English throne. Louis’s success on land afforded him some com-

pensation for this misfortune. In May, the King and Luxem-
bourg undertook the siego of Namur with upwards of 100,000

men. The town surrendered in less than a week, but one of the

forts constructed for its protection by the celebrated Dutch en-

gineer Cohorn, and defended by himself, held out noarly a month.

William III., who was in the neighbourhood with about 70,000

meri, was unable to render Namur any assistqpce. After the fell

o$that place, Louis returned to Versailles, leaving Luxembourg
with a much reduced force to make head against William. On
August 3rd, ho was attacked, almost surprised, by William, near

Stginkirk. The day was obstinately eorAested ; both sides suffered

enormous loss, and though William was at lengthobliged to retire,

he conducted his retreat io good order and without moleatatiop.1

On the side of the Bhine, and on that of the Pyrenees, the war
was altogether insignificant. In the Alps the French suffered

some reverses. The Duke of Savoy crossed into Dauphind, took

Embrun, burnt Gap, and devastated tbe surrounding country* by
way.of reprisal for tbe destruction committed by the French ja,
Piedmont and the Palatinate. Here & youthful, bproxne, $£$jQe.

de la Tour-du-Pin, directed against the invadeib a partisan war-

fere in a way which procured for her a military ^ensie^, and a
trophy in St. Denis near that of Joan of Arc. $

*

> * *

1 The inconvenient match-lock was this battle. The allies appm *ft

still partially used by the French infantry, been in advance of tbe
but seem to have been abandoned after the flipt-locfe, Martjfc, t» «rf gfe

w
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• *
1693*—Early in June, for the campaign opened late, the kinga

of France and Englandfound themselves almost in presence in the

neighbourhood of Louvain. William III. was encamped at the

Abbaye du Parck, Louis at Gemblours \ William had scarcely

50,000 men, Louis had more than double that number. The de-

feat of William would have insured the conquest not,only ofLiege

and Brussels, but of the whole Spanish Netherlands. The French

a*my was impatiently awaiting the order of attack, when Louis

suddenly set off for Versailles, and dismemberod his army by
despatching part of it into Germany, under pretence of making
a diversion in favour of the Turks. In fact Louis, who was fond

of besieging towns that \yere sure to be taken, was afraid of risk-
1 ing his military reputation in the open field, and in spite of the

earnest intreaties of Luxembourg, flung away one of those oppor-

tunities which fortune never offers twice. This conduct, said to

have been counselled by Madame de Maintenon, who had accom-

panied Louis to Namur, rendered him the object of derision not

only to his enemies, but also to his own subjects, and deprived

him of the confidence and respect of his soldiers. He never again

appeared at the head of his troops. The French army was in

some degree compensated for its disappointment by Luxem-
bourg's victory over William at Neerwinden, July 29tli

;
pur-

chased, however, by an enormous loss on their side as wolfas on

that of the allies.
1

* William, as usual, conducted his retreat with

skill and safety, so*fchat Luxembourg, who waft momentarily #x-

pected at Brussels, did not venture to follow him, and was .fain to

content himself with the capture of Charleroi. Meanwhile the

campaign in Germany, for*)he sake of which, Louis had relin-

quished the prospect of conquering the entire Spanish Nether-

lands, was almost null. Hbre a fine 'army, nominally under the

command of the Dauphin, but in reality of Marshal De Lorges,

achieved only the re-conqucst of the ruins of Heidelberg, and

disgraced itself by pillaging and burning what had escaped the

former devastation, and by exercising the most ruthless barbarity

on the miserable inhabitants. In Piedmont, Catinat, now a.mar-

shal, gained a great victory over the Duke of Savoy at Marsaglia,

October 4th‘, but was unable to follow it up for want of money and

siege materials. Prince Eugene commanded the allied infantry

1 This is said to hare been the first it was, however, invented about this time

battle decided by a charge with the either by Vauban, or the Scotch general

bayonet, which was then nothing but a Mackey. Martin, t. xiv. p. 176. The
sword thrust into the barrel of the Duke* of Berwick was captured in this

musket. The modem method of fixing action. Sec his Memoires, vol. i. p. 120.
^

III. . • F P • .
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on this occasion. The battle of Marsaglia, like that of Neerwinden,

was in a great measure decided by charges with the bayonet. In

Catalonia, Marshal Noailles captured Rosas, June 9th. Thus the

advantage of this campaign rested with the French, who were also

successful at sea. The battle of the Hogue, though a severe blow,

had not beenjso fatal to the French navy as represented by some

historians. France had never had' larger fleets at sea thax^in

1693 ;
when she had 93 vessels afloat, of which 71 were sjiips of

the line, besides 30 galleys. On Juno 27th,Tourville defeated, in

the Bay of Lagos, Admiral Rooke, who was convoying the English

and Dutch Smyrna fleet, of which a great part was captured or

destroyed.
#

In the midst of his successes, however, Louis was desirous of *

peace. Several causes combined to produce this disposition. By
the death of Louvois ho had lost a minister who not only stimu-

lated his warlike- inclinations, but also provided him with the

means of gratifying them with ease and success. The French

treasury was exhausted, and the nation in general in a state of

the deepest distress and misery. As Voltaire remarks, “the

people were perishing to the sound of Te Deums.” Even at the

beginning of the war, in 1689, the kingdom was so exhausted by

Louis's wars, by the money spent in bribing foreign princes and

ministers, and by his own profusion and extravagance, that re-

course had been had to the disgraceful expedient of recasting the

specie, and it at an advance of ten per cent, in its

nominal value ;* while, at the same time, such was the scarcity of

the precious metals, that private individuals were compelled toi

send their silver glate and utensils, ^bcPve a certain weight, to the

mint. Louis himself set the example by melting some of his

finest sculptured vases an$ other articles. In order to meet the

current expenses and the growing national debt, absurd taxes

were put upon trade and agriculture, which tended to check pro-

duction and augment the public misery. The cultivation of the

land was rendered more difficult and expensive by the large

draughts upon the peasantry to recruit the army ; and these arid*

ficial causes of distress were aggravated in 1692 and 1693 by two
successive deficient harvests. To these domestic motives for

peace add another of foreign aggrandizement. The feeblp health

of Charles II. of Spain promised soon to bring him childless to

the tomb, and. Louis could not hope to reap his succession while

1 Forbonnais, Recherches qur lee Finances, ap. Martin, t. xiv. p. 120.
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ell Europe stood confederated and in arms against him. Den-

mark and Sweden, though they had at first furnished some troops

to thf Coalition, had afterwards assumed a neutral posture, and

had recently entered into a treaty with each other to make their

maritime neutrality respected (March 17th, 1G9§). Through

these Powers, as mediators, Louis offered to make great conces-

sions to the Empire ; to evacuate almost all his recent acquisitions

;

to abandon his sister-in-law's claims on the Palatinate; nay, even to

refer the question of the Reunions, with the exception of Strasburg,

to the arbitration of Venice. Louis made concessions equally

ample to Sp|p and to the Duke of Savoy.' But though the two

Northern Powers and the Pope zealously endeavoured to effect a

* peace, the Emperor and the King of England, who were encou-

raged by the- exhaustion of France to continue the war, frustrated

all their attempts for that purpose. A now Pontiff now occupied

the Apostolic Chair. Alexander VIII. had died after a short reign

in February, 1691, and was succeeded by Cardinal Pignatelli, who
assumed the title of Innocent XII. This Pope was of a more

placable temper than his predecessors, and Louis XIV. purchased

his friendship by what the French call a transaction ; that is, a

compromise on the subject of the Declaration of 1682. No re-

tractation was made of the Gallican doctrines promulgated in the

Declaration; but the bishops who had signed it, made, in thejr in-

dividual capacity, a humble, though somewhat equivocal, apology,

with which Innocent XII
*
professed himself satisfied, and granted

the bulls which had been withheld.
1

1694.—We now return to the course of the war. Want of moans

-compelled Louis XIV. to rei^in on the defensive, except in Cata-

lonia, where, by inflicting some vigorous blows, he hoped to compel

Spain to a peace. Marshal Noaillos haVing forced the passage of

the Ter (May 27th), drove the Spaniards from their entrenched

position on the other side, and captured the towns of Palamos,

Girona, and Ostalric : thus threatening Barcelona, which, how-

ever, the presence of the English fleet under Admiral Russell

deterred him from attacking. The campaigns in Piedmont*and

Germany this ye$r were wholly insignificant. Even that in the

Netherlands,notwithstanding thevast preparations of William III.,

went offi Without a battle, through the skilful manoeuvres of Lux-

embourg. The only advantage gained by the allies was the cap-

ture of Hui, This was the last campaign of Marshal Luxembourg,

1 Bausset, Hist, de Bossuet
, p. 205, sqq.
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the greatest general then in the French service, who had gained

almost every battle he fought. He died at the age of sixty-seven,.

January 4th, 1695, in consequence of his gallantries and de-

baucheries, which he still continued to puysue, in spite of hia

years and his
f
cteformcd person.

The navakwar this year was more fertile in incidents than that

on land. An attack of the English and Dutch fleets upon Brest

was repulsed with sOme loss, chiefly through the treachery of

Marlborough, who had privately informed James II. of the in-

tended enterprise, and had thus enabled the French to put them-

selves in a posture of defence. The combined fleqf, in retiring,,

bombarded Dieppe, Havre, Dunkirk, and Calais ; but, except the

burning of Dieppe, without much effect. Meanwhile, the cele-
*

brated French corsairs, Jean Bart, Duguai Trodin, Petit Renau,

and others, filled the narrow seas with the renown of their valour,,

and tho hearts of the Dutch and English merchants with grief for

their losses.

1695.—After the death of Marshal Luxembourg the command
of the French army in the Netherlands was bestowed on Villeroi,.

son of Louis's tutor, and the companion of his youth ; a favourite

at Court, but little qualified for the important post with which he

was intrusted. His only feat during the campaign was a savage

and
€
useless bombardment of Brussels, which, however, did not

save Namur from falling into the hands of the allies (September

6th). This was almost the only considerable success of William

since the commencement of the war; and as it was also the, first

of Louis's conquests retaken from him by force, it produced a

grfcat sensation i» Europo. On the fcints of the Rhine the French

repeated without hindrance their usual summer ravages, but at-

tempted nothing further.*-
1

In Pied&ont, Louis and the Duke of

Savoy had already come to an understanding with each other.

Victor Amadeus deceived the Imperial and Spanish generals by
a collusion with France, by which it was arranged that Casale

should be surrendered to him by the French commandant after a

kind of mock siege, but on condition that its fortifications should

be demolished, and its military importance thus annihilated.

Victor Amadeus contrived, by his dilatoriness, to make this the

only operation of the year.
1 In order, however, to throw dust into-

the eyes of the allies, he acceded to the renewal? of the Grand
Alliance, which was again signed this year by the Emperor, tho

Martin, t. xir. p. 210.
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Song of Spain, the King of England, the Statea-General, the

Bishop of Munster, the Duke (now Elector) of Hanover, and the

Electors of Bavaria and Brandenburg. The war at sea was con-

finfed'to useless bombardments of a few places on the French ooast

hf the English and'Dutch fleets.
t

1696.—The campaign in Flanders this year was a vast and

almost ridiculous display of force, without the striking of a single

blows Armies of 250,000 men, under William and Yaudemont on

one side, Villeroi and Boufflers on the other, watched one another

several months, without cpming to an engagement. The campaign
in Germany was, as usual, equally null.. In Piedmont, Victor

Amadous threw off the mask, and concluded an advantageous

treaty, offensive and defensive, with Louis XIV. (August 29th)

.

The Duke, whb*was to bo allowed a fair and reasonable period to

disengage himself from the Grand Alliance, was to recover, at the

general peace, Pinerolo, the key of Italy, whidh Richolieukhad

been at such pains to acquire ; Savoy, Susa, and the county of

Nice were also to be restored to him. The Duke of Burgundy^tho
eldest of the French King's grandsons, was to marry the Duke's

eldest daughter. If the neutrality of Italy was not effected by *

that time, the Duke was to unite his forces with those of France,

t* take the command of the combined army, to recoivo a subsidy

of 100,000 crowns a month, and to be invested with whatsoever

conquests should bo made in the Milanese.
1 The CabinCts of

Vienna and Madrid, exasperated by the Duke's treachery, at first

refused the neutrality of Italy, in spite of the instances of the

Pope, the Venetians, and other Italian Powers; but Victor

Amadeus, having united kji forces with those of Catinat,Jaid —
siege to Valenza, and threatened the invasioh of the Milanese

;

and the allied generals, finding themselves unable to oppose him,

used the power with which they had been furnished in case of ex-

treme necessity, to accept the neutrality of the Italian peninsula

(October 7th)

.

Although the treaty with Victor Amadeus strengthened the

hands of Louis by placing another army at his disposal, he never-

theless made advances to the allies for peace. William III. seemed

not disinclined fo listen to them. The Dutch and English, whose

’Commerce had suffered enormously by the French privateers, had

begun tb pergeive that they were bearing almost the whole brant

•of the war for the benefit of the Emperor. Leopold alone was *

1 Dumont, t, vii. pt. ij, p. 368.
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averse to a peace for the very same reason that Louis desired

one—the question, namely, of the Spanish Succession. At length,

however, on the intimation of Sweden, the mediating Power, that-

if he persisted in his refusal to negotiate, Great Britain and the

States-General yould conclude a separate peace with France, ljp

consented to send plenipotentiaries to Ryswick, a village near the

Hague, where a Congress was opened May 9th, 1697, in William's

Chateau of Neuburg E[ausen. *
m

While the negotiations were going on, preparations were made-

by the French for conducting on a £tajid scale the campaign in

the Netherlands. Thejuwero also pushing with vigour the war in.

Catalonia. The Duke of Yendome, who succeeded NoailleB in

this quarter in 1095, had not hitherto been able to effect anything

of importance ; but this year, being assisted by the French fleet

under D’Estrees, he laid siege to Barcelona, and compelled it to

surrender, August 10th. The fall of this place, and the distracted

and distressed condition of the Spanish monarchy, induced the

Cabinet of Charles 11. to accept the ultimatum offered by Louis >

and on the 20th of’September three separate treaties were signed

between France on the one Bide, and Holland, England, and

Spain on the other. The only article of importance in the treaty

between France and the States-Generalwas the restoration by the-

latter ef Pondicherry, which they had captured, to tire French East

India*Company. The Dutch also concluded on the same day a very

advantageous treaty of commerce with France. By the treaty with

Great Britain, Louis XIV. recognized William as the lawful king"

of that country, and bound himself to lend no further help to his

cnogiics, that is, to James II. ; a steawrlftch must have been most
painful to Louis, both from his love m the Stuarts and his hatred

of the Prince of Orange. The points an dispute between William

and his father-in-law had, indeed, formed the chiefdifficulties in the-

secret preliminary discussions held this summer at Hall, between
Marshal Boufflers and William’s confidant, Bentinck, Earl of
Portland. The only other article of much importance in this

treaty was. the restoration, by both parties, of the conquests they
had made in America. .

By the third treaty, with Spain, Louis restored to that Power*
Girona, Rosas, Cervera, and Barcelona in Catalonia ; also) jvith a-

few exceptions, all the places in the Spanish Nethylandh which
had been taken by him during the war, as well as all the places ifi>

that country which had been reunited since the Peace, of Nime-
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guen, except certain towns and villages Which Lc&is pretended

to be dependencies of Charlemont, Maubeuge, and other towns

previously ceded to him.

By' a separate article Leopold and the Empire were allowed

all the month of October to accede to the ultimq^um, and a sus-

pension of arms was granted for the same period. *The ImpeAal

plenipotentiaries signed a treaty with France, October 30th, on

the ba^is of those of Westphalia and Nimegijen. Louis restored all

the
#
places which had been reunited to his Crown with the excep-

tion, of those in Alsace; .and thus the Bishop of Strasburg, the

nobles of Higher and Lower Alsace, the fan Imperial* cities, and

the immediate nobility of Lower Alsace, became thenceforward

the vassals and subjects of France. The Duke of Lorraine
1,was

restored to his* dominions, with the reservation of Sarre Louis.

The Bavarian Prince, Joseph Clement, remained in possession of

the Electorate of Cologue; while the Elector Palatine engaged to

pay the Duchess of Orleans 200,000 francs per annum till the

Pope should have pronounced his arbitration.
2

At the last moment before the treaty was signed, the French

ministers, under threats of renewing the war, effected the insertion

of the following clause into the fourth article: “That the Roman
Catholic religion should remain, in the places restored, on the

same footing as it then was." In the numerous Protestant*towns

and villages which the French had reunited, they had introduced

the Roman Catholic service, and had compelled-the Protestants to

lend their churches for that purpose. This clause laid the founda-

tion for new dissensions between the Catholips and Protestants of

Germany. 3
• m

Thus a war which had lasted nine years, ancl which had beeli

carried on with such mighty efforts «on all sides/ produced not

consequences so important as might have been expected. For the

first time since the ministry of Richelieu France had lost ground,

and, with the exception of Strasburg, had abandoned the acquisi-

tions of 1684 for the limits prescribed by the Peace of Nimeguen

in 1678. For Europe in general the most important result was
‘ 1

f
Leopold, who became the stem of the of him :

—
“ Qu’il 6tait le plus grand, le

new House of Austria, which mounted tho plus sage, et le plus gdnereux de sen

Imperial throne after the extinction ofihe ennemies.”— His Testament Politique,

male lira* %f the House of Habsborg in which appeared in the midst of the nego-

1745. We have already mentioned the tiations for the Peace of Ryswick, pro-

death of Ikipoldfe father, Charles V., in duced a great sensation in Europe*

1690. Charles died with a great reputa- 8 Dumont, t. vii. pt. ii. p. 421.

tian as a man of learning, an able general, 8 See Meuzel. Neuere Creech, der DeuU
and good diplomatist Louis XIV. said tchen, B. iv. Xap. 50.
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that the Stuarts were for ever deprived of the throne of England

;

and that country, liberated from French influence, became the

counterpoise of France in the European system. From this

period the continental relations of England became permanent;
and she adopted, for the most part, the policy of allying hersejf

with those countries which had reason to dread the ambition of

Franco.
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CHAPTER XL.

TH^J question of the Spanish Succession, tho chief motive with

Louis XIY. for colluding tho somewhat disadvantageous

Peace of Ry’swick, engrossed, towards the filpse of the seventeenth

century, the attention of European statesmen. An attack of ter-

. tian fever, in 1697, had still further shattered the feeble constitu-

tion of Charles II.
;
and though he survived three or four years

a disorder which had threatened to be fatal, the effects of it at

length brought him to the tomb. Feeble both in body and

mind, his life had been nothing but a protracted malady, in which

the last descendant of tho Emperor Charles Y. seemed to typify

the declining kingdom over which he reigned.

The majority of Charles II. had been fixed at the age of fif-

teen, and the first act of his accession had been a kind of revolu-

tion. Maria Anna, the Queen Dowagor, after the expulsion of

Niethard {supra, p. 361 sq.) had created Valenzuelo a Marquis

and grandee of the first class, and at length mado him prime

minister ; while Don John of Austria was condemned to a sort of

banishment in his governments of Aragon and Catalonia. But

in 1677, when Charles II. attained his majority, ho recalled Don
John to Court ; the Queen* .^as shut up in a convent at Toledo,

and Yalcnzuelo banished to^he Philippine Islands. Don John's

administration, however, did not answer to the opinion which had

been formed of his abilities. He found Spain involved in a

ruinous war with France, which he was forced to terminate by

acceding to the humiliating Peace of Nimeguen
;
and he further

alienated the affections of the Spaniards, who detested the French,

by negotiating a marriage between Charles II. and Maria Louisa

of Orleans, niepe of Louis XIY. This union, which was cele-

brated at Quintataapulla, in October, 1679, he did not live to see.

He die^in the preceding month, in his fiftieth year, worn out, it

is said, by chagrin at his unpopularity and by the anxiety occa-

sioned by the machinations of the Queen's friends. The Queen

Dowager was now recalled ; but, having grown cautious from her

late misfortunes, took but little part in the conduct of affairs.
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The young King, who was, himself incapable of business, succes-

sively intrusted the administration to a secretary named Eguia,

to the Duke of Medina Celi, the Counts of Oropesa and Melgar,

tho Dukes of Sessa and Infantado, and the Count of MonterSy j

but these ministers, though differing in talent, all proved unequal

to the task ofraising Spain from the ipisery into which she was

sunk, which was aggravated, not only by bad fiscal measures, Jput

also by the natural calamities of oarthquakes, hurricanes, inunda-

tions, and famines. The death of Charles II/s consort, Mpria

Louisa, in 1689, and his marriage the following year with Mary
Anne, of Neuburg, agister of the Empress, naturally tended to

draw him under the influence of the Austrian Court ; especially as

Mary Anne, after the death of the Queen Dowager, in 169G, ob-

tained more undivided sway over her husband. This circum-

stance favoured tho Imperial claims to the Spanish succession

;

but in order to understand that question, and the politics of the

different parties concerned in it, we must here give an account of

the origin of fchoir claims.

The three
1 principal claimants were, first, the Dauphin of

France, as son of the elder sister of Charles II. 3
second, Joseph

Ferdinand, the Electoral Prince of Bavaria, as grandson of his

second sister; and third, the Emperor Leopold. The Emperor
at firrft claimed, as male representative of the younger branch

of tfie House of Austria, being descended from Ferdinand,

second son of Philip and Joanna of Castile; and he alleged,

in support of his claim, the family conventions entered into

by the House of Austria ; by which, if the males of one branch

became extinct, Jhe succession ft) pass to the males of

the next branch, to the exclusion of females, who could not

succeed except in default $f heirs male of all the branches. JJut

as it was replied, that particular arrangements among mem-
bers of the House of Austria could not abrogate the funda-

mental laws of Spain, by which direct female heirs were preferred

to collateral male heirs, Leopold withdrew this argument and
substituted another claim in right of his mother, Maria Anna,
daughter of Philip III. of Spain, who had done no act to invali-

date her succession to the Spanish Crown.

In preferring this claim, Leopold became the rival of bis own
•

1 Them were two or three other claim- Orleans, as son of Anne of Austria,
ants, whom it is scarcely necessary to eldest daughter of Philip III. and Wife of
mention, vis., Victor Amadeus of Savoy, Louis XIII. The latter claim would et^
as descended from Catharine, second dently vest in Louis XIV. Alan, Don
daughter of Philip II.

;
and the Duke of Pedro U. of Portugal.
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grandson, the Electoral Prince of Bavaria* Leopold had married

for his first wife, Margaret, second daughter of Philip IV. of

Spain,and younger sister of Mari^ Theresa, Queen of Louis XIV,;

and as Margaret had made no renunciation of the Spanish Crown,

and had been named among his heirs by Philip IV she seemed to

have a preferable title to fcer elder sister. Leopold^ had had \>y

her,an only daughter, Mary Antoinette, now dead, who had mar-

ried 14ax Emanuel, Elector of Bavaria, and had had by him

Joseph Ferdinand, the Electoral Prince in question, who, if t£e

rights of his mother were* admitted, was entitled to the Spanish

throne. But Leopold, to guard against a*y claim which might

divert the Spanish succession from the House of Austria to that

•of Bavaria, had caused his daughter to execute an act of re-

nunciation ajb the time of her marriage, which, howover, had never

been ratified either by the King of Spain or by the Cortes.

It was plain, however, that a question of such vast European

importance would not be decided by the strict rules of hereditary

succession, but must become a subject of negotiation, and even

of war. The European Powers would hardly stand quietly by and

see the vast dominions of Spain annexed to the already overgrown

power of the Emperor; and Leopold, to evade this objection,

transferred his claim to the Archduke Charles, his second son by

his marriage with Eleanor Magdalene, Princess Palatine oMNTeu-

burg: his eldest son Joseph, by the same marriage, having l>een

elected King of the Ilomans, in 1090, and thus destined #to suc-

ceed him on the Imperial throne. In like manner, to obviate

any objection to the union of France and Spain, Louis ultimately

proposed to give the croWtfcf the latter country to Philip, DnkB*-

of Anjou, second son of the*£)auphin.

The King of Spaing second consor^, Mary Anne of Neuburg,

being a sister of the Empress, naturally promoted the views of

Leopold; in 'which, however, she was opposed by the Queen-

Mother, Mary Anne of Austria, who was in favour of the Electoral

Prince of Bavaria ; while the imbecile and unfortunate Charles,

incapable of forming a judgment, or maintaining an opiniQn of

his own, was drawn to either side alternately.
1 The Austrian

1 Louis XIV., in his Instruction to the tion Pa eloipne ties affaires, sa timidity

Martnuis d’^arcourt, gives the following lui a fait hair le monde ;
son temperament

description of Charles II.:—“ Ce prince est prompt, colere, ©t le port© k une
a passA sa Vie dags une profonde igtto- extreme mllancoiie,” &c. Ap. Garden,

ranee; jamais ses propres int6rets ne lui Hist, des Traitis, t. ii. p. 187. Charles’s

ont 6t€ expliqu£s, et Piextreme aversion ignorance was such that, when Louis XIV.

feu avait pris aom de lui inspirer pour took Mons, he thought that the place had
France est In settle mdarime dost on been captured from William III. instead

aitpr&endu l’mstrtfire. Sa propre incline* of himself.
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influence began, indeed, to predominate after the death of the

Queen-Mother in 1696 ; but her representations had made so

lively an impression on Charles, that he is said to have made a

will in favour of the Electoral Prince of Bavaria. It was to effl.ce

these impressiqns that Leopold sent as his ambassador to Spain

Count Harradh, a veteran diplomatist, ^ho was charged to obtain

the substitution of the Archduke Charles for the Bavarian Prince.

Charles II. consented, to this arrangement, provided the Eipperor

would send that Prince into Spairf, together with a force of

10,000 men, to assist in expelling the. French from Catalonia;

but Leopold, embarrassed at that time by the Turkish war, de-

clined a proposal which suited neither his means nor his inclina-

tion. The negotiations lingered, and France, meanwhile, con- «

eluded tho Poace of ltyswick, which put an end to the hopes

which Leopold had founded on the Grand Alliance. England

and Holland, in spite of their engagements with Leopold, inclined

towards the Bavarian party, as best calculated to maintain the

balance of power ; and thus they abandoned the Emperor in the

negotiations at Ryswick, in which not a word was said about the

Spanish succession.

To counteract the Austrian influence, Louis XIV. despatched

the Count d'Harcourt to Madrid early in 1698. The Germans

were not popular in Spain ; the Queen, by her maladroitness, had

alienated several of the ministers and grandees, whom D’Har-

court, J)y his popular manners and winning address, and partly,

^also, it is said, by bribery, succeeded in conciliating to the French

cause ; and among them, in particular, the Cardinal Portocarrero,

Archbishop of Toledo, one of the meat influential men in Spain.

The French ambassador also worked^m the timid mind of Charles

by threats, and plainly intjmatcd a resort to force if the rights of

the children of Frames should be superseded. By these means he

induced the King of Spain at least to postpone any declaration in

favour of the Archduke Charles, though without pressing the

nomination of the Duke of Anjou, on whioh Louis himself had

not yet determined. The French King felt the impossibility of

securing the entire Spanish succession without kindling afresh a

general war in Europe, for which he was but ill-prepared ; and he

was therefore 'inclined to listen to the overtures made to ,him by
William III., through the Earl of Portland, for a partition. As
the Emperor now claimed the undivided succession for his second

son, it was useless to think of renewing with him the eventual

treaty of 1688; the better plan, therefore, seemed to be to come
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to an understanding with the King of England, and to force the

Emperor to accept the settlement which they should agree upon.

After long negotiations, a secret treaty was concluded at the

Hague, October 11th, 1698, between France, England, and Hol-

land. By this, which has been called the First {Treaty of Parti-

tion, it was agreed that oji the death*of Charles Il.^ithout issue,

the Dauphin should have tJfe two Sicilies, the Tuscan ports, the

marquisate of Finale in Liguria, and the province of Ghiipuzcoa

;

that the Archduke Charles Should have the Milanese ; and that

the remainder of the Spanish possessions, including the Belgian

provinces, should fall to the Electoral Prison of Bavaria. 1

Although the share thus assigned to France in the Spanish
• spoils was far inferior to that apportioned to her by the eventual

treaty with .the Emperor, and though, to conciliate England and

Holland, she had renounced her pretensions to the Flemish pro-

vinces, still the share which she thus obtained of Italy was so

important as to render it probable that William III. was not

sincere in these negotiations, and that his sole object was to pre-

vent Louis, who alone was prepared, from immediately resorting

to force, in case of the early death of the King of Spain.
2 How-

ever this may be, it is certain that Charles II. was very indignant

on learning—for the secret soon oozed out—this dismemberment

of his monarchy ; and he resented it by making a now Will, in

which he appointed the Electoral Prince his universal lieft, and

named the Queen, his wife, Regent during the* minority of Ferdi-

nand Joseph. But all these arrangements were suddenly over-*,

thrown by an unexpected catastrophe. The Bavarian Prince died

at Brussels in February, *1699, at the age of sij years ; an e^OT'L
“

which, by its happening so soon after the Partition Trosrty, threw

a violent suspicion of unfair* play on t^e Austrian Cabinet, though

there is no evidence to justify it. By thia* event the contests of

the Austrian and French parties were renewed with more vigour

than ever at Madrid, the choice being now restricted between two

parties, instead of three. The Spanish Queen exerted herself

in favour of the Archduke Charles, while Portocarrero and tho -B

French party -endeavoured to sway the mind of the King by

superstitious terrors. Meanwhile Louis XIY. made overtures to

Willianf III. for another partition treaty, which was executed at

the Hague *n March, 1700, by the parties to the former one.

Louis being aware that the Maritime Powers would never con-

sent that Spain and the Indies should fall to the share of France,

1 Dumont, t.m pt. H. p. 442.
a

* See Martin, t. xir. p. 356.
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now agreed that the '"greater part of the Spanish succession

should be assigned to the Archduke Charles, but on condition

that the Crown of Spain should never be united with that of the

Empire, the Dauphin retaining what had been apportioned* to

him in the former treaty, with the addition of Lorraine. The
Duke of Lorraine, provided he should

4
accede to the treaty, was

to have the Duchy of Milan, which in the previous treaty fcad

been given to the Archduke Charles. Three months werp to be

allowed to the Emperor to adhere to the treaty ; and upon
#
his

definitive refusal, the share of the Archduke was to pass to a third

party, not named, butfvt.who was understood to bo the Duke of

Savoy .

1

Thus the Spanish Succession was disposed of by two foreign

Powers, one being a party interested in it, without consulting

the Spanish monarch or nation, whoso spoils were thus uncere-

moniously divided. Such a proceeding naturally irritated the

Courts both of Vienna and Madrid, and their anger was princi-

pally directed against William III. for interfering in a matter in

which ho was not directly concerned. So loud were the com-

plaints of tho Spanish minister at London that William ordered

him to quit the kingdom ; a step which was retaliated by the dis-

missal from Spain of tho British and Dutch ambassadors. The

Empetor at first endeavoured to persuade Louis XIV. to enter

into h direct and separate negotiation; but not succeeding,

refused to accept the Treaty of Partition. The other European

Powers, to whom the treaty had been officially communicated,

hesitated to guarantee it, and seemed inclined to await the course

-‘^events. Only
r
the Duko of Lorroirte accepted the proposed

exchange.

Meanwhile the struggle of the contending parties was re-

doubled at Madrid. * Efch seemed alternately to gain the ascendant

over the wavering mind of Charles, who was inclined to listen to

everybody except those to whom the decision of the question

rightly belonged—the Spanish nation, through the Cortes. At
length Portocarrero, availing himself of his sacred office, and

representing to the King that his eternal salvation depended on

the appointment of a rightful successor, prevailed on him to

submit the question to the profoundest lawyers of Spain and

Italy. These decided unanimously in favour of £he House of

Bourbon, provided means were taken to prevent the union of the

. French, and Spanish ^Crowns, the sole object of the renunciation

1 Dumont, t. vii. pt. ii. p. 477.
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of Maria Theresa. Charles, not content "with this derision, re-

ferred the matter to Pope Innooent XII., who confirmed it, and

added a letter strongly urging the Catholic King, as he valued his

.saltation, to secure the undivided inheritance of the Spanish

monarchy to a son of the Dauphin, the rightful hgir.

It was not, however, tijl after he had obtained the opinions of

the,Council of Castile and tho Council of State, whiefi agreed with

that g^ven by the Pope, that Charles, under,the renewed spiritual

menaces of the Archbishop of Toledo, at last drew up a testament

in favour of the House .of Bourbon. But as Louis XIV. had

ostensibly bound himself to a different of policy by the

Treaty of Partition, Charles appears first of all to have obtained

» from the French King an assurance that lie would accept a

bequest of the whole Spanish monarchy, instead of a dismember-

ment, which was highly distasteful to the nation. 1 On October

2nd, 1700, Charles signed a will in which, after many injunctions

to his successor on the subject of religion, he declared his heir to

be his nearest kinsman after those destined to mount the throne

<of France ; that is to say, the Duke of Anjou, second son of the

Dauphin. Should the Duke of Anjou inherit the throne of France,

And prefer it to that of Spain, then his younger brother, tho Duke
of Berri, was named in his stead ; and in his default, the Arch-

duke Charles and tho Duke of Savoy successively. Oharles

.strictly enjoined his successors not to alienate any part df the

Spanish monarchy. He died about a month after signing this

will (November 1st), in tho thirty-ninth year of his age and

thirty-seventh of his reign.
2

Had Spain consulted ton* real interests, she would probaWy—

*

have adopted another pretefider, Don Pedro JI. king'of Portugal

;

whose claims, derived from* Joanna, putative daughter of Henry

the Impotent,
3
w'ere, however, never seriouslycegarded. By such

•a choice the union of Spain and Portugal might have been pacifi-

cally achieved ;
. but the Spaniards, anxious to keep together a

monarchy of whose extension they were proud, though they had

not themselves the power to defend it, preferred the French
^

1 See Mtmoires <!e Torci, ap. Coxe,
Mimoires of the Bourbon Kings of Spain,
vol. 1. p. 74.

1 The will is in Dumont, t. vii. pt. ii.

p. 485. Redjpectincr the Spanish Succession

m general, see Xamberty, Him. pour
servtr d l*mat. du xviiieme Steele, t. i.

•

Mem. secrets sur Vitablmement de la

maison de Bourbon cn Espagne, extraits

%de la correspondence du Marquis de

Louville, t. i. (Paris, 1818) ;
Mignet, ..

Ntgoc. relatives a la men. <£Espagne (in

Doe. inedit8 sur VHist. de France)*, Letters

of Count Schomberg, the Earl of Man-
chester, and Harcourt, in Coles* Memoirs

of Afairs of State, and in the Hardwicke
Collection

;

Coxe, Memoirs of the Bourbon

Kings of Spain. Hist. Introd. § iii.; Loj;d

Mahon, War of the Succession ip Spain,

» She Vol. I. p. 191.
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Prince as morecapable of maintairring an empire which was at

once their glory and their ruin.

By the will, a Junta, or Council, of Regency was established,

consisting of the Queen, as President, the Primate (Cardinal

Pqrtocarrero) ,the Inquisitor-General, the Presidents of Castile

and Aragon, and two representatives of the grandees and Council

of State. The Junta, immediately assumed the direction of affairs,

and despatched a messenger to Louis with u copy of the will.

(Should Louis rofuse to accept the inheritance, the messenger, was

instructed to proceed to Vienna and offer it to the Archduke

Charles. The mattw had been already discussed and decided

;

a French courier had previously arrived with the nows, when

Louis summoned a council consisting of the Dauphin, and three*

ministers of state, the chancellor Pontchartrain, the Duke de

Beauvilliors, and Torci the foreign secretary, to disqiiss the mo-

mentous question of acceptance or rejection. Louis had to

decide between a crown for his grandson, or the aggrandizement

of Franco according to the Treaty of Partition. A decision

either way might produce a war ; but in the one case it would

probably be short and successful, in the other it would be im-

possible to predict either its length or its issue. Beauvilliers

alono is said to have declared against accepting the offer. His

principal arguments were : that Louis would be accused of

violating his engagements with England and Holland, who
would not suffer him to give the law, in the name of his grand-

t

son, to the vast monarchy of Spain; that the wounds which

France had received were still bleeding, and in case of acceptance
<n

ffjfto»t be again ooened in a general European war ; and that it

•would bo a hundred times more advantageous for France to unite

several fino provinces to;the mona/chy than to place a French

Princo on a foreign throne, whose descendants would themselves

shortly become strangers to the country of their ancestors. On
the other side it was urged by Torci that the question lay not

„
* between war and peace, but between one war and another^

t between the totality of the Spanish monarchy or nothing
; th^t,‘

t the will substituting the House of Austria for France, there could

be no ground for claiming part of the inheritance, after rejecting

the whole ; that even this part would have to be conqudted from

the Austrians, aided by the Spaniards, who would .support the

integrity of their monarchy ; that the English and Dutch would

lend only a feeble .aid, and probably abandon the contest alto-

gether ;
and that thus an Austrian Prince would^>e again planted
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on the Pyrenees.? The chancellor merely summed up the argu-

ments without? pronouncing any opinion
; while the Dauphin,

with unwonted energy, demanded the acceptance of the will, and

declared that he would not renounce his claims except in favour

of his son, the Dukfe of Anjou. #

This discussion seems to have been a mere farcicaPcerennony for

the sake of appearances, audit is probable, as we Iiave already

said, that Louis XIV. had signified his asspnt to the will before

its execution. Louis carried out the farce by not declaring his

resolution till thir^e days after the nfeeting of the Council ; when,
in the presence’ of the Spanish ambassad^r^at Versailles, he an-

nounced it by addressing the Duke of Anjou as follows :
a Sir,

the King of Spain has made you a King. The grandees demand
you, the people of Spain desire you, and 1 give my consent."

The Spanish ambassador, on his knees, then saluted and compli-

mented his new master as “ Philip V.,” the folding doors wore

thrown open, Louis presented his grandson to the assembled

courtiers with the words, “ Sirs, here is the King of Spain,"

and the ceremony ended by Louis exhorting Philip to bo a good
Spaniard, but at the same time to remember that he was born a

Frenchman—exhortations which, from their contradictory nature,

it might be sometimes difficult to reconcile.

By character, however, Philip V. might easily havo been artincal

descendant of Philip IV., so closely did his habits resemble fhose

of the hereditary Spanish House. Shy, hypochondriac, docile,

monotonously regular, dotingly uxorious, without either great

faults or striking virtues, he was fit only to be governed, as his

predecessors had been before him. At the time of his acccssi<fd;

indeed, being then only seventeen years of ago, Philip's character^

was as yet undeveloped, and consequently unknown to the

Spaniards ; with whom, however, it might perhaps have been only

an additional recommendation. Immediately on receipt of Louis

XIV/s answer, the Junta caused Philip V. to be proclaimed at

Madrid, and addressed a letter to the Most Christian King, in

which they begged him to dispose of everything in Spain, and

assured him th&t his orders should be as exactly obeyed as in

France. Philip“passed the Bidasoa January 22nd^ 1701, and on

February 18th entered Madrid, where he was received with the

acclamations the people. All the European provinces, all the

American and Asiatic possessions, of the vast Spanish Empire

immediately recognized the new Monarch ; nor was his title at

1 I$Jr the arguments, see Mignet,'yfyociations, &c.

III. ' G (5
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first disputed by the greater part of the European Powers. The

Elector of Bavana, then resident at Brussels as governor of the

Catholic Netherlands—a dignity which had been procured for

him by William III.—was the first prince who recognized Philip

Y .

m

, bo tli from hatred of the Emperor, whom ho suspected of having

poisoned his son, and from the hope that Louis would convert

Ins government in the Netherlands into an hereditary one. Louis

XIV., as waS indeed his interest, showed every disposition to

conciliate the Courts of Europe. His minister at the Hague was

instructed to insist on the sacrifices which the French King had

made in not accepting the Partition Treaty, \yhich would have

aggrandized France by the addition of so many fine provinces ; to

dechnae that lie had renounced these advantages rather than cause
,

a war which would disturb the repose of Europe
;
and to point

out that had he adhered to the Treaty, a war must have inevitably

ensued both with Spain and Austria
;
the former nation being-

determined that their monarchy should not be divided, which, in

the event of his refusal to accept it, would have been offered to

the Archduke Charles .

1

Although this reasoning did not satisfy William III., he was

compelled for a time, by the force of circumstances, to acquiesce in

it. ]n England, William’s government was not popular, owing to

the Treaty of Partition ; the nation was at that time averse to a

war with France, and it would have been impossible for him to

obtain from Parliament the necessary supplies for carrying it on.

With regard to Holland, Louis clinched his reasonings by an ap-

peal to force. By virtue of a convention with Philip II., some of

• cities of the Spanish Netherlands* as Antwerp, Namur, Char-

leroi, and others, ' wore garrisoned by rDutch troops, in order that

they might serve fts a barrier against France. But Louis, having

obtained from Madrid authority to take such measures as he should

deem necessary for the public good, the Elector of Bavaria, as

governor of the Netherlands, was instructed to pay the same

; deference to his orders as to those of Philip V.
; and the Elector,

* who, as we have said, was well inclined to France, readily per-

^ mitted French troops to enter the towns garrisoned by the Dutch.

On the pretence that the States-General were preparing a league,

in conjunction -with England, against Philip Y. and Fr&nce, the

Dutch wero now required to evacuate these towns ; and they were

not even allowed a free retreat till the States, alarmed at the force

which menaced their frontier, consented to acknowledge Philip
1 Memoires de Lamberty. t. i. p. *221

j
Coxe, Mtmoirs of the Bourbon Kings of

Sjjui oil. ii. c
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V. as King of Spain.
1 William, having at presynt no moans of

resistance, found it expedient to follow this example. In April,

1701, he addressed a letter to Philip V., in which he congratulated
" his Very dear brother

33 on his happy accession.'
2

# The situation of the rest of Europe was also, oji the wliole^at

first favourable to Philip y. The Northern and Eastern Powers

weje occupied with the great war that had broken out among
them, $is related in a preceding chapter. TJio greafer part of tho

German princes, struck withAstonishment that tho Treaty of Par-

tition, to which they had been so earnestly pressed to accede,

should have boon so suddenly abandoned,^remained silent and

inactive. The Emperor Leopold was threatened in his hereditary

• States by a Hungarian insurrection, while the Empire was in the

throes of a crisis occasioned by the erection of the Hanoverian

Electorate • the States confederated against this innovation were

arming, and the Diet had been compelled to suspend its delibera-

tions. Some of the German princes, as the Electors of Bavaria,

and Cologne, the Dukes of Brunswick Wolfenbiittel, and Saxe

Gotha, and the Bishop of Munster, declared for France; and in

March, 1701, Bavaria concluded a formal treaty of alliance with

Louis. The Duke of Savoy, already connected with France by

the marriage of his daughter Adelaide to the Duke of Bur-

gundy, and now further gained by the union of his ycfUnger

daughter, Louisa Gabriclla, with Philip V., as well aS by

the post of generalissimo of tho Crowns of Franco and Spain

in Italy, was among the first to recognize the now King of

Spain ; and lie also engaged to allow the French troops at nil

times free passage into Italy. Tho marriage of Philip and Jjhtf

Piedmontese Prince&s was Celebrated at Figueras ih September,.

1701. The bride was only .in her fourteenth* year, and as her

extreme youth naturally gave rise to the expectation that she

would be governed by some adviser, the Court of Versailles

selected as her Camcrcra Mayor
,
or chief lady of her household,

the celebrated Princess Orsini (or Des Ursins), who had gained

the friendship and confidence of Madame de Maintenon, anelwho

was deemed well fitted to promote French interests at the Spanish

Court. The example of Victor Amadeus was followed by the

Duke of "Mantua (February, 1701). Portugal also pronounced

itself in f&voujof the new Spanish dynasty, and ultimately a treaty

was concluded at Lisbon between that Power and Spain (June,

1701) } by which Portugal engaged to support the succession of

1 Thucelii, Defi b iUgm Rum. lieich&*&ta<ft$ Acta
,

t. i. p. 366.
3 La Torre, ap. Martin, t. xiv. p» 372.
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Philip V., and to shut' its ports against every nation that should

attempt to hinder it by arms. 1

Under these circumstances, it is possible that if Louis had acted

with moderation and judgment he might have prevented or frus-

trated the grea,t coalition which was at length formed against hiiu.

But his measures were such as to excite suspicion and mistrust,

while they offended by their arrogance. One of his first steps after

the departure of the
.
Duke of Anjou for Spain was to sei^d him

letters patent
2 reserving his rights ttf the French crown in default

of the Duke of Burgundy and his male heirs, and without any

stipulation that ho must choose between the crowns of France and

Spain ; thus renewing the fears respecting the union of those

crowns on the same head. These letters were all the more im-

politic from being superfluous, since the Duke of Anjou's accession

to the Spanish throne did not invalidate his rights to that of

France ;
as appears in the instance of Henry III., who, though

lie had been King of Poland, succeeded his brother, Charles IX.

Besides this measure, which concerned all Europe, he adopted

others which irritated and alarmed particular States. The Dutch

were injured in their commerce by Louis supplanting them in the

Spanish Asiento, or monopoly of the slave trade
;
while at the same

time the new works which ho constructed within sight of their

fortresses, and the increase of his army, excited their apprehensions

that fie contemplated renewing his former hostilities.
3 Tho English,

besides their commerce being injured, like that of the Dutch, by

the exclusion of the ships of both those nations from Spanish ports,

were further insulted by an open and flagrant violation of the

:Ft<tre of Ryswick. James II. having died at St. Germain, Sep-

tember, 1701, Louis, in contravention of that treaty, openly gave

James’s son the title of Kiqg of England. 4 The indignation which

this act excited in England at length enabled William ILL to

bring to a practical issue the negotiations which he had been long

conducting with the Emperor.

When the testament of Charles II. was declared, Count Harrach,

the Ijnperial ambassador, quitted Madi-id, after entering a formal

protest against it. The protest was renewed at Vienna, and

early in 1701 the Emperor entered into secret negotiations with

William III. with a view to overthrow the will. England and

Holland also concluded an alliance with Denmark (January 20th,

1 Dumont-, t. viii pt. i. p. 31. in Sjtain, p. 42.
8 Dumont, t. vii. pt. ii. p. 494; Lam- 4 St. Pierre, Ann. Politique*

,
t. ii.

bortv, M£m flirt t. i. p. 388.
. p. 21 ;

Lord Mahon, ibid . p. 43.
* Lord Mahon, War of the Succession
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1701), by which, in case of hostilities breaking out, that Power
engaged to shut all her ports against ships of war, and in con-

sideration of a subsidy, to place a certain number of troops at the

disposal ofthe allies.
1

After the occupation of the Flemish fortresses

by the French troops, William even obtained sonjp supplies from

the English Parliament
;

tyit the nation was not yet prepared to

entpr into a general war, and William had been compelled to con-

tent hynself with some fruitless negotiations with Louis XIV.

;

for,
#
though very equitable Conditions were offered, the French

King would not listen to them. Leopold, however, drew the

sword without waiting for the alliance o£ tlfe Maritime Powers.

That Upper Italy and Belgium should be in the hands of the

French, appeared to Prince Eugene, Leopold’s counsellor as well

as general, so pregnant with danger to Germany that he pressed

the Emperor to assert his right to the Spanish inheritance, and
undertook himself to open the war in Italy with 30,000 men.

Leopold determined to follow Eugene's advice, although all his

other counsellors dissuaded him from it, and represented Austria

as so overloaded with debt that she could not maintain an army
of 15,000 men in the field. Austria, indeed, was not in a con-

dition to oppose alone the united power of France and Spain ; but

Leopold was encouraged by the hope of the ultimate aid ofEngland

and Holland, as well as of tho Empire. And although srtme of

the minor Princes of the Empire, offended by the affair df tho

Hanoverian Electorate, had combined against -the Emperor, and

even appealed to Franco and Sweden, as guarantors of tlicPoaco

of Westphalia, yet all the Electors, except Bavaria and Cologne,

were devoted to Leopold* • George Lewis of Hanover, as wcbffvo

already seen, was bound to"him by a forme 1

* treaty; and Leopold

now enticed the much mare powerful prince, Frederick III.,

Elector of Brandenburg, into a similar engagement, by conferring

upon him the title of King. •

Frederick's temper led him to attach much weight to the out-

ward symbols of greatness. It was not without some foelings of

envy that he had seen the Prince of Orange raised to the English

throne, and Augustus of Saxony to that of Poland; and in an in-

terview with William III., at the Hague, his pride had been not

a little. lfurt that he had been forced to content himself with a

common cliay, while an arra-chair had been set for tho King

!

He had been several years negotiating with the Emperor on this

subject ; but his elevation to the royal dignity had been warmly
1 Dumont, t. viii. pt.’i. p. 1.
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opposed as well by politicians as by religious zealots, who, did

not wish to see the number of Protestant Sovereigns increased.

The affair of the Spanish succession, however, determined the

Emperor to secure a powerful ally by a concession which dost

him nothing. By a treaty between the Emperor and the Elector,

commonly cailed the Treaty op ttie Crown, exocuted at Vienna

Nov. Kith, f700, Leopold engagedtto recognize the titlo which

Frederick proposed to assume of King of Prussia, while Frederick

bound himself to place 10,000 men' in the field, to side in the

Diet always with Austria, to givo his electoral vote in favour of

the descendants o&>t]io Emperor's son Joseph, King of the

Romans, &c. &c. 1 No sooner did the Elector hear of the signing

of this treaty than, in the middlo of winter, he hastened with his

family and Court to Kbnigsbcrg, and, with great pomp and cere-

mony, placed the crown upon his own head, January 18th, 1701.

Tho Emperor sent an envoy extraordinary to Berlin to congratu-

late him, and this example was followed by most of the European

Powers, except Franco and Spain. The assumption of the

Prussian crown was opposed only by the Teutonic Order, a body

now of no importance, and by Popo Clement XI., who had

ascended the chair of Peter, November, 23rd, 1700. In an allo-

cution in th£ Consistory, Clement lamented that the Emperor
should have sanctioned an act so detrimental to the Church, with-

out reflecting that tho Holy Chair alone has the power of ap-

pointing kings !

a
.

Eugene, who had massed his army in the environs of Trent

and Itovoredo, descended into tho plains of A7erona towards the

end of May, 1701, with 25,000 men; Catinat, who commanded the

French auxiliary army in Lombaruy, retreating before him.

Early in July the Imperialists defeated tho French at Carpi, in

the Duchy of Modena, and proceeded to occupy the whole ^dis-

trict between the Adige a$d the Adda. The disappointment of

Louis XIV. was extreme : he recalled Catinat, though the re-

verses of the French seem to have been owing more to the Duke
of Savoy, their generalissimo, wrho, in fact, did not wish for their

success. Catinat was succeeded by Marshal Villeroi, who soon

gave another proof of the incapacity which he had displayed in

1695, by incurring a signal defeat at Chiari, near Brescia, This

was the last action this year in Lombardy, where alone the war
had as yet broken out.

1 Rousset, Svpplt. au Corps Dipl . t. iii. Monzel, Secure Gesch. dcr Deuisvhcn
, t. iv.

]>t. i. p. 461. * kap. 55.
3 Lamberty, Memoin s

}
t. i. p.

‘ 383
;
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The successes of Prince Eugene encouraged William III. to

league himself with the Emperor; who, on September 7th, con-

cluded, at the Hague, with England and the States-General, the
titeaty which must be regarded as the basis of the second Grand

1

Alliance. The object of it was stated to be to procure his Im-
perial Majesty a just and reasonable satisfaction for his claftns,

and the King of Great Britain and Jjie Stntes-Geuefral a sufficient

security for their territories, navigation, and commerce. Tho
Spanish Netherlands were to be conquered in order to serve as a
barrier to the United Provinces;* also the Milanese, the kingdoms
of Naples and Sicily, the Mediterranean islands, and the Spanish
possessions on the coast of Tuscany. peace was to be made
without measures having boon first adopted to prevent France
and Spain from being ever united under the same king, to hinder

the French from becoming masters of tho Spanish Indies, and to

insure to tho English and Dutch the same commercial privileges in

all the Spanish dominions which they had enjoyed under tho late

King of Spain. Tho Empire was to be particularly invited to

accede to this treaty, as interested in the recovery of certain fiefs

which had been detached from it.
1

War, however, was not yet declared against France, and might,
perhaps, have been long deferred had not Louis%ommittcd tho

mistake already mentioned of recognizing as King of England tho

son of James II. In consequence of this step an article wa^added
to the treaty (March, 1702), by which the Eqiperor engaged not

to make peace with France till Great Britain had received satis- a

faction for this injury.2 William III., availing himself of the

feeling excited in EnglajuJ by Louis’s act, summoned a new par-
liament, which approved his now openly-nvowSd negotiations and
policy, and granted libera^ supplies pf men and money to carry

them out; attainted the pretended Prince gf Wales, and by the

Act of Abjuration for ever excluded the Stuarts from tho throne

of Great Britain. But at the moment when he had thus matured
and organized the great league for resisting the ambition of

France, he was prevented by death from directing, as he had

purposed, thq operations of the war (March 10th, 1702)*. His*

successor, Queen Anne, however, pursued the same line of policy

which lie had chalked out
; and the military affairs of the Grand

Alliance probably suffered no detriment from being conducted,

instead of the King, by the Earl of Marlborough, whom William

had already despatched with 10,000 men to Holland. In tho

1 Dumont, t. viii. pt. i. p. 89. •
2 Hid. p. 91.
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United Netherlands also the death of William occasioned no

change of foreign policy, although it was followed by a species

of domestic revolution. A little before his death William had

endeavoured to procure the nomination of his cousin -Frfeo^of

,

Nassau, who was already l^eroditary Stadholder of Friesland .aqd

Gi'oningen, as his successor in the Stadholdership of Holland,

Zealand, Utrbcht, Gelderland, and Pveryssel; but that, dignity

was now abolished in these five provinces, which resumed the

republican form ofgovernment established in the time ofDe Witt.

The chief share in the direction of the affairs of the United Needier*

lauds now fell to Daniel Heinsius/ Grand Pensionary of Holland.

Heinsius, Marlborough, and Eugene formed the soul of the Grand

Alliance,and obtained tlienamc of the Triumvirate of the Coalition.

Louis XIV. had endeavoured to take advantage of the death of

William to seduce the Dutch from their allies
;
but Heinsius was

a devoted adherent to the system of that politic Prince, and the

Stafces-General indignantly repulsed the advances of France. 1

The three allied Powers declared war against France and Spain

in May, 1702.

2

Leopold used every endeavour to engage the confederated body

of the Empire in the war
; and in the preceding March he had

succeeded in Obtaining the accession of the five Circles of Suabia,

Francquia, the Upper and Lower Rhine, and Austria, to the Grand

Alliance.'
1

This example was soon afterwards followed by the

Elector of Treves and the Circle of Westphalia. Suabia, Fran-

conia, and the Rhenish Circles had previously belonged to a union,

formed by the Elector of Bavaria at the instigation of Louis XIV.,

in the summer of 1701, for the purposq qf maintaining their neu-

trality in the quarrel between the Emperor and Louis.
4 The

Elector of Bavaria engaged in the cause of France and Spain

his brother, the Elector ol Cologne, that very Joseph Clement

whose investiture had been so strenuously resisted by Louis, and

had been the immediate cause of the war of 1688. Joseph

Clement admitted French garrisons into the fortresses ofhis Elec-

torate and into the citadel of Liege, while the Elector of Bavaria

continued to affect neutrality, and to negotiate with the Emperor

;

but in June, 1702, ho concluded a secret treaty witji Louis XIV.
and Philip V., who promised him the hereditary government of

1 Martin, t. xiv. p. 385. ell. 7) erroneously represents the EmjnTor
3 See their Manifestoes in Dumont, as hat ing "forced the Elector of Bavaria

t. viii. pt. i. pp. 112, 115. into a treaty of neutrality;
M whereas the

3 Ibid. p. 104. union was accomplished at the desire of
4 Coxe (Boittdton Kiugs of Spain, vol. i. Louis XIV.
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the Netherlands. In Lower Saxony the ’two malcontent Dukes
ofBrunswick Wolfenbiittel had raisod an army of 12,000 men, and

given the command to a Frenchman
;
but the Elector of Hanover

entered their dominions with a stronger force (March, 1702) , and

compelled them to dis&rm ; and the Empfiror afterwards found

means to separate the brothers by promising the sole sovereignty

to the elder.
#

On September 8th the Elector of Bavaria at length throw off the

mask, and obtained possession of the Imperial city of Ulm by

sending into it,, on the previous* evening, soldiers disguised as

peasants, who opened the gates to thoir^onfrades* Maximilian

refused to give it up, in spite of a decree of the Diet of Ratisbon,

« as well as a remonstrance addressed to him by his father-in-law,

the Emperor
;
and he proceeded to seize Meinuiingen and other

places necessary to secure his communications with the French.

The Emperor, having a majority in the Diet at Ratisbon, now
issued a declaration of war against France in the name of the

Empire (October (3th, 1702) , which differed little in essential points

from that which he had already published as Sovereign of Austria.

The Diet also empowered the Emperor to adopt against Bavaria

all the measures permitted by the constitution of the Empire; in

consequence of which proclamations were issued commanding all

subjects of the Empire, on pain of bail and over ban—thafris, of

death—to quit the service of the Elector, and to enter that efi the

Emporor and his allies. And a few weeks later the subjects of

the Elector were released by Imperial letters patent from their

allegiance to their Sovereign. 1 Before these occurrences, the

war, which in the previous ^car had been confined to Lombivrdy,

had already become genenfl. It is not our intention, however,

to enter into its detail^, but^ as we have before done, to give a

brief chronicle of the principal events of each aampaign.

1702.—In Italy, Prince Eugene opened the campaign at the

beginning of February by surprising Cremona, the French head-

quarters. His troops, however, were at length repulsed, but

carriod off prisoner Marshal Yilleroi, the French Commander-in-

chief, who was .replaced bf the Duke of Vendome. Vendome

compelled EugMfe to raise the siege of Mantua (May) . Philip V
who h^d* landed at Xaples in the spring, joined Vendome at

Cremona* in tjjulv, to take the command of the army in person.

The combined forces—Philip V. had brought a few thousand

Spaniards—attacked Eugene near Suzzara, and captured that

1 Thratr. Eump. t. xvi. p. 590; Zsrhokke, Haicrische Gr*ch. B. iii. S. 437, Anm. 216.
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town (August). After this action, which was^the last of any

importance, Philip V. set off for Spain, on the netvs of a descent

of the English and Dutch near Cadiz.

On the Lower Rhine, the English and Dutch, under ‘Marl-

borough as Commander-in-chief, began the campaign, in April, £y
an attack on the Electorate of Cologne, in execution of an Imperial

monitory against the Elector Joseph Clement. In this quarter

the French were nominally under the command of the Duke of

Burgundy, but were really led by Marshal Boufflors. The allies

successively took Kaiserwerth, Vcnloo, Stephanswerth, and

Ruremonde ; $nd Aterlborough, being thus master of the Lower

Meuse, marched on and captured Liege, October 23rd,

On the Upper Rhine the Imperialists were commanded by -

Joseph, King of the Romans, and by Prince Louis of Baden, while

the command of the French had been given to Catinat. It was

with much reluctance and after long deliberation that Leopold had

appointed liis son Joseph to this post, out of anxiety for the life of

his successor; and the Kimj of the Romans proceeded to the

army with so much pomp ana so long a train that it was near the

end of July before he joined the camp at Landau. That place,

the bulwark of Alsace,

1

which had been already invested during

several months by Prince Louis of Baden, capitulated Sep-

tember 9th, the day after the surprise of Ulm by the Elector of

Bavaria. In the following month Prince Louis was defeated at

Friedlingen by Viliars, who had joined the French army in

Alsace, and was endeavouring to form a junction with the Elector

of Bavaria (October 14th)
;
but though this victory obtained for

Vicars the baton of Marshal, it led to no result.

In the autumn of this year an arifjament under tho command
of the Duke of Ormond, consisting of a combined English and

Dutch fleet of fifty sail of the line, besides smaller vessels and

transports, under Sir Geoige Rooke, and having on board 14,000

soldiers under Sir H. Bellasis, attempted a. descent at Cadiz, but

were repulsed by the Marquis of Villadarias, “with a great deal

of plunder and infamy/* to use the expression of Colonel Stanhope,

who took part in the expedition.
“ r£he allies wpre, however, in

,
some degree, consoled for their ill success by .destroying the

Spanish West India fleet, which had put into the Bay of Vigo
(October 22nd). Seven French men-of-war, which formed part

1 Landau had been fortified by Vau- in Spain, p. 59 ;
which work contains the

ban after the Peace of Nimeffiicn. best account of those occurrences which
2 Lord Mahon's Har yf the Succession took place in Spain itself.
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of its escort, and six galloons wero captured, and many inoro

were destroyed. The victors obtained a largo treasure in bullion

;

and a still greater sum went to the bottom of the sea, a terrible

lo§s for the Spanish finances.

% ] 70-3.—Marlborough, who had now been made a duke, returned

into the Netherlands with reinforcements in the spring of if03,

wljere ho was opposed by Villeroi^who had been ‘ransomed, as

commander-in-chief of tho French army^ and, under him, by

Marshal Boufflers. The allies took Bonn (.May loth), thus

completing the conquest of the Electorate of Cologne ; but

Marlborough's enterprises wrero checked by*the delegates of tho

States-Ggneral, and little else of importance was done. Tho
campaign ended by the allies taking Limbourg and Gcldern.

The campaign in Germany had been moro active. The im-

perial forces had not been hitherto strong enough to take tho

offensive against the Elector of Bavaria ; the Elector of Saxony,

who was also King of Poland, and the King of Prussia having

boen compelled to withhold their contingents in consequence of

the invasion of Poland by tho Swedes. But this spring Count

Schlick, tho Austrian commander, and Count Styrum, general of

the army of the Circles, invaded the Bavarian dominions, Schlick

on the side of the Inn, whilst Styrum attacked the Upper
Palatinate. But tho Elector, having defeated Schlick at Soharding

(March 11th), and compelled Styrum to retiro into tyuabia,

hastened to Katisbon, and seized that important Imperial city,

the seat of the German Diet. Marshal 'Villars, who had made
himself master of Kelil, now resolved to form a junction with tho

Elector, which was eflecie/l at Ehingcn (May). But iustgpd of

adopting the suggestion f>f Villars, and rjarctnng upon Vienna,

the capture of which might probably have been easily effected,

the Elector preferred to attack Tyrol, where JTcnd6me, marching

by way of Trent, with half the arnjy of Italy, was to form a

junction with him. The Elector penetrated by Kufstein and

Innsbruck to the foot of tho Brenner, whilo Vondome, who had

been somewhat slow in his movements, was bombarding Trent.
(

But the Tyrolese peasants having risen against the Ravarians/

whilst the Austrians had invaded Bavaria arid the Upper Pala-

tinate, the Elector was compelled to retreat. Many misunder-

standings endued between him and Villars, which prevented them

from acting cordially together
; but at length, having formed a

junction at Nordendorf, they inflicted n severe defeat on the^

Imperialists in the plain of Hochstedt (September 20tli) . New
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differences, however, arose between the two c<jmmanders, and

Viliars, in disgust, obtained his recall. He was replaced by

Marshal Marsin, one of whose first exploits was to take Augsburg,

which had boon occupied by the Imperialists. Another oppor-

tunity now pr<jsentod itself of marching upon Vienna. The

insurrection in Hungary, led by Francis Kagoezy, had assumed

colossal proportions ; the Hungarian light cavalry even threatened

Vienna
; and the Emperor was obliged to withdraw the garrisons

from Passau and Pressburg in order to defend his capital. At
the pressing instance of Louis XIV., the Elector now, when it

was too late in the season, undertook to invade Austria, took

Passau, and pressed on to Enns, in the Austrian dominj^ns ; but

the rigour of the season compelled him to return to Munich.

Mcamvhilo the French army on the Rhine, under the Duke of

Burgundy, Vauban, and Tallard, had taken Breisach (Sep-

tember 7th), defeated the Imperialists at Spirebach (November

loth), and recaptured Landau two days afterwards.

In Italy, Prince Eugene had temporarily resigned the command
of the much-reduced Imperial forces to Count Stalirembcrg, and

had proceeded to Vienna to solicit reinforcements, in which

capital he acted ds president of the Council of War. Vendome's

fruitless expedition into Tyrol, partly also his indolence, had,

however, prevented him from taking advantage of his vast

numerical superiority. The chief event in this quarter was the

defection of the Duke of Savoy from the cause of his son-in-law,

Philip V. The fickle Victor Amadeus, disgusted at not having

received tho command of the French and Spanish troops, as well

as lyrtho non-payment of the subsidies*, *.nd hoping also to obtain

a share of the Milanese, acceded to the Grand Alliance in October.
1

He stipulated that the Emperor should have an army of 120,000

men in Ptaly, which he was to join with 15,000, and to have the

command-in-chief. The Duke’s negotiations with the Emperor,

which had been going on since January, were well known to

Louis XIV. ; the Piedmontese troops in the French service had

been disarmed and arrested before the treaty was signed, and

’Vendome had demanded tho surrender of Turin, which, however,

Jic was not in a condition to enforce. The Duke of Savoy was

not the only ally that Louis XIV. lost this year, although, perhaps,

the most important, as by this event the communication with

Italy was interrupted. The Admiral of Castile, alienated from

Lan\berty, t. ii. p. 547.
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the cause of Philip V. by having been dismissed from his office

of Master of tKo Horse, had retired^into Portugal ; and ho suc-

ceeded in persuading King Pedro II. to accede to tho Grand

AHidhce, who wa9 enticed by the promise of the American pro-

vinces between the Rio de la Plata and Brazil, as well as a part

of Extremadura and Galicia (May 6th) . Pedro also entered jfato

a perpetual defensive league with Great Britain aiftl tho States-

General. 1 In the following December Paul Methuen, the English

minister at Lisbon, concluded tho oelebrafed commercial treaty

between England and Portugal named after himself. It is the

most laconic treaty on record, containing ®nly two Articles, to

the effect that Portugal was to admit British cloths, and England

to admit^Portuguese wines, at one-third loss duty than those of

France.

Don Pedro's accession to the Grand Allianco ontirely changed

the plans of the allies. Instead of confining themselves to the

procuring of a reasonable indemnity for the Emperor, thoy now
resolved to di;ivc Philip V. from the throne of Spain, and to place

an Austrian Archduke upon it in his stead. The Emperor and

his eldest son Joseph formally renounced their claims to the throne

of Spain in favour of the Archduke Charles, Leopold's second son,

who was proclaimed King of Spain, with tho title of Charles ITI.

The new King was to proceed into Portugal, and, with the assis-

tance of Don Pedro, endeavour to obtain possession of Spain.

Charles accordingly went through Holland to England, and, a*fter

paying a visit to Queen Anne at Windsor, sailed for Lisbon,
,

February 17th, 1704.

1704.—This year was, rendered memorable by Marlborough's

brilliant campaign in Germany. The EnglisB general, finding

that Villeroi and Boufflers were resolved to remain on the defen-

sive in Flanders, determined to carry tfie war ipto Germany. After

a rapid and unopposed march he formed a junction with Prince

Louis of Baden, near Ulm, June 22nd; and, on July 2nd, tho

united *armies stormed and took the heights of Schellenbcrg, near

Donauworth, where Max Erqanuel and Marsin had established a

strongly fortified position. This victory rendered the allies inasters'

of the course of the Danube, with the exception of Ulm and Jngol-

stadt ; #
and they now offered the Elector favourable conditions of

peace, whiclf^ however, he refused. Marlborough was joined by

Eugene with his forces at Donauworth, August 11th. On the

1 Ibid. p. 501; Dumont, t. viii. pt. i. p. 127.
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other hand, the French general, Tallard, having joined the Elector

and Margin, Max Emanuel*determined to attack the allies, in

spite of the representations of the French generals, who were for

remaining at llochstedt, a position easily defended. The French

and Bavarians had encamped at a spot between Blenheim and

Lutzingen, when, on the morning of August 13th, the allies de-

termined to anticipate their attack.
,
In the Battle op Blenheim,

Marlborough commanded the left wing of the allied army, con-

sisting of English and Dutch, and resting on the Danube. He
was opposed to the French under Marshal Tallard

;
while Eugene,

with tho right wing*- of the allies, consisting of Austrians and

Gormans, was in face of the Elector and Marsin, who oc^ipied the

village of Lutzingcn and some wooded heights in the neighbour-

hood. Tallard was first defeated and taken prisoner after a hot

engagement, and Marlborough then detached some troops to the

help of Eugene, who was maintaining an unequal struggle with

the Bavarians and French. But the Elector and Marsin, observing

the rout, of Tallard, retired towards Ulm in good prdcr, without

attempting to aid him. The main struggle was at the village of

Blenheim, where Tallard had imprudently massed a large body of

infantry which was entirely useless. In the evening, those troops,

to the number of between 10,000 and 12,000 men, were forced to

surrender themselves prisoners of war, while a still greater

number of killed and wounded strewed the field of battle. In con-

sequence of this decisive victory the French were compelled to

recross the Rhine and evacuate all Germany. The allied generals

also crossed the Rhine at Phillipsburg, September 5th, Yilleroi,

with the French army of reserve in that ^quarter, not venturing to

oppose themv The Germans and Austrians now invested Lan-

dau, where they were joined by the King of tho Romans
; while

Marlborough, advancing to the Moselle, finished the campaign by
occupying Treves, taking Trarbach, and pushing his advanced

posts to the Sarre.

Landau surrendered to the Imperialists, November 24th.

While the siege was going on, the Elector of Bavaria’s second
‘

“wife, a daughter of John Sobieski, to whom he had .abandoned the

reins of government, appeared in the Imperial 'camp, and con-

cluded a treaty with tho King of the Romans, by which she

agreed to dismiss her army, and to surrender to the Emperor all

the fortresses of Bavaria, with the exception of Munich, which

was to be reserved for her domain and Residence, but dismantled.
1

*
1 Dumorrt, t. viii. pt. i. p. 163.
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The Emperor’appointed Count Lciwenstein Governor of Bavaria,

and Max Emanuel was forced to content himself with his ancient

government of the Spanish Netherlands.

The French were more successful in Italy, which the allies had

been obliged in a great measure to sacrifice to their important

operations in Germany. Yendoine succeeded in ftiVing Vere0Hi

and Ivrca, and in the following spring Verrua ; thfts rendering

himself master of all the north of Piedmont, and re-establishing

the communication with the Milanese, though he did not venture

to attack Turin.

In March, 1704, the Pretender, Charles HI., with an English

and Dutch army of 12,000 men, landed in Portugal, with tho iu-

. tention oftmtering Spain on that side ; but so far was he from

accomplishing this plan that the Spaniards, on the contrary, under

the Duke of Berwick, penetrated into Portugal, and even

threatened Lisbon, but were driven back 'by the Marquis das

Minas. An English fleet under Admiral lfooke, with troops

under the Prince of Darmstadt, made an ineffectual attempt on

Barcelona; but were compensated for their failure by the capture

of Gibraltar on their return. Tho importance of this fortress, tho

key of the Mediterranean, was not then sufficiently esteemed, And

its garrison liacf been neglected by the Spanish Government. A
party of English sailors, taking advantage of a Saint’s dtyy (St.

Dominic), on which the eastern portion of the fortress hac^beon

left unguarded, scaled the almost inaccessible precipice, whilst at

the samo timo another party stormed the South Mole Head. Tho

capture of this important fortress was the work of a few hours

(August 4th). Darmstadt^'would have claimed the place for Kjng

Charles HI., but Hooke took possession of it in the vmm of (Juoen

Anne.
• •

The general results, therefore, of tlfo campaign of 1704 were

greatly in favour of the allies, and may be said to have decided

the whole colour of the future war. Tme French had beeh driven

out of ^Germany and had lost Bavaria as an ally
;
Gibraltar, the

key of the Mediterranean, had fallen into the hands of England,

whffe the English and Dutch, established upon the Mdsello, -

threatened Franee herself. Against all this Louis could only set

off his slight and indecisive success in Italy. * •

170o.w—This year was marked by the death of the Emperor

Leopold, May 5th ; a feeble*prince, governed alternately by his

wives, his ministers, and hy* confessors. His son, Joseph I., who,

as King of the Romans, immediately assumed the Imperial title,
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was of a more enterprising and decisive character. One of his

first acts waa to endeavour to conciliate the revolted Hungarians.

In the preceding year, the party of Prince Ragoczy had seized

many of the towns of Hungary, and had even insulted Vienna

itself; but had been beaten in July near Raab, and in Decemljpr

near Tyrnau.. Vrofti these defeats, however, tho Hungarians had

recovered ; abd-though Joseph endeavoured to conciliate thereby
dismissing from office the friends of the Jesuits, whom they de-

tested, and even accepted the mediation of England and Holland

between himself and his revolted subjects, Ragoczy's party would

hear of nothing shout of
#
tho restoration of their elective constitu-

tion and the renunciation of Transylvania by the Emperor. In a

Diet, held in September., 1705, Ragoczy was elevated on a buckler,

as the supreme head of the Magyar confederation. But, without

* more help than Louis XIV. was now in a condition to afford them,

and while the Turks remained neutral, the Hungarian insurrection,

though annoying, could not prove formidable to Austria, especially

as Joseph, by way of diversion, had succeeded in exciting some
of the Slavonic tribes against .the Magyars. 1

The campaign of 1705 was destitute of any important events on

the" side of Germany and tho Netherlands. Yillars, who, after

resigning his command, had been employed in the somewhat

inglorious office of opposing an insurrection of the Camisards, or

Protostants of tlio.*Cevennes, was this year sent to oppose Marl-

borough on the Mpselle, while Berwick was withdrawn from Spain

to supply his place. Yillars, establishing a fortified camp at S.ierck,

prevented Marlborough, who was but ill supported by , tho Im-

perialists, from penetrating into Lor^ajne ;* and the rest of the

season vraS'spent in unimportant operations in the* Netherlands.

In Bavaria, the peasants, r irritated t
by the oppressions of the

Austrian Government, rose in a body, in the autumn, and, could

they have been supported by France, would have placed the

Emperor in great danger
; but without that aid the insurrection

only proved fatal to themselves. Tho insurgents were beaten in

ctetQil, and the Emperor now resolved on the complete dissolution

' bf Bavaria as a state. The four elder sons of Maximilian were

carried to Klagenfurt in Carinthia, to be there educated, under the

strictest inspection, as Counts of Wittelsbach, while the<younger

1 For ibis insurrection see Ltbvn und the confiscated Bavarian principality of
'17ntf.ru (ft 8 Prptptdrnitn Jos. liitaoczt/. Mimlelheim. with a seat and Vote in the

* Tlie Emperor Joseph, in order to allay Diet. ^Leopold had given him the dignity

Marlborough's discontent at tho inocti\ it v s

fif a Prince of the Empire after the battle

of the Imperial army, sweated him' with of Blenheim. Menzel. B, v, Kap. i.
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sons were consigned to the care of a Court lady of Munich, and
the daughters sent to a convent. The Electress, who had been on
a visit to Venice, was not permitted to return to her dominions,

and tie Elector Maximilian, as well as the Elector of Cologne, was,

bj a decree of the Electoral College, placed vqidea the ban of the

Empire. 1 The Upper Palatinate was restored to thefleetor Pala-

tine, as well as the title of Arehdapifbr (Er::truckscss, Seneschal) ;

while by resigning the title of Archtreasurfcr (h'rzscliafcmristcr),

the palatine enabled the Emperor to transfer it to the new Elector

of Hanover, whose dignity was now universally acknowledged.

The remaining Bavarian territories were •confiscated, and dividod

among various princes. *
„

* While the oainpaign Was thus unimportant in the Netherlands

and Germany, the interest of the war was concentratod^in Italy

and Spain. In the former country, the French forces wore dis-

posed in two divisions; one in Piedmont, whose object it was to

take Turin, and the other in Lombardy, charged .with preventing

Eugene from marching to the assistance of the Duko of Savoy.

This last object was accomplished 'by Venddme in person, who,

having defeated Eugene at (Jassnno (August lfith), finally com-
pelled him to re-enter Tyrol. But this success was achieved by
abandoning for the present the attempt on Turin ; though, in

other respects, the war in that quarter was favourable to tho

French, who, in course of the year, made themselves masters «of

Mirandola, Chivasso, Nice, and Montmelian. The last two places

were dismantled.

While the French were thus successful in Italy, tho still more
important events in Spain »were irr favour of ^he allies. "fRio

Spaniards, sensible of the importance of Gibraltar, speedily made
an effort to recover that fortress, and a% early as October, 1704* it

was invested by the Marquis of Villadarias with an army of 8,000

men. The French Court afterwards sent Marshal Tessf* to super-

sede Viyadarias, and the siege continued till April, 1705; but tho

brave defence of the Prince of Darmstadt, and tho defeat of tho

French blockading squadron under Pointis by Admiral Lake,

finally compelled the raising of the siege.
4 On the side of Portugal,

the operations of the allies were confined to the takjng of tho un-

important towns of Valenza, Salvaterra, and Alburquerquo on the

borders of Estremadura, and an ineffectual attempt on Badajoz.

This want of success, however, on the western boundarj^pf Spain
& V •^

1 Theatrum Enrop. t. xvii. ad ann. 1 7Q(>. milit. cfe Lomu U Grand 1 1. iv. p.<f00 »qq.;
* On these affairs see Quincy, Hfst. Mahon, War of the. Sitccantion

,

cli. iv.

HI.. .
Itjl
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was more than compensated on the opposite quarter. Charles

Mordaunt, the celebrated Earl of Peterborough, who, with some

5,000 English and Dutch troops, had sailed from Portsmouth

early in June with the fleet under Sir Cloudesley Shovei, was

furnished wifh
r
a sort of roving commission, well suited to bis

erratic and enterprising temper, either to aid the Duke of Savoy,

or “
to make a vigorous push in Spain/’ at Barcelona, Cadiz^ or

wherever an opportunity might offer. Peterborough, having taken

on board at Lisbon the pretended Charles III., and at Gibraltar

the Prince of Darmstadt, was by them persuaded to undertake the

siege of Barcelona.' Op the way thither, the castle of Denia, in

Valencia,was occupied without much opposition,where Charles III.

was, for the first time, publicly proclaimed King of Spain and the .

Indies. The expedition arrived off Barcelona, August 16th, and

that important and strongly fortified city was at length reduced

to surrender (October iHh), through the bold and hazardous, but

successful operation of Peterborough in first capturing Mont
Juich, an almost impregnable fort which commands the city.

Tho Prince of Darmstadt was killed in the assault on Mont Juich.

Charles III. entered Barcelona, October 23rd, amidst tho acclama-

tion of the people, and was again proclaimed King of Spain. The

whole province of Catalonia now declared in his favour, and tlie

example was soon followed by the greater part of Valencia.

rt
l 700.—Tlie military operations this year were still more disas-

trous for the French than those of 170 1 had been. Philip V., in

person, assisted by Marshal Tesse, made an attempt to recover

Barcelona, assisted by a licet under the Count of Toulouse; who,

however, on the approach of. the Eqgiish and Dutch fleets, was

compelled to retreat, and the siege was then raised (May 12th).

Philip V. and his army, afraid to rejreat through Aragon amidst

a hostile population, directed their march to Rousillon, and pass-

ing along the northern side of the Pyrenees, re-entered Spain

through Navarre. The effect of this step was that all Aragon

openly revolted, .and proclaimed Charles III. The war on tho

Portuguese frontier was equally disastrous to Philip. The Duke

of Berwick, who had assumed the chief command pf the Spaniards

in that quarter, was unable to arrest the progress of the allies.

Alcantara ancf several other towns in Estremadura and Leon were
«

rapidly taken
;
and on the news of the raising of the siege of Bar-

celona, the allies marched from Salamanca on Madrid. Philip -V.,

who had regained his capital only a few days before, abandoned it

on their approach (June -19th), having been preceded in his flight
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by tlic grandees, the Councils of State, andtho public tribunals; so

that the allies^ on entering Madrid (June 25th), found it almost

deserted. But the allied generals, Lord Galway and Das Minas,

inroad of pursuing and annihilating the Spanish forces, lost a

wjiole month in the capital; while the Arclululge Charles %lso

delayed his march from JJarcclona to Madrid, although he had

begn proclaimed King of Spain in that capital. Meanwhile the

dormant loyalty, or rather, perhaps, the stroyg national feeling, of

the Castilians and Andalusiafls was roused at seeing the capital of

the kingdom in the possession of Portuguese and heretics. Tlio

Castilian cities rose against the garrisons* winch bad been left in

them by the invaders. At Toledo, where the Queen Dowager and
» Cardinal Portocarrero laid, taken up their residence, and forgetting

their former quarrels in their common hatred of the new dynasty,

had warmly welcomed the entry of the allies, the people rose in

insurrection, tore down the Austrian standards which Portocarrero

had blessed, and the Queen had hoisted at her palace, and made
her a prisoner of state.

1 The Andalusians raised of their own accord

14,000 foot and 4,000 horse for the cause of Philip. Towards the

end of July, the Duke of Berwick, having united his small army
with the troops which had returned through Navarro from the

siege of Barcelona, as well as with some new. levies, advanced upon

Madrid; when the allied generals, seeing no hope of holdiifg that

capital in the midst of a disaffected population, marched <fht«to

meet tho Archduke Charles and Peterborough, whom they joined

at Guadalaxara, August 5tli. Their united forces, however, were

still unequal to those of Berwick ;
tho men wore suffering from

sickness and want; cjissansions arose among tjie generals jaiftnl

Peterborough, disgusted wifh his position/set off for Italy to assist

the D\}ke of Savoy, as he wa» authorize^ to do by his instructions.

Tho allios now retreated, pursued by Berwick, into Valencia,

where they took up their winter quarters. Thus terminated one

of the ^nost singular campaigns on record, in which Philip V.,

after being driven out of his kingdom, and seeing the allies in

possession of his capital, regained it again in the space of ^ few

months without, a single general engagement; while the allied

army, after beginning the campaign on the western frontier of

Spain, closed it in the most eastern province of tfiat kingdom/

Other evfents gf this year in Spain were the capture of Alicant and

} The Queen Dowager wns kept thirty Guarlalaxara.

years at Ilayonne, and being subsequently 2 For thit campaign, see Meuwiru de

allowed to return to Spain, died at Berwick/ vol. i.
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Cartagena by the English and Dutch fleets ; which also induced

the Isles of Ivipa and Majorca to declare for Charles III. But

Cartagena was retaken by Berwick in the autumn.

The fortune of war was still more adverse to the French arms

this year in Italy and Flanders. In the former country the cam-

paign opened, indeed, in favour of the French
;
Vendome defeated

the Austrian general, Eevclitlow, a£ Calcinate (April 19tli)
,
and

prevented Eugene from penetrating beyond the district of Trent.

Butin tho middle of June, Vendome was recalled from Italy to

take tho command in Flanders, and resigned his Italian command
to tho Duke of Orleans And Marsin ;

not, however, before he had

been compelled by the advance of Eugene to abandon the line of

the Adige and retire beyond the Mincio. Eugene continued to ad-

vance, Orleans retreating before him, till he joined the army of

La Feuillade, which had invested Turin since May. Eugene

having formed a junction with the Duke of Savoy near Carmng-

nola (August 29th), their united forces attacked the French lines

before Turin, September 7th, and gained a completo victory, all

the siege artillery, more than 100 guns and 40 mortars, falling

into thoir Lands. In this battle Marsin was killed, and tho Duke
of Orleans twice wounded. By the mismanagement of the French

generals, tho consequences of this victory were that all Lombardy

submitted to the Imperialists. Eugene and Victor Amadeus
entered Milan, September 24th, where “ Charles 111.” was pro-

claimed ; and, ill March of tho following year, a convention

was signed by which the French agreed to evacuate almost the

wholo of Northern Italy. The Imperialists took possession of

thV Milanese and the Duchy of Mantua, ceding to the Duke
of Savoy the Alexancfrine and Lomelline, according to agree-

ment. * *
The chief event of the campaign in the Netherlands in 1706 was

Marlborough's decisive victory over Marshal Villeroi at Ramillies,

near Tirlemont., May 2;3rd. The result of this battle, in which
more than 13,000 French were either killed, wounded, or made
prisoners, and 100 guns and 120 colours were captured, was the

conquest of all Brabant and the greater part of Flanders, by the

allies in a fortnight. In consequence of this disaster, Villeroi was
superseded by Vendome, who was recalled from Italy, &s already

related ; but though that general succeeded in covering Ypres,

Lille, and Tournai, he could not prevent Marlborough from taking

Menin, Dendermond, and Atli . The campaign closed with the fall

of the last-named ’‘place, October 2nd. The jealous^ of the Dutch
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had prevented Marlborough from besieging Dunkirk. On the side

of the Rhine, tfhere Yillars commanded the French forces, nothing

of much importance was attempted this year, either by that com-

mander or by the Imperialists.

I
These reverses induced Louis XIY. to renew the offer for a

peace which he had already indirectly made at tlie close of the

preceding campaign. Ho had tlien«proposed to certain members
of th$ States-General that Spain should cede Naples, Sicily, and

Milan ; he now reverted pretty nearly to the terms of the Second

Treaty of Partition, and offered that Philip VyBliould code Spain

and the Indies to Charles III., and thetSpahish Netherlands to

tlio Dutch, thus retaining only the Italian States. These offers

were regarded with suspicion by the Imperial and English Cabi-

nets as too favourable to be sincere, though the Dutch wore in-

clined to accept them; but the Pensionary Heinsius yielded to the

influence of Marlborough, and it was agreed to demand from Louis,

as sole preliminary, the cession of the whole Spanish inheritance.

Nay, the Austrian Cabinet went still further, and hinted at the

erection of the two Burgundies into a kingdom, to be given by
way of compensation to Philip V., and the restoration of the three

bishoprics (Metz, Toul, and Verdun) to the Duke of Lorraino. It

could hardly be expected that these terms should be accepted

by the French King. Louis afterwards attempted, bifU with

like success, to open a separate negotiation with the Austrian

Cabinet through Pope Clement XI., offering to cede the Italian

provinces on condition that Philip Y. should retain Spain and the

Indies.
1

1707.—The events of the following year were more favourable

to Louis and his grandson. The campaign in ^SpaftPwas opened

by tl^ memorable Battle qf £ lmanza, April 25th, which proved

fatal to the cause of Charles III. in that country. Peterborough,

who had returned to Valencia in the •spring, but was soon after-

wards recalled to England, had counselled the allies to remain on

the defensive
; but Galway and Das Minas resolved to attack Ber-

wick, in the hope that they could do so before he had been joined

by his reinforcements ; in which, however, they were disap-*

pointed. Charles, by an unaccountable whim, had set off for

Barcelpfla before the battle, taking with him several thousand

Spanish* and^uich soldiers, so that wrhen the allies arrived on

the vega, or plain of Almanza, they had scarcely 12,000 infantry,

whilst the enemy had double that number, besides being superior
g

1 Lambertv, t. iv. Martin, Hint . dl Franc?, t. xiv. p. 471.
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in cavalry. 1 The battle ended in the entire defeat of the allies,

nearly the whole of whoso infantry were either killed, wounded, or

made prisoners ; together with the loss of all their baggage and

artillery and 120 standards. The bulk of the cavalry succeeded

in escaping to ^ortosa. This victory was purchased, on the payt

of tho French and Spaniards, with the
f
loss of only about 2,000

men. It was remarked that on this occasion the French wt*re

commanded by the IJuke of Berwick, an Englishman, aijd the

English by a Frenchman, lluvigni, a
# Hugonot refugee, who had

been made Earl oPGalway ; and that neither of the Kings whoso

crown depended on the^ issue appeared on the field of battle.

Tho consequence of this victory was tho submission of nearly all

Valencia and Aragon to Philip V. Philip punished the Aragonese

for their revolt by abolishing what still remained to them of their

FueroSy or provincial privileges. The campaign was terminated

by the siege and capture of Lerida, the bulwark of Catalonia, by

tho French. The arms of Philip had also been successful on tho

Portuguese frontier, where Ciudad Bodrigo was retaken.

Tho successful progress of the allies in Italy was some com-

pensation for their reverses in Spain. A small Imperial army,

under T)aun, marched through the Papal Territories and occupied

Naples without resistance (July) ; and the Spanish viceroy, who
defen#0d himself awhile at Gaeta, having surrendered on Sep-

tember 30th, tho whole kingdom submitted to tho Imperialists.

Tho reverses of Charles III. in Spain had contributed to this

* result, by leading tho Neapolitans to hope that he would take

up his residence in their capital. In Northern Italy, however,

tho*operations of
f
the allies had not been attended with the like

success. 'tfie Duke of Savoy and Prince Eugene penetrating

into France by the Maritime Alps and Nice, appeared before

Toulon towards tho end of July, while Sir Cloudcsley Shovel

blockaded it by sea. But# the Imperialists were prevented by
Marshal Tesse from completing the investment of the cipy, and

tho approach of some strong French divisions compelled them to

,
make

#
a hasty retreat beyond the Var. The Duke of Savoy and

'Eugene revenged tbemselvos by driving the French from Susa,

which they had still continued to occupy.
'

In the Netherlands, where Vendome was instructed t6 remain

on the defensive, and where the operations of Marlborough were

1 Coxe (who floes not mention the de- ihid. p. 473), moke the Anglo-Portuguesc

i
part ure of the Archduke). Memoirs of infantry at least double the number here-

* th* Bourbon Kings of Spain, voi. i. p. 406, given: but see Lord Mahon. War of the

as well as the French historians (Martin, Succession, p. 230.
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obstructed by the Statcs-General, nothing of importance took

place. In Germany, Yillars forced the lines of Stolhofen, wliiclf

had been so long successfully defended by Prince Louis of Baden.

Ttflat"commander was now dead, and his place had been very in-

c<jmpetently supplied by the Margrave of Baireuth. Villars

penetrated to the Danube, and laid all Suabia and Franconia

linger contribution ; but tlje Elector of Hanovef, afterwards

Georgy I. of England, having been appointed to the command of

the Imperial army, ultimately forced the French to recross the

Rhine.
. j

1708.—The union between England ^ind Scotland, effected at

the beginning of the preceding year, had caused a good deal of

discontent in Scotland, of which Louis resolvod to avail himself

to attempt a descent of tho Pretender, James III., in the Firth

of Forth, fcarly in March, tho Pretender put to sea from Dun-

kirk with 5,000 men ; but his fleet was dispersed by Admiral

Byng, and the enterprise entirely frustrated.

The campaign this year was most active in the Netherlands,

where Marlborough had been joined by Princo Eugene. Early

in July, Ghent and Bruges, disgusted, it is said, by the extor-

tions of tho allies, opened their gates to tho French. A few

days later (July 11th) the Duke of Burgundy and Yendome,

attempting to prevent tho allies from passing tho Scheldt near

Oudenakde, were defeated with great loss by Marlborough and

Eugene. This victory enabled the allies to center French Flan-

ders, where they laid siege to Lille, its capital, and obtained 9

possession of the town by capitulation, October 22ml. Tho

citadel, valiantly defence*} by [Marshal Boufflers, did not sur-

render till December 10th. Other notice^bfe of this

campaign wero the compelling the Elector of Bavaria to raise tho

siege of Brussels, and the retaking of*Bruge^and Ghent. Thus

all Spanish Handers, and part of French Flanders, remained in

the hands of the allies.

» On\ho Rhine, both sides remained on the defensive. In Spain,

where Galway and Das Minas had been succeeded by Count Stah-

remberg and General Stanhope, Tortosa and Alicant were re-*’

covered by Philip V., and Charles III. was compelled to shut

himself»up in Barcelona. Here he espoused a priheess of Bruns-

wick. *The operations at sea were more favourable to the allies.

The 'island of Sardinia voluntarily submitted to Admiral Lako

and proclaimed Charles III. (August) j
and in the following

month Minorca was captured by the. same Admiral and General*
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Stanhope. Port Mahon was garrisoned by British troops, and,

like Malta at a later period, continued many years to be England's

stronghold in the Mediterranean.

The length and ill success of the war had now begun to tell

with fatal effect upon France. The financial difficulties occa-

sioned by the, enormous disbursements were met by ruinous loans,

injudicious and vexatious taxes, the forestalment of future revenue-,

and the issue of paper money. The public misery was still furtfier

heightened by a winter of unparalleled severity. Even the im-

petuous Rhone was arrested by tho ice ; the sea froze as in' the

polar regions ; the vinos
(

and fruit trees were destroyed ; the corn

perished in the earth. Tlie pursuits of pleasure and the affairs

of business were equally suspended ; the tribunals, the thoatres,

and the shops were closed ; whole families of tho poor were found

frozen to death in their hovels or their garrets. The dearth and

famine which ensued produced discontent and sedition ; insulting

placards appeared against the government, and were affixed even

to the statues of the Great King. Louis, thus humiliated in the

midst of all his glory, renewed his proposals for peace ; and in

the negotiations which were opened at the Hague went so far as

to renounce, in the name of his grandson, the whole of the Spanish

succession, and even to offer to restore Strasburg to the Empire.

The allies* however, and especially Marlborough and Eugene,

entertained strong doubts of his sincerity, and regarded his pro-

posals as designed only to adjourn tlie war to a more convenient

season. Philip himself, so far from displaying any intention to

abandon Spain, was making every effort to rouse tho zeal and

loyalty of the people in his favour ;
and during the progress of

tho negotftfltainr 3 he caused his son, an infant under two years of

age, tq, bo acknowledged by the Cortes of Castile and Aragon as

Prince of Asturias and hoir of tho Spanish monarchy (April 7th,

1700). It was suspected that Louis would secretly help Philip

to maintain himself in the Peninsula, as he had before succoured

Portugal against Spain after the Treaty of the Pyrenees, find he

was therefore required to assist the allies in compelling the
“ Duke of Anjou" to quit Spain at the expiration of two months. 1

Louis availed himself of the apparent harshness of this condition

to rouse the pride of the French nation in his favour. In a public

1 For these negotiations see Mimoin's nephew, the Duke of Organs, had endea-
de Torcy, t. ii. (ed. 1756). Targe, Hist, soured to supplant Philip V., and opened
dv Vavinemfnt de la Matson de Bourbon , communications with the allies for that

,.t. v. p. 338, admits that Louis only meant purpose through General Stanhope, See
to amuse his enemies. The French King's Mahon’s War of the Succession , on. vii.
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manifesto lie detailed the sacrifices which* he had been willing to

make, and therinaulting offers with which they had been met ; an

appeal which could not fail to be responded to by a nation like

the French, who resolved to defend the honour of their king to

the last extremity.

* 1709.—Extraordinary preparations were now* made1* on Both

sides for renewing the war.
m
Villar^was selected to^oppose Marl-

borough and Eugene in Flandess, the chief scene of operations

this year. He could not *avo Tournai from the hands of the

allies (September 3rd), who then invested Moijs. For this pur-

pose they were obliged to attack Villas in? a strongly-fortified

position at Malplaquet, from which they succeeded in driving

him, but not without suffering enormous loss (September lltli).

From the numbers engaged, and the immense returns of killed

and wounded—between 30,000 and 40,000 men in all, of which

the far greater portion belonged to the allies—this has been

reckoned the greatest and the bloodiest battle of the eighteenth

century. Villars himself was severely wounded.* In consequence

of this victory, the allies obtained possession of Mons.

On the eastern frontier of Franco the Imperialists, under the

Elector of Hanovor, had formed the design of penetrating into

Burgundy, where they were to be joined by the Duke of Savoy.

But the Count do Mercy, with a chosen Body of Gcrman#troops,

having penetrated into Haute Alsace, was defeated at liumer-

sheim (August 2Gth), and an end was thus puj to the plan ofthe .

campaign. Nothing of much importance was dono in Spain. m

This year, Pope Clement XI., though friendly to the cause of

Louis XIV. and Philip V., was compelled to recognize Charles 111.

as King of Spain. Clement had long comnlaific^A'-vIlin of the

garrisons established by the Imperialists in the States*of the

Church, and of the exorbitant contributions which they levied, as

well as of the acts of sovereignty exercised by Joseph in the Duchies

Parma and Piacenza; and in July, 1708, he had published a

bull iif which he threatened the Emperor with his temporal as

well as spiritual weapons. 1 In pursuance of these threats, Clement

todk measures for levying an army of 25,000 men; but bn tho**

approach of General Daun, he adopted more moderate counsels.

He agreed to reduce his army to 5,000 men, and to permit the

Imperialists free passage through the States of the Church,

January 15tfl, 1709. In some secret articles he promised to re-

cognize Charles III. as King of Spain, and to invest him with the

1 SeoJMenael, B. v, S. 46.
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crown of both Sicilies. The questions respecting Parma, Piacenza,

a\ul Comacchio were to be settled in private conferences. A formal

brief of recognition was eventually issued (J une 20th). But this

violence towards the Pope was prejudicial to Austrian interests in

Spain, since it gave the French party a handle to represent Charles

to the zealous Spaniards as a favourer of heretical principles, and

to confirm th6' insinuation, already mode through his alliance with

Protestant Powers, that it was intended to place a heretic on the

throne of the Catholic Kings. *

A treaty was ol^o concluded this year (October 29th) at the

Hague between GrcTit IVtain and the Statos-General, by which

tho States engaged to guarantee tho Protestant succession in

England in favour of the House of Hanover
j
while Queen Anne,

on her side, promised to procure for the Dutch an adequate

barrier on the side of the .Netherlands, consisting of the towns of

Fumes, Nieuport, Ypres, Monin, Lille, Tournav, Conde, Valen-

ciennes, Maubeuge, Charleroi, Namur, Halle, Damme, Dender-

mond, and tho citadel of Ghent. Several of these places were

not yet taken. 1

1710.—In the spring of the year Louis renewed at Gertruy-

donberg the conference for a peace, and in addition to his former

proposals lie now offered the allies a subsidy of a million livres

a month against his grandson Philip V., in case the latter should

refuse.to content himself with Sicily and Sardinia. It was, however,

. a suspicious circumstance that at this very time Louis bestowed

on the infant son of tho Duke of Burgundy the title of “ Duke of

Anjou,” which belonged to 'Philip V. in case of his renouncing

the .throne of Spain.
2 The allies, who w^re determined on main-

taining tlRTVffr, required that Louis should himself expel his

grandsbn from Spain without any assistance, except, perhaps,

from' their armies jn Catalonia and Portugal. This outrageous

proposition at once put an ^nd to the conference.

Thero was no general engagement this year in Flanders, where

the allies captured Douai, Bethune, St. Tenant, and Aire, thus

encroaching more and more on the French frontier. On the

•Rhine" tho armies contented themselves with observing each

other; and a projected invasion of Dauphine rfnd Languedoc,

from Savoy anfl the sea, proved a complete failure. The chief

operations were in Spain, and were at first favorable to the

1 Dumont, t. viii. pt. i. p. 243. that Philip was to be King of Sicily and
1 3 Mahon, War of the Succession, p. 290. Sardinia.

It might perhaps, however, be answered
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allies. Staliremberg and Stanhope, by their victories at Almenara
and Saragossa* were again enabled to penetrate to Madrid

;
while

Philip V. and his Court, and a great part of the population of the

capital, retired to Valladolid. Charles III. entered Madrid for tho

fi^jst timo towards the end of September, but was received by
#
tho

inhabitants with a sullen silence, which caused hiiii immediately

toJeave it for a villa in the neighbourhood. Tho arrival of Yen-

dome *in Spain, who reorganized Philip's forces, and the advance

of yie Duko of Noaillcs to ^Perpignan, induced the allies to eva-

cuate Madrid in November. Charles III. lius^Aicd to rejoin his

consort at Barcelona. General Stanhd^o, with the rear-guard

of tho allies, composed of between 5,000 and 0,000 British troops,

was overtaken by Philip and Vendomc at the little town of Bri-

huega (December 8th); where, being overpowered by superior

numbers, and having exhausted all their ammunition, they were,

after a bravo and prolonged defence, compelled to surrender.

Next day, Stahremberg, who was marching to Stanhope's relief,

but too slowly, was defeated by Philip and Vendomc at Villa

Viciosa, and compelled to hasten his retreat to Barcelona, where

he arrived with only 7,000 men. These events were decisive of

the fate of Spain. The Duke of Noaillcs having invaded Cata-

lonia, Charles found his Spanish possessions reduced to Barcelona

and Tarragona. •

1711.—The war was now to take nn unexpected turn throjigh

some unforeseen occurrences. In the course 1710 that famous *

change of administration had taken place in England by which •

the Whigs were supplanted by the Tories. The influence of

Marlborough and Godolphin gave place to that of llartey-and

St. John; the new ministry were inclined’ to peace, and were

supported by the nation ;
for the popple were weary of the war

of which they bore the chief burden, tliough#its advantages* and

emoluments were destined for others. While the English nation

were jn this temper, the death of the Emperor Joseph L, who

died April 17th, 1711, at the age of thirty-two, changed the whole

character of the War of the Spanish Succession. As Joseph left
^

no male heirs,-the hereditary dominions of the House of Austria*

devolved to his*brother, the Archduke Charles; and though that

prince Bad not been elected King of the Romans* and had there-

fore to become a candidate for the Imperial crown, yet there could

be little doubt that he would obtain that dignity. Hence, if

Charles should also become Sovereign of Spain and tho Indies,^

the vast empire of Charles V, would be again united in one
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person
;
and that very evil of an almost universal monarchy would

bo established, the prevention of which had been the chief cause

for taking up arms against Philip V.

The English ministry had already made advances to the

French King before the death of the Emperor, and Louis had

expressed his willingness to enter into a separate negotiation

with them. The terms proposed by the English Cabinet were

:

security that the crowns of France and Spain should never be

united on the same head (a tacit acknowledgment of Philip Y.)

;

barriers for Holland and the Empire
;

the restitution of the con-

quests made from the l?uke of Savoy and others; and a vague

stipulation for “ the satisfaction of all the allies.'' As regarded

the particular interests of Great Britain, it was required that

Louis should recognize Queen Anne and the Protestant suc-

cession in the House of Hanover, and dismiss the Pretender from

Franco; that the fortifications of Dunkirk should be razed; that

Gibraltar, Minorca, and St. Christopher's should be ceded to

England, and that the privilege of the Asiento, that is, the

monopoly of the slave-trade, should also be transferred to her

;

that the English should be placed on tho footing of the most

favoured nations in thoir trade with Spain; and that France should

cede Newfoundland and Hudson's Bay and Straits; each country

otherwise retaining its possessions in North America. These

article^’, were signed as the preliminaries of a peace between

France and England by Manager, Louis's envoy to London,

October 8th.

Meanwhile the war still continued. Marlborough, though he

hnd lost his political influence at home., retained the command
of the army irl Flanders ; but his only exploit in this campaign
was tho capture of the littlatown of ljouchain (September 12th).

The war was almost equally null in other quarters. In Spain,

Philip V. took Gerona apd Balaguer; in France, Marshal

Berwick again prevented the Duke of Savoy from penetrating

into Dauphine. In Germany, Eugene, who had been recalled

from the Netherlands to command the united army of Austria

und tlie Empire, contented himself with covering, the Electoral

Diet which had assembled to choose an pmperor; nor was the

Marquis d'Hardourt, the French commander, disposed Ur molest

an assembly whose purpose would be of essential service to the

actual policy of France. After an interregnum of tfelf a year,

during which the affairs of the Empire had been conducted by
the Elector Palatine and the Elector of Saxony, as Imperial Vicars
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for South and North Germany, the Archduke Charles was unani-

mously chosen King of the Romans, and consequently “ Emperor
Elect/* by the Electoral College (October 12th); except that tho

Electors of Bavaria and Cologne, being under the ban of the

IJmpire, had not been summoned to that assembly, and entered

a solemn protest against its proceedings. Charles, who #had

eipbarked for Italy and Germany towards the end ef September,

leaving his consort at Barcelona as Regent, and as a pledge for

his return, received the German crown atf Frankfort, December

22nd, with the title of CJiarles YI. #

The news of preliminaries having bogn sighed between Franco

and England had been received with dismay and dissatisfaction

at Vienna, and the Hague
;
and indeed the conduct of the new

Tory ministry in thus separating from their allies can hardly be

defended, although Great Britain had just reason to complain

that neither the Emperor nor the Statos*General had borne their

fair share in a war conducted chiefly for their bonefifc. It can

scarcely be doubted that the measures of tlio Tory Cabinet wero

as much prompted by the desire of ruining Marlborough and his

party as by any patriotic motives; and though tho arrangement

which they proposed to the French King was perhaps on tho

whole a .politic one,, and the concessions demanded for Groat

Britain no more than she was entitled fo for her samboes, yet

it would have been more becoming in a great nation Jo have

made it openly, and if not with tho concurrence, at least with tho

knowledge, of her allies. The envoys at London of tho Emperor,

the States-General, and tho Elector/)f Hanover, the last of whom
was embittered against ^ouis as the protector of his rival, tho

Pretender, strained every nerve to overthrow t/feo *ncw ministry

and defeat the peace; but
#
though Pyince Eugene came in person

to support their representations, thofr efforts served only to con-

firm the English Court in its new policy. Tho majority of tho

House of Lords, which was adverse to the ministry, was swamped

by the creation of twelve new peers; and Marlborough, besides

being dismissed from all his offices, was accused of peculation.

He was succeeded as Commander-in-chief by theDuke of Ormond?

There was iflow^no alternative but to agree to a conference for

a gepGral peace, whiclf was opened at Utrecht, January 2!>th,

1712. • Thijpe French plenipotentiaries, the Marshal d’Huxelles,

the Abb£ v d© Polignac, and Manager, who had settled the pre-

liminaries at London, had the difficult task of replying to eighty

ministers of the allies ; but they were supported by the English
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plenipotentiaries, the Bishop of Bristol, and Earl Strafford. It

tad been a principle of the Grand Alliance that the allies should

treat jointly for a peace, which the ministers of the Allied Powers

interpreted to mean, all together, in one act or treaty. The French,

however, insisted that it merely meant at one and the samo time,

but' by separate acts or treaties; and this interpretation being

approved by rtlie English envoys, all general conferences ceased,

and the ministers of the various States assembled in private to

deliberate on their proceedings. The French propositions were

in the main conformable to the preliminaries already mentioned

as signed at Londite : vi^., the recognition of Queen Anne and

the Protestant succession in England ;
a barrier for Holland ; the

cession of Landau to the Empire, and of the two Sicilies, the

Spanish Netherlands, and the Milanese to the House of Austria;

the re-establishment of the Electors of Bavaria and Cologne, and

the transfer of the Island of Sardinia to the former as compensa-

tion for the tipper Palatinate
;

finally, Louis engaged to agree to

any measures which might bo deemed requisite to prevent the

union of the crowns of Franco and Spain. To these propositions

the allies, with the exception of England, replied only by counter-

propositions still more extravagant than those they had already

made. The Emperor demanded to bo recognized as universal

heir of the dominions of Charles II.
; the Empire insisted on the

restoration of Alsace, the throe bishoprics, and Francho-Cointe

;

the 'States-General required as a barrier all tho towns of the

Netherlands which Franco had acquired by the treaties of Aix-
' la-Clmpelle and Nimogucn, except St. Omcr and Cambrai

;
even

the Duke of Savoy demanded an accession of territory on the side

of Dauphk;e and the principality of Monaco. These extravagant

demands only further stimulated Louis to make a separato peace

with England
;
but some fatal events which had taken place in

Franco tended to protract tho negotiations even between these

two countries.

The Dauphin had died in April, 1711, and was succeeded in

that title, as heir of the French monarchy, by his son, the Duke
*qf Burgundy, the older brother of Philip V. of Spain. The Duke
of Burgundy had been the pupil of Fenelon—file -Telemachus for

whom the precepts of Mentor had been elaborated—and his talents

and virtues, though the latter were perhaps of too ascetic and

monastic a kind, had caused him to be regarded, both by his

grandfather and the French nation, with joy and hope as the

future king of France. Unfortunately, however, in February,
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1712, he sickened and died of a fever which had carried off, a few

days before, his amiable consort, Mary Adelaide of Savoy. Nor
was this the whole of the misfortunes of the royal House of France.

The two children of the Dauphin were seized with the same dis-

order which had proved fatal to their parents
;

the elder, who
bore the title of Duke of Brittany, expired in a few days ;

•the

younger, the Duke of Aftjou, survived indeed, the# crisis of the

malady, but was loft in so 'debilitated a condition that it was

fearedfhe must soon follow Jus parents to *the tomb. This lan-

guishing infant of two jpears was, therefore, yow the only life

between Philip V. and the crown of ^rancor; and the English

#
Cabinet, naturally desirous of fresh guarantees against its union

with that of Spain, demanded that Philip should cede his even-

tual rights to his younger brother, tho Duke de Bern. Louis

objected that such a renunciation was contrary to the funda-

mental laws of France, which could be abolished by God alone
;

l

nevertheless tho English Cabinet stated that it should be satisfied

with such a renunciation, on the ground that it would be regarded

in England as valid, and that, at all events, the claims of tho

princo, in whose favour the renunciation was made, could be

justly supported by the parties to tho convention. The negotia-

tions on this subject, which were confined to the English, French,

and Spanish Cabinets, wore protracted several months. Philip at

length consented to abandon the country of his birth for that of

his adoption, in November, 1712, in presence of the C<*rtcs

assembled at Madrid, and of Lord Lexington, flic English ambas-

sador, ho publicly renounced the rights and pretensions of him-*

self and his posterity to the crown of France, to which the Duko

of Berri was named next jn succession after tWe Duko-ef jUnjou;

and in default of male heirs, tho Duke of Orleans, Philip's uncle,

the Duko of Bourbon, liis cousin ; tmd the remaining French

princes in their order. The Dukes of Berri hnd Orleans also re-

nounced in turn their claims to the Spanish monarchy
; the suc-

cession to which, in default of heirs of Philip V., was assured to

the House of Savoy, as descended from Catharine, sister of

Philip II. Philip's renunciation was registered by tho Parlia;*

ment of Paris, jyidlLouis cancelled tho letters patent by which lie

had resgrved to Philip his eventual claim to the french throne.
2

•

1 Mtmoircs d^Torcy, t. in. p. 292. relinquish Spain in favour of the Duke of
* Dumont, t. viii. pt. i. p. 310. Philip Savoy, and to rereive in return Naples,

had rejected another proposition of the Sicily, and the Duchies of Savoy and
English Cabinet, though it was warmly Mantua, which, with the exception of

supported by his grandfather
j

viz., to Sicily, were to br united to the crown or
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Louis XIV. had acceded to these terms stevjeral ninths before, *

upon tho English ministry showing a resolution to 'adept vigorous

measures. Meanwhile the allied armies had taken the field as

usual in May ; but Ormond had declined atf activO co-opefation

with Eugene; and in June, on .receipt, of intelligence that Louis

had agreed to the proposed terms, he announced to tho Germans

in tho pay of England an armistice of four months with France.

On July 17th Ormond and the English troops separated from the

allies; and about the same time a body of 5,000 English took

possession of Ourkirk as the price of the truce and a gage for the

fulfilment of tho promises ’made by the French King. Eugene,

left to contend alone against Marshal Villars, soon felt tho disas-

trous consequences of tho defection of his allies. On July 24th

he was defeated by Villars at Oenain, who pursued this success

by the recapture of f)ouai, Lo Qucsnoi, and Bouchain. In other

quarters tho war this year wa< wholly unimportant.

The defeat of the allies at Oenain greatly modified flu* views of

tho Dutch; while Louis felt the advantage of his position, and

insisted on a considerable modification of the barrier which they

demanded. The English Cabinet persuaded the States-General

to accept most of these alterations; and on January 29th, 1713,

a now Barrier Treaty was signed between the two Maritime

Powers The places destined to serve as a barrier were now
reduced to Furnos, the fort of Knocque, Ypres, Mcnin, Tournai,

Mons, Charleroi, the citadel of Ghent, and some fortresses in the

neighbourhood of that city aud Bruges ; and Great Britain en-

gaged to procure for the Dutch the right of garrison in them

from the future Sovereign of the Spanish Netherlands, There

was now#,
nothiiig'' to hinder a peace between England, France,

and Holland; but it was delayed awhile in order that all the

belligerents should, if possible, sign together. Tho Emperor,

who complained that England had betrayed him, still refused to

join in the negotiations at Utrecht. He was, desirous, however,

of effecting n convention for the evacuation of Catalonia, where

his army was compromised by the withdrawal of the English
1

forces In the autumn, and subsequently of the Portuguese ; whose
king, now John V., 1 had signed a truce at Utrecht; November 7tli.

France and England agreed to such a convention, th§ neutrality

of Italy being also guaranteed, without which peacy wotfld have

France, in cn^e Philip succeeded to that 1 John succeeded his father, Pedro II.,

kingdom; to which he was to retain his December 9th, 1706.

claims.
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been impracticable ;• since, if Savoy should be attacked by the

Emperor, tli<J,Mantimo Powers were bound to como tor the Duktfs

support. An amnesty wafi stipulated for the Catalans, and Queen

Anife promised he# good offices for the maintehance of thefir an-

cient privileges, or Fueros
,
a promise, however, which was shame-

fully nejyflected.
1 Charles VI. having by this convention recovered

his troops and his consorf, who wasjstill holding her*Court at Bar-

celona, was only tlie more obstinate in rejecting the peace. The
Catalans refused to accept <the amnesty without the confirmation

of fheir Fiuros, and it became necessary to Yethice them by arms.

Barcelonawas not captured by i\j aislml Berwick till September 1 2th,

171 1, after a defence of almost unparalleled heroism.

England had fixed April 1 ltli, 17 13, as tho day by which the

allies were to 'accept tho otters of Franco ; after which term

noithor of those countries was to be bound by them. Count

Zinzendorf, tho Imperial minister, having rejected a paper con-

taining tho French proposals handed to him by the British pleni-

potentiaries, tho latter accordingly signed a treaty with Franco
;

and on tho same day separate treaties were also signed with that

Power by the ministers of the Statos-Genernl, Prussia, Portugal,

and Savoy.

The principal articles of the treaty between France and Great

Britain were conformable to those already mentioned in the nego-

tiations between tlie two countries ;
viz., the recognition ranco

of the Hanoverian succession in England, the abandonment ol’tho

Stuarts, tlio acknowledgment of the various renunciations of tlia#

French and Spanish Crowns, as before stated, tlie destruction of

the fort and fortifications pf Dunkirk, the cession to England of

Acadia (Nova Scotia), rfudson’s Bay and Ktrafts^Newtoundland,

and St. Kitts.
2 On the same day a treaty of commerce was con-

cluded between France and England, by which tho subjects of

either Power were placed on the fopting of the most favoured

nations. «

The* treaty between France end Portugal related only to co-

lonial possessions, and some cessions were made in favour of

Portugal.
3

.

•'

By tho treaty T^th Prussia,
4 Louis recognized the Elector of

Brandenburg as King of Prussia, consented to give him the title

1 Pumnnt, t. fiii. pt. i. p. 327. The
Contention was executed at Utrecht,

March 14th, 1713.
a /hid. p. 339.

4 Ibid. p. 356. Frederic k I. of Prussia

had died in February, 17 IS, and the Kinjr

uith Hliom the treutv vmim concluded v>m
his &on. Frederick Wblliuin I.

4
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of “ Majesty,” coded to 'him by virtue of a power from the King
of Spain, the Spanish portion of Gelderland, except Venloo, and

Jiuremonde, but on condition that the Catholic religion should be

upheld; assigned to him, as representative of the House of

Chalons, amalgamated with that of Orange, the sovereignty of

Neufchatel and'Valengin, in Switzerland, vacant by the death 'of

tin? .Duchess ‘of Nemours, without children, in 1707 ;
when the

States of Neufchatel had decided in favour of the King of Prussia's
p I-

claims. Frederick William, on his sid**, renounced liis pretensions

to the principality. of Orange and the lands and lordships belohg-

ing to it. He was the only German prince who treated separately

aud independently in these conferences.

The treaty between Louis X1Y. and Victor Amadeus II. of

Savoy, 1

restored to the latter Savoy and Nice, and ceded to him

Exilles, I'Vnestrelle, and Chateau Dauphin. Thct&uinniit, or water-

shed, of the Alps, was henceforth to be the boundary between

France and Piedmont, and the plateau of those mountains was to

be divided. Sicily, with the title of King, was guaranteed to the

Duko; and he and his posterity wen* recognized as the legitimate

heirs of* the Spanish monarchy in default of heirs of Philip V.

The cessions made to the Duke by the Emperor Leopold in the

treaty of Turin (October, 1703) were confirmed.

The -treaty between "France and the States-General’
2
assigned

to the J )utch all that part of the Spanish Netherlands still held

by the French, wh
t
ieh the States were to hand over.to Austria so

.
soon as a barrier should have been arranged ; and a portion of

the French Netherlands was also ceded in like manner through

the States to Austria. The States, op their part, agreed to re-

storo certain places to France, as Lilly?, Orchies, Aire, Botliune,

Ac. A commercial treaty was also concluded between the two

countries.
*

Spain could not take part in the general pacification till Philip

Y. had been recognized, and the Spanish ministers therefore did

not- appear at Utrecht till the treaties had been signed *Dy the

other Powers. The pence between Spain and Great Britain was

retarded by the difficulties raised by Philip Y. respecting the’ re-

nunciation of Sicily
; but these having been at length removed, a

treaty** was sigrfod between those Powers, July Pith, 1718., The
principal articles were the recognition by Spain of the Hanoverian

succession, the cession of Gibraltar and Minorca to fengland, but

on condition that no Moors nor Jews should establish themselves

1 Dumont, t. \ iii. pt. i. p. 377.
* 3 Ibid. pp. 366, 377. 3 Ibid. p. 393.
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in either, and. the assignment of the Asinito to an English com-

pany for a period of thirty years from May 1st, 1713. In a pre-

vious assignment of this privilege by Philip V. to a French com-

pany in 1701, a fourth part of the profits of this trade had been

reserved for the Kings of France and Spain, and similar scares

wore now assigned to tlic^ sovereigns of Spain and England. The

member of negroes to be imported yearly into* Spanish America

was fyced, as before, at 4,8* >0. At the intercession of the Queen

of England, the Catalans wVre to have an amnesty, and nil tlu>
m

jirlrll^jcs rhjm/fh7 h\j CuntMans : a virtual abolitifm of their Furros,

or aneieht and peculiar liberties. •

Hy the treaty with the Duke of Savoy, August 13th, 1713,'

Spain ceded Sicily to that House as a kingdom, and Victor Ama-
deus II. was crowned at Palermo, November lltli, 1713; but

both the Pope and the Emperor refused to recognize him. Sub-

sequently, by the Treaty of Quadruple Alliance, 1718, the Duke
was fo|ped to exchange Sicily for Sardinia.

The peace bctwecfti Spain and the Stafces-fioneral was delayed

till June 23th, 1714, chiefly through the extravagant ambition of

the Princess dcs Ursins, who wished to persuade Philip V. to

erect some part of the Spanish Netherlands into an independent

sovereignly in her favour, to which both {lie Dutch and the Em-
peror were opposed. The treaty between Spain and the* United

Netherlands relates chiefly to colonies and commerce. 2 • #

The last treaty signed at Utrecht was that between Spain and

Portugal (February, 1715), which had been delayed by the* mutual

•

animosity of the two nations. Everything taken during the war

was reciprocally restore^ so that the limits of the two kingdoms

remained the sumo as before. Spain ceded the colony of St.

Sacrament, on the north bank of theyiver La Plata.

'

All these treaties together form the Peace*of Utkecht. As it

consisted of so many particular conventions, which might bo vio-

lated without the parties to them being in a condition to claim the

help their former allies, the •Grand Alliance was consequently

dissolved, and the Emperor, who was the centre of it, wps left

.

without support. A delay, till June 1st, 1713, was accorded to*

him to accede to the peace ; but he could not yet digest the

terms offered to him by France, and especially the proposal to

give Safdinifj to the Elector of Bavaria, by way of compensation

for the Upper Palatinate, which had been restored to the Elector

3 1hid. p. 444. The treaties are also in*

Lumber*}’, t. viii.

Dumont, t. viii. pt. i. p. 401.

Ibid. p. 427.
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Palatine. He therefore resolved to continue the war, in the hope

that the talents of Prince Eugene might procure him a victory,

and enable him to treat on better terms. With this view he as-

sembled all his forces on the Rhine
;
but the campaign turned

out very much to his disadvantage. Eugene could not prevent

Villars from taking Landau (August), and subsequently Freiburg,

the capital of tlifc Rreisgau (November). Charles VI. now con-

sented to treat. Eugene and Villars, so lately opposed in the

field, met at Rastadt fur that purpose?; and their negotiations pro-

ceeded much more rapidly than those of professional diplumatists.

The IVaco of Rastadt, signed March 7th, 1714, was the Hast ser-

vice rendered by Villars to Louis X1Y., who told him that he had

crowned all his laurels with that olive branch. The definitive

treaty, however, was not signed till September 7th, at Raden, in

Switzerland. 1 The treaty was formed on the basis of that ofRys-

wick, and no regard was paid to the protests of the Gorman
States against the fourth clause of that treaty, so prejudicial to

the interests of Protestantism. The Pope had exhorted Louis

not to abrogate the clause
;
but it lias been only lately known

that Clement was incited to this step by the Court of Vienna.*

All places on the right bank of the Rhine were restored to tlie

Empire; but Landau and its dependencies were ceded to France.

The House of Austria was allowed to take possession of the

Spanish Netherlands, according to the stipulations in the Treaties

of Utrecht
;
that is, reserving a barrier for the Dutch, and also

“Upper (rclderland, which had been ceded, to Prussia. Charles VI.

was permitted to retain possession of all the places he occupied

in Italy
^
ns the Kingdom of Naples/ the Duchy of Milan, Sar-

dinia, and the' fortresses on the Tuschn cojst. The Electors of

Havana and Cologne were reinstated, in their dominions and dig-

nities; but the Emperor preferred to restore the Upper Palatinate

to the former, rather than give him the Island of Sardinia. This

island was promised to the Elector Palatine by way of compen-

sation for the Upper Palatinate y but the promise was never per-

formed. Such was tlie treaty which the House of Austria, through
%

its stubborn obstinacy, was at length compelled to* accept, instead

of the infinitely more advantageous terms offeretl by Louis XIV.
at the Hague and Gertruydenberg !

The ministers of the Emperor and the States-QenerUl met at

Antwerp to carry out the stipulations respecting the Dutch

1 Dumont, t. viii. pt. i. p. 436. (fence on this subject in Garden, t. ii.

9 Sec abotc, p. 439. and the eorrespon- App.
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barrier, under -the mediation of George I., who had now ascended

the throne o*f England
;

and the Third Barrier Treaty was

signed ^November 15th, 171 5.
1 It was agreed that after the

surrender of the Spanish Netherlands to the Emperor, a body of

troops should be maintained in them, of which threo-fiftlis jvoro

to be provided by the Jhnperor, and two-fifths *by the Dutch.

Dutch garrisons were to be placed in Namur,* Tournai, Meuin,

Furnas, Warneton, Ypros, and the fort of Knooqiie, and a mixed

garrison of Spaniards and "Dutch in Dendernionde ; the Dutch

commandants taking an* oath to hold those phtees for tho House
of Austria. The Emperor ceded Ven\9o and some other places,

and especially such as were necessary for inundating tho country

in time of war. England guaranteed tho treaty, and engaged to

support it by arms. The Dutch delivered, iu February, 1710, to

the Emperor the Spanish Netherlands, as possessed by Charles II.

;

but not till 1710 the places ceded by France.

Thus was at length terminated the war of Jblie Spanish Suc-

cession, the greatest which had agitated Europe since tho Cru-

sades. Iu e fleet was to modify considerably tho situation of tho

different European States. Spain herself was apparently the

greatest loser, having been deprived of her dominions in the Low
Countries and Italy, and compelled to g-llow England a settle-

ment in one of her islands, and oven on her very soil. Bift, on the

other hand, she retained her American possessions
;
,and thq loss

of her outlying territories seems rather to have strengthened her.

At all events, it is certain that from this period she began slowly*

to revive : and the decrease in her population, which had been

gradually going on since* the time ofCharlc* was now arrested.

Austria, though cqjnpelled to renounce the gigantic hope of

reaping the whole Spanish* Succession, acquired the greater part

of those territories of. which Spain was deprived; yet as these

acquisitions lay not contiguous to he*, it may bo doubted whether

they Tjere not rather a cause of weakness than of strength, by

increasing her danger in a greater ratio than they multiplied her

reqpurces. France lost a portion o£ the frontier which she had,

formerly acquired, as well as her influence in Germany ; tho feaF

with which shetiad inspired the different States, driving them to

unite • themselves more closely with Austria. 6ut these losses

were nothing in comparison with her internal ills—the disorder

of her finances and the exhaustion of her population.
2 After the

1 Dumont, t. viii. pt. i. p. 458. in France after the pence, declared that

* The Duke of Argyll, *ho travelled for forty miles together he had not seen a
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Peace of Utrecht, France, though still one of the principal

elements of the European system, could no longe? be reckoned

tho dominant Power. The influence and reputation of England,

on the contrary, were much increased by the results of the war,

in which she had proved herself a counterbalance to the power of

France and Spain* Holland, on the other hand, gained nothing

besides her barrid^ and from ‘this time her commerce began to

fall into the hands of the English.

Neither Louis X1Y. nor Queen Anne long survived the Peaco

of Utrecht. Amte died of an apoplexy, August 1st, 1714—
a Sovereign as remarkable for her nullity as her rival Louis was

for engrossing the state in his own person. She was succeeded

by the Elector of Hanover, with the title of George I., a princo

whoso chief political tenet was, like that of his predecessor,

William III., hatred of Louis XIY. One of his first acts was to

dismiss the Tory Ministry, whom he regarded with abhorrence,

as the advisors of the Peace of Utrecht. The Whigs were re-

instated in office, and Marlborough, who at this very time was

intriguing with the Pretender, was again made Captain-General

and Master of tho Ordnance.

Louis XIV. survived the English Queen thirteen months; but

it would have been better for his fame if he had preceded her to

the tonrb. He was now sunk in the extremity of anile super-

stition,^bigotry, and intolerance. Since the death of his confessor.

Father la Chaise, in 1709, Louis had intrusted the keeping of his

conscience to Father lo Tcllier, a Jesuit, whose religion was

tinctured with pride and malignancy, instead of the Christian

virtues ,of humbleness and charity. Ore of the first acts of Le
Tcllier was to procure the destruction of the celebrated convent

of Port Royal, the refuge of the Jansenists, tho enemies of his

Society (November^ 1709). Ho also obtained from Pope
Clement XI. tho celebrated bull Unujenitus (September, 1713), by
which were condemned 101 propositions extracted from the
“ Reflexions Morales sur le NouveaftTestament,” an esteemed work

by Quesnel, now the head of the Jansenists—a book which had

deceived the approbation of Father la Chaise, and even of Clement

himself. It would have been fortunate, however, if Le Tellier

had confined himself only to attacking speculative doctrines.

He persuaded the King to revive the intolerant spirit which had

man capable of bearing arms. See Lord vol. i. p. 6. But this must surely have
Piihsell s Europefrom the Peace of Utr- cht. been an exaggeration.
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prompted the -repeal of the Edict of Nantes, and to invade the

privilege of conscience and the sanctuary of domestic life. In

1712 a royal ordinance was published prohibiting physicians

from succouring, after the third ^ay, patients labouring under

dangerous maladies, unless they could produce from an ecclcsyistic

a certificate of confession.! This atrocious edie* wtos followed, in

1115, by another, which denied those who dicd^Witifioiit receiving

the sacraments the rites of sepultifre.

"JTet the political conduct
#
of this royal zealot was marked in his

last years by the grossest perfidy. Although h*o literally fulfilled

his engagement to fill up the port of Dflnkirk, he endeavoured to
* evade the spirit of it by causing to be made between that placo

and Mardyck jli htige canal, a league in length, and capable of

sheltering vessels of 80 guns. This was done on the pretenco of

providing an outlet for some canals previously emptied by the

sluices at Dunkirk, and it was only after some threatening re-

monstrances from the English Government that the undertaking

was suspended. Again, by the Peace of Utrecht Louis had

solemnly recognized the succession of the House of Hanover in

England, and had promised to withdraw his protection from the

Stuarts
;
yet he secretly oncoura^bd the pretended James I1J ,'s

ill-judged«and abortive expedition to Scotland in 1715, by pro-

curing for him a vessel, arms for 10,000 men, and a loaYL from

Philip V. of 1,200,000 francs, which he was not able, to advgnco

out of his own funds. If these are bad specimens of Louis's

pplitical honesty, his legitimating his children by Madamo do*

Montespan, the fruits of a double adultery, his endowing them

with the rights of prince? of the blood, and making thei£ tapable

of succeeding to the crown, nre no less cogent proofs that, in

spite of his mechanical devotion, he \fcas totally destitute of any

genuine feeling of morality and religion. •

It is not improbable that Louis's efforts in favour of the

Pretender might have again precipitated France into a war with

England had the King's life Been prolonged. But in August,

171p, he was seized with a slow fever, which terminated in
,

symptoms of mortification, and, after a confinement of thrco
#

weeks, put an end to his life, September 1st. In the last days

of his existence this mighty King was abandoned tyall his family

and courtiers—even by Madame de Maintenon, his wife—*-and

died in the presence only of priests, physicians, and attendants.

He had attained the age of seventy-seven years, during seventy-*
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two of which ho had sat upon the throne, the longest reign on

record. He died with constancy and resignation, and the last

days of his life show him to more advantage as a man than the

season of his greatest glory and prosperity. In the presence of

eternity the dazzling mists of vanity and ambition, already partly

dissipated by 4 experience and misfortune, faded entirely before

his mental vision) and revealed to him in their naked truth the

objects which he had pursued.* It had been well for his people

had the aged monarch been impressed at an earlier period of his

reign with those'words of counsel which he addressed on his

deathbed to the youthful' Dauphin. tf My child,” said he, “ you

will soon be the sovereign of a great kingdom. Do not forget

your obligations to God
;
remember that it is to Him you owe all

that you are. Endeavour to live at peace with your neighbours

;

do not imitate me in my fondness for war, nor in the exorbitant

expenditure which 1 have incurred. Take counsel in all your

actions. Endeavour to reliove the people at the earliest possible

moment, and thus to accomplish what, unfortunately, I am unable

to do myself.” 1

These words, which were afterwards inscribed on the bed of

Louis XY. by order of Marshal Villeroi, are, in fact, a condem-
nation by Louis himself of his whole reign. In that retrospect

of conscience, he denounces his constant wars, his' profligate

expenditure, his uncontrollable self-will, and regrets that no time

was left him to repair the misfortunes which they had produced.

This condemnatory review was confirmed by the French people.

The day of his funeral was a day of rejoicing and holiday ; the

procession was greeted with laughter and songs by the carousing

populace, who added another article of reproach, over which the

royal conscience had slumbered. Some proposed to use .the

funeral torches to set fire to the houses of the Jesuits
;

4
but Louis

had expired without giving the slightest indication that the

course which he had pursued in religious matters gave him any
compunction. In spite, howevef, of his defects, Louis XIV.
must be allowed in many respects to have possessed the qualities

of a great sovereign. He was generous and munificent; in grace,

affability, and dignity of manner, in all that goes to constitute

the outward se&blance and bearing of a king, he was unrivalled

;

and all his projects, however unjust and impolitic, were marked
by grandeur of conception, and ability and perseverance in their

1 Saint Simon, t. xii. p. 483 j Voltaire, Sicclc de Louis ch. xxviii.
3 Voltaire, L r.
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execution. And now that the misery inflicted by hi$ reign has

been forgotted, and only its glory and conquests are remomberefl,

it is probable that the image of Louis XIV. will* continue to

occupy a conspicuous niche in the national Pantheon of the

Erench; a nation ever ready to pardon the faults of those^who

have extended their boundaries, upheld their military reputation,

and promoted the fame of their literature and tfrt.
*
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CHAPTER XLI.
• n

Wr

1I1LE those things were going bn in Southern ami Western

Europe, the closo of the seventeenth century was marked

in the north by the breaking out of an extensive war. The death

of Charles XI. of Sweden, in April, 1007, and the accession of

his son Charles XII., at the age of only fifteon year*, inspired

several of the northern sovereigns with the hope of aggrandizing

themselves at the expense of so youthful a monarch, and of re-

covering some of the territories which had been wrested from

them by his predecessors. Sweden still possessed the provinces

which had been assigned to her by the treaties of Oliva, Copen-

hagen, and Kardis. Filmland, Carelia, Ingria, Esthonia, and

Livonia, as well as the greater part of Pomerania, the fortresses

of Stettin and Stralsund, Wismar and its fortified harbour, and

the Duchies of Bremen and Verden continued subjeot to her

sceptre.* Augustus, Elector of Saxony and King of Poland, was

the prime mover in this conspiracy of sovereigns, and must be

regarded as the main cause of a War which desolated Northern

Europe during twenty years, and ruined for a long period his

own dominions as well as Sweden.

Augustus himself, however, was led into the war by the counsels

of Patkul, the Livonian noble, whose flight from Sweden and from

the tyranny of Charles XI. has been already recorded.
1 Patkul

inspired Augustus with the hope of acquiring Livonia by painting

in glowing colours the discontent which prevailed in that province.

An article of tho Pacta Goiwcnta, subscribed by Augustus pn his

election to the Crown of Poland, by which, in vague terms, he had

undertaken to recover the provinces which had been dismembered

from that Kingdom, might serve as an excuse with his Polish

subjects for entering into the war; while, as regarded Sweden, it

might be alleged" that Livonia had been ceded to that Power by

the Treaty of Oliva, only on condition that its privileges should

be respected, and that these had been grossly .violated by

' Above, p. 404. Patkill's conduct, interest, as his own estates had not been
however, can hardly be imputed to self- subjected to the “ reduction.”
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Charles XI. .Hut under, these plans' of foreign aggression

Augustus concealed another for strengthening himself at lioulfc.

Under pretence of war, he contemplated introducing Saxon

trt)ops into.Poland, and by reducing the party opposed to him in

that Kingdom, to make himself absolute, and render the crown

hereditary in his family. ^To conciliate the leading Poles, Cardinal

Ifydziejowski, Primate of Pojand, who enjoyed extensive influence,

was Ipibed with 100,000 rix-dollars, which Patkul offered him in

the name of the nobles of •Livonia; and a
#

kind of capitulation

was drawn up and signed by Augustus, August 24th, 1000, for

the future government and constitution of that province.
1

As tho King of Poland could not hope by himself successfully

to oppose the power of Sweden, he determined to form alliances

with such neighbouring princes as, like himself, were jealous of

the Swedish might and ambition, or desirous of recovering somo
of*the provinces which had been wrested from them by the Swedish

arms. He first applied to the King of Denmark, the natural rival

of Sweden, and now further embittered against that Power by

the part which tho Swedish King had taken against him in his

quarrels with the Duke of Holstein-Gottorp. Fresh disputes

had arisen in 1 094 between Christian V. and Frederick, Duke of

Holstein-fiottorp. Tho Danish Court having raised some diffi-

culties about their common subjects doing homage to Frederick,

the latter, with the aid of Swedish soldiers, constructed some new
forts. In 1 GOO he formed an allinnce with the puke of Brunswick

Liineburg, in which Sweden was included ; and subsequently h<^

entered into treaties with Great Britain and the States-General

;

which Powers, in consideration of his furnishing a certain^uyiber

ofmen for the war against France, guaranteed. liiiuTrom any attempt

at coercion on the part of. Denmark** The Emperor now inter-
#

posed, and, in August, 1 090, a conference was ppened at PinnCbcrg,

in which the Electors of Saxony %nd Brandenburg acted as

mediators between the King of Denmark Aflil the Duke of

Holstein-Gottorp. The debates, were, however, protracted, and

while the conference was still going on Charles XI. of Sweden

died (April 5«th, 1697). His successor, Charles XII., wns tbo

intimate friend*of the Duke of Holstein, with whom he bad been

educated. In 1098 Charles gave the Duke his siAter in marriage,

and pfomi^pd to support him in his quarrels with Denmark;
while Christian V., on his side, concluded a secret defensive

1 Schmauss, Einleitvng zu der Stoats-ivissenscha ft B. ii. S. 253.
3 Dumont, t. vii. pt. ii. p. 366.
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alliance with the Elector of Saxony, who, as already related, had

bfcen elected to the Polish Crown in June, 1697, with the title

of Augustus II. 1 In the year 1699 Christian, having demolished

the fortifications erected by the Duke of Holstein-Gottorp, the

latter sought the aid of his brother-in-law, Charles XII. ; and,

having been made generalissimo of the Swedish forces stationed

in Germany, ho enterod his duchy with a body of Swedes and

reconstructed his forts.

In the midst of these events Christian V. died, August 25th,

1699. Frederick IV., his successor on. the Danish Throne, re-

solved to extend the allianoe already entered into withAugustusII.,

a^id to make it an offensive one
;
and a treaty for that purpose

Was signed at Dresden, September 25th. It was arranged that

Augustus should invade Livonia, while Frederick should divert

the Swedish forces by an attack upon Holstein. In order, how-

ever, to insure the success of these measures, Augustus resolved

to obtain the assistance of the Czar Peter, with whom a treaty

was concluded, IS ovember 21st. This prince was now to play a

remarkable part in the affairs of Europe, and it will, therefore, be

proper to give a short account of his career.

The Czar Alexis died January 29th, 1676, leaving by his first

marriage two sons, Feodor and Ivan, and six daughters; and by

his second marriage one son, Peter, afterwards called the G reat

and two daughters. Feodor III., who succeeded Alexis, reigned

till his death, in April, 1682 ; bu#these six years present nothing

fit much European importance. Feodor was succeeded by Ivan,

who, however, from his weakness both of mind and body, reigned

only, nominally . He was also nearly, blind and dumb; and in

consequence of these.disqualifieations he haAaoleinnly renounced

#
the Crown in favour of his young stepjdhrdllfer Peter, in presence

of the clergy, magistrates, soldiers, and citizens, assembled at the

Kremlin, immediately after Jhe death of Feodor. Peter now re-

ceived the usu^rhomage
;
but, as he was only in his tenth year,

his mother, the Czarina Natalia Kirillowna, was declared feegent

during his minority. Sophia, however, the third sister of Feodor,

an ambitious and enterprising princess, having formed a pa#fcy in

her favour, and gained over the Strelitzes, a body ’of troops which

resembled, by their privileges and influence, as well as by. their

unruly conduct, the Turkish Janissaries, succeeded ity seizing the

reins of government ; when she caused Ivan to be proclaimed Czar

.jointly with Peter, and herself to be invested with the Regency.
1 See above, p. 390.
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She even pretended to the title of Autocrat, and, with her para-

mour Golizyn/ ruled everything at her pleasure. Sophia was in

person a monster of deformity ; very short, enormously fat, with

a *hehd as big as a bushol measure, and a face covered with hair

;

bpt under this repulsive exterior was concealed a mind of extra-

ordinary.acuteness, although capable of cominittfhg the greatest

crimes for the attainment of power.J She had foruAcd the design

of espousing Golizyn, by whom she had children, after ho should

have succeeded in shutting* up his wifo in h convent; they wore

then to set aside, at a favourable opportunity, fko claims of Peter,

and virtually to rule the State in the name of the incapable Ivan.

But these plans were defeated by the courage and conduct *of

Peter. The marriage of the young Czar, in January, 1081), with

Eudoxia Foodorowna, a young lady belonging to the rich and

ancient family of the Lapuchin, served very much to increase his

power and influence; and ho soon took an opportunity to assert

himself. In the following June, on the occasion of a public

solemnity at Moscow, he insisted that* his sister should appear,

not as Regent and Autocrat, but only as Grand Princess; and, on

her rofusing to comply, he banishod her the city. Sophia now
formed a conspiracy to take Peter's life, in which sho engagod

some of tjie Strelitzes. But Peter, having received timely notice

of the plot, escaped by flight the sword or the assassins * turned

all Sophia's arts against her ; accused her and her parapiour of

high treason ; caused Golizyn*and several other nobles £0 be

banishod, and Sophia to be shut up in a convent which she had

herself erected at a little distance from Moscow. Two days after

Peter entered the capital .on horseback, mustered the now
#
obo-

dient Strelitzes to*&e niimber of 18,000, ayd cdhductdd his wife

and his mother in Irate <tp the Kremlin, amid the enthusiastic

shouts of the people. Thus did Peter, at the ago of seventeen,

become solo ruler of the Russian Empire. He displayed, however,

the greatest affection for his unfortunate brother, Ivan; and, till

the death of that prince, in 1097; allowed his name to appear at the

head
v
of the Imperial Ukases.

TNber now applied himself to relForm the State, and particularly

the army, in which cares he was assisted by General Patrick

Gordoff and Le Fort, a Genevese. He also directed his attention

to confmercjal affairs and to the navy. In order to extend the

Russian trade he was desirous of getting a footing both on the

Baltic and the Black Sea, and to possess a navy which might

1 Hojer, Lcben Fredericks IV. B. i. S. 21.
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protect the commerce thus created. He invited shipbuilders from

Holland, whom he employed in building small vessels on the

Russian lakes ; and, in company with these men, whom he treated

as his familiar friends, he speedily acquired the Dutch language.

Dissatisfied, however, with such small efforts, Peter journeyed, jn

the summer of '109:3 and following year, to Archangel, .the only

part of his dominions where Jio could obtain any practical know-
ledge of the sea and maritime affairs. Here ho assumed the dress

and exterior of a Dutch skipper, mnd<e small voyages in his yacht,

and sometimes appeared on the exchange and made contracts with

the merchants. It was during Peter’s abode at Archangel that

the keel of the first Russian merchant vessel was laid down. It

left that port in 1093, to carry, for the first time, the^ Russian flag

into foreign harbours. In that and the following year Russia was

engaged in the war in the Crimea, as already related. After the

capturo of Azof, in 1090, Peter relinquished the conduct of tho

war to his generals, in order that he might carry out a plan which

he had 'formed for acquiring knowledge by travelling into foreign

countries. Before he set out, his life was again exposed to ex-

treme danger through a conspiracy which his sister Sophia had

hatched against him on the occasion of the death of their brother

Ivan, in January, 1097 ;
for Peter's reforms had excised great

discontant among certain classes. But, having discovered and

frustrated this design, and punished the ringleaders, tho young

Czar set out on his travels.
1 His first journey was to Riga,

whither ho proceeded, under tho name of Peter Michailoff, in the

character of a military officer and one of the members of a splen-

did embassy consisting of 270 persons. *The Czar's reception here

by Count Dahlberg, the Swedish commandant, was afterwards

made one of the pretences foj his war with Sweden. From Riga

Peter made his way through Kbnigsberg and Berlin to Saardam
in Holland. Here lie hired from a poor widow an apartment

consisting of two rooms in, a back dwelling, and putting on the

dress of a common labourer, obtained employment in one of the

dockyards as a shipbuilder. It must be confessed that he was

more ib. his element here than among the beau monde, even such

as it then was at Riga and Berlin, whom he at once amused and
• *

1 In a letter written this year the per- sionomie tr^s douce. H eat tres affuble

son of the Czar is thus described : “ C est et souhuite memo qu on I’entretienne de
un prince d*uno fort prande tnille, puis- tout ce ciui est curieux.”—See Brand,
stmt, robuste, beau de \isage

5
et quoinu’il Relation'au Voyage de Mr. Evert Isbrand,

a t l'oeil vif, noir, ©t per^nnt, quand il Envoy£ de 9a M. C. A VEmpireur de la

parle avec action.il a pourtant la phy- Chine, p.!233. (Amst. 1699.)
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shocked by a* strange mixture of bariarism, vivacity, and bashful-

ness. Thus, $t a supper given by the Elector, alarmed by the

fall of some earthenware on the marble floor, he sprang up from

tal)lo, drew his sword, and put himself upon his guard ;*and when

he was at k&t satisfied that it was an accident, he demanded that

tlie waiter who had caused it should be severely punished. • On
auotlior occasion he snatefhed a smart new-fashipned peruke from

the head of a master of the 'ceremonies, and, after examining it

minufcly, flung it away with a loud laugh.
1

• Peter seems to have

beeii more at home when drinking a glass of* Geneva with tho

mothers or wives of his adopted felloe-workmen, or throwing

§
plums from his hat to the boys in tho streets of Saardam. When
the Russian embassy entered Amsterdam with great splendour

Peter tookliiS place in one of the last coaches, amid the noblomen

who filled it ; and, while his representatives were living in state

and luxury in houses rented for 100,000 guilders, ho himself

occupied a small lodging on tho quay, boiled his own pot, and

lived in every respect like a common labourer, under the nfuno of

Master Peter, or Carpenter Peter, of Saardam. Our space will

not allow us to dwell on all the adventures and pursuits of this

extraordinary man while in Holland ; his interviews with Wil-

liam 111., his studies in natural history under Leeuwenhoek, of

botany and anatomy under Boerhaavo. # His natural cariosity

even prompted him to learn the art of tooth-drawing, his newly-

acquired skill in which he exercised without need onr tho jafts of

his unlucky retinue. Early in 1008 Peter wont over to England,

where he preferred to Somerset House, which had boon assigned.*

to him as a residence, the house of Evelyn, near Deptford Dock-

yard. In England, as *in Holland, his timo was chiefly spent

with workpeople an<t mechanicians of all descriptions. On his

departure, early in May, King Williafti made him a present of a

handsome frigate of twenty-four guns, whiefl had been prepared

for the King’s own use. Peter was so pleased with his visit to

this country that he used oftei^ to toll his nobles that “
it was a

happier thing to be an English admiral than Czar of Russia.”
2 In

Jurife Peter returned to his dominions by way of Dresden antj*

Vienna. In his»progress through Holland he had hired between

600 andL 700 workmen, chiefly shipwrights, whp were sent to

1 For these aid other anecdotes of his pour servir & Vhi*toifr <h SophU Charlotte
,

travels see Bergmann. Peter dvr Grouse
, p. 116 squ.

B. i. 8. 251 ff. Descriptions of the Czar’s 2 Dcr jetzige Staat t on Rutland, von

manners will also be found in the letters Johann Ferry, Capitain. Leipsig, 1717*

of Sophia Charlotte in Erman's M6m. Bvo. S. 258.
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Archangel ; and at Vienna he took into his service nine Venetian

sea-captains. *
.

The Czar was diverted from his intended journey into Italy by

a fresh insurrection of the Strelitzes, which caused him to return

to Moscow. At Rawa, a small place not far from Lemberg, in

Poland, ho mot by appointment Augustus II.
;
and it waB here,

during entertainments, which lasted three days, that the two

sovereigns formod the plan of attack upon Sweden, for which,

in the following year,* they entered into a definite treaty. Patkul

and General Von Carlowitz accompanied the Czar to Moscow to

arrange the details. "Wl^cn Peter arrived in his capital he found

that the Strelitzcs had been already reduced to obedience through

the courage and firmness of General* Patrick Gordon, and that

little remained for him to do but to punish the mutineers. During

a period of three weeks many hundreds of the Strelitzes we^Q

hanged or beheaded under the inspection of the Czar himself, who
is said to have executed many with his own hand, while he some-

times compelled fchos^ Bojars, or noblos, whom he suspected of

disaffection to perform the office of haiigman. Peter’s own wife,

Eudoxia, who was implicated in the investigation, and who had

incurred his disliko by her zeal for those old Russian customs

which he wished to abolish, was sent to a nunnery and compelled

to takte..the veil, under the namo of Sister Helena. In August,

1700, he dissolved the whole corps of Strelitzes, then consisting

of about 20;000 men.

Instead of the New Year’s Day hitherto observed in Russia

.(September 1st), Peter introduced at the opening of the last year

of the seventeenth century (January 1st, 1700), the reckoning of

the Julian calendar then in use in the Protqptant countries of

Western Europe. At the same time he made a change in the

dress, and manners of his subjects. The* Dutch and German
fashion of dress was ordered to be observed, models of which were

hung up at all the entrances of the Imperial residence ; and the

police,had orders to cut away the knees the long frocks or

pelisses of those wrho adhered to the ancient fashion. Even the
* womeA, who had been accustomed to wear larg$ loose-flowing

coats, were compelled to conform to the new mode. By intro-

ducing plays, concerts, balls, and the like, he endeavoured to im-

prove and soften the rude and barbarous manners of his sub-

jects. In short,through all these improvements, ana those which

he introduced into the civil, military/ and naval service of the

Country, Peter must be regarded as one of the most remarkable
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Reformers tnat the world lias ever seen/ and as better deserving

the name of the “ Great
”
than most of the princes to whom that

epithet has been applied.

• liter's chief motive for joining the alliance against Sweden was

the desire of ppssessing a port upon the Baltic, and opening that

a&i to tljp navigation and commerce of his subject?* just as lie had

done in the Black Scaby*tho conquest of Azof. • His ambition was

at first confined to a single port. While his war with the Turks

was still going on, he had srnt an envoy to•Stockholm to explain

his pilaus, namely, to direct the trade of Persia into the Baltic;

and he had asked either for Narva oivNyeuskans, for which he
offered an equivalent. It was not till after these offers had been

refused that Peter listened to the proposals of the Kings of Poland

and Denmark ; and indeed it was scarcely for his interest to assist

•the Republic of Poland in the conquest of Livonia, a province to

which he himself had pretensions.

1

In consequence of his nego-

tiations with General Carlowitz and Patkul at Moscow, Peter

signed on November 21st. 1099, a treaty with Augustus II., by

which it was agreed that The King of Poland should attack the

Swedes in Livonia and Esthonia, and that the Czar, to whom a

footing on the Baltic was secured, should* invade Ingria and

Carelia, aij soon as he should have concluded a peace with the

Porte. This was not effected, as we havo already mentioned/

till July, 1702, the negotiations having lasted more tlig.ii two

years ; but Peter, nevertheless, found himself enabled to take

part in tho war in 1700. The allies endeavoured to draw
#

Frederick, the Elector of Brandenburg, into the league ; but that*

prince, although he was 014 a good footing with all of thgm,.and

especially with the Czar/whom, as we have
#
sehif, he had enter-

tained in his dominions, and though he had, besides, as much
cause as they for making reprisals upon Sweden, yet preferred to

maintain inviolate his treaties with tfyit Power. 3

Augustus II., at the very time that Jie was preparing to mako

1 Xestesuranoy
,
Mem. du rtgn e dc Pierre

Ic Grmnd
, t. ii. p. 431. • raters Journal

,

drawn up under Ms own eyes and cor-

rected in many placet*with bis own hand,
offers authentic materials for his reign
down to*the year 1721. There is a Ger-
man translation of it by Bactneister in the
first two volumes%f his Beytrage zur Gesck.

1Peter* des Grossen (Riga, 1774,3 B. 8vo.).

The French translation by Forroey ends
at the year 1714. On Feter^ reign may
also be consulted—Bergruann, Piter dir

III.

Grouse ah Mmsch vnd lbgent dargrxtJli

;

Alex. Gordon, Hist, of PiUr Ike Gnat*
(Aberdeen, 1755, 2 \o1s. 8 vn.)j Herr-

mann, Ge-sck. dev rues. Stoats, B. iv.
5

Voltaire, Hist, dc Pierre le Grand.

a See above, p. 39 f. Hermann, Gesch .

Husslands, B. iv. S. 90, erroneously places

the definitive treaty with the Furte in

July, 1700. See Zinkeisen, Gesch, dcs

osman. Reiches, B. v. S. 234, Anm.
* Baemeister, Feters Tagthmk

,
B. if

$2ff.

K
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war upon his cousin/ was deceiving him by a show of friendship,

aftd had sent an ambassador to Stockholm to negotiate a treaty.

The Saxon troops began to move towards Riga towards the end of

1090; but, through the dilatorinoss of their commander, penewil

Flemming, who had just married the daughter .of 'a Livonian

nobfe, the attack on Riga was delayed till near the end of February,

1700, and tlrt? opportunity qf surprising that place was conse-

quently lost.

2

Nor did the Livonians rise in favour of Augustus

as Patkul had led hiiri to expect. Flemming was, therefore, com-

pelled to turn the* siege. of Riga into a/dockade, and to attack

some smaller places, as FKinamunde, Budberg, &c.: Diinamunde,

important as commanding the mouth of the Dwina, was soon <

obliged to capitulate. Meanwhile, Frederick IV., relying on this

diversion, which he thought would prevent Charles XII. from

assisting liis brother-in-law, the Duke of Holstein-(Jottorp, had

commenced an attack upon that prince. But he lmd completely

mistaken the character of the Swedish King.

Charles, who had not completed his fifteenth year at the time

of his father's death, was a few months after that event declared

major by the Swedish States; the regency appointed by his father's

will was set aside, aiid the youthful king took into his own hands

the reins of government.
4 Count Piper, who had been the chief

instrument in this arfair, now became Charles's confidant and

counselor. During the first two or three years of Charles's reign,

nothing happened to call forth his latent and yet hardly developed

t

qualities
; but he gave a foretaste of his reckless courage in des-

perate boar hunts, in which the danger of the sport formed its

cliiqf relish. His character was first displayed to Europe through

the confederacy^ol’ganized against him 'by his cousins. The news

of*ftho invasion of Livonia by the Saxons filled his counsellors with

anxiety and alarm. But Charles's noble address to the Senate

soon calmed their apprehensions. “ I have resolved/' he said,
“ never to wage an unjust, war; but, at the same time, never to

close a just one except by the destruction of my enemies.* The
hopes inspired by this remark were increased by the change ob-

" served in Charles's mode of life. His hunting parties, as well as

1 The Kings of Sweden. Denmark, and
Poland were all of kin to one another.

Charles XIL was the son of Frederick

IWs aunt, and Augustus II. was the son

of Charles XII.’s aunt. *
,

* Bergmanns Historische Sckriftni, B. i,

6. 119 squ.
a For the history of Charles’s reign see

Nordberg, Hist, de*Charles XU. traduite

du Sa&lois

;

Lundblad, Oesck. Karls dts

XU. (iibersezt von Jenssen, Hamburg,
1833, 2 B.); Voltaire, tHist. de Charles
XIL (valuable for its style rather than as

an authority); Adlerfeld, Hist. mUitaire
de Charles All.
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the expensive.ballcts, plays, and other divertisomeuts in which ho

had indulged#for the amusement of his sisters, were exchanged

for military oxercises and reviews, and instructive conversations

tfitli the f^w veteran officers who had survived the wars of his

grandfather. The faithless conduct of his cousin, tho 'King of

Inland, billed him with surprise and indignation * and when that

mpnareh, after his ill-suceesys at Riga, made some advances for an

accommodation with Charles through the French ambassador, tho

Swedish King refused to tiVat till he slioufd have inflicted soino

chastisement on his perfidious kinsman*

First of all, however, he resolved to fly to the aid of his brother-

in-law, the Duko*of Holstein-Cottorp, who, as already related,

had invoked his help against the King of Denmark. The Danes

had entered Slcswick in March, 1700, and, after taking Ifustmi,

Eiderstedt, and other places, laid siege to Tunning, tho Duke’s

principal town
;
from which, however, they were forced to retire

on the approach of an army of Swedes, Hanoverians, and Dutch,

under the Duke of Brunswick Liincburg (tTune) . Frederick IV.,

misled by the idea that the attack oil Livonia by the Saxons and

Poles would prevent the Swedes from goin^ to war with him, had

joined his army before Tonning, in the confident hope of an

easy victory ; instead of which he was Jo see his own capital

threatened with destruction.
.

•

Charles XII. had concluded at Stockholm a defensive rfilljanco

with the Dutch, February 22n<l, 1098, which, in%tho following May,

was acceded to by William III. of England. 1 Tho objecj of thij

allianco was declared to be, not only mutual defence, but also the

maintenance of peace in Europe ; and the vi j>ws of the JIarifcime

Powers in forming it were, to keep Sweden. in* tliat lino of anti-

French policy which she had adopted jince the Peace of Nimegusen.

Charles XII., indeed, at the persuasion of £iper, also concluded
'

a defensive treaty with France in July of the same year ;

2
but this .

was only a temporary deviation from •the policy adopted by his

father. In January, 1700, he renewed and extended his alliance

with the Maritime Powers by a fresh treaty,
3 by which, in enso^

of attack, the reciprocal succour was fixed at 6,000 men. *But by

a secret article,̂ the King of Sweden bound himself to furnish

10,000 fcen, in case Great Britain or the States-Gteneral should be

compelled t<j go tq war to maintain the Peace of Ryswick \ and, by

another secret article, those two ^ojvers guaranteed to the Duke of

Holstein the rights secured to him by his treaty with Christian V4
1 Dumont, t. vii. pt. ii. p. 439. Ibid. p. 44 r. * Ibid. p. 475.
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at Altona in 1689, which they had helped to mediate. 1 Agree-

ably to these treaties, Charles XII. now called uporf the Maritime

Powers for aid. A combined English and Dutch fleet, under

Rooke and Allemonde, passed the sound in June, 1700, and in the

following month formed a junction with the Swedish. The Danish

fleet, too weak to contend with an arrpainent which numbered

upwards of sixty ships of the lino, was compelled to take refuge

under the guns of Copenhagen.

Notwithstanding the danger which threatened his capital,

Frederick IV. obstinately refused to treat till a descent of the

Swedes in Zealand, led b) the King in person, rendered his posi-

tion altogether desperate. Covered by the fleet, Charles effected a

landing near the village of Ilumlebek, August 5th. With fiery

impatience, he himself was among the first to leap into the water,,

which reached up to his armpits.
2 The few troops which opposed

the landing wero soon dispersed
;
the Swedish camp was safely

established ; and so strict was the discipline maintained among the

soldiers, that the Danish peasants brought in an abundant supply

of provisions, for which they wero punctually paid. Prayers were

regularly offered up twice a day in the camp, and were attended

by the King himself ; who in this, as in many other particulars,

offered a striking contrast to most contemporary sovereigns. It

being now obvious that Copenhagen could bo saved only by a

spoe^y* peace, negotiations wero opened at the castle of Traven-

t>ahl, and on August 18 th a treaty
1 was concluded on better con-

ditions than Frederick IV. might have expected . Charles, desirous.

6f prosecuting the war with Poland, consented to easy terms,

andy forgetting his own interests, stipulated only in favour of his

brother-in-law. All the ancient treaties between Denmark and

Holstein were renewed and;confirmed^ and the King engaged to

pay the Duke 260,000 rix-dollars as an indemnity for lossea

suffered. Thus did Charles finish his first war in the course of a

few weeks without fighting a single battle. On September 3rd,

he returned to Helsingborg; ahd on the 8th, Admirals Rooke
and Allemonde withdrew their fleets from the northern waters, in

which they had been the heralds of peace rather than the ministers

of war.

The Peace offTravendalil took the allies by surprise. Tfhe Czar,

1 Dumont, t. vii. pt. ii. p. 231. claimed, “This shall henceforth be my
* The anecdote told by Voltaire, and music,” appears to have no foundation*

often retailed, that Charles, on being told Lundblad, Th. i. S. 77, Anm.
that the whistling which he heard wns * Duinont, Ibid. p. 480.
occasioned by the flight of bullets, ex-
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who was ignorant of it, declared war against Sweden, September

1st, and for the first time, with all the usual forms of Europ&m
•diplomacy. But this apparent advance in civilization was counter-

balanced Ijy the observance of the good old Russian custom of

throwing the Swedish resident at Moscow into prison ; and this

while the Russian envoy
#
was giving Charles the* warmest assur-

ance of his master’s friendship. The reasons which Peter alleged

for hostilities could not but bo very weak,and woro chieflyjjrounded

on the reception he had* met with from the commandant at

Riga. An army of 80,(100 men—an immense* forco for that*ago

—gathered together from all the Russian provinces, and evon

from Asia, was directed against lngria under the command-
in-chief of Duke Charles Eugene of Croy. A division undor

Prince Trubetskoi, Governor of Novgorod, appeared before Narva

September 10th, and was joined by the Czar and the Duke of

Croy, October 1st, when the siege was commenced. Peter on this

occasion assumed the rank and fulfilled the duties of a simple

lieutenant ; crossing the bridge which had been thrown over the

river, pike in hand, with his company, in order to give the

soldiers an example of subordination. 1 Charles XII., after his

return from Zealand, had determined to lead his forces against

the Saxops in Livonia ; but, as he was eyibarking them at Karl-

shamn, his plans were altered by news that the Russian® had not

only declared war against him and imprisoned his ambassador,

but had even invaded lngria. The Swedish armament sailed

October 10th, and landed the troops partly at Pernau, gartly aji

Revel. Charles immediately resolved to direct his march on

Narva. The two divisions of his army, when they {prn\pd a

junction at Wesenberg, 'numbered only 13,0t)3 men, and after

making tho necessary detachments far the defence of the country,

he advancod against the enemy with*but 5,<£00 foot, 3,300 horse,

and 37 guns.* On November 27th#Charles forced the reputed

impregnable defile of Pyajokki, defended by 6,000 chosen Rus-

sians under Scheremetoff, whs fled in the greatest alarm to the

Russian encampment before Narva, spreading the report that

the Swedes were advancing 20,000 strong. On tho morning of

November 29tlf Charles had penetrated to Lagena, only six miles

from N&rva. The news of the defeat of Scheremetoff and approach

of the Sweeps filled the Czar with consternation. At three o’clock

on the morning of the 28th, Peter entered the tent of the Duke

1 Thmtrvm Europaum , t. xr. p. 793,
* Lumlblad, G<*ch. Karls des XII Th. i. p. 92 ff.
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of Croy, almost mad with fright, and, after drinking several

glasses of brandy, desired the Duke to take tho entire command

of the army, while he himself, accompanied by Princes Golovin-

and Menscliikoff, hastily left the camp, under pretence^of fetching

reinforcements from Pleskow. 1

*

The flight of' their sovereign and principal' commandeara had a

most demoralizing effect on the Russian army. "When the Swedes

dobonchorl from tho wood of Lagena and formed in or^er of

battle, they appeared to bo so few thht Croy took them only for

the advanced guard of the 20,000 men reported by Scheremetoff*.

Ho declined, therefore, to leave his entrenchments, which were

assaulted by the Swedes under cover of a snow-storm which

drove into tho faces of tho Russians. In less than a quarter of

an hour the Swedes had penetrated into the encampment ; when
tho Russians, regardless of theiiJ officers, fled in disorder. In the

pursuit hundreds were drowned in the Narova, the bridge over

which had been broken down
;

others, who tried to shelter

themselves behind some huts and baggage-waggons, were cut

down like sheep. The young King of Sweden distinguished him-

self by tho personal part which he took in this dreadful day. A
spent ball lodged in liis cravat ; and in leading an assault he lost

his sword and one of hi^ boots in a morass. He was dragged out

by his followers, and continued to fight with only one boot. It is

said that 12,000 Russians fell in this battle, and on tho following

morning the remayider of their infantry surrendered ; the cavalry

Jpid saved themselves by flight. As it was impossible to keep so

many prisoners, they were dismissed, after defiling bareheaded

beforo Charles to the number of 18,000 men, and giving up their

t arms and colours.' The general and higher officers alone were

rotained in captivity. The less of the fjwedes is computed at only

2,000‘men.
p

The battle of Narva is an epoch in the history of Russia. It

opened tho eyes of the Czar to the defects of his army
; and as

hd was not of a temper to be discouraged by his defeat, *be re-

garded it,as a useful lesson and redoubled his efforts to bringhis

forces into a better condition. But as it afforded a»handle to the

discontented Bojars, and even threatened to produce a revolution,

Piter hastened fback to his capital, where his political Courage

1 Hermann, Gesch. Ritsslands, B. iv. as “ no soklier,” arid his gefaerals as having
S. 115. The Sufton General Hallart, in no more heart than a frog has hair on
a letter to Augustus <11., describes these his belly/’ Cf. Lundblad, ibid. p. 95;
pleat bearded Russians as crying like Tftcatr. Enrop. t. xv. p. 797 ;

Gordon,
children

;
characterizes the Czar himself Hist, of Peter the Great

,
vqI. i.
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and activity served to compensate for the lack of Jliose qualities

which he had*displayed in the field.
^ p

Charles, who had taken up his winter-quarters in Livonia to

refresh anij recruit his little army, was long detained there in

cyder to obtain reinforcements from Sweden. •* As it was uncer-

tain whether, when he again took the field, he frjjuld direct his

forces against the Russian provinces or the army of Augustus,

that JCing and the Czar had an interview at liirsa in February*

1701, to take* measures for their future safety
;
where, amid ban-

quets and drinking bouts, which both#loveiT"well enough, tlieir

friendsliip was cemented by personaWacquaintanee, mutual in-

terest, and a .common danger. On March 3rd they concluded a

new treaty, by which the Czar engaged to pay Augustus 200,000

rix-dollars, and to send him from 15,000 to 20,000 Russian troops.

His motrfe for this last st£p sefems to have been that his men
might become habituated to European discipline.

Charles, having received large reinforcements from Sweden,

broke up from Dorpat June 27th, 1701,‘the anniversary of his

birthday. On July 20tli, he crossed the l)\vina a little below

Riga, and defeated the Saxons under Marshal Steinau. Agreeably

to the Czar's promise, Prince Repnin was "lending 20,000 Rus-

sians to .the aid of Steinau, of which, however, only 4,000 had

been able to form a junction with that general before* ho.was

attacked by the Swedes. Kokenhusen, Dunamiinde, aiy:l other

places held by the Saxons were recovered before the end of the

year, and all Courland was occupied by Charles's troops. The

Swedish I^ing might now have concluded an honourable anil

advantageous peace. The* Czar, alarmed at ti e rapid progress of

the Swedish arms, endeaVoured to propitiate OArles through the

mediation of the Staies-Qeneral. Augustus 11. had still more

cause for alarm, as Charles, in letters addressed to the Cardinal

Primate, Iladziejowski, and to the .Polish Senate, had plainly

intimated his wish that Augustus should be deposed. The Polish

King solicited the interference* of the chief European . Powers ;

and William III., who was desirous of maintaining peace m
Northern Europe, strongly persuaded Charles to reconcile hiin-*

self with his adversaries, pointing out that he was in a position

to dicf&te his own terms. But Charles refused* to listen to afiy

such pfopo^ils ti|J he had gratified his revenge. That the per-

fidious conduct of Augustus was a reasonable ground of offence,

and that the war in its origin was a just one, cannot be ques-

tioned ; bu$ the vindictive feelings of Charles, and it must be
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added also 1i{jS passion for war, made him overtook the true

interests of Sweden, and finally precipitated both hjs country

and himself into irretrievable ruin. «

Tho Polish Republic, however, had given Charles qo cause for

complaint ; for though the war was ostensibly waged by Augustus

in the interest of Poland, yet it was carried on with Saxon troops,

and against the wish of the Poles, who frequently assured Charles

of their friendly disposition. He had cantoned his army plong

tho borders of Samogitia, the frontier‘province of Poland Proper

;

but it was long before he. could make up .his mind to cross them.

His first expedition wasrinto Lithuania in the winter of 1701,

whither he was attracted by the feuds of the two powerful families

of Sapielia and Oginski. The faction of Sapieha was unfriendly

to Augustus, whom they denounced as the enemy of the national

liberties. Hut this rash expedition, which Charles undertook

with only 1,500 horse and a few hundred infantry, without

apparently any settled plan, led to no result. At Friski Charles

was surprised by the tnjops of Oginski, and with difficulty found

his way back to his army. It was after his return from this ex-

pedition that Augustus despatched to him his mistress, the

beautiful Aurora von ‘Konigsmark, a Swedish countess, to sue for

peace ; but Charles saw through his cousin's design, and with a

prudence and self-command remarkable in so youthful a Prince,

refused jfco receive the fair ambassadress. A deputation from the

Diet assembled at Warsaw met with scarcely a better reception.

Charles, who was now on his march towards that capital, succes-

sively appointed to meet the envoys at Kovno and Grodno, but

evadqd both these appointments, and only at length gave them

an audience at Dlugowice (May 4th, 1702). The purport of their

message was, that the Polish. Republic .wished for peace, but that

they could never consent to the dethronement of their Sovereign

;

and they desired that the Swedish troops should evacuate Samo-

gitia and Courland, which.* were fiefs of the Republic. 1 Such

demands, unsupported by an amy, were little regarded by

Charles. He refused to treat with Augustus, or to recognize

hi(n as King of Poland
; and he directed his answer to Radzie-

jowski, the Cardinal Primate, as if the throne had fceen vacant.

Against the advice of his best generals and counsellors*, espe-

cially Stenbock, Piper, and Oxenstiern, Charley now
t
pushed on

for Warsaw, and on May 24th reached the suburb of Praga on
the right bank of the Vistula. His approach occasioned a panic

1 Theatr. Europ. t. xvi.
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in the capital. .Most of the nobles, including the Pijmato, retired

to their estates
;
King Augustus set off for Cracow, wherOt he

had appointed his Saxon troops to rendezvous. Charles entered

fclfe town aa^jl castle without opposition. His army numbered only

9,000 men : with such a force had he undertaken to hold a city

oft)0,00d inhabitants, and to direct the policy of fourteen million

Poles ! He had expected to
# ineet warm partisans a<f Warsaw, and

was surprised and hurt at the sullen silence with wliicji he was

received. It *ras only after fepcated invitations that the Primate,

who had retired to his Archbishopric oRjnoseii, could be indiiced

to return to Warsaw. Charles received him with all military

honours in his tent outside the town, but in a manner which the

Primate aftorwards complained of as inconsistent with the respect

due to his age and to his rank as second person in the kingdom.

Charles advanced a few steps to meet him, but no chair was

offered, and both King and Cardinal remained standing. Charles

was on this occasion dressed in his ordinary costume, a coat of

coarse blue cloth with metal buttons, stiff boots which reached

above his knees, leathern small-clothes, large gloves whose elk-

skin cuffs reached to his elbows, a ponderous sword, designed for

use rather than show. Charles endeavoured to draw the Primate

to his views ; b\jt Radziejowski declined to sanction the deposition

of Augustus, or even to call a Diet, on the ground that he wa$ not

constitutionally empowered to do so. #

Charles XII. did not pursue his march towards* Cracow till

about the end of June. This interval had enabled Augustus, whose

cause was ipvoured by the nobles of the Palatinates of Cracow and

Sandomierz, to raise a mu«h larger force than
#
that of hjs adver-

sary ; and he was so elated by this circumstance that he resolved

to give battle, though his jnost prudent generals advised him to

wear out the Swedes by marches and countermarches. The two

kings met, July 20th, near Clissow, a place between Warsaw and

Cracow; when Charles gained a complete victory over 20,000

Saxons and 12,000 Poles, underfferome Lubomirski, and captured

the
#
camp of Augustus, with forty-eight guns, many standards, the

military chest, and the King's silver dinner-service. Charleys

joy at this victory was, however, damped by the death of his

brothef-inlaw, Frederick of Holstein-Gottorp, who was killed by

a canntm-bjll. {n consequence of this victory, Cracow fell into

the hands of Charles, and Augustus retired to Sandomierz. Here

the nobles of Little Poland, exasperated by the exactions of the

Swedes, rajjied round Augustus, and formed a confederation to
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support him, prhich was afterwards joined by many of the nobles

ofcGro&t Poland and Lithuania. They sent an embassy to Charles

to offer vory favourable conditions of peace,
1 which, however,

he refused. A fall from his horse, by which he broke his thigh-

bone, detained Charles longer at Cracow than he had intended.

It was not till “October 12th that he began his march . towards
Sandomierz in a* litter; whijo Augustus, on his approach, set

off for Thorn in Polish Prussia.

The winter was sp&nt in debates rind negotiations. The Car-

dinal Primate, whose watering policy, dictated by self-interest,

seemed sometimes to incline for Charles and sometimes for Au-
gustus, summoned the Senate to meet at Warsaw; while the

Polish King called a Diet at Marienburg, which gave its sanction

to the Confederation of Sandomierz. Meanwhile Charles had taken
up his winter-quarters at Lublin, and towards the middle of

April, 1706, ho concentrated all his forces at Warsaw. Hence an
attack was directed against a Saxon division under Steinau,

posted at Pultusk'on the Xarew, which was completely defeated

(May 1st), with the loss of only twelve men on the part of the

Swedes. Charles now directed his march upon Thorn, where
Augustus had left 7,f)00 men. He appeared beforo that town
May 23rd, but did not succeed in taking it till

t
October 15th,

when it nurrenderod at discretion. The fortifications were now
demolished, and the garrison sent to Sweden. Charles remained
at Thorn till 'November 21st, and then put his army into winter-

quarters in the neighbourhood of Dantzic and Elbing.

In the course of this summer Augustus had summoned another
Diet at Lublin, which formed, as it were, the complement of that

of Marienburg. 'This assembly showed S
itself favourable to the

King. It again sanctioned the Confederation of Sandomierz, and
authorized Augustus to taka means for prosecuting the war ; for

which purpose the army of the Crown was to be raised to 36,000
men, and that of Lithuania to 12,000 ;

but Saxons were not to be
admittod into it, nor was any alliance to be formed with Russia.

It was resolved that the question of the King's deposition should
nerver bfc debated in the Diet. The Primate had the boldness to

appear in this assembly and declare that he had 'taken no part
against the King^. Ho was received with a tumult of indignation

;

the bitterest reproaches were levelled against him ; shouts' arose
of (S The Swedes* friend ! the betrayer of his country !

w nay,
swords were even drawn

;
yet the prelate, by his imperturbable

1 See Lundblad, Th, i. S. 215, Anm.
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coolness, succeeded in allaying all this animosity, anjl even seemed

to have convinced the assembly of his innocence !

1 The Diet re-

solved to despatch a deputation to Charles with terms of peace

;

hfc vfras to be allowed a space of six weekp to decide whether he

T^ould accept them
;
and if, at the expiration of that period, ho

sKould declare for war, Augustus was to be alf Jiberty tcP seek

foreign aid. The offers niado by the Diet, which were supported

by the Court of Vienna aiuf the States-CJeneral, wero, the confir-

mation of the Peace of Qliva and the dompltfto neutrality of

Pofand. But Charles refused to receive any ffroposals which*had

not for their basis the deposition of Augustus, and in September

he published a circular denouncing the proceedings of the Diet

of Lublin. Augustus, in consequence, made a new treaty with

the Czar, by which the latter engaged to send him 12,000 men,

and promised 200,000 roubles yearly.
2

Only a few months after these proceedings, the treacherous

Primate summoned another Diet at Warsaw' (January, 1704);

giving out that Charles, with whom ho was in communication, and

who sent two ambassadors to the assembly, would treat with the

Polish Republic, but not with the Polish King. The Diet, which

was composed of only ten senators and flic Nuncios of Groat

Poland, forraed^itself into a Confederation to effect the deposition

of Augustus. The propositions made ffo Charles, through the

Countess of Kbnigsmark, which she had delivered into the.bands

of the Swedish ministers, wTere made a ground 6f acciftation

against Augustus. They proved that, in order to buy a peace,

he had offered to cede some of the Polish provinces to TSwedefi.

This charge excited universal indignation.
t
Not a voice was

raised in the King's fafOur
;
the throne was hefted to f5e vacant,

and on February 16th, 1704, an interregnum wras publicly pro-

claimed. \ •

The Primate had been led by his friendship for James Sobieski

to take this open and irretrievable %tep against Augustus. The

memory of his father, King John, had rendered James Snbieski

very generally popular among the Polish nobles ; and it had

been agreed,.with the concurrence of Charles, to raise him to thb

throne. But •Augustus frustrated this design by seizing the

persoifof his intended successor. James Sobieski and his brother

Constantine dwelt in the castle of Ohlau, near Breslau ; and as

they were one cfay riding towards that city they were suddenly

•
1 Theatr. Europ. Th. xvi. pt. ii. p. 393.
* Httlem, Lcben Pekrs den Grosacn, B. i. S. 225.
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,
*

surrounded ty a party of Saxon dragoons and canned to Leipsic,

wfeere they were kept in a sort of honourable confinement in the

Pleissenburg. Alexander, the youngest brother of John Sobieski,

having declinod the prpffered crown, much difficulty arose as to

the choice of a king. Four candidates appeared in the field*.

Jerofne Lubomit*ski, Grand General of the Crown ; Charles Stanis-

laus .Radzivilly Chancellor of Lithuania ;
Piemiazek, Voyvode rof

Siradia; and CouEt Stanislaus Lesczinski, Yoyvode of Posen.

The claim of Lubomirski was supported by the Primate ; but

Charles preferred Stanislaus Lesczinski. , The Swedish army was

moved towards Warsaw
;

detachment appeared on the plain of

Yola, the place of election
;
and on July 19th, 1701, against the

wish of the higher nobles, and without the concurrence of Radzie-

jowski, Stanislaus was saluted King of Poland. 1

Ho was not, however, to enjoy his new dignity in quiet.

Augustus, who had still a considerable party in his favour, had

retired to Cracow, and afterwards for greater security to San-

domierz, where liis adherents, under the name of u Reconfederates,”

published a manifesto against the proceedings at Warsaw and

the election of Stanislaus' (July 28th). The new Monarch was

recognized by no Power except Sweden ;
and the Primate

Radziejowski, who had ultimately acknowledged him,, was de-

prived of all his dignitioS by a Papal bull. Soon after the election

Charles and his army proceeded to Heilsberg to levy contribu-

tions/ leaving Stanislaus with only a few troops at Warsaw ; and

he afterwards marched into Red Russia, or Gallicia. Augustus

quickly ’ took advantage of this political as well as strategical

error. By a rapid and dexterous marcKhe pushed on his cavalry,

among whom waVa large body of Cossiibks, to Praga: he him-

self, with the remainder of his forces, appeared before Warsaw,

August 31 st, and the Swedish General Horn was compelled to

surrender the town
1

and cattle. Stanislaus now fled to Charles

for protection
; his estates,* as well as those of the other con-

federates, were plundered
;
and ‘he found himself deserted by

many of the nobles who had joined him. ,

While these things were going on at Warsaw, Charles, whose

chief object seems to have been plunder, was forming an expedi-

tion against Lemberg, the capital of Gallicia. Having fa'iled to

surprise that place with a body of horse, he captured it by assault

at the head of his dismounted troopers, he himself being among
the first to mount the ramparts. Here it was that he was joined

1 Theatr. Enrop. Th, xvi>. p. 254.
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by Stanislaus, .and he now hastened to Repair the ^faults he lmd

committed. JThe march of tko Swedish army was again directed

upon Warsaw, before which it appeared October 24th, after cap-

turing Zainosc by the way. Augustus, after making some show

of disputing the passage of the Vistula, deemed it more prudent

a^ain to.evacuate his capital, and fled with his catjlry to Cr&cow.

T^e Swedish infantry now took ^possession of Warsaw, while

Charles, with his horse, pursued the Saxon foot under Schulcn-

burg, whom die overtook itt Punitz, in the Palatinate *of Posen.

Bn? Schulenburg, by thp admirable di$jpositioh
#
of his troops^ re-

sisted for some hours all the attacks of«Cluirlcs, till night came to

liis assistance, during which he effected liis retreat in good order.

The Swedish troops were now put into winter quarters along the

frontiers of Silesia; while Augustus repaired to Dresden, his

capital, and, as if with a presentiment of his fate, employed him-

self in putting the fortifications in order.

The following year (1705), though almost destitute of military

events, was fertile of political ones. Thew Cardinal Primate, who
had taken refuge at Dantzic, was at length persuaded to sanction

the coronation of Stanislaus, but on condition that the King of

Sweden should engage to support him during five years in his new
dignity that he should cease to levy the exorbitant war-taxes

which were ruining the copntrv, and tltfit ho should protect tlio

Primate against the effects of the Pope’s anger against lijrn for

having consented to the coronation.
1 The Priimlte, however,

declined to put the Crown on the head of Stanislaus with his own
hand, and that office was performed by the Bishop of Lemberg,

October 3rd. .Charles hiyisclf, accompanied by Count Piper and

the Prince ofW iirtemb^rg, was present incoytt/l

9

at the ceremony

;

while the Swedish soldiers^who guarded the church-doors betrayed

the source to which Stanislaus owed, his Crown. •

The Cardinal Primate survived .this evfcnt only a few days.

Stanislaus appointed the Bishop of. Lemberg as his successor,

while
#
Augustus named the Bishop of Cujavia. As the confederates

of Sandomierz.had mostly declared in favour of the conqueror,

nothing now stood in the way of a treaty of peace and* alliance

between Sweden and the Polish Republic, which was accordingly

signedtatWarsaw,November 18th. The principal articles were, the

confirmation of the Peace of Oliva ; a general amnesty, except for

King Augustas and his adherents, whether Saxons or others;

no peace was to be made with Augustus till he should •have

1 Lundblad, Th. i. S. 322.
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renounced th<r Polish. Croton, and given satisfaction to tlieRepublic,

as* well as to the King of Sweden, for all their l&ssos by the war

;

the contracting parties were to pursue the war against the Czar of

Muscovy with united forces till they had compelled him to give

satisfaction; dissenters were to enjoy the free excrcifie of their

religiou ; Sapicha, and other nobles of Lithuania, were to be

restored to their estates and dignities.
1

After these occurrences, the only hope of Augustus seemed to

rest on the friendship of the Czar Peter, with whom he had an inter-

view at Grodno towards tjie end of the year. Augustus on his way

thither was met at Tykocayn by a large body of the most distin-

guished dignitaries and nobles of Poland, including Lubomirski,

the General of the Crown, who came to assure him of their friend-

ship. At Grodno the meetings of the Polish senators were attended

both by Peter and Augustus ; and a new treaty was concluded

between the Czar and the Polish King.*
2 The Czar was called

away by some disturbances in Astraclian ; but he left 15,000 men,

under Ogilvy, at the disposal of Augustus. In spite, however, of

Peter's friendly behaviour, Augustus put but little trust in him

;

and it was precisely at this time that ho caused Patkul to be

apprehended, who hrfd left his service for that of Peter, and was

now Russian envoy to the Saxon Court. Patkul, who was suspected

of endeavouring to promote a peace . between the Czar and the

King pf Sweden, was confined in the fortress of Konigstcin.9

Charles XII. set out in inid-wintcr with 20,000 men to attack

Augustus at Grodno, before which place he arrived towards the

e»d of January. In this ill-considered expedition the Swedish

army suffered incredible hardships from .cold and hunger, of which,

however, if it be hity excuse, it must be altowed that Charles him-

self bore his share. Nor didihey meet with the slightest reward

for alb these hardships. Augustus escaped from Grodno with his

cavalry ; the Russian infantry shut themselves up in the towli,

and Charles, who could neither besiege nor assault it, retired to

Kamionka, a place at some little diftance, where he and his army
lay two or three months inactive, epduring the greatest privation

and misbry.
4 Augustus had ordered Schulenburg to march with

1 Dumont, t. viii. pt. i. p. 173. common sense. On mooching from Grodno
9 Peter s Tagebuch, B. i. S. 152 ;

Gor- and arriving at the Niemen, it uas found
don, Piter the Great

,
vol. i. p. 178. that the ice was unsafe. Charles, how-

3 The circumstances of Patkul s arrest ever, impatient of the slow process of
are fully related and explained by Her- throwing a bridge over tae stream, at-

mann, Gtsch. HussUindj, B. iv. S. 197- tempted to cross it on foot ;
when the ice

223. r t breaking, he was precipitated into the
t Charles’s disregard of physical ob-„. water, and was with difficulty brought

stacles frequently amounted to a want of out alive! Lundblad, Th. i, S. 345.
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the troops caiitoned in SilesiA to the* relief of Grodno ; but lie was

defeated at I^rauenstadt (February 13th, 1706) by tlio Swedish

general Rehnskibld, when the Saxon infantry was almost annihi-

lated. After all, the Russian infantry, under Ogilvy, escaped

Charles's vfgilanc'C, and made good their retreat in the spring from

Grodno
#
into Voihynia, whither ho immediately* followed them.

His reasons for this difficult and dangerous marph fyirough almost

impassable forests and moraSses are said to have been to refresh liis

troops in Yoljiynia, and to annihilate the party of Augustus in that

prdVinco. The Russians had placed themselves out of his reach by

crossing the Dnieper ; and though the
#
Volhynians acknowledged

Stanislaus with their lips, it was evident that their new-born

devotion would vanish as soon as Charles's back was turned. The
only* satisfaction ho derived from this laborious expedition was the

maintaining his army and replenishing his military chest at the

expense of the nobles who adhered to Augustus.

At length, however, after so many campaigns without a plan,

Charles hit upon a scheme which might ^ave put an eml to his

struggle with the Polish King some years earlier. Ho resolved to

march into Saxony and dictate a peace to Augustus in his own
capital. Although Charles kept his design* eoncouled even from

his own generals till the Inst moment, yet his movements appear

to have raised £ suspicion of it in the mind of Augustus, who, with

a view to divert him from his enterprise, had formed a junction in

Lithuania with 20,000 Russians under Prince Mensehikotf.* Rut

Charles, without heeding this demonstration, iftarclied straight to

his object, and, on September 1st, entered Silesia with aboijt

20,000 men. That province belonged to the Emperor; but as

Joseph was then engagoibin the War of the Succession wifli Ffance,

it was not to bo feared that lie would aveAge this breach of his

neutrality, especially as Augustus 3had also allowed himsplf the

same licence. On September 16th, tlie Swtales crossed the Elbe,

having established themselves ip Saxony without meeting with any

serioifc resistance. #

Augustus was filled with dismay at the news of these ovents. He
addressed a fiumble letter to Charles, beseeching him toapare an

unfortunate prince and kinsman ; and he scut envoys to the

Swedish camp*at Altranstadt, near Leipsic, to pegotiato a peace,
“ on moderate and Christian conditions/' including the resigna-

tion of theYolisH Crown. Charles, in reply, dictated the following

terms through his minister, Count Piper: that ^Augustus should

renounce the throne of Poland for himself and his descendants.
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retaining, Kojvever, the title of King, but not of Poland; that he

should give 'ap his alliance with Russia, liberate the Princes

Sobicski, and deliver up all renegades, especially Patkul.

Augustus had no alternative but to comply with these condi-

tions, which form the principal articles of the Treats' op Altran-

stadt, signed September 24th, 1706.
1 The Swedes wero to be

allowed to tffko ,up their winter quarters in Saxony, at the

expense of tho inhabitants. *The treaty was to be kept secret

till such tiino as Augustus could disengage himself from the

Russians, and was therefore, represented as a mere armistice.

The most disgraceful feature of it was the surrender of Patkul,

who had been seized in violation of the law of nations, and in spite

of the protest of Prince Galitzin, the Russian minister at the Court

of Saxony. The unfortunate Patkul, after being kept a prisoner

nearly a year with the Swedish army, was broken on the wheel at

Casimir in October, 1707.*2

Tho necessity for keeping this treaty secret, from the Russians

placed Augustus in an awkward dilemuia, and had nearly occa-

sioned the upsetting of the whole peace. Augustus, as we have

said, was with the army of Prince Menschikoff; who no sooner

heard that Charles had entered Saxony, leaving in Poland only a

small force under General Marderfeld, than he resolved to attack

this commander ; and Augustus, after exhausting every pretext

for delay, found himself compelled to join in the attack. As the

only way to avert it, he gave Marderfeld secret notice of the peace

wliict had been concluded, and exhorted him to retire with his

troops. But the Swedish general, regarding this advertisement as

a snare, was only the more eager to give battle. The armies met
at Kaliszh, October 30th, when Marderfeld, being deserted by the

Poles, and having lost a great part of his Swedes, was compelled

to surrender himself prisoner with tne remainder. Augustus

wrote to Charles to excuse this unfortunate occurrence, and, after

sending the Russians into wintej quarters in Voljiynia, he him-

self
1

hastened into Saxony to pacify the anger of the • Swedish

King. *« On December 27th, he had an interview at Leipsic

with Charlfcs XII. and his own supplanter, Stanislaus I:; when he

affected, indifference for a crown that had caused him, so much
bitterness* #

' *»

The Peace of Altranstadt marks a pause in the struggle between

Charles and Augustus, oftwhich we shall avail*oturselvtes to take a

brief retrospect Qf the progress of the Russians.

^Dumont, t viii. pt. i. p. 204. ' 9 Halem, B. L S. 232, 238.
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After his return from Birsa,Hhe Czar had employed himself in

exercising his,troops at Novgorod and Pleskow. Towards the end
of the year (1701) he again ventured to take the offensive.* A
Russian corps, under Scheremetcff, invaded Livonia, and

#
defeated

the Swediafi general Sehlippenbach at Errastor, in the district of

Derpat (Pecember 30th) , an exploit for which Stherometetf was
made field-marshal. Daring the winter, Peter -omployM. himself

in constructing a fleet on Lake Peipus, with which, in the follow-

ing summer, he gained some advantages over the Swedes. The
RuAians were also successful on land; .and, it .July, Sfchlip|fen-

bach was again defeated at Hunimclshsf. The Russians abused

|
their success by the barbarous destruction of sovoral Livonian

towns and villages. Marienburg was captured in September, an

event which was destined to have an important influence on tlio

Czar’s future life. Among the prisoners made on this occasion

was Catharine, a young peasant girl of Esthonia, and then a ser-

vant in theYamily of Gluck, the Pi’ovost of Marienburg, who, a

few years after, became the wife of the Czaa, an<T ultimately sove-

reign of Russia with the title of Catharine I. In October Peter

himself was present, as a captain of bombardiers, at the taking of

Noteburg, a fortress which lay on an island ifl the Neva. Peter’s

desire to possess a fort on the Baltic was gratifiod the following

year by tin* capture of Nyoi^chanz. Hrfe, accompanied bj^his

favourite, Menschikoff, he put to sea with thirty small vessels and

captured two Swedish barks, which had come to the relief of <fHe*

place. Peter celebrated this event as the first naval victory jyarned

by the Russians, and decreed to himselfand Menschikoff the order

of St. Andrew, which he h^d recently revived. As Nyensch^nz,

however, did not appear t##be well seated for the ^hrposes of trade,

he laid the foundatiobs of a new city jn an island atrtho mouth of

the Neya. The site of this place sfall belonged, according to

treaties, to the Swedes; yet he alre*|4y destined it to be the

future capital and chief marine station .of his empire, and named

it, aftei*himself or his patron s^iat, St. Petersburg. It would be

impossible fop thing to display in a stronger light Peter’srkeen
1

view*and just, appreciation of the situation and prospects bf hij

adversary., Wyenschanz wSs ordered to be razed, and the popu-

lation transferred* to the new pity ; for whose defence he caused

fortifications to be erected on*an island that lies before the mouth

of the Neva * This fortress, theb known by the natbe of Kron-

achlot,Jiassince becomjt the formidable Kronstadt. In the two^
1 See above, 503.

ni. j- it

•%
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following years, some Swedish vessels in, vain endeavoured to

bombard ancf capture it. In giving his new capital a German
nai&e, it was Peter's intention to remind his subjects that they

must adhere to that adoption of foreign, and especially German,

manners which he had prescribed for them. * In November he

celebrated hi? ‘victories by entering Moscow in triumph; when
the inhabitants -beheld with astonishment their mighty Czar

following on foot, at the head of his company of bombardiers, the

magnificent sledges c of his generals* Scherometeff* Repnifi, and

Brtice. *
,

‘

The Russian campaign, of 1704 was signalized by the capture of

the important towns of Dorpat and Narva. After the taking of the
t

latter place, the Russian soldiers indulged in the most detestable

'cruelties. The Czar himself cut down some of .these offenders;

and, throwing his sword, still reeking with blood, on the table of

the Burgomaster, exclaimed, “ Fear not ! this is Russian blood,

not German." In the following year, Peter entered Lithuania

with 00,000 men. Hence he despatched Scheremoteff into Cour-

land, who was beaten by the Swedish general Lowenhaupt, at

Gemaiierthof, near Mita*u; nevertheless, the Swedes, being so

inferior in numbers, were ultimately compelled to evacuate the

province. The Czar himself, 'with 10,000 men, took- Mitau.

Peter's interview with' Augustus a$ Grodno, toWards the end of

1705, has been already mentioned, as well as Charles's pursuit of

thQ 'Russians in the following spring, and the battle of Kalisz in

October. The other operations of the Russians, in 1706, were

"not of much importance. A Swedish corps of 4,000 men, under

General Moydel, penetrated, in July that year, to pithin a few

miles o
v

f St. Petersburg ; but the Russian conquests in that

quarter were now too well established to be easily recovered. It

wasrat Narva, in December, 1706, that the Czar learnt the Peace

of Altranstiidt, and* he immediately set off for Poland, to retain

the heads of the Republic, without whose consent* or knowledge

the peace had been concluded,r in the Russian alliance. The
Bishop of Cujavia, the primate nominated by Augustus, showed

JiimpSlf a zealous adherent of Russia. He summoned, in January,

17Q7; an assembly of the Senate at Lemberg, ^rhich declared its

readiness to adopt the views of the Confederation of Sandomierz ;

but it was difficult to bring them to any resolution, their,onlyaim

,
seeming to be to sell themselves at the higest pried*.

1 At length
* a ftDiet of the« Rnssian-Polish party, assembled nt Lublin at the

* 1 Parthpnay, Hist de Pologm sous 'Auguste U. t. iii. p. 181 sqq.
a f
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instance of Peter, declared the throne Vacant, and? issued sum-

monses for anJElective Diet (July 8th).
1

, .
•

To parry this blow, Charles set himself in motion in September,

the 6zar and his forces evacuating Warsaw at his approach, and

retiring towards Vilna. As the Swedish army, well refreshed by

itsr quarters in Saxony, and recruited to the numbef pf 44,000 men,

was too formidable to be attacked,
#
Peter resolved *to harass and

wear it out by long marches,
1
a policy which was crowned with

entir<? success^ In October Hie Swedes went into winter quarters

in Pblish-Prussia, but brojse up early in U08. CHayles now marched

upon Grodno, and, after seizing that tewn, proceeded to Minsk,

the Russians retiring before him and destroying all the bridges

-and magazines. Charles passed the Beresina July 10th, ft' river

destined to be &tal, a century later, to a still greater conqueror*

than himself. A few days after ho defeated Scheremeteff, who,

with 30,000 Russians, occupied an entrenched camp at Golowst-

achin, and pushed on to Mohilev, on the Dnieper. It socins to

have been the opinion of Charles's own amy, as well as of the

Russians,
2
that it was his intention to march on Moscow ; and,

in fact, after some stay at Mohilev, he ’crossed the Dniepor, and*

advanced on the road to Smolcnsko. But 411 the difficulties of

his undertaking began now to staro him in the face. The villages

and houses were abandoned,
#
the crops bi/mt, the roads fortified,

the foraging parties in constant danger from the enemy’s cavalry.

When Charles at length asked the advice of his quartermaster-

general, Gyllcnkrook, as to his proceedings, that officer replied by

inquiring what plan he had formed for the campaign ? To lri.f

astonishment and alarm, the King answered, “ I have no pljtn.”

Gyllenkrook could scarcely believe but jbhat CIMHcs was jesting.

Rehnskiold, however, whom he consulted on the occasion, con1

firmed this state of things, and assured* him that, when hefcon-

sulted Count Piper as to future operatjpns, he'had often been told

by that minister, “The Devil, who hasjiitherto been chiefadviser,

may, ifiJr me, continue to be sV'J In fact Charles's only idea of

warfare was 4>o march straight at the enemy ;
and hitherto this

verf rashness,.supported by the excellent troops which h& com-

manded, had prpted successful. But he had aovf seen the term

of his prosperity*. The Russian Empire presented* more vastand.

difficult.field of enterprise than Poland
;
and in Peter he had to

1 Tajg&wsh, B~ i. S. 194. * from the roads leading to the Ukraine

* Ikter. is hk Journal,
describes the Ibid . B. i. S.2J3. •

natch or Charles upon Smolfcnsko only 8 Lundblad, Th. ii. p, 49 sqq.

at a feint, to draw away the Russians
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contend with a much ‘ more wary and skilful adversary than-

Augustus.

Charles now turned to the south, and determined to march ta

the Ukraine, whither he had been invited by Ivan Mazeppa,

Hetman of the Cossacks. In the minority of Peter, during the

regency of his Sister Sophia, Mazeppa had been made Bjetman'by

Prince Galitsdn (1687) ,
and he had subsequently gained the con-

fidence of the Czar by his exploits against the Turks. But liar

zeppa, though near' eighty years of age, was devoured *by an

ins&tiablo ambition. He had forfned a plan of makihg hiihself

independent ;
the victorious progress of the Swedish king seemed

to offer him a means to achieve his wish
;
and he opened com-

,

munications with Charles through King Stanislaus, with whom
he had become, acquainted when stationed in Southern Poland.

Charles's situation after leaving Mohilev presented only a choice of

difficulties
;
and he was decided by the pressing importunities of

Mazeppa to make for the Ukraine, as well as by the consideration

that a position in that country, while it insured a communication

with Poland, would also enable him to annoy the Russian Empire.

On September 20th his loading columns took the road for the

Ukraine ; nor could the representations of his generals induce

him to await the arrival of Lowenhaupt, who was bringing a re-

inforcement of more than 12,000 m/m, together with large quan-

tities pf stores and ammunition. Peter immediately perceived

the mistake of the Swedish king. Marching with one of his-

divisions to Liesna, he totally defeated Lowenhaupt at that place

"(October 9th) , destroyed half his men, and captured his convoy

;

so that when that general at length succeeded in joining Charles,,

he brought only about 6*000 or 7,000 men. Peter was not a little

elated with his victory. “ The battle of Liesna,” he says in his

Journal, "is the true foundation pf ail the following successes of

Russia, and our first essay
(
in the art of war ; it was the mother of

the victory of«Pultava, gained nine months later/'
1 His joy waa

increased by the news which h& spon after received of the mis-

carriage of an attempt of the Swedish general Liibecker to pene-
’
Jrate, Vith 12,000 men, frpm Finnland to the Neva, and ttf de-

stroy St. Petersburg and Kronstadt.2
, *

After a difficult march through the almost imj^ss&ble<forests of

Severia, Charles arrived, in November, in the Ukraine. At Gorki,

to his exceeding surprise and discouragement he? was met by
Mazeppa, not as an ally with the 30,000.men whom he had pro-

1 Tagebuch, B. i. S. 219. \ 1 Ibid. p. 223,
r

*
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misedj bat as a fugitive and suppliant With some <^orty or fifty

attendants ! .The Hetman had succeeded in inducing only about

5,000 Cossacks to join his standard, and by these he had been*de-

serted on the third day I

1

Baturin, Mazeppa’s capital, was taken

by assault by Menschikoff, November 14th. Charles took up his

whiter qyarters at the Cossack town of Gaditche^ where h$ lost

several thousands of his men through the intensity of the cold

and continual skirmishes. In the spring of 1709 he somewhat re-

cruited his nwnbers by an alliance with the Saporogue (Cossacks,
3

whtfm Ma2eppa persuaded to join the Swedes. *!jjlut the army%as
in a miserable state. The men’s clothes were worn out, and suf-

ficed not to protect them from the weather, and many hundreds

were without shoes. Mazeppa, as well as Piper, counselled a

retreat into Poland ; but Charles listened in preference to his

general Rhenskiold and to the Saporogues, who were for besieging

Pultava. The Swedes sat down before that place, April 4th.

The siege had lasted more than two months with little effect,

when an army of 00,000 Russians, under Scherfimetoff, Menschi-

koff, and Bauer, the Czar himself serving as colonel of the guards,

was announced to be approaching to its relief. Although Charles’s

army numbered only about 20,000 men, neatly half of whom were

Cossacks and Wallachians, he resolved to give battle* A wound
in the foot, received a few days beforo whilfc reconnoitring^obliged

the Swedish King to relinquish the command-in-chief on this im-

portant day to Rhenskiold* although ho himself wa5 present on

the field in a litter. It is said that the movements of the Swedes*

were not conducted with the usual firmness ; it is certain tha^

they were sliort of ammunition, and without cannon ; and though

they made several desperate charges with theltayone^j and dis-

played all their usual valour, they yyero at length compelled to

yield to superior numbers. Of the\Swedish army, DjCKHhmen

were left on the field, and about 3#00G, w£re made prisoners,

among whom were Rhenskiold himself, the Prince ©fWqgfcem-

berg. Count Piper, and several #other distinguished personages.

1 Hermann, Gesek. Russlands, B. iv.

S. 242. So'me waiters, however, repre-

sent Maeeppa as really bringing 4,000 or

5,000 mei% * * •

s These hordes were so called from
their inhabiting the islands beneath the

waterfalls (sayxmgi, Rues.) ofthe Dnieper,

some 300 miles beyond Kiev. This sin-

gular people, a sort of male amazons, who
JiVed chiefly by plunder, professed to re-

pudiate the commerce of women, and were

recruited by renegades from elj nations.*

Nevertheless, fteir numbers seem alsojto

have been kept up in the natural way,

though their wives were domiciled in dis-

tant places, and w^e not allowed to be

seen in the Setschj, or capital of the men

;

a sort of town or village of mud hdte

surrounded with an earthen rampart. See

Engel, Ge*ch der Kysaken, 9. 43 (Aljarm.

tyelthvftork, Halle, 1706) ;
Dundblaa ^

ii. S. 95 f. •
*
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Charles, whoho litter was found on6 the field shattered to pieces by
balls, escaped with difficulty in a carriage. Peter distinguished

himbelf by his activity and courage on this eventful day. Mounted

on a little Turkish horse presented to him by the Sultan, hertBew
through the ranks encouraging his men to do their duty. A
bullet pierced, iiis cap; another lodged jin his saddle. After the

battle, he entertained the captured generals at his table, presented

Rhenskiold with his own sword, and caused that of the Prince of

Wiirtemberg to be restored to him.
. ^

'

The Victory Qtf Poltava, achieved July 8th, 1709, may be said

to form an epoch in European history as well as in the Swedish

and Russian annals. It put an end to the preponderance of

Sweden in Northern Europe,'"occasioned the Grand Alliance to be

renewed against her, and ultimately caused her to lose the con-

quests of Gustavus Adolphus and Charles X. Russia, on the

other hand, now ljegan to step forward as a great European

Power. The penetrating mind of Peter saw at a glance the

importance of his victory, which he commanded to be annually

celebrated. In a letter addressed to Admiral Apraxin, at St.

Petersburg, only a few hours after the battle, he observes

:

" Our enemy has Encountered tho fate of Phaeton, and the

^foundation stone of our city on the Neva is at length firmly

laid." «Peter now assumed, at the request ol* his ministers,

generals, officers, and soldiers, the title of Lieutenant-General

in tHe army, and Rear-Admiral at sea.
1 The annihilation of

"the remnant#of the Swedish army was speedily achieved. Of
the 54,000 Swedes who had quitted Saxony, and the reinforce-

ment of 16,000 led by Lowenhaupt, (Only 9,000 remained ; the

rest had perishedln the steppes of Russia. With this small force

* Charles was disposedf again to try his fortune against the enemy

;

but he was a^length persuaded by his generals to cross the Dnieper

with an escort of a
1

few hundred men, and accompanied by Ma-
zepp% to seek a refuge at Bender, in Bessarabia, where he was-

honourably received by the Turltfsh commandant* Before he

took his departure,* he intrusted the command of the army to

"Lowenhaupt, and ]|e hadjpome hopes that that^general would

be able to effect his escape* into Tartary ; but on«the approach of
a Russfcn division under Menpchikoff, Lowenhaupt surftndered

on capitulation (July 11th). Thus was annihilated an armywhich
1 Tagebwh, R i. S. 271 ; Halem, Lcben Augustus,and appears to have reckoned

a. Gr.R i. S. 220 (Leipzig, 1803). on the support of tk#K!pn of Tanary on
r f The Porte had made proposal* for an arriving xn the Ukraine. Ton Hammer,,
alliance to Charles after he had dethroned Om. Reich. B. vii. R 13£ £
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a few months before had bfeen deemed invincible i/Lnd Sweden •

was unable to*furnish another. *
• « *

The misfortunes of Charles XII. occasioned the renewal of $he

Grand Alliance against Sweden. Frederick IV. of Denmark con-

cluded a treaty with Augustus, at Dresden, June 28th,§ 1709, by
which he engaged to invade Sweden so soon as the ’Czar should

have acceded to the alliflnce. Thus the false sfdpVhicb Charles

had made in marching to th^Ukraine was already plain to standers-

by before th© battle of PuUava. After that* event, LuCbomirski,

with several other Polish nobles, proceeded te Dresden to invite

Augustus to resume the Crown of Poland ; and that Prince, de*

daring that the Peace of Altranstiidt had been imposed upon him

by force, marched to Thom with an army of 13,000 men; tho

Confederation of Sandomierz was renewed ; Stanislaus, deserted by

most of his adherents, retired into Pomerania, and Augustus II.

was again generally recognized. The Czar Peter, who had pro-

ceeded to Warsaw in September, was congratulated by tho Diet

on his victory at Pultava, which, thoy sajd, had preserved their

liberties and restored to them their legitimate King I

1 Early in

October Peter had an interview with Augustus at Thom, when a

reconciliation took place between them, and* their former alliance

was renewed. Augustus renounced the pretensions of the Polish

Republic to Il!vonia, and Peter promised him a corps*of 1,00(1

men. The King of Denmark was received into the alliance^ and

a league offensive and defensive Was concluded at* Cop6n4iagen

between him and tho Czar, October 22nd.2 #
Frederick I. of

Prussia entered into defensive treaties with the allies, ftnd pr<f

mised to aid them so far as
#
might be compatible with the .neutrality

which he had assume^ In consequence of fclis renewal eff the

Grand Alliance, Frederick IV. declared wax' against Sweden, No-^

vember 9th, 1706, and in the courscfof that month a Danish army

of 180,000 men landed in Schonen^took Helsingfeorg, and laid

siege to LandskrOna and Malmo. But thoy 'were defeated by

Stenbock, March 10th, 1710, ayd'compelled to re-embark.

In the course of the year (1710), the Emperor Joseph, Great

Britain, and
#
the States-General c6neluded two treaties (March

and August3

)
guaranteeing the neutrality of all the States of the

Empire, including the Swedish and Danish
; #

to the ‘fetter 0f

which* treaties the Ki$g of Prussia and several other German

princes acfedediL But
{

Charles XII. having protested from bis

Taftbuch (BacmcUter, B. i. 8. 278).
9 MW* 8. •

* Dumont, t. viii. pt. i. p. 249 and 254,
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retirement tfc^Bender against *thesii treaties, akdded'ared ‘that lie

should regard the parties to them a» has enemies^ the northern

allies considered themselves absolved 'frem their obligation of

neutrality towards his'Gerinan possessions '; sad in August, 1211,

a oOmbipod * arpiy of SSxons, Poles, and Russians Crossed the

Oder
f
occupied ^.nclam and Greifsvald, and blockaded Stralsund.

In the following'year siege was laid to.Stettin, while.the Danes,

having crossed the Elbe, tpok'Stade and occupied the duchies of

Bremen and Verden,. On the other side, the Swedish General

Stenbock entered ,Mecklenburg, occupied RoBtock, November
14th, and on the‘ 20th defeated the King of Denmark in person

at Gadebusch. Hence he penetrated into Holstein and burnt

Altona (January 9th, 1713) ; a disgraceful act, which he attempted

to justify on the plea ofretaliation. But after several reverses, he

was compelled by the allies to surrender with his whole army

(May 16th).’
*'

The Swedish possessions in Germany being deprived of all de-

fence by this event, the Swedish ministers, in the hope of saving

some portion of them, proposed a sequestration into the hands of

the King of Prussia. The .throne of that kingdom was now occu-

pied by Frederick "William I., Frederick I. having died Feb-

ruary 25th, 1713. Frederick William was not averse to a proposal

which might ultimately place many important tow'us in his hands

without the risk or expense of fighting for them; and the

northern allies on their side were willing to conciliate a sove-

reign whosesfpnmity might be dangerous. By the Convention of

Sphwedt,* October 6th, 1713, Prince Menschikoff agreed, on the

partj of the northern allies, that Stettin, Demmin, AnOlam, Wol-
gast, and -other places of Swedish Pomerania should be placed in

the hands of the King of Prussia, and should be occupied, till a

peace, by garrisons composed partly of his soldiers dud partly of

those belonging to the Duke of Holstein-Gotto^p.

We must now return to
r
the affairs of the Czar, and of his

adversary Charles XII. After the capitulation of Lpwenhaupt

and the remains of the Swedish army, the Russian general Schere-

meteff was despatched with 40,000 men into Livonia to secure

that important province and the coast of the Balti<j. Peter him-

self, after his interview with Augustus II. at Thorn, already re-

lated, prooeeded/in November, to Riga, and opeped the ^ege of

that place by firing three bombs with his own hand. Hence'he

1 By the Capitulation of OUenswirtb, Dumont, t. viii. pt. i. p. 388.
, * Ibid. p. 407.
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hastened to the Neva to inspect the programs of hi^hew city, for

the adornment of which* Ws nobfcsr were ordered to construct

palaces of stone. Among ether*improvements^ -canal yas planned

between Lake Ladoga and the Volga, b)r whigh a water oommpni-
cation waEstablished With the Caspian Sea. Toward# the close

otitbe year Peter entered Moscow with a triumphal procession, in

which figured the captifted Swedes. In 171Q conquest of

Lyonia and Carelia was completed!

Moanwhil^ Charles XII, had been * atrqjmng every*nerve to

incite the Porte to hostilities against Russia; in which he.was
assisted by his friend Count Poniatowsk*, by the* Khan of Tartary,

and by the French ambassador at Constantinople. Their efforts

at length succeeded. On November 21st, 1710, the Sultan

Achmet III. declared war against the Czar, and, according to

Turkish custom, imprisoned Tolstoi, the Russian ambassador, in

the Seven Towers. Peter, relying on tho negotiations which he

had entered into with the Hospodars of Moldavia and Wallachia,

despatched a Russian division, under Scheremeteff, to the Pruth ;

and he himself set off in the same direction in the spring of 1711.

Demetrius Canteqiir, the Hospodar of Moldavia, a prince of Greek

origin, who had engaged to assist the Czar* in his war with the

Turks,- on condition that Peter should aid him in rendering h^is

sovereigrfty he^ditary, induced the Russians to cross t^jo Pruth

by representing that they Vould bo able to seize some con-

siderable Turkish magazines. But Peter, when he*had #crossed

the river, found that he had been completely deceived. The

Moldavians were not inclined to rise, and the want of foAge an jl

other necessaries soon compelled the Czar to retreat. But* he

had not proceeded far ^j^en he was overtaken *tad hemmed tn by

the Turkish army, which was infinitely more numerous thah his

own, in a spot between th# Pruth and a morass. In this situation,

to retreat or to advance was equally impossible
;
yet the want of

provisions allowed him not to remain stationary. Despair now

seizedsthe heart of Peter. A sjngle*bour might upset all those

plans and labours for the benefit of his country which had occu-

pied his whole l\te ;
and in his distress and agitation, wjnch ho

cared not to betray, he shut himself up in his tent, and galre

strict orders that nobody should be admitted to his presence.

In these circumstances a council of the principal Russian

officers* determined that the only chance of escape was to come

to terns with the Grand Vizier, Mohammed Baltgidschi, who com-

manded the Turkish army. None* however# was bold enougn ta
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communicateVfhis decision to the Caaf*, except Catharine his wife.

Catharine, who, before her capture at Marienburg/ had beds be-

trothed to a Swedish corporal, had subsequently been the mistress

of Scheremeteff and Menschikoff. In this last capacity she at-

tracted thffe notice and love of Peter, who secretly marfaed her in

1707/and before setting out on this expedition against the Turk©,

in which she /iccQmpanied him, he had0
publicly proclaimed her

1

his lawful Consort. Catharine, besides a handsome person, had

been endowed by nature with an excellent understanding anfl. the

mos^ • engaging manners. Although so ignorant that she could

not even read or
c

write, sfye had great* skill in penetrating the

characters of those with whom she was connected, and of adapt-

ing hersolf to their views and dispositions. She had gained com-

plete empire over Peter by entering warmly into all his plans, and
while seeming to humour him in all his caprices, she entirely

governed him. She alone undertook an office which might have

cost another his life
; she entered Peter’s tent, soothed him by

her caresses, and persuaded him to send a messenger to the Yizier

with offers of peace. She obtained from the principal officers

what money they had to make up the customary present on such

occasions,
1
to which /;he added her own jewels. Fortunately for

the Russians, Mohammed Baltadschi was anything but a hero.

An intiipation on the p&rt of the Czar, supportedvby a siigbt de-

monstration in the Russian camp, that, if his proposals were not

accepieU, he* meant to force his way through at the point of the*

bayonet, induced
r
the Yizier to come to terms. In this moment

qf awful suspense, Peter displayed the great qualities which he

really possessed, though they were sometimes obscui-ed by the

peculiarities of his temperament. He ^dressed a letter to his

Senate, in which he directed them that, iji the event of his being

made' ^ prisoner, they should no longet regard him as their sove-

reign nor obey any instructions they might receive in his name,
even though signed with his own hand ; while, if he should be
killed, they were immediately to

celcft another Czar.
4 The Yizier,

however, consented to receive the Russian plenipotentiaries, and
on July, 21st was signed the Capitulation of the Pruth.

3 By this

* Some authors represent the sum col- ch. 1 and 2 : Tabr'yc*!Anecdotes du Stjour
lected as large enough to bribe the Grand du !?oi de Suede a Jjpudtr; Poni&towski,
Vizier to betray »hSs«duty and graut a Bemarqites, &c.

* *

peace. #It seems, however, more probable 3 De la Motraye, t. ii. p. 19 : StUhlin,

that it represented only the usual gift on Anecdotes orig. demJHerreJe Grand, p. 4Si
such occasions, according to Eastern cus- \Sorashurg, 1787V

™

tom. See Zinkeisen. breach, des osm%
8 The terms or this treaty, which is also

BeicXff. B. v. S. 424. See for these events called the Capitulation of Hoeste-Questy,
De la Motraye, Voyages^ t. i. ch. 19, t. ii. « will be found in De ia Motraye, t. ii. p. 20
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Convention the Czar agreed to restore Azov to the^Portc, to de-

stroy the fortifications of Taganrog, Kamenska, rfhd Samara* to

recall his army from Poland, and to forbear from alltnterfefence

ki the afljjirs of the Cossacks subject to the Khan of Tartary.

{To stipulation was made respecting the King of Sweden, except

^
that he. should be permitted to return unmolested to hiS own
dominions. %

. •

When the Russian army was first surrounded in a situation

from which ^it seemed impossible to ‘escape, Poniatowski, who
had accompanied the Grjand Vizier, despatched £ messenger in all

haste to Charles XII. at Bender, begging him to come without

delay and behold the consummation of his adversary's ruin.

Charles* instantly obeyed the summons, but, to his unspeakable

mortification and rage, arrived only in time to see in the distance

the last retreating ranks of the Russian rear-guard. Loud and

bitter were the reproaches which Charles addressed to Baltadschi

for his conduct. He besought tho Vizier to lend him 20,000 or

30,000 men, wherewith he promised to bring 'back the Czar and

his whole army prisoners; but Baltadschi, with a mortifying

apathy, pleaded the faith of treaties, 'and Charles, rushing from

the Vizier’s tent with a loud and contemptuous laugh, mounted

his horse, and rode back at full gallop to Bender. Hero ho and

Poniatowski, m conjunction with the Elian of Tartary, employed

themselves in effecting the ruin of the Grand Vizier. He was

accused of having taken tribes to grant the peace* ; anil though

the news of the Capitulation had at first been received at Con-

stantinople with every demonstration of joy, these accusatioife,

supported by the enemies of Baltadschi in the . Seraglio^ pro-

cured his banishment #fc> Lemnos, where he ftied the* following

year. *
. ;

The Sultan now endeavoured to Jia&ten the departure «of tho

King of Sweden from his dominion^ who wts both a troublesome

and an expensive guest. But Chafes was not disposed to quit

except on the most exorbitant* terms. He demanded a payment*

of, 600,000 dollars and an escort of 30,000 men, while the Porto

w&s inclined, to grant only 6,000 men and no money. • After *a

forbearance of many months, the Sultan at length prepared to

use fdtee, diaries's daily allowance was withdrawn, and the

Janissaries were commanded to seize his person, dead o* alive,

Charles bArayed on this occasion his characteristic obstinacy and

recklessness. Although surrounded by a force which left nc^hope

of successful resistance, he resolved, with a few hundred followers.
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to defend to Ae last extremity his tittle camp at Varnitza,
1 which

he had fortifietf with a barricade composed of chairs, .tables, casks,

bedding, and whatever came to hand ; and it was not till after a

desperate hand-to-hand conflict, in which he was more^an cface

wounded, * that he was at length secured (February, 1713) #

Charlds was now carried to Adrianople, and thence to Demotici,

where a residence was assigned to him/lbut with a very reduce^

allowance. Shortly after his departure Vrom Bender, King Stanis-

laus arrived at that ‘place with the view, it is said, of mediating

a peace between Chferles a$d Augustus by resigning the crown of

Poland. But Charles woi^d not hear of such an arrangement.

He still entertained the hope that the Porte might be induced to

take up his cause as well as that of Stanislaus. But these expec-

tations wore frustrated by a treaty concluded in April, 1714,

between tho Porte and Augustus II., by which the Peace of

Carlowitz was confirmed.'
2

Augustus undertook that Russian

troops should no longer be suffered in Poland, while, on the other

hand the Pasha of' Bender received orders to dismiss from that

place all Polish “ malcontonts.” Stanislaus, who seemed to be

tacitly included in this designation, set off in the autumn for the

King of Sweden's dudiy of Deux-Ponts, with the hope offinding

in a private station that quiet and contentment which had been

denied to him during hisrinsecuro anc} stormy reign.

About tho same time, Charles XII., at length abandoning all

hope oY inducing the Porte to take up Bis cause against the Czar,

was persuaded by tieneral Lieven to return to his kingdom, or

rafcher to* his army in the north of Germany. The Emperor pro-

mised him a safe passage through his dominions; tne Sultan

prQvided him witlf‘an escort to the frontier
;
but Charles, im-

patient of the slow progress qf the Turks, set off with only two

companions from the Wallacjnan town of Pitescht, and crossing

the Hungarian frontier at t-h© Rothenthurm Pass, proceeded

through Hermannstadt, Budp, Vienna, Ratisbon, Hanau, Cassel,

-Giistrow, andTribsoes, to Stralsund.
t,
This extraordinary jouSney,

which was lengthened by a considerable detour, and must have

bfcen at least 1,100 miles in length, was performed for the moht

part on horseback, and was accomplished in seventeeh days.
3

1 A village within i mile or two of him alive. Lunblad,Th. ii. Kap. xviii

Bender. . Tliis extraordinary tight, which 2 Zinkeiaen, B. v. S. 454 f. r

lasted seven hours, is known by the name * Charles left Pitescht (A November
of the Kiihbdike. That Charles should 5tn, 2nd arrived at StraLund on the 21st.

have escaped with bis Jife can only be See a detailed account of the journey in

aeipunted for by the circumstance that Lundblad, Th. ii. S. 422, Anm. His com*
the Janissaries endeavoured to capture panion, Captain Ddrang^ was almost
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O^e of the first steps of Charles? after his arrivalm the Norths

was to demand from the King of Prussia the restitution of the

places which he held in Pomerania ; and as Frederick William

demurred to comply with this demand, Charles proceeded to

occupy ilte Isle- of Usedom with 3,000 Swedes (April, 1715).

$his was the signal for war. The King of Prussia immediately

caused the troops of th&Duke of Holstein-Gottofp, which, along

with the Prussians, formed the garrisons of Stettin and Wollin,

to bb disarmed ;
and ho despatched 20,00Q of his troops to join

the Danes and Saxons in the siege of Stralaund, lloth Iiq and

the King of Denmark appeared in person before that place in the

summer; and although Stralsund was defended and victualled

on the^sea side by the Swedish fleet, and on tho land side was

protected by an entrenched camp of 12,000 men, animated by the

presence of their warlike King, yet the operations of the allies

were gradually successful. Charles, foreseeing the fall of Stral-

sund to be inevitable, endeavoured to avert it by offers of peace

;

and on their rejection, ho embarked for ^Sweden. In the same

year the Czar appeared with a large fleet on the coasts of Goth-

land, while Prince Golitzyn marched to tho Gulf of Bothnia and

threatened the northern boundaries of Sweden. The allies were

assisted in the siege of Wismar by George I., King of England

and Elector of Hanover, who had entered into an alliance with

the King of Denmark, ancf obtained from him, for a largfe sum
of money, the Duchies ofilremen and Verden. Wismar* tho last

place held by the Swedes in Germany, surrendered April 19th,

1716. *
|

After this event the war languished, and a mutual jealousy

began to sow dissensyp among the allies, ffhe Czar perteived

that it would not be advantageous for him that Denmark should

conquer Sweden, nor that Augustus should establish absolute

monarchy in Poland ; but rather ‘that the two Scandinavian

kingdoms phould remain in a state of mutual Weakness, and that

the Boles, under the name of liberty, should be plunged in per-

petual anarchy. These political motives were strengthened by

hie disgust at the conduct of the allies after the taking of Wis-

mar. He hpd hoped to obtain that city for his nephew-in-law,

the Duke of Mecklenburg ; but after its capture, the allied army

had forcibly prevented a Russian corps from entering jit and

killed with and the King hjpaSif not arrive at Stralsnnd till the summer of
hod got a bad sore in the leg, not having 1715. Cf. Pe la Motraye, t. ii. ch. *i

;

taken off his boots for eight days. The Jfabrice, p, 357 vf,

royal suite, left behind dt Pitescht, did
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forming parivpf tlie garrison! Of the other allies, the l£jng of

Prussia was satisfied with having obtained possession of Stettin

and .the mquth of the Oder, and all the country between that

river and the Peene, which had been relinquished to him by*thp

allies aftec the capture of Stralsund ; while Augustus II. was

precluded from faking any further part in the war by the events

which had taljfcn place in Poland. Although all the differences

between the Polish Republic and the* Ottoman Porte had been

arranged 'in April, 4^14, by the treaty already mentioned? the

Saxon troops had Jjcen still retained in Poland, to the great

jealousy of the Polish nobles. In the autumn of 1715 two

Confederations were formed, one by the army of the Crown at

Gorzycc, the other by the troops of Little Poland at Tainogrod,

to expel the Saxons; and hostilities broke out, which were at

length pacified by the mediation of the Czar. By a perpetual

peace proclaimed at Warsaw, November 3rd, 1716, Augustus

engaged to dismiss all his troops from Poland, except 1,200

guards; never to* declare war without consulting the Diet, nor

to absent himself from Poland more than three months in the

year.
1 These conditions .established him on the throne, but

precluded hiih from taking any part in the Northern war.

Charles XII., however, still counted among his adversaries the

Czar, the King of Denmark, George I. of England, as Elector of

Handver, and the Dutch. But the Czar, as we have before re-

marked/ was not inclined to prosecute1 the war with any vigour.

He had already Wrested from Sweden* nearly all that he could

expect dr desire. In 1713 almost all Finland had been reduced

under his dominion, he himself commanding the van o’f the fleet

under Apiaxin. His cares were henceforfji directed chiefly to the

preservation of his conquests and to the creation of a powerful

navy, by purchasing ships in*England knd Holland, and building

some at St. Petersburg—an operation which he often personally

superintended. On the occasion of a launch in that city in May,

1714, he addressed a remarkable speech to the spectators, in

which he adverted with a justifiable pride to the success of his

labours./ “Who among you, my brethren/
1
he §aid, " would

have dreamt, thirty years ago, that you would hp^e been ship-

building here with me on the Baltic ? or that, «in
.
the garb of

GermpUs; we should have fixed our dwellings in lands sqbdued

by our valour and perseverance, should have provide# ourselves

with so many brave and victorious soldiers and sailors, so many
* 1 Koch et Scholl, Hist, abr. des Traites, t. xiii. p. 260.
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skilfu^ mechanics, bom or* educated in foreign countries, and

have acquired the esteem of all princes and peoples ? The yts

and sciences, taking their rise in Greece and Italy, Jxave spread

tfieuiselve^over Germany and Poland. Our turn will come next,

and you will then support me in my endeavours at imjfrovement,

net from blind obedience, but of your own free \yll. I may com-

pare the progress of the •sciences to the circulqtiofy of the blood.

I
#
suspect that they will at somo period leave their abode in

England, France, and Germany, to dwell %ome centuries among
us, 1 thence to return to Greece, their proper dwelling. Mean-
while, I exhort you to remember the precept, * Pray and work

;

*

for be assured that even perhaps during our own lives we may
put to ^Jiaine other civilized nations, and raise the fame of our

country to its highest point.”
1

While such were Peter's feelings with regard to the war, the

attempi on the part of one of the King of Sweden's ministers to

detach him from liis allies proved no difficult task. Baron Gortz,

a man of large views and enterprising character, not content

with the circumscribed sphere of action which the service of the

Duke of Holstein-Gottorp afforded to liis abilities, resolved to

enter that of Charles XII., and to retrieve, if he could, the

desperate fortunes of that sovereign and his kingdom. In the

spring eff 171$ Gortz proceeded to Hglland, on the Qstensible

mission of procuring money for Charles. His principal objoct,

however, was to conciliate* the Czar through Prince* KurfcWin, the

Russian minister at the Hague; and though’no formal alliance

was yet concluded, or even negotiated, between Charles a*d

Peter, and though the Czar continued to act ostensibly with his

former allies, yet his conduct showed that tike efforts of#Gortz

had not been without success. Charles *XII. having invaded

Norway in the spring <Jf 1716 aiid occupied Christianja, the

capital, the Czar and the King of 'Denmark agreed to make a

diversion by a descent in Schonen, in which thejr were to be

supported by an Englidi ancj a fhitch squadron. The Czar

assumed the command of the combined fleet, which numbered

merS than eighty vessels of war ; btft when everything seemed

ready for thp enterprise, Peter, to the surprise and disappoint-

ment ef the Danish Xing, suddenly declared tl\&t the season was

too far advanced to attempt such an operation (September)

.

It is meet probable that he had neyer seriously thought of

undertaking it, and that hie only objects hfd been to throw
1 Weber, Dan veranderte Rimland, S. IX..

*
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dust intQ
t
tbe eyes* of ‘his Afldegj and to involve the E^ng of

Denmark in a^Useless expenditure. His behaviour was 69 eqm-
vocai that be was even stepeoted of a design to surprise Copen-

hagen. Instead of 20,000 Russian troops he Kad^ntrOdaiC^l

double that number into Zealand; and thej bfehaved* with such

insolence that Frederick was compelled to demand 4hfir wiffi-

drawal. Peter put them into winter charters in, Mecklenburg,

which they continued to occupy in spite of tbe remonstrances of

the Einpdror and tlfe,Elector of Hanover. Peter isrsaid to1have

conceived a design of settling himself at this extremity of*the

Baltic, and becoming an unwelcome member of the German body.

The views of the Czar were mjmifc*ted by his subsequent

policy. Gortz, after the negotiation* of tho Hague alrinfly men-
tioned, proceeded to France, where he intrigued with the Pre-

tender, promised to help him to the British throne, and endea-

voured to obtain the a«?si stance of the Regent Orlean* in his

schemes. Peter, who himself visited Holland and France in 1717,

likewise used his r influence with the Regent to further these

views, but without avail, as that Prince was unwilling to en-

danger his alliance with England. Among other things it was
proposed that Charloo XII., who had conceived a mortal hatred

against George, should invade England with 12,000 men. One
fruit, however, of the CV.ar s journey to Paris wa4 tho Treaty of

Amsterdam, which lqay bo said to have introduced Russia into

the g^rieral European system. It wfts the design of Peter to

occupy the place of Sweden, which he had humbled, as the leading

Bower of the North, and to succeed her in the French alliance.

Prussia also was induced to become a party to this treaty.

Frederick* William I. had indeed already forlned an alliance

with Franco by a secret treaty, September 4th, 1716, by which

the possession of Stettin andTomorania as far as the Peene had

been assured to him, whilst he* on his side, guaranteed th£
*

IVeaties o£ Utrecht and Baden, and promised to use his en-

deavours to prevent the fempire ^from, declaring war against

France .

1 The chief articles of tho Treaty of Amsterdam,* con*

eluded between France, Russia, and Prussia, August 4th, 1717,

wefre that the Cfear and the King of Prussia should accept the

mediation of France $0 restore peace between them and Stoedefc,

and France promised not to renew the treaty of subsidies with

Sweden which expired in 1718.* * Thfe abandonment of the

1 StCnacl, Gf&ch. ditfPnuss. Staat B. 9 Dumont, t
;
\m. pt. i. £.400/ Is cos-

in' S. 283. sequence of“this treaty, France for the
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Swedish alliance by France ’was thft Czar's principal object. On
the ojher. h^nd, the Regent persuaded him to* withdraw Jris

troops from Mecklenburg, and to suspend his designs upon the

JSinfrire.f
The intrigues of Gdrtz having come to the ears of the English

Aovernpent, he had been apprehended at Arnhyim in February,

1717, and a ljke fate hafc befallen Gyllenborg, tlfij Swedish am-
bassador in London* A ftora few rnonths* detention, however, they

wer6 set at Jibcrty, and Peter, on returning; into Holland after his

viiflt to France, had an interview with Gdrtz aUtioo. The Swtylish

minister having engaged to bripg abqjit in three months, at the

expense of Denmark and Groat Britain, a pegico that should be

agreeaRi^ to tho Czar, Peter agreed to abstain from all hostilities

against Sweden. The* schemes of Gdrtz had been aidod by the

Spanish minister Alberoni. Spain was now at open variance with

Great Britain and the other members of tho Quadruple Alliance.
1

She had seized Sardinia, and was contemplating a doscont on

Sicily; and, in support of this movemept, Alberoni wished to

pacify and unite Russia and Sweden, to direct their joint arms
with those of Spain against Great Britain, and ofleet tho dethrone-

ment of George I. and tho restoration of thy Pretender.
2 On his

return to Sweden, Gdrtz procured the consent of Charles XII. t©

the negotiation of a peace with Russjft; for which purpose a

Congress was held in May, 1718, at Lofoe, one of tho Aland
Islands, under tho mediation of a Spanish agent. • The*prelimi-

naries of a treaty were here arranged, of whicK tho following is a

general outline, lngria, part of Carelia, Esthonia, and* Livon^,

were to be ceded to the Qzar, he undertaking to help Charles to

compensate himself fop
#
these losses in other -mays. Be ertga^ed

to depose Augustus II. and reinstate Stanislaus on the Polish

throne ; to procure for tHe King df Prussia, in conjunction with

’Sweden, an equivalent for the restoration o£ Stettin a&d its terri-

tory, but at the expense of the Polish dominiorls in W%st'Prussia;

to assist Charles in conquering Norway, as well as in an attack

upon Germany ; and especially he promised to march with all his

troops against the King of England as Elector of Hanqver, and

to compel to restore to Sweden the Duchies of Bremen and*

Yerdeh ;
or, as an alternative, Peter would persuade the Duke

of Mecklenburg to abandon his deletions to Charley, that

first time es&blished regular dipjq^atia v ' * Philippe, ap. Coxe, History of tke
relations witl^Russie, to which she sent Kings*ef Spain of the Hottse of Bourbon,

an embassador and consul.
r

roL ii. p. 538. * e
,

1 See below, chip. xliv.
•

III..
* M M
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Sovereign being compensated by .some part of the Polish jberri-

tories.
1

*
• *

r n

Although these preliminaries had not been ratified in a formal

treaty, Charles XII. reckoned so securely on a peaco^hat, witfy

the view #f compensating himself for his sacrifices ancTlosses bv

the cocqucst of Norway, he dirocted all his available forces towards

that kingdom,/ leaving his capital almost denuded of troops.

A division, under Armfoldt, was directed to invade the northern

part of Norway ; whilst Charles himself, with the ,rnain Ubdy,

entered the south, and in November laid siege to Fredcrikshild.

Bofore this place*’ in the pold winter nights of that northern

climate, Charles often slept in the open air on a plank or a bundle

of straw, covered only with his cloak. In inspecting the^frogress

of the trenchos he frequently exposed his person to the enemy’s

fire, and in an assault of one of the forts ho led the storming

column in person, and planted the ladder with his own hand. But

ho at length paid the penalty of his rashnoss. On the night of

December lltli ho<was shot, while in the trenches, with a musket-

ball through tho head. Charles, at the time of his death, was

thirty-six years of age.

After this event, tip Swedish commanders immediately resolved

to evacuate Norway. The rotreat of Armfoldt, in January,17 19,

over the fountains of tliq frontier, was most disastrbus ; his whole

force* except about 1,500 men perished of cold, ^and he himself

returned homo mutilated by the frosts Charles Frederick, the

young Duke of Holstein-Gottorp, then eighteen years of age, was

saving in the division before Frederikshald
;

and, being the

rightful heir of the Swedish Crown, as t
t
he son of Charles’s eldest

sister;- the generals in command had, q^fcer the death of that

monarch, testified a disposition to acknowledge him as their

sovereign. But the youthful prince wafited resolution to seize the

occasion, and the Swedish Crown was soon snatched from his grasp.

The revolution which took place at Stockholm had been long pre-

pared, but was so quickly developed after Charles’s death *as to

lead to a suspicion
3
that it was connected with a foreknowledge of

that event. The Senate kept the fatal occurrence .secret TSU dt

had taken measures to secure the government; w^en, passing

over the rightful heir, they named Ulrica Eleamora, Charles’s

second sister, as their queen. Ulrica was married to Frederick,

1 Koch et Scholl, t. xiii. p. 277 sqq.; 2 %i the grounds for si&pecting that

Lundblad, Th. ii. S. 521 $ Bacroeister, B. Charles net his death from the hand of
tii. Bqplage xvi.

; Schxfiauss, EinltUung
,

an assassin, see Lnndblaaf Gesck. Karl
&« B. ii. S. 384 ff. dm XII. Th. ii/S. 563 ff.
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hereditary Prince of Hesse CasSel, wlioJidd likewise teen serving

under the lata King in Norway, and afror his deatlf had assumed

the Command of the army. One of the first steps of the Govern-

ment arrest Baron Gbrtz. That minister was arraigned,

bgforo an illegally constituted tribunal, for having intended to

procure the crown for th^Duke of Holstein, and ho introduce the

Russians into the kingdom ; for having depreciated«tho currency,

and other things. Even if these charges wero true, Gdrtz had

actec?with the consent, or tty the order of tho late King
;
but he

was sentenced to death against all forms of laV.and justice, and

executed March 13th, 1710. An aaaembly of tho States was

summoned in February, and completely altered the constitution.

Sweden was declared an elective kingdom, and the government

was vested in (t council of twenty-four members, divided into

eight colleges, who were invested with a power so absolute that

their elected queen was reduced to a mere shadow. In short, the

ancient oligarchy was restored, and Sweden becarno the prey of a

fow noblo families. •
*

The foreign policy of tho new Government was precisely tho

reverse of that of Gdrtz. The conferences with the Russian

ministers were indeed continued till September, 1719, but they

wero then broken off, ahd Sweden approached the other Powers

from which Russia had separated hersolfif In November**! treaty

was signed at Stockholm between Sweden and Great Britain, by
which the Duchies of Bremen and Vcrden were ceded*to GeoVgo I.

in consideration of a payment of one million rix-dollars.
1 By

another treaty in January, 1720, George engaged to support;

Sweden against Donmark*and Russia, and to pay a yearly subsidy

of 300,000 dollars during tho war.2 About iho sam8 time qn

armistice was concluded with Poland till a definitive treaty should

be arranged on the basis of tho Pcacq of Oliva. Augustus was to

beVscognized as King Poland ; bq^ Stanislaus was tp retain tho

royal title during his life, and to Receive from Augustus a million

rix-dollars. Both parties wqjf*e«to unite&o check the preponder-

ance^/,the Czar, whose troops excited great discontent and sus-

picion by^their continued presence in Poland. On February 1st

a peace was occluded with Prussia under the mediation of Franco

and Great Britain. The principal articles of this treaty were that

Sweden ceded to Prussia, Stettin, the Islands of Wollin and Use-

dom, and A\ the*tract betwpjftn the Oder and Peeno, together with

the towns at Damm and jGrolnow beyond the Oder. The Kiqg of

* Djimont, t. viii. pi. ii. p. 15. * Ibid. p. 18.
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Prussia, on bis side, engfc^d'not to assist the Czar, and to pay two

million rix-dofors to the *ueen of Sweden.
1

, ,

Tho terms of a peace between Sweden and Denmark were more

difficult of arrangement. Frederick IV. had conquereifl|Straltfun(},

the Isle Af Riigon, part of Pomerania, &c., and the Example of

Handver and Prussia seemed to justify ^his pretensions to retain

what he had ^gained. The allies, however, did not deem it ad-

visable that the Swedes should bo ontiAjly expelled from Germany

;

and Denmark, as the weakest, amotfg them, was compelled to

abandon her claims. By the Treaty of Stockholm, June l*2th,

1720, the King of Denmark restored to Sweden, Wismar, Stral-

sund, Riigcn, and all that ho held in Pomerania
;
Sweden paying

600,000 rix-dollars and renouncing the freedom of the Sound.

Thus the only territorial acquisition which Denmark made by the

war was tho greater part of the Duchy of Schleswiek, the posses-

sion of which was guaranteed to her by England and France.
2

Sweden and Russia were now the only Powers which remained

at war. During 'the years 1710, 1720, and 1721, tho Russians

gained many advantages both by sea and land, and committed

tho most frightful devastations on tho Swedish coasts.
3

These

calamities, as well at the fear of being deprived by the Czar of

his now kingdom, induced Frederick L, to whom, with th?con-

sent of tho States, the SVedisli Crown had been transferred by his

consort, Ulrica Eleanora, in the spring of 1720, to use every

endeaViur ttf procure a peace with Ru&sia. As a means of intimi-

dation, tho Czar find pretended to adopt the cause of the young

Puko of Holstein-Cottorp, with whom he had an interview at

Riga in March, 1721 . That, prince wa* seeking to assure himself

of tho Czkr’s protection by a murriago Vf*th his daughter, Anna

Petrowna. At length, tBro.ugh the mediation of France, con-

ferences were opened m May* 1721, and the Peace op Nystad was

signed, September Wth. jjet-cr would r^t relax any of the con-

ditions agreed upon with Goytz
v
The only portion of his conquests

that lie relinquished wai Finnland^with the exception of 4 part

of Carelia
;
but as, by his treaty with Augustus II., at the^egin-

bing of.the war, he had promised to restore Livonia to Poland if

he conquered it, he paid the Crown of Sweden twq million dollars

in order to evade this engagement by alleging thht he h4d pur-

1 Dumont, t. viii. pt. ii. p. 21. of Sehleswick except theterritories be-
1 Dumont, ibid. p. 29: Allen, Grsch. longLg to the House of Gliicksburg.

det IfwiffTfikhs Danmark, S. 308 (Kiel, 3 For these events see Kfcmeister, B. ii.

124fi). Frederick IV. obtained the whole S. 172 ffS *
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chawjrfhat province. The Czar engaged not to interfere in the

dom®ip aflair^f Sweden, 1 * J • %

Wftsrat length terminatod the Great Northern Warj which

lastedUpwards of twenty years. In a letter to Dolgoruki, his

ambassador1 at^Paris, written^ few days after tlio conclusion of

thd TreaJjr offtyqted, Peter observes :
“Apprenticeships coinuKmly

enfl in ^pvon yem ; our} has lasted thrice a? long ; but, thank

God, it is at last brought io the desired termination, as you will

percale from the copy ©f the treaty

/

,a
The;’ apprenticeship was,

indeed, long and arduous, but the* results w<y*o in proportion.

Havinglo contend with a State formidable both*by sea an<J land,

IjP >tpin6i)n<I it necessary to remodel his ajmy, and to create a

mmft and it was from the Swedes themselves, then the most war-

jlkl^nation of Europe* that ho at length learnt how to beat thorn

—

a fact which he was always ready to acknowledge. His triplo ap-

prenticeship could not have been spent in a better school; but it

required qualities like his to reap the full advantage of it: a mind
acuto and largo, enough to porceivo his own, deficiencies and those

of his upoplo; modest enough learn how to remedy them;
^nejgetic enough to submit to any privations and dangers forthat

jmrposo. After this peace, the genate and £ynod conferred upon

him the title of “ Emperor of All the Russias and, on his return

to St. Petersb&rg in OctobA, he was saluted by his nobles and

peoplo as €( the Frothier of Iris country, Peter the Great.” Never,

perhaps, have these titles bAn more fairly earned. Peter had risen,

notTbylight otturth, but by his own abilities and perseverance,

frojflttie yoflPary condition of a mechanic and the rank of la

subaltern tow one of tho first potentates of Europe.

1 Dumontft. viii. pt. ii. p, a6. ,

9 £ergnuvnn, Peter dcr GrBssefVh. v. S. 89.
• m
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